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II TO: II 

II TO: II 

(TJJSlfsf) vJl^ycMUl* 

Chapter 1 
Shri MahSprabhu VallabhSchSrya, prostrates to our 

Lord Shri Krishna in K3rika 1, before starting his com¬ 
mentary of the Tenth Canto, with a view to bring out it's 
real inner sacred meaning of Total Devotion to our Lord. 
(NIRODHA) 

Mangalacharan 

TOTfa ^ M efldl*ft<lffcl¥llfiHHM 

^3TOPf 4>HlPffllHII *11 

KARIKA -i Meaning: "I prostrate to Lord Krishna, 
who is resting in my heart, resembling the Serpent 
Adisesha, in the ocean of Milk - the Lord, who is the 
Supreme Purushdttama and who is served by countless 
Laxmi's, with their loving and gracious care." 

Commentary: Shri Mahaprabhu, with a view to 
instruct the true devotees, following the tradition of the 
noble and exalted souls, invokes the Blessings and Grace 
of Lord Shri Krishna, before commencing his commen¬ 
tary. 

The Lord gives 'Total Devotion' to the devotees, 
devoid of any spiritual effort or merit, through the 
rememberance-His Divine Leelas as described in the 10th 
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Canto of Shri Bhagavatam, which is considered as the 
choicest and the sweetest fruit of the Kalpataru (the Divine 
wish-fulfilling tree) representing the Vedas. Hence, Shri 
Mah&prabhu prostrates to our Lord, who bestows Total 
Devotion to His Devotees, through His Divine Leelas, 
which forms the substance of this 10th Canto. 

Shri Mahapabhu explains the subtle difference be¬ 
tween Lord Narayana, who rests on the Serpent Adisesha 
in the ocean of Milk and Lord Shri Krishna who rests on 
the Adisesha Serpent, represented by the heart of His 
devotees, and His Divine Leelas, representing the "Ocean 
of Milk," which he enacts, so that the devotees get Total 
Devotion to him. In the ocean of milk in Shri Vaikuntam, 
there is one Divine Consort Laxmi, who serves the Lord 
in the traditional manner. But in the ocean of milk, 
represented by the hearts of the Devotees, countless pure 
and loving Gopikas serve our Lord, who had blessed them 
with pure devotion. Lord Narayana resting on Serpent 
Adisesha is the repository of righteousness i.e. Dharma 
but our Lord in the heart of the devotees is a treasure 
house of auspicious qualities and the personification of 
righteousness itself! In this manner, the greatness and 
glory of our Lord Krishna has been brought out. 

The difference between the path of righteousness and 
the path of pure "Grace" is also explained clearly. In the 
path of righteousness vr Dharma, the spiritual practice of 
considering tneself, as a servant of the Lord, is regarded 
as normal. Hence the VedSs, which represent the vital air 
of our Lord, with a view to exemplify this path of 
servitude to our Lord, take the form of the Serpent 
Adisfisha and serves the repository of all righteousness viz 
Lord Nirayana. Likewise, Goddess Laxmi, again to exem¬ 
plify the path of service (S£YA) to our Lord, leaving Her 
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usual place on the chest of our Lord, comes down to serve 
the Lotus feet of our Lord. Thus both the Serpent 
AdisSsha and Goddess Laxmi represent the glory of die 
spiritual practice of service or SEVA of the Lord. 

A Devotee attains the spiritual perfection of a true 
servant of our Lord, as a result of our Lord's compassion¬ 
ate grace, after the devotee has attained the spiritual 
perfection of self-realization as explained in the 
Upanishads. When a Devotee attains self-realization or 
seeing the self in everything and as everything, then his 
heart becomes a veritable sea of our Lord's Leelas or 
Divine Leelas. In this heart of the Devotee, our Lord takes 
His place for resting viz. The Lord bestows Bliss, Aes¬ 
thetic Relish (RASA) and joy to the Devotee, who 
becomes Blissful. (ANANDAMAYA) 

In this Karika Nol, The word "Leela" has been 
mentioned twice. Does it point to a repetition? Not at all. 
The reference to the Divine Leela, in the second part of 
the verse, is made to the ordinary and the 'daily' Divine 
Leelas enacted by the Lord, and the reference to the 
Divine Leelas in the third part of the verse is used to 
signify the special and important Divine Leelas enacted, 
with our Lord, by the Gopls and other Devotees of 
Brindavan, through their loving gaze and in other count¬ 
less ways. Hence there is no repetition at all. 

The word "Sayan" means also "Sleep" but here this 
word is used to mean, that the Lord established Himself 
and stayed. In other words, the Lord stayed in their hearts 
to enact His Divine Leelas, without going any where else. 
Thus- the Lord enacts his Divine Leelas, resorting to 
appropriate forms, when He decides to perform the same, 
at the same .time at two different places. In Shri Vaikuntam, 
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Shri NSrayana performs two different functions at the 
same time viz.the act of resting on the Serpent AdisSsha 
and making Lord Brahmd attend to the task of creation of 
the universe, after having created Lord BrahmS from His 
navel. Our Lord also, in the same manner, resides in the 
hearts of everyone. 

Shri Vallabhacharya has given the meaning of 
"resting" or "residing" for the word "Sayana" in His 
" SubOdhini" commentary. 

In the same way, as Shri NSrayana, who is resting on 
the Serpent AdisSsha creates this universe, our Lord 
Krishna, seated in the hearts of the Devotees, bestows the 
grace of Total Devotion (NIRODHA) to the Devotees and 
makes them experience countless new, wondrous and 
beautiful Blissful aspects of our Lord- expressing in this 
manner the aesthetic Rasa or Relish of True Devotioin, in 

a * 

this world. 

Hence, we shall not give the meaning of "sleep" for 
the word "$ayan" here as the Lord would not be able to 
play His Divine Leelas, if He was referred to as 
"sleeping".The correct meaning here will be "resting" or 
"residing". 

Our Shri Mahaprabhu Vallabhacharya after prostrating 
to our Lord, in the Karika Nol, now explains, in the 
second Karika, that the Lord is present and resplendent in 
his own heart. 

TjtjfSr# ftfireigm 
ttsst TmiRii 

"The Beloved Lord is present and resplendent in my 
heart in five different ways. I am prostrating to Him" 

Commentary: The Lord is described to be mani¬ 
fested in five different ways. 
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In this verse, the first word "Four" refers to the 4 
chapters of this Canto, which explains the Holy Birth of 
our Lord. In these four chapters, successively, the cause, 
effort, taking another form and the fascinating dexterity of 
our Lord's Incarnation are explained.(These four factors 
are explained as: In the first chapter the reason for the 
incarnation of our Lord is explained; in the second 
chapter, the Lord's efforts to quicken the process of His 
Advent is described ; the third chapter deals with the Lord 
taking the form of a new born natural human child after 
concealing His Four-armed Divine form and the fourth 
chapter deals with the enchanting work of our Lord's 
potency of illusion or Maya) 

The second "Four" refers to the "spiritual- 
ignorance"(TAMAS) group of chapters from 5 to 32 and 
represents the four factors of evidence, the Lord, spiritual 
effort and spiritual attainment. The third "Four" refers to 
the four groups of the 'spiritual dynamic'(RAJAS) chap¬ 
ters from 33 to 60 again dealing with the four factors of 
'spiritual dynamic' evidence, the Lord, spiritual effort and 

spiritual attainment. ( xhi°i, ufrq, and TFR) 

The word "three" refers to "spiritual harmonious" 
(SATWA) group of chapters from 61 to 81 and these deal 
with the Grace of God, spiritual effort and spiritual 

» 

attainment. The factor of "proof or evidence" is not 
needed here as the Devotees who are spiritually harmoni¬ 
ous, have a pure mind and having strong faith, they do not 
entertain any doubt about our Lord.Hence they do not 
need any proof or evidence. 

The word "Six" refers to the Divine qualities of our 
Lord, consisting of six chapters and they deal with the 
qualities of Opulence, Valour, Glory, Wealth, Wisdom and 
Renunciation of our Lord. Thus the 10th Canto has 57 
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chapters consisting of (1) Our Lords' birth 4 chapters (2) 
chapters dealing with "spiritual ignorance" (TAMAS)-28 
(3)chapters dealing with "spiritual dynamism" (RAJAS)- 
28 (4)Chapters dealing with "spiritual harmony" (SATW\)- 
21 and (5)Chapters dealing with the six Divine qualities of 
our Lord-6 and thus in total, there are 57 chapters. There 
are three more chapters, which are considered as 
interpellation, which make the total number of chapters 
to 60. 

3?mref: TOfrweirortfa 
KARIKA 2 Meaning: "In this K&rika, we shall 

consider the true meaning of 10th Canto and it's various 
groups of chapters and of each chapter." 

Commentary : Mahaprabhu Shri Vallabhacharya deals 
with the true meaning of the 10th Canto, with a view to 
make us understand it fully. He deals with the groups of 
chapters and of each chapter also, as Shri Mahaprabhu 
thought that it was not enough to give only the meanings 
of words and verses .With a desire to remove the doubts 
regarding the true meaning of the Canto, especially in 
view of the several meanings, given in various other 
commentaries, Shri Mahaprabhu thought it necessary to 
extensively explain the true meaning of the entire 10th 
Canto, grouping them into clear-divisions with their mean¬ 
ing and also give the purport of each chapter. Thus, a very 
detailed study, is made by our Shri Mahaprabhu, to fully 
do justice, to the inner and true meaning of the 10th 
Canto. 

3IWTO: irfrr I 

KARIKA 3 and 3Vi Meaning : "There is a doubt, 
as to whether the true meaning of the 10* Canto is 
'surrender' or Ibtal Devotion to God' "(NIRODHA-Total 
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devotion to God on the part of the devotee, who forgets the 
entire world, due to the Grace of God showered on the 
Devotee through His divine Leelas and compassion) 

Many commentators hold the view, that the true 
meaning of 10th Canto is 'surrender', as in this Canto, the 
goal of the Nine Leelas or the Divine Leelas of the Lord 
is Lord Shri Krishna Himself and His Divine Leelas. 
Through these Divine Leelas, one can understand fully the 
true Divine nature of our Lord Shri Krishna.Hence the 
main purport of this Canto is 'Surrender' to our Lord. 
Some others feel that the main purport of the Canto is 
'Total Devotion' to our Lord, especially in view of the 
'step by step' description of the Divine Leelas of our 
Lord, as given in the First verse of 10th chapter of 2nd 
Canto. 

Thus, there are 2 views about the true meaning of this 
Canto. Is it 'Surrender' or is it 'TOTAL Devotion'? 

Now Shri Mahaprabhu gives the views of those who 
consider the purport of this Canto to be 'Surrender'. 

wl«il»itiU«hl gltf: sbUm*' II * II 

qviietwr^vegeiui' eUcMt) I 

■Nta: TFnit yfwg: T II ^ II 

giTSTO: yfirara ii ^ u 
ewfteWti : verses 4,5 and 6 

The Meaning of KSrikas: "Those who consider, that the 
purport of 10th Canto is only ’Surrender’, say, that we 
should give the meaning to a Canto by considering the 
Divine Leelas enacted by the Lord as described in that 
Canto only. We should not consider the meaning through 
the 'step by step' process, as this process isn't correct, in 
comparison to die consideration of the Divine Leelas of 
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the Lord, as given in the particular Canto itself.The 
"VedSs" also prescribe the same method of finding the 
true meaning of a given situation or word. In the Purva 
Mimamsa part of the Vedas ( Purva-Mimamsa part 
prescribes the rites and rituals and their methods), the rule 
is to capture the essence of a ritual and then to emphasize 
the order in which it is described, e.g."In the worship of 
Agni, offerings are made into Fire"- This verse has come 
first and the verse " Rice is cooked in milk" has come 
afterwards. Although it is well known that the rice is 
cooked first before it is offered to Fire in a sacrifice. 
Here, if we were to go by the meaning of words in the 
order they appear, then there will be distortion and we 
will lose sight of the essence of the meaning. Thus, we 
should give up the 'step by step' or orderly process and 
accept the meaning of the Divine Leelas given in the 
Canto only, and this consideration will prove that the true 
meaning of this Canto is 'Surrender' .We should accept 
the 'Meaning' of the particular Canto only as true, which 
confers the true result of listening to Shri Bhagavatams-in 
this case the listening of the Divine Leelas of the Lord, 
as given in this Canto, confers the true result to the 
Devotee, viz "Surrender". (ASRAYA) 

By following the "orderly process" it is possible also 
to discern the meaning of this Canto as "Total Devotion" 
to our Lord. The word 'Nirodha' also means ' Pralaya or 
Ending' . Instead of accepting the meaning as 'Ending' 
brought about by a weak "orderly step by step process" is 
it not better to accept the true meaning as 'Surrender' by 
confining ourselves to the results conferred by listening to 
the Divine Leelas of the Lord as described in this Canto? 
Thus, the 10th Canto, as a full description of the pure 
Divine Leelas of the Lord is given , is considered as 
'Best' in comparison to other Canto's.As in the 12th 
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Canto, there is a description of the ending of the universe 
( Pralaya) and other Divine Leelas, we may call the 12th 
Canto as "NIRODHA" (meaning Pralaya=ending) and we 
should term the 10th Canto as signifying only ASHRAYA 
or Surrender ( dependence) . 

Now Mahaprabhu Shri Vallabhacharya responds to the 
above arguments and refutes them effectively to establish 
conclusively that the main meaning of 10th Canto is 
'Total Devotion’ to our Lord and not "Surrender". 

r If tor i 

Firarat wzfii ? ii \s n 

3TCl rilHIgRchm <f«tT R^ I 

3>M)H^cfi|<3>|cqfRT sBRST R^ I 

Karika 7-8-: 

Meaning: The main purport of the 10th Canto cannot 
be "Surrender" which is based on the Nine factors like 
creation, manifestation,etc.The aim of these nine factors is 
"Surrender" and Shri Sukadeva couldn't have endorsed 
"surrender" as the main theme of the 10th Canto. Why? 
Because, the result of surrender to our Lord, having been 
achieved as described in the 10th Canto, there was no 
necessity for Shn Sukadeva, to describe further, the 
Divine Leelas of the Lord. Moreover , to describe the two 
aspects of 'Liberation' and 'Total Devotion' to God, after 
dealing with the aspect of " Surrender" would contradict 
the cause-effect principle like putting the cart before the 

horse! 

If someone says that our Lord's Divine Leelas are 
described in detail in the 10th Canto and due to this, the 
main theme of 10th Canto should be surrender- then we 
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should remember that our Lord's Divine Leelas are 
described in the 11th Canto also. In view of this, without 
any doubt, we should determine the true meaning of the 
various Cantos of Shri Bhagavatam only on the basis of 
" step by step orderly manner" and not by considering 
only the contents of individual Canto. Now we will 
consider the meaning of Shri Vallabhdch&rya's KSrika, 
which establishes that the main theme of our 10th Canto 
is NIRODHA or Total Devotion to Our Lord. 

Shri Mahaprabhu Vallabhacharya says that if we were 
to accept that "Surrender" is the main purport of the 10th 
Canto, then we will have to consider the aspect of " 
Surrender" explained by Shri Sukadeva requiring the nine 
factors in the second Canto. But this being not the real 
meaning, Shri Sukadeva began to describe the Divine 
Leelas of our Lord such as creation etc. from the 3rd 
Canto onwards and concludes with the main theme of 
Total Devotion to our Lord, Liberation and Surrender 
respectively in Cantos 10, 11 and 12 .What is the proof 
for this? If King Parlkshit had attained "surrender" in 10th 
Canto only. He would not have desired to listen more and 
Shri Sukadeva also would not have proceeded to tell him 
the Uth and 12th Canto's, as it would be futile to tell 
these two chapters. It would be , indeed, insulting to the 
glory and greatness of Shri Sukadeva, to regard "Surren¬ 
der" as the main theme of the 10th Canto. Moreover the 
contradiction of 'effect-cause ' will take place in the 
order of the Divine Leelas enacted by our Lord, if we 
were to accept " Surrender" as the main theme of the 10th 
Canto. Then what is the real purport of each of the 12 
Cantos? 

First Canto: Description of spiritual qualifications 
necessary for spiritual Aspirants/Devo¬ 
tees. 
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Second Canto: The hearing and listening to our Lords' 
Leelas by spiritual Aspirants/Devotees 
who are fully qualified 

Third Canto: First Creation - The taking of the 
Forms by the One, who is beyond all 
forms. 

Forth Canto: The manifestation of further created 
beings like Lord Brahma and others. 

Fifth Canto: To establish, properly, order among the 
created and manifested beings- the es¬ 
tablishment of the 4 main goals of life 
viz. Righteousness etc. ( DHARMA). 

Sixth Canto: The Lord's Divine Leelas of grace and 
on whom this grace is bestowed. 

Seventh Canto: Description of the Divine Leelas of the 
Lord to remove the blemish of anguish 
and concern.(?) 

Eighth Canto: Description of righteous conduct with 
a view to remove the blemish caused 
by K51a- or TIME. 

Ninth Canto: Description of stories on Devotion and 
Devotees for the removal of blemish, 
from the minds of those, who are 
averse to the listening to the stories of 
our Lord's Divine Leelas. 

Tenth Canto: The Divine Leelas of our Lord leading 
to "Total Devotion". The Lord be¬ 
stows Total Devotion to the Devotees, 
after making them forget this material 
world, and drawing their entire mind 
to Himself, through the enactment of 
His Divine Leelas. 
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Eleventh Canto: The Divine sport of Liberation - Be¬ 
stowing Liberation by our Lord, to 
those, who have crossed the attach¬ 
ments and desires of the entire uni¬ 
verse and have developed a deep Love 
for Our Lord. The Lord blesses them 
with full wisdom, about their eternal 
Divine relationship with Him and, about 
their true Divine nature. 

Twelth Canto: The Divine Leelas of " Surrender" or 
" Dependence". The final establish¬ 
ment of the Devotees, having attained 
the wisdom about their true Divine 
nature and having got liberated from 
the cycle of births And deaths, thor¬ 
ough the Grace of our Lord, in the 
Primordial Brahman or the Absolute 
Divine nature of our Lord, as 
Purushottama- or the Supreme Lord. 

In this manner, it is correct to accept, that the main 
theme of 10th canto is "Total Devotion" and any other 
conclusion will contradict the orderly and "step by step" 
exposition on the main themes of the 12 Cantos given by 
Shri Sukadeva. 

W# sFte5* II S II 

KARIKA : 9 & 9 Vc 

Meaning: 'Total Devotion' or NIR0DHA is the 
Divine play of Lord Shri Hari, who is the Supreme Lord 
as Shri Krishna, in this universe, with His full and 
immeasurable Divine powers. 

Commentary: It is necessary to determine the correct 
meaning of the word 'NIR0DHA'. Some say, without 
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understanding the heart of Shri Sukadeva, about the actual 
meaning of this word, that, this word means" The resting 
of Souls with all its powers". This is not correct. In the 
6th verse of 10th chapter of 2nd Canto,we come across 
the word " pertaining to Him" (ASYA). This word clearly 
refers only to our Supreme Lord and not to the individual 
soul (JlVA). Hence, Shri MahSprabhu has given two 
names to this word "pertaining to Him" viz. Shri Hari and 
Shri Krishna. It is also wrong to describe the destruction 
of the wicked kings and others as "NIRODHA" or Total 
Devotion, as the Lord never destroys any one Himself, 
but he causes their destruction through His Divine Po¬ 
tency of Shri Sankarshana and others. Our Lord enacts 
only such Divine Leelas, which would enable the Devotees 
to get their ignorance destroyed and develop deep love for 
Our Lord enabling them to forget this entire Universe. 
This is the main purpose of Our Lords' manifestation and 
enactment of Divine Leelas. Thus the real theme of the 
10th Canto, which describes several of such Divine 
Leelas of our Lord is " NIRODHA" or Total Devotion 
and our Shri MahSprabhu has conclusively established this 
truth very clearly. 

Shri Purushottam Goswami in His "PRAKASH" has 
mentioned that the main reason for the 87 chapters of the 
10th Canto is 'Total Devotion' or "NIRODHA" meaning 
that the " Lord rests" (SAYAN) in the heart of the 
Devotee. This "resting and residing" of the Lord in the 
heart of the devotee is seen in 3 ways (1) Awakened 
stage(2) Dream state and (3) Deep-sleep stage. Apart from 
this, there are 72 main nerves in the body and also the 12 
powers of the ATMA or the Divine self such as 
opulence, brilliance etc. Totally all these add up to 87 and 
the 10th Canto consists of 87 chapters with a view to fully 
exemplify 'NIRODHA' or Total Devotion to our Lord. 
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II \o II 

KARIKA 10: Meaning of the words: The 
"NIRODHA" (Total Devotion) seen in the destruction of 
the wicked kings, who were cruel and unrighteous is 
different from the NIR0DHA (Total Devotion) caused by 
our Lords' Ten divine Leelas of creation etc. 

Commentary: Shri Mahaprabhu has clearly empha¬ 
sized that the reference to the destruction of wicked kings 
in the 10th Canto cannot be regarded as "NIR0DHA 
LEELA" or Divine Sports for causing Total Devotion, as 
these Divine Sports are not part of our Lords' ten main 
divine Leelas like creation etc. 

IT I 

H^UlfUIU^Vig rWT II W II 

«*>iRebi 11 and 11 1/2: Meaning of words: 

Noble souls should not mistake the Divine Sports of 
our Lord, destroying the wicked kings as "NIRODHA" or 
Total Devotion. Here in the words "Beginning" and 
"Ending" (used to refer to the first part dealing with the 
Birth of our Lord and the 'End' part dealing with the 
description of the divine qualities of our Lord), Nirddha, 
as having being caused by PRALAYA ( Ending ) is not 
mentioned. Moreover the Nirddha, seen in the destruction 
of the kings, as referred to in the 11th Canto, which 
explains the Divine Sports of our Lord pertaining to 
Liberation, is of the nature of destruction only 
(NASATMAK). In this way of destruction, We cannot 
experience any of the qualities of NIR0DHA or Total 
Devotion to our Lord. Hence these divine Leelas of our 
Lord, such as destroying the wicked kings, if included as 
part of Nirddha Leela, then this will become an addi- 
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tional 11th Leela, over and above the 10 main Leelas of 
our Lord. This stand is not acceptable, as this llth Leela 
does not pertain to the main theme of the 10th Canto viz. 
NIRODHA or Total Devotion. 

Commentary: The Divine Sports or our Lord, in 
getting the wicked kings destroyed by Shri Sankarshana is 
only a 'part' of the principal theme of this Canto viz. 
Total Devotion and this 'part' cannot be presumed to 
represent the real meaning of this Canto viz. NIRODHA 
or Total Devotion. With a view to reply to those, who will 
still persist in maintaining the view, that the Divine Leelas 
of our Lord in getting the wicked kings destroyed, as 
representing the Leela of Total Devotion, Our Acharya 

Shri Mahaprabhu, avers, that both in the chapters, firstly 
dealing with the Divine Birth of our Lord and lastly in the 
chapters dealing with the Divine qualities of Our Lord, 

the references to the destruction of the wicked kings do 
not constitute the actual NIRODHA Leela, as the inner 
meaning/purpose of these Leelas cannot be extended to 
mean actual NIRODHA or Total Devotion to our Lord. 
This argument can also be applied to the Divine Leelas in 

the llth Canto, but such extension of meaning will be far¬ 
fetched indeed. Hence wise souls do not regard these 
Divine Leelas as the true meaning of the 10th Canto. 

% II W II 

KARIKA : 12 Meaning : "To presume that our Lord 
took his incarnation only with a view to destroy the 

wicked kings will contradict the reasons given, for our 
Lord's incarnation, in the verses of praise made by queen 

Kunti.(KUNTiSTUTI)" 

Commentary : Shri Mahaprabhu, here, refers to the 

statement made by Bopadeva in his Bhagavatam, to the 
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effect, that, the Lord had taken the incarnation only to 
reduce the pain and troubles of this Earth, through 
destroying the wicked kings. Shri Mahaprabhu says that 
this statement of Bopadeva is not correct, especially, in 
view of the following verses of queen Kunti, in her praise 
of our Lord. 

qftRT ^ faVPTSf eFSf % f^trll 

(1-8-20- Sri Bhagavatam) 

Meaning: "Oh Lord, how can we, ordinary women, 
have your Darshan (vision), if you had not taken your 
incarnation, to reestablish and rejuvenate the Path of 
Devotion in the pure minds of all-renouncing and dedi¬ 
cated Devotees and Sages?" 

In this manner queen Kunti's statement proves that 
the real reason for the incarnation of Shri Krishna was to 
rejuvenate the Path of Devotion among his Devotees and 
not the destruction of the wicked kings. 

4>l4chl«J|g|pig VrfiWlWPl xrsr l 

^STTt It ** II 

KARIKA:-13-Meaning: 

"To conclude that the meaning of 10th Canto is 
"Surrender" will vitiate the 'cause and effect" and the 
"step by step" orderly way of dealing with the actual 
meaning of the Divine Leelas of our Lord in the entire 
Bh&gawatam. In this 10th Canto, a full description of the 
way in which our Lord destroyed the pain and troubles of 
His Devotees, Noble ones and of Mother Earth has been 
given. 

Commentary: In the second Canto, it has been 
specified, that for the purification of the Tenth Divine 
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sport of our Lord only i.e. Incarnation of our Lord Shri 
Krishna, all other Divine Leelas of our Lord have been 
described, starting from the first Divine Leela of Creation 
till the Divine Leela of our Lord viz. "Surrender" is fully 
dealt with in the 12th Canto .In this manner, a cogent 
cause-effect and 'step by step' approach has been properly 
adopted. To break this cogency and complimentariness, 
by just regarding "Surrender" as the true meaning of the 
10th Canto would be inappropriate. It is well known that 
one attains "Surrender” only after attaining true wisdom 
about the Divine Leelas of our Lord pertaining to creation 
and the nine other Leelas. In a very appropriate manner 
and method, all the Leelas of our Lord, have been inter¬ 
connected through the method of "cause-effect" in Shri 
Bhagawatam, in an orderly way, and this methodology 
should be protected. 

Hence it is totally incorrect to conclude that the 10th 
Canto deals with Nirddha (Total Devotion) caused by the 
destruction of the wicked kings or "Surrender" due to 
reasons explained above. 

It is but correct and proper, therefore to conclude, that 
the 10th Canto deals with only one main theme viz. 
NIRODHA meaning Total Devotion and Love to our 
Lord, by the forgetting of this entire universe, through 
listening to His Divine Leelas and blessed by the Grace of 
our Lord. 

U<K<£: ft I 

ftllfcft rfRT: W&P1: II W II 

KARIKA-14 Meaning: "Mother Earth, with a view 
to get rid of the pain and suffering caused to her by the 
sins committed by the wicked kings, successfully put 
efforts and with the manifestation of our Lord, the sorrow 
and suffering of Mother Earth ended." 
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Mother earth suffered very much and she made 
efforts to mitigate this. Mother earth can easily tolerate 
any number of people who are bad, as she is used to 
easily carrying the weight of huge mountains. But it 
becomes impossible for her to tolerate the huge weight of 
sins of the wicked people. This sorrow created by sins 
cannot be mitigated except though the intervention and 
manifestation of our Lord. Just like darkness fades away 
automatically at the dawn of Sun God, the sorrow of 
Mother Earth flees away on the incarnation of our Lord. 
Hence in the first chapter of 10th Canto, the effort made 
by Mother Earth to get her sorrow destroyed is described. 

KARIKA-15 -15 V* Meaning : "Lord Brahma, Lord 
Siva and other Gods took the help of Mother Earth., to 
plead with our Lord to manifest His Incarnation [ taking 
the help of another: Shri Mahaprabhu explains the inner 
meaning of this: Lord Brahma and Lord Siva and other 
Gods were unable to go to our Lord, with the prayers for 
His Incarnation, as they had never suffered the same 
sorrow through the wicked kings,which the Mother Earth 
had gone through. Hence, they never felt the need to pray 
to our Lord. Hence these Gods, taking the support of 
Mother Earth, came to serve our Lord at Shri 
VAIKUNTAM. They began to pray for the manifestation 
of our Lord]. Lord Siva and other Gods, came to the 
ocean of milk in Shri Vaikuntam taking the support of 
Mother Earth in the form of a cow, to pray for the 
manifestation of our Lord. Our Lord Shri Krishna always 
destroys the 'worldliness' of His Devotees and as such, 
only His "Chosen Devotees" were rewarded with 'Total 
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Devotion' to Him (NIRODHA) by our Lord, who causes 
them to forget the entire universe, due to the intensity of 
their Tbtal Devotion to our Lord. 

Commentary: When Mother Earth began to suffer 
with the sins of the wicked kings and others, she con¬ 
cluded that her sorrow can be mitigated only through our 
Lords' Incarnation. 

Although, all the Gods also, prayed for the Incarna¬ 
tion of our Lord, they never had the eagerness or intensity 
of feeling for our Lords' manifestation-hence they also 
fully did not deserve to plead for the Lords' manifestation. 
The Lord, being full of compassion for His Devotees, 
always manifests Himself to ward off the sorrow of His 
Devotees. Mother Earth, as she suffered so much sorrow, 
now, deserved more, than the Gods, to pray for the 
manifestation of our Lord. Hence Lord Brahma and other 
Gods had to take the help of Mother Earth with a view 
to pray for our Lords' manifestation. 

Even if we were to accept the view, that we may 
consider the acts of destruction of the wicked kings by our 
Lord as 'NIRODHA' or Total Devotion, we can never 
accept this view as the "determining factor" for the 
conclusion of NIRODHA (Total Devotion) in the 10th 
Canto. Why? Because, in the 10th Canto, the most 
important and significant Divine Leelas of our Lord, after 
His Incarnation, enabled the entire BrindSvan and it's 
inhabitants to forget this universe and inspired them to get 
totally devoted to our Lord and enjoy at all times, 
enthusiastically, the Divine Leelas of our Lord in their 
mind. And this Divine experience forms the real NIRODHA 
or Total Devotion to our Lord. Thus “NIRODHA” or 
Total Devotion is the real meaning of the 10th Canto. 
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In the 10"1 Canto, the Lord causes the destruction of 
the "attachment to worldliness" in the minds of the same 
Devotees who have been referred to in the 9th Canto as 
having been blessed with Devotion by our Lord . Our 
Lord didn't destroy the wicked king's attachment to 
"worldliness" through His Divine Leelas. He destroyed 
them only and not their "worldliness". Hence, the main 
theme and meaning of the 10th Canto is only NIRODHA 
( Total Devotion) caused by the Devotees' forgetting this 
Universe and getting deeply devoted to our Lord. 
Bharatach3rya also says that NIRODHA or Total Devo¬ 
tion to our Lord means attainment of the constant intense 
feeling of sorrow, born out of Love and Devotion to our 
Lord, caused by the separation from our Lord. 

qragferflgnft 31%: TOTSt 3TT % II ** II 

TJct Ucfrldt fawj: raSSfr rlfcvH 11 ^ 11 

rlWsI cfliln tteffofa <£><*> I 

KARIKA-Meaning: :16,17,18 and 18 V* 

"Until the Fire from outside is joined with the wood, 
the Fire inside cannot burn the wood by itself. In the same 
manner, until our Lord manifests Himself outside and then 
enters into the heart of a Devotee, the Lord who is already 
residing in the heart, will not respond, although our Lord 
is all pervasive, not only in this entire Universe but also 
in our body and senses. As in the case of burning, of 
wood, thorough lighting it with another fire, our Lord 
always manifests Himself outside first and then enters into 
the Devotee and transforms the material body, senses etc. 
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of the Devotee into Divine Essence. Thus the Lord causes 
the destruction of "worldliness" in the mind of the 
Devotee, so that He can Bless them with Total Devotion 
to Himself. Our Lord, due to His boundless grace, has 
taken the "Human" form, like an actor,with a view to 
redeem, His three types of Devotees, by destroying their 
attachment to "worldliness" and materialism." 

Commentary: Shri MahSprabhu has removed two 
doubts from our minds through the above KSrika verses. 
DOUBT NO 1: We cannot clearly see, that our Lord 
destroyed the attachment to "worldliness" of the Devotees 
in the 10th Canto. DOUBT NO 2: What is the necessity 
of our Lord to manifest outside, with a view to enter into 
the heart of a Devotee and then cause the destruction of 
the "worldliness" of the Devotee, when He, being all- 
pervasive and also present as the Inner- most principle in 
every heart, could easily destroy the "worldliness" of the 
Devotee, acting from inside only? In fact attachment to 
worldliness gets destroyed only from inside. Hence why 
cannot we rightly conclude, that the Lord manifested 
Himself outside only to destroy the wicked kings? As a 
natural corollary, we can safely conclude, that this Leela 
of our Lord destroying the kings, forms the Nirddha 
Leela. 

Shri MahSprabhu removes the above two doubts by 
giving suitable examples. 

Fire is present everywhere as a principle of nature. It 
is also present in all types of wood. But this fire cannot 
burn the wood by itself, because of it's nature and quality. 
In the same manner, the Lord has willed that His Divine 
Leelas will be enacted only in a particular form, in a 
particular place and in a particular time. This is deter- 
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mined by Him. To come back to our earlier example, 
although the principle of fire is present in the wood, jfris 
fire, following the rules of nature and individual proper¬ 
ties of materials, as willed by our Lord's creative pqltycr, 
doesn't burn the wood, until an external fire is introduced 
to the wood to burn it. Like wise, following the natural 
laws of the manifestation of this creation, although our 
Lord is all pervasive and present everywhere. He does not 
destroy the worldliness" of the Devotee from inside the 
heart of the Devotee. He manifests Himself outside in a 
most beautiful and glorious manner, and destroys the 
'worldliness' of His Devotees and Blesses them with His 
Divine Bliss and Joy and the entire self of the Devotee is 
transformed into a Divine person. Through this, having 
destroyed the "worldliness" of the Devotee, the Devotee 
gets supreme Devotion to our Lord and becomes Eternally 
Blissful. Hence our Lord's Grace to His Devotee is 
limitless. 

Through efforts, one attains results. Here, the Divine 
Leela enacted by our Lord, along with His full power, is 
the cause or Sddhana for NIRODHA or Total Devotion. 
Devotees get this NIRODHA or Total Devotion to our 
Lord, through deep Love and attachment to our Lord and 
also by way of forgetting this entire Universe. These three 
types of Nirodha happened only to the Devotees of our 
Lord and not to the kings who were destroyed by our Lord 
for their wicked ways. Thus, these three types of 
'NIRODHA' (Total Devotion) is the main theme of the 
10th Canto. 

The Lord manifested, first, in the residence of Mother 
Devaki, with the beautiful form of Four Arms and later 
transformed Himself into a small child. Shri MahSprabhu, 
by using the word "Like an Actor" in his KSrika, has 
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explained the secret of this dual successive manifestation 
of our Lord. An actor may play any role by taking 
different forms but in reality he continues to be himself, 
without any change or distortion in his original self. Nay, 
whatever role he plays or whatever dress he wears, even 
then, it is only acting and he continues to enjoy all the 
capacities, naturally endowed with him, and there is no 
change to his real self. But according to the role to be 
played, he shows himself in different dresses and enacts 
different pattern of behavior. In the same manner, our 
Lord also, with a view to redeem His three types of 
Devotees, like a good "Actor", assumes different forms, 
appropriate to the loving demand and desire of His 
Devotees. This "acting' of our Lord, shows His compas¬ 
sion to His Devotees and He continues to be Himself 
without any change or distortion. This also shows that our 
Lord loves to be under the 'willing' control of His pure 
and loving Devotees. Hence, can anyone excel our Lords' 
mercy and love to His Devotees? 

KNOWLEDGE ABOUT THE DIFFERENT PARTS 
OF 10TH CANTO 

TTJJ UohtUH^ II ^ II 

31 fey Hi* i in Dr: 

<T$ct TUTOHT 'if «ll5<Dlni RiVtan: II II 

Hllr«in>H<*jid^lrt|| fruU^HHchli ? I 

KARIKA: 19,20 and 21 

Meaning: Shri Mahdprabhu, in the earlier Kirikas, 
explained the true meaning of the 10th Canto. Now He is 
going to explain the various parts of this Canto and their 
main purport. There are five main parts in this Canto. 
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(1) The part dealing with ouf Lords' Incarnation and 
Divine Birth consisting of 4 chapters. 

(2) The part dealing with "Spiritual Ignorance" 
(TAMAS) The redemption of "Spiritual ignorant" Vtaja 
(Brindavan) is explained in 28 chapters. 

(3) The part dealing with "Spiritual dynamism 
Here, devotees of spiritual dynamism (RAJAS) like the 
Yadava Devotees and others are explained in 28 chapters. 

(4) The part dealing with "spiritual Harmony" 
(SATW\) - Here there are stories dealing with Devotees 
of a spiritually harmonious nature and this consists of 21 
chapters. 

(5) The part dealing and explaining the Six Divine 
Exalted qualities (GUNA) of our Lord and the Divine 
Leelas related to these qualities- consists of 6 chapters, 
exclusively Only the Lords' Divine qualities are explained 
in these chapters and nothing else. 

Commentary: It is necessary to understand the true 
meaning of the number and method of divisions and 
chapters specified by Shri Mahaprabhu. (1) There are 4 
chapters in the division pertaining to our Lords' Birth 
and this is due to our Lords' manifestation with his 4 
primary Forms viz. Vasudeva, Sankarshana, Pradyumna 
and Aniruddha. Although, our Lord always kept His full 
Supreme Divine self in tact, with a view to carry out the 
tasks such as redemption of Mother Earth and the like, the 
Lord, brings along with Himself His assistants who will 
be inspired to attend to the various tasks. In each of the 
4 chapters, our Lord manifests Himself in one of the 4 
glorious forms. Hence 4 chapters. (2) In the chapters 
dealing with the subject of 'spiritual ignorance' there are 
4 sub-divisions, dealing with the 4 main factors or 
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subjects viz. Evidence, The Lord, The efforts to attain the 
Lord and the Result i .e. attainment of God being the result 
for the efforts made. In each of these 4 sub-divisions, our 
Lord has enacted His Divine Leelas with His own self and 
also through His own six qualities of Opulence , Valour, 
Fame, Wealth, Wisdom and Renunciation. Hence there are 
7 chapters each for Evidence, the Lord, the effort and the 
result, thus, totaling 28 chapters. (3) The 'Spiritual 
Dynamism' division consists of 28 chapters. There are 7 
chapters each dealing with Evidence, the Lord, the effort 
and the result. (4) The 'spiritual harmony' Division 
consists of 21 chapters and this is divided into 7 chapters 
each dealing with the Lord, The effort and the result only. 
The requirement for 'Evidence' was not necessary, as the 
spiritually harmonious souls are already pure in their 
mind, full of faith and doubtless. Hence they never needed 
any 'Evidence' to prove the existence of the Gracious 
Blissful nature of our Lord. (5) The chapters dealing with 
the Divine qualities of our Lord are 6 in number, because 
our Lord has enacted His Divine Leelas, exhibiting His 
six Divine qualities, one each in each of the 6 chapters. 

Our Lord enacted His Divine Leelas, as the Supreme 
Lord of the entire universe, with his chosen spiritually 
ignorant, dynamic and harmonious devotees with the sole 
motive of making them forget this universe and Bless diem 
with immense joy and Bliss arising out of their Total 
Devotion to Him. Hence, in the fifth division dealing with 
the "Divine Qualities" of our Lord, the true Divine nature 
of our Lord's qualities are shown as representing Himself 
and their Oneness is emphasized. The word 'other' or 
'another' used in the 21st KSrika refers to our Lord Shri 
Krishna only who is pure, supreme and beyond all 
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qualities and to His Divine Leelas and not to any other 
illusory God or deity. 

By the method of the division of chapters made, we 
can easily conclude that die main theme of the 10th Canto 
is NIRODHA or Total Devotion to our Lord and this 
Cantos' meaning is 'NIRODHALEELA* or "Divine Leelas 
for Total Devotion" None should doubt this. 

WWWi<ul jNiyufrWfl II ^ II 

TORt I 

wf 7tjtt tiTw^w^:i 

KARINA- 22,23 and 24 Meaning: 

In this part dealing with the Holy Birth of our Lord, 
there are 4 chapters due to the 4 fold manifestation of our 
Lord. The description of the Divine Leela enacted by each 
of these 4 Divine forms will be given in the division 
dealing with their individual manifestation. 

Cause, effort, acceptance (taking another form) and 
Dexterity (tasks achieved through cleverness)-due to the 
presence of these four factors, glorious is the division of 
chapters, dealing with the Holy Birth of Our Lord, in 
which the Lords' Divine Leelas enacted as Pradhyumna, 
Aniruddha and Sankarshana are described. 

Due to the presence of three Primordial qualities of 
Ignorance, Dynamism and Harmony, there are also three 
types of sorrow. These three qualities give three types of 
sorrow to die Devotees. The devotees were experiencing 
three types of sorrow caused by Demons like Kamsa, from 
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the vicissitudes of time and those caused by their own 
ignorance. Hence the cause of our Lords' Birth was to 
mitigate these three types of sorrow of His Devotees. 

Commentary: Shri M&haprabhu has declared that, 
the chapters dealing with our Lords' Birth should be 
considered as most important, as in this, our Lord, who 
is the Supreme Purushdttama Himself, shows His Four¬ 
fold Divine form, with a view to Bless His Devotees with 
Ibtal Devotion and to enact countless other Divine Leelas. 

'Division' here means "The whole' and the chapters 
mean "The part". Thus the 'division' has 4 parts as 
chapters. The first chapter deals with the cause, The 
second deals with efforts, the third deals with our Lord 
transforming Himself into another form and the fourth 
chapter deals with the miracles done by our Lords' 
illusory power with dexterity and cleverness. Apart from 
this, the four chapters , respectively, deals with the Divine 
Leelas of our Lords' 4 Divine forms viz. Vasudeva, 
Sankarshana, Pradhyama and Anirudha. 

In the first chapter, the cause for the Holy Birth of 
our Lord has been specified as the sorrow of His Devo¬ 
tees. The sorrow, arising out of the three qualities, of the 
Devotees can be mitigated only by the power of our Lord 
and none else can do this. Hence, in the first chapter, the 
sorrow of the Devotees of our Lord viz. Mother Earth, 
Shri Devaki and of the Yddava race, has been explained. 

HfWn' gftfildf: II 

w4M II ^ II 

TO TOTOT TITO II 

witaJiifta: tim-. rereffrrrofo: w ** n 

anrar mrftsron ii ii 
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KARIKA- 25,26,27,28and 28 lA Meaning: 

The respective sorrows of Mother Earth, Shri Devaki 
and other Devotees have been described here. The three 
types of sorrow suffered by the three types of Devotees 
can be mitigated only by our Lord and none else. There 
is one extra question asked by King Farikshit who asked 
totally 12 questions, keeping in his mind the Tenth and the 
Eleventh Canto. King Parlkshit's Devotion to our Lord is 
fully established in view of his appreciation and glorifica¬ 
tion of our Lord's Divine Leelas. Shri Sukadeva would 
not have explained the secret meaning of our Lords Birth 
and Leelas, if king Parlkshit was not a true Devotee. 

The description of Shri Sukhadeva, destroys both the 
ignorance caused by not understanding clearly the truth 
about our Lord Krishna's Divine nature and also those 
caused by wrong understanding. The Holy stories of our 
Lord is life-giving, and this is mentioned, to bring out 
clearly the compassion and gracious heart of Shri 
Sukhadeva. To show the sameness of good and bad 
qualities (i.e. 6 each) 12 questions have been asked by 
king Parlkshit (6 good qualities of our Lord and 6 bad 
qualities pertainong to this world) 

Commentary : The main cause for our Lord's birth 
and manifestation is the sorrow of His Devotees. The 
Lord cannot see the sorrow of His Devotees and hence He 
manifests Himself, as and when required , with a view to 
quickly mitigate the sorrow of his Devotees. Hence in the 
first chapter, dealing with the Holy Birth of our Lord, a 
description of the sorrow of the Devotees, which is the 
primary cause of die Holy Birth of die Lord, is 
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mentioned. Ever since, Kamsa had heard from the Sage 
N&rada, that Nandagopa, all other Gopas and the entire 
Yadava race along with their women folk, were indeed, 
manifestation of Celestial Gods or Divine Beings, he had 
started to give pain and sorrow to Nandagopa, YSdavas 
and others. Mother Earth was subjected to sorrow by 
Kamsa and other wicked persons; Mother Devaki was 
sorrowful ever since she heard the celestial word 
(AKASHAVANI); and the Y5dav3s like Nandagopa and 
other devotees were in sorrow, due to the ignorance 
created by the lack of knowledge in them about our Lord's 
impending Birth. If the YSdavas had the full knowledge 
about the coming Holy Birth of our Lord, they would have 
brushed aside their sorrow quickly as this sorrow would 
have brought about the Holy Birth of our Lord. They 
continued to be in sorrow due to their ignorance about the 
impending incarnation of our Lord, who only can destroy 
the three types of sorrow suffered by these three types of 
Devotees. Thus this sorrow also can be considered as part 
of Total Devotion to our Lord. 

Shri Mahaprabhu in his "NIBANDHA" has clearly 
explained as to the manner and method with which our 
Lord mitigated the sorrow of these three types of Devo¬ 
tees. They are: 

(1) The sorrow of Mother Earth was ended with 
the death of Kamsa. 

(2) The sorrow of Mother Devaki was ended by 
our Lord's manifestation. "The Lord is Mine" - this faith 
and knowledge enabled Mother Devaki to destroy all her 
sorrow. 

(3) The sorrow of YSdSvas and others was 
destroyed by our Lord's nectarian words of Love. 

Here ends the K&rika. 
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Due to boundless Love, the Lord, at first, destroys the 
sorrow of Mother Devaki. The destruction of sorrow of 
the Devotees of Brindfivan will be dealt with elsewhere. 
The beginning of 10th Canto has been done keeping in 
mind the subjects dealt in 9th Canto and those to be dealt 
with in the 10th Canto 

King Parlkshit, shows His Devotion to our Lord, in 
the beginning of 10th Canto, through 1 % verses, by 
describing the subtle meaning of the 9th Canto and by 
glorifying the Divine story of our Lord. Why? so that Shri 
Sukadeva, appreciating and accepting His Devotion, will 
now reveal the spiritual secrets of the Divine incarnation 
of our Lord. King Parlkshit also averred, that he did 
possess the true knowledge about the Divine nature of our 
Lord and also that his life was dependant, not on ordinary 
food, (as he was fasting through-out) but he was sustaining 
himself only with the nectar of our Lord's Divine stories 
and Leelas. In this manner, King Parlkshit, showing his 
devotion to our Lord as a Devotee in great distress, wishes 
to attract the compassionate Orace of Shri Sukhadeva and 
also affirms his entitlement to listen to our Lord's Divine 
stories and Leelas , in a humble manner. 

Shri Sukhadeva, having understood that King Parlkshit 
is an ideal Devotee of our Lord, now , with full gracious 
compassion, with a view to fulfill the enthusiastic desire 
of King Parlkshit, begins to describe Shri Krishna Leelas. 

As in our Lord, there are 6 good qualities, in this 
created universe, there are 6 bad qualities also. Hence 
with a view to a maintain balance, 12 questions are being 
asked.by the king. 
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SRI BHAGAVATAM 

CANTO 10, Chapter I 

staptftrft : *RP: T^of! U3PJ^» - 

T5tPT5TO1F TaT^-^ftrat <*¥lfe(WK 

In the 9th Canto, describing the stories of Devotees, 
the glory of devotion to our Lord has been clearly stated. 
These sacred stories inspired king Parlkshit to yearn for 
hearing more, the Divine Leelas of our Lord. Hence, in 
the following 1 1/2 verses, a summary of the stories of the 
9th Canto is being reiterated. 

sit TnttarET 

chfen) cwfattiitl *temi 4i)tHj44):l 

TT*TT II ^ il 

ilUvftW'W Picki ^RiHtIM II 

VERSES 1 and 1/2 

Meaning: King Parlkshit began to say "dft Most 
Venerable among the Sages! You have been so.ltitid to tell 
me in detail, the most wonderful stories of thl tlLjs of the 
Moon and of toe Sun clans and also told HU the entire 
story of the righteous and noble hiti| Yadu. 

sft^lftftl$ d AM qqi^mUnK -stu:! 
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*i»4l?acqicHlH*<< ^4Pisia:l el’VifaWKIHM'MM ^K^fcl-f^KiK 

^Rri 3T*fdH«»i«1HrHc|KU||4|^ <\UW 

^firaftrfrTI TcTt&I «TtPT:I ^IH^I <Hfrb'>H+fHrlIHO- 
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tl4dlKI:l 'J^Rrai d'*II^WM*^WHc4*d- 
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m 1 ^tF: FTT^I *Tt*IFT WRITR- 

SRI SUBODHINI: The kings, belonging to both the 
Moon and the Sun clans, were sincere devotees of our 
Lord. Hence stories about these kings have been described 
in detail. In the 9th Canto, stories about the Sun clan have 
been described first and then the stories about the kings 
of the Moon clan have been described. But, in these 
verses, reference has been made to the Moon clan first 
and then to the kings of the Sun clan; the reason 
being,that, here the main purpose was to listen to the 
glorious stories of our Lord Shri Krishna, who belonged 
to the Moon clan, and is most worthy of adoration and 
worship. In fact, king Parlkshit was very eager to listen 
to the Divine Leelas of our Lord Shri Krishna, in a very 
detailed and comprehensive way and that is why the word 
"Expanded or detailed" (V1STAR) has been used. King 
farikshit did not want die repetition of all the details of 
the stories of die kings of both the Sun and the Moon 
clans, which indeed, was appropriate, due to the devotion 
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of the kings to our Lord. Moreover both the Sun and 
Moon, bring light and brightness to the world, during the 
day and night by removing darkness. In the same manner, 
these stories are bound to dispel the darkness of ignorance 
of the listeners. King Parlkshit also, humbly suggests, that 
he is also now fit to listen to the stories of our Lord, as 
he has become ready, enthusiastic and pure after listening 
to these stories of Devotion. The kings referred to in the 
9th Canto were devotees by birth and their devotion was 
natural and sublime. Listening to the stories will inspire 
and instill devotion in the minds of others; an example is 
the story of king Ambarlsha, which has been specially 
outlined with a view to fulfill this purpose of inspiring and 
instilling devotion in the minds of Devotees. 

The word "and" in the verse, has been given to 
explain that, in the 9th Canto, not only the stories of kings 
of both the clans are given, but the glorious story of our 
Lord is also described. If this is so, what was the reason 
for king Parlkshit to ask a question on the same subject 
of listening to our Lords' stories in detail? On hearing the 
"most wonderful" stories of our Lord, the mind of king 
Parlkshit was filled with "wonder", which in turn, gave 
rise to Divine Bliss and Joy in his heart. This Divine Bliss 
inspired the king to develop pure Devotion to our Lord, 
which lead to the full realization of the true meaning of 
the Divine spiritual nature and Divine Leelas of our Lord, 
and, which confers Supreme Bliss. 

King Yadu had not followed the order of his father. 
Even then, how come king Parlkshit, calls him as a 
"Righteous and noble" king? Shri VallabhScharya removes 
the doubt, by stating, that king Yadu did not become 
"Unrighteous" just by not following his lather's orders. In 
fact, king Yadu established his credentials as a 'Righteous' 
person, as he had the knowledge, that his real father was 
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our Lord Krishna and his own father, having connection 
only to his body due to birth as his son, had only 
secondary importance. King Yadu, correctly decided not to 
give his youth to his father, thus going against his father's 
wishes and orders, as this will make him lose the 
opportunity to serve and obey his real father (our Lord 
Shri Krishna) due to his accepting the old age from his 
father in lieu of his own youth. Moreover, Yadu knew, 
that he will be committing a grave sin if his father was 
allowed to enjoy his mother, through the youth borrowed 
from him. Hence, Yadu protected Dharma or Righteous¬ 
ness through this action-although it involved disobeying 
his father. 

King Parlkshit has used the word "character" (Slla) 
here to denote that his father had lost sight of Righteous¬ 
ness due to ignorance and that is why he demanded Yadu's 
youth. 

The other son "PURU" had obeyed his father and 
took upon himself the old age of his father by giving up 
his youth. As this was an unrighteous action, the Lord 
caused the destruction of the Puru clan, even before his 
manifestation as Lord Krishna, just to emphasize, that our 
Lord had no connection with the undeserving and 
unrighteous Puru clan. Puru's giving up his youth for his 
father cannot be compared to the Bhlshma's glorious vow 
not to marry at all,- for the sake of his father, as Bhlshma 
was a great Devotee of our Lord and one of the Eight 
Vasus (Divine Beings). As Bhlshma came in the family of 
Puru, we may impute some blemish on him due to this 
family connection. In view of this, a mention is being 
made, later, about Bhlshma being the cause of ending of 
his family lineage, just like a whale swallows all it's 
offsprings. As, Yadu was of righteous character, since 
birth, a full description of his lineage is, but, very 
appropriate. 
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A*contemplative soul is hailed as a "MUNI" or sage. 
Sri Sukadeva is called by king ParTkshit as "Best among 
Sages" (MUNISATHAMA). A sage who has attained 
spiritual wisdom is known as "MUN1SAT" (A Venerable 
Sage). A venerable sage who has attained Total Devotion 
to our Lord is hailed as "MUNISATHMA" or "Best 
among Sages". Srir Sukhadeva was contemplative, wise 
and a Devotee of our Lord. Hence king ParTkshit has 
hailed him as "Best among Sages". 

In this manner, king ParTkshit, after describing the 
contents of the 9th Canto in one verse, now, asks, in the 
following 1 1/2 verses, Shri Sukadeva to describe the 
glorious story and the valorous deeds of our Lord. 

dsdVHltlcftulfM (Mcfitlfflii 7TR II ^ II 

3ra#tf W||^ ^JAWd.-l 

faflpqr rTTfa ^ ^ II 3 II 

VERSES 2 and 3 Meaning : "Please describe to me, 
the valorous deeds of Lord Vishnu, who manifested 
Himself in the family of king Yadu. Kindly explain to me 
in great detail, the various events and valorous deeds of 
our Lord, who is the Sustainer and Protector of this entire 
universe and who manifested himself in the family of 
Yadu" 

fai ffirHlfraw wftii arc) t^t «p^:i m 
HgpTTFT ^ Pi mi H'l'HfOcii <1:11 Pi STREjlHI: 

^RT:I cTT^VTT 3TpT WT ^fcwrtPuii:l aiyiwnHqW®! 

T?cR!J0, WRTt dR:#l 

^ ^h-dSHVl^fdl cT5| fawfrsifa«FFTI 

JjMa(4d<41RI'|jrl««l cdN *n«ita4n 
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U+Rui *TT*ri 3T5F! 
TT *rafdl fStflq<4V.*|EjaKu| 1 

ftprai *ll«l*lfaRdHI<S!l- TOWi WHrfcTI 

■5TT eisfcfl^l y«JHlVUPd 3ra?R0f 

^Sl^lJW^I cTSEI drdSKlfq ^ddlfd d1W^R^Il«f ^TCjTe^«Rra 

Wrccq^iHief cf^qf TOR:I 3rf^*Rf^«railft 

'^frarfa ^tafftri w ^*rai ^r^qiHHiiviifH^ui ^«r4rq*f:i 

"H Sfa i^h?!: ^fFT fd^fqdH II ^ II 
«qti-oijj<>«ii8icc||-cqR^Mi^Aq ^-ofcj^ Hc^mtiqai^^MAq VMHdaM 

^fd, 7TR ^ qWi ^fapfafd oq*$: ^fd ?T^f 

PiqK*<(n>aIen(l«I(a I 

Hd^yl ^rarra#f *dfd $d«iwiPH udMd 

^r8^RT^T:l ^rffV'HlirW^^dm d|«=hRTT5fWH TJ^PTfd- 

^fdl d tJHf?q«+)Mqtfd dfij> ^M^:l 

rrats^Tf*^- ^F:l 

oq^’iicl^lcidi 3i5t4)'*i«h«h<ui’ qK^ld-^MinPifn I ^<qdK- 

3T^R UIHMd: fd^ldme-^d^l^H ?fdl *Jdrfd *n^Tc^^- 

Mdlfdl Viqi^q ^RtR fwdt d q«s*i4l 3R^ cj «*.fill'd ffd 

^^ifddl'^ ^fdwf >rfi 

q,qHqd14 dlfd <^aqii, 'r^drfd ciqcqHi 

fererartsfr 

HJWddR: I fdon% 
^d+)iqfT[II <jiddT«i<^PjHxql'>i’ii*J- 

44r4d4lq^l 3Td xr^ oqwiqnKrl ?iiaifH l>fdl 

f3*w^fdi *rw^ wdraddi f?d d 

STO^dl ■fa$licHo4 ^cj:l dlRl 

^rafd **ndt dd: fr^ijFil^ra, 

fafcRui tfwfcm- 

w.n^niHqfo 

flcfprcfa ^4d4i d^l 

Pgdld^h^iiP^ ^ dRif^Tf;, d«rrfq 

RKrHlfcPd II 3 II TTof Vf4|dglirfu||* xiRdfq ra WH^tMI dR=IW 

WRI8 Hlglc«JHI$ fdfa:l dddcft HlSIe^lI 3|^£^dl 

era WT dlidHglrWIHIR-PliTfifdl 
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SRI SUBODHINI: In this verse, while asking for a 
description of the valorous deeds of Lord Vishnu, who is 
present everywhere, the word "part” (AMSA) has been 
used. A doubt may arise in the mind of devotees that only 
a 'Part' of Lord Vishnu manifested as Shri Krishna and 
hence, Shri Krishna cannot be deemed to be a "TOTAL 
AND FULL INCARNATION" of Lord Vishnu. Shri 
Vallabhicharya clears this doubt by explaining that this 
word 'Part' is used with a specific purpose. Our Lord, 
who is present everywhere as Lord Vishnu, caused the 
dispelling of darkness, caused by his illusory power 
(MAYA) from the prison of Mother Devaki only through 
the brilliance of His wondrous manifestation. He did not 
remove the darkness or ignorance caused by his illusory 
power, which was present everywhere else. If he had done 
this, then it would have meant the ending of this universe 
and He would not be able to play His Divine Leelas. 
Hence the Lord decided to remove the darkness of illusion 
only "partly" i.e. in the prison of Mother Devaki as there 
was no purpose to be attained by removing the illusion of 
the entire universe. As He removed the darkness of 
illusion only from the place where it was required, the 
term 'Part' is used. 

The serpent Adisesha also had manifested himself 
with His full powers as being present everywhere. (Please 
see the verse in the second Canto.) Moreover the word 
'part' also signifies the Lord had manifested with his 
"Pradhyumna" aspect, as the lineage of Yadu is connected 
with the aspect or part of our Lord as Pradhyumna. The 
word "having come down or manifested” used in this 
verse means, that the Lord had 'come down' from Shri 
Vaikuntam manifesting Himself on Mother Earth. Al¬ 
though foe Lord could have attained foe goals of His 
manifestation through a manifestation of His powers only, 
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He decided to come Himself and that is why die words 
"coming down" of Lord Vishnu, who is present every¬ 
where, is used. King Parlkshit requested Shri Sukhadeva 
to describe die valorous deeds of our Lord, as the Lords' 
stories exhibit unthinkable glories and opulence beyond 
one's imagination leading to a full knowledge of His true 
exalted spiritual stature. "Shri Sukhadeva, please explain 
to me the beautiful stories of our Lord, giving me 
immeasurable joy and also will be a teaching of great 
spiritual value to me".King Parlkshit has used the word 
"we" or "for us" which signifies that, although he was 
very eager to listen to the glorious Divine Leelas of our 
Lord, he had a sincere desire and nobility that "all"or 
everyone should hear these stories and benefit fay it. 

Although our Lord had manifested, earlier, in the 
forms of the Great Fish (MATSYAVATAR), and others. 
King Parlkshit is specific in his request that he wants to 
listen, now, only to the Divine Leelas of our Lord, as 
Lord Krishna, who came in the lineage of Yadu. In this 
manifestation, the Lord exhibited countless valorous deeds, 
and stayed for a longer duration of time also. Moreover, 
as He came in the lineage of Yadu, the entire life-story of 
our Lord is righteous. Nay, our Lords' manifestation and 
Divine stories and deeds are supremely glorious and 
righteous than Yadu's righteous life. Hence instead of 
using the words which means "In the family of Yadu" the 
words which mean "of the family of Yadu" are used. 

The word "Bhagavin" or the "Lord" has been used 
here to explain that the seven types of despair or sorrow 
(hunger, thirst, disease, bondage due to action, gambling, 
drinking of alcohol and attachment to lust) cannot, in any 
way, affect or influence our Lord. How? Because there are 
6 Divine qualities in our Lord, and His' Being as the 
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personification of Dharma or righteousness, is the seventh 
quality; Hence these seven types of sorrow are absent in 
our Lord due to the presence of these seven Divine 
qualities. 

King Parlkshit, by using the word "sustainer of the 
created" has understood that the main reason for our 
Lord's manifestation is to give joy and bliss to all and 
look after also the welfare of this entire universe. Our 
Lord, although manifested in this world, never becomes 
bound by this world, which is the fate of ordinary souls. 
Our Lord's manifestation enables these bound souls to 
liberate themselves from the bondage of this world of 
births and deaths, through the attainment of Love to our 
Lord, by listening to the Divine stories and Leelas enacted 
by our Lord. 

When our Lord was capable of liberating anyone, 
through His mere wish, when He came down to this world 
with His Divine manifestation, why did He also enact so 
many beautiful Divine Leelas during His manifestation? 
This is to enable the devotees, who will be bom after the 
withdrawal of our Lord's manifestation, to liberate them¬ 
selves from this world through listening to the Divine 
Leela's of our Lord. This also, is the primary reason for 
the incarnation of Sage Vyasa, who, after directly experi¬ 
encing all the Divine Leelas of our Lord, in his transcen¬ 
dental trance (SAMADHI), gave expression to all these 
Divine Leelas, in words, in Sri Bh&gavatam, so that the 
Devotees can liberate themselves by listening to the Divine 
Leelas. The Divine Leelas of our Lord will confer it's full 
benefit only on die soul, who understands the entire and 
sacred meaning of such Leelas. What is the nature of this 
full knowledge -of the Divine Leelas? lb understand this 
fully the word "Universal Being" (VISWATMA) has been 
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used in this verse. Our Lord, in fact, protects His 

Devotees fay Himself, taking the initiative. He destroys the 

spiritual ignorance of His Devotees, by enacting His 

Divine Leelas in countless ways. These Divine Leelas 
confer, the spiritual benefit of Pure devotion to our Lord 

in the minds of even those Devotees, who are bereft of 
any spiritual effort (SADHANA). If our Lord does not, 

independently, cause this spiritual transformation in the 
minds of His Devotees, without any effort on their part, 
then the blemish of "dependent on each other " will be 
seen. How? That our Lord will Bless only those souls 

who will put efforts to develop Love for Him and 
independently, the Lord will not give His Grace to those 

who do not put any spiritual effort. In feet, this sort of 

anomalous situation makes our Lord's Grace, dependant 
on the devotion of the soul and also vitiates our Lords' 
independence and His Being as the Universal Soul. 
Hence, with a view to remove this blemish of "dependency 

on each other" and to emphasize the independent Gracious 

nature of our Lord, reference has been made to the 

Universal nature of our Lord's presence in everyone and 

our Lord's desire to bless and benefit His Devotees 
independently. When the soul understands this secret of 
our Lord's Gracious nature, then it profits and benefits 

hilly from the Divine Leelas of our Lord. 

Even though, the Divine story about cur Lord, has 

been referred to in the second Canto and also through the 
reference to "the Lord went away from his father's home 

after birth ", King Parlkshit now requests Shri Sukhadeva 

to reiterate the Divine Leelas of the Lord in greater detail. 

In this manner, after putting questions on our Lord's 

valour and Divine stories, King Ruikshit , now , in three 
verses speaks about the exalted glory of our Lord and His 
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Divine Incarnation. The Lord's greatness and glory can be 
seen in two ways viz; the glory which cannot be witnessed 
and the glory which can be seen. 

Firstly, King Parlkshit is speaking about the glory of 
our Lord's Divine story and Leela in the verse beginning 
from "Devotees devoid of desires". 

VERSE No. 4: Meaning of the verse. 

"The Lord's Divine story is sung by the Devotes 
who have conquered all their desires and cravings; this 
Divine story is the right medicine for the disease of 
materialism and attachment to the world; and also inspires 
bliss and joy through hearing and remembrance. Only 
those people will not be interested in hearing these 
glorious Leelas of our Lord, who are on the path of self- 
destruction ." 

faqtiHMHJyift trth II \ II 

•jTnw <*>l4AflLs TJ|J$ll»Unu?I^Mtl 

3lPMUftm4gJI3 II 3 II 

3ll<4Jfcll<fl «h4*is) Tn?TI 

H 7T5f: II ^ II 

K&rikas and Meaning of Kfirikas : "The Lord's 
Divine story is supremely blessed, through His Divine 
nature and through , the result of spiritual wisdom 
conferred by listening to these Leelas, as the Divine 
Leelas deals with our Lord Himself and also due to the 
Divine nature (jf the subject matter itself viz: our Lord. 
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It is die duty of a liberated Soul to redeem those who 
are keenly desirous of liberating themselves from their 
worldly existence of births and deaths. This Divine story 
of our Lord is calumny- free i.e. none can find fiiult with 
this, nay, everyone will only sing it's praise. Hence, it is 
necessary for those souls, imbibed with a spirit of renun¬ 
ciation, to put determined effort to sing the glory of our 
Lords' noble attributes and Divine qualities. 

But, if anyone, due to misfortune, ignores this oppor¬ 
tunity to sing our Lords' glories and shows lack of 
interest in this, then, we have to regard him as belonging 
to any one of the five categories of people viz: (1) 
interested in destroying himself (2) attached to material 
worldliness (3) who does calumny and is critical of our 
Lord's Leelas (4) person of animal nature and (5)persons 
of evil nature. Except for these people, everyone else will 
be keenly interested to sing our Lords' glories." 

Commentary: The bliss and joy conferred through 
listening to the Divine story of our Lord, is greater than 
the bliss of attaining Brahman or the Absolute Truth, as 
this listening itself is the effect of our Lord's Grace, (only 
those who have conquered all their desires and cravings 
will sing these Divine stories i.e. this listening itself is the 
'effect' of the efforts already done. ) Our Lord's Divine 
stories also mitigate the twin-evils of 'Ego' and 
'Mineness', which are the products of spiritual ignorance. 
Hence reference is made to the medicinal nature of these 
Divine Leelas, curing the disease of worldly materialism. 

The word 'coming into contact with great souls' 
means that we come into contact with our Lord Himself 
on listening to these Divine Leelas. Hence the stories of 
our Lord confer invaluable benefits. In the K&rika, this 
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special quality of our Lords' stories has been termed as 
'Most Beneficial' (PARAMAM), thus signifying it's in¬ 
valuable nature. Why? By listening and singing these 
Divine stories the soul will experience the true knowledge 
of our Lord who is Purushdttama. (Supreme Person) 

In the second Kftrika, the glory of 'repetition' or 
'retelling' of our Lord's stories has been mentioned. By 
'repetition' or 'retelling' we mean the proper listening to 
the stories of our Lord and then recanting and explaining 
them to others, with a view to make them understand the 
true meaning of these Divine stories. This is the duty, 
which the liberated souls, who have conquered the twin 
evils of 'Ego' and 'Mineness', and who have become 
devoted to our Lord, should perform without foil. Hence, 
in this verse reference is made to these noble souls as 
'Devoid of Desires'. 

Now, a doubt may arise, as to whether, the souls, 
who are worldly and attached to various desires, are 
prohibited from listening to the Divine stories of our 
Lord? To clarify this doubt, reference is made to these 
persons through the word 'those desirous of liberation'. In 
this way, our Lord's stories can be heard even by those, 
whose 'worldliness' has not ended and who have devel¬ 
oped a desire in their mind to put efforts to destroy this 
evil of 'worldliness' to attain liberation. Why? The Lord's 
stories is the ideal medicine for the cure of the disease of 
'worldliness', and hence, these Divine stories should be 
listened to, with sincerity and devotion. These Divine 
stories makes one get attached to the Love of our Lord. 
Listening to 'worldly' issues makes one to get attached to 
'worldliness'. Hence our Lord's stories are termed as 
'free from calumny' and blemish-free. 
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Loving, Devotees who have developed the taste for 
foe Divine Bliss of our Lord and who have removed their 
' worldliness' should always put efforts to sing the glory 
of our Lord's most beneficial and blemish-free Divine 
stories. 

In the third K&rika, mention has been made, that foe 
singing of the glory of our Lord's stories, will destroy the 
defects of one's mind. Hence, if one does not put effort 
to sing the glory of our Lord's stories, and remains 
careless and lazy, then he is termed as one " who destroys 
his own self. 

Recanting foe Divine stories of our Lord to others is 
the sure path for one's liberation. He, who does not do 
this, although capable of doing this, is termed as 'lacking 
in performance of duty'. 

Listening to foe Blemish-free Divine stories of our 
Lord gives joy and bliss to both the ears and mind. Those, 
who are not interested to hear these blemish-free Divine 
stories are indeed foil of blemish! Apart from foe persons 
who are of the nature of 'self-destruction', 'lacking in 
performance of duty' and 'Full of Blemish and attached to 
sinfol action', here, reference has been made of 'women' 
and 'animals' as not being interested to hear or tell about 
the Divine Leelas of our Lord. The persons of self¬ 
destructive nature, those who do not perform their duties 
properly and those who are attached to sinfol actions and 
foil of blemish, are termed here as 'killers of the self 
[here the word 'animal' has to be understood as the soul 
(JlVA) and the appellation 'Ghna' means 'killer'. Hence 
foe correct meaning is of 'self-destructive' nature]. 
W>men, as they are under the influence of Nature, and, 
animals, as they are devoid of discriminating ability 
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usually, are not interested in hearing and telling about the 
Divine stories of our Lord. [ here the reference to 
'women' is not for the. 'Female' species or to 'women' per 
se. We should not misunderstand this reference as refer¬ 
ring to 'women' as 'female'. This word is used to refer 
to all persons, both male and female, who are attached to 
and controlled by their respective material natures and 
propensities. Moreover there have been exalted Devotees 
among women. Hence by the word 'Female' or ' women', 
what is really meant here is that,those souls who are 
attached to the desires and fears pertaining to their own 
nature and hence, have no interest to listening or telling 
about the Divine Leelas of our Lord.] In fact both these 
categories of people have not been termed as 'killer of 
animals'. 

: WTcT: TOM dftd4dMl5-fi!tjTTT <T*f 

^ 3RI:ch<u|^Hdf^TI ff^T: 
dSIrM^ddlfa *TRj WII: 

fadlftd:! ^ TRI# 

PWlfefjl 

*nfad:l 4»d^cd’, 

flfepg ji TOT ^THR Tft§TRI 

afop? % Tb[f-fcffft 1 ^»lbqiqK^^5^T:il4vHirdRd)H.I 3T3T 

^ ^JT3®R ^ *t4d^l 'jqtrt* 

1 1WK#T ^aif^Rfd- 
Stfa H'i«(f4d\ '■IM^dlfd I yfq«>d4q <W1 <*»<ta1fd *nd^HI 

: I *TI^T YKmMhj 
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W<l<flwfiWI*n«f:l WWJiHtAllto- 
WQ*tl5fiI tlFltWfrthllF- ■JrA: 

3 g°IT:, driHSfciWw 

*TI MMMdlf^m^l «F*H 'Frami 
go|l:l «Hfa<*liPKl- 

gUlPtfdl 3 ^WdKl^^dKI^S-51 ^ifV+lRui: I ^1 

3#T foR: 3tfa foR:, *ZTOR<T: 

g?RT x^i am: yrr^ wi i RMdi 53 

^tiRW+wpiRiRU Rrr^trri ^cHroRifa ^3 ^wuuig<: 

^TRf-ftnr M^HlI^fdl 3 t? M^yifdd^ fol:l 

Arm'll ^4IMM: ^MR?T: JlfdMlfcd:! ^ ^ f=TR 'nqo»cqi1<»>i 

T^fh 1 (T^J: *[fwf:l $RHI *t *jrd»^WlrM'drHtjfdte^imRI 

anfwRRfa -grpm^ w ^^PiR^ing 

■gsmi tri stgro^fa ^ gfrFri fafiF ^gis^ far^ri 

■R MdfrdrAd^eJgtP^ IIV11 

SRI SUBODHINI: The Divine story of our Lord is 
a glorious blessing by itsdtf. These stories are always sung 
and described by those devotees, whose desires, in their 
mind have been fully destroyed and who are without any 
trace of blemish. Such sinless devotees, only, sing the 
glories of our Lord residing very near to Him. Nay, the 
devotees need not put any effort to go anywhere else as the 
devotees are blessed with the bliss and joy of our Lord by 
just listening and singing about the glories of our Lord. It 
is a rule in this world, that one has to put effort to get the 
experience and joy of any material object or fulfillment of 
a desire. But, here, in the case of our Lord, no such effort 
is necessary, as our Lord is kind and compassionate to his 
devotees. The words 'those who have conquered all 
desires' is plural and means that devotees of our Lord sing 
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his glories , over and over again, so that all their sinful 
blemishes are mitigated, except those which are about to 
fructify. The Divine stories of our Lord confers highest 
benefits by itself and independently. Hence, when the 
devotees sing His glories, their hearts and minds are filled 
up with the Relish of our Lord's bliss and joy and they 
feel immersed in the ocean of our Lord's bliss. We should 
also understand that for those devotees, who sing the 
glories of our Lord, the stories themselves represent the 
highest result or blessing for them. The devotees, who 
listen to the Divine stories of our Lord attain the benefits 
of their sins and blemish being fully destroyed. 

The Divine stories about our Lord, makes one attain 
the result and it acts as the medicine, which will cure the 
disease of 'worldliness or material existence'. Devotees, 
having understood, that the singing of our Lord's Divine 
qualities and stories will definitely help them, continue to 
always sing His glories. Those, who listen to these Divine 
stories, attain the highest benefit of liberation (MOKSHA) 
apart from attaining the benefits of good deeds, wisdom 
and devotion to our Lord. The only human effort involved 
in using a medicine is just to imbibe it and then the rest 
of the works like curing, mitigation of pain etc. are done 
automatically by the medicine. Whereas ordinary medicine 
is usually taken through the mouth, this Divine medicine 
is imbibed into the inner mind through the ears! Why is 
it mentioned, that, these Divine stories will make both the 
ears and mind blissful and happy, through the use of the 
word 'making both the ears and mind joyful'. Shri 
VallabhachSrya says that this is a 'strong' medicine, as it 
confers the ultimate human goal of the bliss of our Lord. 
If this medicine was not pleasant to imbibe in the mind 
and through the ears, then no one will use this. Hence our 
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Ach&rya reiterates the fact, that this medicine, although a 
strong one, definitely confers great bliss to the ears and 
the mind and also destroys the disease of attachment to 
material worldliness. No sooner this medicine enters into 
the mind through the ears, the complete destruction of all 
sins and blemish, wherever they are, takes place. In other 
words whichever mind is unable to accept this medicine, 
the blemish and the sins of such a mind is 'Demoniac' and 
hence this medicine is denied entry into such minds. 

The word 'singing near' used in the verse makes us 
understand that there is no necessity to put any special 
effort or to go to a different place to listen to the Divine 
stories about our Lord, as King Parlkshit was sitting near 
to Shri Sukhadeva, whose desires have been fully extin¬ 
guished. The word used is 'singing' because singing 
enhances the sweetness of the words sung. 

The individual soul has experienced the sorrow and 
pain arising out of numerous births and deaths. As this 
'medicine' will end such sorrow, it is necessary to imbibe 
this medicine with great respect, as this is not only 
palatable to the ears, but gives lasting benefit to the inner 
mind. The word 'ABHI' (HEREAFTER) used in the verse 
signifies that these Divine stories will confer the bliss and 
joy in the life/lives to come also, after death, through 
loving attachment and Devotion to our Lord. 

Our Mahaprabhu VallabhachSrya, after explaining the 
greatness of the Divine stories of our Lord, through His 
form. His Divine qualities and His Divine deeds, now 
describes the glory due to 'relationship' of our Lord's 
Divine stories with the noble souls through the words, 
through listening, and expounding the Divine qualities of 
our Lord, by noble souls'. What is the true nature of these 
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Divine qualities? Noble and saintly persons sing the glory 
of our Lord's Divine qualities. These noble devotees, who 
have sung the praise of our Lord's Divine stories, have 
been described in the scriptures such as Shri Bh&gavatam 
and others. It is the supreme Grace of our Lord, which 
has bestowed them the status as true Devotees of our 
Lord, whose sins and blemish have been destroyed fully. 
Our Lord is great, noble and supreme, hence His Devo¬ 
tees also attain and imbibe our Lord's Divine qualities. By 
the process of recanting and retelling, the greatness of 
qualities is enhanced. Hence the use of this word "through 
listening and expounding the Divine qualities of our Lord 
by noble souls", enhances the greatness and glory of all 
the three viz: The Lord, His Divine qualities and the 
noble souls, in unison. 

The word 'Man' has been used in the verse. What is 
the meaning? When a soul takes the form of an animal' 
or a woman', the deciding factor is as to whether they 
love to hear the Divine stories of our Lord. Otherwise all 
of them are regarded as 'animals' only. Women who love 
to hear the Divine stories of our Lord have to be 
considered as 'Man' (PUMAN) for the purpose of the 
meaning of this verse. These Divine stories are so beau¬ 
tiful and nectarian, that no one will hesitate to listen to 
these Divine stories. The reason being that, there is no 
other way to attain this supreme bliss of devotion to our 
Lord and true renunciation, except through the listening of 
the Divine stories of our Lord. 

Our Ach&rya now proceeds to describe the Demoniac 
nature - with a view to bring out the inner meaning of "the 
self-destructive” Demoniac nature. The word 'killer of 
animals' is referred to those who kill animals just to cater 
to their needs of taste. Such people, although, in a human 
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form, are indeed demons only. Demons, by nature, are 
bereft of compassion and this is proved' by the story of 
Diti. The demons also are enemies of our Lord and due 
to this reason only, they are unable to get rid of their sins 
or blemish. Demons can attain salvation only on the full 
destruction of their sins. 

There are Demons, ever since their birth, like Demon 
KSIantmi., who now took the form of Kamsa. Kamsa's 
salvation was possible as his body was used by Demon 
K£lan£mi for manifestation. On the destruction of the 
blemish and sin of this manifestation, Kamsa's salvation 
was possible. But salvation is not possible for persons who 
are naturally Demoniac, since their origin. Their salvation 
lies in their going into eternal darkness from where they 
usually do not return to this world once again to create 
and give pain and sorrow to others. Hence, the Lord, out 
of compassion to this universe, gives salvation to these 
demons also, who always give trouble and pain to others. 

In this verse, a full description of the Five categories 
of people who do not listen to the Divine stories of our 
Lord, has been given, with a view to convince devotees, 
that they should not follow the example of these persons. 

In this manner, king Parlkshit sang the glory of our 
Lords' Divine stories. These Divine stories confer Lords' 
Grace and Blessings by themselves- i.e. by listening to 
them. It is not the 'merit' (PUNYA) which accrues after 
listening to these Divine Stories which will confer the 
benefits- but the Divine stories themselves. To, clearly, 
make us understand this important aspect, in the following 
two verses, the praise of our Lord has been sung. In these 
two verses, this praise has been sung, with a view to deal 
with the two different aspects of our Lords' glory viz the 
'seen' and the 'heard' Leelas of our Lord. 



Chapter I 

*?d 'dfTd ^OdgRdTddT mfri ddddf ^flfd-ftWlMgl 

?fd, 3t«n 

farTTOKT ^ 

: II << II 

VERSE NO. 5 : Meaning: " Aided with the help and 
Grace bestowed by our Lord, who acted as though he was 
a boat, my grandparents, the P&ndavSs, were able to easily 
cross the ocean consisting of the huge army of the 
KauravSs, who were victorious even over the celestial 
Gods- the ocean which was made difficult to cross, due to 
the presence of whales like Bhishma and other warriors- 
as easily as anyone would walk and cross over the small 
pits of water made by the foot marks of a calf'. 

Sfapitftpft : if ftmimsi: -qirrs^i: 

dfWd ffidT dWdl *T3RT:I TJdT 
T*d ^ d^ftd:l Wfa fMdlHgl:, ddt dTI 

dtfddtl dd ^Jd: tN M+W clc^Pct 

dtfdd T^dl TPTT ?fdl ^ dTd, dc-Uf^l 3ld*d m<i|fdTdI 

ddl *tfd ditfd d TJd ^fd dMdrtifafdHrSIdMPJ'TfcHJ OTlTOdT 

d)°4i<«t:l ctaM*H:8d: ^IT5T ^fd * TfTdTdT 'rdif^Hi 

^dddftdldr^^nfddlfd d 

d Ucfl«t>K:l d "d ^dl dJdrfddfd 3TO3RRd *woIchic—^«44kliaI 

%*d^ dcdddfrdFd dd Wfl 3^d dt*Wd *dd*fal'3Hffld«4dfd 

^dl 'jJInfdr^ni*^l ^dddt d^RddR^d dfd^rl 3R^fd ^NTCPRddll 

^dddTEII ^ 3tf?RdI:l d ^IH:, d^dl ddl'Jdl 3ttdf?R*n 

3T^rd>+-«4«IMWlird^ld<iThl:l *3lfid HtWTwflHfM dlddtdd- 

tdRjd' 

dfdrRddcdHd 

•HC’WWhI 3t^d 
d ^ dtdtd, fddTdtdFl dd dkfc^bHJ ?Nl 

ddlrhHI dd: R«nfdc^d fddTdFc^d 
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wwi4 trrti 

'aiiaMci I 

^awnMsfifeim?, 

-ttrrcciirrci 

*R«RT WRI9RH: 

f wiiwi^Ry?* wtRr^t mkR*rt 

SRI SUBODHINI: My grand-parents, the Pandavas , 
with the aid and help of our Lords' grace, acting as a 
strong boat, easily crossed the ocean of the army of the 
KauravSs, which was, indeed, very difficult to cross- so 
easily as one would cross/walk over the foot-pits made by 
a cow i.e. the huge ocean, with the grace of our Lord, 
appeared to them like a small pit of water, made by the 
footmarks of a calf! 

King Parlkshit was the only surviving grandson of the 
P&ndavSs. Parlkshit had five grandparents and through 
queen Kunti, he had Yudhishtira, Bhlma and Arjuna as his 
grandparents (As Nakul and Sahadeva were the children of 
queen MSdri). The celestial Gods of Dharma (Yama), 
VSyu (Wind) and Indra (King of the celestial world), 
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although responsible for the birth of the first three 
PSndavSs brothers, through their powers, had no claim 
over them as they were born of Kunti who was the wife 
of Pandu- as the seeds of their birth were bestowed by 
these three celestial Gods on the king Pandu and not 
Kunti. 

In this verse, the words used to describe the war, 
which was fought, is "SAMARA". Shri MahSprabhu 
YallabhScharya, has given the true meaning of this word. 
"MARA" means "to die". The appellation "Sa" added to 
"MARA" will mean "definite and sure death" Now, 
despite this indication of "definite death" none of the 
Pandavas were killed in the war. Why? Because our Lord 
was their companion and protector. This also brings out 
the glory and greatness of our Lords' presence with the 
Pandavas. 

Who were the warriors ranged against the Pandavas in 
this battle? The Kauravas, who were against the Pandavas, 
could easily defeat even the celestial Gods- they were so 
powerful and strong. The Pandavas, although the children 
of the celestial Gods and had also with them celestial 
weapons, cannot defeat the Kauravas, as the Kauravas 
were capable of defeating the celestial Gods also. How can 
the children of the celestial Gods defeat the conquerors of 
the celestial gods themselves? Only with the grace of our 
Lord this task could be achieved. 

Bhishma, although he was known as "Devavrata" (of 
godly vow or determination), now, due to his association 
with the Kauravas and by going against the will of our 
Lord (by taking the side of the evil Kauravas) came to be 
called as "Daityavrata" (of demoniac vow or determina¬ 
tion) Other waffiors, such as Drdna, were also of "godly 
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vow or determination"due to their association with 
Bhishma. Moreover, all these warriors, were supernatural 
and strong capable fighters (Here the words used is 
"ATI RATH A" meaning that each one of them could fight 
10,000 others at one time). 

In the ocean, there are whales, as long as hundred 
miles. The whale which can swallow such a huge one- 
hundred-mile long whales is known as "T1MINGHIL" or 
the "Monster-whale". When this monster-whale is present 
in an ocean, no other specie can survive. Now, even when 
this monster-whale gets destroyed, survival of others is 
inconceivable. This monster-whale is so powerfully demo¬ 
niac and cruel that it destroys all it's offsprings. Bhishma 
is now compared to this monster-whale, as he had the 
demoniac tendencies in him, and it is inconceivable that 
he will spare the lives of relatives and grandsons, because 
demoniac persons lack discrimination and proper think¬ 
ing. Just like the monster-whale destroys, even it’s own 
offsprings, Bhishma, due to the presence of the demoniac 
tendencies in him, could easily destroy the Kauravas also, 
along with the Pandavas. Hence it is said, that the ocean, 
represented by the Kauravas' army and due to the 
presence of monster-whales like Bhishma and others, 
became uncrossable. 

These Kauravas, like the whale in the ocean, destroy¬ 
ing the boats used to navigate and cross the ocean, were 
now ready to destroy the Pandavas in the battle. The ocean 
by itself, as it is inanimate, cannot destroy the boats-but 
the whales in the ocean, being animate, can destroy them. 
Hence, the Kauravas are compared to these cruel whales 
capable of destroying the Pandavas. But, despite all this, 
no one could destroy the P&ndavds-because our Lord is the 
protector of the Pandavas. Our Lord was the strong and 
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sturdy boat, which was used by the PSndav§s to cross the 
ocean, safely. No one is capable of destroying this 
implacable boat, The word "Boat" (PLAVA) is used here 
to signify that our Lord protected the Pflndavis by 
remaining with them and not through actual fighting. 

Because, the P&ndavSs had surrendered to our Lord 
and due to this Divine protection , they were able to easily 
cross the huge ocean of the Kaurava army, like a person 
easily crossing/walking over the footprints made by a calf. 
In the Bhagvad Gita, Shri Krishna told Arjuna "Oh 
Arjuna, you have only now become a cause and reason for 
killing these people. In fact I have already killed them 
before". 

By listening to the reassuring words of our Lord, the 
ocean consisting of the army of the Kaurav£s looked like 
a small pit of water, made by the foot of a calf. Inspite of 
this, as the Pandavas lacked complete surrender and 
dependence on our Lord. The ocean of the Kaurava army 
was regarded by them as difficult to cross- in the same 
way as the ants will feel it very difficult, nay, even 
impossible, to cross the water in a pit created by the foot 
of a calf! The Pandavas viewed Shri Krishna as one of 
themselves, treating him as an equal. This attitude of the 
Pandavas, prevented them from getting sincere and sure 
complete faith in our Lord. If they had the attitude of 
Divine reverence to our Lord Krishna, there would not 
have been a necessity, on their part, to feel the difficulties 
in crossing the ocean of the Kaurav army (i.e. they could 
have crossed it like anyone easily walking over the pit 
created by calf s feet) nor would they need to take up arms 
against the Kaurava army. But all this happened, due to 
them not surrendering completely to our Lord. If they had 
developed complete faith in Shri Krishna as the 
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Purushottama and the Lord Himself ,then, they would 
have surrendered to our Lord as Uttara did ( and got fully 
protected by our Lord) and they would not have depended 
on their weapons, egoistically, to win the war by them¬ 
selves! Inspite of this ego and lack of full faith on the part 
of the Pandavas, our Lord Krishna , who is ever compas¬ 
sionate, protected them with his Divine Discus, once 
again, emphasizing that the PSndav&s always belonged to 
Him. If the Lord had not protected the Pandavas in this 
way, the Pandavas could not have achieved success in the 
war, through their own capacity and efforts. Nay, they 
would have been destroyed. Our Lord had also protected 
the Pandavas, earlier, on many occasions. The Pandavas 
forgot this help of our Lord. They also forgot the Divine 
glory of our Lord. This weakness on the part of the 
Pandavas can be compared to the smallness of ants and 
this is the reason for their feeling of vastness and enormity 
of the ocean of the Kaurava army-just like the awe and 
anxiety which an ant would feel on seeing the expanse of 
water in a small pit created by the foot of a calf! 

Ipso Facto, complete dependance on our Lord makes 
moles out of mountains and vice versa, if there is no 
dependence! 

In the M&habhdrata war, everyone else from the 
Kaurava army perished except AswathSma, KripSchirya 
and Krutavarma- thus reducing the ocean of the Kaurava 
army into a small puddle! Even, then, AswathSma aimed 
the arrow of Brahma (Ultimate weapon) on the PandavSs- 
but the Pandavas were, again, protected by our Lord, 
through his Divine Discuss. Through our Lords' protec¬ 
tion only, the Pandavas were able to cross the ocean of the 
army of the Kauravas- which now looked, to the Pandavas, 
due to foe Grace of our Lord, like a foot of a calf-easy 
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to cross indeed! King Parlkshit says that his three grand¬ 
parents were thus fully protected by our Lord. 

Aswath&ma perpetrated two bad deeds. Firstly, he 
killed the five children of the PiindavSs when they were 
asleep. Secondly, he aimed the Ultimate weapon 
(BRAHMASTRA) with a view to kill both the princess 
Uttara and the PSndavSs. Our Lord, on the both the times, 
protected the P&ndav£s. Thus the PSndavSs, using the boat 
of surrender and dependence on our Lord, crossed the 
ocean of the army of the Kauravds and as this "Boat" 
advanced, the water of the ocean in the front became dry. 
In the end the P3ndav&s left a little water in the ocean and 
crossed to the other side with great glory and prestige. 
This entire journey on the boat is supernatural as our Lord 
had already destroyed the Kaurava army in His mind-but 
being compassionate and supremely exalted, our Lord 
gave the hill credit and prestige to the PSndavds, by 
bestowing on them, the garland of victory. How can 
anyone, ever, know fully, the love and grandeur of our 
Lord? 

Ideal devotees, who are fully dependant on our Lord 
give up their wealth and other possessions, earned from 
this world of "Me" and "Mine", thus drying up the ocean 
of such wealth and possession. They, then, seek and 
conserve only, that much Divine wealth, which will be 
useful in the loving service of our Lord and through this 
Divine service(SEVA), these devotees attain our Lord, 
who is beyond everything and the highest wealth of his 
Devotees. 

King Rulkshit, after describing, in the earlier verse, 
the glory of our Lord, which he had heard(not seen). Now 
in the next verse, he explains the glory of our Lord which 
he has seen. 
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TTc| <jKHI6lr*-4Hie- S^U^fdl 

^RTPTgft«f I 

7m 3TTrfET^t ^T: TRW 7TrTR7T: 11^11 

VERSE 6 Meaning: "My body, which represents 
both the Kaurava and Pandava clans, had got burned, 
through the BrahmSstra unleashed by Aswath&ma. Please 
tell me the Divine story of the Lord who wielded the 
Discuss, with a view to protect me in the womb of my 
mother from Aswathama's arrow, when my mother Uttara 
had surrendered to our Lord, praying for protection” 

*WlfM ^cRlfHfd ^ 

$m(d!H4HU|l3l fMqdlHl 

TjePj?i:i ftgwi ^rractoi ^ dirHdc4a?m&ui 

fdPPR YRtr^l ^W|c|cdlg'¥llcH«h' 

^jfTMlciiqR'I^lHcl TR ft-dHdhdHJ ^KHIS'S/HRRI R 

yfrt»R(d ^qnrggnr W'Pfl *rfs?TI: RP»SRT: ^<POTI:I 

<*>kqi: MTV33ISlf?ro$ ‘IddPlId'tMigHj SRRpjRljf^ai 

ftstcf W Wt 

T^PJPRTW^I ^IFt TJpRRT*?RT*fg I ^facRfa- 
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'c^'iifq<lR:l d»ldfHil8l«f ®TI ^5M)5uihJ 3Rl TR MMdfd 

*q«n$ ftfft cra» ^Hfad^i^faq’TdWii mgjfrft VR:i 

d+'KI^mPu WT '*Rffdl#l, ^W&flfal HWI(««dli'jkdlW5^ 

faw# RpdUjflifd RR: II * II 
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jt«nKi,niui M»w*tiU«»>f*tla e^^e^ln—cfltifuflfal 

SRI SUBODHINI: King Parlkshit says that, the Lord 
completed certain tasks which the PSndavSs could not 
achieve. "This is due to the unique grace of our Lord to 
me. Why did AswathSma unleash the Brahm&stra arrow 
on me? Because, my grand parents, the PSndavSs, had 
killed his father, DronScharya and AswathSma thought that 
he should reek vengeance. Hence, he aimed the BrahmSsthra 
arrow on me". AswathSma is referred here as "DROWNI" 
or son of DronSchSrya - just to emphasize that DronSchSrya 
had died because of PSndavSs and he was a great teacher 
and proficient in the science of archery. AswathSma's 
arrow was so powerful, that, none could destroy it's 
power. "Through this arrow, my body got burned: but 1 
did not die as my grandfather Arjuna was a Devotee of 
Lord Vishnu and he, himself was an incarnation of 
"NARA" (divine symbol of man). Due to this, I escaped 
the ordeal, as the only surviving member of both of the 
Kuru clan. As the only surviving member, 1 was able to 
perform all the ceremonies for the dead in connection 
with the deaths of the entire Kaurava clan, as no one else 
survived from the Kaurava clan". 

To save our bpdy, after, it is burnt, is very difficult. 
It is said that the fire created by the arrow had burnt only 
the external portion of king Parlkshit but life was intact- 
" although the external portion of my body also looked like 
that it was not burnt! The gracious Lord saved and 
protected such a body of mine". Why did the Lord not 
protect the body of King Parlkshit before it was burnt? 
Our Lord is {he protector of the VfedSs. The BrahmSsthra 
arrow's presiding deity is Lord BrahmS and this arrow is 
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unleashed only after chanting Holy Vedic verses. Hence 
it was necessary to show adequate respect to the Vedic 
tenets, especially by our Lord, who's duty is to protect the 
Vedas and it's practices. Hence our Lord, with a view to 
fulfill and respect the injunctions of the Vedas, did not 
intercept the arrow in the middle, although he was fully 
capable of this. He allowed the destruction of the gross 
body of King Parikshit through this arrow- thus upholding 
and respecting the Vedic rules regarding this arrow. This 
act of our Lord shows His mighty power and respect for 
the wholesome Vedic traditions. Our Lord, now, saved the 
subtle body of king Parikshit and then restored his earlier 
form- thus ensuring that there is no hurdle in the way of 
liberation of the Kuru-Pandava clans. King Parikshit 
points to his body, which was saved by our Lord, through 
His compassion, when it was burnt by the Brahmastra 
arrow. As, he was protected by Lord Krishna, no defect 
was caused to his body due to this trial. By the use of the 
word "My part" King Parikshit says that this protection by 
the Lord was his direct experience. 

Our Lord, although, He protected the king in the 
womb of his mother, why did He not protect him from the 
curse of the Brahmin boy? It was our Lord's will that he 
wanted to protect king Parikshit, as he was the only 
surviving member of the Kuru-Pandava clan. Our Lord 
protected king Parikshit, as Kuru was a great devotee of 
our Lord. Thus, our Lord considers the task of protecting 
his devotees as his first duty - hence He protected his 
devotee, king Parikshit. 

King Rurlkshit had children and as his family lineage 
will now grow, there was no necessity for our Lord to 
protect King Parikshit from the curse of the Brahmin boy. 
"The Lord enacted his Divine Leela, by appearing in the 
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womb of my mother, with a brilliant form, weilding His 
Divine Discus. He was compassionate to show this form 
to me, so that, later I can do meditation on this Divine 
form. The Lord did not, at that time, use the Divine 
Discus to save me or to destroy the power of the 
Brahmastra arrow. He had destroyed the power of the 
arrow through his Mace". Usually the Divine Discus is 
used only to ward off evils created by time ( KALA) as 
the Divine Discus is the form of time. Time, now, did not 
destroy King Parlkshit. Hence, there was no necessity for 
the Lord to use the Divine Discus. Our Lord stopped the 
power of "time" through His Discus, and thus King 
Parlkshit was completely saved. Later the Lord withdrew 
His form from the womb of Princess Uttara. 

After the withdrawal of His form, the Divine Discus 
of our Lord, representing the Wheel of Time, continued 
it's eternal revolving and the King was also bound by this 
Wheel of Time. Hence, neither he asked for saving his life 
now, nor the Lord thought it necessary to do so. 

" The Lord, who gave the Divine experience to my 
mother, has given me also the same experience. My 
mother had surrendered to our Lord and due to this, the 
Lord entered her stomach with a view to protect both of 
us". 

King Parlkshit says, " in view of the above direct 
personal Divine experience, I have developed strong and 
abiding faith in the Divine stories which you are going to 
narrate to me. Moreover 1 am also deeply interested in the 
way you have been telling the Divine stories of our Lord". 

Thus, King Parlkshit, after describing humbly as to 
how he is entitled to listen to the Divine stories, now 
requests Shri*-Sukhadeva, to explain the Divine stories of 
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our Lord once again, in a different way, so as to benefit 
those, who will be later born, when there is no manifes¬ 
tation or incarnation of our Lord, as these devotees will 
be benefited through their spiritual practice of listening to 
the Divine stories of our Lord.. 

yijt&dl zt 11V9 n 

VERSE 7: "Oh, erudite Sukhadeva, please describe 
the glorious deeds of the Supreme Lord Krishna, who 
took a human form, although, He is the indwelling 
principle, both inside and outside of all those who have 
physical bodies, and also the giver of immortality and 
death through hi$ eternal form as Time, but who is 
regarded as a human being only by the ignorant persons". 
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Piqtlci n<q5f«t yldoM^i 

M?f vfitwRlI MHMMl4 WwH^fMfa- 

Kram^uw^Rii 

4»<Io1Ki <TCT f»^T H 4>3d 

faRJ d^lfM VfdM- 

I ftigftlfn *1H ^ij: II V9 II 

SRI SUBODHINI: How is this question different 
from the earlier one? Human beings can easily appreciate 
and understand the Divine Leelas of our Lord done 
through a human form. Questions on this subject have 
been asked earlier. 

Now King Parlkshit is asking a different type of 
question, which is not concerned with our Lord's mani¬ 
festation in a human form e.g. getting his father Nandagopa 
and others released by going to the- world of Varuna (sea- 
lord), showing Shri Vaikuntham (Lord NSrSyana s eternal 
holy abode) etc. Questions pertaining to these Divine 
Leelas are beyond the understanding of human beings.King 
Parlkshit, now splits his questions in two parts so that the 
result of listening to these varied Divine stories, which is 
nectarian in nature, will benefit him and others im¬ 
mensely. 

King Parlkshit is asking Shri Sukhadeva to describe 
the story of Lord Krishna, who is Purushdttama or the 
Supreme Person, who is residing both inside and outside 
the bodies of everyone, as the life and death principles, 
representing the principle of Time. These two ideas are 
interconnected. 

In the verse, the word "HIS" (TASYA) is used to 
describe our Lord, as the same Eternal Divine principle 
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which has been described in the Vedis as of the form of 
being "whole" (BHOMA) and "relish" (RASA). If this 
Lord is the one described in the Vedas, why does He now 
look like a human being? To clear this doubt the word "of 
an illusory -human being" is used i.e. out of our own 
ignorance only, we regard the supreme form of our Lord, 
who is full of Divine Relish (RASA) as a human being. 
" Oh Lord! You have taken, out of your volition, this 
beautiful Relish-full (RASAMAYI) form, only to please 
your devotees". Our Lord has also put a curtain of his 
illusory power (MAYA) on the understanding of the 
human beings, so that we will regard His manifested 
form, although Divine and Supernatural, as being only 
human. This is created by the will of our Lord only to 
enable, each and every soul, to have their particular vision 
of our Lord as per their entitlement and desire. Hence, we 
have to understand, that, in this incarnation as Shri 
Krishna, our Lord has manifested both His "permanent" 
and the "incarnation" forms. That is why, in this verse, 
reference is made to Shri Krishna as the "permanent 
form" (MOOLAROOPA) and His glories are being de¬ 
scribed . 

Our Lords' glory is "immeasurable". Hence the 
plural word of "valourous deeds" has been used. 

"Residing in all bodies"- in this, the word "all" 
signifies, that only our Lord is capable of bestowing the 
states of death or immortality to any one, and none else 
can do this. Both these results are given by our Lord only. 
There are no seperate givers for each of these. The reason 
for this, is that our Lord only, is the Indweller in all the 
bodies and is also present everywhere, both inside and 
outside. All those, who have bodies, represent the soul of 
our Lord, and with a view to enact His Divine Leelas*, 
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the Lord has bestowed on each soul, different kind of 

bodies. Hence each one passes through different types of 

death or immortality (*our Lord gives 'death' also to the 
souls which represent His Divine nature only, so that He 

can perform His Leelas or Divine Leelas properly to His 
satisfaction. The scriptures say "One cannot play with 
himself, so he desired a second person". This is the wish 

of our Lord which started the process of creation, in 

which, our Lord, manifested in endless forms and ways 

With this desire, He told himself "let me, the one, become 

the many". The Lord became the 'many' and it resulted 

into this vast creation like sparks of fire, emanating out of 

a huge fire. The Lord created from Himself, the souls as 

His Eternal parts. Our Lord also willed that these souls 
should, loose the six Divine qualities of our Lord and this 

resulted into the bondage and Division of the souls in the 
following manner (1) The loss of the Divine quality of our 
Lord viz. opulence (AISHWARYA) resulted in the soul 

regarding itself as dependent on others. (2) The loss of 
'valour' (VEERYAM) resulted into the sorrow of the soul 

(3) The loss of FAME' (YASH) resulted into the soul 

getting into an inferiority-complex, forgetting His Divine 
origin. (4) The loss of 'wealth' (SRI) made the soul pass 

through several births and deaths. (5) The loss of 'WIS¬ 
DOM' (JNANA) resulted into the soul regarding his body 
as the most important with its 'Me' and 'Meum' (EGO 

and attachment) and got wrong-understanding. (6) The 

loss of 'detachment' (VAIRAGYA) resulted into the soul 

getting attached to all things and materials which are 

worldly, forgettiqg his Divine origin. 

In this manner, the Lord, enacting His Divine Leelas, 

out of His own desire, caused the removal of the six 
4H 

Divine qualities from the souls (who are His parts only. 
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created by Him to have the enjoyment of His Play). In this 
play, for newness and to keep the interest in His Pity, He 
also causes death and disappearance of the manifested 
forms. Hence all this happens due to the Divine game 
played by our Lord ,and .none should have a doubt about 
this. Hence, a wise soul, will not only regard Himself/ 
Herself as a Divine part of our Lord but also develop the 
vision to see the Lord everywhere and as everything. 

Shri Mahaprabhu Vallabh&ch&rya now begins to de¬ 
scribe the various forms, taken by our Lord, in which we 
can see His "Divine” nature manifested and also the 
manifestation of his 'Time' (KALA) nature. (1) Our 
Lord's incarnation as the Great Fish(MATSYA) etc. sig¬ 
nifies His Divine nature as Supreme Person. The manifes¬ 
tation of His Divine nature as 'TIME' is represented ty 
the faculties as sound, touch (feeling), form, relish and 
fragrance . (2) The Divine forms of our Lord, on which, 
the Devotees do meditation represent His 'Divine nature 
as the Supreme Person' and His 'TIME' nature is repre¬ 
sented by everything else, in the creation, from Brahman 
(all-pervasive Divine principle of our Lord) to a blade of 
grass. Shri Mahaprabhu has emphasized this difference 
between these two manifestations of our Lord, although all 
the forms belong to our Lord and are manifested by Him 
only, because of the existence of different qualities in 
each of these two manifestations. How? Our AchSrya 
cites an appropriate example. The soul, whose actions, 
whatever be it's nature, are 'externally' oriented i.e. 
towards worldly materialism will meet with 'death' and 
the soul, whose actions, are 'internally' oriented, will 
definitely attain our Lord, who is immortal. 

The worldly people, attached to materialism are 
subjected to 'death' by the Lord, even through His 
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manifestation as the Great Fish (i.e. His Divine nature as 
the supreme person) by our Lord transforming himself as 
of the nature of 'TIME*. Conversely, those souls, who are 
'internally oriented' (i.e. attached to spiritual efforts) are 
rewarded by our Lord, with immortality, although they 
may use all the material objects in their daily life. The 
purport of this analysis is that the 'material objects', 
although represent the Lord's nature as 'TIME' now gets 
transformed into our Lord's nature as the Divine Su¬ 
preme Person (PURUSHA), because, the souls, who use 
them are 'internally' oriented i.e. are of a Divine spiritual 
nature In this verse, the Lord is also referred to as One, 
who confers the benefit of immortality to His Devotees, 
who are 'internally' oriented, through, both His natures as 
the Divine Supreme Person and as the principle of Time. 
Thus, for the Devotees of our Lord, the principle of 'time' 
also becomes the gracious Divine Person of our Lord, 
protecting them from the trials and tribulations caused by 
time. 

From this, we should clearly appreciate the difference 
between 'Death' and 'Immortality'. The Lord has the 
capacity to achieve anything He wills. Now, we have to 
ask a question. Does our Lord Krishna play these types of 
Divine Leelas? Are they expressions of His innate and 
inherent Divine capacity or are these Divine Leelas the 
expressions of His 'internal' and 'external' natures as 
Supreme Divine Person or as Time? Or is it that, our 
Lord, wanted to respect the traditions and conventions in 
acting these Divine Leelas? We will get answers to all 
these questions and doubts only when we realize the full 
truth about the Divine valour and deeds of our Lord Shri 
Krishna. Thisjvisdom will dawn on us only, when we 
listen to His-Divine stories. Hence, it is absolutely 
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necessary to listen to our Lord's Divine stories. The doubt 
created by the questions raised will be cleared through 
listening to the Divine story of our Lord when He led the 
entire Gdkulam, along with all the GopSs and Gopls, to 
His own abode viz; Shri Vaikuntam. [In this Divine Leela, 
our Lord, made immortal, even those who were 'exter¬ 
nally' oriented]. We will realize, then, the supernatural 
and Divine nature of His Leelas. 

Our Lord, if He was a mere human being, could not 
have exhibited such valorous Divine Leelas. Hence, refer¬ 
ence is made to our Lord as a 'human being through 
illusion' -meaning- that our Lord represented, at all times, 
the Supreme Divine Person but we, through our igno¬ 
rance, regard Him only as a human being. Once again, as 
our Lord, was not a mere human being, He wielded His 
powers of 'doing', 'undoing' and 'doing it differently', at 
all times, being fully capable of doing anything and 
everything. Hence, everything is possible to our Lord and 
our doubting, about the capacity of our Lord to perform 
supernatural deeds, is due to our ignorance only 

"Oh Erudite One" - King Parlkshit addressed Shri 
Sukhadeva in this manner. This word means ' You are 
divinely wise, through a deep understanding of our Lord's 
Divine Leelas and when you sing the glory of our Lord's 
valorous deeds, not only will I be benefited , but benefits 
will accrue to you also. The word 'Erudition' also means 
that King Parlkshit understood that Shri Sukhadeva had 
the full knowledge about the sacred meaning of our Lord's 
Divine Leelas. 

King Parlkshit, after asking questions regarding the 
Divine stories of our Lord, now, in the next S verses, 
requests clarifications for his doubts created by the 
'seemingly' contradictory Divine stories of our Lord. 
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^ ^17:1 

Ofcu«4iwi«t: U)tt^ 7TO: W^4uiW<^ll 

■^srpti Ti^hnaFST: ^prt ^rtt tor n c n 
VERSE 8 Meaning: King Parikshit said "Oh Shri 

Sukhadeva, you had told me that Shri BalarSma (nee 
Sankarshana) was the son of Mother Devaki, although He 
is well-known as the son of Mother ROhini. How can this 
happen when Mother Devaki had no physical relationship 
for this birth of Shri Balarama? 

: ‘*TcT M TTR^I ^ 0fgU4K<H4: WTct 

: I ‘ ^3«FTTfR ‘ chlfflHtilH ftPIUHI^i ttmnls'stwl 

TTfbT?f:, tt? spraRsrora rT«nfq 

^:l ^RTT fsT%fcTI df«^ ‘SpqfH 

? II C II 

SRI SUBODHINI: In the 24th chapter of 9th Canto, 
the verse 49, refers to Shri Balarama as the son of Mother 
Rohini. In the same chapter, through verse 54, both 
Mother Devaki and Shri Vasudeva, have been referred to 
as the parents of Shri BalarSma. This is "seemingly" 
contradictory, and hence,king Parikshit now wants a clari¬ 
fication. The answer to this question will prove that 
everything is possible for our Lord and all this "seem¬ 
ingly” contradictiory events happened due to the Divine 
Power and Will of our Lord. 

What was the reason, for our Lord’s, leaving Mathura? 

H'lqal ^Rfd ^^fci-eht-mRfal 

eFTORjaj^t 7RT:I 

IF ^nfeTf^T: TJT^T trfcf: II % II 
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VERSE-9 Meaning: "Why did our Lord leave His 
parent's house and go to Brindavan? Where did He, the 
Lord of all harmonious devotees, live, along with his 
relatives and family members, in Brindavan? 

'RtSRTcn TJef£<(:l 

MR<+iruM ^ifrlf^T: W 

W ^Tdsn ^ ? 3W3T 3mojnfrrfiT: wtfifci: W 

WT efiddHJ *FI^cR<^?IR: ffdl^ct ^R8JI*f:l ^RT: 

Tl ttinni yfrirMclUlMd xrfd: II ^ II 

SRI SUBODHINI : Our Lord, who is fearless and 
confers "fearlessness" to His Devotees, why did he give 
up his parents' home and move to Brindavan, although He 
is the one who dispels the despair and fear created by 
'Time' and also confers the benefit of liberation to His 
Devotees? What was the reason for this move? Where did 
He stay in Brindavan forest, making Nandagopa and other 
Gopas as His family members? In fact, as the Lord had 
no relationship or kinship with Shri Nandagopa and other 
Gopas, nor was there any acquaintance with them, how 
did our Lord make them his associates and where and how 
did He live in Brindavan? Especially, when the Lord is the 
master of those divinely harmonious devotees and His 
incarnation was taken with a view to bless these devotees, 
how come the Lord went and lived in a place, where only 
persons devoid of harmonious divine nature (in fact had a 
spiritual-ignorant nature) and belonging to a different clan 
lived? (King Parikshit has made a statement that our Lord 
had no relationship with Shri Nandagopa, This ignorance 
is due to king Parikshit not having, as yet, listened to the 
full story about our Lord as contained in the 10th Canto. 
Our Lord, in fact, had identical relationship with Shri 
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Nandagopa, as He had with Vasudeva. Hence Shri Krishna 
has referred to Himself as always "performing the tasks of 
grazing the cows" and He also addressed Shri Nandagopa 
"Oh father, please listen to me". But as the king, was 
ignorant of these statements made by our Lord in the later 
portions of Shri Bh&gavatam, he thought that Shri Krishna 
belonged to the family of Yadu only. Hence, the king, 
termed Shri Nandagopa and GopSs as "others"). 

What did our Lord Krishna do, living thus in 
BrindSvan? 

^ -ST I 

tot n n 

VERSE -10 Meaning : "Please explain to me, what 
are the two types of tasks undertaken by our Lord, 
residing in both Brinddvan and Mathura; why did the 
Lord, perform the condemnatory act of killing Kansa who 
was His own uncle?" 

TQSt *TI ^ tWHft eft# 

fa'lfJflfHpi ^Pd ^imPwiPlI wee'll HlcJdW 

^ ^ ^ -3^1:? <fWWlPt «FT WT: II \o || 

SRI SUBODHINI: There are two questions in this 
verse viz what did the Lord do while living in BrindSvan 
and what did he do in Mathura? Clarifying the first 
question Shri Mahaprabhu says that king Parlkshit asked 
"did our Lord, reside in Brindavan, dress, converve and 
graze the cows etc. like the cowherds of Brinddvan? 
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The second question is more dear. Kamsa had given 
sorrow and pain to Mother Devaki and Shri Vasudeva. 
Even then, killing one's own uncle, through one's own 
hand, is considered as condemnatory, as one's uncle is 
usually held and treated with great respect. In spite of 
this, why did our Lord kill Kamsa? What was the reason 
for this 'seemingly' wrong action? The main purport and 
essence of these questions is this- who were the two 
categories of persons which our Lord, redeemed, while 
residing in Brind&van and Mathura? How much time did 
our Lord, spend in Dw&raka? King Piarlkshit asks this 
question in the following verse. 

glW>Wi I 

<?$ Hl^mlSlrS ^ 401101 

4^4f II \\ II 

VERSE II Meaning: " For how many years our 
Lord, taking a human body, lived in Dw&raka? How 
many wives He got married to ? 

afloat) fit-A : TOR' 4><lfn, 

^ ^ *T%:I f^T#n wm 
VOlRr^H 

^prai to-MRi ii U ii 

SRI SUBODHINI: The King, in the first instance 
has asked as to how much time or for what duration die 
Lord resided in Mathura ? An ordinary actor, usually, can 
change his real self for a little time. But an experienced 
and clever actor can remain in his transformed self even 
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for an hour or more! Our Lord, who has taken now, a 
human form, as a clever actor- for how much time did He 
keep this ' changed and transformed' human form in this 
world? Although there was no special reason for our Lord 
to reside in Dwftraka- even then for how much time did 
He reside in Dwiraka? Despite being not entitled or 
deserving, how did our Lord permit the people of 
Dwaraka to reside with Him for so much time? The main 
reason for our Lord deciding to reside in Dwiraka, was 
to use the Yadava clan to destroy the sinful and evil- 
minded Kings, who, at that time, resided in this world. 
"Hence please tell me all the Divine Leelas of our Lord 
in full and explain to me the sacred secrets behind all the 
Divine Leelas of our Lord". 

To bestow the capacity to the Yidavas, so that they 
can successfully destroy all the evil-minded Kings, our 
Lord resided in Dwaraka, nay, He veritably entered into 
the Yadava clan and stayed, till all the evil-minded Kings 
were destroyed. By the word "resorting to a human form" 
would also mean that our Lord entered into the Yadava 
bodies, in a dexterous manner, and destroyed the evil 
Kings. Hence, this act of entering into the bodies of 
Yidavas by our Lord,is signified by the words ” resorting 
to a human form". Please see the difference in meaning, 
for this in comparison, to the words "residing in a human 
form". The Lord entered into the bodies of the Yadava 
race, with a view to give them, enough capacity to destroy 
the evil Kings. Due to this only, our Lord had stated, that 
no one can humiliate the Yadava clan in any way. The 
main reason for this invincibility of die YSdavas was the 
strength given by our Lord on their surrendering to Him 
and the Lord also accepting them as His own. The word 
" YADUPURf" signifies our Lord's stay in Dwaraka 
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although He is present everywhere. King Pulkshit now 
asks "please tell me, the number of wives (Shri Laxmi) 
our Lord had, through His Divine Leelas, who became 
lucky to have His association and courtship, in DwSraka? 
Here the Lord is referred to as "PRABHU" meaning " 
one of capacity and power This means that our Lord 
was capable of doing anything. He also did not differen¬ 
tiate between people who are big or small, belonging to 
Him or to another. Thus in all His relationships, our Lord 
showed equality and sameness. In fact, our Lord was 
enacting all His Leelas as Divine Leelas. King Parikshit 
now says to Shri Sukhadeva to explain all the Divine 
stories of our Lord, even if some of them may be seen as 
"seemingly" contradictory - but " please remove and 
explain the contradiction through your Divine under¬ 
standing so that, an ordinary human being like me can 
also understand the sacred secret nature of our Lord's 
Divide Leelas". 

I 

r N^CIRI* II *3 II 

VERSE 12 Meaning: " Oh noble sage! You have the 
full wisdom about the Divine Leelas of our Lord. Please 
describe to me, who is sincerely interested with Devotion 
to hear, not only the Divine Leelas, which I had requested 
earlier, but also describe the other Divine Leelas of our 
Lord, in greater detail, as you, only, are capable of 
fulfilling my ardour". 

‘ yfoforaqt: ^ via Plt(fiWN%:l TTT w 
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' ffir cT^3(fmfa 

«^9Riraft^5'aIF ftWK1! et^oqil 

fa*di<:l -afh^ffoi, «4^R*lK 

3kfll++<ifl4u1^*MR:(|uflfd II ^ II 

SRI SUBODHINI: King ParTkshit has addressed Shri 
Sukhadeva as ' MUNI' (SAGE) - this means that the King 
knew that Shri Sukhadeva was full of Divine wisdom 
about the real purport of our Lord's Leelas. " Please tell 
me not only about the Divine Leelas, which I had asked 
earlier, but describe to me also all the Divine Leelas, 
unknown to me. ( hence not asked for). It is my duty to 
hear the Divine stories of our Lord as 1 belong to Him". 

In the verse the words " Divine Leelas of our Lord 
Krishna " need to be explained in detail. Shri Krishna, 
being the Supreme Lord of everlasting Bliss is of the 
nature of "independent" conferor of spiritual benefit. 
How? ( Except Shri Krishna, all other spiritual results are 
dependant on spiritual effort. Shri Krishna alone enables 
the Devotees to attain Him, through His own Grace and 
not due to any spiritual effort. In the Upanishad, it has 
been mentioned " He, who is chosen by the Lord, attains 
Him". Hence, only such a Devotee, who has been chosen 
by our Lord can attain Him. Hence our Lord is hailed as 
of "independent result"). Our Lord and His Divine Leelas 
" independently " confer divine results, nay, they represent 
and symbolize the 'result' itself! Scriptures have stated 
"the word 'KRUSH' in our Lord's holy name, means 
'always present' and the word 'NA' means 'Bliss'. By 
joining these two words we have our Lord's name as 
'KRISHNA' - meaning 'the Lord who is eternally present 
and BlissfuP (SADANANDA). He is the absolute truth 
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which is always Blissful, as explained in the Vedas. 
Hence, His Divine Leelas also exhibit His nature of being 
always Blissful and of eternal value. These Divine stories, 
themselves, give the spiritual benefit to an ardent listener. 
Hence King RirTkshit says "please tell me all the Divine 
stories which I am requesting you, because you only 
know the inner meaning of these Divine stories. I am, 
now, interested only in hearing about our Lord's Divine 
stories. I have now full devotion to listen to all the Divine 
Leelas of our Lord in detail, even, if some of them are of 
non-valorous nature". Our Lord's Divine stories can be 
categorized in Four ways. (1) Valorous (2) to be sung by 
everyone (3) supernatural and (4) subtle and secret. 

Thus, in this manner, King Parlkshit asked Shri 
Sukhadeva, in 12 verses, to tell about the Divine stories 
of our Lord. He, now, says "Please describe the Divine 
Leelas of our Lord to me. Otherwise, my life itself will 
be in danger of being affected". This is described below. 

rSapgrnforajrT $Reh«fH3rlH, II ^ II 

VERSE 13 Meaning: "Even, though, hunger and 
thirst are difficult to be put up with, I have given up, 
even, the drinking of water also, as I am drinking the 
life-giving waters from the waterfall of the nectarian 
Divine Leelas about our Lord, rushing out of your Lotus 
like face. Hence, hunger and thirst do not bother me at 
all". 
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i ■?tara>*HPT cf«rtrfT^I gsft 

’^gctfaffTI qh*i’fl:JI*l¥HMf«IWuIWI ?<IHImPi 

'iqlTr=b«ni5-W'^HISrfMH!>l4lJl:l 3IFF^^R- 

foIVlUcii 3:<sHm*o=l‘ gfa^fMpdI faftqdl 

pRoh^i 3flJrTfa?tePJ?n^ <<lPi«r»c^«rf 1J?trl:l 

HxnRil 3ia«,oi4q ^t^i^icifn 3rflT 7<JcT: II ^ II 

SRI SUBODHINI: King Parikshit, in this verse, 
shows his sincere and devoted ardour and interest in 
listening to the Divine stories of our Lord. He says that 
hunger and thirst, which are very difficult to be put up 
with, now, are not giving him any difficulty or sorrow/ 
pain. He was not concerned with the protection of his 
body. Drinking water, in the absence of food, protects the 
body from hunger and thirst. King Parikshit says that, he 
has given up consuming water also. This shows, as to 
how eager King Parikshit was devoted to our Lord and 
his deserving entitlement to be blessed with our Lord's 
Grace? He gave up everything to listen to the Divine 
stories of our Lord. 

Instead of referring to thirst, hunger has been referred 
to - because hunger is an enemy, who will give, like 
anyone's enemy, pain and sorrow and create unhappiness 
quickly. Hence the word 'affects' is used in the present 
tense. 

Shri Sukhadeva's face is compared to a Lotus , 
because, life-giving nectar, in the form of divine Leelas 
of our Lord, was flowing out of his face. The speaker who 
expounds, the divine stories of our Lord, goes into 
ecstasy, dueio the divine nectarian nature of the stories 
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themselves, and he is not usually aware of what exactly is 
happening as he gets immersed in the divine rapture and 
trance created by the beauty and sacredness of the divine 
stories. The speaker usually forgets everything else due to 
the divine nature of these stories. Hence the word 'flow¬ 
ing' is used - meaning that the nectarian divine stories of 
our Lord was automatically flowing, without Shri 
Sukhadeva, being, actually, aware of it ! How? Just like a 
ripe fruit falling to the ground,automatically, from the 
tree! The King says "1 am drinking the Divine stories - 
not just hearing them only. I am also imbibing and 
implanting them in my mind, so that I can remember them 
always". Here the word 'Drinking' is also used in the 
present tense - meaning that King Parlkshit is also 
remembering here, the various Divine stories which he 
had heard earlier from Shri Sukhadeva. 

Some other commentators are of the view that the 
present tense used in the referred to words, signify that 
King Parlkshit desired that Shri Sukhadeva should ex¬ 
pound the divine stories of our Lord very quickly and 
without any waste of time. 

Our Lord's name, here, is referred to as 'HARI'. The 
well-known meaning of this holy name of our Lord is 
'Dispeller of Sorrow'. Shri Mahiprabhu says that this 
holy name 'Hari' has been used, here, with the meaning 
of 'Blissful' and 'Divine consciousness' - to signify the 
fact that the twin qualities of 'Bliss' and 'Divine con¬ 
sciousness' are present always, in the Divine stories of 
our Lord. In fact the Divine stories of our Lord Shri Hari 
(Shri Krishna) is nectar itself. Here, we should not 
commit the error to regard this 'nectar' with the 'nectar' 
which the heavenly gods secured after the churning of 
the ocean of milk, in the olden days, and became 
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immortal by drinking it. This ’nectar' of our Lord's divine 
story is 'spiritual' in nature and confers the benefit of 
liberation, from the cycle of births and deaths, on the 
devotee who drinks it. The King says ' Shri Sukhadeva, you 
are now the giver of liberation to us as you are making us 
hear the divine stories of our Lord, which represents 
Truth, Consciousness and Bliss'. In this manner King 
Parikshit praises the glory of Shri Sukhadeva. 

• Now, Suta alerts the sage Saunaka and others, as Shri 
Sukhadeva is about to begin the Divine story of our Lord. 

"^-TraMri 

^J?T adna- 

fayim hr^tTc?, 
vwmm 

Xlrtnaf cpwii^Rn ebRlehcM^IH, 

VERSE 14 Meaning: "Oh sage Saunakji, who gives 
great joy to his father sage Brighu, please know that Shri 
Sukhadeva, who is the best among our Lord’s devotees 
and praiseworthy, now began to expound the divine story 
of our Lord Shri Krishna, which destroys the evil of this 
Kaliyuga, praising King Parikshit, who was fully pro¬ 
tected by our Lord". , 

U^HfU fi^l i^nWnl 'JT: 

U«Te|Rll sFta:l 

TBIP5- Tim: wrf wmchmP*h1Iw*i*mi 
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^ *ni 4)cuimi wrraronte 

fl^wu ipwwwiPqdPd <&r 

*ira*t j*e®qfHfa ^£7 °uhA M*Mjuiyfdm^+(H^ ^rra *t<wii 

cIFI TPI^pf ^ ^F: 3Iftf:l <TPJ?T HWfrM tmi 

JWI#I ^,ie*'*wyqcfon*KiJ <ran?-$OIHfiftffldl tWlfl Wra^fraFt 

^ctflTOq^TRTd 37TF--?nTWMll ^ReRTI fT^rf: fWcif 

tH^dlc^8!:! W^dt JW^fd 

+^fHc4l¥lgrdlt>-RlWi<Mfilfdl 3T^fcT fAdhsbAl l^dWr+M ^37: 

TEPtAwi g cTC ffcjat «rW%^T55^frT fast: 3lsFR:l 

f^wpn T^ra«JAof TfecTrl 3Rf«n ^rai«rf 1 fw^Mcftfa fir 7$rfal 

SpM fWRf^rlrsn^ ilr<t4dHJ ^ 'SpfT: ^T:l ^Afl cPTJl 

wftdlfd ypi4^j ^pA f? wit^, cTjqrai I 4ta*ra ^ ^ 

wn' ^sni T^rAra *praPF«7rai m<wi4h sirafwi, ‘As^ifaraf 

Ml'lddl *$& dl+MI^I T^dl^a^IF? ^»cTRT?-ch<u)fd I 3TddKdftd<4- 

WI 3fc«rarrarara ’TflWcTtrW-^fll 

wif ^ii'Odi n4fc<jHf ^fttra^i 3T^«n 

%jAyc(rd4M 3JT ^ FlPfl TT?dI 31?f4^ %-»JHMdUiyH 

ffll ^MNdl 3P7H <Ifl(dl fq*)Auiisc[ qg>HK«T <j>nqiij 37d 

TTcf HHdMftcdlAd +«nAc( ^«iqfd, ^Tprrafl ^ clPH 1 dHlft+fald 

«ira: II Vt II 

SRI SUBODHINI: If the speaker and the listener , 

both have respect for each other and praise each other, 

then , it is very easy to understand the truth about the 

subject discussed viz our Lord's divine story. King Parikshit, 

as he had the full knowledge about the glory of Shri 

Sukhadeva, was convinced that Shri Sukhadeva will only 

tell the truth about our Lord's divine Leelas. Conversely 

, the speaker also becomes happy when he sees that the 

listener is sincere to imbibe the teachings, after full 

understanding. Hence Shri Sukhadeva did not hesitate to 
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reveal the inner secret meanings of these divine Leelas to 
King Parlkshit, who listened to these divine stories with 
enlightened attention. The words 'For this question' used 
here refer to the questions asked for by King Parlkshit, 
for which Shri Sukhadeva now replies by describing the 
divine story of our Lord. 

If a listener asks questions, again and again and with 
a view to bring out only the blemish in the story or in 
a condemnatory tone, then the speaker gets anxious, nay, 
he may even get angry. The word 'having heard' is used 
here to show the absence of these two negative reactions 
on the part of Shri Sukhadeva. This word 'having heard' 
contains two words viz: 'Ni' and '§amya' - meaning that 
Shri Sukhadeva listened to the queries of King Parikshit 
with a peaceful mind and also thought that the attitude of 
King Parishit and essence of these questions were praise¬ 
worthy and laudable, as they were never asked with any 
hidden cunningness - nay, these questions, were indeed 
asked with great spiritual fervor and devoted attention. 
Sage Saunaka's father, sage Brighu, has been referred 
here, as this sage had great faith in the words of our Lord 
and Suta, desires that, sage Saunaka, being the son of sage 
Brighu should also have the same faith. 

Shri Sukhadeva listened to the questions of King 
Parlkshit, peacefully and with love. The reason for this 
can be seen from the use of the word 'expounding of Truth 
by saints' -meaning that the questions posed by King 
Parikshit contained the beautifill rapture of our Lord's 
divine Leelas. Those divine souls, from whose heart the 
attachment to this world and it's objects has disappeared, 
when they meet each other, they discuss only the divine 
stories of our Lord and nothing else. This applies to 
King Parlkshit, as he wanted only to hear about our 
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Lord's divine Leelas. Shri Mahdprabhu advises, all of us, 
that we should always converse about our Lord's Leelas 
only instead of indulging in useless gossip. Sage VyUsa 
has written with sincere effort the Divine scripture of Shri 
BhSgvatam which makes a devotee understand and appre¬ 
ciate the true glory of our Lord and Shri Sukhadeva, in 
turn has put efforts to expound this scripture to the entire 
universe. It is , indeed, really 'Expounding of Truth by 
saints' (SADHUVADA) when sage VySsa had taken so 
much trouble to write this scripture and a noble sage like 
Shri Sukhadeva , who is beyond all desires and who 
wanted nothing from this world, became 'ready', at all 
times, to expound the divine Leelas as contained in this 
scripture Shri Bhagvatam. Hence the term 'Expounding of 
Truth by saints' used is very appropriate. 

Shri Sukhadeva is given, here, two qualifying appel¬ 
lations viz: 'son of Vyasa' and 'along with the Lord'. 
How can anyone make another appreciate the inner core 
meaning of the divine stories of our Lord, which is very 
difficult to understand? To ward off this difficulty and 
doubt, we have to realize, that the answers are being given 
by Shri Sukhadeva, who is son of sage Vyasa, to whom, 
these Divine Leelas of our Lord were revealed and 
experienced in a divine trance (SAMADHI). Hence, Shri 
Sukhadeva is able to answer all the questions and in his 
heart, the Lord being present and it is the Lord Himself 
who is giving all the answers! What is the reason for our 
Lord giving all the answers? To answer this, we have to 
see the meaning of the word 'Beloved of Lord Vishnu' 
used in this verse - meaning that King Parlkshit, to whom 
this name has been given, was saved by Lord Vishnu, 
when he was in his mother's womb. The Lord, now 
decided to liberate King Parlkshit by making him His 
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devotee, with full spiritual wisdom, through the hearing 
of His divine stories, told by the Lord Himself, seated in 
the heart of Shri Sukhadeva. The spiritual purport of this 
is, just as in the mother's womb, the Lord saved the 
King from an external enemy viz: Aswath&ma, in the 
same way the Lord now, through His divine stories, 
decided to save the King from the enemy of attachment to 
worldliness and materialism and make him immortal, 
bestowing on him His divine Bliss. 

In the verse the word 'NOW' is used to convey, that, 
up to now Shri Sukhadeva was telling the divine stories. 
From, now on, it will be our Lord Himself, who will 
tell the stories to come. [Shri Lfilu Bhatji has said in his 
'YOJANA' that all the divine stories, up to the 9th Canto, 
have been told by Shri Sukhadeva himself. From now 
onwards, all the divine stories, will be told by our Lord 
Himself.The reason being, that the divine Leelas of our 
Lord can be fully known only to our Lord. In the 
Bhagavad Gita the Lord has said "The seers and the 
heavenly gods cannot understand My splendour and glory" 
in the 10th Canto, all the divine Leelas of our supreme 
Lord Krishna have been described-which even Shri 
Sukhadeva cannot explain fully by himself. Hence, our 
Lord, seated in the heart of Shri Sukhadeva, told His story 
by Himself. Shri Sukhadeva was an Incarnation of Lord 
Siva, who is a devotee of Lord Vishnu and, that is why, 
our lord, occupying Shri Sukhadeva's heart began to tell 
His own stories 

Our Lord undertook to tell the stories Himself, so 
that the King could be liberated from the cycle of births 
and deaths. Shri Sukhadeva became immersed in the 
ardent spiritual earnestness contained in the questions 
asked by King-Rarlkshit, and , appreciating the illuminat- 
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ing quality of the questions themselves, praised the King, 
giving him due respect. King FarTkshit had paid due 
respect to Shri Sukhadeva and this practice of paying 
respect to each other, is sanctioned by the scriptures. Our 
Lord and His Divine virtues are worthy of loving adora¬ 
tion. These virtues having entered both the king and king 
Rtrikshit, made them worthy of worshiping each other, 
which they d'd now. This fact can be clearly understood 
from the words "Devotion to each other" used here. The 
main purpose and effect of this effort is our Lord Shri 
Krishna only and die king had asked only for this 
supernatural Divine story of Shri Krishna, which confers 
great spiritual benefit by itself. 

If there was any blemish or sin involved whilst 
hearing these Divine stories, then there will be lack of 
interest in listening to them properly, lb clear this doubt, 
the word 'Destroyer of the ills of kaliyuga’ has been used 
in this verse. The purport of this word is that these Divine 
stories of our Lord will definitely destroy the sins and ills 
of this Kaliyuga, which, usually prevent one from listen¬ 
ing to the stories of our Lord. All other remedies are 
powerless to destroy these ills of Kaliyuga. Only these 
Divine stories of our Lord can achieve this. If this was not 
so, then, in this Kaliyuga, no one will do righteous action 
nor anyone will be capable of attaining liberation. Thus 
the Divine stories of our Lord destroys all the ill effects 
of this Kaliyuga and these sins and ill effects cannot stand 
in the way of devoted souls, from listening to our Lord's 
Divine stories, with sincere devotion. 

Shri Sukhadeva began to teU this Divine story with 
great enthusiasm and in an impeccable way, because the 
majority of listeners were noble and sincere devotees of 
Shri Krishna. Shri Sukhadeva, also, desired to drink deep 
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into the Relish (RASA) of our Lord's Divine Leeias. 
Hence with zeal and enthusiasm, He began to describe the 
Lord's Divine Leeias. Now, Shri Sukhadeva concentrated 
on actually telling the divine stories instead of contemplat¬ 
ing on them. He gave importance to the telling of the 
Divine Leeias of our Lord and did not give attention to 
tell about any spiritual theory or thought. 

Shri Sukhadeva, saw the King, with the same enquir¬ 
ing mind, and deeply interested to hear the Lord's Divine 
Leeias. In the following two verses, he praised the King 
and his questions. 

UUIJUiqffttil IJTJPRTty MwW I 

41^44) tUNJI n Tin: II II 

VERSE 15 Meaning: "Shri Sukhadeva said "Oh, 
glorious, royal-sage! You have a sincere and stable love to 
hear the Divine story of our Lord Shri Krishna. This is 
a good decision of your intellect." 

MjR<i4(^ej:I WR^TRRII 3R TR <*iq4l«i 

3facl HR;| igm R , Tiran#WTCRf W«H 

*ni iraral r <Jtr ?foi ^ wtrc(^*iRT 
Tffrahm mfo ^ wtt, ttsrti 

f dfaftftl 411 3T*R! T&:l 

t$Pi TPWftppqq TR| gefaR qtunfofol *K«|i|<i 
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W%=T 3<*wtle|WWlfa- 

irratetitafaPR ^ ^<jci: n ii 

SRI SUBODHINI: If the intellect of a devotee gets 
stabilized in our Lord, before it gets fully merged or 
rested in our Lord, then, the wavering tendencies of the 
mind gets stopped; thus the mind attains quietitude and 
this is a good sign of spiritual progress. "Your intellect has 
now finally decided to hear only the divine story of our 
Lord and nothing else. This is praiseworthy indeed! Your 
intellect is full of firm determination which is rare, even, 
for those sages who have realized the Absolute Truth 
(BRAHMAN). Hence you are the best among the royal- 
sages." 

A king, usually, rules and protects his land and 
people. Added to this usual duty, if a king is committed 
to, and follows the righteous actions prescribed in the 
Vedas, then he is referred to as a royal-sage. While 
discharging, his royal duties well and also fully committed 
to follow the Vedic traditions, if the king is also sincerely 
devoted to our Lord, then he is considered as the best 
among the royal-sages. "You are more glorious as you 
have been accepted by the Lord Himself. Hence, it is but 
appropriate, that you have a firm intellect before you get 
merged in our Lord. When this " firm intellect" attains 
our Lord, then it gets fully merged or rested. The Devotee 
gets a supernatural and divine body - hence Shri 
Mahaprabhu says, that it is necessary to have a firm and 
determined intellect or attitude, before the devotee gets 
merged with our Lord. "Determination" is of two kinds.(l) 
which arises out of reading or listening to scriptures - " 
it is good to have devotion to the Lord" - this hearing 
leads to development of "determination" to love our 
Lord.(2) which arises from one's own inherent devoted 
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nature ie. which is self-evident from birth. The "determi¬ 
nation" arising out of reading or listening to scriptures is 
considered as of the 'middle' order only. On the other 
hand, to have a natural and spontaneous love for the Lord, 
bom out of an inherent "determination" is considered, as 
the most ideal one following the Path of Grace 
(PUSHTIMARGA) "Oh king, you are in the highest 
category among the devotees, as you have a loving, 
determined and inherently spontaneous intellect to listen 
to the divine story of our Lord-which no one can de¬ 
stabilize, as your love for the Lord has already made your 
intellect firm and determined to hear only the divine 
stories of our Lord " 

A firm determination increases the love for listening 
to our Lord's stories. In the first part of the verse, there 
are two reasons given, with a view to praise the king It 
is very rare, indeed, to be blessed with the love and 
interest to hear the Divine story of our Lord. "Although 
rare, you have been blessed with the love to listen to the 
stones of our Lord, due to your firmness and determined 
intellect. Although, in this assembly, Oh king! we see 
several heavenly, Brahmic and royal sages present, only 
you have exhibited this rare love to listen to the divine 
story of our Lord: You have now attained both the effort 
and result, in the form of your determined love to listen 
to the divine story of our Lord, and, hence, you deserve 
respect and homage. Oh king! What is your real and 
inherent natural state? Your spontaneous nature is well 
understood by me, by the nature of the questions you have 
now asked. By thanking you, I am also praising the 
questions you have asked." In the following verse, Shri 
Sukhadeva praises the king's questions, in a different way 
- as the questions pertained to the subject of our Lord Shri 
Krishna. 
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TSRIflrf TOW* W II II 

VERSE 16 Meaning: "The Divine stories of our 
Lord, purifies all the three types of persons viz. those 
who ask or request for it's description, those who reply 
describing these stories, and also those, who listen, with 
devotion, to these stories - How? Like the Holy Ganga 
river, which makes, Lord Brahma, Lord Shiva and the 
King Bhaglratha, sacred and holy" 

cT?L I crarfa 

jhmh*<k ^fagrPT, 

TOW:, ^ ^ qqfofl WT %PWff«nMPl 

I ^ ^MriTePJi 

^da)fa, xT URItT WT f^ref ^ 

dtRuimlfd ^ v^sisiq ^ foamA gtarc ftsrcfki 

<rcr ciRJifa wi w# ?t^i 

^Hlrflfri TJrfT, ySH*^: fojffWTFTC^ »lP|W|tflfcl 

daqiqr^ Wtfh-TOnftfal ^rPRgrRRII yw+dfl sfal 

*i«rc*t:i ^raft gdhtautfw, traifa ftftrei faifafh ^ 
yq^ehr^Hlthtpl <j4q<pl <T5I 4>PVf<<Hiaf<(i *II<<lRf—dftPlfd I 

qifasq»rfofqq ^qcflPti a«eiPfrM«f ww' faftnfe 

*l$fdl 3TR: d>fag5<i:l ^jfSRf dRddliJ 

♦foKfagtsih+ui ^ira?n w?: gsrof: grorap>ri 

f^rf WlWro <RT fk TOOT TTip ^ g=T: 

TO h wRmi, 

MMqrq>iM^q)Pt f^f qjqrqi ^qfa TORft ^Tfifc q>0nW4:l 
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iffim' *T»fa*T ^ II ^ II 

SRI SUBODHINI: The meaning of the word 
"VASUDEVA" is liberation from the cycle of births and 
deaths. Hence, anything and everything belonging and 
related to our Lord confers the benefits of purity and 
sacredness. But, the divine stories of our Lord whether 
endowed with defects or merits, makes the listener de¬ 
velop a loving faith in our Lord e.g. in the eyes of 
ordinary people, killing of PUTANA by our Lord is seen 
as full of merit and killing of KAMSA, is seen as 
"defective" as the Lord killed His own uncle! The interest 
with which one has to listen to these Divine stories also 
enhances and increases the faith in our Lord. Because, on 
listening to these Divine stories, one gets true knowledge 
about our Lord, which, on turn, confers a mind, full of 
sincere faith and devotion in our Lord. 

Wherever the Lord's stories are expounded, there are 
always three types of people, present viz the one who asks 
questions, the one who replies and the few who will listen 
to both. If the speaker observes silence, even though he is 
fully knowledgeable about the Divine qualities of our 
Lord, then we should conclude that his silence is due his 
sins, which prevent him from speaking about our Lord. 
Questions, pertaining to the divine stories of our Lord, 
destroys all sins and confers merits on the one, who asks 
these questions. But, only he will or can ask such 
questions, whose sins have been already destroyed. Un¬ 
less, a listener becomes sinless, he will not get attached 
and devoted to our Lord. When questions, pertaining, to 
the divine stories about the Lord are asked and replied, 
then the sins of those who hear such divine stories of our 
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Lord get destroyed, and these listeners get devoted attach¬ 

ment to listen more and more about our Lord and His 
divine stories. Imagine, there is a desire to ask this 

question about the divine Leeias of our Lord, but actually 

one doesn't ask the questions at all- this shows that the 
sins have not been fully destroyed, in such a wavering 
mind. When these questions come out of one's mouth, 

then this act itself destroys the sins of the devotee, who 
puts the questions. Hence the questioner, the speaker and 

the listener- all of them get purified. 

Really speaking, both the speaker and the one who 
asks the questions, can be deemed as 'listeners' only - but 

are called differently for the sake of convenience. The 
common love for our Lord - which is the reason for their 

coming together - is the primary purpose. 

Reference is made, in this verse, to the divine stories 

purifying three persons (PURUSH) and the meaning of 

this word 'PURUSH' (person) is the same, as it has been 
explained in the verse 4 earlier viz: those who are of 

demoniac and worldly nature are not considered as 

'PURUSH' (persons) at all. Only this type of persons 
cannot be purified by listening to the stories of our Lord 

- all others will get fully benefited. Moreover, these divine 
stories do not also purify those who are really interested 

to do/achieve material goals, than getting purification of 

their mind after listening to our Lord's divine Leeias. 

Purification or 'becoming sacred' are of many kinds. 
What kind of 'purification' takes place after listening to 
our Lord's divine stories? Here, the example of the 
purification caused by the holy Ganga river is given. 
How? (1) The questions asked about our Lord themselves 
purify as the Ganga water. Just, by asking questions, at a 
place, to a speaker, by few persons, about our Lord's 
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divine stories and listening to them, casually, does not 
confer the spiritual benefit. Only, when, the divine story 
makes the minds of all these people, fully devoted and 
sincere, in the love for our Lord, then, the full spiritual 
benefits accrue to them, with the Grace of our Lord. The 
Holy Ganga river destroys, firstly, the sinful tendencies 
and the actual acts of sin from the minds of the devotees 
and secondly, converts their bodies fit for the service of 
our Lord. In other words, the river purifies the inner- 
minds of the devotees, so that they now are able to use 
their mind in the service of our Lord. (2) Like the divine 
stories, Ganga also purifies three kinds of persons viz: 
spiritually purifies all those who reside in the three worlds 
in different ways according to their inherent nature of 
divine harmony etc (b) Those, who stay and reside on the 
two banks of the river. (c)Those who take bath or drink 
the waters of the Ganga. Ganga also purifies Lord 
Brahma, Lord Siva and the King Bhaglratha. In this 
manner, the divine stories, purify the three types of 
persons who are divinely endowed and prepare their 
bodies to be useful in the service of our Lord. 

Now Shri Sukhadeva, with a view to make the king 
understand, the real purpose of our Lord's incarnation, 
praising the questions, made by the king, as they related 
to our Lord, began to describe the divine story. 

VERSE 17 Meaning: "Mother Earth, laden with the 
heavy weight of sorrow and pain, caused by countless 
egoistic and ruthless deceptive kings, along with their 
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armies, who were demons having taken the human forms, 
now, came to surrender to Lord Brahma (in the Brahmaloka 
or the abode of Lord Brahma)" 

«HMWf q>UIIWdri»I I 

qftifimfdi tWT «tt*t * Mot rttt: ii * n 
KARIKA 1: Meaning: " All the scriptures empha¬ 

size, that, the main reason for the manifestation as Shri 
Krishna, by the Absolute Divine principle of Brahman, is 
to destroy the sorrow and pain of His devotees. These 
'devotees' are of three kinds." 

Mother Earth, His own mother and other devotees - 
these are the three types of devotees, referred to, here. 

^ fft: fiWT: fl^rfeT: II R II 

KARIKA 2: Meaning: " Our Lord Sri Hari. who 
destroys the sorrow of his devotees, now, manifested in the 
form of Shri Krishna, as there was no other solution or 
remedy for the mitigation of the most painful sorrows of 
His devotees. This is the main reason for Sri Hari's 
manifestation as our Lord Sri Krishna." 

Commentary 1 and 2 : The real reason for our Lord 
Shri Krishna's Incarnation, is to fully redeem the sorrows 
of His devotees, as this ending of sorrow can never be 
done or achieved, through any other spiritual practice. In 
other words, when all other spiritual practices become 
ineffective, to end the sorrows of the devotees, then, the 
Lord has to come down, in His Incarnation, as Shri 
Krishna. Our Lord redeems all the sorrow of His devo¬ 
tees, removing their sins, through His divine Leelas. In 
the third Canto, it has been said that " when the Lord 
sees, the peaceful souls, suffering from the pain and 
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sorrow caused by the souls who are violent and demonic, 
then, out of compassion for these who suffer. He mani¬ 
fests Himself like fire from wood, although He is the 
original "Unborn” principle". In this manner, the Lord 
manifests Himself, to mitigate the sorrow of His devotee. 
Why did king Parlkshit ask the question again even after 
hearing this? We should not doubt this, as the questions 
were again asked only to emphasize the Lords' compas¬ 
sionate nature of redemption. 

Although, there are many reasons for our Lords' 
Incarnation, there are two principal reasons for His 
manifestation. (1) According to the truth of the scrip¬ 
tures^) Through His Grace. 

When the devotees, suffer pain and sorrow, and when 
all the spiritual practices and celestial gods become 
incapable of redeeming this sorrow, then our Lord mani¬ 
fests Himself as Shri Krishna. This is, according to the 
truth of the scriptures. Hence the manifestation is " 
According to the truth of the scriptures"- and, secondly,the 
appearance of our Lord, specially taken to give His vision 
to His devotees is based on His 'Grace'. When the 
devotees pray to our Lord and when it is for His direct 
vision, then our Lord manifests himself with a view to 
make His devotees Blissful and Joyful e.g. as He gave His 
vision to Shri Prahlada and Shri Narada. Shri N&rada 
says, in the third Canto, that our Lord gave His vision to 
his inner mind, no sooner the Lord was prayed for: Shri 
Prahlada also always enjoyed the vision of our Lord. 

M VjThl: I 

fVT: tftOuilltfi II ^ II 

KARIKA-3 : Meaning: "Those devotees, who are 
unable to follow the spiritual discipline prescribed in the 
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scriptures , women, and all others like persons belonging 
to the Fourth Caste, Brahmins and all other twice-born are 
redeemed only by our Lord Shri Krishna, who, in this 
manifestation, specifically redeemed the womenfolk in a 
special way". 

In the first Karika by the word 'others', reference has 
been made to other devotees apart from Mother Earth and 
Mother Devaki. Now the word 'others' is fully explained 
here. As our Lord remains always, with all His Divine 
Potencies in tact. He redeems all types of souls, who are 
devoted to Him like womenfolk, persons of the fourth 
caste including the twice-born (Brahmins, Kshatriyas and 
the Vaisyas). Among these, the Lord is described to have 
redeemed the wonien-folk in a 'special ' way, as they are, 
usually, not able to perform and observe difficult spiritual 
disciplines. But our Lord, to prove His Grace of redeem¬ 
ing, even those, who have not been able to practice any 
spiritual discipline, now redeems all the devoted women¬ 
folk of Brindavan. In the other incarnations also, it is Shri 
Krishna, only, who redeemed the devotees like Sabari and 
Kirats Why? Those, who are not entitled to be redeemed 
and also those who lack spiritual discipline, can be 
redeemed only by the Love and Grace of our Lord and 
this Love and Grace are always present in our Lord only. 

it y II 

KARIKA-4: Meaning: " In the practice of Yoga, 
where the Yogis put efforts to attain total control over 
their thoughts, the form of Lord Hari is meditated upon 
as a spiritual practice, for the purpose of attaining such 
control. They never get out of this spiritual practice of 
making Lord Hari, as a 'Means' (SADHANA) instead of 
attaining Him with love as the 'Goal' (SIDDHI). 
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Commentary : The Lord does not become the re¬ 
deemer of those souls, who solely depend on their 
spiritual discipline only, for their redemption. How come? 
This doubt is clarified as under. 

In the practice of Yoga and other spiritual discipline, 
the spiritual aspirants attain only control over the thought- 
process and they never attain Total Devotion to our Lord 
(NIRODHA). Why? During this type of practice, medita¬ 
tion is made on the form of our Lord and His form, is 
made a cause or means for the control of thoughts, which 
becomes their goal. These spiritual aspirants are not 
blessed by our Lord with Total Devotion arising out of His 
Grace - which He, out of His Grace, bestows on those, 
who are fully dependent on Him only (and not dependent 
on am other spiritual effort or practice) This Supreme 
Biiss of Total Devotion is granted by our Gracious and 
Compassionate Lord, only, on those who have renounced 
all types of spiritual discipline and fully surrender them¬ 
selves to our Lord and depend entirely on our Lord’s 
grace only. On the other hand, spiritual aspirants, engaged 
in various kinds of spiritual discipline, do, indeed, attain 
the result for their efforts viz: control over their thoughts 
and other realizations. This spiritual result is completely 
different from the spiritual Bliss arising out of Total 
Devotion to our Lord, caused by forgetting of this material 
worldly existence and deep devotion and love for our 
Lord. Yogis, who do not surrender to our Lord and 
completely depend upon His Grace, never attain Total 
Devotion. Hence, all kinds of Y6gic spiritual practices, 
where Lord Hari is made a 'means' or 'cause' for 
controlling of thoughts and to attain different types of 
spiritual heights or progress, are considered as of a lower 
order . 
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KARIKA-5: Meaning: 'Control and conquests over 
thoughts, as caused by illusion, is considered by those, 
who practice this control, as the remedy for the mitigation 
of pain and sorrow of this material existence. This 
material existence, they say, is caused by ignorance, and 
strengthened by 'Me and Mine' . They further say, that 
only the dawn of Wisdom and Knowledge will destroy this 
ignorance. Hence, in this spiritual path of JNANA or 
Knowledge, the rise of knowledge becomes the result and 
effect of all spiritual practices (NIRODHA = Knowl¬ 
edge). 

But in our path of Total Devotion to our Lord, 

material existence (with all it's joys and sorrows) is 
considered as a Divine Leela of our Lord and, hence, 
accepted joyfully by the devotees, as part of our Lord's 

Leela, conferring happiness and blessings, at all times 

Due to this reason, for a devotee this path of Devotion is, 
indeed, wonderful with the full and entire dependence on 
our Lord, without depending on one's spiritual discipline. 
Hence, our Lord, who blesses the devotees who depend 
on Him only, manifest Himself, for the purpose of re¬ 
deeming His 'surrendered' devotees, whose only spiritual 
discipline is 'complete dependence and surrender' to our 
Lord." 

WJP* UftMtl im: TSFStsfa II * II 

KARIKA-6: Meaning: "Even if one or two spiritual 
results occur, in the case of followers of the path of 
knowledge, and although, these cannot be deemed to be of 
the nature of Total Devotion, there is no cause for worry 
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or anxiety, as our Lord only, confers these benefits 
according to their individual qualification and merit. But 
in the 10th Canto, where our Lord has enacted all His 
Divine Leelas, with His full Divine potency and Love, the 
main purpose of our Lord viz: to give Total Devotion 
(NIRODHA) to his devotees is fulfilled 

Commentary: The "completely dependent and sur¬ 
rendered devotees" of our Lord, attain Total Devotion 
(NIRODHA) to our Lord, in the form of deep love to our 
Lord, by fully forgetting the 'Me and Mine' syndrome. 
Hence, although, our Lord's incarnation is specially 
undertaken to bless these devotees, as our Lord is the 
redeemer of all (each and every one). He , only, confers 
the respective spiritual results on those, who practice 
spiritual discipline with a view to mitigate the pain and 
sorrow, associated with material existence. But there is a 
subtle difference. Our Lord, destroys the pain and sorrow 
of worldly material existence of those, who depend on and 
vigorously pursue yogic spiritual practices, but to the 
devotees, who fully depend on Him only, He confers the 
spiritual Blessings of Ibtal Devotion, which makes the 
devotee foiget the pain and joys of his world, nay, even 
all the events, which occur in their lives. Whatever may 
happen during the course of one's material existence the 
devotees live with a firm conviction, that they are happen¬ 
ing due to the supreme and loving grace of our Lord, and 
as conferring only divine benefits i.e. no joy or sorrow is 
seen per se - only God’s Leela or sport is seen in them. 
The Lord bestows His Grace on his chosen devotees, by 
making them experience that all that is happening in their 
lives is only His divine Leela - hence every situation /joy/ 
sorrow is accepted as one of jay, as our Lord is present 
in each and every event - as they are His Leelas! This 
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'total devotion' is the crowning glory of those devotees, 
who do not depend upon their own spiritual discipline, but 
depend only on the Grace of our Lord. Hence, there is no 
contradiction here, because of our Lord, conferring differ¬ 
ent benefits/results, according to the qualification/entitle- 
ment of the spiritual aspirants. In fact, the Lord's incar¬ 
nation is manifested only to confer Total Devotion to His 
devotees and in the 10th Canto, as our Lord has enacted 
His Divine Leelas, with His full Divine Potency, the main 
theme of this Canto is only to describe Lord's divine 
Leelas so that Total Devotion is attained by His devotees. 

PiAuijj ^srfcr ^ i 
tafaf HR8R tflrF IjRWIsM «II<4NII II \9 II 

KARIKA - 7: Meaning: " The Lord's incarnation 
takes place to confer the Blessing of 'Total Devotion' to 
His devotees, whose sorrow and pain, makes the compas¬ 
sionate Lord to come down with His incarnation. The 
Lord gave assurance of protection and instilled courage, 
for both Mother Earth and Mother Devaki." 

Total Devotion to our Lord cannot take place without 
our Lord's incarnation, which, in turn, is manifested by 
our Lord, to mitigate the pain and sorrow of His 
devotees. The Lord gave assurance to both Mother Earth 
and Mother Devaki, of His love and protection, and 
through this, they attained courage to face the difficulties 
and lead their lives, which, they now preserved, so that 
they can enjoy later, the divine Leelas of our Lord, 
subsequent to His incarnation. 

3F& qwfr'd myrfgfre $ I 

3I9KF: ^ fTOT ^9 % I 
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KARIKAS - 8 and 8 'A: Meaning: " For quickening 
the advent of our Lord's incarnation, Shri Nftrada told 
Kamsa, that, in Brindavan, celestial gods have taken births 
in the form of Nandagopa and others, so that, Kamsa, in 
turn began to give more sorrow and pain to them. The 
'celestial word', also, were uttered to Kamsa regarding the 
imminent incarnation of our Lord Shri Krishna, only with 
a view to make Kamsa, more violent and afraid, so that 
he will give more pain and sorrow to our Lord's devotees 
• and - this will enable the Lord to hasten His incarna¬ 
tion. The 'celestial word' (AKASHVANI), by itself, could 
not, cause the manifestation of our Lord, which is 
necessary for the mitigation of pain and sorrow, caused by 
Kamsa, to our Lord's devotees." 

The celestial word' gave the assurance of our Lord's 
incarnation. Kamsa could not figure out, as to which of 
the sons of Mother Devaki as the incarnation of Shri Hari 
will kill him. So Kamsa began to give sorrow to all, being 
anxious and worried about his life. The devotees were 
unable to find a solution to their, everyday mounting, pain 
and sorrow; thus they came to depend fully on our Lord, 
as all their efforts became futile. Now, our Lord, who 
protects His devotees, who depend on Him only, mani¬ 
fested Himself to mitigate their pain and sorrow, and to 
redeem them. 

uran TOfifrnrtewr II % II 
II Vh. II 

KARIKAS - 9 and 9 lh : Meaning:" The assurance 
of protection, given by our Lord to Mother Earth and 
Mother Devaki, are contained in 10 and 35 verses respec¬ 
tively. In eight verses, the pain and sorrow, perpetrated on 
our Lord's devotees, on Kamsa hearing the words of Shri 
Narad a, are explained. 
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: ?ni ^nf*pjf*THR*R toti <dMi*fa 

ddligfa: wfat ^$3 iRWWflRI*? 3H*T: 

^*<4*^1 MtnHi ViqcH^ta'iM’i*^ Pi4<n«f Tffhfl^l 

M TTOSR ?fal ?R W*T TBRh T^oT $ft: 

3RR:I 3P5R TRsfa tjri v'lqcwi^ ^ W ^:l snpw ^ 

*rf%i am 3Wi#i ^OTroyift *ft«nftRi m to^i 

'jfafajcft fciHIHJ ‘^tT^rcfa: mwwfi diqfolHI *MdWPflgh»l 

Wm4IPhi w^i *tor *n*nvrarci 3rrafa*tre>Mra ^ wm^i 

^T: TOltan: +N«S^fc| TOTO’ ^ «4**)ui|c|<iM:l 

W TOI«f TOR*fl 
fsi aiyTCTRt frteift Trf^nei ?f?r to sift mi 3i<ntf«ral 
fWf :I mtfi. TGSTCf MpRRftfil d^r^ie-TO^fal ft ^ 

^cpt ^hretaT«faiTO:, froj tiwulfitfa niqf^F-arft^n 

^cMHim'I'hlPl fal Vldl-JRl^WlPl ?nf5f ^1^11'^fMRrldlPl rT5T cT3 

ft*Rljftl SRI TORTORf ?BRIT, TO TRfas TTfa PlTOI 

RBlfel ^wtaRKRITI MUSH^cd^l TO ’35*fif TOlsfa 

•?l«hi<p><si *1^51 H^ftl •tciisuM^ ^ *IR:I ^ «&Jli 351^ 

^RT ^f?T TOn»f VKUI II ^V9 || 

SRI SUBODHINI: In this division, Mother Earth 
was given the Divine assurance, through the celestial 
word, in 10 verses. Through 35 verses, assurance has 
been given to Mother Devaki. Then, in 8 verses, the 
reason for our Lord's manifestation, which consists of the 
pain and sorrow of all the devotees, is given. In the 10th 
verse, the efforts of Mother Earth, taking the form of the 
Cow, are explained. In the 18th verse. Mother Earth, has 
explained her pitiable state of pain and sorrow. In the 19th 
verse, a description is made about die devotees, making 
the journey to see our Lord. In die 20th verse, the prayer 
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of the devotees is contained in the praising of our Lord's 
glory. In the 21st verse, Lord Brahma informs all the 
devotees and the gods, the advice and assurance of our 
Lord which was heard by Lord Brahma. The four verses 
from 22 to 25, have explained, the inner meaning of our 
Lord's words of assurance viz: (1) Celestial gods taking 
births in the Yadava clan (2) The manifestation of our 
Lord (3) manifestation of Sankarshana (as Shri Balar&ma) 
and (4) the power of illusion (MAYA) created by our 
Lord. 

From the above description, we understand that the 
Mother Earth put efforts to • approach, for pleading with 
Lord Brahma. Our Lord Shri NSrSyana is present, every¬ 
where, unseen, except in Shri Vaikuntam, where He is 
present in a manifested form. Mother Earth remembered 
her protection by the Lord, manifesting Himself as the 
Great Boar (VARAHA), through the prayers of Lord 
Brahma. ” let me go again to Lord Brahma, through 
whom, my sorrow will definitely end". Hence I have to go 
to Lord Brahma only. Earth belongs to the demons only 
[ Shri Purushdtamji in his 'Prak&sh' explains this concept 
in detail, by referring to the scriptures. At first, the Earth, 
belonged to the demons. Only, that much Earth belonged 
to the celestial gods, on which a human being can sit on 
and see backwards. It is said that, once Lord Indra took 
the form of a female dog and begged, for this earth, to the 
demons. The demons asked Lord Indra 'how much earth 
do you want?'. Indra replied ' as much as I am able to 
cover, through, my circumbulating this earth three times'. 
Agreeing to this, the demons, gave back this earth to the 
gods, on Lord Indra completing his circumbulating the 
entire earth. From, now on, the Earth came to belong to 
the celestial gods]. Only that much part of the Earth, 
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belonged to die celestial gods, on which a human being 
can sit on and see backwards. Mother Earth took the form 
of a small cow, instead of going to Lord Brahma, with 
perusna! huge form, as once again the demons may put 
obstacles in her efforts. The demons, now, had taken the 
form of bad and cruel kings, through their power of magic 
and illusion, so that they can carry away the Earth, to 
their world viz: Rasdtala. All these kings were indeed 
demons, as they were egoistic and acted against the 
scriptures. 

The demons, who were killed, but not liberated, now 
entered into the forms of celestial gods, and many of them 
exhibited the demonic qualities. The word used' cun¬ 
ningly' in the original verse, shows, that the demons had 
now taken the forms of the kings cunningly, and, instead 
of protecting the people, began to give them trouble and 
sorrow - which the demons usually do. 

These demons had taken the forms of the kings to 
give sorrow to the people with a view to ultimately 
destroy them, hence, the reference to the vast armies of 
bad people, gathered by them and the Mother Earth, 
looked, as though she has drowned herself in this sea of 
sorrow, created by the weight of sins, perpetrated by these 
demons. Hence Mother Earth came to Lord Brahma for 
protection. 

SRI SUBODHINI: Mother Earth, now, took the form 
of a cow and went to pray to Lord Brahma. Why the form 
of a cow? Because the form of a cow evokes sympathy and 
she is humble and gentle and the gods can be helped only 
through this humble form. Moreover, the demons would 
have put obstacles, if the earth had gone to Lord Brahma, 
in her usual form. The purpose of celestial god's protec- 
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tion would not be achieved otherwise. The following verse 
explains this. 

tph ^fHT fed+lPi 1 Vdd'lfd 

TfhfjgTSJJJGfr %5IT g^iuf I 

3<rfWrfid«fc ii \c ii 

VERSE - 18: Meaning: " Full of tears in her eyes 
and crying, a heart filled up with endless sorrow and 
evoking sympathy and pity, Mother Earth, taking the form 
of a cow, now came near to Lord Brahma, and began to 
describe her sorrowful condition". 

sfaptfirft : ifhj<3T 3Tf^ JMfciMI d<$ *HH Riuil'falftft 
SlSjftl ^yipotSdlPH S^dlPd ^ UMNlPdl 

3RT:^lcHd! rTFt ##T ^H'dPlddTRl 

sTH^RT I ^?RmfWt5n^ 

«RRTT ai^ihi •H*-1Hcfifvi«sUi8i ^TO^I 

««ta4fn ^JrF Ha si Pa Purg'd PkfThcii I <{l4r^ 

c!FT W^l dWIW^S^WdltHfa^riliEf WPrF^I 

ffc'f VI«aIc^<+> +*>ui st«tT »Hda1fd 

3tfi|+|P<^l<f *Ni-d<ot<|^rq«f HlvWfl W1!: 

y<Pl<=h4 ejIPicihJ "3^ «4)^ Vdqr4qi5*<i<iifiif«i R«ni <*fs<Pd«fc 

ft*W. tlgr>T:l «IBdMydl+l<J:T3*^l ^ II \6 II 

SRI SUBODHINI: Mother Earth, began to describe 
her sorrow, to Lord Brahma, standing near to him. She 
was crying and it looked, as though, her sorrow was 
flowing out as tears, through her eyes. 

Mother Earth felt great sorrow as she understood 
clearly the cruel intentions of the demons. Her words now 
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expressed the innermost pangs of sorrow, she felt, ie: her 
words were genuine and they also expressed her innermost 
feelings. 

The sorrow of mother earth came out in the form of 
flow of tears. Although tears can express sorrow, when 
there are so many types of pain and sorrow suffered, it is 
necessary to speak out, so that all of the sorrow can be 
clearly explained and the listener also can understand 
them fully. Hence, mother earth began to explain her 
sorrow. Lord Brahma, being Omniscient, was capable of 
understanding the sorrow of mother earth. What was, 
then, the necessity for speaking out or giving expression 
to her sorrow through words? To clear this doubt, we have 
to understand that Lord Brahma, although 'all-knowing', 
now, was acting as an advisor; hence the prayer made by 
mother earth was indeed appropriate. The word 'endless 
sorrow' used, here, refers to the series of pain and sorrow 
undergone by mother earth. The evidence for this pitiable 
state could be seen by the emaciated nature of her body 
and she had also lost her brilliance and power to protect 
herself. Just like a loving father will protect his adorable 
daughter, mother earth went to her father, Lord Brahma, 
for protection. Mother earth, could not put up with the 
pain and sorrow heaped on her by the demons. Although, 
she cried like a daughter, who has to undergo separation 
from her father, at the present instance, she wept because 
of her sorrow at the hands of the demons. "You are my 
father. Please redeem my sorrow quickly". Lord Brahma, 
had so many other tasks to be attended to; Hence he may 
not attend to the plea of his own daughter first; Hence the 
daughter had to gain 'priority attention' through weeping 
and crying, which mother earth did now. 
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Mother earth addressed Lord Brahma, her father, as 
'Oh Lord!' - meaning that Lord Brahma was capable, 
indeed, to mitigate her sorrow. Hence, 'I have come to 
surrender to you'. 

In the verse, the words 'standing near' means that 
mother earth, was, indeed, really praying to our Lord, 
who is seated in the heart of Lord Brahma, standing 'near' 
to Him, explaining her sorrow, because mother earth is an 
ideal devotee of our Lord and desired to inform, about her 
sorrow, only to our Lord - which she now did, through an 
act of inner meditation, following the traditions of the 
path of Devotion to our Lord i. e. a devotee attains, quite 
easily, 'nearness' and 'proximity' to our Lord, when the 
Lord’s beautiful form and sacred names are meditated 
upon. The word 'near' (UPA) is used, in the verse, to 
emphasize this fact - that mother earth was seen externally 
as standing near Lord Brahma, but in reality, she was 
'internally' praying to our Lord only. Hence the word 
'inside' (ANTIKE) has been used in this verse. In this 
verse, the word ' spiritual sorrow' (VYASANA) has been 
used, instead of 'sorrow' (DUKHA) - to emphasize the 
fact that only our Lord can mitigate this sorrow and no 
one else can achieve this. Hence, mother earth began to 
describe her sorrow to our Lord. 

Lord Brahma, now got a doubt in his mind as to 
whether, mother earth, having now approached him, in the 
form of a cow, is praying for the mitigation of her sorrow 
only. Lord Brahma, solved this doubt himself, through his 
divine knowledge and contemplation, after understanding 
the inner noble motives of mother earth [Shri Laloo 
Bhatji in his " YOJANA” has explained that Lord Brahma, 
indeed, got twtT doubts. (1) Mother earth, being an ideal 
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devotee of our Lord, would not have approached him only 
to solve her sorrow- but also would have, definitely 
desired, for the manifestation of our Lord, so that the 
demonaic and cruel kings could be destroyed. (2) It is also 
possible, that. Lord Brahma, thought of mother earth's 
earlier connection with the demons, and, she, now, with 
selfish motives to protect herself only, has come to him, 
to mitigate her sorrow. Perhaps, mother earth never 
desired for the manifestation of our Lord. Both these 
doubts, were solved by Lord Brahma himself, through his 
power of divine contemplation and due to the following 
reasons. (1) Mother earth is an ideal devotee of our Lord. 
(2) Although, having an earlier connection with the 
demons, mother earth has no 'self-centered' motives or 
desires. (3) Mother earth is really praying for the mani¬ 
festation of our Lord, so that, both the tasks viz. mitiga¬ 
tion of her sorrow and the destruction of the demonaic 
kings can be completed] 

ftfgJrH <^1^1*--*^! 

TOT rewrote TO TO I 

wm qflwirffriW sftrrotfMfc n w n 
VERSE 19: Meaning: " Lord Brahma appreciating 

the inner meaning of the prayer of mother earth, now in 
the form of a cow, made the journey to reach the banks 
of the Ocean of Milk (which is the Holy Abode of Shri 
NARAYANA), taking along with him mother earth, 
Lord Shiva and other celestial gods". 

-5T g HEW! Wlfrl I 

5w)<f>K W^iRfcn i 
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3V9f fiFWFn^l 

TR m4^PiI M*iqa: fiPT HlAld sqrfq^udgKW <R 

^qiealiei $TmilP|ihRftT 3P1IM, 'JMMWtt* ^WJM+K 

jTNHTtf ^ II ^ || 

SRI SUBODHINI: Lord Brahma, being blessed with 
the wisdom of the Absolute Truth (BRAHMAN), under¬ 
standing, with this divine knowledge, the inner meaning of 
mother earth's prayer and clearing his own doubts, with 
his own divine thinking (and not through the words of 
mother earth), now, took all of them, as a group, and 
reached the banks of the ocean of milk. He had taken the 
celestial gods also with him so that our Lord could give 
them instructions directly at Shri Vainkuntam. In his 
divine contemplation, Lord Brahma, not only cleared his 
own doubts but also got to know the solutions for the 
ending of sorrow of everyone. Lord Shiva was now taken 
along, so that the demons, are prevented from putting 
obstacles, on the way. Mother earth was taken along, to 
show to our Lord, her sorrow, so that the Lord would 
manifest himself. In this verse, Lord Shiva has been 
referred to as of "three eyes" (TRINAYAN) and it means 
that. Lord Shiva, blesses, with three Gracious eyes, the 
celestial gods, demons and the humans. The " White- 
island" is the loving abode of our Shri N&rfyana and the 
entry into the vast expanse of Shri Vaikuntam, is situated 
near the banks of the ocean of milk, situated, in this 
island. Hence, Lord Brahma and others reached the banks 
of this ocean. Mother earth is an ideal devotee of our Lord 
and all of them stopped on the banks of this ocean, 
sincerely praying that die lord, who is loving and gracious 
to his devotees, will now bless all of them, solving their 
problems. 
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What was the necessity of praising our Lord there? 
This 'praise' was done, so that, our Lord, who was 
"unmanifested" there at the time of Lord Brahma's visit, 
will now manifest Himself, after hearing their prayer. This 
is described in the following verse. 

cT5T 'jWdiy ^c|^c| | 

VERSE 20 Meaning: "Lord Brahma, having reached 
the banks of the ocean of milk, establishing himself in his 
divine contemplation and meditation, began to praise our 
Lord, who is the Lord of all gods, the loving master of 
this entire universe and the enjoyer of the noble results of 
all sacrifices, through the Vedic PURUSHASUKTHA, 
verses". 

afojdtfMt: Mmm^d Rfa ^ddifdfd 

TRBtr WUlRid'l ?fd RcaFd:l Tdd 

Vf d yd1«hK tddlfHfd T?TfI^W|i|l6-'*l<l9ll«l(tirdl « T^d 

dT*TCdd: WWI+tuiHJ d^ dddTddt tcdldFlft dTd ^fd ddtdiTC d 

^dTdTdfd R dcf ^d:| ^cfloiJdlfa 

dll * vmihcI: ^fdl 31dt ^dMl 

dddTdlfa^fdd^q |fcf d Wt$d diR^dlfd did:I dddldt RdfcdTI 

HTSd ^dldTdfdsFdld Wdd:l d^ ^ TOlddPTd^fd wf ^1: W 

^dfifdl-eKui d ^wtfdMtdlcdlVl^yi^-^m«hfMfi|fdl ddf 

dWIW-dlcf d»‘ ^3 W Wlffd d^ fdddtfdl 

TT^Ffdldlddl «pdl^ ddt WdTd:l ^dldi d ^did WHdVlI^I 

did^3«tdfgda dF«T ^dd ^cdmfdlF-'^ddftrfdl R ft 

T^d dfiftl ‘‘JPdt dl dRFPH: Wf^ldl dd: dddfdYd^nd ^fd 

dlddisfal M»d4i^rd $ft#d M'HrtUuidl wfa ddddlSfaMm 
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tdU<?><vii<i TRfbPjfa?!^ II *o || 

SRI SUBODHINI: In the nineteenth verse, reference 
is macle to the words " they went"- meaning Lord Brahma 
and others went to Shri Vaikuntam. Again the words 
"having gone" have been used in this verse - meaning that 
the Lord Brahma, no sooner he reached the bank of the 
ocean of milk, began to sing the praises of our Lord, 
without any waste of time, through the chanting of the 
Vedic praise of "PURUSHASOKTHA", after going into 
a divine trance. Lord Brahma did not attempt to solve the 
sorrow of mother earth by himself. Why? He thought that 
Sri NSrSyana was the Lord of the universe viz. 
JAGANNATHA, and He only has the authority and 
capacity to solve these problems. A question may, now, 
arise - if our Lord is the Lord of the entire universe, He 
is the Lord for the demons also; then how come He is 
asked to solve the problems of sorrow suffered by the 
celestial gods only? To answer this, we have to realize 
that, for our Lord, this entire creation is a play - 
manifested and directed by Him, independently. He is 
known as "God of gods" as He, usually, plays His divine 
Leelas* with the celestial gods only, and not with the 
demons, although He is the Lord of demons also - but this 
Lordship is based on spiritual injunctions, which the 
demons, now, have broken and dishonored. Hence, the 
demons, did not deserve the help and support of our Lord. 
Moreover, our Lord , is the inner-core of divinity of all 
the celestial gods (in the scriptures it is described- "the 
Lord is the Prajapati of Prajapati, the fire behind fire, the 
sun Of the sun"- meaning He is the divine basis and 
substactum of all the celestial forces and powers i.e. all 
divine powers are established and caused by our lord). 
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Hence, it was necessary for our Lord to help and support 
the celestial gods. 

Even, if the demons take away, mother earth to their 
own abode of Rasa tala, there will be no cause of concern 
for the celestial gods, as the Lord can play His divine 
Leelas with them in the heaven. Hence, it was not 
appropriate to sing the praises of our lord requesting Him, 
only to help the celestial gods and to check and destroy 
the demons. To clear this doubt, our Lord has been 
referred to in this verse as "VRUSHAKAPl" - meaning 
"the enjoyer of the fruits and results of noble sacrifices". 
It would not have been appropriate, if the Lord, had not 
manifested Himself, with a view to help and protect the 
celestial gods and also destroy the demons. How can noble 
sacrifices, as provided in the scriptures, be performed, if 
there is not mother earth at all? - having been carted away 
by the demons to their own abode, the RasStala! Without 
the performance of the noble sacrifices, as prescribed in 
the Vedas, the celestial gods will lose their divinity and 
power- as they feed themselves and live only on the noble 
sacrifices performed by the human being residing in the 
earth. 

Now, another doubt arises. How can Lord Brahma 
sing the praises of our Lord, who was not visible or 
situated near by? To clear this doubt the word "PURUSH" 
is used- that our Lord is the supreme divine person, who 
was seared in the heart of Lord Brahma also, although 
present everywhere. Moreover Shri NSrSyana is the father 
of Lord Brahma and He will do everything to Lord 
Brahma, as an ideal father will do. 

Now the praise of our Lord was sung through die 
Vfedic chanting of "PURUSHASOKTHA", as this praise is 
very dear to our Lord, and whose origin was inspired by 
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our Lord only. This 'praise' is full of divine brilliance and 
potency and our Lord is also full of divine splendour and 
brilliance as He is the Lord Narayana, seated in the heart 
of the Sun. Thus Lord Brahma thought it appropriate to 
sing the praise of our Lord, through this "PurushasQktha" 
- as this praise is loved by our Lord, who is seated in the 
heart of everyone and as this particular praise clearly 
describes this spiritual truth about our Lord, as the Lord 
"seated in the heart of everyone" (ANTARYAMIN). 

Another doubt arises now. Will the divine manifesta¬ 
tion to come, be taken only by the Supreme Person Shri 
Lord Krishna (PURUSHOTHAMA) or whether the mani¬ 
festation will be only of the "PURUSHA" or an ordinary 
manifestation? The Lord cleared this doubt of Lord 
Brahma, in a subtle manner, which Lord Brahma under¬ 
stood in his mind. As the answer was given, in a subtle 
way, naturally, the celestial gods could not understand it. 
Hence, Lord Brahma, began to describe the words of our 
Lord, in the following verse. 

3tr wcf cn=L aifaraiPwis- 
Pltfafdl 

f*TT TWTsft 7FT% wftftal* 

V£RSE 21 Meaning: "After listening, in his divine 
trance, to the celestial words, Lord Brahma told thus " Oh 
celestial gods, please listen to the words of our Lord 
Narayana. Act accordingly quickly without wasting any 
further time". 

*: wqrtft ^ *T#aF:l dll+nft 

qjicMkii 
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yw«dM*i8-ft3?nfii(d i M w ^ri, ^Nrc ?fcreft#i 

3#T <tol*J«r<4WirM xjrPT jflftflHJ SRFFTT^ SPU- fWcen 

P»>fo\ P<^i4 dThqirnfri R<ShiHi$pf ^ttfi ^rt: ^»«h" 

qk«4a-Hlfc<flfHfdl xilfiTcMy'sHNI 7PF1T "31^ "^1 XT 

tfh 3wnm«f^i i ft w**rpr^t*tt xrafti r# 

Wf?f®^fiTI 3TT^f 'RRTcf 3Tf5iNHHI?-3nTTT ?ftl TJ*T*Tcf: ?JcRT : 

R«lf5«ta^l ftnf RT fRcWt 1 ^farl RIHUlAd «u||^<iHKl 

Wf^vfci Raigw^r^i 3^ ^ waroiiOT^i ct^^irt 

3RTTT ^fcT RH^fal VJ^Pd X1RRFI«f 3R^I 

^ ^ WJTRt^ W°IT TJjfafa ^T 3TT5T<n 

aWIcMRUIItfpH^MpM ^l^fiRIPWI«fHI ^ 

d^IRHlpHPdl ^RT^c(|V||o(d(iJ| fi|lftatTTpHrqsf:l d^^frll ^ 

'•MMdlVlH -3IRT: ^Tl tj*f ^«Tl d|e|4)u( ^U?Rn 

flH<*dl4 MfW^e<?M'it’l«n<. ^q^H^dVilcli fad*«<:l <TF TT^l '5^ 

f%nf trft II ^ II 

SRI SUBODHINI: Lord Brahma, as he was in a 
divine trance, was able to listen to our Lord's words, 
conveyed to him, as celestial words in his heart. He was 
able to understand the meaning of these words also as he 
represented the Ved&s, being the creator and originator of 
the entire creation and also had the capacity to understand 
the words of our Lord. Hence Lord Brahma could 
understand the divine words and also advice the celestial 
gods accordingly. 

Although, the celestial gods were also divine, how 
come they didn't hear the divine words of our Lord? To 
answer this question, in this verse, the celestial gods, have 
been referred to as "of three stages" (TRIt)ASA)- meaning 
that, the celestial gods, also passed through, like human 
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beings, the three stages of childhood, youth and old age - 
but as Lord Brahma is beyond these three stages, the 
celestial gods are not comparable to Lord Brahma. Now, 
it is appropriate, that our Lord, instructed the celestial 
gods to take births in the Earth, as they are used to pass 
through the three stages of a human life. 

For a split second, unconsciously. Lord Brahma 
became completely silent. Then he began to speak, after 
much thinking. The celestial gods got surprised when 
Lord Brahma became suddenly silent - this is referred to 
in the word 'and' (CHA) used in this verse. Lord 
Brahma, did not say anything as his own opinion. He now 

4* 

told them ' Oh celestial gods! Please listen the divine 
words of our Lord, which have been conveyed to me. 
These divine words are truthful and not worthy of dis¬ 
respect or disobedience. Just like milk is the end - effect 
of rearing and milking of a cow, the end result of listening 
and acting on these divine words of our Lord will be also 
leading to the welfare of everyone, and the words are 
conveyed through me. Lord Brahma. My words are never 
untrue. Hence please realize that the divine words are 
always truthful'. 

Lord Brahma described the divine words of our Lord 
in the same way and manner, which, the Lord told and 
described. ' Oh immortal Gods! Please listen first and 
then act quickly accordingly to the instructions of our 
Lord. Do not cause any delay in the performance of this 
task. Firstly, prepare and collect all the ingredients neces¬ 
sary for the due performance of this task and then follow 
this with the actual work and effort. Please take birth with 
the help of your divine potency and do not delay this. 
I will tell you, later, what exactly is to be done after your 
taking the births.' 
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The celestial gods now thought, that they have to 
pass through death of their bodies as celestial gods to take 
the human birth. To clear this doubt of the gods, Lord 
Brahma, called them as 'immortal gods' and not just 
'celestial gods'. He told them 'you are all immortal gods. 
You will not lose your immortal nature at all by taking 
birth in a human form, using a part of your immortal 
nature'. In this verse, the words 'please hear' (Srunuta) 
are used - meaning 'please listen with concentrated atten¬ 
tion'. In the verse the word 'again' (PUNAHA) is used - 
meaning that in the earlier incarnation of our Lord as Shri 
Rama, the celestial gods, who were afraid of the demon 
RSvana, were instructed to take births - so here also, they 
are once 'again' instructed to do likewise. Lord Brahma 
now says to the gods not to delay their action. Hence the 
word "Be alert (AASU) is used in this verse. The celestial 
gods were told to take their respective human forms in the 
same manner, using their particular immortal nature, as 
they did "earlier" (The word "TATHAIVA" denotes this). 
During the earlier incarnation of our Lord, as Sri Rama, 
at first king, Dasaratha did not take his birth and he was 
made to take his human birth after repeating the divine 
instructions to do so. This delay caused 60,000 years, as 
wasted time, for the appearance of our Lord as Sri Rama. 
Now, the earlier mistake should not be repeated. Hence 
the word "quickly" (AASU) is used in this verse. Once 
again, to reiterate that no further delay should occur 
again, like before, Lord Brahma says to them "Don't 
delay" (as indicated in this verse through the words 
"MACHIRAM"). 

The celestial gods, had suffered so much, during their 
earlier births as monkeys and others when our Lord had 
manifested as Sri R8ma. Hence, they are now eager to 
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know as to the nature of prayer, which Lord Brahma made 

and our Lord's reply to this prayer. To mitigate this 

doubt, Lord Brahma, now answers them, in the next 

verse. 

W3! <skl Wd ?fd ^ ■'TftFTT *l7ra3rP*JTjrfl'HmS 

TT <JM£odjf WhlcHVlTtjill SmS^fall ^ II 

VERSE 22: Meaning: " Our Lord, has fully under¬ 

stood, even earlier the sorrow of mother earth. Our Lord, 

has, now ordered me to inform you , that, all of you, the 

celestial gods, should take births in the Yadava clan, with 

your divine power. All of you should also remain in this 

earth, till such time, that our Lord, who is the supreme 

God of all gods, causes the destruction of all evil and 

sinful persons in this birth, through his divine power as 

'time' (KALA - Our Lord's power of 'time' (Kala) 

destroys everything over a period) and remains on this 

earth." 

f¥Sd:l era 

*w4«ild»«ii'(i wfeftPdi wirrzrafrf^rfH era.- 3^ 

■»FRTl f? wn&ll ^ ^ra?T:l 3PJ: wfcRF TJd ^ 

■'rasfai 3jfeqitercF=i ^ffertdi wtraft ^Mddiwfdi srat 

efafr ^dlPUc^ll Ti *FH 

ftsTfdCfeftfcHJ era fd»4rd>M «n^fiifdl <iwet, 

R dldJM'd^fdRl 
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^jpfonf^qis - fwfroeraftai vf^«ra!Ri tra^i 

qwrfq ftnwnri wiwdlWigwiHis ssrf wt w*hvitH« 
sWcll rT^fq r^r^iarMrMIJflJlilime ^Tl 

ftff fai q#eri <Mtfl<Q'1IHft q ivT: V ^*T 

f=rrg W3 =n qdUfWi'M *«ir«<flfsi? ar^cj fr^qVi^ni 

^HIH<h<um|^|fq cqiqRcin STFIF^ MRfW'dtfd H VI^'W 

q?i: ^cWriviTtj^ m ^04>R«ifiii qrc*p 

fd^^fd cR«t fI#IW 3TptR3 d qf^fRqiF 

^jgtfdl 1 % Ij4 'dldlc^f^d? II w II 

SRI SUBODHINI: Even before, being told by Lord 
Brahma, about the sorrow of mother earth. Our Lord had 
fully realized her sorrow - as our Lord is the husband of 
mother earth As our Lord is her husband, He knew the 
suffering of his wife, viz: mother earth. Lord Brahma said 
" There is no necessity for me to explain, to our Lord, the 
sorrow of mother earth. He already, was aware of her 
plight. I, only, praised the Lord, through the Vedic chants 
of PURUSHASUKTHA. Hence, our Lord, has already 
given His instructions, even before I told Him about the 
sorrow of mother earth." 

Lord Brahma, now, informed the celestial gods, that 
Our Lord will manifest soon and, they should, also, take 
their births in the Yfidava clan, at the same time. "You are 
all needed , as you are parts of our Lord's divine play - 
like hands and feet for a human body." A master travels 
always to all places, along with his servants only. 

To bring out the 'quality difference' between the 
earlier incarnation as Sri Rama and the present incarna¬ 
tion to be, as Sri Krishna, the celestial gods were 
instructed to take births in the Yidava clan. In the 
incarnation as Sri Rima, Our Lord took a human body 
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and the celestial gods were born as monkeys. Now both 
the Lord and the celestial gods will take births in the 
Yidava clan only. A master always keeps his servants near 
him. Hence, all the celestial gods were told to take their 
births only, in the same place, as the Lord will manifest 
Himself, so that He can accept their service without any 
interruption. 

The celestial gods, during their earlier births, when 
our Lord had manifested as Sri Rama, suffered much as 
they lived for a longer time. To mitigate this concern on 
the part of the celestial gods, Lord Brahma told them " 
Please stay very near to our Lord, till He manifests 
Himself and lives in the YSdava clan. When you stay with 
our Lord, you will also have the blessing of our Lord to 
be His sons and other relatives." In the verse the words 
' take births nearer to our Lord' fulfils this assurance. 

To clear the doubt as to how much time our Lord will 
stay in this earth, Lord Brahma clarifies that our Lord, 
being the supreme Lord of all gods and being independent 
of the controls imposed by the power of Time, nay, being 
the controller of Time itself, will decide on this Himself, 
as no one can know His mind and no one can bind Him 
within a time-frame. 

Although, the celestial gods, are used to enjoy the 
pleasures of the heaven, which are ordained by our Lord 
only, they will be able to do service to our Lord, now, by 
obeying His instructions to perform all the allotted tasks, 
as the hands and feet obey a person. Hence, the doubt as 
to whether, they will be able to perform all the tasks, as 
per the instructions of our Lord, who is the supreme Lord 
of all gods, tiil He, resides on this earth, is not appropri¬ 
ate. — 
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Lord Brahma said " Oh celestial gods, please do not 
entertain the fear, that, the demons will destroy you, as 
our Lord will mitigate the sorrow of this earth through His 
power of Time (KALA). Our Lord, without staying in one 
place only, will move from place to place, till all the 
demons are destroyed, as the demons are residing in many 
places. When the Lord, will manifest Himself and, as to 
how much time or period, He will reside on this earth - 
I do not know as I am not capable of knowing the divine 
i^eelas of our Lord. Bur our Lord's manifestation and His 
divine Leelas, being of a divine nature, cannot be con¬ 
cealed at all, as only our Lord can display such divine 
powers and enact supernatural divine Leelas - no ordinary 
human being can perform this." 

Although, Lord Brahma, didn't know as to the exact 
time of our Lord's manifestation, appreciating the keen 
desire of the celestial gods to know, as to where the Lord 
will manifest Himself, Lord Brahma now describes the 
place, where Our Lord will manifest Himself. 

9)Ndr<widlri|l<+il^WIHI6 ^1 

^T:l 

dfaimgf it » 

VERSE - 23 Meaning: " Our supreme Lord, Shri 
Krishna, will manifest Himself in the house of Vasudeva. 
The wives of celestial gods should also take births, with 
a view, to serve our Lord." 

rPeprfll*? tJCT: W ^ffll T^:l 

♦iMI'ld:! rid: TJdl ^ 
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atdWfHwisf Tjrfori: U«14>s :^R iTC*? 

Tfwra^l ^rferat^TTHf ?t$ciT flfedl: TTgST^fWRTM <M 'TWIT 

«lH’iiqcuui’ PHetiRdM II 33 II 

SRI SUBODHINI: In this verse, two key words are 
used viz: ’really Himself’ (SAKSHAD) and ’the Lord’ 
(BHAGAVAN). These words are used to show clearly that 
the Lord, did not take birth with a part of His self only 
in the house of Vasudeva, nor did He manifest covering 
and hiding Himself behind the quality of only His divine 
harmony (SATWA) - but our Lord came Himself in His 
full Divine glory and power. A doubt may arise now, as 
to the correct meani ng of the word ’ the Lord ’ (BhagawSn), 
which, is also used to describe sages like Narada also, lb 
clear this doubt only, the words ’supreme person’ 
(PURUSHA) and ’beyond’ (PARA) are used - thus we 
should clearly realize that the word ’ the Lord ’ is not 
used in the same manner, as sage Narada and other noble 
souls are referred to with this appellation - but this word 
is used to refer to our Supreme Lord, Shri Krishna only 
and not the Immutable Brahman (AKSHARA BRAH¬ 
MAN). Hence the words ’beyond’ and Supreme Lord’ 
refer only to our Lord. The word ’the Lord’ (Bhagavan) 
is used to refer to Shri Narayana only, as He represents 
the fourth spiritual state of the truth viz: TURIYA ( which 
is beyond the three usual mental stages of a human being 
viz: waking, dreaming and deep sleep.) 

In the Bhagavad Gita, the reference to the Immutable 
Brahman, who is beyond and apart from the manifested 
world, is made from the point of view of only explaining 
the difference, fctween the two, and the Immutable Brah¬ 
man, is not the same as our Supreme Lord Shri Krishna, 
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who is beyond this Universe and whom. Lord Brahma 
now, could not see. This supreme Lord, Shri Krishna 
represents the power behind the origin, maintenance and 
withdrawal of this entire creation. Hence,it is our Lord 
Krishna who is described here. As the supreme Lord Shri 
Krishna, will now, manifest Himself in the house of 
Vasudeva, the wives of celestial gods, who were born, 
along with Sri Lakshmi, when the ocean of milk was 
churned, were instructed also to take their births, with a 
view to serve our Lord. They were instructed to take 
births, with all their celestial beauty and divine qualities, 
at appropriate places, awaiting our Lord's manifestation. 
In the verse the word ' for his service' are used only to 
caution that the celestial gods should not take births taking 
the female forms i.e. their wives should take births for 
serving our Lord. 

In the next verse, before the manifestation of our 
Lord, with a view to make proper arrangements for the 
service of our Lord, the manifestation of Lord Sankarshana 
( one of the Four Divine forms of Shri Krishna), on whom 
Shri Narayana lays down as the Adisesha serpent, is 
described. 

cu^ctfal 

VERSE - 24 Meaning: "With a desire to serve our 
Lord, and with a view to please Him, the thousand headed 
Adisesha serpent, will now manifest himself as Sri 

Balarima, who is divinely self-effulgent and an integral 

pan of out Lord, Shri Krishna" ^as Lord Sankarshana) 
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Before the manifestation of our Lord, as arrange¬ 
ments have to be made for the fruition of our Lord's 
divine Leelas, Lord Sankarshana along with the Adisdsha 
serpent, on whom our Lord N£r£yana lays down, will 
manifest as Sri Balarama. 

Mahdprabhu Sri Vallabhacharya has described, in the 
following four verses (Karikas), the full meaning of this 
divine manifestation as Sri Balarama. 

IT: ?ft:l 

TT T3T^ II * II 

KARIKA - 1 Meaning: " During the aeons of Time, 
marked by divine harmony (Satwa), Our Lord Sri Hari 
who is referred to as 'Vasudeva' and His divine part is 
Anantha (Sri Balarama)". 

Commentory: Why the word divine part of Sri 
Vasudeva' has been used in verse no.24? In this Karika, 
our Acharya gives the reason for this. The word 'who' 
refers to the most important divine part of Shri Hari viz: 
Vasudeva, ( We have already seen that our Lord Hari has 
four divine parts viz: Vasudeva, Sankarshana, Pradhyumna 
and Aniruddha) who has the authority and power to do 
divine incarnation. A part of this divine power of Vasudeva 
is in Anantha or Sri Balarama, who is considered as 
another form of our Lord Shri Krishna - but He is only 
a different form but not Lord Krishna Himself. That is 
why, in the original verse, this manifestation as Sri 
Balarama (as Anantha) has been referred to as a "divine 
part of Vasudeva". In other words Sri Balarama, repre¬ 
sented a divine part of Vasudeva, which form, indeed, is 
a manifestation of our Supreme Lord, Shri Krishna. 

thlrllrW zT IT Tnj:l 

m yd nftoftr u ? ii 
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KARIKA-2 Meaning: "Sri BalarSma, representing 
the Wheel of Time, is capable of destroying the sorrow of 
this earth. Lord Han, who sleeps on the Adisesha serpant, 
has entered, with His divine power, into Sri Balarama" 

Commentory: We have already seen that the words 
'Divine part of Vasudeva1 and "Anantha" refer to the 
same person viz. Shri Balarama and their tasks, also, are 
same. Moreover Shri Balarama also represents the Wheel 
of Time Our Lord, now, entered with His divine power, 
into Shri Balarama Lord Sankarshna's power entered into 
the serpant Adisesha (Anantha) and, in turn, our Lord's 
divine power entered into Lord Sankashana, which is the 
real form of Sri Balarama. Sometimes our Lord's full 
manifestation enters into Shri Balarama, to perform cer¬ 
tain divine Leelas, which should be deemed to have been 
enacted by our Lord only (and not by Shri Balarama) as 
there is no difference here, between, the whole and it's 
part (AMSA and AMSI) 

KARIKA-3 Meaning: " Hence, only the divine part 
of Vasudeva has entered into Shri Balarama, and not the 
full power and potency of our Supreme Lord Although, 
Shri Krishna and Shri Balarama are always referred to as 
'One' (le. from One principle), they appear, as two 
different entities, to the outside world." 

Commentory: When Anantha (Adisesha serpant) takes 
incarnation, along with the entry of power of Lord 
Sankarshana, the divine power of Vasudeva enters into 
Sankarshana, during the times of divine harmony (Satwa). 
We should not conclude that the divine Leelas described 
in the 10th Canto, are pertaining to the 'divine part of 
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Vasudeva' having entered into Shri Balar&ma. lb clear 
this doubt, our Mahaprabhu has used the word "Not His 
own" (NA ATMANAHA), which clarifies that the divine 
Leelas of Shri Balarama will not represent the divine 
Leelas of our Lord, which will confer, Total Devotion 
(NIRODHA) as in Shri Balarama, our Lord's full entry 
and manifestation are not there (as only a divine part of 
Vasudeva was manifested, which again is only one divine 
part of our Supreme Lord Shri Krishna). 

Why, then, some of the divine Leelas of Shri Balarama 
are referred to as conferring Total Devotion (NIRODHA)? 
In the second part of this karika, our Acharya has clarified 
this doubt. In Shri Balarama, a divine part of Vasudeva 
always remained and as Shri Krishna, represented the 
"whole" (AMSI) and it was His part (AMSA), which was 
in Shri Balarama, (through Vasudeva), we may safely 
infer, that in reality, there was no difference between 
them. They were both, thus, two forms of the same 
Supreme Lord and the divine Leelas of them, also, should 
be considered as having been enacted by our Supreme 
Lord only. Hence, all the divine Leelas performed by 
them represent the divine Leelas of Total Devotion 
(NIRODHA LEELA), which is the main theme and 
purport of the 10th Canto. 

Although it appears, that our Lord Shri Krishma's 
and Shri Balarama's lives and actions, are different and 
both of them showed themselves, as two different divine 
personages, we should consider them as 'One' only. Just 
like the truth of Absolute Brahman, is described in the 
scriptures in various ways, and hence looking different 
from description to description, (although all of them are 
describing One Absolute Truth only), in the same manner, 
here, although Shri Krishna and Shri Balariima appeared. 
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as two different divine persons, they are indeed consid¬ 
ered, One, both in their enactment of divine Leelas and 
manifested forms. 

KARIKA 4 Meaning: "Devaki gave birth and mani¬ 
festation to Lord Sankarshana, who represented the 
Adisdsha serpant, which is the bed on which our Lord 
sleeps. Vasudava's divine part was manifested in Rdhini, 
through the power of Divine illusion (MAYA) of our 
Lord, and no blemish can be attributed to this divine 
event". 

The divine power of illusion (Maya) of our Lord 
carried the foetus from mother Devaki, on our Lord's 
specific instructions, and placed it in the womb of Rohini. 
This may appear to tarnish the glory of Lord Vasudava, 
who is the Giver of liberation to all souls. Clarifying this 
doubt, our Acharya says that, in the womb of devaki, 
there was no part of Vasudeva. Only, Adisesha serpant 
had manifested himself with the power of Sankarshana. 
The divine part of Vasudeva was already in the womb of 
Rohini, who was staying in the home of Nandagopa, after 
she had conceived. The divine illusion power of our Lord, 
had carried only the divine part of Adisesha serpant from 
the womb of Devaki (Lord Sankarshana) and placed this 
divine part in the womb of Rdhini. Hence there is no 
tarnishing of the glory of Lord Vasudeva. 

tffll 41^444 Wffi: oFvFTT 4*^:1 TITO 

oFT^ITcRII ^ ft T5T4TO T^T 

fWclfaf?! ^^1$ 
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VWlfw <^qciKi*TT t? 

**#f TT^I *T: “ftr^DT^TT:" ThUTft nfil?!TI TJ 

1% tfai *r ffr 

•fllVeb ^rpj <*> fr^Pa I tilt % cis«i<iMr41¥lgyi{» 

flraf%raW^fir 1 ^ ^ahf ^rwflli ^?*ihi ^jtar*f 
*F4KS<u|l«f -g «l?l^+<u||^Mfld: f5R «f^H|<fffil II II 

SRI SUBODHINI: The word 'Vasudeva' has been 
used in the verse to differentiate from 'Sankarshana', who 
is only a divine part of ' Vasudeva' representing the 
principle of righteousness- and not fully Vasudeva him¬ 
self. Being of the form of the serpant Adis€sha, Sankarshana 
also represents the Wheel of Time. Lord Vasudeva, 
always sleeps only on this Adisgsha serpant. Hence this 
bed forms a part of His divine power. There, the divine 
part as Lord Sankarshana is also present and that is why 
in the verse he has been referred to as one with 'thousand 
heads'. Lord Sankarshana also represents the Vedas. 
Without Lord Sankarshana, can the serpent Adisesha have 
the same status and equality? ; to clarify this doubt, our 
Acharya says, emphatically, that Lord Sankarshana is 
greater and He will, first manifest in Brindivan. Then, 
what is the purpose of Our Lord's incarnation, if Lord 
Sankarshana was to have his incarnation in the first 
instance? To clarify this doubt, in the original verse, the 
word 'Diety' (DEVA) has been used for Lord Sankarshana 
- meaning Lord Sankarshana will do all the works as a 
'witness' only. He will not enact any special divine Leelas. 
Hence, it was absolutely necessary for our Lord to 
manifest Himself. Now if Lord Sankarshana will perform 
all the tasks, only as a witness, then what is the actual 
purpose and what will he achieve through this incarna¬ 
tion? Garifying this doubt, our Acharya says, that Lord 
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Sankarshana's manifestation, was intended only to please 
our Lord, through devoted service to Him. Lord 
Sankarshana mitigated the sorrow and pain of everyone. 
With a view to liberate the demons and to mitigate the 
sorrow and pain of mother earth. Lord Sankarshana will 
assist in our Lord's efforts and serve him, in this manner. 

If our Lord's manifestation takes place with his entire 
divine potency, causing full cessation of his illusion power, 
then, everyone within universe will attain liberation¬ 
leading to the ending of our Lord's creation to continue 
his divine play. In the following verse, this doubt is 
removed. 

RtUlilRfdl 

31 ifcfKT Tnjorrcta W qfeicqfd II ^ II 

Verse 25 Meaning: "Lord Vishnu's illusion power 
Goddess Yogamaya who infatuates this entire universe, 
will also manifest herself, through her divine part, after 
getting the order of our Lord and with a view to fulfill his 
tasks". 

^ ft 

WIT Mfttzffti TTlft 'l*!c|rtWKIdvl 

3RTRIFTT: ^ STitTfa WTPTft <+l4HPt 

cfcRwMlfal ?TW Tig VffawteTT? WT wftftrf 

Wfftftl +«lfacf <TC*TT 3RTWT?TfT ^TToRftft 3TTftBT TT^Iftl 

am ^ «4ozn4lft«fn wcKRraw'dftrt <nr ^ it^rt ?ft Trafawtfq 

II ^ II 

SRI SUBODHINI: The Lord Vishnu, removes His 
power of illusion only from that place where. He desires 
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to manifest Himself. Now, the same illusory power of our 
Lord, which has been removed by Him, earlier, from the 
places, where He is going to manifest Himself, will now 
act with a view to fulfill our Lord's commands. Although, 
this illusory power, happens to be a part of the Divine 
illusory power, with the grace of our Lord, she will be 
invested with all the six Divine attributes of our Lord. 
Hence, she will not have the blemish of leaving her usual 
place, and she will complete her task in this world, 
although stationed in Shri Vaikuntam. She has enveloped 
this entire universe, with her illusory power, so that, not 
everyone will get liberation from the cycle of births and 
deaths. Is there a remote possibility that there will not be 
the manifestation of this illusory power? No, she will 
definitely manifest herself, as it is our Lord, who has 
ordered her to do so. Now, the celestial gods are told not 
to get into the web of their personal pride and ego, when, 
even the universal illusory power (MAYA) follows our 
Lord's instructions in a humble manner. Of course, the 
celestial gods, are always considered as inferior to this 
immense illusory power of our Lord. 

Our Acharya describes the nature of the tasks, which 
this illusory power of our Lord will perform (1) Endowing 
and causiiig milk (for our Lord's feeding) in mother 
Yasodha. (2) Removing the seventh foeteus from mother 
Devaki and establish this in mother Rdhini. (3) Causing 
Kamsa, into a state of (forgetfulness) of events which are 
yet to happen and for getting Vasudeva and Devaki 
released from the prison. 

Lord Brahma, having now’ instructed the celestial 
gods, went away from there. This is being described in the 
words of Shri Sukadeva. 
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wif^ sew yqi%yfrfei i 

9lh^> 3«irer— 

^r4l(qytiimMwii\vi'«iiHrnMfnf5^:l 

3WBTFT «T TT^f ■jftfJT: TSTUm WT Itffr It ^ II 

VERSE - 26 Meaning: Shri Sukadeva said, " Lord 
Brahma, who is the Lord of all Prajapatis, went back to 
his own divine abode, after giving instructions to the 
celestial gods, on the basis of advice given to him by our 
Lord, and, after reassuring mother earth through his kind 
words." 

: artsRfaqi $*T:| ^ ^ WW^M+lftui:! 3RT 

4iqRq ,l,JiMdlHI?iirHnqiPi^i6 3lHtJMlf*iItil tiff «5»ui: ^>*T 

^TRRfR ^WljfilK UMimlrlMplRfcll BaiWrllHI * 3PM 

Tgfpf Mfwl:! 1% WtrbfMfd ^ 
ftnjftfiri T5R! TJcf ^FTi^l 

lirai HjflmSJTFT W^IM UcMefl+Ksil d^ll 

9f7WNI<«rfa s^ajrPHtfa HFt^l ^ TOW^' 

^ ^ ^nqitot^n d^Mlfapp II ^ II 

SRI SUBODHINI: The celestial gods had several 
divisions, each of which had a leader. Lord Brahma now 
explained to all of them, the instruction given to him by 
our Lord. Now, a doubt may arise. Why the Lord, did not 
ask Lord Brahma also to manifest himself? Especially 
when Lord Brahma is also one of the celestial gods? To 
clear this doubt, Lord Brahma's 'special' glory and status 
are referred to here, through the words " Lord Prajapati's 
(PRAJAPATIPATI), which denotes that Lord Brahma is 
not an ordinary celestial god but the Lord of creation. 
Hence our Lord, did not order. Lord Brahma to take an 
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incarnation, as He wanted Lord Brahma to fully devote 
his attention to his duty of creation. 

Our Lord, did not directly give orders to the celestial 
gods, as His instructions were given through Lord Brahma. 
We should not doubt here that the celestial gods may 
ignore the instructions given through Lord Brahma. To 
clear this doubt, Lord Brahma, has been referred to here 
as "The Lord and Master" (VIBHU)- meaning that. Lord 
Brahma, had the authority to give instructions to the 
celestial gods. Although, mother earth became happy after 
having the instructions given to the celestial gods, Lord 
Brahma, now, with a view to specially make her happy, 
gave her several assurances which gave mother earth great 
relief. Mother earth was not sure, earlier, of our Lord's 
own incarnation on the earth, but, after having Lord 
Brahma's word, she was convinced that the Lord will 
manifest Himself on earth. Hence praising the luck of 
mother earth is, indeed, appropriate. 

In this manner, mother earth was comforted. Now 
mother Devaki has to be given relief. But, as it was 
necessary to explain as to how mother Devaki got into this 
sorrow, Shri Sukadeva is explaining in the next 10 verses, 
the cause of mother Devaki's sorrow. 

cTFJT: TO*t 

^5$ tjtt 11 w 11 

VERSE 27 Meaning: "In the city of Mathura, the 
king of the Yfidava clan, king SQras£na ruled the king¬ 
doms of Mathur and Suras£na". 
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qi^qm TFtf M^ifan fraiftd'HJ <RT: 1W*(I ^ 

*151^ ViqqVll TT TF^ftl <T5l 'Mn^^l: ^Vi^l TRI 

^J3I TJTTNni h»J«cism ^tT3F( 

^SR$ TTTf?6HrMrAd I 

SRI SUBODHINI: King Arjun, who had thousand 
heads, had five children (who were the only survivors) and 
SQrasena was his second child. As the king Yayati had 
divested the Yddava clan, through his curse, from their 
rulership, only those who has the grace of our Lord could 
become the rulers of this YSdava clan. Hence, as Arjun, 
with the thousand hands, had the grace of our Lord, he 
was able to become the ruler of the Yadava clan. He made 
his second son, Surasena, as the king of both Mathura and 
SQrasena territories. His elder son was made the king of 
Mihishmati. 

HqfWhff 3 ^:T§f W|:t5T 

3raWTW: fqnl^n: II ^ II 

T*JrTT: I 

TWnjjlT UIMI ^:7Sf <T<JT OfrT: II ^ II 

ufriQb«jf Taifas gfrtf^htii n ^ %/? ii 

KARIKAS - 2and 2 1/2: "Mother Devaki, who was 
happy in everyway, now, due to this joy and happiness, 
conferred on her, by the place, time, status, of hers and 
others, materials and honour, became unhappy and sor¬ 
rowful on hearing the celestial words. Her husband 
Vasudeva now, began to find a solution to her sorrow". 

In this spiritual path of devotion to our Lord, the 
manifestation of our Lord takes place when the devotee 
becomes sorrowful. Mother Devaki now enjoyed the seven 
types of happiness and joy. Even, a little sorrow and pain, 
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in view of the immense joy she now enjoyed due to her 
wedding to Vasudeva, seemed to be big enough to upset 
her. No sooner she heard the celestial words she got 
afraid. But our Lord, who is very gracious and compas¬ 
sionate to his devotees, destroys even the smallest of fears 
in the mind of His devotees, caused by even the pettiest 
of reasons!; and this is proved by the scriptorial 
injunctions. Hence, there was no necessity to be anxious 
about this fear. We have to deal with only, here, the reason 
for mother Devaki's sorrow. 

When mother Devaki, after her wedding, was being 
escorted to her in-law's home, accidentally the celestial 
words were heard. In these karikas, the reasons for mother 
Devaki's happiness are also described When Vasudeva 
was born, the celestial musical instruments of Anaka and * 
Dundhubhi were played ( i.e. the celestial gods were 
happy at his birth - as he will become the father of our 
Lord Krishna.) Mother Devaki also became happy at the 
honour given to her and her husband at the time of the 
wedding and when she was being escorted to her in-*aws 
home. The " seven" reasons for mother Devaki's happi¬ 
ness are (1) She will be staying with her in-laws in a good 
place viz: Mathura - hence she became happy due to a 
good place. (2) Moreover Mathura was the capital city of 
the two kingdoms she became happy due to the factor of 
"Time" viz. it was her joyful wedding (3) Her new status 
as the 'married daughter-in-law' made her happy. (4) She 
became happy herself, as her inner mind exhibited joy (S) 
Kamsa, son of king Ugrasena, did the charioteering 
himself - which is a great honour to his sister Devaki - 
due to which she became happy. (6) Through the word 
Four Hundred' and 'female assistants or servants' referred 

to in the verse, Devaki's happiness grew manifold due to 
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the future material comforts. (7) The verse, beginning 
with reference to 'playing of instruments like Conch' 
signifies 'honour' and 'prestige' - through which mother 
Devaki became happy. 

But, in spite of all these joyful and happy tidings, no 
sooner she heard the celestial word, she became very 
unhappy and the sorrow became unbearable. Now, her 
husband Vasudcva, began to find a solution to end her 
sorrow and this is described in the next nine verses. 

sfojsrtfirft : (T5J 3t«m -3^1 ^ ?JT#T: 

nyrai from ^ *r 

I ‘TORI' flSflRT 4MHpM 

1^1 3#T TT^TT Ft&T II ^ II 

SRI SUBODHINI: Out of the 'seven' happy events 
or tidings, the first one is the happiness caused by the 
place viz. the Mathura city, which was founded by 
Satrugna, (brother of Sri Rdma), where, now, king Surasena 
was ruling, as the master of the YSdava clan. The territory 
was also known as 'Surasena' due to him. But, the king, 
came to live in the Mathura city, giving up living in the 
Surasena territory, although it was named after him. The 
king ruled from here, both the territories of Mathur and 
SQranena. Hence, he city of Mathura became the territory 
of the Yadava clan. 

Mathura, over a period of time, became a prominent 
and prosperous city. 

m Treat imuHIRu 

UTOPIA II RC II 

VERSE - 28: Meaning: "Then, the city of Mathura. 
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where our Lord Hari is always present, became the capital 
city of the kings of all divisions of the Y&dava clan. 

Sft^pitfil4t: T!?T: TrijfcT <Mii: «*>Vih<W tnddl'j'Wfll: 

{gu4Hu/dir^qti^«ii <rairq=ci gtai^Twirmmi 

^ 3 jgftwqfai Tran ytad ygnfafa 
HI TTSIUpftl h^Ph^tt.: fstiMci |t?l ^11 ^nt 

Tp^won f^' wnf*tcgtfi^l WZ ftsffiHPTR^ TW 

SRI SllBODHINI: From king SurasCna, to Kamsa, 
all the kings of the Yadava clan had become kings only 
due the their strength. Although they had intense joy, 
through these relationships, they were only ruling parts 
and divisions of the entire land, and Mathura city became 
the capital. All the kings belonged to the Yadava clan. 
Mathura city was prosperous and the people lived there 
happily. The root cause for this all-round welfare and 
happiness was our Lord, who lives in the city of Mathura, 
at all times. 

lit 'firST: TT TTJJtT: I 

IT far* tKWR TWJTT II * II 

rT? rvn<m i*y xijft Rsfaf ««t»H i 
TT^.^Fffrr tnr ^|.TreWRT: II S II 

ydtdiKI: Rrf MHf<im*fauM*lh I 

urar: wtofajUMdltf PH^fUdH. II ? II 

THf5T«PU 

illj}dl TI 3IPRT:I 

Rtanr ftsitT: 11 * u n 

KARIKAS - 1 to 4: Meaning: We have to under¬ 
stand, here, as to how our Lord Sri Hari is present in 

tfU$ifourth yrcra*ppt 
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Mathura i.e. in which way and manner is He presentO? In 
the scriptures it has been described clearly that our Lord, 
in the beginning of creation, entered into everything and 
also entered into the earth. This 'entry' of our Lord is in 
the form of 'Indwelier', having enveloped the entire 
creation i.e. He is present everywhere and in everything. 
Even so, the same scriptures say that He is manifested 
specially in the 'inner-mind' of an individual soul. In the 
came way, although our Lord has enveloped this entire 
earth, in a specific and special way, He is present, at all 
times, in the Mathura city - He attended to the two main 
tasks in this city viz. conferring total benefits and welfare 
to everyone and the mitigation of all types of sorrows and 
pain of everyone. 

How did mother Devaki get into this state of sorrow, 
when our Lord was always present in the city of Mathura 
attending to the above two tasks? To clear this doubt, we 
have to appreciate the desire of our Lord to manifest 
Himself quickly. He also wanted to show that without His 
Grace, desire (will) and presence, even all the righteous 
efforts do not yield any desired results. Hence, our Lord 
had hidden. His eternal presence in the city of Mathura. 

Our Lord is also present in several holy places like 
Srlrangam; but here the presence of is of Lord Narayana's. 
In other words our Lord is present in holy place like 
Srlrangam as His divine part and in Mathura, He is fully 
present by Himself. The 'whole' is, of course, greater 
than the 'part'. When His 'whole' presence could not 
confer the desired benefits how can a 'part' achieve this? 

Can one perform the worship of our Lord in other 
places also or can one do this only in Mathura? Our 
AchSrya is giving reply to this in the 4th Kfirika. Our 
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Lord is present in the six divisions of righteousness or 
DHARMA viz. place, time, materials, doer, Manthra (holy 
incarnations) and the actions itself. Our Lord is present 
also in several holy places, like in the S£lagr&ma stone, 
Tulasi leaf and in the vow and fasting on Ekadasi day 
(11th day of the lunar cycle-comes twice in a month), 
with his divine part. Hence all these divine 'parts' of our 
Lord are worshipped-but in Mathura our Lord is present 
in His whole form. 

Now in the next verse, the happiness caused to 
mother Devaki, through her special 'Situation' and 'Sta¬ 
tus' is being described. 

cTFTT dWlfafrl I 

VERSE-29 Meaning: "Vasudeva, son of king 
Surasdna, having married Devaki in Mathura, sat on the 
chariot along with his newly wedded wife Devaki, with a 
view to return to his home". 

far"bhrll 'JgiTtV* olTI ^ 'tqalfn 

^JJTFEr '3=1:1 3R|fq -H-dlfd faquMi : I 

faqi^wq*iH<4 ^ERPIT <j44fn 

3rP:i yfdddwi*jc*4^:i ■^rafq 

^ ^ TF*I tttl II ^ II 

SRI SUBODHINI: The word "Although" (TU) is 
used in this verse to signify that, the happiness of mother 
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Dcvaki, will now turn into sorrow and grief very soon-as 
this happiness was not due to the grace of our Lord. This 
word 'TU' (although) can also be interpreted to mean 
that, as our Lord is full of happiness, even when, only a 
part of Him is manifested, it causes great happiness in that 
place or in that person. But now, our Lord had decided to 
give His entire bliss in full, by his coming Himself, 
through His full incarnation and His incarnation can take 
place only when devotees become filled with sorrow and 
pain. Our Lord, withdrew to Himself all His divine parts 
now, and this caused the disappearance of all happiness 
and also the appearance of sorrow. 

The word "someday" (KARHICHIT) denotes that the 
wedding did not take place on an auspicious day-nay-the 
wedding took place accidentally and they, the wedding 
couple, began to start their journey to their home. There 
were many persons with the names of Vasudeva and 
Vasudeva has also many brothers. The word "son of 
SQrasfna" (SAURI) is used to signify our Vasudeva only- 
being the father of our Lord. He had sat, with his newly 
wedded wife Devaki, in the chariot given by his father-in- 
law. It is considered auspicious and lucky for a lady, when 
she is just married and is with her husband-and these two 
types of auspicious situations were present in the case of 
Devaki and she was happy at these lucky tidings. Devaki 
was also now, a newly wedded bride (SURYAYA), hence 
she was happy fay herself. The status and fame of an ideal 
husband also gives great happiness to chaste and noble 
wives. Although Devak, father of Devaki was also a 
prominent king, but being weak and peace-loving, kepi a 
low profile as the ruling law was "Might is right" in these 
evil times. Hence the name of Devak is not referred to 
here, as Ugrasina along with his son Kamsa were the real 
powerful rulers. 
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In this world, all important tasks are spearheaded by 
prominent persons only; hence Kamsa, who was a domi¬ 
neering person now attended to all the important tasks in 
connection with, the marriage of his sister, Devaki. This 
is being described in the next verse. 

-STSITF TW^rf: II II 

VERSE-30 Meaning: "Kamsa, the son of Ugrasena 
with a view to honour his sister, personally took the reins 
of the horses of the chariot, which was surrounded by 
countless golden chariots." 

sfajsftftFft : TBRJ’ffrPJT ^etcRiT: 

UUfcl’f TJjft ■3JRT 1 TlfTTOT 

1 'iqnlfd fasta^l tmvi'&'l<*>¥lcH^di «WWci:I 
SFH =1^=1 7T»n ^kT:I ^cImmRi ’SfTRf "RFcl 

TrF: II ?o II 

SRI SUBODHINI: With a view to please his sister, 
Devaki, Kamsa, although he was a king himself, took 
personally, the reins of the horse tied to a mighty chariot- 
thus having become a charioteer himself. If Kamsa was 
alone with Devaki and Vasudeva seated in the chariot and 
he went to drop them at their house-this would not have 
added to the ostentatious display of power, which Kamsa 
really wielded. Hence, reference is made, here, to the 
countless golden chariots accompanying him and Kamsa 
was seated in a majestic chariot in the middle of this huge 
procession. !u looked, as though, Vasudeva had become 
the master and Kamsa his servant. Hence, Devaki, became 
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happy at this honour given to her husband by her powerful 
brother. 

In the following two verses, the happiness of Devaki, 
arising out of her father's love and the immense wealth 
given to her by him is described. 

ft^d if RTF ^TJrVIdfijfd 

Mlftqjf d*IHi 

3T«HIH^d W«f T8JHT f^T^TrR; II ^ II 

^qch: II II 

VERSES-31 + 32 Meaning: "Devaka, who loved his 
daughter Devaki immensely, gave, as dowry, four hundred 
elephants adorned with golden garlands, fifteen thousand 
horses, eighteen hundred chariots and two hundred beau¬ 
tiful and youthful female servants, fully bedecked with 
finest ornaments, along with their palanquins, to Devaki at 
the time of her farewell". 

: SlfolT If 

eh<4|nrd)rMcf ^2TFzft FtTT 

£rI R?n Tfat TFSirm^l 3TSTRT 

im II 

Tl T$XRT 

Fifftni ufHmdNHid ftp?: 

FFT F sfa F fa ftfRhT: ^ mi 

T?5f TO4dM4d4lfHrqm$*JIF FfFI 3TWRPW 

FRIT F*FFvM 

:l FI 3lfT FTWt dl^<Vllfa: Ufedl:l 

FfFI fF otie^icrM^jT»» :l 

FRFRfM ^^WI^dOfcHcHJIfil F*tl ^d^lftr^: II 33 II 

SRI SUBODHINI: During wedding ceremonies, die 
ruling clans, with a view to make the bride happy, gave 
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gifts as dowry, consisting of the four-fold divisions of an 
army viz. foot soldiers, horses, chariots and elephants. 
Here, king Devak, gave, instead of foot soldiers, the gift 
of female servants, to please his daughter. He also gave, 
four hundred elephants, adorned with golden garlands, 
fifteen thousand horses and eighteen hundred chariots, to 
his daughter. The female servants were given to keep the 
company of, Devaki, to serve her and to entertain her in 
her father-in-laws' home. These female servants were 
given to Devaki only and hence Vasudeva could not take 
any service from them. Why did Devak give so much of 
dowry during this marriage? This can be answered by 
understanding the meaning of his name only viz. Devak. 
"Devak" means "one with wisdom"-thus, as, Devak was 
aware that our Lord was going to take birth as the son of 
Devaki, he gave this special dowry as a gift to Devaki, so 
that, the Lord and mother Devaki can be looked after 
properly. He also provided, several palanquins, so that, 
these female attendants can have transport facilities. Why 
did he give palanquins also? The word "the one who loves 
his daughter and others" (DUHITRUVATSALAHA) gives 
the necessary explanation-as Devak was full of love for his 
daughter and the female attendants and he arranged for 
their comfort on being requested by Devaki, by, providing 
them with palanquins. 

In the following verse, the honour conferred on 
Vasudeva and Devaki, at the time of bidding farewell to 
them, is described. 

TOTOTOFit tragTTOfr: II 33 II 

VERSE 33 Meaning: "At the time of departure of 
both the bride and bridegroom, with a view to confer 
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auspiciousness, the four musical instruments and accom¬ 
paniments of Conch, TGrya, Mirdanga and Dundhubhi 
were played simultaneously". 

^sqia^l afccHis u«uuimw»h ?ffTI 

4I4uil: ’Wl cWI ^:l 3T^I 

«i4^«wwWhc*ii^ II 
vjfd<q^l<^l '3IRT n^Hif^Ifner*: «mci^Ih: 

m41 Pci i 

SRI SUBODHINI: Conch is blown through the 
mouth, TGrya and Mirdamgam are played with hands and 

Dundhubhi is played with sticks. They were all played, 
now. simultaneously. Why and when they were played 

together? When the journey of the wedded couple began, 
then they were played together, with a view to indicate the 

auspicious occasion. When they were played, everyone 
became aware that the auspicious indications for the 
journey indeed, were, appropriate and the results of this 

wedding will be beneficial. 

But, the wheel of time, put a stumbling block in the 

joyful journey of the newly wedded couple. How? Kamsa, 

was the personification of the demon KGlanSmi, who 

represents, physically, the principle of Time. Thus Kamsa 

was present as the charioteer. This demon representing 

Time, now could not tolerate the happiness and joy of 

Devaki and hence, accidentally, with a view to unfold the 

events which were to come later in time, the celestial 

words were spoken. Kamsa's intellect now became cor¬ 

rupted by the influence of demon KllanCmi. This is 

described in the next verse. 
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I 

3iwiwimviii) 11 ^y m 

VERSE 34 Meaning: "While Kamsa, was, directing 
the chariot with the reins of the horses in his hands, the 
celestial words were spoken thus, "Oh fool! The eighth 
child of the one, whom you are now taking in your 
chariot, will destroy you"". 

^ ^ Tift UHHU-rU^I 

^fct infarnj TTsf jrenfrr Trofim' tfvmjiffcuwwiwt ^ 
<*vAfcl ^ncraiWfaPpR^TI 3l?lft{4HII4>l!jl4lui)l *l(Uiq^ fllC'^Vjtl’MIch 

1 fipfcITI clPtl WW 3TRT ?f?ll Tjtf ^jsji 

frorf^n ^?n ^ 3fir h sw:\ ^ wrar ?r«ti Tlftmi 
^ ^icRr ^ <yf sfaurfai ^refts tfarang ^ra%^raiw 
Ttf "TOW ^ ^4 ■RH MfTRt ^ TOT ^ ^IW<flfil BRTToq 

+Wlfa Wr* ^ <4MI4Ar4«l:l % 3?^0RHtMl«R' 

IIV* II 

SRI SUBODHINI: On the way, there was a special 
brilliance and Devaki's joy and happiness, were indeed, 
very visible to all the onlookers. This could not have 
happened at home, as the celestial words were spoken, 
during the journey towards the home and the purpose of 
these celestial words was to create sorrow in the midst of 
this happiness. That is why it has been said, that the 
physical aspects of Time usually cause delay and prob¬ 
lems during the "journey" [Tippani-The physical aspect of 
Time usually give problems both in the path of devotion 
(Rath = journey=MARGA) and during wedding ceremo¬ 
nies], The celestial words, with a view to caution, Kamsa, 
firstly, used the words "Oh fool,Kamsa!" -with these 
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words Kamsa became alert. Now the actual celestial words 
came through the air and were not spoken through a 
mouth making sounds. That is why, in this verse, the 
words "Bodyless words" (ASARIRTVAK) have been used. 
The celestial words informed Kamsa, that, his sister's 
eighth child will destroy him-and no one else's child, 
especially of the female attendants now accompanying 
Devaki., will be the cause of his death. Although, definite 
information regarding the number of the child, which will 
kill Kamsa was given, no indication was given as to 
whether this 8th child will be male or female. Kamsa 
should not get lulled into a false belief that, after all, 
Devaki is his sister, and,of course, usually a sister's son 
does not kill his uncle! So the words " Oh Fool" were 
used to signify that, although the child will be his sister's, 
yet this child will kill him. Hence be aware and become 
alert" 

After the celestial words were heard, what happened 
afterwards, is explained in the next verse. 

rTcft 4Nmiki cKTF $r«jTT> I 

e^HUUH: 1 

vm n ^ 11 

Verse 35 Meaning: "On hearing these celestial words, 
Kamsa, who brought ill-fame to the family of the Bhoj&s 
and being a vile sinner, now took a sword in one hand, 
and caught hold of Devaki's hair with the other hand, 
with a view to kill his sister". 

giftST KfSTSRT ISRrl: ««f»rMII ^TFRT 49$miOI*{<41 

nHufOnJ *15 TflTT i^4ie UIM *f?TI 
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Pk'*kHlHeh<ull Tt ^TRT:I cTRT^ (TFT TITO ^ 

<acicoiiRl*hlpH 'f ^m9F>:l cjVMl 3Tfa H cTPT «nV'*tl 'Jllcll 

^Tl'xim* qjrt^itid ff^TI 'itaeiVrl^ai ^ HHH) T^rPF*?: 
°bd^^ §fa<tiq(jJ shd^id cTFT 3TcT: <fy5ife'’Nl\ullft 
•T Piddcia ^fcT^:l f'hHdcf dxi®^ ii*alfa ^<<ih)| Tt <J 

^Pldl^d Ipj ehic^d *HHK«*J:I 37TT®7^P^ «TTI 3T^crTI^IHl«f rTC^n 

II II 

SRI SUBODHINI: The purpose of celestial words 
was to caution Kamsa and it was presumed that Kamsa 
will now keep Devaki under his supervision and make 
some other suitable arrangements for her upkeep. But, 
Kamsa, sinful by nature, and because he had the 
manifestation of the demon KSlanemi in him, no sooner 
heard the celestial words took out a sword, catching 
De\aki by her hair, with a view to kill her. How did he 
prepate himself to commit such a heinous sin just by 
hearing the celestial words? Because, he was always 
committing sins and he, now became a symbol of sin ie: 
committing sins became a natural activity for him. He, 
now, did not respect the scriptural injunctions and being 
a symbol of sins, no one was able to control him either 
As he brought great ill-fame to his family, through his 
sinful deeds, none from his family also dared to control 
him The wheel of time had prompted Kamsa to kill 
Devaki now and with a view to prevent Devaki from 
running away, he took hold of her hair firmly. 

Now, Vasudeva, although a warrior of repute himself, 
became helpless as he was aware of Kamsa's power and 
as he had no weapons or army to support him. He also 
understood the situation, in which Kamsa has been placed, 
through the celestial words. Having determined in this 
manner, Vasudeva decided to pacify Kamsa. This is 
described in the next verse. 
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<+>««* d ^ 'JiHlfllfn ^RRTFI ^ H 

TOiflfh Ma^I W^Ri«f ^ 5f*IIF «fftrf?TI 

h ipjfaTrranifnr *jmi Phmjimh^ i 
q^<ii iTirrom 'sorz n 11 

VERSE 36 Meaning: "Vasudeva, a noble and exalted 
soul, now began to speak to the cruel and shameless 
Kamsa, who was bent upon to commit a heinous act of 
crime, with a view to pacify him". 

fflfJQlftj’i) : ^Ft cf*tl qiPlfd fa>t«|jfdd(H(d <WlfdgW 

nOfll*dtU^l^rdflH'JKI:l dl+d^^l ^ qiR^dUd ?F^n 

d7*t ^ gwff frudWdT? TT^T Ml T3W 

<^qqi rq^Tcftrqfq ^ ilcil s^ichi I 

^ ^RwtdlrMfM ^1 ^ f¥fm 3Fnmr -*TR| ‘^n «IMdm-Md:’l 

4^4 *fhl Hldfatj W:l RfW 

cTPt M$WFUdr^ II 36> II 

^i+ivmiui)' ^ ^ i nR^dtfd Msm ^qf^^raterc: 
d«f«l ffd Jlfd<j^lRq>M<f>cdl nRn: tTR^I^ Pclki fdqs 

nf^imi sjfrdfd WFFm^nnn: w*TRi«i 

3IWI?W|u^Tt» 1 fa«TTI 3FT ^ Mdld>KI«f ^1 cFt f57?Fn ydl+lt) 

^ «rafd yd1#>ltl Wtffl ‘Mfa: HluiVdUwW TT?f 

OT«t^^|ld *P1l*4’{i‘Htll 

SRI SUBODHINI: Vasudeva did not speak with a 
view to avoid sorrow for himself that would be caused on 
the killing of Devaki, but he really wanted, out of 
compassion for Kamsa, to prevent an act of sin on the part 
of Kamsa and also save Devaki from being killed. In fact 
\fasudeva could have kept silent, deciding, that Kamsa, on 
killing his own sister, will get disrepute and become 
shameless, as the whole society will blame him for this. 
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But as Kamsa always did shameless and heinous sinful 
deeds how can he ever get more shameful? Now, will 
Kamsa, atleast, show some compassion to his own sister 
and leave her? Not at all. The words "cruel" (Nrusamsaha) 
is used to denote that Kamsa was a cruel person. Moreo¬ 
ver, Vasudeva knew, that Kamsa was the worst among 
demons, and, hence, shameless. So it would be a big 
mistake to leave him like this. Hence Vasudeva decided to 
save Davaki, somehow, by pacifying Kamsa. Vasudeva had 
this capacity to pacify Kamsa, as he was a noble and 
exalted soul and even the celestial gods had celebrated his 
birth by playing their celestial instruments. 

Vasudeva was also confident that Devaki will not die 
now as the celestial words had indicated about her 8th 
child. He now decided to find a practical solution. He 
did not want to confront Kamsa . He wanted to fully 
pacify Kamsa and with a view to explain the celestial 
words, so that Kamsa can be at rest and ease, began to tell 
"stop stop, please hear firstly my prayer”. Vasudeva, now, 
clearly understood, that Kamsa was determined to fight, 
till the end, the prophecy of the celestial words, as 
Kamsa knew these words to be true. Hence, Vasudeva 
appreciating the fact that no weapon or dare-devilry can 
save his wife, now began to use his knowledge and 
wisdom to pacify Kamsa. 

In the following nine verses he makes Kamsa 
understand the principles of wisdom and pacifies him. 
The nine verses were used here to signify the nine 'vital 
airs' (PRANA) of Devaki which were to be protected. 

rara ffeKJMfiiftMtffbi n vs u 
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VERSE -37 Meaning: "Vasudeva began to say" 
Your valour and qualities are being sung by all warriors 
and leaders. You have enhanced the prestige of the Kings 
of the Bhoja clan. Being such a great person, how can you 
ever kill a woman, that too your sister, and especially at 
the time of her marriage?" 

M'lddl 

3lj«t>|^|qi«nyiMlu^H 

I ■RFcft faRw+iuiHdfadHJ i mm 

g UtitaK:l mfa Udl+K: gto: ^«f«l hh^i^i mfa 

^RR cqM cFSR 3raR?:l mfa 

^T: FRt ^RTlfeTI jgimiWMMHrfqRl Wft 

toft I to 1 ^I cfT^T cTFT *R tod I Rdl 

Rto m tou fr to<rercnw*n arftoncgRu 

<raraito g dltoli to g^gRmftoi:i 

<m 3f«w ftoto^toftomi vMitooi 

tjott gwi ^jtt % ^jrftoto ^rri ^ to totomi 

3totl: to MKftodWdflto fcpl d d 

44¥?i4*tl¥lcl) a^Kui^Rid ‘tft ■HfcHnilqe TJd-^ ^nn'RifaeliewKfl 

■ton auftopl toiin ^fd Tf4: ^ni^l fang ^7^jRT¥FF5>ft 

to to 3dl$¥l: ifdl 3m: Rfg4«hlto'i=hrqi<Mtt>m- 

o|l«nct|oKt««|utd to ftfadil <umw viRi-flf 

gw tod: ftraft? Ito ffeHiqi ^*fttoto^: 
¥jjmnrqi gPrto? 

g todi m tj |jm<$>fddn Rdfdi '$4 3 d ^i^Pn>:i fan 

to totod «wwl*rrt «h<fto d 1 ftoplcto1 nlfaqti TFSITdl 
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*m«IW f^T^nfq HiiMpnl II 
^V9 || 

SRI SUBODHINI: Kamsa was convinced, after hear¬ 
ing the celestial words, that the 8th child of Devaki will 
kill him. So he decided to destroy Devaki herself, to save 
himself. Now, Vasudeva, decided to remove this fear of 
death from the mind of Kamsa. In fact, Kamsa would have 
been spared by our Lord, if, on hearing the teachings of 
Vasudeva, Kamsa had conquered his ego and body-idea 
caused by spiritual ignorance and get cleansed of all his 
sins. But, Kamsa could not fully understand the teachings 
of Vasudeva, as the teachings were divinely secret and it 
was so willed by our Lord Shri Krishna. Due to his ego, 
Kamsa couldn't understand Vasudeva's words fully which 
would have spared him from his certain death. Vasudeva's 
words, contained the secret of the gods and they were now 
spoken not only to prove the truth of the celestial words, 
but also to save Devaki from death. Inspired by our Lord, 
Vasudeva now spoke words of wisdom, although Kamsa 
was not entitled to hear them nor the place, where they 
were spoken, was appropriate. Moreover Kamsa was not 
fit to receive the compassion of Vasudeva. Yet Vasudeva, 
out of great compassion for Kamsa, began to speak the 
words of wisdom. 

"Oh Kamsa, this act, on which you are bent upon, of 
killing your own sister Devaki, is an inappropriate and 
wrong act due to the following nine reasons. (1) Killing 
one's sister is heinous and noble souls do not dare do this, 
and this wrong action is not capable of saving you from 
death. (2) Even, if, this act of killing your sister may 
save you from death, now, this should not be done as after 
your own natural death at a later stage death, as the soul 
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has departed from the body, the body is considered as 
unclean as dirt and no one will touch this body. (3) A soul 
can always take another body, as getting another body is 
not rare. (4) There is no special effort required to give up 
one's earlier body. (5) In reality, the soul never takes 
birth or undergoes death. Because of the soul's attachment 
to the body, the soul imagines that it has a birth and a 
death. (6) This attachment to the body has been caused 
by the spiritual ignorance which can be mitigated through 
spiritual wisdom. (7) None need to have fear, when they 
have been harmless to others (8) Even if you think that 
the celestial words are true, your death can take place 
through me or through the Lord, who is seated within me. 
(9) The plan to kill my wife Devaki, which you have now 
decided upon, is against all cannons of wisdom of the 
world and hence unnatural. In the above teachings, first, 
eighth and ninth points have been given from a practical 
worldly point of view. The other six points signify 
spiritual teachings. 

Now, Vasudeva , spoke to Kamsa, so that he can be 
persuaded to give up the heinous deed of killing Devaki. 

"Oh Kamsa, your valor is so great that even 
Jarasandha, a great warrior himself, has praised your 
achievements. A warrior prefers to give battle and is not 
afraid of death, as he is not a coward. Hence, you should 
not be afraid of the 8th son of Devaki whom you should 
fight bravely, instead of killing, now, your own sister 
Devaki. You seem to be a coward, as a brave warrior 
would prefer to fight out. Please do not spoil your 
valorous reputation by killing your sister. Very rarely, 
warriors of repute, get to die, giving a good battle and this 
death is considered lucky. You are aware of these cannons 
of the warrior race and none has excelled you, in the 
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Bhoja clan, in bravery, as you have brought fame and 
reputation to your clan. Hence, just to kill your sister 
Devaki, on the spurt of hearing the celestial words, will 
not be appropriate. Your feme and righteousness will 
increase by not killing her. Usually brothers give, even, 
their lives for their sisters' sake - hence how you, a 
compassionate brother, can now kill your own sister? 
Even if you forget the factor of Devaki being your sister, 
atleast you should consider that she is a 'lady' and 
warriors do not kill women, even in a war. Moreover, 
Devaki is not in a position to fight with you as she is a 
noble soul with a harmonious disposition. Even if you 
want to kill her, please do not kill her now, as she is still 
in her wedded - mood. You may do so later. Usually 
killing is done through poisoning also. Hence please 
desist from this despicable and heinous crime of killing 
your sister, as it does not speak well of you - a great and 
famous warrior". 

"If you want to escape death by killing your sister, 
then you should also consider the feet that you have no 
enemity towards her. You should also think, deeply, as to 
whether, the death-threat will go away, just by killing your 
sister. This death can never be avoided as death is certain 
to follow every birth." 

Vasudeva, now, makes Kamsa, understand in the 
following manner. 

FT F (J F "F 

3TET qi&<¥Hl^ UlfilHI II *6 II 

VERSE-38 Meaning: "Oh great warrior, Death is 
destined for those who are bom and everyone who is born 
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has to die. No one knows when this death will take place. 
No one, also, can prevent death taking place, whether it 
is now or happening after a hundred years." 

sfl fj4l fa4) : ^TTfq "Tift 

ePH^Idl 37FT1 3Tcqp^ TI*f: Tlftpfct Eftw<a)fcic||eKJHrwl 3*«J 

yd)+R:l (T^I? *Tra?ll 

^ifdcfciT^I '377HI7n TJrg^ : I 377RIW^ 

d ^TOrll (RJTI^ yr46M'l«JW^ TJrgftc*! ^fcTI 3TU 

^l«451BT^ oTT UlRlMI ^ 4ftfcl-H*4) 

3l«!VI'ril Jl cT^l e||ehiy|ej|ufl 

^Trqi vntwtfllPd R HIOJigNcffqfd^: II 16 II 

SRI SUBODHINI: "Oh Kamsa, you are also certain 
to die later, even if you were to kill her now. Devaki's or 
anyone else's child will definately kill you. If you think 
that by not killing her, you will delay your death, this is 
true as there is enough time for your death to happen, as 
only the eighth child of Devaki is destined to kill you. 
Hence, why do you kill her now, when you can wait? 
Moreover, killing her now, will not make you escape from 
death, at a later stage." 

Death is born along with the birth of a soul. "Death 
has enveloped everything" - has been said in the 
Brihadaranyaka Upanishad. The Lord, at the time of 
creation took out "death" from all beings and established 
"death" inside every living being. Death is always hungry 
and this hunger in the form of death is born along with 
one's birth. Thus death takes the form of hunger. Hence 
every living being has to meet death and this has been the 
experience of everyone. When food is denied, a person 
cries out for food telling that he will die of hunger if food 
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is denied! Hence, it is certain, that death will take place 
now or after a hundred years. Vasudeva, addressed 
Kamsa as 'Oh great warrior' - meaning 'that you are a 
warrior of a great valour and you should not get fear at 
all. Death is certain to come and one day, even without the 
celestial words, you are bound to die, perhaps, even after 
a hundred years. Hence, killing Devki now is not proper'. 

"Oh Kamsa, please, also, do not think that you can 
cross your own sorrow of your prognosticated death by 
killing Devaki now. This is not the right medicine, as there 
is really no sorrow in giving up one's body at death." 
This is explained in the next verse. 

UItM rtt'Jtt} II ^ II 

VERSE - 39 Meaning: "When the soul, which is 
under the control of several external forces, has to leave 
it’s body, due to it's actions (Karma)-the soul leaves the 
body only after attaining another body." 

^ifwt #5tl ebrniuidt wz OTWH -Rcnira 

^*ni%l FTFT ^ ^TTFT yqwlfVfl IhM^I: 

cT«ftrr44||U|^| 4IUI44 yi|Hr$?JT <tnlq5fi:l ST^ITUlfcl qiun(q<n*ql 

:I 3T?T: SWIwmMI- II H 

SRI SUBODHINI: When the soul is ready to leave 
the body, then the five Elements constituting the body, 
begin, slowly to merge themselves into their original 
status. Then, the soul, deeply desirous of another body, 
attains a new -auspicious body and gives up the old 
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decayed body. In this process of giving up an old body, 
not much effort is made - as the soul is under the control 
of it's own actions, and wherever it's actions will lead it 
- the soul has to take birth there only. His 'actions' 
(Karma) only make the soul leave the old body and confer 
the new body. The word used in this verse viz: 'having 
attained' 

(ANUPRAPYA) shows that there is no delay in 
petting another body for the soul, who leaves the old body, 
at death. "Thus, when death is certain and getting another 
body on death is also sure, why then kill her, as a 
medicine to ward off death - as it is useless and will not 
bring the desired result of saving you from death." 

Perhaps, there will be delay in getting a new body 
after giving up the old body. This doubt is cleared in the 
following verse. 

fa d Ml 'tfa^olc*# 1tMfUlfal 

W ^ 4>Tj*lfft *T?T: II Yo II 

VERSE - 40 Meaning: "The soul gives up the old 
body only after attaining a now body, just like a man 
while walking withdraws his feet from behind only after 
establishing his fore feet firmly in the front, and just like 
a grasshopper withdraws its hind feet only after firmly 
placing its fore feet in the grass." 

TT^vT TT^T *rsgfiri 

WRJ: ft*#: WSffarar W#l #^:l 

cnttf WWhiMgh, n *o n 
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SRI SUBODHINI: The examples of a walking per¬ 
son, using his feet and of a grasshopper firmly planting 
itself in another place, before withdrawing from the 
previous place are given to emphasize the nature of a 
soul's journey on death. 

Just like, in worldly affairs, both intellect and efforts 
are needed, in getting a body, the soul is conditioned and 
controlled by it's 'actions' (KARMA). In other words, the 
soul cannot do anything beyond its own actions - as it's 
'actions' control it's birth and death. According to it's 
own actions, the soul gives up an old body and attains 
either a human, celestial or any other type of body. Kamsa 
may say now, that, not much effort is needed to get 
another body - but some effort is needed anyway. 'So let 
me kill Devaki to get some time for myself. The 
following verse answers this query. 

W My<4fa 

^B^dimi mui gHWJjfa: II** II 

VERSE-41 Meaning: "Usually a soul firmly gets 
impressed by the experiences which it passes through, on 
the basis of it's desires to attain the sensual pleasures and 
congenial births (bodies), as seen by it in several lives or 
heard from scriptures. Due to this firmly established 
desires, even in die dream state, the soul imagines that 
it has been endowed with such bodies (for the fulfillment 
of it's desires) and this makes it forget, even, it's present 
body (as the djEam state looks very real to the soul, so 
long as it lasts). Just like it happens, naturally in the 
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dream state, in the waking stage also this happens 
automatically and no effort is required for this to happen". 

«AtymfU4l : ^ ft wRchiA TO 

wrti frtfmwwfr i 

cfJJ^hRTKzfl ^ tqcpftft 

i TRtr^r 

froA qriVfrRigi ^ftt i *Hh«toift 

:jih«n4Jfl ^ TO TOif:l *?*n eiichltK'idl *tf (qw«»»4utl 

Tjto 3*ftl TO: 

ilgumUrWiqt: TORTrl H ^ H-iU^W TO +RU|dl '^rwlfd 

TOt TjgSJjtnajf yc^WTIWT^tf VTMIunvilf tHtll 

gnffiFWftTO 3rfTO0^ w4 <WgH*»fafoHWtftl >i4^W <j 

wuiHft ■Rifei ^ TOTJiqttronTOra^raRT ? TOiroiron^ft: 

TOI rT^ rt^dA^ ft>HU|ft^q4)q^l WlfaWPl 

HlPHicqidJ * cT^f^cT: T? ft At ’ sftPtlA^ wAt qHl<q^«b 

11**11 

During the dream state, giving up one's body and 
getting into another body do not require any special eflbrt- 
as these happen automatically. The 'dream - body', seen 
during one's dream, does not require any efforts, as this 
'body' is not by ones own 'action' (KARMA). But 
another effort is needed for this dream 'body' to happen. 
The effort for this is 'the desires of the mind’ 
(MANORATH). Whatever the soul desires with it's mind, 
and dwells constantly on it's fulfillment, then the intellect 
of the soul takes the form of it's intensely desired object 
and the physical bodies necessary to fulfill them. Thus 
'dreams' are caused by such mental efforts and knowledge 
- just like knowledge, action and study help the journey 
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of a soul into other worlds or spheres. In this manner, 
both the dream 'body' and the physical body are same 
and, in attaining or giving up their bodies, there is no 
effort needed, as both are conditioned and controlled by 
the same factors viz: knowledge, desires, action and 
attitudes. The experiences caused by desires and the 
desires caused by listening to the scriptures make up one's 
inner mind and all these desires and experiences are 
firmly set and established in one's mind and the soul gets 
to constantly dwell on them. Everyone has experienced, 
that one's strong feelings, which happen during the day, 
take the form of a dream during the night. Sometimes, 
very strange experiences from the previous birth also 
occur during dreams e.g, that '1 was a king, even, Indra, 
the celestial god in my previous birth'. Hence, the 
reasons for experiences during the dream state is one's 
own desires and actions, being done to fulfill them. If one 
were to say, that none gets the memory of the earlier lives, 
then how come the thoughts of giving up an old body 
and taking a new body arise in ones mind? Usually the 
soul forgets it's earlier body and the words 'losing 
memory' (APAGATA SMRUTI) denotes this. Usually a 
'dream' is one which has been experienced in an earlier 
time. Hence, many a time, dreams are not fully describ- 
able. Dreams, are thus caused by desires, which again are 
caused by objects/materials/pleasures seen or heard. But 
as dreams come during sleep, one cannot fully see or 
experience the objects/scenes of one's desires as sleep is 
a form of illusion (as caused by the illusory power of our 
Lord) and the dream state also is a form of illusion. 

In the next verse, more subtle spiritual truths are 
spoken - that the soul is never born nor it dies. Birth and 
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death take place only for the body. The soul, due to 
ignorance, gets, attached to the body and thinking that it 
is the body only, accepts birth and death as it's own. 

■ 

fa* ^ 3Ur*Tl cj cRWlWMNcl 

fir# u?r sfai 

TJrft Urafif faeW<lr*l«hmM I 

umctrr: ii y^n 
VERSE - 42 Meaning: "The Mind propelled by the 

divine forces and the wheel of time, foil of desires, caused 
by illusion, and leaving the five - elements based old 
bodies, now takes new bodies, according to these desires 
and impressions gained in the previous births, along with 
the soul." 

I# nnfiwm: «£-<rMfq«h<r'<ic*isw 3Rt*tT "^TPTI 

API ta' ^Td4^'T>l4ft^HIHI'«TcUi|e|VKb|M^| # $ft?f 

MltlUftlil^ hIMtWc4 WTTOPira 

*PT*f fifSHl ^ ^ ppf CT3T dto# UMCim^fofd 

PWI#f Pg *IT# 1 PHT:I TffSl ?TT^ft 

PIP# d^llH^fal fWTR^ W T^l T^mfq 

pfif dWI^g «T#tfh •fcfg&<3Pf 

Vi II II 

SRI SUBODHINI: The principle explained here is 
according to the laws of the demons, in which the mind 
has been referred to as the cause for giving up the old 
body and the entry into a new body. Mind consists of 
thoughts pertaining to setting up plans for the fulfillment 
erf desires and thoughts of various kinds created by fear, 
and other emotions. Thus die mind is never at rest or 
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quiet. This mind is inspired by divine forces which 
represent the wheel of time and our Lord's Will and 
Desire. The mind, inspired thus, by anyone of these three 
forces, getting attached to the desires caused by the divine 
power of illusion and desirous of attaining the material 
objects and pleasures, which it thinks as necessary and 
important for its happiness, now takes birth along with the 
soul. Thus as the mind thinks, in the same way, the birth 
takes place and death also takes place in the same way. 
Thus the mind chooses what it likes best, and, birth and 
death, occur, according to the choices made by the mind. 
'You have decided that this body is the most appropriate 
to you and you want to protect this body and you should 
not kill Devaki as you want to, really, protect your body, 
which you have chosen with care and affection.' 

Just like the soul follows the mind, it follows the 
demands of the body based on infatuation caused by 
ignorance and illusion. This blind following is not of the 
divine soul (ATMA) but it looks like a shadow or 
reflection of it. The soul, never takes birth and is not 
subjected to death either - but as reflection is tagged 
along with the real, the mind drags the soul into these 
births and deaths - but in reality the soul has no 
connection at all with births and deaths. The manner in 
which, the soul, is deluded into thinking about it's birth 
and death is explained in the following verse. 

: mJU&mij/M ftunSE* I 
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VERSE - 43 Meaning: "The soul, due to it's desires, 
gets attached to the bodies endowed with a mind created 
by the divine force of illusion, now regards itself as subtle 
or gross and gets fully infatuated • just like the sun and 
moon, reflected in the water kept in pots, looks vibrating 
due to the power of wind blowing over them (although the 
sun and moon are stationary in the space)". 

SRI SUBODHINI: Due to ignorance, people may 
think that both the sun and moon are vibrating, after 
seeing their reflections in a pot of water or a river, 
vibrating due to the blowing of wind. In reality, both the 
sun and the moon do not vibrate at all. The water in the 
pot or river vibrates and it looks as though, the reflections 
also vibrate. In the same way, here, the inner mind is 
water; the earthen pot is the body and the wind is 
infatuation and this infatuation drives the inner mind, 
through the body, to get attached to various "desire - 
fulfillment" tasks. Although the soul, is of divine nature, 
but due to this infatuation, following the dictates of the 
mind, gets attached to the body and regarding itself as the 
body and senses only, gets more and more enmeshed in 
illusion and ignorance. Hence, the soul has to understand 
clearly, that it's connection with the body is due to this 
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illusion caused by ignorance and it should be careful not 
to hum it's interests following the dictates of this igno¬ 
rance and wrong identification with the body. 

In the next verse, Vasudeva explains, that due to the 
love for one's body, none should cause harm to one's 
soul, nor one should cause harm to anyone else also. 
Vfasudeva, says now, that Kamsa also should not become 
a prey to the idea of division of one's soul from another 
(as all souls emanate from our Lord, who is one) as this 
will create fear in him - as one kills another only due to 
the false idea that the other is separate from oneself - 
which in reality is not true. 

TR rT8TTf?m:l 

3TT^FT: ^ RH fel RTcTt II II 

VERSE -44 Meaning: "He, who desires the welfare 
of his soul, should never harm or hate another - because 
the one who causes harm to another is always afraid of 
the other. He should also firmly realize that one day the 
body will get destroyed, as the body is perishable by 
nature, and why should he cause harm to another, just to 
protect this body, which is itself a product of illusion?" 

<TCJHtST*f ebfilfWq sfr 

r1«JlR4U: I <TT^T:I 3^ W«l«fa 

Erefciii w faqpft <r«n TOnfq 

^iwiwr: ^mrfSrofirfrTi osih-Mm 
sNt #fq PMKikflRlI 1 GWIWRI cRI 

UTcfr TTtT ^ cm ^r=|W|dlrq«l: II X* II 
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SRI SUBODHINI: When this body is not the soul, 
why then, to protect this body, one should hate and harm 
another? In feet, knowing another's body also as like 
one's own body, one should be compassionate to the 
other. 'As you wish to protect your body from death and 
pain, you should also protect other's body from death and 
pain.' Now, Vasudeva is explaining the harm caused to the 
one who is not keen on protecting others. He, who wants 
to protect his own welfare, should also protect others at all 
times as the welfare of both is interconnected. The 
protection of the other automatically leads to the protec¬ 
tion of oneself. Otherwise, the one who harms or hates 
another will always have fear from the other. The other 
also will harm the one who hates or harms him. Hence, 
'if you kill Devaki now, it is an act of hatred or harm to 
me, as Devaki is my better-half, and you will have to face 
me and my anger and perhaps, I may have to kill you 
myself. 

Moreover, according to the established code of worldly 
behavior also, it is not appropriate to kill Devaki. This is 
explained in the next verse. 

TT^T rrai^SIT <£>MU|| Tjflreftwi 

HFrj iitffti ebHIlufifMMI qlicHWi: II II 

VERSE - 45 Meaning: "This younger sister of yours 
is eight years of age, is unhappy and sorrowful. She is like 
a daughter for you. You, who really loves Devaki, now 
fully bedecked with wedding robes and auspicious jewel¬ 
lery, should not kill her, as she deserves your love and 
compassion'. 

dkHtiNl ddNW ^1 
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Spniftw yfdHlMMII TTT ^IT ^ cj *TKU|tjfadlHc*ll8 g«F{ 

Hij^Alcil fulfil y^M-i I 

7®i W 7*N®R?I5I:I dHi(q®e*q<p>M*<< TOPtR^I ^ % dH-llfat>dA«l 

II Va II 

SRI SUBODHINI: The younger sister is always 
loved in this world, nay, even pampered. Devaki is now 
full of fear and anxiety and she is also not clever at all. 
Hence she is innocent like a wooden doll. Hence, she is 
not in a position, even, to pray for safety. Moreover she 
is also so ignorant and helpless that she does not know 
even how to run away from you! She is now fully adorned 
with the auspicious jewellery and dress, in connection 
with her marriage, and, hence, it is not right to kill her 
now. "Oh Kamsa, as you are compassionate to the lowly 
persons, it is appropriate to leave Devaki at her in-law's 
place". Vasudeva, without understanding, that the demon 
K&lanemi, was in the form of Kamsa, says, that Kamsa is 
a very compassionate person! 

Vasudeva, thus, explained the spiritual injunctions to 
Kamsa and also, through sound reasoning, created com¬ 
passion and fear in the mind of Kamsa. But Kamsa was 
determined to kill Devaki. This is explained in the next 
verse. 

■qsf tfiwmflwqdta i HKuiifofri 

3HHJT: I 

: II ** II 

VERSE - 46 Meaning: "Shri Sukha saicj 'Oh Pankshit, 
although Vasudeva, through sound peaceful reasoning and 
creating fear in -the mind of Kamsa, tried his best to make 
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Kamsa understand, the cruel and demonic Kamsa did not 
desist from his determination to kill Devaki.' 

"However, these demons, although were very fear¬ 
some to look at, were not able to defeat this boy (Shri 
Krishna) or do any harm to him. They had come with the 
desire to kill Our Lord, like the butterflies desire to put 
off the fire by rushing to it! They get destroyed by this act 
by themselves In the same way, these demons also got 
destroyed by themselves. 

^11 % cT*ta || || 

h+ki^oi 

W»TRT«I 

3Pt HIcHVWh Mcldlw cftr+«K|c( 

^frP^rFoZtTi dfHl^rb: ^ 

yfdetjcidehH<iecqi STCran^BSTFIPTfcT: I 

dWI^MlilW Wflisf ^’i^lcil 

foFFjqFT 3uhkki: Wc1:l 

SRI SUBODHINI: Vasudeva was aware of the spir¬ 
itual rules for good conduct and hence tried, his best, to 
make Kamsa. understand through sound reasoning and 
also by creating fear. Firstly Vasudeva used the factor of 
'fear'. He explained the division between die 'body' and 
'soul'; and also created fear in the mind of Kamsa 
regarding the punishment which will be meted out to a 
soul who commits sins (such as killing one's own sister), 
like living in hell etc. After this, Vasudeva, through sound 
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reasoning and advise, tried to make Kamsa, understand, 
the value and importance of wisdom, compassion and 
equanimity. But, Kamsa, of a cruel heart and mind, was 
not ready to respond to all these. Why? Because Kamsa 
was the manifestion of demon Kalanemi and, with this 
demonic nature, had taken a vow to kill those whom he 
did not approve or like. 

In this manner, when Vasudeva could not succeed, 
through, advise, with the will of our Lord, he began to 
use alternative methods to pacify Kamsa. These efforts are 
described in the next 8 verses. 

Vasudeva, undertstood, now, clearly that, saving Devaki 
was a task which is a practical and worldly deed and 
hence spiritual and supernatural (unworldly) reasonings 
wouid not succeed in dissuading Kamsa from killing 
Devaki. Hence,Vasudeva, now spoke of alternative ways 
of reassuring Kamsa. He promised Kamsa that he will 
give the son, no sooner he is born, although it is not 
appropriate to hand away the newly born child. But, 
Vasudeva justifies his suggestion to give his child no 
sooner it is born. In the fifth verse, Vasudeva tries to 
make Kamsa understand that, he should rely on and have 
full faith in destiny, and in the sixth verse, the ways and 
means of appreciating this factor of destiny are spelt out. 
In the seventh verse, the nature of 'efforts' required is 
explained. In the eighth verse, description is given about 
the words, which came as inspired, due to the strength 
derived from supernatural forces. The purport of all this 
is that, due to the grace of our Lord, Vasudeva's efforts 
became successful in saving the life of Devaki. 

In the following verse, a description is given about 
the failure in all the efforts made so far. 
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fafaf R^rffTI 

faaNf <TFT <T W*1 M^Frqnch^r^T: I 
■yrrcf chih ?rf<TBfrgfocf HjimmsicI ii *\s ii 

VERSE - 47 Meaning: "On seeing Kamsa's determi¬ 
nation to kill Devaki, Vasudeva began to think in his 
mind ways and means for avoiding this disaster and the 
following thoughts arise in his mind." 

*dretlrl:’dT ebctafHffl fsrf^R^R^ ^8rMHIuIR*d- 

U€klf<HiH'*I:l f£RttU<^iHfl«Wl ^Wd»Aulieflf=h'+>!>l'fcAul ^1 3F^ 

OTI ftdfcl 3RT: m 5*f ^ ^Tl 3TF1T: dll 

T^TPH xp HHfqTZT^II 

^gmfM d«tTrd71f*TT TOWW(I ^pff ^ ■RR^TfcT ttsjfrtM 

cj Wft WlRTdl *RT: S ^ WT^\ 

^ifadHJ ^ftfd 

cR | ^Tfq H *lRlfaAl ^I^Wdl^yiHru^l ^ 

^Tfdd ail-WtflffiT: WffM-f ^M^frl f¥«Ic*TTFTP^cqft 

5T(feqc^ ^RT^I d T^fall 'i'ld^sd!^ ‘Rfd 

WT^dR TJd d WlPtfll d^IF VPEff cRTpf Rfriaft^fnfd I 

TJc^: W<RdPH: Tt ^IHdSRI Wd 

dfaT^ 4m4«m<MI 3RTPd^ Widfacqef: Ii *9 II 

SRI SUBODHINI: Vasudeva, now, knew very well, 
on seeing his attitude and action, that Kamsa is deter¬ 
mined to kill Devaki and wanted to plot a way to avert her 
killing. Vasudeva thought that it is beyond his capacity to 
confront Kamsa in the usual worldly or in a supernatural 
way. '1 am now left with two solutions only (1) 1 allow 
him to have 
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Devaki or (2) I give him the children to be born. If 
I give up Devaki to him, then, Kamsa will certainly kill 
her, because the celestial words had clearly indicated that 
Devaki's eighth child will kill him - it was not mentioned 

that the child will be Vasudeva's. Now Kamsa's sin of 

killing Devaki will affect me also, if I give up Devaki to 
Kamsa. To give up the son also will not be appropriate as 
the eighth child will be the manifestation of our Lord'. 

Vasudeva had this knowledge of our Lord's birth, as his 
son, as the Divine musical instruments were played when 

he was born and the celestial words also confirm the fact 
of Devaki being the mother of our Lord. Now, thinking on 

these lines, Vasudeva was in great unhappiness, as to what 

exactly to do? He was now certain that his eighth child 

with Devaki will be the Lord Himself. If he were to 

promise to handover the eighth child to Kamsa, then, 
Vasudeva thought that he will get the blemish of discard¬ 

ing the Lord himself and due to this promise, there is also 

the possible danger of our Lord not taking His manifes¬ 

tation at all. Hence when these thoughts passed through 

his mind, accidentally. He got the idea and plan to tell 

Kamsa. 'I will give the sons which are born. When you 
are afraid of the children only, why are you now bent upon 

killing Devaki?' Vasudeva could not think of any other 

way to avert the killing of Devaki - although to tell that 
he will give the children, no sooner they are born, to 

Kamsa was not appropriate. 

'Cleaning the feet after dirtying them in the mud' - a 
person may think that why, at the first instance, the feet 

were put in a dirty pond of mud and then undertake to 

clean them! But in the same way, it is said that, a wise 

person should always avert death, with all the means and 

ways, as possible and this is described in the next verse. 
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^3‘3raicrn 
TO^ftSRHTTjtU tfhl 

«teJfn H Pieman ^(51: II X6 II 

VERSE - 48 Meaning: " A wise person should avert 
death, by putting efforts, as much as he can. In case, these 
efforts fail to avert death, then no one will blame the 
person who has put such efforts, but failed". 

: apteii 

falHcysiftaqi'i ? 3Tcfl ^11 R3 

li^tKelRycrq ?fH I ^ 

UtlMtfd:I 1 ^ ^Tl tHoifg^oficTdl ^R: 

tjbst ^ti R3 ^«u fowl i^qilfq 
4<;(q«t(a ?RT f4>^a44fd4Ti5|l8 «jc^4 f^ct^d 

^Tfwfrrl Rfcm ^iTwft wnf^^r#ii 
3trft <*>40*1:1 Vlnatl cRf <%«4l<(ci I TFR 

^>4at ftqfc: || vc it 

SRI SUBODHINI: A wise human being should put 
efforts to avert death as much as possible. Otherwise what 
is the benefit of our Lord giving special mental facilities 
to a human being, which are not given to the animals? 
Hence a wise man should always protect his own and 
others' lives. Even after putting efforts, if death is not 
averted, what should one do? We should not stop putting 
continued efforts to avert death. We should try again and 
again, till all our resources are stretched to their limits. 
Imagine, that one fails to avert death, even, after repeated 
efforts, then, no one will blame the person, who has put 
the efforts that he did not try at all and no blemish will 
be attached to him. The scriptures exhort us to do our best 
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- but the results are in the hands of die Divine Lord. A 
person, attached to the body, is always susceptable to the 
whims and vagaries of Time. Thus, thinking, Vasudeva 
now decided to unfold his plan of buying time, with a 
view to save Devaki. In the following verse this solution 
is described. 

ijrilel <|>^vnfl<Hi*tl 

TJclT ^ H lw«^n II II 

VERSE - 49 Meaning: "Let me now release the 
sorrowing Devaki from certain death. If sons are born to 
us, then they may be killed or even may be spared. At 
the present moment, I should avert and prevent the death 
of Devaki. I do not know what will happen in the future. 
Let me, now, release her from death". 

W '^IWr^dl cRI t^duRl TT T^sf ^Tiqnol <^tiW 

im:\ futons ^uuiifltmTHfcii 

pti^i arfii^iVn^ ^ ?pt:I srcsiroT 3 lih 

♦ :l 3ml 
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3Widll<ii,?i11 

UTmTwTm 

tift ^ ^pir 

:l Wtft^ST ^5TO3T«f 

ftr^fTI urfoiHI^ TTcf 4 3RT5I 

$ *jc3<»ilqfl '§frt^:l cHlcHN ildtaic :I 4 

tTcT i<qd*iqd'»Ki4 !*fti^:l n*nra $OH£i<i TT tlPItT T^l 3Tt1 

TJpg: ydtaR ^ Mtll 3RWT^ TO ^>tf5zi:l ^ TJcgftr^ft 

W I dRHdfy "IT ftUd«fnc1:l ^ft^ldT ftejrt: JjHWW 

d>Krli*irarcf cf 3rfH fiiimql 3R1:Vi«rPirqtqq<Hi *jrn^.q 

HCHHqq'Htl TT 

rita ^rgf^tft’ft^:! cHITF H ftfttT <KI 

TFPfRMl «jr*jRc*4M*IUytHHJ * 3T5ira ^ 

TJcJjfacf TJc*ifcfa+7*1^1 *1:1 e^PTO! tIPR: 

^T^JJrgrdft^PTta MR3^dl 31*$ ^T tT«ni 

^)ui|et,|VM|U|)ymiudW HR^d flsnft qWIHlfd^d^: II X^ll 

SRI SUBODHINI: It is certain that death has entered 
Kamsa and death will destroy everyone and definitely, 
Vasudeva thought, one day, death will destroy his sons 
also. "If Kamsa now lets me have Devaki, then it can be 
assumed that he may spare my children also. There is also 
no blemish to returning those things which have been 
taken once. Let me now release the sorrowing Devaki 
from certain death by telling Kamsa that I will give him 
the sons to be born to us. There is a great benefit in 
following this way. How? If I am unable to avert her 
death, there will be no children either. But it is also wrong 

»i ' 

to give up the children to Kamsa, for being killed, once 
Devaki is saved. This is considered as a'sin. Moreover to 
promise to give the children, who tmfy be born in the 
future, also, is inappropriate. Why? Imagine", if I get 
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attached to the children who will be bom in the future and 
I do not keep the promise of giving them to Kamsa, then 
1 will get the sin of breaking a promise. On the other 
hand, if no son is born, then also I will incur the sin of 
not being able to fulfill my promise - and this will 
definitely bring me dishonor and ill fame, as this will be 
an unrighteous action". Hence this solution also is not 
proper. Answering this, two solutions are offered (1) 
Worldly (2) Supernatural. The 'worldly' solution meant 
that if several sons were born to Vasudeva and they were 
all offered to Kamsa and also killed -then there will not 
be any son left to do the ceremonies for Vasudeva (like 
Sraddha -annual ceremony for the dead) and hence these 
children are just called as 'sons' - as they are born to 
Vasudeva and Vasudeva may not mind in giving them to 
Kamsa. Vasudeva also thought that no child will be bom 
if Devaki is kept separately from him, although the 
scriptures prescribe the co-habitation of both husband and 
wife at certain prescribed times for the birth of children. 
But here, the task of saving Devaki's life was more 
important then fulfilling scriptural injunctions. If there is 
only one son, the father is considered as 'sonless' and if 
there are two sons, then only the father is considered as 
having 'a son'. After the birth of two sons, there is no 
blemish attached to keeping Devaki separately so that no 
more children will be conceived. This was the 'worldly' 
solution, thought by Vasudeva. Now he gives the 'super¬ 
natural' solution. 

"Due to will of our Lord and as confirmed by the 
celestial words, it will take a lot of time even if I were to 
have many sons. During this long time, even Kamsa could 
die if that is the will of our Lord. Scriptures say that 
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'death' visits eve*yone daily and it is the duty of the living 
to ward off death, from wherever it comes. It is the law 
of nature that whatever is created will also get destroyed. 
Hence even 'death' can be destroyed, as it is a product of 
nature. Now I should avert, through some plan, the death 
of Devaki. If this threat of death comes again, I will have 
to plan again. Some say that Death comes only once and 
that too at a pre-determined time and not at any other 
time. If someone was not to die at the predetermined time, 
by escaping death, he is supposed to have destroyed death 
as his death has been averted. Although the 'sound' is 
considered permanent, the 'sound' cannot be heard, with¬ 
out the air carrying it. In the same way, if Devaki is saved 
from death , then death will not be able to snatch her for 
now." 

But, no one has heard or known that there is death 
for 'death '!The scriptures say that a human being can 
avert death as death cannot reach him from each and every 
place. In this verse, it has been said, that if death cannot 
be averted for Devaki, then the best alternative was to give 
up her sons to Kamsa, after they are born. Shri Mahaprabhu 
clarifies that Kamsa was the 'seat of death' and if Kamsa 
was to die, can we conclude that there is death for death? 
No. This conclusion is against the scriptural injunctions. 
Moreover the celestial words had predicted that Kamsa 
will die only through the eighth child of Devaki. Hence, 
to conclude the meaning of " death" as signifying Kamsa, 
will be wrong. Hence Vasudeva decided to give his son 
to Kamsa. 

How can Vasudeva give his son to Kamsa, knowing 
fully well that his son will be definitely killed? Is this not 
an inappropriate act? Answering this, the following verse 
says. 
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^3 ^ ¥144 cl cmfi? fc|U 441 fUlfc^lPdl 

fa»i44l f% h W^lfcTOfc^TcWl 

■StrfWrit f^cr^T f^rT; II <^o II 

VERSE - 50 Meaning: "It is also possible that cir¬ 
cumstances may develop contrary to our expectations. 
Because none can predict or foresee the Divine will and 
ways of our Lord The threat of death which is present 
now can get averted Averted death can also come again" 

: qiofamr^r^riwMui cmr cm ttcj I«im4<i 
TT=1 f^FJ T *ltc^ ■qc^T^TFT WlMl H^ci^rTbdlf^m dldWol 

^ ^ftt ‘ifcltyf^rditll nfrl^cMfrin^rdHcrlil^MI 

5[M ^TWrrtTcfl 1 % etef^cSTI *Framl 

ofGtfqTcm7m=rt WT:I ‘ 3r|H1 «+>|^ tjrcn 1 cTRcT^l 

%3mT<fddl^lcfl cTWIcf TTTOcTf^ T^Tl ^Ul^dc^Wa 

^KTRT*MI<d c45c^hH1 cKI^MPWtiiWI ^ facj&lfd 

TjcTwn Pd^dV-dchiyidi'JiiiTt'i Tjr^cmFRtmm ^ttp^i cp*rm 

cF5Tmme|M^c|H^«j|d W^*f:l yi^lPdld Pd^dPd ^Tcfl 

HdWIUH^I+ll yri|fc|cdr4T<Ff ftfd: ^SlKN'c^cl cl^l' HFRMlPw 

$fd^c| en II Ho || 

SRI SUBODHINI: According to the celestial words 
death of Kamsa can take place only through the eighth 
child of Devaki. Vasudeva thought now "can something 
different and opposite happen now? Like anyone of the 
sons of Vasudeva VAVUng Kamsa0 Kamsa was a great 
warrior and how can any son of Vasudeva k\\\ him?” 
Vasudeva now says that no one can understand the divine 
will and ways of our Lord, who does the acts of creation, 
preservation and destruction of the universe. None can 
understand the ways and will of our Lord. No amount of 
practical wisdom can decipher as to whom the Lord wants 
to kill and through whom He intends to do this. The 
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scriptures say that, we should never attempt to understand 
the supernatural and divine events through the help of 
logic and reasoning, as these efforts will definitely fail. 
Hence, Vasudeva now decided to save Devaki's life by 
promising to give his son to Kamsa." Definitely Kamsa 
will be killed by the son of Devaki later. Hence it is 
appropriate to take this course of action, which will avert, 
now, the threat of death to Devaki. If Devaki is saved from 
death now, the same death will become the cause of death 
of Kamsa later. "Hence let me avert, now, the death of 
Devaki" 

Shri Mahaprabhu explains further, the meaning of the 
latter portion of this verse, combining it with verse no.48 
"no one will be blamed for not putting efforts" and says: 
If Vasudeva gives up the idea of giving his son to 
Kamsa,perhaps Devaki may be spared for some time from 
certain death, but it cannot be permanently averted. Now 
by giving his son Vasudeva may be able to avert her 
death; but if death comes again later, then Vasudeva will 
not get any blame for not putting any effort to save 
Devaki from death. 

Although, saving Devaki's life, by promising to give 
his son to Kamsa, was the best alternative solution 
especially in view of the imminent threat to Devaki's life, 
this offer is against the conventions and rules of human 
behaviour and hence giving his son also is not right. 
Answering this unenviable position, the following verse 
describes. 

^HWdl 

Hr (m ffimim.- n m n 
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VERSE - 51 Meaning: "Just like in a forest fire, the 
trees situated near the fire do not get destroyed and only 
the trees situated far away get burnt and as this is entirely 
due to destiny or luck, in the same manner, it is destiny 
which determines the births and deaths of the human 
being. It is also very difficult to understand as to how and 
who and what will be the cause for such births and deaths 
as each one is controlled and governed by his destiny". 

sfojstftrft : i f? Tmffa Ffo ftrad faRj ^ trends' 
qqilrh facfxJfWT: 

^f«(4lll4l5n4|{a4<Ji«dilcl PtntTtH.1 % 'Kdlfc^ ^:l 

cnnf^T ^ wxtffo? 

^ 'JlNHHWd I 

<J ^TTOtf mil 

SRI SUBODHINI: "If I give my son to Kamsa, my 
son will be killed by Kamsa, only if the destiny for my 
son is prescribed that he is to be killed by Kamsa and 
not otherwise. A comparison is given here pointing out to 
the fact of a self - generated forest fire, usually, not 
destroying the trees situated near, but burning the trees 
situated far away. The purport is that the trees whose 
destiny is to get burnt will get burnt and not others, whose 
destiny is to remain safe. All this is a play of the unseen 
destiny and this applies also to births and deaths of 
children. The word ‘indeed1 (HI) emphasizes this inexora¬ 
ble and immutable nature of destiny. For example, the King 
Bharat, got so much attached to the deer in the forest, 
where he had gone to do penance, and as he died, with 
the thought of the deer at the time of death, he had to be 
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bom as a deer in the next birth. Destiny, arising out of his 
past action and attitudes, came to fructify now. A soul can 
take birth anywhere. How come King Bharat took his 
birth in the forest? No one can give or tell the exact 
reason for such happenings. Hence let events happen as 
per destiny. "It is my duty now to save Devaki". Vasudeva 
decided to save Devaki from the impending death. Shri 
Sukhadeva now explains, in the next verse, what was 
decided by Vasudeva. 

PwfR«Plcmi«f ftnjyitfrTI 

VERSE 52 Meaning: "Shri Sukadeva said "Vasudeva, 
now thinking deeply, began to literally worship Kamsa 
with humble reverence and with all his ability, although 
Kamsa is a vile sinner but powerful and dominating". 

tip? cR*t ^ TPTRifq^f 'fcraifirarci tt 

ctvirfiln' MmAdl^l+*J<f>df< TfWRmi 

qraif^: umtMi <FPf ^oWdUdl 

^ddirdcuie iiwdiatfHdvfantrdi 

«pci«tiPirHH5 Tjjsrararitfai ^ fafiR^fai ftfsai 

rf5f W^dl ^1 FT T?n 

fan ii it 

SRI SUBODHINI: Vasudeva, now, got fully deter¬ 
mined that it was his duty to save Devaki at all cost. But 
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this can be achieved only, if Kamsa accedes to his prayer 
and this was proving to be difficult. Why? Kamsa was an 
egoistic person with a sinful mind who will not mind 
killing his own sister. So Vasudeva now put special efforts 
to please Kamsa, with a view to pacify him. He now 
literally began to worship him. 'Worship' is a divine and 
supernatural way, in which the one, who worships estab¬ 
lishes firmly the love and devotional attitude of his heart 
into the heart of the person or deity who is worshipped, 
which leads to the desired result. Why did Vasudeva 
undertake such a big effort? It is said that a person, for 
the sake of attaining the desired result, should use his 
intellect and ability to the maximum at all times. Such 
efforts should be attempted, till, a person is able to 
understand clearly, the reasons for the events happening 
either due to worldly factors or due to destiny. Firstly, he 
literally worshipped Kamsa, which is the divine way of 
dealing with a problem. Vasudeva was, now, certain that 
his worshipping Kamsa will definitely lead to the desired 
result. Hence the word "certainly" (Vai) is used in the 
verse. This worship was done by Vfasudeva with great 
respect and reverance, as though he was worshipping his 
Lord. This worship was done with due praise, prostrations, 
humility and with a devotional attitude. From where did 
Vasudeva get the knowledge of such a worshipful nature? 
Answering this, we come across the word "son of Surasena” 
(Sauri) in this verse, which means, that Vasudeva get this 
divine wisdom from his father SQras£na. 

After worshipping, Vasudeva prayed to Kamsa and 
this is described in the next verse. 

UWif I 
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VERSE S3 Meaning: "Vasudeva, with a lotus-like 
pleasant beaming face, although unhappy inside, smilingly 
began to speak to Kamsa, who was cruel and shameless". 

etcj’liwiw fa+fad 

Uf^dWr!J«f Mai^ fare! WRIuIH«Ah,I Slfagrt 

<j*tuig4 i ufafeai «rafin ^tohiHPwn^i 

<rrar? ^jyr?f f*rctnnjfafti <*>im&i«m ^ farwri ^orf^ri 
' sfcHI+mdj to?: sFTTT^n dHWls«l«PJ?ir: II <tfll 

SRI SUBODHINI: Vasudeva, showed a pleasant and 
beaming face now, so as to convince Kamsa that he was 
not about to cheat him, but, was indeed trying to be 
beneficial and helpful to Kamsa. Vasudeva had established 
his chosen divine deity in Kamsa (so that he can continue 
his prayer in a worshipful attitude) but had doubts as to 
whether this divine deity will remain in Kamsa, who was 
sinful, or will leave him - thus not being in a position to 
answer his prayers. Hence, Vasudeva had unhappiness 
and sorrow in his heart; yet smilingly, he did not allow the 
unhappiness to overpower him. Vasudeva had established 
his divine deity on Kamsa who had two main defects, 
because of which it was not appropriate for the divine 
deity to dwell in Kamsa. These two sins were anger and 
desire which made Kamsa cruel and shameless. Those 
who become slaves to endless desires become shameless 
and also fearless. Those who are non - compassionate 
exhibit cruelty and anger. 

In the following verse, Vasudeva, exhibiting "dear¬ 
ness and love" to Kamsa. speaks words showing that he 
was concerned with Kamsa's welfare. 
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3ffiqta?lT <! TJFtoSfT r?dfM«ll6 ^ yiWIW jfifl 

«fN^T3OTI 

«lnf^ II W* H 

VERSE 54 Meaning : "Vasudeva began to say, oh' 
my dear peaceful friend! On the basis of the celestial 
words, there is no cause for fear for you from Devaki 
Why then are you about to kill her? If you say that Devaki 
will get sons and they may kill you and hence Devaki 
should be killed - then the fear for you is from the sons, 
to be born to Devaki. Hence I will give all the sons to 
you. Please leave Devaki now" 

: 3TFTT: % «T*T ^ ^TTFTrTi 

4*^ «T5i faififad ejjfSrf^^sni^i ww? 

^fe rrsTl^fdl TT^^PTSflfTT yH|U|i|| Sffitair: 

tlrt: ^igi=KKiKi *T8f MM cckOhwi' ^ HKfa^fril 

ohN<fti^|^l'ticii^ etgq-dHH, II M II 

SRI SUBODHINI: Vasudeva said "you have no 
cause for fear from me either because the celestial words 
had clearly mentioned that her eighth child will kill you. 
Hence, why do you plan to kill your sister who is not the 
cause of your death. Please, become peaceful and hear 
and accept my prayer. I will give you all the sons from 
whom you have fear. They will become you children and 
they will not kill you then. I am not cheating you at all. 
As the celestial words have spoken about the eighth child 
of Devaki being the cause of your death, keeping you 
interest in view, 1 will give you all the sons to be born. 
You are my near and dear relative and it is my duty to 
be beneficial to you" 
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In this manner, when Vasudeva pleaded to Kamsa 
with practical and humble wisdom, Kamsa relented and 
accepted the prayer of Vasudeva and this is explained in 
the next verse. 

afajiJR WETI 

I 

rf TfteT: TP •• V* » 

VERSE 55 Meaning: " Shri Sukadeva said " Having 
understood the pleading of Vasudeva, Kamsa now re¬ 
lented and decided not to kill Devaki. Vasudeva became 
very happy and went to his home, profusely praising 
Kamsa. 

vrfTRi fafqfd 1 TT^l 

-Tlf^RT wf ^tcWI ^IHlfd ^ +<AlR«A^^do|l<(lldl 

3RT vi'M^'dlt:! f=T^rT:l T«f iUMl! ^ 

3Td Tjaf d-HiVineniq^H ‘KK^Ii^lftW: TF^UTTPI ^T: 

immi 
SRI SUBODHINI: After listening to the sound 

advice given by Vasudeva, Kamsa got the power of 
discrimination (V1VEKA) and released Devaki fully ap¬ 
preciating that Devaki was his sister and hence she should 
not be killed". 

Kamsa , indeed, did not also doubt as to whether 
Vasudeva was cheating him through his words, as he 
understood the real meaning of Vasudeva's advice, being 
truthful and Kamsa was also convinced that Vasudeva 
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spoke the truth always. Our Lord Shri Krishna manifested 
Himself in the home of Vasudeva only because he was a 
man of truth. 

After this event, Kamsa guided the chariot with 
Devaki and Vasudeva, to their house. Vasudeva, on 
seeing Kamsa, charioteering, concluded that Kamsa has 
now forgotten these evil tidings. Vasudeva now became 
very happy and began to sing the praise of Kamsa, all 
through the journey, till they reached their home. In this 
manner Vasudeva was able to avert and avoid the disaster 
to Devaki somehow. 

In fact, this act of listening to the advice of Vasudeva 
by Kamsa and averting the death of Devaki was done by 
our Lord only - with a view to emphasize the Grace of our 
Lord, mention is made that from now, onwards, everything 
in the future, will happen without any difficulty or 
problems. This is described in the next 6 verses. 

M.fl-fiMelita qcKJHpJH cFt4 'Jiidfadle 

3TST chid cje|e$ *iefqq<ll I 

VERSE 56 Meaning : "After this, at the appropriate 
times for conception, our Divine mother Devaki, bore a 
son every year without any difficulty and in eight years 
she gave birth to eight sons and one daughter". 

'*ikiq:q<J*t^ fldf-lq ^3TF^ ctr^uinl 

>l(n<=tc*K4<£q>: Ipfl '3IRT:I ^1 PioMRqnni 

^t«»»KwqiiMq»:l 1 Wqrml oqqfen II ^11 
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q&TCT ^T: fflailfiriirc ^f^RTTHfd I 

SRI SUBODHINI: Now the time for giving births to 
children came and Devaki gave birth to eight sons in eight 
years and she also got one daughter, as she was desirous 
of having a daughter also. The children were born after 
due pregnancies for the entire period. There were no 
difficulties in the births of these children, as all the Divine 
Gods had blessed mothei Devaki and resided in her. Thus, 
eight sons were born and also one daughter due to 
Devaki's desire. Thus, not a year was missed, in these 
nine years without the birth of a child. 

As and when the births took place, immediately, 
Vasudeva, as per his promise, began to hand over the 
sons to Kamsa. This is described in the next verse. 

ebin&iM nsnra i 

VERSE 57 Meaning : " Deeply perturbed by the 
fear of not being able to keep his promise, Vasudeva, with 
great sorrow, handed over his first born son, named 
Kirtiman." 

$Khihi wt 

Tfenaii 

h 33f^fdfHRi 3^ h 
T®llfMd«llfHr*IIVI^yii5 til^nKfrlfa^Hrl I 3TFJ 

33rt$?nft «c*iA«i ^twsiiw^i 3511*3 Tm 
3 tPHiURNi <wi ^ WR^rtsiei 

II SV9 II 
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SRI SUBODHINI: Preserving his steadfastness and 
sincerity in observing his promise given to Kamsa, and 
with a view to protect his own duty-conciousness, Vasudeva 
gave his first-born son Kirtiman, to Kamsa, although no 
one will give up such a son, who was a noble soul and 
the eldest-born. The verse has referred to Kamsa by name, 
to reemphasize the cruel nature of Kamsa and Vasudeva 
has been referred to as "ANAKA DUNDHUBHI" - to 
denote that this name was given due to his truthful and 
righteous nature. Vasudeva, personally, carried the son to 
Kamsa, to be given to him, instead of sending the newly- 
born child through a messenger. Naturally, Vasudeva was 
filled up with sorrow, but he suppressed this sorrow 
forcefully in his mind itself. This is denoted by the word 
"in the Mind itself" (Kricherna) used in this verse. 

It is unrighteous to speak untruth. Likewise to deliver 
a son, to be killed, is also unrighteous. In this particular 
situation, where the son to be handed over, would have 
been certainly killed, it was not wrong to tell a lie and 
also refuse to give up the son to Kamsa. To answer this, 
the words "greatly anxious and afraid of untruth” 
(ANRUTATH ATIBIHWALAHA) are used. Vasudeva, 
now, thought "let me not become an untruthful person" 
Vasudeva was really afraid of this. No wonder, the 
celestial gods, had played their celestial musical instru¬ 
ments at the time of Vasudeva's birth- signifying his 
adherance to truth. Hence, our Lord, also, will take 
incarnation as his son. To Vasudeva, his adherance to 
truth appeared to be of greater importance, than, protect¬ 
ing his son, as this adherance to truth will definitely make 
our Lord, manifest Himself as his son. After all, a son is 
related to one's body only, but, adherance to truth makes 
one related and (tear to our Lord, and the votary of truth 
certainly attains our Lord. Thus Vasudeva, rightly de- 
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tided, to keep his promise, thus protecting the truth. " If 
I elect to untruth, our Lord will not manifest Himself as 
my son". Hence Vasudeva was full of fear on this score. 

Vasudeva will now, see, with his own eyes, the death 
of his son, as a result of his delivering his son to Kamsa. 
But the result of keeping his promise, (as it is divinely 
controlled) will not be seen. Then what will happen? To 
remove, this doubt, the following verse is given. 

1 TTT*£TT ? ? I 
fa>R4>l4 chd<lfun ? ^F3T f% qrllrMHIH^ ? II ^6 II 

VERSE 58 Meaning: "Noble souls are able to put up 
with any sorrow or trouble and there is nothing which 
these souls cannot put up with. A spiritually wise person 
has no desire for anything. On the other hand. He, who 
is ruthless and cruel never hesitates from doing any type 
of heinous deed. He, who has brought his mind under his 
control and has firmly established our Lord in his heart, 
is indeed capable of renouncing everything". 

1% ^ *'<Jdfr++: TITS! ? 31TO 

3vR:l rRT«T 4>BMIdcb: 

^FT^'5fTCrr’ 'w* 

■=nfa ^3 trarfa vmf 

ftEtranf awnffll 4^«midciita‘ 

MK^d1 c^Wf4V^i^l4^q)hdHI H 
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m: wzrfmi wmfrii ftnwwln? 
^p*Tf: «*»<;««[: I <gfWflWf £WKqiqi fwffarfl 

<t*#T fWR|tNM4i'Wljlti< RR*Tfaf?T 

fife tjTtlW^lfMfflI ^?T 3TTRTT W^ •I’etWJ 

^ wigra^i aroirfq 

'prrNrt* 

HifrflPd starch wftf w^t it isc ii 

SRI SUBODHINI: " Let me not give my son to 
Kamsa" In this way of thinking, the root cause thereof, is 
either infatuation to worldly life, or the injunctions of the 
scriptures. The ills and consequences of infatuation are 
described first. A spiritually wise noble soul, treats, an 
enemy, a friend and a disinterested person in the same 
way, with the same vision. Hence, he does not find it 
difficult to put up with any type of difficulty or sorrow 
caused by these persons, as they move and live in the 
world with a sense of detachment and renunciation. In the 
same manner, these noble souls also do not feel sorrow in 
renouncing their sens etc. Why? Because they have devel¬ 
oped and attained an ’equal vision’ on everything and 
everybody. They have no blemish arising out of infatua¬ 
tion. Hence, being a noble soul, Vasudeva, was able to 
renounce his son. Due to this ’equal vision’ Vasudeva, 
saw Kamsa, with the same vision and in the same manner, 
as he felt for his own son. Hence, the son, who may 
become the cause of death of Kamsa need not be protected 
through untruth. Hence, it is right to give up this son. 

"If I give my son I will not be able to fulfill the 
scriptural injunctions of having a son to discharge several 
duties to his parents like "a father attains victory over, 
through his son, attains wealth through him and a son 
saves the father from hell and he is also the symbol of 
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sacrifice". In the absence of a son, all these righteous 
desires will not be fulfilled. In answering to this query, it 
is mentioned that spiritually perfected noble souls do not 
hanker after or get attached to external material objects 
or status. They never desire either to put efforts or hanker 
for the result of attaining material desires. It may be said, 
that is it not wrong, to give up an innocent child to be 
killed by Kamsa, although Vasudeva may be a noble soul 
devoid of any material desires? Answering this, it is 
explained that "Even if I don't give up my son, out of 
dishonesty, to Kamsa, Kamsa is bound to kill my son, nay, 
he will kill even Devaki and myself" - because Kamsa is 
ruthless (KADARYA) and it is his nature to give pain and 
sorrow to everyone, due to his attachment to wealth and 
material desires. Kamsa will not hesitate to break all 
cannons of righteousness (Dharma) and law, to achieve 
this end. Kamsa had an evil mind, as he was the 
personification of evil, being born out of an evil demon. 
Hence "give up one for the sake of the family" - as per 
this dictum, it is appropriate to sacrifice one son for the 
sake of the family. This is also approved in the scriptures. 
Was it not better for Vasudeva to run away or was it right 
to hand over an innocent child to be killed? In answering 
to these questions, it is specified, that, Vasudeva had 
installed our Lord in his heart and it was very easy for 
him to sacrifice everything, and attachment to the son and 
others will stand in the way of this one- pointed devotion 
to our Lord. In fact, if the son was not given to Kamsa, 
it would have led to complete destruction of everyone 
( due to Kamsa's anger and cruel nature) and also might 
have prevented the manifestation of our Lord. Hence, 
there is no necessity to deliberate, for true devotees of our 
Lord, whether it is good or bad to renounce everything for 
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the sake of our Lord. Hence, Vasudeva rightly decided to 
give his son to Kamsa, as per his initial promise. 

Vasudeva did all the things according to our Lord's 
will and desire only. Hence, no difficulty arose for the 
smooth happening of future events. This is described in 
the next verse. 

'niqnfjacqiTiifW 'JiKifncqis 

^gT TTTO otJclftqPdH I 

VERSE 59 Meaning: "Oh king Parlkshit, Kansa, 
pleased with the truthful nature nad equal vision of 
Vasudeva spoke the following words with a smiling face". 

oyetfVyfTi-H^iar^Mci^q'iirM : I 

^WHIURMTCfttt II I! 

SRI SUBODHINI : Kamsa, now thought and con¬ 
cluded that Vasudeva was firmly established in truth and 
also he had the equal vision of treating both Kamsa and 
the new-born child alike, inspite of knowing that Kamsa 
was bound to kill his son. Vasudeva's mind was firmly 
established in truth and equanimity. Hence Kamsa got 
very pleased at Vasudeva's action and attitude. In the 
verse, the word "Oh king" (RAJAN) is used to signify, 
that, an ideal king should follow this path of righteous¬ 
ness. Kamsa, exhibiting his innocent nature, got rightly 
pleased, and began to laugh loudly and spoke the follow¬ 
ing words. 
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yfrranj ^ 
Rifad: ftiw II 

i 

ii 

VESRSE 60 Meaning: "Please take back this son to 
your home as I have no fear from this boy, as it is fated 
that only your eighth child will be the cause of my death". 

?n^i TO«tarw:i 

WihihJ TrfrRII^ zffijl 3HI ^ ^ 

arqrM gwOd trofirfai tiff ^ ifa ^wiyfrti 
Tl RHI«fl<l #M:I 

3RI HK^-llAcKUUtdHJ ^ ff ^TcRRM- •TW^fTH81 ujfdell I 

3#^*tl«MU|HUjfadRJ facW^RMfuRyfa-TOn^ II II 

SRI SUBODHINI: Shri Mahaprabhu, explaining the 
word "Return back" (PRATIYATU) says that this son 
KIrtiman, who was brought by Vasudeva to Kamsa, was 
five years old and five children had already taken their 
births and Devaki was pregnant with her sixth child. If 
Vasudeva had brought a newly born child, Kamsa would 
have told "lead or take" the child (NAYA) and not 
"Return back" (PRATIYATU). Vasudeva had told Kamsa 
(in the 54th verse) that " 1 will surrender all the sons" - 
and this clearly shows that Vasudeva brought the child 
only after the births of five children. In fact, for the first 
time, he brought his fifth child to Kamsa, only to see 
Kamsa's reaction. Kamsa was pleased with Vasudeva's 
action and he told Vasudeva to take his son, as this child 
will not be the cause of his death. He did not have any 
fear from this boy and hence this boy was not killed. 
Kamsa also made it clear that Vasudeva should not get the 
false impression that he is now freed from his earlier 
promise of handing over all his children - just because he, 
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now, asked him to take back his son. He was afraid of the 
eighth child being the cause of his death and the purport 
of Kamsa's action, now, is to emphasize that, Vasudeva, 
should certainly hand over the eighth child. 

Kamsa's behavior was not liked by sage Nirada as it 
was not appropriate for the true devotees of our Lord to 
have faith in anyone or anything else than in our Lord 
only. Hence, whatever strategy sage Narada did to change 
the thinking of Kamsa was appropriate. The word "cer¬ 
tain" (KILA) used in the verse signifies that we have to 
certainly consider the impact of the celestial words spoken 
earlier. 

Vasudeva, knew, very well, that he cannot please 
Kamsa in any other way, than giving his child to him. He 
brought his son back to his home, as per Kamsa's desire. 
This is explained in the next verse. 

ci[ry<ti*bfo iqdfnfo IwiKi'flVdlPj Tift ^ 

dillcll 

VERSE 61 Meaning: "Vasudeva telling "as per your 
order" brought his son back to his home. But he never 
trusted in the words of Kamsa, who was dishonest and 
with unpredictable attitudes and intentions". 

TJcf miWf H ^IT^I 37FT^ ^^8 

I 
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Wt T^ailOT 1 fa«TO 

aF^f:i far® ^prerereft TOriH$qr«f ^ptr 
j*i4Pl®q'tl d^qcti’V Mldfa^fd! «nfJTT '^*JH«II<f^dl*rl 

^>I?aiT5?# ?FW H forTO: lie^ II 

SRI SUBODHINI: Vasudeva brought his son to his 
home. Why did he not trust the words of Kamsa? In 
answering this query, we have to see the word used here 
to referring to Vasudeva as "ANAKA DUNDHUBHI” - 
meaning that the celestial gods had played their divine 
musical instruments at the time of Vasudeva's birth- as he 
was going to be the proud father of our Lord. Due to this, 
Vasudeva understood clearly that the Lord's manifesta¬ 
tion, will take place, only when, one's sorrow and pain 
become unbearable. In fact when one is in joy and 
enjoyment, in fulfillment of one's desires, the Lord's 
manifestation does not take place. "In fact when I am 
born, the celestial gods played their divine musical instru¬ 
ments signifying that the Lord will be born in my family. 
Hence how can both the words of Kamsa and the celestial 
gods, being contradictory to each other, become true, at 
the same time? Only the words of the celestial gods will 
come true. Hence, whatever Kamsa has now told is bound 
to be untruthful and dishonest". Understanding in this 
way, Vasudeva did not acknowledge Kamsa's words, be¬ 
cause Kamsa was also an untruthful person, with an 
unstable intellect. "Hence I cannot trust him on his words 
of not killing my son". 

Dishonest persons do not behave, at all times, in the 
same manner and way and having, an unstable intellect, 
Kamsa was a killer and cannot keep his words at all. It is 
possible that Kamsa will kill his son, if someone were to 
inform him that this child is really the eighth child and not 
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the first one. Hence, none should have faith on a dishonest 
man. As a demon, when the time comes for his demand¬ 
ing to eat a human being, then he will certainly kill the 
child without caring for any other's advice. In fact such 
people can get very angry due to several reasons, as they 
have no control over their inner mind. Hence, no sooner 
anger takes possession of him, he will not waste a moment 
in killing the child. 

The innermind of great and noble souls act as their 
guidance and proof. The latter events happened as per the 
thinking of Vasudeva. In the next eight verses, the events 
which happened later are described. 

In the first three verses sage Narada explains to 
Kamsa his views in this manner " you have committed a 
mistake in releasing the child, as in Brindavan, the Divine 
and celestial gods have taken births to kill you. Vasudeva 
and others are of divine origin" and such. 

WPfW qidfacifl? «J1 5?qgfa:l 

’T^rar it srsi ,?jT3jrataT Mlfaa: i 

cppft ^cKIlSTT II ^ II 

^ ^cHIUK4l *TR<T I 

^rRT^ft it ^t ehUR^fltll: II II 

«hHI4| dH<:l 

tjjtahuiKiuiMf «r » ** h 
VERSES. 62,63 and 64 "Meaning" : "Sage NSrada 

said "oh Kamsa, may you realize, that, Nandagopa, 
cowherds, their wives and family members, Vfesudeva and 
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all the YSdava princes and others, Devaki and all their 
women folk, all the relatives ol Nandagopa and cowherds 
and of the Yidava race, their friends and all their 
followers who are now obeying your orders, are manifes¬ 
tation of divine celestial gods. These gods have just 
started the task of destroying the demons and relieving 
mother earth of their demonic hold and burden". 

: q^«=| qiVl'fd fefl+lR R ^dtfd 

il<<: 

I 3 torR 

yfr iftqr Xj few: RVil^Jcresi+ltK^I 3*fa ^iteil 

3tft=q?tfq gfwraytor cm&tiifqt %*EFiraT» <K«iniU«iHi 

ftW: II ^ II 

fare: ^riiuiui ^«qrei^n: i RPjircraFtTfa 

farewnrei^i srtft ^ ^ 

dvutRfdi Thrafa Rrafat 3ft 3to:i 

fawrcreFret 

faRJ «MiPt 

^rrere3i Hiwre r 

tfti faro r 

SlESZCLLEIEtS 

TJof 

3 ?Im41 ‘llfaui: RvHFt ^ *F«lct: 

*pRt ftraiftT 3 rt ct,'«w #reRaRtm^ ftwftft 

II W II 

•IH<m ^gre oqiq^iifn Viqifaftll *l«,lAq»l*3 RTOR 

ir^lCfFliSICE^ZCil 

sm aii^y4^rel r Rtorei udi^rld +i4Ri^:i r^ ^mtmirh3 fat 

^nfcrernyny ij^Rfai Hi+'pl ^tri rrfi *n3 %jjh#rrareniT: 

R>RRRt ^rer 'flidikl e^oqi ^fai ^pfr 

mm} 4^cim *rci *rafa r$3 ^rararei ?Rrei9PT^ n & n 

SRI SUBODHINI: Kamsa told Vasudeva to return to 
his home along with his son as he had no fear from that 
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child. Vasudeva reluctantly brought back his son, with a 
heavy heart. Sage N a rad a did not like this action of 
Kamsa, as the sage knew, that the celestial gods are not 
happy with this decision of Kamsa, as his action will delay 
the incarnation of our Lord, as the Lord will manifest 
quickly only, if Vasudeva and Devaki were given more 
intense sorrow and pain. Hence, with a view to fulfill the 
inner secret desire of the celestial gods. Sage Narada 
came to see Kamsa. If Vasudeva is made happy, then it is 
not good, as this will delay the incarnation of our Lord. 
Hence sage Narada, made a plan, through which Vasudeva 
and others will get into more sorrow and pain, but this 
will ensure quicker incarnation of our Lord. Thus sage 
Narada spoke to Kamsa, with a view to delude him, three 
main points. (Through three verses). 

The inhabitants of BrindSvan on the other side of 
Yamuna river such as Nandagopa, Yasodha and other 
women folk and all others and those inhabitants living on 
this side of Yamuna river, born out of the Yadava race, like 
Vasudeva, Devaki and all others • all these are referred 
to in the first verse. In the second verse their Divine 
celestial origin is described. Narada said "all these per¬ 
sons are of Divine origin and are like celestial gods. 
Although having a human form, celestial gods are hidden 
in them. Hence, Oh Kamsa, please give them the same 
treatment as you have been giving to the celestial gods, 
hence 'Oh Kamsa, please give to all these people more 
trouble, pain and sorrow'. Please do not remain uncon¬ 
cerned as, not only all the human beings on both the sides 
of the river are of Divine origin, even the animals and 
others are also parts of the Divine celestial gods. This 
meaning comes from the word used in the verse viz: 'and' 
(CHA). In this, verse, King ftulkshit, is addressed as 
'Bh&rata' and this is related to the verse no.64. Sage 
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Nflrada told all this, as a secret to Kamsa, when he was 
alone, as he thought Kamsa may not believe him and, 
hence, not listen to him. Sage Ndrada told Kamsa 'Oh 
Kamsa, please do not understand that only those who are 
not near to you, represent the celestial beings, nay, even 
those who are very near to you, namely, Akrura and other 
relatives belonging to the same clan, and all the other 
relatives, friends and servants and even your father and 
elders, all of them are part of the Divine celestial beings' 
(the word 'and' (CHA) denotes this). In the third verse, 
sage Narada, with great respect and reasonableness made 
Kamsa understand all this - told in the form of an 
interesting story. 

Kamsa may get a doubt that sage Narada, being 
clever, may cheat him through his advice. To overcome 
this doubt, in this verse, sage Narada, has been given an 
appellation of 'Divine' (Baghavan) - signifying that sage 
Narada was not wicked at all - but, like our Lord, had all 
the six Divine qualities and attributes and whatever he 
said will be beneficial to Kamsa. Kamsa, on hearing the 
secret advise from sage Narada, on a one to one basis, 
now concluded that, a divine plan has been hatched in the 
celestial world, with a view to completely destroy the 
demons on this earth, and celestial beings have taken 
human births and have started the task of destroying the 
demons. Hence, all these persons are celestial gods - but 
in a human form 

Thus giving advice, in three verses, sage Narada went 
away and after this, Kamsa began to take retributive 
actions and these actions aj£ described in the following 
five verses. 

?fill 
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^crftfrn 
4wt Tnfawjjti fawj ^ Fratf Trfrr u 11 

xt fippp i 

VERSES - 65 and 66 Meaning: "After the departure 
of sage Narada, Kamsa, fully convinced that the Y&dava 
clan was of Divine origin and represented the celestial 
beings and by also knowing fully that Lord Vishnu will 
manifest Himself as the son of Devaki, now, put chains to 
the feet of both Vasudeva and Devaki and imprisoned 
them in their house. Kamsa also killed, alfthe boys who 
were already born, thinking that they were also the 
manifestations of Lord Vishnu'. 

FUcf II ^ II 

SRI SUBODHINI: When sage Narada was present, 
Kamsa did not take any action. Why? Shri Mahiprabhu 
clarifies, that, sage Narada, had specifically prohibited 
Kamsa from taking any retributive action, in his presence. 
Hence Kamsa took action only after the departure of the 
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sage. Kamsa understood two factors from the advice given 
by sage NSrada, which also contained advise for undertak¬ 
ing four actions. What are they? 

% 

The two points, understood by Kamsa were (1) the 
Yadava clan represented the celestial beings (gods). (2) 
Kamsa's death will happen, through, the eighth child of 
Devaki. The four actions to be taken by Kamsa, are 
described in verse no.66. 

Firstly Kamsa, bound both Devaki and Vasudeva, 
with iron chains, and imprisoned them in the house itself. 
He killed all the six children as he thought that all of 
them may be the manifestation of Lord Vishnu and he was 
not sure of counting and determining as to who really was 
the manifestation of Lord Vishnu, from among the six 
sons. The words used here 'Born' 'Born' (Jatajata) 
denotes not the time of their killing but the cause of their 
killing was that they were born out of Devaki. Moreover 
they were not killed, immediately, after their respective 
births, but only after five years, when they had grown up 
a little. The proof for this is that the 'naming ceremony' 
for the children of the warrior class, is done on the 
thirteenth day after their birth. Hence, the reference to 
their names viz: KIrtimSn, Sushfina and others in the First 
Canto clearly shows that these sons were not killed by 
Kamsa, immediately after their births. 

Why did Kamsa do such a cruel and heinous action? 
This is clarified in the next verse. 

mminRil 

irfftr fryjpfi W® ^3TT?T: ijfa n yd ii 

VERSE 67 Meaning: "The king, who is avaricious 
I 
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and is so selfishly motivated only to protect and preserve 
his own life, tit all costs, will not hesitate even to kill his 
own mother, brother, father, friends and of his loving 
companionsH. 

tiraspl ^*UI ^f?I ^ VMirHIH) 

oiiiqRcii ijjaiJ'te «j?rc*ni ^Tfft Pwih^kH 
HlRrlq-rl:! MMKfy Mafq^Ff 

t?R^r ii ^ ii 

SRI SUBODHINI: Kamsa was indeed a demon and 
for him to behave with so much cruelty was natural. Even 
kings, who are not demons, out of avarice, protect their 
lives in a self-centered manner, as avarice destroys all the 
noble qualities of a person. What is so surprising, when, 
even an ordinary king who is avaricious, can kill his own 
mother, father, brother and all kinds of relatives and 
friends, Karma, who was a demon, now, undertook, out 
of deep avarice to protect himself at all costs, to kill the 
sons of his own sister Devaki? The word "many a time" 
(PRAYASAHA) is used here to denote that very few 
kings like Ambarlsha and others did not follow this 
example. But, such attitude and selfish actions one usually 
practiced, in this earth, as can be seen by the killing of 
relatives and grandfathers by king Yudhishtira Usually if 
the kings get doubts about a possible threat to their own 
safety and lives, then they do not hesitate even to kill their 
own mother, brother and others. 

Why did, Kamsa, not undertake to do noble deeds, 
although there was a possibility of his knowing his non¬ 
human (hence divine) origin? To clear this doubt, the 
following verse explains. 
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ftT^pmrtt : T^IFt WWIlM 

^i^hPm6 *th^ yr^ fawpir in^ • 
yfi^ y^T: Tt -greare u ^6 n 

VERSE 68 Meaning: " Kamsa had the knowledge that 
he was the great demon Kilanemi, who was killed earlier 
by Lord Vishnu; knowing this also, he began to hate the 
YSdava clan." 

afajsrrfMf : ij*fa£n«rt 'FRcfl 

SrMkMH UPR 
^Run«f*TRRftfH 'zT^fri ^qc=nq^: «<&q W fafat <£dqi^ II II 

SRI SUBODHINI: During the churning of the ocean 
of milk for getting the divine nectar (AMRUT) Lord 
Vishnu, who protected the army of the gods, from the 
rear, had killed the demon Kalanemi. This demon had now 
manifested as Kamsa and Kamsa knew about his manifes¬ 
tation. He now hated the Yadava clan as they were all 
manifestations of the celestial gods, having instructed by 
our Lord, with a view to destroy all the demons. 

In addition, Kamsa did another despicable act and this 
inappropriate action is described in the next verse. 

$<MirHcMI$)il^fMfill 

«T factf 

FPf VFTOR: || II 

VERSE 69 Meaning: "Kamsa, the strong warrior as 
he is, now imprisoned, in his own home, his father 
Ugras€na, who was the ruler of the yadu, Bhoj and 
Andhak clans and, now, began to enjoy the SQraslna 
kingdom himself.” 

qret PrfPwhi ftar 
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^twtt^i tiw^n ^ Ttaf f^mda ftiirtMciww *)*w*{j 

W5F: TSRife ^im 5RTF TER f^rfrTI V^H^lTdW *frnT*J 

fT*ffi:l ^IrlfdTq ;ji4qi* ^JT^TT^^JIT 5^1 UTRwf 

hjwi §fnl 

^ TTEfay idlin’ ihtt>iii Htfl^nfcql Pn^lnal 'PW^c(dU^g'i<i: 

II W II 

SRI SUBODHINI: King Ugrasena was famous as he 
was the ruler of the Yadu, Bhoj and Andhak territories. 
Only these three clans are referred to here, specially, 
although Ugrasfina was the ruler of six Yadava clans.On 
the instructions of Ugrasena "All these Yadava clans will 
act opposite to my interests"- thinking in this manner, 
Kamsa, decided to put his father Ugrasena in the prison 
and did this cruel act with his own hand. After this, he 
ruled the SurasSna kingdom enjoying the bounty and 
prosperity of this kingdom. How could he achieve this 
stupendous task single handed? The word "great warrior" 
(MAHABALI) is used, in this verse, describing Kamsa as 
a courageous warrior and he could perform very difficult 
tasks through his own strength. 

In this manner, a description has been given about the 
extreme difficulties and troubles given to the Yadava 
devotees, who were manifestation of the celestial Divine 
gods-the difficulties and troubles- thus meted out to them 
became the cause for the manifestation of our Lord 
Krishna. 

Thus ends the Sri Subodhini commentary of Shri 
MahSprabhu VattabhachSryaji, on the first chapter of the 
10th Canto of Shri Mah& BhSgavata PurSna. 



II «ft $WIMI TC II 

II 8ft ^nftft^SFRIcrron? TO: II 

II 8ft *TTTOrT II 

II 3TO fed!4lSSJTm: II 

10th CANTO: CHAPTER II 

8ft$J3» TOFETI 

UdU|«|ehT4IU[<<jU||d4lt6rVl^:l 

^fechlR^Pd44dHl<&fv : II \ II 

^srf ^ T|PT«m«RT: II 9 II 

VERSE 1&2 Meaning: "Demons Pralambha, Baka, 
the wrestler chanura, demon Trinavarta and the wrestler 
Mustik, demon Arista, the monkey Dwivida, demoness 
Putana, demons Kesi and Dhenuka and other demons like 
Bana, Naraka, who were all great eaters, now having 
taken the form of kings, began to destroy the Yadava race, 
under the direction of the strong Kamsa. In this king 
Jarasandha, assisted Kamsa in every way." 

8ft*jsftftrft ; ijef qmrroft Tftv 

hNi cMJ$<W<^M44imft TllTOafa: uoi^Ril 

UHWI 3#l TOit tw: ^rfSTF^TI ^TPJjrt 

^f*Tl TR^sqp^qi quiiqnT TTCRlI ctlrMl^^l ^ mll^HI 

3#! TOF' *rfWIT fo^ 
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*tifHri*tJ <ra n*i«j 4lPl4»l|elVlfillT*l:l 

TjftFEUKujWcU wnftftgSftll ijffeqftftn 

^HT:I ^rHI TT^ftl c*>*mrqicH«t>: I 

7T^*TR*l<*i: II ^ II 

31^ 4qlq*TI: Vkuii: ijj«n ^ *Jmkii:I suuft qfcttjti: 

^TTSRt *$Rt:I 3nf^J5fr <»itm*fctivt:l nci*qis4l qit^l 

Vt'txil'V q|U||^«i:| I<q^4^( eh^lH^ltMIVI ^5^1 ^MIMI^+lR^ 

I tirrot ^3RRT«f: «?JT: W^:l ##T fcfanrt Mtlf^H 

^ ^1 l^lH^'cRuiluildlW^ ^ '>KW'«I: ^TTV^dtr^lSRI: 

II 3 II 

SRI SUBODHINI : Describing the nature of forms 
taken by the demons like Pralambha, Shri MahSprabhu 
says: Pralambha took the form of a demon; Demon Baka 
took the form of a bird; Chanura came in a human form; 
Trinavartha came in the form of air. They were all 
voracious eaters (MAHASANA). As such they killed and 
ate a lot of Yadavas. We have to understand the' true 
meaning of their names. Mustika demon was identical to 
the demon Chanura. The demon Pralambha was later 
killed by Shri Balarama; in the same way Shri Balarama 
killed the demon Mustika also. The demon Arishta was in 
the form of an ox and Baka was in the form of a bird. 
Dwivida was in the form of a monkey. Putana was a 
demoness. Demon Kesi was in the form of a horse. 
Dhenuka was in the form of an ass. In this manner, there 
were, innumerable demons who were in the forms of kings 
and rulers also. 

The sons of Bali, viz: Bdndsura and BhaumSsura 
(known as NarakSsura also) were the kings. In the verse 
the word "such as" (ASdhi) will denote to the king 
JarasSndha and other demon kings. Hie Yadavas who 
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remained hidden were troubled by demons like Pralambha 
and kings like BSnasura gave trouble to the Yadavas who 
were in the open. In this manner Kamsa,through these 
demons and evil forces, was destroying the Yadavas, 
through unrighteous and violent means. Although, these 
demons were also kings, they obeyed the orders of Kamsa, 
as Kamsa was very powerful and mighty. He also had the 
help of his father-in-law viz. Jarasandha, who had given 
his two daughters in marriage to Kamsa, when the latter 
had defeated him in a battle. No king now dared to 
disobey Kamsa, as Jarasandha would take them to task for 
such acts of disobedience. In this manner Kamsa got help 
and assistance from Jarasandha. 

What did the Yadavas do, when they were given so 
much pain and sorrow by Kamsa. This is described in the 
following 1 % verses. 

TTcf «f»viflau 
n * 11 

^3T I 

? 

<*«'*|C||Ct<4 "TOT TfjfrT: 1 

3RWT «f«14lta II ^ II 

KAR1KAS 1,2&3 Meaning: "In these Karikas, Shri 
■ 

Mahaprabhu VallabhScharya, explains the purport of the 
second chapter as "effort". In the first chapter, it has been 
explained that the prime cause of our Lord's manifestation 
on this earth is the pain and suffering of the devotees of 
our Lord. In other words, our Lord manifests Himself on 
this earth, when He sees His devotees in pain and sorrow. 
In this way, the cause for our Lord's manifestation, as 
seen in die first chapter is "sorrow of our Lord's devo- 
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tees". After establishing this factor. Our AchSrya, now in 
the second chapter, describes the purport, as the extraor¬ 
dinary Divine effort our Lord, representing righteousness, 
with a view to bring out clearly the glorious Divine nature 
of our Lord. 

The main cause of our Lord's manifestation is the 
pain and sorrow of His devotees and to make us under¬ 
stand this factor fully, the story of Pralamba and Chdnura 
and their actions have been described in 3 % verses, later, 
as this becomes the cause for the quick manifestation of 
our Lord. 

In this chapter, the words uttered by Kamsa and praise 
of our Lord, made by Lord Brahma are also there. From 
these only, one can understand that, indeed, our Lord had 
manifested Himself. Otherwise, in the absence of these 
two viz. Kamsa's word and Lord Brahma's praise of our 
Lord, it is not possible to know about our Lord's 
manifestation." 

Commentary:- Shri Gosainji, explaining the inner 
meaning of these Karikas, observes that, with a view to 
mitigate the sorrow and pain of His devotees, our Lord 
could not brook the delay caused for the completion of the 
pregnancy of the 7th child. He did not want to wait for 
such a long period. Hence, with a view to quicken and 
hasten His manifestation, He ordered His "illusion power" 
(Yogamaya) to take the foetus of the 7th child from die 
stomach of Devaki and place it in the stomach of ROhini. 
Such an order has been never given to His illusion power 
by the Lord earlier, in any of His earlier incarnations. 
This illusion power of our Lord infatuates even Lord 
Brahma and none can give her any order as she is not 
under the control of any one else, other than our Lord. 
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Giving this extraordinary order to Ydgam£ya, our Lord 
had emphasized, the glory and greatness of this incarna¬ 
tion. Secondly our Lord exhibited His matchless glory by 
manifesting Himself in the heart of Devaki, through the 
mind of Vasudeva-thus showing to His uncle Kamsa, 
through the beautiful and extraordinary brilliant face of 
Devaki, that the Lord, who was to take away the vital airs 
of Kamsa, indeed, had manifested Himself in mother 
Devaki. Even after knowing this, Kamsa never gave up his' 
demonic nature. He also did not kill Devaki. Thirdly, the 
"Supreme personage" (PURUSHOTHAMA) Divine na¬ 
ture or our Lord is signified through the praise of our 
Lord by Lord Brahma. In this manner Shri GosSinji has 
described the three-fold glory and greatness of our Lord's 
incarnation. 

In the first chapter, the ordinary hatred of the Yadava 
clan nurtured by Kamsa is described. After this, with a 
view to quicken the incarnation of our Lord, in the 
following 3 % verses, the intense and most gruesome 
sorrow and pain, inflicted by Kamsa, are described. 

% 41 fern fnfcifq^: c|^Ml^|tfcftcK4j|^ || ^ 1 II 

tWfWPlT 11 3^ ii 

VERSES 2 % and 3 Meaning: " The Yadavas, now, 
in great sorrow and pain meted out to them by Kamsa, 
migrated, in large numbers, to the territories of Kuru, 
PSnchal, Kekayasalva, Vidarbha, Nishadh, Videha, K&si 
and Kdsala states. The remaining ones now obeyed 
Kamsa implicitly." 

*Rfl4lftl41 : TftfeflHf fOT? % xftfSrfT 
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41 fini: Wb^VII^ 

HT-BIH^IH <$cMJI'’^ VMr^M 

«tJl*icii’i41wu^iiif Pino fifi^jyin4ii ft*rai:l t$ MmIcMH) 

TF»1R:I 3T5T: W^ri II 3 II 

3 ■y-tfW’-fl h ft*rar ?rqr? ttsr 
U.«i>slj<K^WM^*yHIW f$l6W (Tr^cRFJ^fa f**RTT *tM4lf 

’flf^T: ^fhT 3W?fl TTc* ^afqf ^tfsTJOTief 

II 3 KR II 

SRI SUBODHINI: What did the YSdavas do, when 
they were so much tormented by Kamsa's followers? The 
Yddava princes and kings, who were righteous persons, 
along with their families, left their own territories to 
different foreign lands, such as Kuru, Panchal, Kosala etc. 
and lived there hiding themselves. Those princes and 
rulers, who could not get out of Mathura, now lived there 
only, obeying the orders of Kamsa and submitting them¬ 
selves to his authority e.g. his own relatives like king 
Akrura and others lived there like Kamsa's servants, 
obeying his orders. In this manner everyone had to put 
"efforts" (UDYAMA) so that our Lord's incarnation can 
take place. 

Now, with a view to describe the "efforts" made by 
our Lord Himself, the events which have happened up to 
now, till the imprisonment of mother Devaki are de¬ 
scribed. 

^ ^5 «rr^ 3di«wr afliiAtar ii v h 
TTOlft iwi? SHT WRf TRI^In I 

Iferwr ii k 11 
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VERSE 31/2 and 4 Meaning: "Kamsa had killed the 
6 sons of Devaki. Then the Divine form of Lord Vishnu's 
Holy abode viz Anantha (Adisesha) who is described as 
Immesurable, all pervasive and limitless, now entered the 
womb of Devaki, making her both joyful and sorrowful”. 

r^il*-il 3Rhtf 

II * II 

^Jl ^iPl^l'f p-djfd 

I fF »«Pl^lldMM: 

^ ^55H FTT ITHHIdfdWlfM 

MK«imvigy WtMdi fqwrMJ11**4 ueUy+w ftcsjfit 
*F^Ft HlWtfd jIlfMdHJ W*T T3=t HW|e|f*J:i ^ TpiT:l W*Tl 

«mf ^ cfFMT'JjTrl rTcft TTFFfl 3ldW^|cjr4«? ntff?!l 

^ c^FT WR +MlcH<*>MM$ri #RT: TRRl 

VJ2TI ^idH+rddH^ Sfa £«I«WI pfritaftfellf'ft 'FRT:I HSlPlfd 

F*f:l ?ft«F:l II \ II 

SRI SUBODHINI: In this verse Kamsa is referred to 
as "son of Ugrasena" - to emphasize that, inspite of, being 
his own sister, Kamsa killed all the 6 sons of Devaki. 
Usually sister's children are loved and honoured in this 
world. This cruel act of Kamsa proves his evil nature, 
viz. he, who can kill his own sister's sons will not hesitate 
to kill anyone else. 

The six sons killed by Kamsa represented our Lord's 
six divine qualities of Opulence etc. Kamsa had killed all 
of them thinking that they were indeed the forms of our 
Lord. The seventh child, now in Devaki's womb, was 
virtuous Righteousness (DHARMI) viz. the basis of all 
Divine qualities - meaning our Lord Himself, who is 
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imperishable. Can Kamsa kill this child also? To clear this 
doubt, the Lord "Lord Vishnu" (Vaishnav) has been used- 
meaning that this seventh child represented the all-perva¬ 
sive Lord Vishnu. As Lord Vishnu protects everyone, can 
there be any doubt about His own protection? This seventh 
child also represents the farthest limit, which can be 
thought of pure Bliss and joy. In the Taitarlya Upanishad 
a comparatively progressive description has been given of 
Bliss and Joy (ANANDA), step by step viz. from the joy 
of the humans up to the joy of the Gandharva people 
(celestial persons) and in the end the description stops at 
explaining the immesurable and inexplicable Bliss and joy 
of the imperishable Brahman. Beyond this, no description 
of joy or Bliss has been attempted or explained. The six 
sons, represented the six divine qualities of our Lord. The 
seventh child represented the imperishable divine Lord 
who is named as "DHARMI" or the basis and repository 
of all qualities. Of course, the Supreme Personage of our 
Lord (PURUSHOTHAMA) is beyond this manifestation 
also. As the seventh child is not the Supreme Personage 
of our lord, he is termed as representing the Holy Place' 
(DHAM) of Lord Vishnu viz. the place where Lord 
Vishnu usually resides and rests; in other words "His 
Holy Feet". This is also called as "limitless" (Anantha or 
Adisesha serpant) and of the form of Time. He now 
manifested himself as the seventh child. In this form the 
aspect of 'Bliss' was manifested only, in a half measure, 
hence it is described here, that, mother Devaki had both 
joy and sorrow. Joy came due to the understanding that the 
7th child represented our Lord's imperishable form of 
Anantha - but sorrow also followed suit, due to the killing 
of the 6 sons aqd the resultant fear of Devaki that Kamsa 
may kill this 7th child also. This fear and illusion came 
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in the mind of Devaki, as up to now, Devaki had not seen 
or felt the greatness and glory of the coming 7th child. 

Thus seeing mother Devaki in both joy and sorrow, 
and also on seeing the sorrow and pain of the YSdava clan, 
our Lord got compassion to His devotees, and our 
compassionate Lord, with a view to quickly manifest 
Himself, began to usher His Divine plan, which is 
described in the following verse. 

VERSE 6 Meaning: "The Divine soul of the entire 
universe, our Lord, who was the protector of the Yadava 
clan, seeing their sorrow and pain, perpetrated by Kamsa, 
now gave an order to His Yogamaya (Power of illusion)" 

: XTtf Tift «1&g ^TT TStTpftft qqw(l<ii 

UN Pi ft I 

srflwR ^ OTrauHKi 

ycO«M<l ^ *tfa«tdlft Vita ^ rf xpftRfr 

twifttviql xqT «j|J|r+kU|^Jjn TTf dVhMi 

5«nfUiFii«f ftronifrfti ■gFPFrsf tra M^mii 

to: ^rat Mm\ 

tg^snroifWfn fast: wl ^n*ji 

*)ifdlft ^Run*f UlMMIUI^I: II \ II 

*Ukfift 

r w$ i 

SRI SUBODHINI: Our Lord, who is invested with 
the six Divine qualities, now desired, that He should 
himself now take the retributive action of punishing 
Kamsa, for all his evil actions and sins. So, with a view 
to manifest Himself quickly, our Lord, instructed His 
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YdgamSya (Power of illusion) to take away and establish 
the seventh child at another place. If our Lord had not 
given such an instruction to YdgamSya, then the seventh 
child would have taken birth in the prison only, and, 
Kamsa would have tried to kill this seventh child and for 
this purpose, when he touches this child, Kamsa would 
have been destroyed instantaneously. Our Lord thought, 
that if the events take place in this manner, then the Lord 
will not be given an opportunity to take revenge on Kamsa 
and this, also, will delay our Lord's manifestation. Hence, 
He gave the order to His Yogamaya. Yogamaya is the 
name given to the Power of our Lord, which is the cause 
of the creation of this universe. Our Lord is the "Atma" 
(Divine soul) of this entire universe and He is hailed and 
glorified as "Universal Divine soul" (VISWATMA). Hence, 
our Lord has knowledge about all the pain and sorrow of 
all the worlds, and due to this, our Lord, also knew, very 
well the sorrow and pain of the Yadava clan, arising out 
of the actions of wicked Kamsa. Being the protector of the 
Yadava clan. Our Lord, being capable of doing anything 
could complete all the tasks by just desiring then only. In 
fact He could have transferred the seventh child by His 
mere wish only, but with a view to show to the world, a 
reason, which can be seen or understood, by all, He 
ordered Yogamaya to undertake this task. 

SUMMARY OF "LEKH" AND "PRAKASH" Com¬ 
mentaries on verse no. 6 

Our lord, always, confers, unique and special grace, 
on those, who have surrendered to Him, completely. This 
can be seen from the verse No.38 in the 21st. chapter of 
the Third Canto. " The YSdava's have surrendered to you 
fully and to ncr one else. You are their sole protector. 
Hence, please showering your Grace upon diem, kindly 
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mitigate their sorrows" There is nothing to be surprised 
on this. The complete mitigation of sorrow can take place 
only through the manifestation of our Blissful Lord and 
not otherwise. In view of this, our Lord, due to His loving 
compassion began to put effort for His early incarnation. 
Even when our Lord wanted to enact His Play, He did not 
create this universe through His mere desire only. He 
showed the way of penance for creating this vast universe. 
He caused Lord Brahma to do penance, so that creation 
of the universe can be made. In the same manner, the lord 
ordered His Yogamaya, which is the cause of the creation 
of this universe, to reestablish the seventh child in a 
different place. 

Kamsa killed the six sons of Devaki and also de¬ 
stroyed and gave mmense pain to the Yadavs. The Lord 
now decided that, as a retributive action, both Kamsa and 
all his associates should be destroyed. The root cause of 
YSdava's was Kamsa's cruelty. Hence, the Lord, first 
destroyed Kamsa. 

Our lord has ten different types of Power with Him 
and one such power is His Power of Maya or illusion. 
This Maya Power consists of three varieties (1) The cause 
for the creation of this universe - known as Yogamaya 
(2) "Infatuating and enchanting illusion" (VYAMOHIKA) - 
this is a form of consciousness, as part of our innermind. 
(3) "Of die form of action" (KRIYARUPA) - this gives 
reality to all happenings/actions. Here, the manifestation 
of YOgamfiya has taken place and the order has been 
given, specifically, to Yogamaya. The other two illusory 
powers will be, used by our Lord at different times. 

VERSE 6 % Meaning: " Oh auspicious Goddess, 
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Pleases go to Vraja, adorned by Gopas and Gopis and the 
cows." 

fil'd : snStrtalS TpS0f ^tfrT ^lfq:l ysTOtft T5F* 

Tp5®i era m vm*zi «Twtfrii *T«ftpri far ^ *iwi 

cT=I Tlf^EI 3R: ^cf 

M^chI^iiI qciKq ^ ^r<j(5d<*>ir<uftl 

3RR<Tq! «*q)tHldl ^RPI^T 3R: T*tWW,Kl^r+>*l:l 

tj era ft*raraf ^raf -RTwr# ^rrfcftmfT 

«mqfd "^ffll c3 chHiui^wiI <dHI ^ ^eU 4i<rtiiiji^wil 

ty^jtsKII TffrftgRT WqPld ifa ePftfalg 7]>lJitfiftH|drHldl 

■ntaia *itaT:i tois -nraai 3 ^ <tfi WHFiretfTw^n^ 

erae^I #>711 ^ftdgfd ^ dumyrdd-q? fwfvd:l 

3# era 7J0 rd^r^dH,! I 

SRI SUBODHINI: Our Lord now cautioned Yogamaya 
about the proliferation of Demons in Mathura. "Hence, 
firstly, you go to Vraja" The demons also worship their 
Diety, who is also in the form of an illusory power. If 
Yogamaya were to go to Mathura first, then she would 
have helped the demons to complete their tasks Hence, 
Yogamaya was told first to go to Gokulam, which is now 
inhabited by the celestial Gods. "As you are a celestial and 
divine being, you should not help or assist the demons" 
That is why the word "Devi" (Goddess) has been used to 
describe Yogamaya in this verse. Gokul is called as Vraja, 
as Gokul is not a "material place" but a "spiritual" one. 
Hence, the glory of the spiritual nature of Gdkul is 
emphasized (Shri Gosainji in his Tippani says, that, as a 
"city" is usually proud, it is considered as "stationery" - 
hence material in character (i.e. without any life). 

A doubt may arise now, as to whether our Lord's 
YogamSya, may, infatuate everyone in Vraja on her entry 
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there? Clearing this doubt is the word, used, here, 
addressing Ydgamfiya as "auspicious" (Bhadr€) viz as this 
YbgamSya, being also the Goddess of the celestial beings, 
is auspicious by nature and will only confer, our Lord’s 
Blessings. This YdgamSya will give to everyone, welfare 
and joy in this world. The simple and truthful persons, in 
this world, honour this Y6gam£ya, immensely. In Vraja, 
the simple and straight forward Gopis, Gopls and Cows 
are living and here Yogam&ya will be specially honoured. 
Hence our Lord, instructed, Yogamaya to go to Vraja. 
These GopSs and others have adorned Vraja and hence 
Vraja is beautiful (In his 'Yojana' Shri Laloo Bhatji says: 
The secret meaning of our Lord instructing Yogamaya to 
go to Vraja is to make her contribute, in a complimentary 
manner and way, to the most beautiful and refulgent Vraja. 
How? Gopas and the Cows have already made Vraja 
beautiful. But the special nature of "beautification" is 
made by the Gopls only, who were all representatives of 
the Vedas and Scriptures themselves. They were eagerly 
awaiting our Lord's coming to Vraja, so that, they can 
attain the nectarian relish (Rasa) of our Lord's association. 
They awaited our Lord, with this supreme Divine desire 
for Him, constantly singing our Lord's praise, to each 
other. This action of the Gopls increased the beauty of 
Vraja, manifold; our Lord had created them for His own 
sake, so that, He can make them Blissful through His 
association and Divine Leelas. Gopls added "secretly" to 
the lustrous beauty of Vraja, as our Lord will enjoy the 
companionship of the Gopls, "secretly" - in accordance 
with the art of Divine Love. That is why the word "Gopi" 
is missing in this verse - kept 'secret' due to the above 
reason. "As the Gopls have made, through their love and 
through singing of praises to Me, Vraja, beautiful, you 
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also, (our Lord told YdgamSya) go to Vraja and assist 
them in beautifying this holy place. The Lord, pleased 
with your beneficial role, will reward and honour you." 

3RTO8I ^mf^rT ffc II \9 II 

VERSE 7 " Meaning: "Rohini, wife of Vasudeva, is 
in Gdkulam of Nandagopa. The other wives of Vasudeva 
and other womenfolk of Mathura, are also residing in 
secret places, having been tormented by Kamsa's anger". 

afajgtfWt : era WP: y^'jHfHrMI+lflWIHIS 

(1 fenflfaI «tnrf tlftufl (T^T^I <F: 

ylfadHj 3T? TTORfsRT PhfHfa fn8alrqi«M^iMi fat^PiaHJ 

3P7FST fa# e|j| ^1: chWfaHI: Tic# 

■«pIWT%5 dUPdl *rWTT# fanfa^Md 

II V3 || 

SRI SUBODHINI: What was the purpose of 
Yogamaya going to Vraja? The reason is given in this 
verse. Rdhini, Vasudeva's wife is residing in Gdkulam at 
Nandagopa's house, as Nandagopa and Vasudeva regarded 
each other as brothers. Other women, including wives of 
Vasudeva, and belonging to the Yadavas, are also living in 
secret places, afraid of Kamsa's anger and actions. The 
word "Hi" (certainly, therefore) used here signifies that, it 
is better to live in a secret place, when you are afraid. 

vtansf sir mwp i 

^ HGtyUl ^f^RT ^ II t II 

VERSE 8,Meaning: "In the stomach of Devaki, there 
is the manifestation of Adisesha, who is my Holy resting 
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place; Now, please remove this divine manifestation from 
Devaki and reestablish the same in the stomach of Rdhini". 

: cRT: fSFTJRRI 3TIF ^4441 

T3^rf»W| dffeuqi 

Pi£*l4l % 4?^$n4lfa?4l4»T^RRT!r 

Swksmi 4F?I nfVn^ Pih'-ii 43 cH3n«F*M 

wiftdw sm rhw tirirffn wtrftft 
41 4 11 c 11 

SRI SUBODHINI: What happened afterwards are 
explained. Usually, a child is considered to be growing in 
the womb of a mother. But the seventh child was estab¬ 
lished in the space of the stomach of Devaki - this is 
referred to with a view to prove the special Divine nature 
of this child, who is our Lord's Adisesha, the resting 
place of our Lord. The word "TAT" (that) is used to 
signify the glory of this child, who represented our Lord's 
Adisesha, on which our Lord, always, rests. "Now re¬ 
move this child from the stomach of Devaki, and reestablish 
the child in the stomach of Rohini". The reason for doing 
this was to protect this child from Kamsa's anger. If 
Kamsa was to destroy this child, how can Mother Earth 
be positioned safely and securely? (Mother Earth is 
considered positioned securely on the Adisesha serpant, 
with a view to., give Her stability). "This has got to be 
done, in the way, I have ordered. As this child is the form 
of my Divine brilliance and resting place, your action of 
removing this child, will not cause any harm to it. Hence 
it is futile to think that this child can be destroyed". 

3BHI^*f?flMT*n <<NHll: 35M1 I 

Ummft r* ’Mfauiftl It ^ II 
t 

VERSE 9" Meaning: "Oh Auspicious Goddess, later, 
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I will manifest myself with my full Divine Potency, and 
attain the status of the son of Devaki; And you will be 
born to Yashoda, wife of Nandagopa". 

: ctff fWcTpfo 

3TR»* fpnraFnTHfd«l«MI<ll g gggfa fliflgiwfaI 

rT^«IWT*I Tfot cKTtTT^cf! 3T? ^gVrlH: I 3T?THf 

%¥T*t^T g^gf «bi4«t»<un\ ^eickii: ^HTT 

ym-Ulfm gpftc^TER ^Rltii^q 

g*JT eg gfasgig^gtagTgg ggiPHslfci ^ipHdHI 

d\«bycOegi cra*fgg? ^ifacf geg? ^ gfg®mfai 

$rdUMl*#T eg«q^H gjTRWI'WR ^ftMT^rF ^Pct^dlrMfllHI^N^ 

£epr«RT«f gpu ggg^Rwgi ^g^f TgRpgrPfafai gmfa 

grn^HMN^rci rg qyftdwf T<cFgf gfgtznftft w*4lwK*n«f 

%gggT*f gRwsf g ii ^ n 

SRI SUBODHINI: If the 7th child, represented our 
Lord's brilliance (TEJAS) and as such Kamsa cannot 
destroy this child, what was wrong in allowing this child 
to be manifested here in Mathura only? Replying to this, 
it is said, that the Lord who gave the order to YdgamSya 
was the Supreme Personage of Lord Krishna who is 
worshipped and served by all devotees following the path 
of Devotion. Even in the beginning,it has been specified 
that our Lord was "The real protector and master" of the 
Yadavas. This supreme Lord (PURUSHOTHAMA) will 
manifest Himself in His Four main parts. Hence the Lord 
says "Quickly take away this child, so that I can, the 
supreme Lord, manifest Myself with all my Four Divine 
parts (Visudeva, Sankashana, Pradhyumna and Aniruddha) 
with a view to fulfill four different tasks. I will also attain 
the "son-hood" of mother Devaki - viz: I will manifest 
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myself as the son of Devaki In this verse the words 
'with a part' (AMSA BHAGENA), used in the singular 
sense shows that our Lord, will manifest Himself from 
Devaki taking only his 'Pradhyumna' form. The words 
used in this verse 'now I' (ATHA AHAM) means that the 
Lord informs YfigamSya, that He will manifest Himself 
from Devaki, with His part of Pradhyumna, and go to 
Yashoda and in the same way, YdgamSya will manifest 
Herself from Yashoda and come to mother Devaki; the 
word 'her son' (PUTRATAM) used in this verse, al¬ 
though, it's literal meaning is that the Lord, from the 
point of view of the world, will show that He was born 
to Devaki, but in reality, He was and never will be born 
to anyone as their child. The YdgamSya is now addressed 
by our Lord as 'auspicious one' (SUBHE) - meaning that 
Gdkulam will become more brilliant and beautiful, as an 
ideal place for the enactment of our Lord's Divine heelas 
by the entry of Yogamaya there. Yogamaya was asked to 
go first to Gdkulam, to enable her to make Gdkulam 
brilliant and beautiful for our Lord's comfort. Moreover 
our Lord did not also want to leave YogamSya, alone, in 
Sri Vaikuntam, as she was fully surrendered to our Lord 
and hence fully dependant on him. To leave her alone, the 
Lord thought, will be inappropriate. Hence the Lord told 
her "You will be born to Yashoda, the wife of Nandagopa". 
Why the Lord, wanted YdgamSya, to take birth at the 
house of Yashoda? Fi rstly, the Lord wanted her to provide 
milk in Yashoda's body and secondly to create infatuation, 
cause illusion and undertake the task of destruction. (In 
his commentary 'Prakfish' Shri PusushOttamji explains this 
verse as under. The manifestation of YdgatMya was not 
only to mitigate the fear of Kamsa but, mainly, Her 
manifestation was intended to be of service to our Lord. 
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This YdgamSya is of different kinds and being part of the 

Divine Power, will not confer all types of benefits. Hence, 

our Lord's own manifestation is essential to achieve the 

desired result. Our Lord manifested Himself with all His 

Divine Four Parts, so that He can attend to, essentially, to 

four main tasks, as each of the Four Divine Parts had a 

different task to perform and a different reason for it's 

manifestation, e.g. the divine part of 'Pradhyumna' took 

the form of Devaki's son, with-a view to fulfill the earlier 

promise given by our Lord to Prisni and Sutapa (that the 

Lord will be born as their son). The Lord's part of 

' Sankarshana' will manifest for the sake of protecting and 

preserving righteousness and the reason for this particular 

Divine manifestation is the prayers made by mother earth 

and the celestial gods. The Lord's part of 'Aniruddha' will 

manifest for the sake of liberating the devotees, from the 

cycle of births and deaths and the reason for this is the 

supreme Grace and desire of our Lord to liberate His 

devotees. The Divine part of 'Vasudeva' will manifest to 

instruct humanity in spiritual wisdom and to protect 

mother Devaki and the reason for this manifestation is our 

Lord's will and desire only. The world sees the Lord, with 

the combined form of all His Four Divine Parts, as a mere 

human being, being the son of Devaki. But, in reality, He 

is not a child of anyone. The 'son aspect' belonged to the 

divine part of our Lord viz: 'Pradhyumna' and the 

manifestation of this divine part became the son of 

Devaki. Like Lord ParashurSma had both in him, the 

combined qualities of a Brahmin and a Kshatriya, but He 

was hailed as a Brahmin, because he was the son of sage 

Bhargava. His 'warrior' - kshatriya nature, was not due to 

his birth but through his valor exhibited during the war 
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3ifSrarf*rr i 

qfoigimfcifti: ^f'CTgrr^fH, n \o \\ 

VERSE -10 Meaning: "You will confer great many 
boons on those devotees who worship you with a motive 
and desire. You will also fulfill every type of desire of the 
devotees. Hence, the devotees will worship you with 
incense, sacred offerings and sacrifices." 

Sfajntflpft : W»TT*f ^ qqwfrqwift 

5fai fwifoi:i ferivircg frcuftiiq 

■=t «T3Ri tt^i srforai ^ ^:i tntai chimm* <5Hiuiitf|qjfffafai 

*FTRT: T&m\ fa*TOT:l oRl 3t^trai:l foRT: t!P?T 3Tfa 

crflnjT^ef ijjitasnalfalfa i 

«jtjf 3WTSI FRr:»4>ivmHRi ^pM i 

'Rdlfa ^rf?:l ^TT ^ 

■3%aRig^^T3Ff^i wftfa d^i^HfM cfPii wng 

HclefiiHCKi*^ 1W»4UI <vucflfii «cfcniHCi4u<;i II *o || 

SRI SUBODHINI: YogamSya's tasks in Gdkulam 
consisted of producing milk in Yashoda, creating infatua¬ 
tion and causing destruction as per the will of our Lord. 
If Yogamaya did not like to undertake such tasks, then our 
Lord tells her that, if she undertakes to complete these 
tasks, Ydgamaya will be worshipped by everyone. The 
devotees described here, because of their divine origin, are 
naturally, the servants of our Lord. But, the remaining 
devotees "will worship you, as you are the Godess who 
will fulfill all their desires and the giver of desired 
boons". Fulfillment of desires takes place through proper 
plan and action but conferring of boons takes place 
through die Divine Grace ie: without a human plan. 
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Ydgam&ya is worshipped through incense, sacred offerings 
and sacrifice and usually this worship is done from a 
distance and hence Her worship is not comparable to the 
worship of every Holy part of the divine body of our 
Lord, as this type of intimate worship is not proper, both 
for Ydgantiya and the one who worships her. In this verse 
'light' (DTPAM) worship is not referred to, as YOgamdya 
is, by herself, self-illumined and brilliant and, hence, this 
form of offering is not required. It has been said, that, 
Ydgamaya fulfills all types of desires of the devotees and 
is the Goddess who confers various boons. But, if she 
cannot confer results and benefits as desired by the 
devotees, then she does not become worship-worthy. Hence 
our Lord blesses her with the ability to confer benefits 
and results on those devotees who worship her (SARVA 
KAMA VARA PRADAM). 

HWiklfa WHlPl *T ^TTT Ijfa I 

tJgchlHlft fWSm M H II 

'dfu^chl epwil HlttcO 'if I 

RTCT ’me^uiWuHl xT II II 

VERSES 11 and 12 Meaning: "On this earth, 
devotees will construct your temples. You will be hailed 
and glorified with the Holy names of Durga, Bhadrak&li, 
Vijaya, Vaishnavi, Kumuda, Chandika, Krishna, Madhavi, 
Kanyaka, May a, NarSyani, Isani, Sirada and Ambika". 

: clPH: yif5|Wll*f iHNkmfui ii*iiPi 

ifllfol xWt'HWjlBHlPll ^ Tjcfcji TOPW 

3rf^5n W4MHNH<imi TOcWt: ^evi^ll 
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•Miiqpifl i 3T5TP7ft ytafa *p*jt *tai: n u n 

n \r n 
SRI SUBODHINI: With a view to establish the 

nearness of Yogamaya, our Lord has prescribed the 
chanting (Manthra), Name and form and Her places, in 
the above two verses. The word "will do" (KURVANTI) 
denotes that Yogamaya will come to be worshipped, at 
various places, through Her temples. The word "And" 
(cha) also denotes that she will be worshipped in images 
also. The word "Earth" (PRITVI) denotes that, human 
beings, will establish and worship your images on the 
earth. The description is made of the chanting of Names 
viz. Durga, Bhadrakali, Vijaya, Vaishnavi, Kumuda, 
Chandika, Krishna, MUdhavi, Kanyaka, Maya, Narayani, 
IsSni, SSrada and Ambika. In the verse, the use of the 
word "in the manner" (1T1) denotes that Yogamaya's Holy 
names and places will become famous e.g. Durga is well 
known in Kisi, Bhadrakali in Ujjain, Vijaya in Orissa, 
Vaishnavi (MahSlaxmi) in Kolhapur, Chandika in KamarOp 
(Assam), Maya and Sarada in Uttar Pradesh, Ambika in 
Ambikavan and Kanyaka in Kanyakumari. In this way, we 
should appreciate that Ydgamaya's names and places 
became famous and honoured, due to the Grace of our 
Lord. 

VERSE 13 Meaning: "Because He is lifted from the 
stomach of mother Devaki, on this earth, His name will 
be known as Sankarshana. He will be also called as RSma, 
as He will give immense Joy and Bliss, through His 
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Divine heelars, to the entire universe. As He will be 
extremely strong and powerful. He will be hailed as 
Balabhadra". 

^firi ui^rdyniuiiHi I fl|{4ui|M- 

fgcft^T:I cfaiT J|4«|*fu|lta «gtfu| 

q^Pnl TT^fdl TRUT qfniqj tH^dlfd TR:I 

^pW?[*rftT *15 SfcTI ^ <J «ld«M^ II ^ II 

SRI SUBODHINI: In this verse, the names of 
Adisesha are described, after giving the names of Ydgam&ya. 
After His incarnation, Adisesha, will be called as 
Sankashana, on this earth, as He was lifted from the 
stomach of mother Devaki and got established in mother 
Rohini. Although, He represented our Lord's second 
Divine part of Sankarshana, His name of Sankarshana, on 
this earth, will be due to the fact of being lifted from 
mother Devaki's stomach. His second name will be 
Rama. This name, for which, the word 'Rama' is used and 
the manner with which this is referred to in this verse, 
shows that our Lord did not like this name or that this 
name was used in a colloquial worldly manner by way of 
calling out a name. He was also called as "Balabhadra" as 
He was extremely strong (and not due to his exploits 
showing strength and power). 

Hfajfeci *FracTT H^fafa flgST: 1 

yfrHIjU *TT 7TrTT <Tc^ II II 

VERSE 14 Meaning: "In this manner our Lord gave 
the order to YOgamaya. YogamSya, respectfully receiving 
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die order as contained in our Lord's words, now. 
circambulated our Lord and went to mother earth and she 
carried out ail the actions as per the order of our Lord". 

Tifcffr w®ii*I 3Ttftrf^r 
HW Viqol uftwmri f>^T "nf *|<TT 

*rcft ii i* ii 

SRI SUBODHINI: After receiving the order from 
our Lord, Ydgamaya began to take actions as per our 
Lord's wish. In the verse, our Lord is referred to as 
"Bhagavdn" (Supreme Lord) with a view to signify that no 
one can go against the order and desire of our Lord. The 
word "as desired" (Tatha) is used here to signify that 
Ydgamfiya will execute the orders of our Lord viz. lifting 
the foetus from mother Davaki's stomach, take Her own 
birth as desired by our Lord etc. , exactly in the same way, 
as per our Lord's desire. The word "OM" is used for the 
act of worship which Yogamaya now performed. She now, 
respectfully, circumbulated our Lord, went to mother 
earth and began to execute the Divine will. 

Uufi^ ^4441 1 

31ft jfrT ifor II ^ II 

VERSE 15 Meaning: "Ydgamaya now lifted the 
foetus from mother Devaki and established it in mother 
Rohini. No sooner this act was done, there was a 
commotion, among the people, that mother Devaki's 
pregnancy had been aborted, abruptly." 

ife' qiafUcms 

^oiym«mV. anft ^rr«r*fi firpJRw tfo 
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Wfi -RRT: 3fil HlfWJJ ^T: ^lftR:l 

3T^T W$: ?fh 

ep?T3RT: II \\ II 

SRI SUBODHINI: Now, the entire world came to 
know, the result of the task undertaken by Ydgamdya, on 
the instructions of our Lord viz. the secret establishment 
of the foetus in mother Rohini after being lifted from 
mother Devaki. The entire city was kept, by YOgamSya, 
in such a stupor and sleep, that none knew about this 
secret operation. Hence, when they heard about this, the 
people were surprised. This is signified by the word 
"AHO" (Oh!) in the verse; people thought that mother 
Devaki's pregnancy was aborted. The pregnancy, at that 
time, was about 5 to 6 months' duration, when Ydgamdya 
had completed the task of this transfer. The word "citi¬ 
zens" (PAURAH) used in the verse, denotes that the 
people, when they came to know about the abortion, 
thought that this heinous act, was perpetrated by the 
demoniac followers of Kamsa. 

V»MMft| MTMHIRWfT: 1 

3tif^¥ll¥mi4)H 31Mch£<£«fe II ** II 

VERSE 16 Meaning: "Our lord, also, who is the 
universal soul and who is the dispeller of fear of His 
Devotees, now, entered the mind of Vasudeva, with His 
Divine self." 

q^«l ddWgKI *fl«f:l 3R fir 1 
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| spraiws^lta* TRTTC^I 3T7TRf «TH^r 

HKl<HuMT'^ul *TT*FT 4>¥Hf'QuI W T«R S4CJH atlfa- 

:l *K'J$ TI^ MN^I W ^IRI:I 3F^«n 

‘?‘cFnmW?Rp^m 

^ fa*t4al Hl*$el ^wi-mMa Hi«4iPi^Mul^=t <i*4)cwfa- 

fttflMII >Kfe«lktM 3^’ Trgf ^ 

^luiiMfafH^ *rafti ^fr trst sfa tft 3tf^ ii ^ n 

SRI SUBODHINI: Now, there was a commotion 
among the people, after hearing about the abortion of 
mother Devaki’s child. In the next two verses, our Lord's 
entry into mother Devaki, through Vasudeva, is explained. 
The conception did not take place, in the usual human 
way, but in a Divine way, through our Lord, first entering 
into the mind of Vasudeva and then manifesting Himself 
in mother Devaki. What was the necessity to enter into 
Devaki, through the mind of Vasudeva, when no concep¬ 
tion took place in the ordinary human way? To clear this 
doubt, Shri Mahaprabhu, clarifies, that, here, our Lord, 
did not desire to merely incarnate Himself as He did 
earlier as Narasimha (Human-lion form) or the Divine 
swan (HAMSA), but, our lord wanted to confirm His 
descent in the family of Yadu, as the grandson of King 
Surasgna and also as the son of Vasudeva- Hence it was 
expedient for our Lord to enter into mother Devaki, for 
His incarnation and to fulfil His desire and will. 

An ordinary soul gets connected into a family through 
a body, which originates through the route of conception 
and pregnancy. Our Lord's incarnation is different, from 
the usual human way as His manifestation itself is His 
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origin. Hence, to emphasize this divine way, the birth of 
our Lord is explained in the above manner. If this was not 
the manifestation of our Lord, now taking place, through 
our Lord entering into the mind of Vasudeva and then 
entering into Devaki later, then an ordinary child would 
have been born to mother Devaki, in the usual way of 
conception and pregnancy. But, here, it was our Lord's 
own manifestation and like fire entering into a ball of 
metal, our Lord, at first, entered into the mind of 
Vasudeva. When Vasudeva was born, then, the celestial 
gods had played, out of immense joy, their divine musical 
instruments like Anaka and Dundhubhi, knowing fully, 
that our Lord will be taking His unique incarnation as the 
son of Vasudeva and our Lord also will mitigate their 
sorrow and sufferings. Hence, Vasudeva was also called by 
the name of Anakadhundhubhi. Our Gracious Lord, 
perhaps, desired to confirm this divine prophecy about 
Vasudeva - hence He, at first, entered the mind of 
Vasudeva. 

Our Lord entered the mind of Vasudeva with His 
Divine part . This is due to the fact that our Lord, now, 
entered into the mind of Vasudeva, with a view to 
establish His family connection, only with His Divine part 
of Pradhyumna, and not with His usual Four - fold 
divine self. It is also interpreted that Lord NSrSyana 
entered into the mind of Vasudeva with His Divine self 
(KESA) with the full Divine - Part manifestation of 
Pradhyumna. 

Our Supreme Lord (Purushottama) had already mani¬ 
fested Himself, in the house of Nandagopa, along with 
YbgamSya. This factor can be clearly seen from the 
scriptural statements made such as 'having born from 
Devaki's stomach' and the words 'your son' used by the 
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Gopls (in the Murdhanya scripture), addressing mother 
Yashoda, pointing out to our Lord, as her son. Moreover 
Sukadeva's statement 'the two mothers of our Lord' 
(TANMATARAU) will not be proved, if our Lord had 
not manifested Himself, also, in; the house of Yashoda. in 
the fourth chapter (Canto 10), clear reference has been 
made about the incarnation of our Supreme Lord, in the 
house of Nandagopa, along with the birth of Yogamdya. 
Our Lord, being seen in a human form, was again due 
to the power of His own Yogamaya. After His incarna¬ 
tion only, there is a reference in the first verse of the fifth 
chapter (Canto 10) which says 'after the birth of 
Nandagopa's son' - this proves the fact that the people 
of Gokulam, celebrated the birth of our Lord, there, in a 
big way. We have to read meanings in this manner, so that 
we can understand the Divine incarnation of our Lord, in 
a proper way. The 'Birth' of our Lord, happened through 
Vasudeva's 'Mind' and that is why, in the verse, the word 
'Mind' (MANA) is used. 

Shri Gosainji, in his Tippani has explained thus: Shr 
Mahaprabhu's explanation given in this verse is mos 
appropriate - the reason being that in the mind of ou 
Lord, was this thought, that, no sooner, Yogamaya lift: 
the foetus of the seventh child from mother Devaki, then 
He, will, immediately, enter into mother Devaki, through, 
the mind of Vasudeva. This is also proved by the purpon 
of verse 50 where it has been clearly stated that the foetus 
was lifted from mother Devaki and the people were 
surprised and made a commotion about this unsuspected 
event. 

We will, now, continue the analysis made by Shri 
GosSinji in his Tippani. Shri Mah&prabhu , in his 
Subddhini, has made the incontrovertible statement that 
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our Supreme Lord, Purushdttama, had appeared, in the 
house, of Nandagopa, along with Ydgamfiya. Hence, we 
have to understand that the Supreme Lord manifested 
Himself in the house of Nandagopa only. But, by having 
this opinion, we may come into conflict with the later 
events viz: that the Lord manifested Himself in the house 
of Vasudeva and later Vasudeva took Him to Gokulam 
and are we to conclude, then, that Vasudeva, would have 
seen, two Divine manifestations of our Lord in Nanda's 
house? If we were to conclude that the Lord, who was 
carried by Vasudeva, to Gdkulam, got merged with the 
Lord, who had manifested in Gdkulam, then, a question, 
will arise now. What was the necessity then to carry the 
Lord from Mathura to Gdkulam? Shri GosSinji clears this 
doubt by stating, that when mother Deviaki prayed to our 
Four armed Lord, to hide, His Divine Form, then the 
Lord, who was born in Gdkulam, appeared before mother 
Devaki, with a human form (and with two hands) and 
merged His own Four - armed form into His human form. 
Hence, when Vasudeva entered Nanda's house, there was 
no question of his seeing two Divine forms there. Our 
Lord merged His Four-armed form, into His human form, 
as he needed to complete a lot of tasks in Vraja such as 
killing PQtana etc. 

Shri Purushdttamji says this in his 'PrakSsh' - it is 
possible to get a doubt, from the words used in this verse 
viz: 'with His part' (AMASABHAGENA) that the Lord, 
manifested on this earth, only with His Four Divine parts 
and He, did not fully manifest His Supreme Purushdttama 
form. Clearing this doubt, our Shri MahSprabhu has 
stated that the Supreme Lord manifested Himself fully in 
the home of Nandagopa, along with YdgamSya and this 
is the correct and proper appreciation of this Divine 
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event. If our Lord's manifestation had not taken place at 
Nandagopa’s house, then the Gopls, who addressed our 
Lord as 'born out of Devaki's stomach' would not have 
later addressed our Lord as 'your son' • telling mother 
-Yashoda that the Lord was her son. Shri Sukadeva also 
would not commit the error of calling our Lord 'with two 
mothers' (TAN MATARAU) - explaining that our Lord 
had two mothers, as He, manifested Himself from both 
mother Devaki and mother Yashoda. In this manner, Shri 
Vallabhachdrya has, once and for all, cleared this doubt 
and has established that the Lord manifested Himself in 
both the places and also removed the doubt that our Lord 
didn't manifest Himself fully with His Supreme personal¬ 
ity of Purushdttama. Our Shri Vallabhacharya, in his 
Subodhini, has also referred to 'changing into another 
form through maya'. Clarifying this statement Shri 
Purushdttamji says that Maya cannot impose on our Lord 
any unreal form and hence we should not conclude that 
our Lord was under the control of M£ya, like any other 
human being. Shri Vallabhacharya's statement is to be 
understood clearly - that the reference to 'a natural human 
child' in the verse, is the meaning given to the words 
'changing into another form through Maya' - that our 
Lord, whose Divine form is full of Bliss, was now, shown 
by Maya as a natural human being to the world - in the 
same manner, people see silver in sea-shell$, due to the 
presence of sun light. In the same manner, our Lord, who 
is full of Divine Relish, with a view to complete several 
tasks and enact innumerable Divine Leelas, now 'ap¬ 
peared' in a human form. 

Gdsw&mi Vallabhlalji says in his 'Lekh' as follows: 
Our Ach&rya Shri Vallabhacharya has stated in Sri 
Subddhini that, the Lord's birth took place through the 
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mind of Vasudeva. Hence, in the verse, there is reference 
to the 'mind' . Hence, we have to conclude that our Lord 
entered into mother Devaki, through, the mind of Vasudeva 
and not like any other human being, who, pass through 
the stages of conception, pregnancy and birth. As our 
Lord is the Supreme Spiritual Principle in every one. He 
could enter the mind of Devaki, through, Vasudeva. This 
was enacted by our lord to show the Supreme Divine 
nature of our Lord and prepondernce of His will. 

Shri Laloo Bhatji in his "YOjana" ssys: why do the 
Vaishnava devotees emphasize that our Lord had, indeed, 
manifested in the house of Nandagopa, when there is no 
specific reference to this manifestation, amidst several 
references to His manifestation such as "the Lord entered 
with His divine part" "then the most auspicious universal 
supreme divine Lord" "the Lord with all the divine 
qualities" "manifested Himself like the full moon in the 
East" etc? In reality, our Lord, had entered into the mind 
of Devaki, through the mind of Vasudeva, in His 
Pradhyumna divine part and He also manifested Himself, 
in His Supreme Purushottama aspect, before mother 
Devaki. This manifestation,through Vasudeva's mind was 
done, only for the purpose of establishing the family 
connection with the Yadu clan. As regards His manifes¬ 
tation at Nandagopa's home, there was no necessity for 
our Lord to have any family ties with the people of Vraja. 
Hence, the Lord manifested His Supreme Purushottama 
aspect at Vraja, in a secret manner with His Yogamaya, 
using His 'Vasudeva' divine part, with emphasis on 
Divine Relish (RASA). Moreover, our MahSprabhu, has 
given further proof of this manifestation of our Lord in 
Nandagopa's house in another part of SubOdhini. When 
Kamsa, wanted to kill Yogamaya, she got relieved herself 
from his hands, and, flying into the sky, uttered the words 
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"your enemy is already born else where with a view to 
destroy you". If, our Lord had taken His birth only in 
Mathura, and not also in Nanda's house, then Yogam&ya, 
would have uttered the word 'gone away' (GATAHA) and 
not 'Born' (JATAHA). Hence, it is conclusively proved 
that our Lord had manifested Himself, in His full and 
complete Divine Purushdttama aspect at Gdkulam. As the 
Lord, manifested Himself, along with Ydgamaya, mother 
Yasodha also didn't know the sequence of the events. 

The knowledge about our Lord's manifestation is 
described in two ways. Firstly the Divine viz: the mani¬ 
festation of our Lord, in Nanda's home at midnight and 
the celebration of His birth in the human worldly manner 
at Nanda's home in Gokulam on the next day (NAVAMI 
- ninth day). 

ifors sir srrsuTRt w Tfo i 
SJjTHT T» II %'S II 

VERSE - 17 Meaning: "Vasudeva, began to shine 
brilliantly like the sun, due to the manifestation of our 
Lord's brilliance in him. None could come near to him, 
as he now became invincible". 

'JiKiw qul<t(ci 

^Ni 37«r^n giuvrfwr^ 

3FT: *nfl?I:l 'Jrtnf I ^gRT TOwi<OiiH,I 

wtPi «^r<i TttekiPT w r^T^i 
twwKfi irig wifi ii n 
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U$tfulJ|ifc5!cT: Tnjf^T fHMS'J^d T^l 3ffi: 

y+RF^I fa«JHH WRT ^SRPlRld^lfHrill? 7m tffll 

SRI SUBODHINI: In this verse, whatever was seen 
by people, the same scene is being described. Vasudeva, 
who was even brilliant ordinarily, now began to shine 
more brilliantly due to the entering into him of our Lord's 
brilliance and power. He now shined as though all the 12 
suns had entered into him and this was entirely due to our 
Lord's entry into him. He, of course, did not shine like 
the king Priyavrata, who was able to convert, with his 
brilliance, night into day. Merely, for comparison sake, the 
brilliance and shining, now seen, are referred to that of 
the sun. Now, Vasudeva, became invincible. With this, 
there was no fear of Kamsa and others. None could dare 
come near to him and hence the fear from demons and 
evil spirits got eradicated. No one dared to test his power 
also. The brilliance, now, seen in Vasudeva was so unique 
that there was no such other brilliance anywhere else - as 
this belonged to our Lord, who is present everywhere. In 
the verse, the word 'Ha' (HA) is used to denote the 
wonderful nature of this brilliance which was, indeed, 
bewitching and extraordinary! 

The pregnancy of Sankarshana had taken place before 
the killing of the six sons. Both Devaki and Vasudeva were 
in the prison only, since the beginning. Now, Vasudeva 
established the Lord, who had already entered into his 
mind, into mother Devaki and this is described in the next 
verse. 

VERSE -lfr Meaning: "Afterwards, the Divinely 
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inspired mother Devaki, absorbed through her mind, the 
Supreme Lord, who confers auspicious welfare and ben¬ 
efits in the entire universe, who is the Supreme Divine 
soul in everyone and who was now established in the mind 
of Vasudeva, Surasena's son, in a most exalted sacred 
manner, like the absorption of the moon by the Eastern 
sky." 

■Wltalf'ffd iPW^filfdl -spidlAci 

^#IM' 'tPdWtdlr^l- 

71|iyi?|t)tJdiVllHfdI 3T^cTURtlcJViei TOJ*ffa rdvl^ui^l 

unpirffcafafai ^Ff crater 

fatfal cTMT 3Rt:3^#T 'uWdfa 

jq % ^di^mi fadwa Mram«f fcisfai m xrg ^mri 

WeffdtohrHPdl ff % 

««falHkH^<T:l f?PT?T |f?t «HFT 1 ^JPTI cT«nf^T SFJ^ 

sfa ‘RPR? SIM ffajtfffl <^<J|^Pd d^liJ'IrH^dfhldl 

fa<WWIdH*Me| Sl^St 1 $ *fa SlfaM cR srf^2:l 

MI wfa WTrHR ffa<4<J*ISHIrm«IR ^ cffa ^MMIUnjrT 

tJcRcftcfa:! 3T^T ^fae? 

VKpicm«fg^T»T: I sFfa 

^ *pw»dm.fa mi 

■*sra ^t'Vd*i«-dHH*<«h( ^ sufi ^ 

wm T^I afafMfaPd^IMP^ WWti W$\ ^ 

It \6 II 

SRI SUBODHINI: Although, the Divine manifestation 
of our Lord, by His sheer beauty and glory,could have 
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been retained by Vasudeva in himself, Vasudeva, for the 
protection and welfare of this world, established the Lord 
in mother Devaki, as this Divine manifestation will lead 
to the welfare of the entire universe. This divine brilliance, 
appearing first in the mind of Vasudeva, now got 
established in the mind of mother Devaki. Can we say that 
there was any change or reduction in His Divine 
Manifestation due to its migration from Sri Vaikuntam and 
getting established in the mind of mother Devaki through 
the mind of Vasudeva? To clear this doubt, in the verse, 
the word "part of the indestructible Lord" 
(ACHYUTAMSA) has been specifically used, with a view 
to signify that there was no loss of Potency of our Lord, 
in all these movements, as He is the Indestructible 
(ACHYUTA). Nothing can alter or change, the glory, and 
the invincible Divine nature of our Lord. 

Now, mother Devaki absorbed, in a reverential way, 
the Divine manifestation of our Lord. In reality, Vasudeva, 
had established our Lord's manifestation, through, the 
highest spiritual absorption (SAMADHI) into the rever¬ 
ential and lovingly receptive mind of Devaki. In the verse, 
Vasudeva is referred to as the son of SGrasfina, thus 
signifying Vasudeva ’ s power and capacity of spiritual 
discrimination and understanding (VIVEKA). Mother 
Devaki also is referred to as 'Goddess' (DEVI) - signify¬ 
ing that mother Devaki was fully Divine in character, 
hence holy, and she was, thus capable of absorbing our 
Lord's manifestation, easily, from the fully spiritually 
concentrated mind of Vasudeva. Thus our Lord's manifes¬ 
tation into Devaki, from Vasudeva was a Divine and 
spiritual occurrence and happened, when both of them 
were in their highest Divine absorption (SAMADHI) 

Can we ^t a doubt now, that our Lord's Divine 
nature as the Supreme Truth (BRAHMAN) was affected. 
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due to this absorption of His Divine manifestation into the 
minds of this Divine couple? Not at all. Why? In the verse 
our Lord is referred to as "soul of everyone" (SARVATMA) 
which signifies that our Lord, is present, in everyone, as 
their Divine essence or soul and as everyone has absorbed 
our Lord's "Supreme Truth" (Brahman) nature, there is 
no question of our lord being affected, in any manner. 
Some may still say, as this Diving, manifestation, might 
have come into a material body, having a mind attached to 
the material objects, it may be presumed to get contami¬ 
nated with worldliness and materialism present in such a 
body, lb answer this, the word "Fully and wholly Divine" 
(ATMABHOTAM) is used to signify, that, our Lord, 
entered into the mind of Devaki, directly with His full 
Divine nature and He did not pass through the usual 
stages of seed, consciousness (mind) etc. which an ordi¬ 
nary soul (JTVA) does. Like a realized and enlightened 
seer (JNANI), through his wisdom, absorbs the Divine 
Principle into his self, mother Devaki, now absorbed, our 
Lord, who is the Divine Principle and soul behind her 
existence and of this entire universe. Hence, only the 
Highest and the purest Divine principle of our Lord, came 
into the mind of mother Devaki, from Vasudeva. 

To enable ordinary people to understand, our Lord's 
manifestation, may be explained by some, as having taken 
place through the usual route of implantation of the seed, 
consciousness or through incarnations. Ordinary people 
are also explained to with specific reference to the 
immesity of space; the space in the jar gets expanded into 
the space in the earth; and when the earth also disappears, 
then the space becomes the universal space, as there is no 
restrictirg receptacle to the space which is present every¬ 
where. In this manner, an ideal spiritual teacher (GURU), 
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at first, initiates die disciple into a 'Chanting of Holy 
word' (Manthram) and then establishes the Divine Deity 
behind this Manthram, into the disciple. As the power of 
illusion recedes and withdraws steadily, progress also is 
steadily made in seeing the vast expanse of the Divine 
brilliance and manifestation. When this wisdom dawns, 
then, both our Lord and His M&ya (Power of illusion) are 
considered as synonymous and harmonious. 

Mother Devaki was not able to absorb our Lord's 
manifestation, through her efforts only, and, first like die 
moon which rises in the East is quietly absorbed by the 
eastern side, mother Devaki now, absorbved our Lord with 
the grace of our Lord, who was her own Divine soul, into 
herself. Mother Devaki's mind was pure and without any 
blemish and this is denoted by the word in the verse 'in 
the mind' (MANASTAHA), Mind is the only cause for 
this Divine manifestation and absorption. 

imn 
VERSE - 19 Meaning: "Now, mother Devaki, be¬ 

came the holy residing place of our Lord, who is the real 
Holy residing place for this entire universe. But she was 
not able to be fully cheerful and joyful as she was 
imprisoned by Kamsa - she was like now, a lamp kept in 
a pot which is closed or like the knowledge of a self- 
centred scholer, who does not shine or be useful to others 
due to his failure to share his knowledge." 

1 ?T*JT 

anfawg ut fasftfhi nww ft fa: 

ffanfawt ^ t w faraft faction 
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PraifUJjifU ^ 

w *rafin ct«n wifa w^Mwlfd h 
Wfifi W^l RR g ^FTdt WRT« ^ H 

'TP^I 1|cH^vPm Tfift PidU T ^1 WW nW ^ 

sW^MPdl ^fFRT:eMu)iM tolfflFfl mPrl-m^l fceRfRRIF 

■ancTTI W *4cWuiP'H«fc*HT ^ «T^siftRRfq 

f^Rnf^T oql'jcii 4h^s-n 1 jI«m?i^t*>i ’^TTcni WtWdK^Iuj <jHW:l 
aRtpR^l^tuI iggHHWIC fHWdl *IHUcl W Rftfal 

Tnft RqpfsRffrft WWtfl ^MMdlPwi 

rfa WrftT 1 «rfF:ST«M^lH THW <I*IT lugT ^JF XJ5f 

TWrciRHT ^MT 1 ^fF:l 3TO?ft <J TSRftfq 1 WTT^I ^ RP 

^Fnfd ^Tfggf M^Md.KvdHHlHPUcHRu'iPM wfr H H*T°gla ^T ^Hg<d:l 

MlfK^fafft «fw^ *FT^lfa«lfaR TT^R Tjari II ^ II 

SRI SUBODHINI: Mother Devaki, now, could not 
become fully Joyful, although our Lord was present in 
her, and in contrast Vasudeva, was seen, now, with great 
joy and cheerfulness. Why? Vasudeva, had a high degree 
of discrimination (V1VEKA) and hence, being strong, he 
was able to overcome the anxiety and worry of being 
imprisoned and express also freely the Divine joy due to 
the presence of our Lord. But Devaki, being weak, full of 
anxiety and worry for the child (who may be harmed by 
Kamsa) was not able to overcome her anxiety, due to lack 
of discrimination, as Vasudeva was able to do. Even then, 
Devaki being Divinely blessed, became, the residing place 
of our Lord, who is the holy residing abode of this entire 
universe. No one is afraid of the cluster of hair which 
grows in one's own body, likewise, no one can cause fear 
to our Lord, as everything and everyone, have their basis 
ip our Lord viz: as our Lord is the root-cause for this 
entire creation. 
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Mother Devaki, now, had no cause to fear from the 
world created by our Lord or even from our Lord 
Himself. Even then, Devaki was not fully joyful or 
cheerful. She now caused anxiety and worry in the mind 
of everyone due to her anxiety for our Lord. Thus, she 
was affected by anxiety caused from both outside and 
inside circumstances or events. The second reason for her 
lack of happiness, was caused by her being in fetters and 
imprisoned, and due to this, she could not come out, in 
the open, so that, she can make others happy, due to the 
presence of our Lord in her - like the rise of ash and 
smoke prevents the fire in the pit from full luster and 
blaze. In the same manner, due to anxiety inside her, 
although the light and glory of our Lord was now present 
in her, mother Devaki could not show this Divine glory 
outside. Another example is given to make this point more 
clear. Like a scholar, who is well-versed in the scriptures 
like Sri Bhagavatam and others and who is also enjoying 
the benefits of joy arising out of this knowledge, due to his 
self-centredness, does not share this joy, arising out of this 
knowledge, with others. In this example, the scholar only 
becomes happy and this happiness does not infect or make 
others happy, due to his failure to share this knowledge 
with others. In the same way, mother Devaki, being in 
fettrers, was able to make the inside of the prison brilliant 
and lustrous, but not outside. We may also note here, the 
efforts of mother Devaki, trying to hide the presence of 
our Lord in her, from her own inner self! 

wun A sftj&i %ai 11 *©»i 
VERSE 20 Meaning: "Kamsa, on seeing mo 
iki. with a-divine smile on her face, and also a 
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seeing the entire mansion lit brilliantly due to the presence 
of our Lord in her, now, told, that, it is certain that Lord 
Hari, who will take away my life, has now got established 
in Devaki; the reason being that Devaki never looked so 
brilliant and lustrous before as she is now". 

nitom ni <tt tftopr r»r: rt$i 

RFIT:I ^gT RR$R 

tW5! ?P^I 3TtJ«I?5fIePIRI^I 

gft yfan^ tmnt RcfjriaPr^fil u^cftfdPmwkij srri: 
RRtW^RRRpT ^gT Viqii^flfn PifaaelifacHis R-hnifnfn I 

^jj%T qigjfU^RMH+USrWH^iJJd f^Mri RRH:I 

nm ^sRRRiRra 3R«n ^ Rnngft 

t^iwi ^ SRiRff^l %5| frfa^l RfT yf ^8t R R^trT m^niOthi 

Rl Tapi R$: R>«j R cTTTF *JgT f$RT 3^ 

faSRFRR (TCR 3 ^$RI 

yfq^iqicHMi ’ f^RtFUc^l 3Trft sfYtal ^ RTUTgT: 

ll7o II 

SRI SUBODHINI: As mother Devaki could not give 
joy to others, Kamsa also, did not become happy on 
seeing Devaki. Kamsa now said, on seeing the extraordi¬ 
nary brilliance in mother Devaki, that in her, the uncon¬ 
querable Lord was present, and this is the reason for the 
brilliance and luster in the entire house. Kamsa now 
thought that, as the Lord was present in her, none can 
humiliate her now and that is why she is now without care 
or anxiety. It is certain, that, ending of all types of pain 
and sorrow takes place, for those in whose hearts, the 
most Blissful Lord has entered. Kamsa became, now, 
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certain, on seeing the cheerful face of mother Devaki that 
the Lord, indeed, had entered her. Mother Devaki's lace 
had two qualities viz: 'Pure' and 'Smiling' - meaning that 
by the word 'Pure', it is explained that, mother Devaki 
was now filled up with Divine Bliss. The luster and 
brilliance of our Lord, who had manifeated in mother 
Devaki, now, made both the inside and outside of the 
house, so brilliant that, Kamsa, knowing fully well, that 
there was no other reason for the manifestation of our 
Lord in mother Devaki, except to kill him. Thus he 
concluded that the Lord had indeed come to reside in 
mother Devaki; the reason being, that Devaki never had 
exhibited this type of brilliant form or contentment earlier. 
If the Lord was present in Devaki, why is it that He was 
not seen by everyone else? To clear this doubt, it is 
explained, that our Lord was 'residing in the cave' 
(GUHAMSRITAHA) of Devaki's stomach. As the Lord is 
not an ordinary soul, about to take birth, He resided in the 
stomach of Devaki, which now was considered as a cave. 
To call Devaki's stomach as a 'cave' is right also, as per 
scriptures, where, this has been referred to as 'The Souls 
which have entered the cave'. Kamsa now calls our Lord 
as 'Hari' (literal meaning; the one who takes away) as he 
was certain that the Lord Hari has come to take away his. 
life. 

ftSRJT: *J¥I: II 3*11 

VERSE - 21 Meaning: "Kamsa now thought, as to 
what he should plan and do to Devaki?" Although I have 
freedom to do anything which I choose to perform, a 
person like me, should not act in such a way, which will 
destroy my valorous honour and lame. 
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If I kill her now, I will stand to lose fame, wealth and 
longevity, due to killing a woman, who is not only my 
sister but also is pregnant." 

Hft^phfU4> : 3?TF fandfol TlftJTp 

44ivfA«b'RFni 
LruL^iuiriifcEiu :l c£®ff itioil^ ffTSSR^eflcT 3tT5J ^ fife 

JMfuJHJ J*i HH«fl4fd fMF ^ Rtfcfal flUtCTfHld I 

■*rafa TObM *RtefcRT: W<t>l4<M: cpi4=r?!^S4int*M H ^ ^rwit 'jFftgffwsi: w<*i4er<i: cH4cWK<iqifafl»M ^ 

^»TUf443 ^Wl*ldld: Hl?F4 ^ 1 HiVl^fci I 

H TJ cT3 1 MKfa^dlfd 

c^*TT4 c5RI H<Mfac4dS)$Hkld) *rafa ct«#t 

m'viww-p cfitfsrai Mfa&II 3Tc4 

ffcPIT U?Tt ffrTI #I$n4 ?JW' 

fai^elu: *f5m :i ?rc*iter *rf»pfti 

3Rll 'Mf'l'fl^ mift«4uuifaHW«b:l TjfMl 

5hP»iiihi«j:hM«i«wI cTFTT ^ 3H^4lf<l(dl 3RT: sr>4«i <TPH cf^: 

fewT: W^M^l <lc<yui4c|l*18I*faT II W II 

SRI SUBODHINI: After fully knowing the descent 
of our Lord into Devaki and the imminent threat to his 
life, Kamsa now thought as to what he should do for 
securing the future. 'If I sit peacefully, not doing anything, 
then definitely this child will kill me, hence ;what should 
I do to quickly to ward off this situation? Now, if I want 
to kill Devaki, I can definitely do so, as I have freedom 
to do anything which pleases me (as I am strong and 
powerful). Even then, I should not do such a thing, which 
will bring blemish to my valorous honour and I stand to 
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lose my dexterous capacity also. By killing a woman, I 
shall lose my lame also. The Lord who is residing in the 
'cave' of Devaki's stomach, being independent, has 
definitely come only to destroy me. Hence He is bound, 
not to keep quiet, if I were to harm Devaki and He will 
definitely kill me." He further thought, with a sense of 
doubt, "that if my destiny is that I shall live, hence this 
child may not kill me or it may be that another child may 
kill me. Hence, to kill Devaki now, although not appropri¬ 
ate, I will have to do that, if 1 have to save my life and 
as there is no other alternative". If on the other hand, 
Kamsa was to be killed by some other reason or cause and 
he is able to ward off this cause, and prolong his life, then 
also, if he wantonly kills Devaki, he gets the sin of 
committing a heinous act and, according to Destiny, one 
who commits such a sin loses his longevity - that is, even 
in this event, Kamsa will lose his life, although he would 
have got temporary reprieve from death. Hence, no one 
should commit heinous sins, although he may be endowed 
by Destiny to have a long life - as this sin will take away 
his longevity and cause death. Killing women robs one, 
of his fame. In fact, warriors attain fame and honour by 
protecting women, even at the cost of their lives. Killing 
oik's sister causes the destruction of wealth. As a sister 
represents Goddess Sri Laxmi, by killing her, destruction 
of all types of wealth takes place. Moreover Kamsa's sister 
was also pregnant. A pregnant woman protects another 
life and killing such a woman would rob the killer of his 
longevity and hence killing Devaki, who was a woman, his 
own sister and being pregnant would destroy Kamsa's 
fame, wealth and life respectively. 

If some were jo say to Kamsa, that Devaki should be 
killed, whether due to destiny, he will have more longevity 
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or he will lose his life, in answer to this Kamsa replies 

in the next verse. 

rfTTfSIT: ymPri tru 

VERSE - 22 Meaning: "If a person does cruel 

heinous deeds, he is as good as dead, even if he is alive 

and people treat him with utter disregard. Such a person, 

on death, also attains the darkest of all hells" 

: srcg *n craifa ^ fasten* 

Ototin «tuA<il TfT:l :5TM WljHlMd 

j\n&n taf^Pd fwrti ^hr 

TT wqt{\ TJrfojrT rf STfiR: JPlfaT 

‘ftPram ^Ir^frTI TJit 4 UU|i|q ^Rqj ^T* T^ipt 

<ril4>fa«w>IUH^t«: TRiTI dhJMliPM: 

VMMrHlpTlWJI^ 7m cWWH*J<WU 3Rft 

^hri ?ihjw»i<RivI«i« ?n^ ^«wi: ^ hkuI1 mi ‘sfir wrg'i^fa 

?F^:I d^fesl am: «4wiPm «phi$IRi 

Wl^rara^f«?f:l tR«W4dlfH dl+qrfd II ^ II 

SRI SUBODHINI: Kamsa now thought that, if he 

were to do this heinous cruel act, then, he will be deemed 

to have died already, although he may be alive and was 

endowed with all the qualities and also being a ruler of a 

vast kingdom. Why? The reason being, that a person is 

considered as good as dead, after he has lost his fame and 

wealth. It is also a truism to say that, the one who is alive, 

who has done the vilest of cruel deeds is as good as dead 
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and is considered as a living corpse. People condemn even 
such a living corpse, by commenting that it would have 
been better if this living corpse was to die! When he 
actually dies, people then will become happy that such a 
person is no more. Hence, such persons suffer very much, 
when they are alive and on death, attain the darkest of 
dark hells. Such persons, who are attached and proud of 
their bodies, attain the lowest of low hells. Kamsa, got this 
wisdom, because our Lord was present very near to him, 
in Devaki and due to the will and Grace of our Lord. 
Everyone gets this Divine wisdom in their intellect only 
through the Grace of our Lord and as per His desire and 
Will e.g. Kamsa got the idea that he should kill the sons 
of Devaki and the same thought also came to Vasudeva, 
bidding him to do likewise. Hence, it is our Lord Krishna, 
who causes the rise of knowledge and wisdom, of all 
types, in each and everyone who is created and hence He 
is the Supreme Lord and BhagavSn and our spiritual faith 
in Him gets strengthened with these thoughts. In view of 
this, Kamsa uttered the following words. 

1^11*1$^ || 33 || 

VERSE - 23 Meaning: "Although Kamsa, who was 
hating our Lord, was capable of Killing Devaki, he 
refrained from doing flits neinous act, realizing that this 
killing of Devaki was acruel and diabolical act. Now, 
Kamsa, waited for the birth of our Lord". 

tfqu'lfti'fi : 33 Rrctf ^ urn 

4f<l>4t| 3* ^T:l (Rift 
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T^i^s^Ph ^44-hhkuh 
PiPhti’ acH^P-W troifttenj 'STtldlPd cf«TI It It 

SRI SUBODHINI: In this verse, the events which 
happened, afterwards are explained. To kill Devaki will be 
inappropriate, because, it is a cruel heinous act, that too, 
to kill his own sister will be an extremely cruel action. 
But to kill his pregnant sister would be the most extreme 
heinous act. Thus thinking and analyzing, Kamsa now 
decided not to kill Devaki. Why did he not kill Devaki, 
goaded by the advice given by his ministers and others? 
By way of answering this, in the verse, Kamsa is referred 
as "Lord' (PRABHU) - meaning that as he was free and 
independent to do what he likes or opts to do, and he did 
not heed anyone else's advice or goading. He considered 
himself, as his own master and he cannot be made to work 
in any other way by anyone else. Refraining from killing 
her, he, now, waited for the birth of our Lord. Will Kamsa 
now become a devotee of our Lord? - as he was eagerly 
waiting for the birth of our Lord? Answering this, it is 
explained that he did not want to become a devotee of our 
Lord. He wanted to take revenge on our Lord Hari, who 
is the dispeller of the pain and sorrow of everyone, as 
Lord Hari had killed him, in hu earlier birth. Kamsa 
eagerly waited for the birth of opr Lord, so that he can 
kill him. Till this birth, Kamsa decided to kill and 
exterminate all the relatives of our Lord, through his 
servants and other demons. 

In this manner, Kamsa, began, through his demon 
companions, to destroy the relatives and associates of our 
Lord. Due to this, the mutual hatred between Kamsa and 
our Lord got strengthened, and Kamsa, now had the 
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vision of our Lord at all places and at every moment. 
Now he came to remember our Lord always. Thus, 
Kamsa got the spiritual wisdom of God-rememberance 
due to the will and desire of our Lord, which the sages 
attain only through much effort and penance done for a 
long time. This is described in the following verse. 

3Treffa: I 

frFrRIFTt II W II 

VERSE - 24 Meaning: "Kamsa, now thought of our 
Lord only, at all times, while sitting, sleeping, getting up, 
whilst eating food and while walking. Due to this constant 
remembrance, Kamsa now, saw this universe as the mani¬ 
festation of Brahman." 

atoptfMt : -qct ^FJ5R#nfq WTOHi# 

TriWcWg cTFT ^TRltoip^ ?f?TI 

3IIhIi 4Mfqe: ^4T«t^tPT;| 

Jlficfcyi' I WKVfHIsfal trail yRd<4l*ll 37cT: 

^WTR^ II II 

SRI SUBODHINI: Kamsa remembered our Lord 
while sitting, sleeping and while standing or getting up 
and also at all times. While eating food, drinking water 
and while walking also, Kamsa got the vision of our Lord 
during all times and during every activity. How did this 
happen to Kamsa? It is said this happened due to the 
inspiration of our Lord, so that Kamsa; could have our 
Lord's vision. Thus Kamsa: was able to see this entire 
universe as filled up with our Lord Sri Krishna; in other 
words, this entire universe was seen as the form of our 
Lord Sri Krishna^ 
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vpr tns imt ywRnsrom: 1 
tt** wysn': W9) ifirft^TO4ki$ m ^ 11 

VERSE - 25 Meaning: "Now, Lord Brahma, Lord 
Siva, sages like Nflrada and others, with all their follow¬ 
ers, celestial gods and others, came there, and began to 
sing, with their sweet words, the glories of our Lord". 

W^pmaini : V$ «ja|WJM| TTfgjtSR MnaiWfl’W'ylJWHJ 
yqifoiren qf ^ftwwitWHHtg R$fin arfr qwpw; 
*$«ri Mtfcpr:i wtwh #n^i ?wn<ifcfh ^ 
jftnftpwwww ^ Bm«i»n*i^ i vpti nrsif *r?r&:i 
wwik^Pi 5°nf'iMifH’Tl ^an:i aratrrnti m*Rrcn '•jw: 
tpwnn:i <indK*n *?ri>!:i ^n^t:i arjWT *i*M<wi:i ^n.* 

m\ ^Tdf aKI*WlW«f ^ «rf ’TOtfifol 

^wrdidi frwifliflmnfl ygUnrnfa thfi^ 
ii ^ ii 

SRI SUBODHINI: In the previous chapter, descrip¬ 
tion about the contemplation and thinking about our Lord 
has been given, as arising out of great sorrow and pain 
suffered. In this chapter, the remembrance of our Lord by 
Kamsa and others is given along with the contemplation 
of our Lord, through the singing of praises by Lord 
Brahma and others. In this manner, it has been clearly 
shown, that it was our Lord, who made all of them 
remember Him, by making them forget their pain and 
worries. Now Lord Brahma and other celestial gods, came 
to visit Devaki, at her house, with a view to show, that it 
was our Lord who was residing in the stomach of Devaki 
- Hence Lord Brahma and others were not worried about 
Kamsa and his followers. When our Lord was in the 
stomach of mother Devaki, the celestial gods, who came 
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to sing His praise are referred to by their names. (1) Lord 
Brahma (2) Lord Siva (3) Other divinely inspired celestial 
gods, the Sanaka brothers and other sages, Devotees like 
Nftrada, celestial gods like India and their followers like 
the Gandharvfls also came to do the praise of our Lord. 

Some say that our Lord's other incarnations such as 
Vfimana, had also come at this time. They now, through 
their own appropriate words, began to sing the praise of 
our Lord. In this verse the word 'praised together' 
flDATUHU) has been used - to signify that, of all the 
Divine Gods who sang the praise of our Lord, Lord 
Brahma and Lord Siva are prominent. Now our Lord is 
referred to here with the word 'VRISHNA' and our 
Acharya Shri Vallabh&ch&rya has given meaning to this 
word in two ways. (l)The Lord who fulfills the desires 
of his Devotees (2) The Lord, who guides, the pursuit 
of wealth and righteousness, on the basis of the rules 
prescribed in the scriptures. 

HWIfln HrflWi WWtf WWW win TnTJn ^ I 

wMfdwnfrf <qf yirgf mrer: n ^ u 

VERSE 2ti Meaning: "The gods now began to sing 
our Lord's glory "Oh Lord, Your designs are always 
Truthful; Your twelve types of Truth are glorious; the 
three worlds created by You and Your Divine bodies are 
truthful; You are the cause and basis of all truth; You are 

* 

always established in Truth. You are the Divine form of 
the eternal Truth. You become visible and cognizable 
through the two eyes of Righteous order and Thith; and 
Your Divine self jlso is the embodiment of Truth. Oh 
Lord! we have come to surrender to You". 
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wrHTW vwr^nnr jm *mi«i(i tot i 
q>WlfM: MlKVlft: FW»WW^i: *?jftl: II * II 

dtpMHH^miWi <J^Hi ISri4>IHUU I 

tJ*T ^ ^17ft titWJ ^ *T rTT^?fr «T^ II ? II 

KARIKAS 1 and 2 Meaning: "To enable us to 
understand that the Lord and controller of Time has 
manifested Himself and to confer honour and glory to the 
15 days of the white equinox (15 days after the New 
Moon), the celestial gods now sang the glory of our Lord 
in 15 verses. This glory is sung by the celestial gods, and 
this will confer benefits on them. In 15 verses, our Lords' 
praise has been sung and through the 16th verse, mother 
Devaki has been given, comforting solace, by the celestial 
gods. The 16th divine part of our lord is "stability” 
(DHRUVA) and sometimes, the equinox consists of 16days 
also. 

Commentary: Our Lord has been extolled, in the 
Prasna Upanishad, as having 16 Divine parts/qualities/ 
attributes and that is why, here also, to signify, that, the 
same Lord has now come to manifest in mother Devaki, 
the praise of the Lord has been done in 16 verses. 15 
verses have been rendered by the celestial gods, with a 
view to benefit only themselves and the 16th verse has 
been rendered with a view to benefit the Devotees and 
hence the Lord's 16th Divine quality of "stability" is 
referred to. 

In this chapter, description is made about the manifes¬ 
tation of our Lord in mother Devaki along with His 
Sankarshana Divine form which represents the principle of 
Time. The reason for this manifestation along with his 
Sankarshana part, who represents the principle of Time, 
was to mitigate the sorrow of mother earth, which was 
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caused by the demon kings. Our Lord has clearly stated 
in the Bhagwad Gita, "I am Time, which destroys the 
world" • meaning that He manifested, also, with His 
Divine Sankarshana aspect, which represents Time, - 
why? Our Lord, being the Divine soul and Principle, 
behind everyone, will not harm anyone, nay, He does only 
those acts which are always beneficial to everyone. Hence, 
He will not cause any harm to the demons also. The 
celestial gods had understood this, and that is why, they, 
now, spoke about the Lord's manifestation being benefi¬ 
cial to them. Time has two divisions viz. The light and 
dark divisions. The 'white' part is beneficial to the 
celestial gods and the black one benefits the demons. Both 
the divisions have IS days each and the celestial gods, 
have now spoken, in IS verses, that the Lord has mani¬ 
fested for their benefits and that the destruction of their 
enemies is certain at the hands of our Lord. Hence our 
Lord, has manifested Himself, along with his-time form of 
Sankarshana, with a view to benefit and help all the other 
devotees also. 

chid: ^ M.qldd’W IT "Hdldl 

wrejicta ^ vumra.- ’mfiri 
d)q><$>d:l qerfdl 4<^>dT^cfl<l:l 

cRR fqsft cT«Tf5ZT^I 

^T^qidymfui fWR^ I 3Rn»I^I 

qftyWHH W&3 31^1 ^ HltHlfaI ^ 

(Thrift ^roigqfd^»II TTltFftq:! 
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RR TOR RRT srMMiM*jn TOFTOJ 3RI: RcRFRt 

RTOMR<fluf ?ft RcTOfR ^RRT fpi<+l4gfqR TOftl 

3TOIR: Rte^rfTO^I RcR RSfaR fHVfR?! ‘TTcR RTfRTRR 

‘TOURfRt glfrfolXm\[m R^ R?R R^ RT R4*R RcfERJ Rgl 

*rafcp RR, RcRRJ TO ^TOcRTOfffRTOftTO HfaMIRHlTOJ 3TR 

TO W$R gpfdtol^ ^sgfa: R^lft R RR#tRigf%RR»R»^?R»4 

RtF:I frffcftfa ml t^\ RfRTHj 3TR: 

«Rr'lilAR«|tH4>d^lfHra 4 ^RRSIRTftR^ RrR TO TO^f R«?T R 

Sjffl: “TRR RT RTt R?R TTr^R R '4JR'lfRlR>TRv ^TRR 4»RMH 

tot; ft r?r rfr^ trri" ?fti rtoiPt 

ft dd^pfe^l R^ ^ f***' 'TORTfiraft R RT 

S'cgWttiI RcRRfal RRRR^RR TTOHJ RrUA«l RR R*RI RfiJJpT 

<RT FITOT TORT SftTTO^R:! TO RRTfiRRftRRTO*^1 TORt: RTOR^I 

3?R: RT R^RT ^ R SP^TlfTO ftr^RR 'RrR RRl TO: 

TTRt RR Rif: SHHHHH#HgW RR\ 4N RTOTR’sHr R^ T?4 

RRRR: RrR^efl RRTsfaRI R § $c«JHlf*M RR^ R[R7rfRRRRRT«J^I 

3TR gfRTp^RT TJpfftftBI RRRRt RRlft “R^R RftRFftft" 

"ft:TO RlfRR^" "3TRRRFRt STTrRIR^THr” mR1^ FTO 

RFT'lRcRlfTOTR^: RfRRlfRRlftl dWl^ui ^RftRRnftnt fRRJRRJ 

RcR^RI 3PJRI ^«T: ^R fR#TR: TRTR? TOI Rfft TOTTORIRR^R 

WIR:I 

#£ ft TOt dUKNR SflcRPft ^TTRR: RTRIRRSI R RR^fa 

ft*TS*RftR^I RRtfa TTOT RTRI 3T^R TTORR^ TO*^^R 

TO pRsfRR WlfRRR:l 

RTRfRFRRjfTO fRFTOft FRITR TftftftcRlftl R^TjfagftR 

TTOgft RTR «4«lfr Rift: RTRRT TORT^R 4.MWII *«t 

TORlMl Yflfr Rft R RTTO<$R tri^i to* R^ri 
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WV ?fai f=fTTTT UpTT: T*RT:I d* fi*ra T& w gi&ftfll 

ftf|liq^?RJWfPlI T^f ^ *TrU wra<fal*f:l 3fto 

flcU^tcMfrlfa’dl} JPfci ^W=f ^RF^I 5cKI3ISW4l:l «R»R 5^T»Wp4mI?I 

«rnH HWW f4rtlFMfd *WT ^Hl^ldl 

Udi T^f T3Tfi|<fq«i> cfa^l ^fc*T TJcf yfdfgdHJ V<»!HJ 

ci’cqiftt^fqqi Tlc4 WV*M\ 3T^d tfl Vlqfd itfdfttci: ?? H: 

^Ir*I TTc^TgRl V(«to|fci Tjf^rfScft Vf^Rftt^rP^I t£<*Ji<lfdft*(fd- 

y^TSRT^7 TT®f5f«f HWiJthHJ Hdlddl dUl^im fih4HNfd>: WR^H 

F^fadl I 

^IMVlfth «rm^i PiM^lfd JtidWr^ UfiMdl ^HVlfthfSfaidl 

5IHIuW<^d U^ra#I ^1 MHIUI d^:l 'FM4itf:l 

^fmtl M#W:I 3Td: ^ftrfd^q"I5r-R1I^U(drH^M«l^l 

^rlflrti rfdfo VWtyiPaftW Mddlrtjth^l 

TTel Vlfrt»s*l Uc*ld=id vffiwf f»r4(r^H Pn*M«tfcl 

firmrnebf^Ril tir«I^«II(i|l 4^4 "^IFJI ■*!: «qW<=l <**w 

fd*3fd ^ 3TTc*7TI ^ ^TiRTfad' WIcT: ^JT*} 3>:l *> W& 

^11 -HrMHIrMI ^3 ^ WJI Wfl f4<l-K4UlM 

d^Tt>nJ cll<j¥l ^ *ftq: ^U'Jl'lH'lAdl IWST 

'5fcM§«M4 ^ofetiAq ^IHi ^rnd^i II II 

SRI SUBODHINI: Although, only our Lord has 
been praised in the 16th verse, (the Supreme Person who 
is Beyond: PARAHA PUMAN) the main theme of this 
verse was to give comfort and solace to mother Devaki 
and with a view to inspire total confidence in her, our 
Lord has been referred to as the Supreme Lord who is 
beyond everything. Hence our Shri VallabhSchSrya has 
said, in IS verses, the celestial gods have sung the praise 
of our Lord and with one verse, have, given comfort and 
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solace to mother Devaki. Time has 15 parts and the 
celestial gods knew that the Divine Principle of Time had 
now manifested itself. This Time1 consists of two parts - 
of IS days each - each beneficial to the celestial gods and 
the demons respectively. Ordinarily, as such, there are 30 
days in a Time - frame. As the celestial gods had praised 
the Lord for their benefit only, they now included the 16th 
verse, in praise of our Lord. 

There are 4 parts in this 'Time-created' division 
(l)Created by the world. (2)Created by the scriptures. 

(3) Created by Vedas and (4) Created by the way of 
Devotion- or the way to and by the Divine Lord. Each one 
of these have to be multiplied by the four factors of proof. 
Goal, effort and result. This 'Time' has now got 16 parts. 
The demons have only the 15 days of the 'dark' division 
of Time. Hence, as the celestial gods have 16 days of the 
'Bright' time, their glory and importance are emphasized. 

Out of these 16 parts, the first 4 verses deal with the 
description of the proof, Goal, effort and result. In these 
verses, the benefits for the celestial gods in this world are 
described. 

The Divine Truth (our Lord) is the evidence and 
proof for this universe. Whatever is created and seen by 
everyone represent our Divine Lord only. The celestial 
gods representing the three qualities form the "efforts" and 
all-round welfare is the "result". Thus, there is a clear cut 
difference between the Divine division and that of the 
demons. 

The celestial gods regarded our Lord's Divine Truth 
as the evidence, proof or authority, but the demons 
regarded untruth as their basis of action. Hence, the 
celestial gods prove, now, that, our Lord who represents 
Truth, has now manifested. This celestial "Truth" consists 
of 8 divisions, again divided into 16 parts. 
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In the Vedas, Truth has been described as having 5 
parts. In the scriptures, the verses "Satyam Param" and 
"Prajapatya Haruniti" also denotes Truth, as having five 
parts. Whatever is the Truth is the "exalted" and whatever 
is "exalted" is the Truth. Hence it is necessary to correlate 
Truth with it's most exalted nature. If one walks on this 
path of truth, after-understanding it's true meaning, value 
and significance, he attains "SWARGA" (liberation from 
the cycles of births and deaths) and he never comes back 
to take birth here or elsewhere. Thus, those who tread the 
path of Truth, attain everlasting and great spiritual status¬ 
meaning that they never come back to this earth to take 
births. In this world also, noble souls, regard Truth as the 
greatest benefit and result of having led a clean life. Thus 
Truth can be regarded as the Proof, goal, effort and result 
of all human endower. Having understood this, the celes¬ 
tial gods, now opted for the Divine path of Truth viz. 
living in the Divine Truth only and being pleased only 
with the Divine Truth. In the Vedas also it has been stated 
"The Truth is exalted, exalted is the Truth; Having 
attained the Divine Truth, there is no return. Hence they 
revel in Truth only". This is the Divine Truth, which is 
explained here in this verse. 

In this world, a Holy vow (determined thought and 
action) is considered as an important spiritual practice and 
those who practice these vows are considered as noble 
souls. The Divine Truth is the most exalted one. For our 
Lord, both the Divine Truth and His vow are based on His 
Divine self and His vow is based on Truth. Hence the 
celestial gods are now fully surrendering themselves to 
our Lord. In this manner, due to the exalted nature of both 
the Vow and Jruth, (based on our Divine Lord), their 
Oneness is emphasized here. 
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Now, the word "Para” (Beyond • exalted) used in the 
verse, is described as consisting of 12 types, both in the 
world and in the VfedSs. They ate Truth, penance, spiritual 
practice of external controls, spiritual practice of internal 
controls, charity, Righteousness, creation, fire, propitia¬ 
tion of fire, sacrifice, silence and renunciation. All these 
represent the Truth of our Lord and not the untruth of the 
demons. Truth of this factor is clearly understood, on a 
consideration and analysis of the words used in this verse 
viz. "Truth which is exalted and beyond ” (SATYAM 
PAR AM). 

Our Lord always has one "determined vow" and this 
can be seen through various references in the scriptures. 
In the Gita, our Lord assures Arjuna,, "Oh Arjuna, you 
can promise to anyone that my devotee will never perish 
or come to grief. In the same way, during our Lord's 
incarnation as Sri Rama, He says "I do not use two arrows 
to strike at one spot" - meaning that our Lord is so 
capable and determined that He does not need to use two 
arrows to strike at a pre- determined spot. The other 
reference is "Our Lord does not enjoy the result of the 
actions of the souls as He shines through the power of 
TYuth". 

In the story of king AmbarTsha, our lord further 
declares emphatically "The "Devotees are my heart". All 
these references signify one important Truth - viz. our 
Lord's one- pointed adherence to His vow (of protecting 
His Devotees, as He loves them) and His' being the 
embodiment of Truth. Truth is the basis of our Lord’s 
action in protecting the celestial gods. If the Truth was not 
the basis of everything, then what would be the basis and 
who will be the guide of our Lord? Because Truth is the 
basis of everything, and our Lord is die ultimate Divine 
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Truth, He now, has manifested himself, to fulfill the vow 
taken by Him to come Himself, with a view to protect this 
earth. 

Our Lord's three worlds viz. earth, nether world and 
the heavens and the three spiritual principles viz. Body, 
Soul and our Lord (Paramitma) are all based on His 
Divine Truth. The oneness of spiritual efforts and their 
results is emphasized here. In this, the dual combined 
Divine nature of our lord is emphasized viz. He is the 
proof and evidence of this creation (as the creator) and He 
is also the result and the final goal of all souls. In one 
sentence, He has become the universe for His Divine play. 
The eight ways in which the creation of the universe by the 
Divine, are explained by the words 'You are the cause of 
Truth' - viz: the Originator of everything. In the verse, 8 
types of Truths are explained. Our Lord is the originator 
and cause of these 8 types of truths being the controller 
of Time. Our Acharya is giving us an example to under¬ 
stand this better. 'I will give you tomorrow' We say this 
many times in our life. Imagine, if there is no tomorrow 
at all then, the words will become untrue! But, more often 
than not, tomorrow does come and the words are fully 
protected as truth. This is applicable to all situations. 

Our Lord is not just, merely, the originator of truth 
only. He is also the protector of Truth. That is why. He 
has been referred to in this verse as 'established in Truth' 
- meaning that 'Oh Lord, as you are firmly established in 
Truth, you are also it's protector'. From this analysis of 
the origin of Truth, both the 'goal' and 'efforts' are 
described. Tire word 'and' (cha) used in the words 
established in Truth' (NIHITAM CHA SATYE), denotes 

that the other iwo factors viz: 'proof and 'result' are 
described by die words used in this verse viz: 'you are 
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visible to the eyes of righteousness (order) and Truth' and 
'Your form is the embodiment of Truth' respectively. 

Just as our Lord is the originator and protector of 
Truth, our Lord is also the resting place for Truth. This 
is referred to with the words 'you are the Truth behind the 
Truth'. Just as the words 'taking away the 'Full from the 
Full' (Foomasya Foornam Adaya) - which we come across 
in the Vedas, signify the resting of everything in our Lord, 
in the same manner. Truth also finds it's resting place in 
our Lord's Divine form. Our Lord is established in Truth 
and Truth is the final result of every endower. This 
Celestial Divine Truth is the embodiment of our Lord 
only. From this, we have to understand, that whosoever is 
established in our Lord, will embody the principle of 
Truth. In other words, whosoever is established in Truth 
will certainly get established, through the power of Truth, 
in our Lord. In this manner, 5 types of Truths are 
explained while describing the Divine creation, protection 
and destruction of this universe. From this, 13 types of 
power of creation (action), emanating from this principle 
of Truth, are also explained. 

The Divine Power of our Lord, which gives rise to 
spiritual wisdom, is also Truth. This is now described as 
follows. The Lord can be seen and attained to, only 
through the eyes of righteousness (RITAM) and truth 
(SATYAM). Hence the Lord is referred to as one 'who 
can be seen through the eyes of righteousness (order) and 
Truth.' Thus, in two ways our Lord can be attained. The 
divine power which gives rise to the spiritual wisdom, is 
of two kinds, caused by the power of "proof" and "goal". 
The power of "proof is the Vedas - meaning that we 
should always ensure that the works we undertake to 
perform in this world should be appropriate and in 
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accordance with the Vedic injunctions. Wherever a doubt 
arises, about the appropriateness of any undertaking (i.e. 
to do or not or do it differently etc.), then reference is to 
be made to the injunctions of the Vedas only, for a final 
answer and guidance (i.e. Vedas are considered as the 
final 'proof' and/or 'evidence'). Power of the 'goal' is our 
Lord only or resorting to our Lord only. How? Where the 
undertaking is not completed or they do not attain frui¬ 
tion, through the help of Vedic injunctions (proof-Pramina), 
then we have to resort to the Divine help and guidance 
only. Hence this 'Divine Help of Our Lord' is the power 
of the 'goal' ie our Lord is the final 'goal' for everyone. 

The words, which, expound the Truth are referred to 
as 'order' or 'righteousness'. The Vedas expounds the 
Truth Hence, while describing the Truth, description of 
'order' or 'righteousness' is also done. 

In this manner, both the Power of Action (creation) 
and the Power of Spiritual Wisdom, are the embodiments 
of Truth. Now description is given about our Lord's 
Divine nature. The word used in the verse is "Your Divine 
Form is Truth" (SATYATHMAKAM) i.e. our Lord's 
inner core is the embodiment of Truth, i.e. that principle 
which has enveloped everything is known as the "soul" or 
ATMA. This soul is an immutable Truth and is the 
'Truth' form of our Lord. The word ka' which comes in 
the word 'satyatma Kam' is a supposition used to signify 
the meaning of 'result' also. In fact, this meaning of 
'result' is applicable. The 'result' of our Lord's associa¬ 
tion is everlasting Happiness and Bliss - meaning that our 
Lord is the embodiment of Truth, Consciousness and Bliss 
as His inner core or soul is Blissful. As our Lord's form 
of Truth is based on Truth, His other Divine aspects of 
Consciousness and Bliss are also based on Truth. Hence, 
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we should completely surrender ourselves to our Lord, 
whose inner-soul is Truth and who is the embodiment of 
Tiruth, Consciousness and Bliss (SAT, CHIT, ANANDA) 

All die celestial gods, while praying and surrendering 
(o our Lord, have used the plural word 'we have all 
surrendered' to signify that 'we have all come to surrender 
to you. Oh Lord, as you are the embodiment of Truth, and 
you have taken a vow to protect the Truth. Hence, as per 
your inherent Truthful Divine nature, you will definitely 
protect us'. 

In the 'Tippani' Shri Gosainji has explained that the 
words ' the Truth beyond' (SATYAPARAM) consists of 4 
divisions. 

(1) 'The three Truths’ (TRISATYAM): the earth, the 
other world (heavens) and the nether world - thus three in 
number - Body - Soul - and the Supreme Divine Paramatma 
- Thus, these are 2 main divisions. 

(2) ’You are the originator of Truth: The originator 
and cause for the rise of Truth - 1 division. 

(3) 'You are established in Truth: (NIHITAM CHA 
SATYE): As our Lord is established in Truth and as He 
is also the protector of Truth - These two divisions consist 
of the 'goal' and 'efforts' (PRAMEYA AND SADHAN) 
- 2 divisions. 

(4) 'You are the Truth of all Truths' (SATYASYA 
SATYAM): As our Lord is the Ultimate Truth behind all 
types of Tlruths, He is the final resting place for all souls, 
as engineered by the Power of Action (KRIYASAKTHI) of 
our Lord. Thus this also has 2 divisions from the point of 
view of 'proof and 'result' (PRAMANA AND PHALA). 

Thus there are 13 divisions as given above, as 
explained in this verse, as meaning given for the words 
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upto "you are the Truth of all Truths" (SATYASYA 
SATYAM). 

Now, through, the words 'The Lord who can be seen 
through the eyes of righteousness (order) and Truth' 
(RITA SATYANETRAM) and "Your Divine Form is the 
Truth" (SATYATMAKAM), the three divisions of our 
Lord's Power of Spiritual Wisdom or Knowledge (JNANA 
SAKTH1), are explained. "The Lord, who can be seen 
through the eyes of Righteousness (order) and Truth 
(RITA SATYANETRAM)": Our Lord has two eyes con¬ 
sisting of righteousness (order) and Truth, and the Power 
of our Lord, which gives rise to spiritual wisdom and 
knowledge is called as the Power of Spiritual Wisdom 
(JNANASAKTHI). This Power has two divisions of 'Proof' 
and 'Goal' (The 'Proof' is the Vedas and the Goal' is 
Devotion to our Lord) and these two factors, give rise to 
the spiritual wisdom. Hence two divisions are indicated. 

By combining the above two divisions of our Lords' 
Divine Power, we have the total number of 16. Thus, 
backed with the full authority of the Vedas and the 
BhagavatapurSna, our Divine Lord has manifested Him¬ 
self with His entire 16 Divine Opulent Parts and hence He 
is considered as the 'Total Divine Manifestation or 
Incarnation' (PURNA AVATAR). Hence Lord Brahma and 
others sang His praise, due to His being the "Total Divine 
Incarnation" in 16 verses. In the end they told this to our 
Lord 'Oh Lord, we are ail fully and completely surrender¬ 
ing to you.' 

Having explained in this verse, that our Lord, who is 
the embodiment of Truth, is the 'Proof and evidence' or 
the exalted Divine basis of everything, in the next verse 
our Lord's being as the 'final Goal' of everyone is 
explained. 
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VERSE - 27 Meaning: "This Universe is the form of 
a huge Tree, whose basis is our Lord only. This Tree gives 
two fruits viz: Happiness and Sorrow, it's roots are the 
three primordial qualities, it's essence is the 4 - fold goals 
of human endcavoi viz: Righteousness, wealth, fulfillment 
of desires and liberation (MOKSHA) from worldly exist¬ 
ence; it's nature consists of the S-foId actions; it's Inner- 
force (ATMA) consists of the 6 senses; there are 7 layers 
in it's bark; the eight-types of functions in nature are it's 
branches; the nine-holes of the human body are it's eyes 
and the 10 types of life forces (PRANA) empowers it's 
life. There are two birds on this tree. Such is the nature 
of this universe in the form of a mighty Tree." 

3T^T Viqril Hsr4 Pi^Ihci^I 

■qgfrfwT, 4>difn t^i 
*J$Tt W(| 3TcT ^ W3f#l' Witt 

vrafti 9>Rd dr^gRII 3?«iR*ra Wqi clFJ dT4l-4IVII:l #31 

PiV'ImaiI W? ^ dcd)<)l 3tcT 

tJptfrTl 3pns <»>in 

3#TTUtnf^f: ^51 Sfmn affifenfafal ^%WI: 3TW:I 

RtflRFl! Ri^l $rqn! cj ^ R><rl 

RTTOT ^ WWf'l wf:l 
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fcnfa0! Srq* fgfq«ii 3ifq| gtjf TJUIT: 

^IWI 3W f^rapifq 4iirffu| vidPdl 3FR cTPTOPfal 

<M«lPll *ufrq«Mpl ?J ^ xlr^lfy 1*4f4q>lH*li«flT 
TFT TIFT I 3T^4$w4c| | TTg -*Hfru| ftlOT: 9?FRI Tipi| t#T 

M^P^<t'*i-Hi'<t^irtiiHuii^^i®ry^KU||«^aHMmirH«hiPi Forfar 1 

3T^faeibFTTFra: I 3Wc|MH4WI: Wl “F gi tJPI: WH 

Trair4"f?T^:l dW^gfaustfM TT«UI 3Fqn ^IFR:I TOTFIpit TIFIl 

qfef=W|u<Ik*Ic4H fapfacflftl "3ITOI fTT5IH*TTt:"l RR ^ 

fW^I W WPIKHWW) TIPI| 3TC 

RtiUI: 71IM tipi| “ 'jfaimfac’ii ^nrj: Tgf Tfat ^Hg}q ^ 

3TFgR 3 faGTT y«J>rd<K4’1cn TO 3$fagfilfi»l TOT$TT TIPI I 

yiuilVtKlfH ^1 4ldM#MU?| Tgifr tri TTdPll^ 

?TTOI^I ifMrr tjh>tI: 5ifw^| 3Hf^I TmfeF'T:! 

TO 9^TI fH^fld «Tn5RIrRg>^ II ^Vs II 

SRI SUBODHINI: In this verse, this universe cre¬ 
ated by Brahman is compared to a tree and described. Our 
Mahaprabhu Shri Vallabhacharya, with a view to substan¬ 
tiate this 'tree- form1 for the universe, says, that this 
universe has been created by our Lord, who is the form 
of a Tree, and as such, anything born out of a tree will 
look like a tree only. In the Vedas, there is a reference to 
this viz: 'He, who stands like a tree in the space, from this 
supreme Person, the whole universe is permeated and 
enveloped1. By describing the universe as comparable to 
a tree, the greatness of our Lord is explained e.g. like 
from one pepul tree, endless and countless fruits are 
produced. In the same way, from our Lord, who is 
compared to a tree, countless universes arise and die Lord 
has created this universe which reproduces and recreates 
itself, endlessly, by the will of the Lord. Moreover this 
Divine tree of our Lord has no beginning or an end. It is 
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everlasting and ever existing. Sometimes, this universe is 
created by our Lord Himself. Some other times, this 
universe is created by the principles as willed by our 
Lord. In this way of creation, 'Imperishable Divinity’ 
(AKSHAR) is the Fruit, the principle behind such creation 
is the divine part of this Fruit and the seed is the universe. 
When the fruits of this tree are eaten by the birds, then 
the fruits get multiplied and hence, this principle, is 
described as conscious or spiritual in nature. 

During the earlier times, when the Demons had lived, 
there were cases of one tree, being born, out of a tree 
having countless seeds! Due to this reason, the Vedas and 
some other scriptures say that events take place due to the 
coming together of countless atoms. Fepul trees had 
originated through the excreta of crows. We have to 
understand that from many, one thing may arise- i.e. many 
may join to create one object. 

In the verse, with a view to explain that this vast 
universe has come from one principle, the words 'there is 
one seed for this universe' have been used. In the word 
'the seed of Brahman' (BRAHMANDA) there are two 
words viz: 'Brahman' and 'seed' (ANDA) 'The seed' is 
referred to the nature or Akshar and the meaning is, when 
Nature is joined with Brahman, then the end result is the 
vast universe or Brahm&nda. Some give the meaning of 
'Time' for the word 'AndS or seed'. From this, we can 
conclude that, this universe, which is being seen by 
everyone, being born out of one seed viz: Brahman, is the 
timeless Divine Tree of Truth. This tree gives two types 
of fruits viz: Happiness and Sorrow. They are also called 
as 'hell' or 'heaven'. The Demons, always, get the fruit of 
sorrow. By 'Hell* reference is made to the pleasures of 
worldly objects, which people consider as giving happi- 
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ness when they indulge in them; but in the end, like a 
poison, these pleasures, derived from material objects, 
give great pain and sorrow. Hence these pleasures are 
compared to the sorrow and pain which one comes across 
in a 'hell'. By 'heaven' it is meant, the journey towards 
one's Divine spiritual nature i.e. when one leads oneself 
to his own inner Divine spiritual nature, he enjoys the 
spiritual everlasting bliss and hence, this is termed as 
heaven. Here, there are these two divisions of people. In 
other creations, everyone is after material pleasures only 
hence considered as demonic in nature. 

In this creation, there are two types of people created 
viz: Divine ones and the Demonic ones. Hence, not 
everyone is materialistic and worldly. The Demonic ones 
opt for pursuing materialistic and worldly pleasures and 
the Divine ones pursue spiritual joy and Bliss, discarding 
material pleasures. 

The root of this world-tree is the three primordial 
qualities of Satwa (Harmony), Rajas (dynamism) and 
Tamas (ignorance). Hence, in this world, there are three 
types of actions also. In some other creations, there is 
only one type of action viz: dynamic or ignorant. Usually, 
in these places, actions done with a spirit of harmony, do 
not take place. 

In this Divine world-tree, there are four essences viz: 
Righteousness, wealth, fulfillment of Desires and Libera¬ 
tion. In other worlds, we come across, only, at best, two 
essences viz: wealth and the fulfillment of desires. 

The five senses perform the S different functions of 
(1) Throwing upwards (2) throwing downwards (3) 
opening (4) merging and (5) going in. Thus, these five 
types of actions’are also described as part of this world. 
In other worlds, the action of 'Throwing upwards' does 
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not occur. In the VedSs there is a reference made to the 
soul or living being, consisting of 5 types and has a Five¬ 
fold core or personality. The universe also is like this only. 

In other creations, the inner-core of Spiritual Bliss is 
absent. The 6 senses of this visible universal tree are 
based on the inner-core of our Divine Lord. This 'inner- 
core' is pure Divine Essence. Knowledge is of 6 kinds and 
it has originated in two different ways (ear, eyes, word, 
tongue, life-force and mind-from these 6 senses, from 
which knowledge is born, hence considered as 6 types of 
knowledge). 

This universal tree has 7 types of barks viz: skin, 
flesh, blood, muscle, bone, marrow and vital force. There 
are 8 types of divisions of nature in this tree as branches 
viz: earth, water, fire, wind, space, mind, intellect and 
ego. There are 9 holes in this body. There are 10 vital 
airs (PRANA) in this body viz: Prana, Apina, Vy5na, 
Udina, Samina, Naga, KQrma, Kookal, Devadatta and 
Dhananjaya. All these vital airs are considered as the 
leaves of this tree. The soul and the Paramatman (Supreme 
soul) are the two birds. We have to differentiate this 
creation from other creations of our Lord. The word 
'There is' (Hi) emphasizes that, in this creation, every¬ 
where, you will see and experience meticulous planning 
and dexterity of function. The 'original tree' is referring 
to the 'entirety' of the created universe. Thus the universal 
tree is described as the embodiment of our Lord who is 
the ultimate Goal of everyone viz: PRAMiYA. On this 
verse, Shri Purushottamji in his ' PrakSsh' says that, the 
praise sung, on our Lord, by Lord Brahma and others, has 
established the 'Proof and 'Evidence' of our Lord, 
through the first verse. In the third verse, by the word 
'You are one', reference is made to our Lord being the 
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spiritual "effort" also. As it was necessary, now to 

emphasize the role of our Lord, as the final spiritual goal 

of all the devotees, in the second verse, our Lord's 

spiritual and Divine nature being the 'Goal' of everyone, 

is explained. 

Here, our Lord has become the universal Tree. How 

can we say, then, that He is the final goal of all Devotees? 

To clear this doubt Shri Mah&prabhuji has referred to our 

Lord as 'the Primordial Tree' quoting from the \fedds 

which explains our Lord as 'Static like a TYee’. Our Lord, 

who is described as the 'Original Tree' is the root- cause 

for this created universe. This universal tree is the result 

of our Lord being the original, cause. Now, as the cause 

and result have one common origin this Universal Tree is 

the Divine Form of our Lord. Hence, to refer to our Lord 

as the 'Goal' for everyone is very appropriate. Shri 
Purushdttamji, referring to another Vedic verse, has 

reemphasized the fact that this universal tree is the Divine 

Form of our Lord only. 

Another doubt. Our Lord, who is the Form of Truth 

can be termed as the 'Goal' for all the devotees, but, how 
can we refer to the Time-Form of our Lord as the 'Goal'? 

This doubt has been cleared by our Shri Mah&prabhuji, 

through his Subddhini commentary on the verse, in the 

third Canto, of Sri Bhigavatam wherein he has explained 

that, due to the coming together of various qualities, the 

emergence of Time arises. The basis and original cause of 

Time is our Lord only and hence the Time, whose basis 

is our Lord, is also of the nature of our Lord. Hence, 

'Time' being the basis of creation of this universe, can be 

referred to as the 'Goal'-purely on the basis of 'Time' 

being our Lord only. 
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In the following verse, our Lord being the 'spiritual 
effort' (SADHANA) has been emphasized by giving 
adequate reasoning. 

rfcptap TBRT: r4M^iIg|f II 

wuium tiyyfia iriii 
VERSE - 28 Meaning: "Oh Lord, You only are the 

Divine Lord, from whom this universe has arisen; this 
universe functions in You only and it's final resting place 
is also You only. Those persons, whose knowledge, has 
been enveloped by your Illusion Power (M&ya), perceive 
this universe, as different and separate from You, and as 
endless forms. But, those persons whose intellect has not 
been enveloped by Your illusion Power (M&ya), being 
persons of good understanding, do not see any difference 
or separation in these endless forms, as they are blessed 
with the vision of seeing You only, oh. Lord! in all these 
forms and names", (ie: seeing the 'One' Lord only in 
everything). 

3iw ■3pm: m* ^tri arft mmeiidi(Vi$T ^ ft 
frnftrer:!"aramsftre 3 m TUfcwwRin frnfo 

JS_• 
wsrarnr WPF:I 3T7f Jtqftrfwft 

M unfit MlPtH V* RBPTC 

^ BTORRH #J?f *4a<W « 

! 1RT <4V«tPfl 1 7J ftnftl?T:l 4Ffftl 

cPF^af mqiUgNtil iwfftl 3Rr$FI ft 1JU^I 
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wi ^RT ^Pdl <iRr^m ^nn 
A?it ftwtRi fsftfih'iifl ^fh ara tr A 1?nftRn^ 

ftansll^ M<«*Uf^n«uiitk TT7*RTtfa aticw^AAi r^lAq 

h*^*A ^ tj q^Ml ^ $ch*A ^T Hifclc^Pi^Huntf Pi^lrl 

3Tfo ^feWRI ^JlPwiii q*qR»Pi H'Ms^hi: 

^an ^fcWItH^H. IIWII 

SRI SUBODHINI: The word 'place of origin' 
(PRASOTI) is used to signify that our Lord is the 
'originating place' for this universe, like our Lord is the 
only father and mother of this universe, from whom this 
entire universe has emerged. This universe has emanated 
from our Lord and is representative of our Lord's Truth. 
Those persons who regard this universe as an 'illusion' 
are considered as 'demonic'. These persons are referred 
to in the Bhagavad Gita as "these people call this universe 
as unreal, having no basis and not having an originator- 
Ishwara or God". Only persons of demonic nature call 
this universe as unreal. If this belief in the 'unreality' of 
this universe, is based on the Holy Scriptures, and not as 
a faith of people of demonic nature, then how come our 
Lord is referred to as the originator and creator of this so- 
called unreal and non-existing ignorant universe? Hence, 
we should conclude that this universe is real, as the 
universe is a manifestation of our Lord and our Lord has 
not created an unreal and ignorant universe. That is why, 
in the verse, our Lord has been described as the "origi¬ 
nating place" for this universe. Not only our Lord is the 
originator, but our Lord is also the final resting place for 
this universe. Nay, He is also the Protector and Ruler of 
this universe, "When the universe is existing. The main 
purport of regarding our Lord as the originator. Protector 
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and the final resting place, after the withdrawal of created 
universe, is to emphasize the Supreme Truth that, there is 
no destruction for anyone or anything, whom our Lord 
protects. 

If Lord Brahma, Vishnu and Siva, who respectively 
attend to the tasks of creation, protection and destruction 
of this universe, are considered as proud of their Divine 
qualities and our Lord is the only one who is considered 
as beyond all these "qualities", in this verse. Lord Brahma 
and other celestial gods have given the answer for this. 
"Oh Lord, those persons, whose mind, has been affected 
by your Power of Illusion (i.e. their Mind has become 
self-centered, petty, small and ignorant) see You, as 
different and separate, in endless forms and names. But 
those wise persons, whose mind has not been affected by 
the Power of your illusion, although they see the different 
forms and names in the universe, are always convinced 
that all these different forms and names are Your Forms 
and Names only i.e. this entire universe is Your Form 
only". Small minds can appreciate and have the capacity 
to receive only petty ideas. Noble and broadminded 
persons can absorb great many ideas. How does the 
persons, who are not affected by the power of illusion of 
our Lord, see the Lord as One and not separate and 
different from this manifested Universe? These wise and 
realized persons, clearly see our Lord only in Lord 
Brahma and others, as they clearly understand that it is 
our Lord only, who has become all these Divine celestial 
gods, with a view to perform different tasks in this 
creation. These noble souls always know, that our Lord is 
the only one, who is functioning through them and none 
else. They do not consider these celestial functionaries as 
different from our Lord. Hence, devotees, according to 
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their attitude and task, can worship these celestial gods, 
for the fulfillment of their desires and prayers- but all 
these celestial gods are only different forms of our Lord 
only. Thus in this verse, the spiritual truth of "effort" is 
emphasized. 

After describing the spiritual Truth of "Proof", "Goal" 
and "effort", in the following verse, the spiritual truth of 
"Result" is described. 

fantffr Kmuqqflto 3?t^ yfaren vumfti n 

wtciIhhsiiPi tyUKItlPl JSkiHIHJR^II 

VERSE 29 Meaning: "Oh Lord, who is the Form of 
Pure Knowledge and Indweller of this entire universe, 
You, only, for the welfare of the animate and inanimate 
beings in this created universe, take various Auspicious 
and Harmonious forms, again and again. These Auspi¬ 
cious Divine forms confer Bliss and Joy to the noble souls 
and create fear and sorrow for the sinful wicked beings". 

farofti 3 rtf 
fapuflfdi 3n<*iPi wwRn 

^1 

sitswK*Ii-*i<fH WhtiIhwip c*iler>W 

iP: 8Srf5Plldf?r «<WeK:l "iRT: vjiFji*i:I 3T«RT *J[R*T:I 

StaRTI 3l-^fe«h,+><rKHI*fafa MMcK^dK ?fill tM*hsIiIhP1 

Wr5fT^ T3WT 
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WIHlPdcll 'fl44l*lfH*IR 3 

brrht *1**!?^ H ^ H 

SRI SUBODHINI: "Oh Lord, You manifest yourself 
in many forms based on Your Divine spiritual "wisdom" 
nature. You are also wearing and holding the forms of the 
countless devotees, who have been referred to earlier, and 
who perform service to You, as their inner-most Divine 
Being. In other words, You Bless them with the liberation 
of your Nearness and Companionship. Alternatively You 
manifest Yourself, in incarnation, with a view to make 
your devotees realize Your own Pure Supreme Brahmic 
status through the path of knowledge. Due to this 
incarnation, the souls attain their Divine spiritual realiza¬ 
tion in Your Supreme spiritual status. There are also other 
reasons for Your Divine Incarnations. Oh Lord, You 
manifest Yourself with a view to confer benefits on all 
animate and inanimate Beings". In the BrahmasQtra (By 
Veda VySsa) the meaning given to the word "Animate" 
(Chara) means the Brahmin class and "Inanimate" (Achara) 
means the warrior class. Ordinarily the meanings are (1) 
Animate (Chara) means the beings which move and (2) 
Inanimate (Achara) means the objects, such as earth, 
which are stationary and fixed in one place i.e. which do 
not move. From this, we have to realize that, our Lord 
takes incarnation to confer worldly and material benefits 
also and not only to Bless devotees and spiritual aspirants 
with spiritual realization, as mentioned earlier. 

Celestial gods, such as Lord Brahma and others are 
also considered as divine gods, and they also manifest in 
incarnations, predominantly, with the qualities of dyna¬ 
mism (RAJAS) and ignorance (TAMAS). "Hence, these 
incarnations are referred to as of celestial character only 
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but the incarnation of You, oh Lord is based on immeas¬ 
urable Spiritual Harmony (SATWA)". The incarnations of 
our Lord as the great Fish (MATSYAVATAR), which was 
taken with a view to benefit the universe, is considered as 
based on Spiritual Harmony. Lord Brahma and Lord Siva, 
also have taken incarnations, based on Spiritual Harmony, 
but these incarnations are also considered as having been 
taken by our Lord only as our Lord is the inner Divine 
Supreme Being of these gods. Nay, every incarnation, 
where spiritual harmony is the predominant factor, has to 
be considered as an incarnation of our Lord only, as all 
these 'Spiritual Harmony' based incarnations, confer 
great benefits to the universe. In the verse, the word 
'Noble soul' (SATAM) has been used and the purport of 
this, is to explain that our Lord's incarnation is always 
taken to confer great benefits and joy to noble souls. As 
the demons are full of sins, our Lord's incarnation will 
confer on them, sorrow and pain. This factor is explained 
by the word used in the verse viz: 'will suffer' (MUHUHU). 
Hence, none should, now, doubt that our Lord, on 
manifesting Himself, will confer Benefits and boons on 
the demonic people also! 

After describing, through the worldly way, the four 
important spiritual factors of Proof, Goal, effort and 
Result, in the following four verses, these factors are 
described and explained through the help of the scriptures. 

VERSE - 30 Meaning: Oh Lord with Lotus-like 
eyes! You are the Eternal Divine Abode of everyone. 
Hence, Devotees, having rested their mind, through spir¬ 
itual ab- sorption (Samidhi) in Your Glorious self, convert 
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this vast ocean of worldly existence into a small puddle 
resembling the hoof marks of a calf, having taken resort 
to the boat of your Lotus Feet - the Boat which has been 
prepared and used successfully by Your great and noble 
devotees in the past". 

cf|Ph<*>R4>|\u| PlOTUliJifftT PjfdSM*ltyl 

fwm»THiG uritfw ■^gfari #it «fa:i 

'5fH ^ $4fgd) £ 3TGgifT$r ! 

3iRarit«qqifl'i rdlRl 

tTOlfihl 3Tf^T8ift WRT^ dK^dlfa 

faSHJ 3t*^3tT^frTI ^ 

ffFftff: Tt «4tcM«hl *Flelf5TO4>:l rl^lFlftaHflT^UU^fdl 3tftSHHI 

7TRIHT. TtlfoRT W* Wl^l cll^t Wffal 

3mr*Rn^^RT fad qffaKlI^H WftHT ^1 

WWJ Vtdc4HJ *jfa&f ^4^11 3TTOTCT ^11 

Wlfif faSJHF} MWW ntclrqi'Hiqic^ HHifqqiRrNadq 

^ ffaKHWjqidl<f*OT Mhlc4rHr4M$yi5 Ugc^ifftRlI TT?fe: ^1 

fa wdWlfM TO«fcq ^paWIWHdW4*l«Sl*BI 3ffi: 

Viqc**j><i?l Tt WJ: ««Kciuq>l 'tqoIcqciftPti+fllH^T 1 *jfd»fq*fa: 

^ffRt:l **3Pl <J Wit tfaf ^ W 

i)PllRv ^a|<MU|(jggR| <ifsKiqK'Jii*fafa 

Mlddfal WT, ^T:l W* ««I«K ^aiR 
wi flrefa <m\ ^ wfa^i qfawq<?fardi 

d>W«HWIVmfMd«l^ «WW*<UIHJ ^ fWrTT ^ TO 

WRlI fast ^th: M( fapCT 

WlpRRI^I ^ ^ ^ MSI^I 3<-<tqi»i^l<*i<jK4l 

*arafar tRfan 3# fM 
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TWPRMP?!: II 3° II 

SRI SUBODHINI: In the scriptures, many spiritual 
disciplines are prescribed and here, the Divine way of 
Righteousness (DHARMA), which is beneficial to celes¬ 
tial gods is explained. "Oh Lotus-eyed Beloved Lord!" 
These beautiful words are used in this verse, to signify 
that, all the sins of people fade away and are mitigated on 
having a vision (DARSHAN) of our Lord. Spiritual 
aspirants establish firmly their mind, through constant 
spiritual concentration, in our Lord, who is the Divine 
Abode of everyone. Through this spiritual practice, with 
the Grace of our Lord, these Devotees, using the Divine 
boat of our Lord's Holy Feet, cross this vast ocean of 
births and deaths - by converting, this huge impassable 
ocean, to a small puddle created by the hoof of a calf! 

This also proves the Grace of our Lord - that through 
spiritual practice, our Lord, blesses the devotees to cross 
the ocean of worldly life (SAMSARA). This yoga or 
spiritual practice as described in the 3rd Canto of Sri 
BhSgavatam, which confers the benefit of realization of 
our Lord, as being present in everyone and, which enables 
a devotee to realize our Lord, as this practice is 'con¬ 
nected with our Lord' (Bagavadsambandhi) is explained 
further. Reemphasizing this Yoga or spiritual practice, the 
celestial gods say 'Oh Lord, you are the Divine Abode 
of all souls.. You are the divine resort of everything 
harmonious. The devotees, who have meiged their mind in 
Your Divine Self, through spiritual effort and concentra¬ 
tion, using Your Holy Feet as a boat, have crossed this 
ocean of births and deaths, so easily, making the ocean, 
look like a smajl puddle of water, created by the hoof- 
marks of a calf!- "You need a ship to cross an ocean. Our 
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Lord's mother earth, space, and His imperishable Holy 
Feet are also capable of being used as a "boat” to cross 
this ocean of binhs and deaths. Everyone knows that this 
mother earth is, indeed, a boat, on which everyone can 
stay afloat from being sunk in the vast oceans, as this 
earth stays afloat over water. This mother earth saves 
people from sinking into the ocean and hence this earth is 
considered as a boat, in the form of the Holy Feet, of our 
Lord. In the same way, the space also is considered as * 

boat in the form of the Holy Feet of our Lord, as it 
protects the stars, from sinking into water. The imperish¬ 
able principle of nature also takes the form of the Holy 
Feet of our Lord, when our Lord, manifests Himself in 
incarnation. In the highest spiritual concentration of 
Samadhi, our Lord manifests Himself and this manifesta¬ 
tion takes the form of a boat being considered as the Holy 
Feet, which enables the devotee to cross over the ocean of 
births and deaths. In this way, all the three, viz: mother 
earth, space, and the imperishable nature, become a boat, 
in the form of Holy Feet of our Lord, enabling everyone 
to cross this ocean of births and deaths. 

How can our Lord who is concentrated upon in 
spiritual transcendence (Samadhi), act like a boat, which 
enables everyone to cross this ocean of births and deaths? 
Clarifying this doubt, our Mahaprabhuji Shri 
Vallabhach&rya, explains, that this Holy Feet of our Lord 
have been envisaged by noble Devotees of our 
Lord "Envisaged and made by noble souls" (MAHA- 
TKRUTENA). These noble souls are fully aware of the 
purport and attitudes Of the spiritual Goal (SADHYA) and 
'Spiritual Devotee' (SADHAK). Due to the showering of 
our Lord's Grace, during the Sam&dhi, the Holy Feet of 
our Lord, acting in a supra-divine (Aloukik) and supra- 
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natural way, enables the devotee to cross the ocean of 
births and deaths. Hence no amount of mental thinking or 
logic (reasoning) can understand this 'supra-divine' way 
of our Lord, as it can never understand or interpret 
'mentally' and through 'logical reasoning' the Divine 
Ways of our Lord. In the scriptures, it is mentioned that 
the highest duty of a person is to have a direct vision of 
our Lord, through the process of Yoga (spiritual practice). 
Is this realization same as the unseen conferring of the 
benefits of attaining heavens etc., which accrue to a 
person, who performs sacrifices? (YAGNA). Not at all. 
To clear this doubt the word 'Achieved or created by 
noble souls' (MAHATKRUTAM) is used - to signify that 
our Lord's Feet do not confer these exalted spiritual 
benefits, in the above 'unseen' manner, but, our Lord's 
Holy Feet directly confers this benefit of enabling the 
spiritual devotee to cross the ocean of births and deaths! 
This has been established conclusively and though direct 
experience by the noble realized souls • they have affirmed 
that our Lord's Feet is like a 'Boat', which is established 
in the heart of everyone, and has also spread and 
enveloped this entire universe. Transcendental Realization 
(SAMADHI) is an extraordinary result of spiritual effort. 
During this process of Transcendental Realization, our 
Lords' Feet is taken refuge to and this surrender to our 
Lord's Feet makes even the ocean, look like a simple 
puddle created by the hoof of a calf and hence very easily 
crossable! The main purport of this reference is that, this 
world of births and deaths, become of little worry and 
substance, to those, who have surrendered and taken 
refuge in the Holy feet of our Lord. These noble souls, 
while remaining in this world, which instead of appearing 
as a huge impossible ocean is regarded by them, due to 
their complete surrender to the Holy Feet of our Lord, as 
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a small puddle of water, created by the hoof of a calf! 
When these noble souls, attain the goals of their spiritual 
practice, then automatically for them, this vast ocean of 
worldly existence (SAMSARA) gets dried up, indeed. But 
they maintain, with a view to teach the world and continue 
to practice yoga, a semblance of their connection with the 
world. These noble God-realized souls, do not cross over 
this small puddle of water, and attain liberation for 
themselves only as they are keen to save other souls and 
help them also to realize our Lord. They remain in this 
world to help other souls. This verse has explained the 
spiritual aspect of "proof" (PRAMANA). 

In the next verse the spiritual goal of "Goal" 
(PRAMEYA) is explained. 

Fra *rarnfa n 

VERSE 31 Meaning: "oh Lord, who is self-efful¬ 
gent! Noble souls, who have attained their spiritual goals, 
due to their loving nature have left back in this world, the 
most beneficial 'boat' of your lotus like Holy Feet, after 
using them, for their own crossing of this most fearsome 
ocean of worldly births and deaths. Oh Lord! Your 
Blessings are always showered on such noble souls. 
Hence, Oh Lord, Please redeem them, through Your eyes 
of Grace and Compassion". 

^ ^ ‘SPfcrRJ* FW 

wnuta’ wfvnwmri mms 
TI*Pt VraTTctl HUIU n FmT:l 

Rwnjsira* 5|4?c4 ^tft «id»«<Wa Fjsft ft ^wc 

FW:I Fnft ^sFTftft: fK^n ^jKTC: I 
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«IH«4md+:l «fWt TOi:l 

^ {wif^rfsi t <j w h *J wrafh i w 

wssi *w ^ re?r R^ii^fd trqr #? WftfrfM: i 

<rffc wif^*iq4R: ? ^t far*rt«r ? cTrqftgm^- 

"5^1 a^nrf^s 414^ ^if*rf^i ar^r *{4^^ 

«p?f 4l|R <|ttl4e|5f^l^l«i*i<vj*(J n^HI^HIP 

'MeirM<;i«-iHlt>5'llcifHRll d^fU^el WfllO TRT 

TTH5SI 'Jimwue '4<(<MdlwiWciKiFHcq:lei fasjpj TPJ58 H'O^hI *im«t«ue ^cirMt;i*-»iIo^iicjrHrq^q fttjm 

tllnl: I ^ 115711 *TToRraFfRT«I «RU|m4>4l ^ 

^ iri efTOf 

'qf^rntr^m^w TR^UFt iraifafai ucwfj*! ttpti «rarfMei 
3|ftR5ltf tiWftttM II ^ II 

SRI SUBODHINI: Those noble souls who. after 
taking refuge in the Holy Feet of our Lord, have crossed 
this ocean of births and deaths, are referred to as 
'redeemed' souls. They have easily crossed this ocean of 
births and deaths, making this ocean, into a small pit of 
water, created by the hoof of a calf, and, this was possible 
for them, as they resorted and took refuge in the Holy 
Feet of our Lord, which, for them, played the role of a 
comfortable 'Boat'. Now, these noble souls, have left back 
this 'Boat' for the use of others. If this 'Boat' was not left 
behind by them or, it was not available, then this 'worldly' 
ocean would have been impossible to cross over for others. 
Moreover, in the ocean of worldly existence, there are 
huge dangerous whales, in the form of sorrow, death, old 
age etc. which cause the destruction of the Supra-divine 
and Extaordinary JDivine capabilities. 

All true spiritual scriptures adumberate the glory of 
liberation. As 'liberation' is a 'result' it can be considered 
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as the 'Goal' (PRAMEYA). The path of Devotion to our 
Lord's Feet can also be considered as a 'Goal' as it 
confers the benefit of God-realization or attaining our 
Lord. 

In this verse our Lord has been referred to as 
'effulgent' (DHYUMAN) - meaning that our Lord is like 
the Sun which, on appearance itself, eradicates all dark¬ 
ness and fear. In the same manner, our Lord, being 
brilliant and self-effulgent, is capable of mitigating all the 
three types of sorrow and suffering and hence, those, who 
have taken refuge in the Lotus feet of our Lord, have 
easily crossed this, otherwise impassable, ocean of births 
and deaths. When, these noble souls have already crossed 
over, a question may arise, now, as to how and who will 
help others to cross over this ocean of worldly existence? 
How are these noble souls, who have already crossed over, 
interested and anxious about the redemption of the re¬ 
maining ones in this world? 

Answering this, it is said, that these noble souls, who 
have already succeeded in their spiritual eneavour to cross 
this ocean of worldly existence, always think of helping all 
others also in this spiritual path, because their heart is full 
of compassion and beauty and they love everyone. Their 
loving heart of helpful Divine nature, becomes very 
successful, as they have left back, the beautiful path of 
Devotion to our Lord, in which our Lord's Holy Feet act 
as a beautiful 'Boat' to enable everyone to cross this huge 
ocean of worldly existence, so easily, treating this ocean, 
as a mere small puddle of water caused by the hoof of a 
calf! 

These noble souls have sincerely followed this path of 
Devotion to our Lord and they have taught us to follow 
this easy path to attain our Lord. They have shown us the 
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example of using our Lord's Holy Feet as the 'Boat' so 
that, we can also easily and freely cross over this ocean 
of worldly existence. Hence, in this verse, our Lord's Holy 
Feet are referred to as 'Lotus-like' (AMBHORUHA). 
Lotus is very soft and mitigates heat - In the same way is 
the Path of Devotion to our Lord, in the form of His Holy 
Feet. These noble souls have established such a beautiful 
and easy path of Devotion to our Lord - but in their 
absence now, who will guide and teach people, in this path 
of Devotion to our Lord, so that their redemption also can 
be achieved? Answering this, in the verse, reference is 
made to 'you have blessed these noble souls’ 
(SADANGRAHO BHAVAN) -meaning 'Oh Lord, you 
always Bless those noble souls, who have established the 
path of Devotion to You'. The purport of this is that, those 
people who follow this path of Devotion established by 
these noble souls, will also be blessed by our Lord and 
through the strength of our Lord's grace, they too, also 
will be redeemed. 

In the above verse, emphasis has been made, that 
spiritual practice should be done only on the basis of the 
teachings of the noble souls. Describing this factor further, 
the futility of following other paths is explained. 

VERSE - 32 Meaning: "Oh Lord with beautiful 
Lotus-like eyes! Those other people, who regarding them¬ 
selves as the Absolute spiritual principle (Brahman), shy 
away from the path of pure Devotion to You, having thus 
made their intellect erroneous and impure, despite reach¬ 
ing exalted spiritual heights and realization, through the 
performance of'-noble deeds, albeit with great difficulty 
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and effort, fall from these spiritual realization, due to 
their not resorting to the path of loving Devotion to You, 
in the form of your Holy Feet." 

: tor :i * ^ arafjrP 
TORft**Rt tRftlfijbWtRl^q PUKHlfa 3F* 

ilR ^*iqsViHKMr4i *yRn r^Mp^i 

HMiqiS ^ <j4q<lH Ri^«t*tl Tffa ^rai«lf 

*Wi^l«£nta*fociil ^ ^t *^4^1 ^f^yi«IW:«h^«iiW|UT<.f8ffl 

TO1T:I Hfcoi 4l4w^ftnW ft4q'^HRrMi<l'i 

flW WS^I TITTORT:I ct^T fotf TO1!,1 U 
y(ti*i:l 31^ 'i,iqs\leni V'iqfsqAui ^ 

oTOft^l 3ITftr^n ■«CTdH^«H^4Hiy<'4^RraicI. &TO?fa' 

^ fir Tpft fro>raWf?i to*^ 

TOI ^WH^IrMIH finite TORT R|^U|Ph1 H g 

fq^Tt)i:l ^IR Vn«lf*t Rhqt^iiwn’ <|$ffci I TOTOTO TFeI^I 

?RTOqfWT3R^!^l TO TO <arf*t Tjtfftrol TOT: 

TORnfa 

TOTOtTO^ g| TORTC^ TOT 1 

50 ^f?TI TO! ?t TOf MRrifrM A|HHfa ^:l 

TO TOIt:l lUHS(J«BVll ^ tqshi: ^><Pr11 *IHW ^JfrfwWTl TO. 

<jn«j«m;a-vuq: TOr^tetl ^tTOI TO*! yikH^-^Mrfl Rkhh4 

RP! TOTOTOHlfaftrFTORTOT ^ TOTOfitl TO* 1TO\ fawjTO^I 

•i«iq'cqv'iiq?i*q4i4 <j«n4l4 4Iv4I<o4p’j1 

TO: to to 

^fRiqftRITO^I 3TO TOTO*f 

^ TOftfl TOR TO TO°lft««ft II W II 

SRI SUBODHINI: Those other persons who follow 
the philosophical practices of Sankhya and MSyavSda (the 
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path which treats this universe as an illusion) wherein 
they deny the existence of our Lord, also, many a time, 
worship our Lord, due to the good intellect arising out of 
their noble deeds done in their past lives. But as their 
knowledge was accompanied by actions, performed against 
the injunctions of the scriptures, although they were 
inspired by the rise of spiritual knowledge about the soul 
and our divine Lord, due to their association and attach¬ 
ment to the path of Sankhya and Maya, wherein they 
denied the existence of our Divine Lord, altogether, they 
loose even this semblance of spiritual knowledge and 
inspiration. They would have achieved and maintained 
their spiritual realization, if they had, as done previously, 
protected and continued their spiritual practice of meditat¬ 
ing and merging their self with our Divine Lord. But their 
fall took place, due to the result of their wrong and 
erroneous actions. This, in turn, caused their intellect to 
become impure - meaning - inability to see clearly the 
truth of our Divine Lord. Then, they, give up even this 
knowledge about Divinity due to the erroneous nature of 
their impure intellect. 

In the verse, the words ' having attained the exalted 
spiritual status with great difficulty' (KRICHRENA 
PARAM PADAM) are used to signify that, these persons, 
attained the realization of the Absolute Brahman through 
great difficulty such as they gave up their hard-earned 
wealth; gave up their friends and relatives; were able to 
conquer the ignorance caused by the understanding that 
the entire truth consists of only the vital air, the body. the. 
senses and the inner mind; were able to conquer all their 
attachments to each and every pleasure of this material 
world; were able to practice great many penance with 
sincerity - with «11 these they had attained the Brahmic 
realization 
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Our Shri MahSprabhuji has referred to the two words 
used in this verse viz: 'others’ (ANYE) and 'Lotus eyed 
Lord' (ARAVINDAKSHA) and has explained that the 
'others' referred to here, denote and describe those 
persons, who have never thought, at any time, about our 
Lord or His qualities, nature, Divine heelas etc. Our Lord 
also considers them as not belonging to Him. 'Oh Lord, 
although you have Lotus-like beautiful eyes, you do not 
give your vision to these 'others' who court the company 
and friendship of the demonic people'. Shri Mahaprabhuji 
is using this example of a Lotus. He says that the Lotus 
does not bloom in the night. If the Lotus was to bloom 
in the night, the fragrance emanating from this, will be 
experienced by the denizens of the night (viz: Demons) 
But, as these demons, do not deserve to experience this 
sweet fragrance, usually the Lotus doesn't bloom in the 
night. Our Shri Mahaprabhuji says that, in the same 
manner, the demonic persons do not deserve the vision 
and experience of our Lord's Lotus-like eyes. 

These 'others' regard themselves, due to the impres¬ 
sions acquired from their past births, that they are already 
liberated souls, but in reality, they have not attained 
liberation at all. They regard themselves as liberated, 
merely on the basis of their knowledge of the scriptures. 
Hence this so called 'knowledge' is futile indeed! In fact, 
like any other egoistic pre-supposition, holding this view 
that, they are already liberated, gives them only pride. 
Due to this pride, they give up even their spiritual practice 
of sincerity and devotion to the task on hand, and this 
non-performance of spiritual practices causes impurity in 
their intellect. They do not even comprehend, that they are 
on the wrong path, towards destruction, as their intellect 
has got impure and they also become very proud and 
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egoistic - and all this happens in spite of their good 
knowledge of the scriptures. They also do not put reneyved 
effort to give up their wrong path and step into the good 
path. Hence it is certain that, indeed, their intellect has 
become impure. When the intellect is purified, then only, 
one realizes the gravity of one's sins and defects. We 
should consider that, no sooner, a soul, becomes aware of 
it's sins and defects, the dawn of spiritual wisdom has 
taken place. Hence, after attaining the wisdom of Brdhmic 
realization, these souls, slip and fall from such an exalted 
spiritual realization, due to their disregarding and dishon¬ 
ouring the Lotus-like Feet of our Lord. There is no other 
alternative way than taking refuge in the Lotus feet of our 
Lord, even for those, who are striving to attain spiritual 
realization and progress, without resorting to any outside 
help. Why? Even for space, which, when seen through 
our physical eyes seems to be having no basis", there is 
indeed the basis of our Lord Vishnu's Holy Feet Upward 
spiritual progress is possible only with the grace of our 
Lord, through devout and sincere surrender to His Holy 
Feet. 

Those, who undertake the journey of climbing up the 
mountain in the island of Srinkala, take the refuge of the 
peaks of this mountain and if they were to climb, having 
faith in their own strength, then, they will definitely fall 
into the abyss of destruction. In the same way, there is a 
great necessity, in this spiritual upward climbing, to resort 
to and take refuge in the Lotus Feet of our Lord. Even if 
the soul is unable to put strenuous spiritual efforts, if it 
nurtures only respect and regard for the Lotus Feet of our 
Lord, then also, the soul attains spiritual progress and 
there is no fall for it from this path. If a soul has this 
respect and regard for the Lotus Feet of our Lord, then, 
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as a result of this, the soul develops faith and love for the 
Lotus Feet of our Lord. Hence, the only way to get 
established in the Lotus Feet of our Lord, through deep 
faith and ineffable love, is our respect and regard for our 
Lord's Holy Feet. 

Even the path of Devotion is a spiritual effort only 
and committing wrong acts, even in this path of Devotion, 
in course of time leads to, the destruction of one's 
intellect When this is the case, even, in the case of path 
of Devotion, why blame the other paths? To clear this 
doubt, the enduring and everlasting result of following this 
path of Devotion is described in the following verse. 

wnftnpw few i Pd 

VERSE - 33 Meaning: "Oh Madhav! Those noble 
devotees, who have become Your own, due to their 
exclusive love for You only, do not get swayed away at all, 
from this path of Devotion - as they are not like those 
persons who, thinking themselves to have become and 
attained Brahman, regard themselves, egoistically, as, 
having been already liberated - as these devotees are 
protected by you. These devotees, without any fear, freely 
move in this world, having conquered and subjugated 
under their feet, through your protective Grace great many 
obstacles which come their way." 

faffed 11 $ Idl'd* 

*eft<hKKlJ 3WfcJ<rMr=!l^ f% HlllI'<K,|®lulAcMI¥l|jy wntamfe 

Wilt cT^tfpri ft TOW ft ^ flgcf TJ^tlT 3tfa 
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dWflW: a»RM<uH<i8uIN^II(U wm-tmIm yi MWjuiN: KMKKfn 

^ yafin auHmiuwi'iK wmhiKPm ^ naPti i 
WProra*: 4t«T STRfrfal 

SiyjHlfelWt'WlSHfldHI ^gfq ^FSRraT WIRt MdqifdPl 

*R*T t?Idt 1 Mddtal mtf%fdyw(iyd <NldfM d^lHI 

^far«fHi fa Pd+^^PH fanwsn^ *rng^fa Hi-faiPnfd 

faFfapjd ^ ttrrft:i arenrt ^?erftr sfai #1? 
*fat <^f*JIH|i|:l ^ WicHIH *fa ipieit^M infill 37cft fcf* 

^S( +ldKd: m WFfal ^ ^T 1 

dlVN’d1rmVI^JI8 WKJlftl^HI ftRTRftfdl <4<llftM) 
®f^«RT^*[Tfa : I 

^ vy?RfHti wfi m v$ ffarcf^n ^rfa 

C1W5 SPfafl •Wdlfc'ldtfedl Pi4««:l qvfai 

c*IPrc*lH W«fa °IT fad falT ^ftW>IWRftrqi8 

ftRW*l4l4bM!J«ff^lldl (inraafil PdH+dU:l RlVI^H IfalT 3^1 

fat dmchl 1R5FT T*d *TdftTI fanpfta* fall H+PW’t f^TT^ 

3lfa d<?lfa flcHSFPf dFd: UHWlP'dl ^ ^ *d?FdT fHdlHd>midkf 

dfa H q>R«qtilcHHfi§ry cR8iR>T 3#f ^•il«rtm:l fat 

Pi«r»i ld*«Ptil dfal WsNldsj «hI<kii:I 
W ^cH^U||«| ^i|c|^rbl: ^fa yd^P-dl 

fal*t«I:Mr<H'flWfcHfai«ii<v yPiai^nq TJ3 *tfadl 'ZT*TT 

yRopfgadl: IlfdWtidd T£d *n?Tl:l fat *j*ifi: «4«iH«faqHlPH 

ymimmifo 1 fa fai ffatfa fa: yfa fan t!,d<*iR«i <fatofai 

Wtf 3C|fq ^ ffafal 3# VP^MMlI-^IMi-dP TOcI: WflU 

1 II 33 H 

SRI SUBODHINI: "Oh MSdhav! In the days of yore, 
your Devotees, who like the noble souls, having attained 
spiritual wisdom, having performed great many noble 
deeds and whotft, you have made as your own, do not slip 
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and fall from attaining from greater spiritual heights and 
progress. Even if they are affected, sometimes by disin¬ 
terest, they do not fall down, even by one foot, due to 
their being fully established in their path. Why? This 
path of Devotion is such, as progress in this, is always 
protected by you Oh Lord." 

A person attains the benefits and results of what he 
keeps with himself - like the one who deals with fragrant 
flowers, gets the benefits of fragrance automatically or the 
one who sells garlic has to put up with the odour of 
garlic! None can escape from the effects of their associa¬ 
tion. 

"Oh Lord, whom You have chosen as Your Own, 
even if they have not independently served You, no fall 
takes place for them, as you have already accepted them 
as Your Own - As Oh Lord, You are the Supreme Lord 
of this universe, full with the six Divine qualities." 

In the verse, our Lord is referred to, with the most 
beautiful holy name of 'MADHAV' meaning that our 
Lord gives His Darshan and Vision, in a very beautiful 
opulent way, to His devotees, in the nights. It is, thus, 
proved, that despite defects in both i.e. in those who 
consider themselves as liberated and in those who are 
devotees of our Lord, the Devotees of our Lord attain His 
Darshan and Vision (i.e. the first category do not get the 
Darshan and vision of our Lord). Why? Because they have 
become our Lord's own people, due to their constant 
service performed to our Lord. These devotees do not get 
swayed away from this path, as they are deeply loving and 
committed to our Lord. Love acts like a binding chord, 
like a chord binds the object/person and itself also, love 
for our Lord, acting as a chord, binds the soul to the 
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Lotus Feet of our Lord along with itself. Hence, these 
loving devotees never fail or get hurt. To fall is not 
appropriate for them. A doubt may arise now. Will these 
devotees, over a period of time, slip and sway away from 
this path or will time destroy their path of Devotion and 
their Love to our Lord? Clearing this doubt, it is stated, 
that these Devotees are protected by our LoFd and hence 
they move about and live without any fear at all. 

Our Lord protects them, not in a general way, but in 
a very special total manner. Both their inside and outside 
functions are protected by our Lord, and due to this total 
protection in all ways and manner, these devotees do not 
loose their intellect and no sin or defect enter inside their 
intellect, which causes their slipping away from this path 
of Devotion to our Lord. Hence having no fear due to the 
power of Time (i.e. they are eternally loving to our Lord 
and this is due to the grace of our Lord) and never 
becoming a victim of dishonour or calumny from anyone 
or anyside, they roam freely, everywhere, without any 
fear. "Not only this, due to Your Divine Protection, these 
Devotees, Oh Lord! do not get afraid at all on seeing 
serious obstacles on their path, which terrifies others, 
who, on being confronted by these obstacles, run away 
with fear from their positions. On the other hand. Your 
Devotees, full of courage, being fully protected by You, 
now literally put their feet on the heads of the leaders of 
these obstacles and difficulties, and roam about freely - as 
the entire army of obstacles, put in the way of Your 
Devotees cannot achieve anything worthwhile! Why? These 
obstacles get afraid after seeing Your Sudarshana Discuss 
and other weapons and they do not even dare touch your 
Devotees and they stand afar unable to come near to Your 
Devotees." 
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The Holy story of Shri PrahlSda bears testimony to 
Our Lord's Divine protection. The true devotees of our 
Lord, in fact, treat the obstacles thrown on their way, as 
suresteps for their forward climbing towards spiritual 
heights. These obstacles can never hope to pull down these 
devotees of our Lord and nay, these obstacles become, 
indeed, cause and reason for the glory and spiritual 
progress of our Lord's devotees.. Like when an effort was 
made to kill Jada Bharata, the people who attempted this 
cruel act could not achieve this ( ie they could not kill 
him) and due to this incident the glory and greatness of 
Jada Bharata was established. 

"Although Your Devotees have attained great spiritual 
heights, having conquered all their obstacles (i.e. literally 
riding on the heads of the obstacles) and although Your 
devotees have all capacities, they move about freely due to 
Your strength only. They, although fully capable, do not 
nurture hatred to Your devotees as, their, this capacity, 
gets ineffective, when they resort to hatred. Hence it is 
conclusively proved that this path of Devotion to our Lord 
is the best path, due to the nature of it's results and 
efforts. 

flrfll vikIRwii : II 

: II3VII 

VERSE - 34 Meaning: "Oh Lord, when you perform 
the function of protecting and ruling this universe, with a 
view to reward those who have performed auspicious and 
good tasks (actions). You, manifest Yourself with a beau¬ 
tiful Divine Form of spiritual Harmony (SATWA), which 
enables them to render pure service to You, through the 
sincere performance of sacrifices, spiritual practices, pen¬ 
ance and Meditation as prescribed in the Vedas". 
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:l %fr fF IsrfTO: 
3s!: Srfcp tm f^{fn+|RM^J:| ^ 

^ra^Efsff^Ul^HM^IH 4gHlRu(l »J8WW 

ftns^i <rc 3TTfqft ^ *A^=i fa^i 

smfpR WvihwPm ^PuPd «prai^ 

Trr^njffT: ffcfflril il«hi)<J>r4 ^ipTq'hl'Id rRTffA^ lh.'dfd RnAdltf 

ftddqfd i e^f^«rzRif^r Tt«irerraT*f d/4P-d 

R FI^I ^ «Rf: MUMIrMMHI T£? *prf?[ 

HdcMl 3R: fwft ^T TTr^ ^rd|]ul 

<1^=1 *1rd*juld cA°F> 3RJ?R ^TRTT STiyHWI: *Aui A^l«pn 

fjK^rat’I: obM^BH rtAt cHdlfflfc: WMlfejdcHfwfdSifcHclfoltll^ 

ct#t #t «#n ^5RT:+tunwditfui fiulg-Ai 

% VddrAdl ^ VI«Wd ifa\ ^3 ch|4P«ii ft? 

UTdJjA4cdW;gyi$ TTftftWfArqTf^l WW R TUT^ 

y^nycjd PqWqiPs'i ^UT ^ ild^d I ’i*<t^tiA&Ki 

n hl4Rrl^l % ^Td^rArmVf^lfF JfiOfHiPifdl A f? <i<Uil*WlPi*4 

r-ra*?HmRiai yfK tw*t mWAvicidicHR *tFfrg*cKi 

«*>^fiHi'ilf^et)| ^T T7T^ wA 'jdWwilA 

1^\ tfxrKRn ■RW^tA^I «rit dm*HHI 

^ *mh 3TRfct ^d*lrdl 

<^dRiP5?iMi'Hiqit<l 3T?3 vf>dP«P&:l tTPT v4^ *PTCI3P8^ 

<Mul<d «ei«tr=i ^T ^ 8tf*i'"4q '+>ciIhRi 

3Tcft cfc<£ TfeMydcRbl VMdlPdfd A^RT wfa^:l <n 

^4+dd'H ^tfASTRI ^V^TTdra II V*ll 

SRI SUBODHINI: Vedas are described to have two 
distinct divisions viz: one which describes the path of 
action and the Other, which prescribes the path of renun¬ 
ciation. Again each of these, has two divisions each. The 
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persons who deserve to head these two different paths also 
are different from each other. The persons are also 

divided into two categories each. From this, the persons, 
who follow the path of action, are the batchelors and the 

householders, who specialize according to their capacity 

and status in life, in the tasks of earning money, learning 

Vedas and other scriptures and practicing the rules and 

conduct of life as prescribed in the Vedas. Secondly, the 

people who tread the path of renunciation, like the 

Anchorites and Sanyasis, according to their capacity and 

status in life, practice penance and contemplation (Medi¬ 
tation) of their Divine self, respectively. 

In this manner, all these four types of persons have 
been instructed to perform their duties and actions accor¬ 

ding to the rules and injunctions prescribed by the Vedas. 

Now, it is possible that, among these, there may be 
persons with a more predominant demoniac disposition, 

and these persons also will perform these prescribed 

actions according to the Vedas. Hence, with a view to 
avoid this danger, Our Lord, whose Divine Form is pure 

Harmony, and inspires only those, with a harmonious 

mind, to undertake to perform these good actions. He also 

ensures removal of persons with a demoniac disposition 

from this task. If this was not true i.e. if our Lord's 

inspiration is not the cause for the due performance of 

one's scriptural duties, then we will not come across, in 

this world, different types of people, some performing 

their scriptural actions or duties exceedingly well (e.g. 

learning and reciting Vedas properly) and others neglect¬ 

ing foe performance of actions as per Vedic injunctions. 

Hence,, it is our Lord's Grace, which inspires, a devotee, 

to undertake to perform his duties and actions, as per the 

Vsdic instructions. In this world, only through the assiduous 
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practice of the injunctions and code of conduct as pre¬ 
scribed. irf the* Vfedfis, can one hope to popularize and 
establish the Vfed&s. "Oh Lord! with a view to protect and 
organize this universe when You manifest Yourself, with 
your Divine Harmonious form, then, the rules of conduct 
and character, pertaining, to the four stages of life of a 
human being viz: learning the Vedas, performance of 
duties according to the Vedic rules, performance of pen¬ 
ance, living in the forest as an anchorite and contempla¬ 
tion of the Divine, are scrupulourly and sincerely ob¬ 
served by the people. After they attain a pure mind, 
which, in turn, enables them to perform Your loving 
service selflessly and without any motive.” A purified 
devotee only deserves to perform loving service to our 
Lord. 

if, by, following the Vedic injunctions only, we can 
attain all the desired results, then what is the necessity to 
develop a harmonious mind? (SATWA). To clear this 
doubt, in this verse the word 'souls' (JIVAH) is not 
mentioned but the word "those who have bodies" 
(SARlRINAHA) is used - meaning that, a soul who is 
attached and considers himself to be a 'body' only (or 
proud of it) cannot obey the Vedic injunctions, as this 
'pride', being a product of egotistic dynamism (RAJAS) 
and/or ignorant vainness (TAMAS), causes their intellect 
to ignore and transgress Vedic injunctions. "Hence, Oh 
Lord! Till You inspire in these proud persons, the spiritual 
Divine Harmony, after eradicating their egotistic dyna¬ 
mism and ignorance, through Your Incarnation, these 
people will not be able to perform their duties and actions 
properly, as per their status in life, and in accordance with 
the Vedic injunctions and rules. Due to this lopsided 
performance of actions, contravening the rules of the 
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Vedas, this universe also exhibits unrest and disorder. 
Hence, there is the necessity for the quality of Divine 
Harmony (SATWA) to be always present, along with the 
Vedas. In fact, people will not get inspiration to undertake 
the performance of actions as prescribed in the Vedas, if 
the Vedas were not the authority to confer the benefits and 
results as prescribed in them. Nay, they will follow, non- 
Vedic systems and practices, if there was any other 
authority othei than the Vedas. Hence, there is the 
necessity for our Lord's, manifestation with His Divine 
Harmonious Form, with a view to inspire true knowledge 
and wisdom regarding the Vedic injunctions and guide all 
devotees in this Divine path, \fed3s, by themselves, with¬ 
out our Lord's presence, will not achieve this result. 

Some may say, that even if the result does not take 
place due to following the duties prescribed in the Vedas, 
chance or destiny or purificatory ceremonies may confer 
these desired results. Hence, where is the necessity for our 
Lord's manifestation in His Harmonious form? Clearing 
this doubt, our Ach&rya says, that Destiny and purificatory 
ceremonies occur only when one considers the soul as 
different from the body. But these attached souls, always 
regard their bodies as their souls. Hence destiny is 
powerless, and due to this, purificatory ceremonies also 
become futile. Hence, in the absence of these two factors, 
we realize the necessity for the Grace of our Lord, who 
is the giver of fruits of one’s actions (PHALADATA). 
Our Lord rewards everyone and the results of every action 
performed by the souls are given by our Lord only. In this 
verse, the words "manifesting to reward those performing 
auspicious deeds" are used - meaning that our Lord, 
manifesting His Divine Harmonious form, rewards, those 
personally by His manifestation who does auspicious 
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deeds. Hence, we should always know that such Divine 
results are not caused by one's destiny - but - it is our 
Lord's grace which inspires an intellect of divine Har¬ 
mony in the people - given as a reward by the Lord. 

Even if we agree, for a moment, that, destiny has 
caused the rise of a harmonious intellect, (and not due to 
our Lord's grace), if this harmonious intellect is not used 
for the purpose of doing service and Devotional acts to 
our Lord, then the result of this harmonious intellect, will 
be destructive in nature, and the soul will continue to 
exhibit all the blemishes and defects which it had earlier. 
Hence, in this path of the Vedas, our Lord is the One, 
who is the cause of inspiring everyone to discharge their 
Vedic injunctions and functions properly. Hence our Lord 
protects ;and looks after the interests of the celestial gods. 
In the verse the word 'people' (JANA) is used, in the 
singular sense - signifying that such divine souls are very 
rare. 

A doubt may arise now. Knowledge or spiritual 
wisdom (JNANA) confers independently the result of 
spiritual realization. Even if it does not confer the spir¬ 
itual realization for the present, spiritual wisdom, eventu¬ 
ally leads to spiritual realization. Why then is the neces¬ 
sity for the manifestation of Our Lord's Divine Form of 
Harmony, with a view to reward the four classes of people 
viz:Bachelors, Householders, Anchorites and the Sannyasis? 
To clear this doubt, as to why our Lord's manifestation 
is required, the following verse is described. 

H ^ llldfid W II 

VERSE - 35 Meaning: "Oh giver of all Blessings! If 
You do not manifest Yourself with your Divine Harmoni- 
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ous form, there will not be the establishment of spiritual 
experience which destroys spiritual ignorance. Through 
the manifestation of Your Divine qualities only, we are 
able to cognize You - as to 'whose' and 'wherefrom' these 
Divine qualities emanate and shine!" 

dfpdlRufl 

d^l-i TOFf!*T^ TOfa 
oTT WRf: 1 
toRshf fagFwft t «i^i “*rrTOf 

iIR’iFfd ^TH ^ FIR^I H 71F&Rt^T ^rq^ld 

TRRT^I M<dfaedl^l SFt eTOtfpR 

cl? dWtdmfd'fafdl cHS^n^l jK ^ faTO^I H ^ ^[fq 

^pprgFTRf^g toff! fai wpfo 
% mdftfdl ^ ^ F^fcTI W 

^ Rpftvztf cT«n Wch'iqgdl FTOlft '^SSTdlfd^fa TTcf fa^FT 

*JtF TOffc^ 'Jidrq^ WTI •? ej ^d-d< awHi^i 

TTOPfl aral to® ^ aufasrffad ddf^i totot tts Tfwrfq 

^1 TOFT^SR^TOITI ftftem ?n#q 'jfdwifflrUlVIfSl fdfVITO- 

3<HftKmm4dfardi ^ri« <j 

«R|c||felMHI ■3^: ‘FTSTOfR ^5ra«TRTf3^I: ^fil^d ^ 

rT^ SIR 3 (dNdfadfdTONl di<jVI^ ^JTOT^taidqieq 

TOFRT: ^1 ^4«TdoqrdU«l H TO*rarfdl ^ 

mzfim ^fra toRt ^ ^ ^ ^ 

V^fofdI ^^rdRpTh Wfqw1^I “3T«^n^ TO! *rawi"l 

*3?5IRfa^ fddH fd ^ o^KSMHdJ fltdW TdcTl 

aRTOEqWWRT FTTO TTORT:! TOHT&? 

3! rR( % wWH ? iHIfTOPri WI# eiid^e: 

<R IMck'P? TOTOtfwfrot ?sfaF? ^ «d>wild4!d«?ld11 
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^ cntiFi 

fal foKtfwft 

: TTOt Mfauidlfa 

I *T 

IHlfa'fcT ?Wr «h4fal 37Tf3r^f=TF3 H ^ 

<*l4<*)K°l cJT 31^ x4ta«tinj TfTWtffa ?f?T 

^cfMctl^mi ^ ^ y+ivilpM <W^oiffrT^«1 ^ ^nrafftl 3PT«tI iMIH>wi> 

^?Rft cfl 7J0T: y«hl¥rt 

: TOKmtofti 3W: y^p 

3T ^pT: 

: II 3<a II 

SRI SUBODHINI: "Oh Lord! if you had not mani¬ 
fested Yourself, in this pure Divine form, being the 
Protector of everyone and Giver of fruits of all actions, 
there will not be any spiritual wisdom in this universe". 
Why? The scriptures say, that spiritual wisdom arises 
only, through this quality of Divine Harmony, and not 
otherwise. Scriptural knowledge, through reading and 
learning from them, are not retained permanently as this 
knowledge is from an 'outside' agency - viz: the reading 
and contemplating on the meaning of the scriptures. But, 
if this knowledge, is blessed and given, with Grace, by a 
noble and harmonious saint, this knowledge is retained 
permanently as it becomes one's own wisdom and leads 
to the desired result. The scriptures by themselves cannot 
also exhibit the quality of Divine Harmony. Why? Because 
these scriptures are not the 'Doers' or those who 'act' - 
i.e. they are actionless. Hence it is necessary for our Lord 
to manifest Himself and that is why, He is referred to in 
this verse, as 'Oh Giver' (Hey Data). 'Oh Lord, You are 
the Divine Protector and hence, the divine quality of 
Harmony, established by You safely, manifests itself all the 
time, through which, gradually, spiritual experience also 
dawns'. 
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'Spiritual experience' is felt in the inner mind only by 
those who have become perfect in the quality of Divine 
Harmony. As the soul, through spiritual wisdom, progresses 
in the path of 'desirelessness', it is rewarded with spiritual 
experience, like if the food is made ready in this world, 
it can be used immediately on having hunger - otherwise 
will it not be a waste of time to put effort to produce food 
only on getting hunger? Hence, when the quality of Divine 
Harmony rises in oneself, through the Grace of our Lord, 
our Lord also enters in the heart of this devotee along with 
this Divine Harmony. In no other way can this quality of 
Divine Harmony enter into the heart of anyone. It is our 
Lord's Grace which makes all this possible. 

" Let us get the result through the scriptures only, if 
we are unable to attain this Divine Harmony". Clearing 
the doubt created by this sort of absurd statement our Shri 
Acharya MahSprabhuji, in this own erudite way, has said 
thus. Spiritual experience is of two kinds (1) that which 
destroys the ignorance and gives experience about one's 
Divine Self - this is spiritual experience of the Self (Atma) 
(2) That which puts an end to the difference between 
one's Self (Atma) and the Supreme Divine Self 
(PARAMATMA) - This is referred to as the Divine 
experience pertaining to our Lord. When the soul has the 
experience of it's Divine nature and also of the Lord's 
Divine nature, then this supreme Divine experience, de¬ 
stroys, once and for all, the ignorance caused by regarding 
oneself as the 'body' only. The Divine experience of 'pure 
Monism' dawns. This 'wisdom' is not based on the 
knowledge of 'matter' and 'materialism' - as this knowl¬ 
edge can exist only when there is the knowledge of 
'duality' and this knowledge of 'duality' gets destroyed in 
the spiritual experience of 'pure Monism' (§UDDHA 
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ADWA1TAM). Without the development and rise of 
quality of pure Divine Harmony, the manifestation of our 
Lord's Divine Harmonious form does not take place. 
Moreover, if this pure Divine Harmony is essential for the 
rise of spiritual wisdom, then, it is equally required and 
essential for the performance of penance also. 

We should consider, now, giving proper meaning to 
the verse by arranging the words used in the verse in ah 
appropriate manner. 

Hence, the first part of this verse, will mean 'Oh 
Blissful Giver, if we do not develop the quality of Divine 
Harmony, then, there will not be the rise of spiritual 
experience, which can only destroy the division created by 
ignorance. 

The quality of Divine Harmony, by itself, does not 
constitute or confer Divine wisdom. At best, this can 
become a path and way, which will lead to the attainment 
of Divine wisdom. Then why is this quality of Divine 
Harmony required, if our Lord's manifestation can and 
will take place without this? In this world, we experience, 
that the senses (INDRIYA) function only due to the power 
and inspiration of our Lord i.e. they cannot function 
without the presence of our Lord, in this body (i.e. they 
follow their root cause viz: our Lord). Thus, in this path 
of Divine knowledge, our Lord, who inspires the soul to 
do the spiritual practices in connection with this path and 
the soul, which gets inspired to regard itself as part of the 
divine Lord are inter-dependant and complimentary to 
each other. The soul, which constantly contemplates and 
meditates on our Lord, is able to clean and clear itself the 
dirt, constituted by a disturbed mind (a vacillating and 
non-concentrated mind), through which, both the Self and 
the supreme ParamStma get revealed. Hence, it can be 
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said, that, the quality of Divine Harmony is not essential, 
at all for attaining this spiritual realization. To clear this 
doubt our Shri MahSprabjuji refers to the words in this 
verse, which say, that the knowledge of this material world 
and it's objects, which the senses of a human being, at 
best, can only attempt at a conjecture of concluding that, 
actually, it is our Lord, who is the inspirer, and the soul 
is exhibiting only the qualities which are prompted and 
inspired by our Lord. Through this conjecture, the reality 
rbout both the principles of our Lord and the Self 
becomes known, but this will not lead one to have the 
actual spiritual realization of such Divine status. If this 
Divine spiritual realization was there or were to happen, 
then the soul will immediately recognize our Lord and 
also realize it's own Divine Self. But this does not 
happen. Why does it not happen? Because our Lord does 
all actions without His manifestation outside. Then, who 
can make our Lord manifest Himself? We may say, that 
our Lord's manifestation will take place by itself as He is 
the ultimate Truth. We have already seen that the conclu¬ 
sions of the senses and it's knowledge do not lead one to 
actual spiritual realization. Our Lord's manifestation or 
the dawn of actual spiritual realization takes place only 
when the quality of Divine Harmony is predominant and 
hence this realization is considered as dependant on this 
quality of Divine Harmony (SATWA). But our Lord's 
manifestation also can take place without the existence or 
influence of any of these Divine qualities - as He is the 
Lord of all He does and absolutely independent 
(SARVATANTRA SWATANTRA). If our Lord is not, in 
this way, supremely independent of everything, then the 
exhibition or manifestation of the Divine qualities also 
will not take place. Why? Because it is due to our Lord's 
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desire or will, the manifestation of such Divine qualities 
takes place, as these Divine qualities emanate and emerge 
from our Lord. Here, the actual manifestation of these 
Divine qualities do not influence the root cause or die 
origin - viz: our Lord. It is the other way about. Hence, 
for the manifestation of our Lord, there is the necessity 
for the existence of the quality of Divine Harmony 
(SATWAGUNA). An example is given here by our Shri 
Mah&prabhuji. We know that the Sun is there, but during 
a solar eclipse, it cannot show us the reality of the objects 
as the sun's light is fully hidden. Only when the eclipse 
is completely over, can, anyone, see die objects in their 
usual form, as the light of the sun shines once again. Here 
also, our Lord's manifestation and actual Divine vision 
can take place only through the intervention of a special 
cause (truth) - meaning - that for our Lord's manifesta¬ 
tion, it is essential to have the quality of Divine Harmony, 
which is of the Divine form of our Lord. Why? Without 
this, even the best of spiritual aspirant will not be able to 
realize our Divine Lord's manifestation in his heart. 
Hence, in this vedic path, the Divine soul (JIVA), our 
Lord's manifestation and the manifestation and realization 
of the spiritual wisdom of 'Pure Monism' (§UDDHA 
ADWAITA) are considered as the Divine 'goal' 

In the above verse, the consideration of the 'Proof 
was done as pertaining to the Vedas and our Divine Lord 
was concluded to be the 'goal'. Now in the following 
verse the divine factor of 'effort' (sSdhana) is being 
described. 

r^T 7GQ Wf^PJT: II 

* ’•i 

n ii 
VERSE - 36 Meaning: "Oh Lord! At best, the 
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witness (self) can conjecture only about Your ways (of 
action), as a human mind and words are not capable of 
discerning or knowing the reality or Truth, through the 
attributes (qualities), actions or births - as these three are 
not caused by Your Divine Name or Form. Even though, 
this is the actual situation, \bur Presence is felt and 

experienced by ardent Devotees in their actions." 
ft Nft ft 

tpr tt ■g Tjuiw1ci Tran ^ 

qT towmito Tnj17!: 

mtotonsr fantofa ^ mnto yfni % *pjito*Rifto 
pRetfttoI TIT# wfatoeKI'fll q=r 

to ^ to I tota 

toj ftolYIdto TT^W toto il+dW Tltoto: | 

3R>ZFI ^ IFRTpTI fffo ^ 'iiH^I 3T^T*TT 

to 1 -jeto: fto?U ^ m Wffi: <+>crMI^ cT«TPfd 

3lfq TJ to TTTSR^T ftofatol TRT TIFT 1 

jm\ ^Plfsi^IT'TraT^I to TPpf ^ ^ Fto 

torn Tint toto ciMpwte to q c^rtq^M 

mi wria n^Wluiru^ii^ii H44*ta to *tft 
cTI^T:l 1 TJ TTctotoT:! “to to) fddcM 3151^ *TTOI W" 

“qto Tto : i Tift qpiFqnto 

q Ttoftm to. TPirgto ftoraf nftnRTOTftf #Rfi t to 

topri ■fjFqrqf ton Tnftom ^ dfriuPni " fatoj 

ttcft fsra^” ftoj:” 
to* * 

“to to# ylmjto* Fn^ <ri irnm 
wnto i Hwvmto to 

*F5ra i tom(i tototony tom.-i am ^ Trcmrnsqqrm 
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TrftrafnTI "^TcT: yfiiq'cqa: xi<j»arqi'iraP^ feom^q HRR^- 

T£t UclMd ^qrfq Tllf=I 

U^NI«faT«nfnft R^fMdIR II ^ II 

SRI SUBODHINI: According to the Vedic path, our 
Lord is considered as the only means for attaining all the 
desired goals of life. Our Lord, according to the \fedfts is 
'beyond all qualities' (GUNAATITA) and He is described, 
as such, in the Vedas. In spite of this, our Lord, who is 
described as attributeless, with a view to help the celestial 
gods and to apportion rewards or results for actions done 
by the souls, in their lives, manifests Himself in Divine 
forms, full of attributes and qualities. Hence, some say, 
that this Divine Form of our Lord, becomes a symbol for 
spiritual practice for those, who worship and regard the 
Divine Principle with a form and name. Refuting this, it 
is explained, that our Lord's Holy Name and Form are not 
the reasons for His taking a birth, having attributes and 
doing various actions. Why? Because our Lord is the 
eternal Witness, seated in everyone's heart. Giver of 
results of those who have performed various actions and 
also the presiding Lord for the conduct of all actions in 
this universe. This exalted spiritual or Divine nature of 
our Lord is the Form for 'spiritual practice'. Hence, our 
Lord's manifestation or actions are not, thus, caused by 
attributes and qualities - as these manifestations or actions 
do not belong to our Lord. Then, what is the nature of our 
Lord's real manifestation? The answer is given in this 
verse. "Your name is constituted, Oh Lord! through the 
manifestation of your Holy Form, which represents Your 
Righteous nature (DHARMAROOPA) and Your Power of 
Action (KRIYASHAKTI). Your Holy Birth, Oh Lord! is 
constituted by the manifestation of Your Divine Bliss 
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(ANANDA). Nothing else constitutes Your Holy Name 
and Holy Form (Birth), as these are the real reasons for 
Your Name and Birth. If this Divine basis was not the 
truth of Your Name and Form, then, none can hope to 
attain their desired goals, through resorting to a Name and 
Form, created and caused by natural factors". (PRAKRUTI) 

In this manner, although people may consider our 
Lord's Holy Name and Form, over a period of time, as 
constituting the factor for spiritual practice. Holy scrip¬ 
tures do not describe our Lord, as only, an instrument for 
spiritual practice. If our Lord is considered only in this 
manner, then our Lord's exalted Divine Status as "Giver 
of Results of actions" (PHALADATA) will not remain. 
Why? Forms and Names, based on nature and material in 
character, cannot become the "Giver of results of actions". 
Moreover, if we consider our Lord to be with natural 
attributes and qualities only, then, as these natural quali¬ 
ties and attributes are based on mind and words, this 
conception of the Lord, can at best, confer only the 
"mental and verbal" benefits or results. Why? Our Lord 
can, as best be, only analyzed through conjectures, with 
the mind and words as He is beyond the scope of this 
analysis and not a "physical object" (PRATHYAKSHA 
VISHAYA). Why? In the Upanishad, it has been clearly 
stated that 'Mind and words along with the senses return 
back from the Lord, unable to describe the exact nature 
of our Lord’. Hence, the senses can never attain this '^elf- 
evolved and evident Lord' (SWAYAMBHU). In view of the 
above, it is said that, there are no Names or Forms for our 
Lord. Answering this, in the verse, it is mentioned that 
*Oh Lord, although Your Divine Name and Form can be 
experienced through spiritual practice' - and for this our 
Holy scriptures are the evidence and proof. There are 
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several references in our Holy scriptures for this e.g. 
'Lord Vishnu's valor' 'Beloved of the Lord' 'Lord Vishnu 
measured this entire universe with three Feet' Scriptures 
also prescribe the chanting of Divine Names of the 6 
syllables and the "RAMA' Manthram (Holy word of our 
Lord's name) as the spiritual practice as also meditation 
on the celestial gods, when sacrifices and offerings are 
made into Fire during such ceremonies. "Oh Lord, these 
spiritual practices can be undertaken only if you have 
taken, upon Yourself, through Your Grace, various Divine 
Forms and Names. In their absence. Oh Lord! we will not 
have the benefit of meditating on your Holy Forms and 
chant your Sacred Names. Through the Divinity and 
Sacredness contained in the 'sound' of your Holy names, 
we know for certain that. Oh Lord! Your Name and Form, 
are not merely material in nature but full of Bliss and this 
'Blissful' Name and Form, confer the benefits, to the 
devotees, for their efforts done to attain various goals and 
for the fulfillment of their various desires". 

In the above verse, the Divine nature of our Lord's 
Forms and Names has been described, as being eternal 
and full of Divine Bliss. Now, in the following verse, the 
exalted and supreme spiritual benefits conferred on chant¬ 
ing our Lord's Holy Names and meditating on His Holy 
Forms, are explained. 

^ cbc*^ n 
VERSE -37 Meaning: "Oh Lord! Your Devotees, 

meditating on Your Auspicious Divine Form, chanting 
Your Holy Names, hearing Your Names and listening to 
the stories of your Holy Divine manifestations, and also 
by contemplating on your Divine Forms and Names, 
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during their performance of worship, sacrifices etc. for the 
celestial gods, establish their mind firmly, only, on your 
Lotus-like Holy Feet. These devotees through your Grace, 
Oh Lord! are never made to take a re-birth in this world." 

“to ^ Futon 

^Tict d^<4hl|UJI£l % 

TOTft VJU<St*fl fi»l ^ 3 *JU<*0d 

TTf?TI 3T^I WPdl cRPt 

FTO miH^MtHfd TOTUPfiPqj 

ctl^dfMI frj*d<4^ rT^f RftPul^T 

KIPT^I amrTfaraTM<: FTO : I 

^3 WTfavprt UJUrH^dl ^IcfrH^ftHWCir^qi' 

•q^craiq^tarfmi ustdr-ftrd m 3rf^rq?«n^ f^fad:! 

3Rt«n crPTr^tf^STf^^jRnRpT ■stem" ^ Fn^ TKsfa-^-er* 

chci^MN^di w trai ft«rtt:i fjh*u«j 

*nrar&TOTO} gi Hlr*<*>r*<Ti*i <<^t*huik- 

fa^^lfagfxTTi: FT FTsfsTT *T9FI FRTRPT 1 1 FR*rf 

«raf?n 

F*R#f fcF^TT: ^UlfHarTl^lg rHT % I 

gmfafr fatu^di titaft 1Om-. n \ h 

KARIKA and it's meaning: "Through the Devoted 
remembrance of our Lord, our spiritual and other prac¬ 
tices get fully completed, and our mind enters into our 
Lord. When our knowledge and actions, become embod¬ 
ied and symbolizing 'Lord Vishnu', then the ultimate 
spiritual liberation takes place. There is no doubt on this". 
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Commentary: In die Karika, by the word 'thinking or 
remembering' (smaranam), ail the four spiritual practices 
are meant viz: listening or hearing, remembrance, of Him, 
contemplation and also explaining about His stories and 
Divine Leelas to others. Through these four-fold spiritual 
practice of remembering our Lord, our Lord manifests 
Himself in the heart of the Devotee - through this Divine 
manifestation, the mind of the devotee enters into the 
Lotus Feet of our Lord and this, in turn, enables the 
devotee to behold the spiritual knowledge - Wisdom Form 
of our Lord, in his heart. Thus, when the devotees' 
spiritual practice and knowledge are Tilled up by the 
Divine manifestation of Lord Vishnu's Wisdom and Dy¬ 
namism, then automatically, liberation takes place. None 
should doubt this. 

After describing, on the basis of Vedic scriptures, the 
4 Divine factors of proof, goal, effort and result, now, in 
the next verse, the same 4 factors are described on the 

basis of the belief and views of the celestial gods. 

TJrfnte n ^ || 

SRI SUBODHINI: The scriptures say "while doing 
penances and other sacrifices, if there is any blemish in 
their performance, the fulfillment and attainment of the 
goals of these religious practices is guaranteed through the 
remembrance and chanting the Holy names of our Lord". 
This rememberence of our Lord and chanting His Holy 
Names lead one to the fulfillment and proper conclusion 
of one's spiritual and religious practices and observances, 
even if there were some drawbacks or defects in their 
proper performance. In this verse, the one who performs 
any type of religious ceremony or sacrifice, should, at the 
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end, remember our Lord and chant His Holy Names, so 
that the ceremony performed, however defective, will be 
deemed to have been properly performed and also will 
yield the desired results. The result for such Divine 
fruition is only liberation from the cycle of births and 
deaths. Shri VallabhScharyaji says that the meaning given 
by him for the word 'heaven' (SWARGA) is his 
N1BANDHA treatise is 'Happiness' or 'Liberation'. The 
same meaning is referred to and given here. 

When other devotees chant the names of our Lord and 
also sing the praises of our Lord's Form and Divine 
qualities, those who listen to this chanting and praise, do 
also likewise - nay - they should take the Name of God, 
with full meditation and contemplation. Hence, in the 
verse the word 'remembering together properly' 
(Samsmaranam) is used, instead of 'remembering' 
(smaranam) - meaning - that one should not stop at taking 
the Names of our Lord by and for oneself only - but 
should put efforts to make others, also, remember our 
Lord and His Names and through the process of teaching 
and imparting spiritual precepts, make others also under¬ 
stand the inner meaning of the Divine scriptures and, if 
possible, make them sing the Holy Names of our Lord. 

Whan is the difference between 'remembrance' 
(smaranam) and 'contemplation' (chintanam)? Our Shri 
Vallabhachdryaji explains this as follows: Chanting the 
Holy Names of our Lord, by stopping the thoughts about 
this world, is Meditation. In this method, our Mind, 
without making much strenuous efforts, is automatically 
able to chant the Holy Names of our Lord. This is known 
as 'remembrance' or smaranam. 'Contemplation' or 'think¬ 
ing' involves efforts and putting the Mind in the remem¬ 
brance of our Lord's Names. Through this 'contempla- 
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tion' while remembering the Holy Name of our Lord, 
when one is able to meditate on the beautiful Form of our 
Lord - this is known as Meditation. 

The second 'and' (cha) word, used in this verse, 
denotes those persons, Who, while doing the above 
mentioned spiritual practices, also listen to various other 
subjects - even these persons will, certainly, attain the 
desired results of such spiritual practices. If the desired 
result is not forthcoming, is it then, necessary to do any 
other type of spiritual practice? Not at all. None should 
allow this type of doubt to rise, in one's mind; why? 
Because everything about our Lord is Most Auspicious 
and always lead to Auspicious welfare - His Holy Name, 
His Holy Form, His Divine qualities and everything 
related and belonging to our Lord - are all Auspicious. 
Hence there will not be any difficulty to attaining the 
desired goals. Why? All works done, such as sacrifices, 
worship of our Lord and other worldly activities, because 
they are Auspicious by their nature, will definitely confer 
the desired results, without any difficulty, with the Grace 
of our Lord. 

"He, whose mind has irrevocably and fully surren¬ 
dered to your Lotus Feet, oh Lord! will never have to 
return again to this earth of births and deaths, - meaning 
He gets fully liberated." Returning to this worldly exist¬ 
ence is made necessary, only for those,who have some 
blemish (sin). By undertaking to perform the spiritual 
practices, described above, the person gets freed from this 
blemish or sins. For him, the world of bondage consisting 
of 'Me' and "Meum' comes to an end and He, being 
blemish -free and sin - free, attains liberation. 

fcygsr ftar TO& ^ wfcFfcrera i 
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VERSE - 38 Meaning: HOh Lord Sri Hari! We are 
filled up with joy on Your Divine Manifestation, which 
has mitigated the sorrow of mother earth as she is Your 
Holy Feet. We are also overjoyed and Blissful that we will 
now see both, the Gracious mother earth and the heaven, 
blessed by Your Holy and beautiful Feet (nay - carrying 
the stamp of Your Holy Feet)" 

TITSjr^Tt cfl SFTmqj 

*fle!T ««W<=( ^fiT^ ^FTcTcTT 

'K'vFMl^l ^4HI StlilMHld: I 

l ^ tml 

<ra ^torferi era 
3RRI3F ^ feeraSlftl 

<ld<H4 ^:l W^ujiqR i? ^farora.- 

feel+lfl I ^ WF3FT- 

^ftfarasrara 3e5raw*HT*rrara flcrirq^^rr^ *Fra?rtR**nfatTfaft 

^ e! era 
o 

wm 

3tcft <£e|d TRFZ ^f%l 'JiidpHrqie 

Rguif^Rfai 3tfa ij4 r FjTifra 1% ^*hrar^ ? 

^ '7f^#T eT^ fcJB^Pdl W<f*KTe3l^ *Praeft 

*■ * i' i L' 1 I ^ _, £ A I ■ 1 ^ I \ fl r \ | ■■ VW IT . | I I 1 ka l" 1 I A ^_d L I II LI ^ — .^11 M | ^ 

q4ertiM«WMj|: fafferi irf sT^TR ^fe! 

Ufa: M ijfRftrafa vfTTrrt^i ^rarafq awmilcufai 

ra m^Kirai R»rafa fagon ara diRwjiwi 

rnfMfei ^efraR^t «wf|tll *Ieft RTOTOPI^itit «tf4^cftfh 

^sq^i mt ra i4fa<ita *n w 

mm,wm,Ww<n w*ra ?wi *?rra r $»raro ^iravt i 
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faTO MlQtajjftffeMf rm I Hi ^ ^STHT 

^ iftop»1u«fi i srataranta 

Txwi «*um: i ymuimfaqfa 

SRI SUBODHINI: Our Lord only is the Proof, 
Goal, effort and the result of the Holy Scriptures. The 
ultimate proof or evidence is our Lord's manifestation or 
His being manifested through the Love of the devotee. 
The celestial gods, now on seeing the welfare conferred to 
the mother earth, due to the manifestation of our Lord, 
are expressing their devout gratitude. They also say, that 
the whole universe is gratified by the Divine manifestation 
of our Lord. "Oh Lord Sri Hari, You have mitigated the 
pain and sorrow of mother earth, which is Your Holy 
Feet, through Your divine manifestation. Now, mother 
earth has completely got rid of her being exploited, 
through the rise of Blissful joy in mother earth, on your 
Divine Manifestation. Your Birth is the only way to 
mitigate the sorrow of mother earth and no other way can 
achieve this. Why? As You, Oh Lord! is fully capable of 
achieving anything, You desire to do or perform. Oh 
Lord Sri Hari, it is, indeed, necessary for you to mitigate 
the pain and sorrow of mother earth. Why? Not only this 
action of Your's is beneficial to us, but mother earth also 
represents Your Holy Feet. Everyone tries to remove the 
hardships connected with one's feet. None also wants to 
see any defect or problem with one's companions or 
devotees. Oh Lord! You have to, mitigate the sorrow of 
mother earth, as this will immensely benefit the entire 
universe and also as You are also Sri Hari, who dispels 
the sorrow of His Devotees'. 

"Oh Lord, Your Birth and manifestation are, indeed, 
super-natural - nay - Divine in character. Although, we 
have not done die required spiritual practices for your 
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Divine Manifestation, and although You are the Divine 
soul, in the heart of everyone, You have manifested. Oh 
Lord! Only through Your Grace, for the destruction of the 
demons. Due to Your Gracious nature, Oh Lord! we are 
filled up with joy and Bliss". 

Many persons may hold the view, that our Lord's 
manifestation in the stomach of mother Devaki, was only 
intended to redeem the sorrow of mother earth. Hence, 
mother earth exhibited joy and bliss. But many more 
Divine Leelas were to be enacted later, and the Lord will 
also enchant this entire universe with His Divine Leelas, 
in the subsequent times - the same are hinted by the 
celestial gods. Hence they express great joy and bliss. 

Why there is the necessity to wonder that our Lord, 
indeed, took a human Form and lived on this earth? This 
is possible for our Lord, as He is the One, whose Forms 
are seen everywhere and He is Omnipresent and every 
Form is His only'. The celestial gods also answer this 
doubt. "Oh Lord, Your Beautiful Holy Feet, adorned with 
Holy signs of Your Insignia viz: a Flag, divine weapons 
such as Vajra and Ankusa, has now put it's stamp on this 
mother earth, which we shall always see and become 
continuously joyful. This is indeed, a great luck for us to 
have the vision of Your Holy Feet on mother earth. 
Mother earth is also very lucky, indeed, as she has been 
blessed by Your Holy Feet. All the more beautiful is the 
fact that the shadow of Your Holy Feet has fallen on this 
mother earth." Mother earth, is the Holy Feet of our 
Lord. Our Lord has, now, redeemed her now. Mother 

» 

earth is the daughter of Lord Brahma, and, due to her 
Love for our Lord, she is blessed with this vision of our 
Lord. This is also an event for joy and bliss. In the verse 
the word 'cows' (gSm) has been used instead of the usual 
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'hers' (Tfim) - meaning that due to the coming into 
contact with the Holy Feet of our Lord, mother earth, 
now onwards, will be able to fulfill all the desires of 
people living on mother earth, like the Divine Cow - 
K&madh£nu. In fact, mother earth, had taken the form of 
a cow only, earlier, with tears in her eyes, to plead with 
Lord Brahma. Now, the same mother earth, due to the 
insignia of our Lord's Feet, being permanently planted on 
her, is now full of joy and bliss - and this is considered 
by the celestial gods as a 'great luck' 
(MAHABHAGYAM). The word 'cow' (Go) used here is 
very appropriate, as the both the meanings - the earlier 
one of mother earth being 'very unhappy' and the latter 
meaning of mother earth being 'very happy' - come out 
very clearly in this. "Persons whom you have blessed , oh 
Lord! will also see, through Your Holy Feet the heavens. 
Oh Lord! You have: indeed done every type of help to 
us, the celestial gods. You gave in charity the ear- 
ornament of mother Aditi (mother of the celestial gods) - 
and due to this, the 'heavens' have been also blessed by 
You. Indeed it is very lucky for us, to see in this manner, 
with joy and bliss, both the happy mother earth and the 
blessed heavens". 

Vision is the form of proof and the Divine manifes¬ 
tation is of the form of the 'goal'. Now in the next verse, 
the manifestation of our Lord is explained. 

<M(U| fanfa*il<; Rfl riqfaiHQ II 

*141 wra: IWtmUJWSMI ^f»ai 4fcH<44M*14lfM4l<MM II 3^11 

VERSE - 39 Meaning: "Oh Lord! You are birth-less, 
yet You manifest yourself, according to our humble 
understanding, only with a view to enact Your divine 
Leelas. Due to our'ignorance only, we behold in You, who 
is birthless Your Holy Birth, enactment of Your Divine 
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Leelas which give rise to Total Devotion (NirAdha) and 
Your staying on this earth, with your manifestation" 

w^nttni : 3fl|qHlH TOflHm, WVOMIHII IWWPI 

^roWW WW TO: TOi HRH WV H hwsiwfl Wilql 

*fari *: TOWH HT %: 3ft*mj ^ fj ft*R: ^qfein 

Wgtf H 1FFTT %ritl TOWlfaqftl ftimftl 

HTI 3FHHI wRITHT: HTT H w[l 3flTOW Hn Hu HITOn?! ^fH 

wiftwnroi ^il nh! toi H>rr®f flnifMt^ <w»uwg 

^H:l Hgr H«t U Y*fr M$<Wfq TOti hM HTO^ 

fll^VK^tl W^l W H nfimriN Mqpt^K4»f« 

?f?T HFt ^?j H A4)tUVg gfilHIH:! 4lH»l<ftdl HI 

Kffiraim' WBR HH HHW «I(U|I(I HFR 3mm HTlfTO 
S > V ■ 

: VWHH <W>UIUgl q«jo«J 

c#nfq unfa h 3f<t«% tthi 73 *refanfr m<viw hht 

HTOHT wftfe HOTTOH^m^? HW IMtir ^1 

3nfvR *raf=?ri TO?it 

TOWMiqj <Rfa Wfa Tfo HHftTI 3TTO ftlM* ^PTrjmf^f- 

TO^I HHlfa rcf^Rfl^ H HHfol StfaM H HHfol 3TOTHrfH<$ H 

HHfol HH qlcHxJl HHcflHlfTO M^cil 

3RftTOI H FH3J H«fl HH HH SUHifTOF H,qAq ^'KTlfM H^l 

TOta* snwre^ aro^H wfa ■aftHRigmmiM^ii nroft 
#?IHI 3ll5HfH:l HI I 3TOTOI ^Wh HTO 

TO fiTfrfiRI: II ^ II 

SRI SUBODHINI: "Oh Lord, we are unable to guess 
any other explanation or reason for your Holy Birth, 
although You are Birthless, other than Your desire to enact 
Your divine Leelas in this world. "The word used in this 
verse viz: 'play* (V1NOD) has two words in it viz: 'VI' 
which denotes 'TIME' (KALA) and die word 'NOD' 
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means 'to inspire or to propel'. Time is a stable factor, in 
the hands of our Lord, which, gives happiness and joy 
according to the actions of the souls. Oh Lord! You have 
inspired the Time, by taking Your birth and thus made the 
'Time' look different." The words in this verse also can 
be seen in a different angle so as to get a different 
meaning. We may join the words 'VINA V1NOD' and 
see the meanings of the words, as before, by splitting the 
words into 'VINAVI' and 'NOD'. Now the meaning will 
be 'The Boat in the form of this world of Births and 
Deaths' for the word 'VINAVI* and the meaning for the 
word 'NOD' continues to be 'to inspire or propel'. The 
complete purport of this is 'Oh Lord, if you have not 
inspired the boat, in the form of this world, this boat 
could never cross over this ocean of births and deaths'. 
The main theme or essence, which we have to understand 
from this explanation is that this Universe, devoid of its 
blemish and defects, is in reality, the form of our Lord, 
the Supreme Brahman. This universe is considered as a 
type of boat, as it has been referred to in the 11th Canto 
of Sri Bhagavatam, that the human body is of the nature 
of a 'boat'. "Oh Lord! to enable this boat to cross this 
universe, with a view to provide inspiration. You have 
taken Your birth. Oh Lord! if you have not taken births in 
the home of Your Devotees, as a son, as a husband and 
associate Yourself in this manner in several relationships, 
it will be difficult, indeed, for this boat to cross this 
universe.' 

Our Shri Vallabhichiryaji, again, gives another valu¬ 
able meaning, full of spiritual significance in the follow¬ 
ing manner. He joins the symbols 'Na' and 'lb' (which 
stand by themselves in this verse) and this word becomes 
'NATE' meaning - "Oh Lord, out of Your gracious 
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compassion to the surrendered Devotees, You, who is 
birthless, manifest Yourself, with a view to inspire the 
boat, consisting of this universe, to cross over." 

Our Shri Vallabh&chiryaji, again, gives another in¬ 
sight into this verse. He splits the words 'NA TE 
BHAVASYA' into 'NATA' and 'EBHA' (NA, TA, BHA) 
and 'VASYA' and gives the meaning as follows - The word 
'NATA' means 'Surrendered soul' and 'EBHA' means the 
king elephant (GAJENDRA) who had surrendered to our 
Lord and who attained liberation with the compassionate 
Grace of our Lord. The purport is that, our Lord's 
manifestation is for enacting His Divine Leelas only and 
He is still doing the same even today. Although, some may 
say, that the Lord could not have manifested Himself to 
rescue, just, an animal, like the king elephant - but the 
answer, even for this wrong conclusion, is that our Lord 
manifested Himself with a view to enact His Divine Leela 
only. "The ocean consisting of this universe is today 
without a strong boat to enable Devotees to cross over and 
Your manifestation. Oh Lord, is to inspire everyone to 
cross this ocean. Oh Lord! we have no evidence, even to 
aver this fact, as we have not come across anyone, who 
has actually seen this happening. Neither You, Oh Lord, 
have spoken your views on this matter. Hence, we have to 
conclude in this manner only, to ourselves. In reality, Oh 
Lord! this is your divine Leela or is it not? We get 
confused on this also. Finally Oh Lord! as we are unable 
to decipher Your Divine Ways, we will have to conclude 
that, the real reason, purport, value and motive for Your 
manifestation is known to You only and at best, we can 
indulge only in inconclusive explanations'. 

"Oh celestial friends! Why do you all say that I am 
unborn? Please regard Me also as taking birth as the other 
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souls, who are my own part only, take birth in this world." 
Now the celestial gods, prepared themselves to reply to 
the above statement of our Lord, if ever. He was to make 
it, in the following way. All embodied souls take birth, 

live and die due to their ignorance only. In fact the souls 

cannot take birth by themselves. Their birth takes place 
when the Lord wills and is present. "Oh Lord, if You 
were not present, then this universe, without any basis and 
support, could not have been created. If, You are not 
interested, then also, Oh Lord, this universe will not exist, 

as no creation can take place from impermanent matter 
which is fleeting by nature. Moreover no creation can also 

take place, without the presence of a purposeful cause. 
Hence, it is necessary to have a basis, support and reason 
(cause) for this universe to be. In view of this, Oh Lord! 
if we were to conclude, that You also have an Origin, then 
the everlasting nature of this universe will be absent, and 
this universe will become unreal, and the creation of this 
universe will be considered as accidental, and Your 
manifestation also will be treated, again, as accidental!" 

"Oh Lord! the souls take births, having You as the 

Supreme Divine support and Your own manifestation. 
Oh Lord! takes place only, for the enactment of Your 
divine Leelas. 'The Lord is born like any other soul' This 
statement is wrong as this is said, due to the sheer 
ignorance about the divine nature of our Lord and the real 
cause for His Divine birth. In fact the Lord is not 'born' 
at all - in the human sense - In reality, there is the 

manifestation of our Lord's Blissful form. The wrong 
conclusion, that the Lord also came to be 'born' would 
lead to the wrong conclusion, about this universe also 

The same Blissful Form of our Lord is the 'effort' 

(SADHANA). This is explained in the next verse. 
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^TPSRTTT: II 

ti m sjstjr ^ iiyoii 

VERSE - 40 Meaning: " Oh jewel of the Yadu race! 
Oh Lord! Please redeem the sorrow of this mother earth, 
in the same way as You protected us and the three worlds, 
during Your Holy and Divine Incarnations at different 
times as a Fish, a horse, a tortoise, a Man-lion, a Boar, 
a Swan, a King, a Brahmin and your incarnation among 
the celestial gods; Oh Lord, we are prostrating and 
surrendering to You." 

atojaftftrft^ TrnRfarais Traairftfrn tjjaf tomato 

^TcTI ^7TO:I iPTt '>td'*n:l spit "5PTt dl«MI:l 

:l 3T«rt%r ^nsfrl 

+I8'j»r=(l<y eitl$ 5fai 3Tsn#t 

^frofapsiHrarairira: I TT3P??t 

^TTO:! dWHUMIff TOF5TOV 371*1:1 3TW^ftJ ^j*f:l 

4IW°qc4l<U ^m-.\ i Mtfa 

raii^j^ t*a,qa|^ finjtrr ^hKs^hPh xnf^ri 

I •’fffcF ^ & left 4W4«9T 

'J^MM'KWMuI 3R2Jlfq d^d^RlI 

^SRFri^l '4HH>K ^ yrJMW ?ra*f:ll 

W^l tT7T^Tt ^71 ^Ilfa 3T* pRIcfo 

*kwistM *ira HSRTRrl T& Tfo 

TJZ ^FlfaTT^T *!$>: tf*H7ITOHJ 3^t 
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TRTRRrW R^V*rfOTW*$H 

fnp?^FRft *! *Plf?T <TT^ H FR TJ5 tfcRffWctl WW 

SI5Hfl«fl WWfflfeVtbl : IT^* Ffa 'J*qifc*vAul fM Rf*rM 

trftvd^l m>'Ilfe»Mfl«IKH*II Mtt>Mi ^3FT: Wlftfd 1WTOI4 

LsiL;EiL«;^iLihirui:KLmhB^&^i^iL:L:iLE:iu^L:ciL rr 

(wflyi*Rn 3r 

T&R -3RRRI MlRddl^ ^ jl ^5TRI I*nMl 

«T?R: Ft 3H^jT: mqmHdwiiR*' ^th TRqt 

H^ki ^inP^rqi ^amraidd 

“ ^tt4iU<4H THdllftdldd: WriWMc^ci 

^5 4ll4 

<j ^f7rqzWf?*ifTOT^:i cri csrt T^cf fcufa ^M«hni sm tr m 

^5 <TW <T«ta ^Tdfafa &RI ?tof ^TFH^I 3ffi TJ3 “fsRFtfecf 

cFRH^rat: ^TT" fHldeM-HJ T4^|TJrRHI«tt^ (TtSTfa 

*dW*'Hi*Jd<Oii«Mq 'IitatM«s*ul W ^ <}>d^iij •jR^*U 

FrfifatTFlfa TJefatFRfa 'TrR^n^H'ti^Hlc^ siiy£«4 HiRaqiiJ 

cW<n^lii*I^t*i«<l V^Ph WRWF §rq(H HlfaraTTJ JfclRl 

■qP*55IWT*f dR^dlMSKH VthHUMtltfiPHl HlRddHI 

et&KHPm ^sfcsnstod.wKiRi’fa framra *wfaRi Ftf 

FRfStRRJ FTTF*3 ^«RI«f H°|d?dldl$i««4ldc|l^ ^ 

a'*ii5t(q^i'<||uiij|^f<4|^6iiptitcj|^ ych^^cH <| ^Fnnf^l IllR 

MI«SdtiHI«tm<l^><I^N»Jumirgrd^g TR fiq?fa5R FRTCI cTFT 

w«n^ d^M^MP^i fwhiRt^ irai 

R*m:i i^nta r?<u^nyd^w)HPf «Pff«RwrdR 

I»f*Wul4*ta^e| *«t«t>i<f <j>tio(i>^ ^ H cTq^ 6ddHI 3T^ v( cT«TT 

fxraiij FTO WTORJII ^piPh 

drdlM^ld fddHI 
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3PT8JI *£hk?KuI R FU^I TURTOJ dR4» 

cT«telfa MK«ftqi:l 

«pit gf*pai $Pd¥l$R!WII ^ifcVHHUfM 

flung ^ti 
**lfa ffRr^PM ^ ^1 flt^TCg Mr<jm*idqiPc|fo 

TOIOTRRi Pt^-nS*0! qi^Hl^«i epnql’tj X^eFT? <j«bl4^e|«| 4-MbdHJ 

^lyi^-HlPd^ fqH*^" ^tPST^ tMtPrl4J 

MRp<re(lil^dlR 7FS? ^Tiqi^ ^ g ^TQ ^fcldqiP'lfcl V$ 

^WWTCRt «IWl>^T:l «bW^il^«^'dcb:l flraft"! 

qftm: It *0 || 

SRI SUBODHINI: "Oh Lord! just like you had 
taken, in the first place, the Nine incarnations, this is your 
Tenth Incarnation." Three incarnations took place in 
water; three incarnations took place in forests and three 
incarnations took place in this world. The forms of fish, 
horse and the tortoise. Oh Lord, resemble Your Divine 
quality of spiritual ignorance (Tamas); The forms of Man- 
lion, Boar and the Swan, represent Your Divine quality of 
spiritual dynamism (RAJAS); the forms of Sri Rama, Sri 
Parasurdma and Sri Vamana represent the Divine quality 
of spiritual Harmony (SATWA). In the verse, the referenci 
to the word 'horse' (ASWA) is to the Lord Hayagrlva 
Horse also has its origin in water, and Lord Hayagriv; 

also originated from water. Lord Narasimha (Man-lior 
form) can be considered as of 'forest' (VANAM) origin, 
as He, manifested from a pillar. The Lord's incarnation as 
a Boar (YARAHA) is definitely of 'forest' origin. A Swan 
is also considered as of 'forest' origin, as it likes to live 
in open places, so that it can fly in the air. This swan- 
incarnation of our Lord, through His spiritual teachings, 
made devotees take to do penance in the forest, inspiring 
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them to lead the life of spirituality in the forest. Hence to 
term the 'swan' as of 'forest-origin' is, indeed , very 
appropriate. Sri Rama, representing the warrior class, Sri 
Parasurdma representing the Brahmin class and Sri V&mana 
representing the celestial gods' category have been re¬ 
ferred to, in this verse, to describe their respective 
progressive divine qualities. A horse is considered of a 
higher category of animal, than a Fish. A tortoise is 
considered higher than a horse. This higher gradation is 
done, purely from the point of view of completion of 
different tasks achieved during a particular incarnation. 
The divine form of our Lord as the Tortoise, always 
remaining in water, protects this earth- hence this Form is 
regarded as higher than our Lord's manifestation as the 
Horse. Our Lord's Form as the Boar is considered higher 
than His form as a Man-lion as Our Lord, in the form of 
a Boar rescued mother earth from water and also killed 
the demon Hiranyaksha. During our Lord's manifestation 
as a Man-lion, the devotee Prahlada was protected. But, 
our Lord's form as a swan is considered higher than our 
Lord's form as a Boar, as our Lord, as the Swan, gave 
divine and spiritual wisdom to the devotees. The progres¬ 
sive values in our Lord's manifestations in the warrior 
class, as a Brahmin and amongst celestial gods, are indeed 
self evident. 

In these Nine different manifestations, our Lord 
protected Nine types of devotees. "Now, Oh Lord, You 
have to protect the Nine types of devotees only through 
this one Total Divine manifestation". Our Lord, takes his 
incarnation among the same class and category of 
persons, whom. He intends to protect. Now, the celestial 
gods, make a specific prayer to our Lord, explaining as to 
how, our Lord, in the earlier times, protected, through His 
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various incarnations, the celestial gods, die three worlds 
and all the righteous persons. "Oh Lord, just like before. 
You have now manifested Yourself, with all Your Divine 
capacity and Powers. Oh Lord! while, like before, You 
will kindly and graciously protect us, the three worlds 
and the cause of righteousness (DHARMA), Oh Lord, 
please redeem the suffering and pain of mother earth also. 
Although You are the supreme Lord of this universe. You 
are also known in this world as the scion and jewel of the 
Yadu race. As we can never repay the Grace and bounty 
showered on us by You, Oh Lord! please accept our 
humble prostrations in lieu thereof". 

Why did the celestial gods, pray to our Lord, for the 
mitigation of the sorrow and pain of mother earth and did 
not specify any other tasks or actions to be taken by our 
Lord, in their prayer? Clearing this doubt, our Shri 
MahSprabhu Vallabhacharyaji says, that our Lord's mani¬ 
festations such as Fish etc. are indeed capable of achieving 
all the desired results, after completing the necessary 
tasks. All these incarnations are referred to in this verse 
to signify, that our Lord usually takes His incarnations for 
mitigating the sorrow and pain of mother earth - and now 
- specially to destroy the wicked and evil kings, who were 
ruling mother earth at this time. Hence our Lord will 
confront these evil kings in a war. But the devotees do not 
want our Lord to participate in a war, with a view to 
destroy these evil kings, as our Lord will get exerted and 
get physically tired in this process. Devotees, due to their 
love for our Lord, can never put up with any type of 
difficulty for our Lord. The celestial gods say that "Oh 
Lord, You have taken this birth as a very dynamic and 
strong Divine person, for our sake". In this way, although 
the celestial gods knew very well, like mother Devaki, the 
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supreme Divine Nature and Power of our Lord, being 
devotees, full of love for our Lord, they now pray to our 
Lord, to mitigate the suffering of this earth without 
participating or precipitating a war, as this will cause 
physical exertion and discomfort to our Lord, which the 
celestial gods, as ideal devotees, cannot bear at all! 

"Oh Lord, until you manifest your powers of Opu¬ 
lence and Omnipotence, please do not physically exert 
Yourself in a war or battle, and, as much as You can, 
please destroy Your enemies through your secret ways:using 
others as Your instruments - as You did earlier, Oh Lord! 
during the great Deluge (PRALAYA) You had protected 
devotees such as the king Satyavrata." 

"Oh Lord, Your devotees will become very unhappy, 
due to their boundless love for You, if You were to decide 
to help these devotees, through the process of a war, as 
you have now taken the form of a mighty warrior 
(PURUSHA). Why? In this war, which resembles an 
ocean, there are fearsome huge whales, in the form of 
several difficulties. Hence Oh Lord! please do not give 
this sorrow to your Devotees, by taking upon Yourself the 
burden of fighting a war, thus physically discomforting 
Yourself. Please protect Your devotees, in the same com¬ 
fortable way, as You did in lyour earlier: incarnation of a 
Fish, when You carried out this task of protecting Your 
devotees in a very easy way, which did not cause any 
physical discomfort to You.” Here the example of 
Bhimasena, becoming a Brahmin beggar, hiding his nature 
of a warrior-class prince and form, killing the king 
Jarasandha is given - to say that the Lord Himself had 
accompanied Bhimasena and had also dressed Himself as 
a Brahmin! The purport of this prayer to our Lord, is that 
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our Lord should not have: physical exertion or trouble 
while protecting His devotees. This is an expression of 
pure love, on the part of the devotees, to our Lord. 

Our Lord, appeared, during the sacrifice conducted 
by Lord Brahma, in the form of Lord Hayagrlva (horse- 
form) and while protecting the Vedis, also, destroyed the 
demons. Our Lord, also protected the religious traditions 
of Righteousness (DHARMA), during the sacrifice of 
R&jasQya, performed by king Yudhishtira, by manifesting 
Himself and according recognition to the Brahmins. Our 
Lord, in fact, killed king Sisupala, very easily, as he was 
talking against the Vedas. During His incarnation, as the 
giant Tortiose, our Lord, comfortably, held the Manthara 
mountain on His back, as an act affording physical 
comfort to Himself!. Here also, the celestial gods say that 
, our Lord should, using His special Divine physical 
powers, should give battle with His Hands, only as an act 
of comforting them physically in a facile and easy manner 
and not as an act for killing the enemy who confronts 
Him, in a battle. "In fact Oh Lord! please, as far as 
possible, inspire others to do the killing. This is our 
prayer." In fact, it is our Lord, who has inspired armies 
to fight against each other, wherever a war has broken out. 
Our Lord, enacts the divine Leela of a war, just like the 
kings, as a pastime, go out on hunting expeditions. That 
is why, it is said that "this universe is a play of our Lord 
with Himself". 

Our Lord, with a view to ensure the rise of nectar 
(AMRUT), physically held on His back, the Manthara 
mountain, in the same manner. He held the Gdvardhan 
mountain in His Hands, with a view to Bless everyone, 
with the distribution of the nectar of His Divine Form. He 
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also, protected Vraja through this act. When our Lord 
took the incarnation as the Lion-man (NARASIMHA), He 
achieved both the aims viz. killing Hiranyakasipu, who 
was His devotee in the earlier birth, and had become now 
His enemy in this birth, and also protected Prahlada, His 
devotee. It is also, explained, that during this incarnation, 
due to our Lords form, expressing cruelty and demoniac 
traits, even goddess Laxmi could not get near to our Lord. 
But a devotee like Prahlada, was able to come near to our 
Lord, as our Lord always gives His vision to His devotees 
only in His Divine Blissful form (ANANDAROOPAM). 
Moreover, for protecting the Pandava princes, our Lord 
killed their demoniac relatives, like BhTshma and others. 
In the same way, Kamsa and others were destroyed. 
During the stay in the forest, with a view to protect, once 
again, the Pandava princes, our Lord, appeared acciden¬ 
tally and after eating the remnants of the food left in the 
vessel, made peace possible through His Grace, with sage 
Durvasa, who had come to give trouble to the Pandava 
brothers. During His incarnation as the Boar (VARAHA), 
He showered His great affection and partiality to mother 
earth, through specifically lifting mother earth, with His 
nose, thus accepting mother earth's special quality of 
fragrance. In this incarnation, as our Lord Shri Krishna, 
for the protection of the Pandavds, Our Lord visited the 
home of Vidurji. He never went anywhere else. Why? 
Vidurji had accepted and appreciated the Divine qualities 
of the Pandava brothers. In the same manner, with a view 
to redeem the devotees of this holy Vraja, our Lord, has 
manifested Himself in Sri Gdkulam and protected His 
devotees. He did not act like this anywhere else. In the 
same manner witlTa view to protect Rukmaniji (Vaidharbhi) 
from the hands of Sisup&la, our Lord, stopped Rukmi 
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midway, like He had stopped Demon Hirany&ksha earlier, 
and achieved His own purpose of taking away Rukmaniji, 
although He did not kill Rukmi at that time. He killed him 
later, when the right time came. Our Lord also mitigated 
the mental agony and pain of Lord Brahma and others, 
through His spiritual advice, after taking His incarnation 
as the Swan (HAMSA). In the same way, He dispelled the 
mental despair and agony of the PSndava warrior Arjuna, 
who had decided not to give a battle, which was his 
natural duty, and kill his preceptors and others, falsely 
concluding this action to be against the Vedic scriptural 
injunctions, by giving His spiritual teachings, as contained 
in the Gita. If our Lord, had not given this advice to 
Arjuna, the pain and sorrow caused to the mother earth 
through sinful and demoniac kings would not have been 
ended. 

During our Lord's incarnation as Sri Rama, our Lord 
converted the stones, which are useful to get drowned, 
into a bridge to cross the ocean, with a view to protect 
His devotee Vibhlshana and to destroy the demons in Sri 
Lanka. In the same way, during this incarnation as Shri 
Krishna, our Lord arranged to kill several demons, to 
protect the mother earth. Why did our Lord destroy so 
many persons, just to protect one mother earth? Clearing 
this doubt, it is explained, that, the demon kings, who 
were killed by our Lord, had nurtured intense hatred to 
our Lord. In reality these kings were, indeed, spiritually 
redeemed by our Lord, although, externally, it appeared as 
though they were destroyed. 

During our Lord's incarnation as Shri ParasurSma, 
although our Lord's birth took place in a Brahmin family, 
He took the fearsome function and practice of the warrior 
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class and destroyed several wicked warrior princes. 
During this incarnation, although born as a Brahmin, our 
Lord decided to* destroy the wicked warrior class. 

During our Lord's incarnation as Sri V£mana, mani¬ 
festing Himself as a reward to His mother's prayers, our 
Lord, enacted the stupendous act of taking away all the 
three worlds, from King Mahabali, which Lord Brahma 
and others could never achieve, and this feat, our Lord 
had achieved through His mere words! This is also 
exemplified during the destruction of the demon Vritr&sura. 

Our Lord manifested, now, through mother Devaki, 
and. He distributed His Blissful joy and Ananda to the 
entire Yadava race - which even Lord Brahma and others 
can hope to achieve only with considerable difficulty! Our 
Lord, after killing Kamsa, who was avaricious to have the 
kingdom, gave it away to King Ugras£na and the Lord did 
not accept this kingdom for Himself! In this manner the 
celestial gods sung the praise of our Lord and, then, they 
made their prostrations to our Lord. The killing of Kamsa 
and others are not specially referred to here, as these 
events are considered unimportant. 

In the next verse, the value of the Divine story of Shri 
Krishna, as the 'result' itself is emphasized, as also the 
comforting of mother Devaki is described. 

fcgmMi % TTT: WTO ^TMI 

VERSE 41 Meaning: "Oh Mother Devaki, The 
Supreme PurushOttama, our Divine Lord, has manifested 
Himself toYou, with His Divine Part as Pradhyumna, in 
your stomach. Her is our supreme Lord. He has come to 
look after our welfare. Now, please do not be afraid of 
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Kamsa, who is going to be destroyed. This, your son, 
who is the Supreme Lord, will protect all the Yadavas. Oh 
Divine Mother, please accept our Greetings and Best 
Wishes." 

ft ft 

d-eqRjl' 
iri m f^gUl^fal t 3TO TTRI:I HerfWTW *Pra4) 

■Rlcn *Tlfol •jfteil'W*- :I ^ 

fcJgUl I ^JT: TJRlPlfdl gra«f:l 

3T^T era ygnivln ^5ft ^Ti TTT^T^ WkllfHfd 

^hR*j *1^10^101 aql<l ra^«f ^FFeT: Rb^ ^eil^ 

%Rrar44terara era ^jf$r»ra:i <rf$ -nfeiftfer^ erar? <ra 

*ra tit i awiorai wn4 “ ejgjigrfaz" gfa 

cT5*J ’TeRidKfM Ml oRTTTe^l ^ % 

*M^c| 'ft'Wfdl 1 $ fIraf W:l ra eTFTft^l ^efW 

Tpj^enf fcioHcii M «rafrai ^ ^rnr^N *ra 
*raRr^RR?raiF u«jhi feint erararar gfai era Tyrai 

^t%:? ^tf erararafr ^ftrar ^rafdi 3t^t 

fdtevMchi4Mi^r^+ ^ *143^11 ** 11 

SRI SUBODHINI: Our Lord is the innermost Divine 
Atma (soul) in everyone. Hence His mother becomes the 
mother of All. Hence the Celestial gods told thus to 
mother Devaki; "Oh Mother, the Lord has decided to 
manifest Himself, in a completely different manner, from 
your stomach, as He considers manifesting Himself, 
suddenly, as He did during his incarnation as Sri Narasimha 
(Man-lion), as inappropriate to your status and situation. 
Hence Greetings, Congratulations and best wishes Oh 
Mother! for having this special favour from our Lord!' 'It 
is Our Supreme Purushbttama, who has manifested in 
your stomach' - in this way the special nature of Mother 
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Devaki's Divine nature is described. The word 'with His 
Divine Fart' (AMSENA) used in this verse, denotes, that 
our Lord has manifested with His Pradhyumna aspect as 
her son. The words 'really our Lord' (SAKSHAT 
BHAGAVAN) denotes that our Lord's Supreme 
Purushdttama principle had fully manifested now and not 
just His Divine Potency only. Our Lord's entire spiritual 
potency of Wisdom (JNANA) has now come to manifest 
and visit mother Devaki. "The Lord is assuring you, 
mother Devaki, in your stomach, that you should not be 
afraid at all now from anyone or anything." Why? Kamsa 
is now, threatening only, through his words and he cannot 
do any harm to mother Devaki. His words should be given 
the least importance as he is going to die soon. If Devaki 
was to say to the gods as to how she can become fearless, 
just being asked to be so, by the celestial gods, the 
celestial gods reply, that they, being of Divine celestial 
origin and being, as such, celestial gods, are not merely 
assuaging her through their words only. They have assured 
her, as they were celestial gods, and their assurance and 
words will not fail, as they had the support of the Divine 
Will. Due to their divine status, the celestial gods, now 
say, that they have the knowledge that "your son will save 
all the Yadavas after destroying Kamsa''. Hence please be 
not afraid. "Why do you have any doubt that the Lord will 
not protect you, when He is going to save the entire 
Yadava race and not just few of the YSdavas only?" In 
this manner, reference is made to our Lord's Divine tasks 
and the other Divine heelas which He will enact later. 

The celestial gods having ended their prayer, Shri 
Sukadeva now, concludes this chapter, in the following 
verse. 
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sft^JoF TIRT- 

VERSE -42 Meaning: "Sri Sukadeva said 'The 
celestial gods, in this manner, sang the praise of Our Lord, 
who is the Supreme Purushdttama - whose Divine Form 
defied correct description, as to it's real nature as this or 
that - as this Divine Form represented and embodied all 
the forms on the universe, and, in reality, this Divine form 
had, indeed, become all the forms in this universe! 
Thereafter Lord Brahma and Lord Siva led the celestial 
gods back to the heavens (SWARGA)." 

^ *JI5*f 3Tf=T3f 

Tlftt I UftlfVlfMfd I l(«*>Rvifd: Wit: TTcf 

■?3R«r«p! ^ «Ftfq 
q qncT ffh “qn qnvi” ^r^ngprr h ^ n 

ffeT 9ft4tt«4<$tyrife<farir4f 

SRI SUBODHINI: The word 'Purusha' (Divine Lord) 
used here denoted that our Lord is the 'doer' of all 
actions. The celestial gods had described our Lord in a 
particular manner, as being, only concerned with their 
own welfare. This is not so. Our Lord, redeemed even the 
demons also, by giving them liberation after destroying 
them. Our Lord's nature can never be described fully as 
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"He is like this or like that" as Our Lord, being the basis 
of every form - nay - every one sees our Lord' s form only, 
of whatever is seen in this universe, as He is the ultimate 
Truth (SATYAM). Our Lord is also the ’untruth’ as 
everything in this universe is 'He' only and thus untruth 
also is ultimately a part of the Divine play only. 

The celestial gods, perhaps, thought, that on their 
going away. Lord Brahma and Lord Siva, may stay back 
- so they made Lord Brahma and Lord Siva lead them, to 
the heavens. The celestial gods went to their respective 
heavens - from this we may conclude that 'heaven' is not 
one, but many. In the Narasimha Purana, reference has 
been made to 21 such heavens. In the other Puranas also, 
reference is there for a hundred heavens . Here, we have 
to understand only that, the celestial gods reached their 
respective abodes safely. 

Thus ends the Sri Subodhini commentary of Shri 
Mahaprabhu Vallabhacharyaji, on the 2nd chapter of the 
10th Canto of Shri Maha Bhagavata Purana. 



II sft t}»WTKJ II 

II TO II 

II «fr II 

II 3TO ^Wtscqm: II 

SRI BHAGAVATAM 

TENTH CANTO - Chapter III 

sftyjefc wern 

3TO cRTH: 

<4$eil'jH*Hiqf yiRTqhlgtnC^H » \ H 

HStoptftHt chrf<cW:ll 

^TPf KRgH TOT rTSTT I 

WIH3T <Jrffr ||^ || 

fem<d444)cMUmuiRf|tf I 

yrflqqnl ^Wlf^frl 3^ II ? II 

K&rikas 1 and 2 Meaning: In this, the third chapter, 
there are 6 Divine Leelas or events of our Lord being 
described - viz. (1) Birth (Janan) i.e. the Divine Manifes¬ 
tation of our Lord (2) Description (Varnan) i.e. Descrip¬ 
tion of the manifested Divine Form of our Lord (3) and 
(4) The praise (stuti) sung by both Shri Vasudeva and 
mother Devaki (5) 'Comforting' (sdntwan) i.e. our Lord's 
comforting words of assurance to both Sri Vasudeva and 
mother Devaki, especially reminding them of our Lord's 
earlier births as their child and (6) 'Going' (Gaman) i.e. 
our Lord's journey to Gokulam. Our Lord's Divine 
Leelas and events represent His Divine Self and Person- 
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age. In six ways, this Divine truth, as explained in the 
Vedas are described and established in this chapter. 
Moreover our Lord's six Divine qualities of (1) Opulence 
(2) Valour (3) Fame (4) Wealth (S) Wisdom and (6) 
Renunciation (detachment) are also pointed at, through the 
description of the six Divine Leelas in this chapter. 

The main purport of this chapter, is our Lord's 
accepting and taking a different form, after withdrawing 
His originally manifested form. Our Lord's taking the 
form of an ordinary human child, when His parents were 
present and saw this 'changing' of form, on the part of our 
Lord, is the important point made in this chapter. [In his 
Tippani Shri Gosainji says that, when the Lord took His 
birth in Nandogapa's home, at the same time, our Lord, 
manifested, as a Divine Vision, to both mother Devaki 
and Sri Vasudeva, at Mathura and this child is being 
referred to here, as the 'human' child. To reveal this secret 
also, the main purport of this chapter has been described 
as 'changing' of forms by our Lord.] Our Lord, who 
accepted this changed form, is the same Lord, who is 
invested with the six Divine qualities, and the Divine 
form, in which He was now seen, is not like any other 
human form usually described with a soul and a body. 
This unique Divine aspect of our Lord is repeatedly 
pointed at, through the main purport and meaning of the 
six Leelas viz. Birth etc. of our Lord, in this chapter. 

*T5«rf: sFUrffa % II 3 II 

WHflftlW; TftrTritapf II * II 

dtfachlRRn * 3FRTT ^icn^UII: I 
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KARIKAS 3, 4, and 5: Meaning: Here, the six 
meanings of the six Leelas, starting from the 'birth' are 
successively dealt with. The first 8 verses have described 
the birth of our Lord; the next 4 verses deal with the 
description of the Divine Form and nature of our Lord; 10 
verses deal with the Stuti (Praise) made by Sri Vasudeva; 
the next 8 verses deal with the 'comforting' words of 
assurance given by our Lord to both, Sri Vasudeva and 
mother Devaki, and in the next 8 verses, our Lord's 
'journey' to Gokulam is explained. 

In the first story dealing with the 'birth' of our Lord, 
the 8 verses deal with the 8 types of 'Opulence' 
(AISHWARYA) and in the last verse, there is an extra 
half-verse, and in these eight and half verses, while 
describing the eight kinds of Opulence of our Lord, 
pointed reference is also made about our Lord's Supreme 
Divine nature, like the half-mark used in the 'OM' 
denotes the Supreme Brahman. In the Tapaniya Upanishad 
there is a clear reference to 'Shri Krishna is the half-mark 
in 'OM' - as the Supreme Brahman'. In the Vedas also, 
significant importance is given to this 'half-mark' in the 
word 'OM' in the meditation of the Supreme Brahman. 
Thus, in these 8 % verses, a clear description is given to 
the birth of our Lord, who is the repository of all 
Auspiciousness, who shines brilliantly with His eight-fold 
Opulence and who is also the Supreme Brahman as 
signified by the half-mark in the word 'Om'. That is why, 
although Devaki's pregnancy progressed in the usual way, 
as it happens to any other human being, the manner of our 
Lord's manifestation "as the rising of full moon in the 
East" is unique. Moreover the reference to "wonderful was 
our Lord, who had manifested as a child and who had 
Lotus-like eyes" is also super-natural and entirely Divine. 
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The time of our Lord's manifestation is usually 
considered as not very auspicious - He manifested during 
the downward journey of the Sun (Tropic of Capricorn) 
and not during the northward journey of the Sun (Tropic 
of Cancer) which is considered more auspicious - He took 
birth during the 'dark' side of the moon and not during 
it's 'white' part (which again is considered, as auspi¬ 
cious). He manifested during the night and not during the 
day. Shri Sukadeva has cailed all these, so called inauspi¬ 
cious timings, as very auspicious and full of all Divine 
qualities - with a view to emphasize the fact that 'TIME' 
is a servant of our Lord, having derived it's authority from 
our Lord. The 'event' itself is an associate of our Lord 
and all the divine qualities attributed to the auspicious 
times, such as, the northward course of the sun etc. are all 
due to our Lord's Grace only and they confer beneficial 
results due to the will and grace of our Lord only. 

RRMIrl ^TH: flehtfll *JOTFf I 

^ *rar ii ^ ii 

<r&r i 

KARIKAS 6, 7 and 7 Vi: Meaning: The beneficial 
nature of results conferred by auspicious times, such as 
the northward course of the sun (UTTARAYAN) denote 
only to the partial good tidings, which all persons expe¬ 
rience, in general, and usually these good tidings are 
conferred on all, in general, and never in a full and total 
manner to anyone in particular. The power to give the 
results of one's action rests only in the hands of our Lord 
- i.e. no time orsituation can confer, by itself, any benefit 
ot result. 
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But, when the Lord of the principle of Time, who is 
our Lord, has Himself manifested now, then the principle 
of Time, with a view to welcome our Lord with devotion 
and love, and also to show to our Lord that he i.e. the 
Time has safeguarded properly all the Divine auspicious 
qualities conferred on him, by our Lord, like the auspi- 
cioqs nature of UttarSyana etc. now manifests all the 
auspicious tidings "in full". 

Shri Goswami Vithalnathji has raised a doubt as to 
whether, it would have been more better, if our Lord had 
manifested Himself, during the Uttarayana time and that 
too, during the day. He clears this doubt in the following 
manner. The place, time and the circumstances or materials 
used by our Lord, for His manifestation is always Supra- 
Divine (ADHIDAIVIK). In fact, our Lord can never 
manifest during ordinary physical time (ADHIBHOWTIK). 
This 'Tine' through which, our Lord's Divine Leelas will 
be enacted is of the Form of our Lord only. Now our 
Lord's Divine Leelas are set to begin. Hence, to fulfill 
our Lord's wishes, the Divine Form of our Lord, in the 
form of Time, as symbolizing His Divine Leelas, has now 
manifested. This is denoted by the word. 'Artha' in the 
verse - meaning that, now onwards, everything will move 
topsy-turvy! And we have to understand the correct 
purport of each event, after considering it's opposite also. 
How? Like, the entry of 'day' was denied for 6 long 
months of 'RSsa' (Divine Dance of our Lord) nights i.e. 
there were 6 months of continuous nights! As such these 
nights, were indeed, supra-divine and completely extraor¬ 
dinary. Here also, during this manifestation of our Lx>rd, 
as Shri Krishna, there was no entry of the physical time 
of DAKSHINAYANA (Southward course of the sun). In 
fact this factor of our Lord's supreme will and desire - 
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which transforms everything into what He pleases • is the 
special attribute of this 'path of Grace' (PUSHTIMARGA) 
in comparison to other paths. The word 'All the Divine 
qualities combined' (SARVAGUNOPETAHA) denotes that, 
all the six Divine qualities of our Lord were present, 
during the manifestation of our Lord, and it also signifies 
that it is our Lord, who was in manifestation. 

The highest space, the middle quarters and the mother 
earth, below, and the people living in these regions, such 
as celestial gods, sages, realized souls, Gandharvas, 
Kinnaras and Charanas and others and also elements like 
water, fire, wind and others, now exhibited their natural 
Divine qualities, as their blemish and defects were already 
removed and destroyed - with a view to welcome our 
Lord's manifestation. 

SRI SUBODHINI - ABHAS: In this manner in the 
second chapter, the efforts made by everyone for the 
Divine manifestation of our Lord has been described. 
Now, in this third chapter, our Lord's desire and will and 
the act of transforming Himself into a human form is 
described. This transformation was enacted by our Lord, 
with a view to mitigate the sorrows and suffering of 
mother earth, His parents and other devotees respectively, 
exhibiting the harmonious, dynamic and ignorant nature of 
their sorrows. These sorrows were also, respectively, 
caused by Kamsa, by the efflux of Time and those caused 
by spiritual ignorance. Hence, it is necessary to describe 
fully the first form manifested by our Lord, as taking 
another form is usually called as the transformation. If our 
Lord's form is not described fully, then it will be 
impossible to describe the main purport of this third 
chapter viz. the- Lord taking another form, after manifest¬ 
ing Himself in a different form. Moreover, if we do not 
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describe the Divine qualities and premonitions or auspicious 
tidings, which were prevalent at the time of the Divine 
manifestation of our Lord, then we will not be able to 
describe our Lord's manifestation as an 'appearance' [The 
word 'appearance' is applicable only to the manifestation 
of our Lord Shri Krishna, who is the supreme spiritual 
principle. Only during the time of His manifestation, all 
the principles exhibited great Bliss and Joy. This is the 
incontrovertible proof for our Lord's manifestation and 
our Lord being the Supreme Spiritual principle of Truth]. 
Otherwise, this manifestation will be called only as a 
'Birth'. All the Divine qualities and auspicious tidings, in 
full, are not experienced by anyone during any other birth 
- in fact, even when our Lord manifested as the king 
Pritu, there was no manifestation of all these auspicious 
Divine tidings and qualities. If we do not describe the 
praise (STUTI) sung by both Vasudeva and mother Devaki, 
then we will conclude, wrongly, that our Lord's parents 
had only the knowledge, that the Lord with Four arms, 
Shri NSrSyana, had manifested Himself before them. The 
real fact is, that both Vasudeva and mother Devaki, knew, 
as we can see from the praise of our Lord, rendered by 
them, that the Four-armed son of their's is, indeed, the 
supreme Lord Himself. In fact our Lord was so consider¬ 
ate to His parents that He manifested Himself, firstly, in 
His Four-armed form, with a view to remind them about 
their previous lives and our Lord's promise to them, to be 
born as their child. That is why, Shri Sukadeva has 
considered it necessary to describe the Divine Form of our 
Lord, in his "comforting the parents" part of the verses. 
If this was not done by Shri Sukadeva, then this mani¬ 
fested Form of our Lord, will remain as an item for 
'wonder' in the minds of His parents and not understand¬ 
ing or realizing the cause for such a manifestation, further 
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doubts will arise, creating more confusion in their mind. 
Without understanding the Divinity of our Lord, our 
Lord's transforming Himself into a human child and going 
to Gokulam, by itself will not, also, mitigate the sorrow 
of our Lord's devotees. Hence the purport of this chapter 
also is 'Going' (GAMANAM) - to Gokulam. 

VERSE - 1 Meaning: "After the celestial gods who 
sang the praise of our Lord a most beautiful and auspi¬ 
ciously endowed Time came into existence, with the 
Rohini Star on the ascendant. All the other heavenly stars, 
also, came out. exhibiting their luster, indicating peace¬ 
fully, the most Auspicious nature of events to come viz. 
our Lord's manifestation. 

Commentary: If our Lord had not taken the form of 
a human child, then there was the possibility of our Lord 
conferring only His blessings, on all, by way of liberation 
from the cycle of births and deaths. But, the child-like, 
sweet and full-of-relish (Rasa) Divine Leelas of our Lord 
could not have taken place (as He will be in His Divine 
form only and with this Divine Form, naturally He cannot 
perform Ordinary human Leelas). Our Lord, it is said, 
took a beautiful human form, with a view to bless His real 
intimate devotees, with His Relish - Aesthetic sweetness 
(RASA), as these devotees will not be satisfied with 
anything else. Hence, this Divine event of our Lord 
assuming a human form with a view to Bless His 
devotees, out of His boundless love for them, is consid¬ 
ered as the main purport of this third chapter. 

Shri Vasudeva and mother Devaki became anxious 
and afraid - this has been described, by them, in the 
verses chanted by them. When they saw the supra-natural 
Divine Form of our Lord, they naturally got anxious and 
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worried, as it is usual to get this fear, when one is 
confronted with a supra-natural form. Hence, we may 
consider that, having a supra-natural form, around, is 
always ridden with fear and anxiety. The knowledge and 
wisdom about our Lord's reality and Truth, is indeed, 
supra-natural and Divine. [In the Sutras (Aphorisms) of 
sage Vyasa, it has been said that this universe is a Divine 
Leela of the Supreme Brahman. But our Shri Mahaprabhuji 
has cautioned that we should be careful with the factor of 
worldly materialism, as this has the capacity to become an 
enemy to spiritual progress. In other words, we should not 
equate our Lord with this world and forget, in this over¬ 
emphasis on the world, our Lord. We should always have 
the attention and focus on our Lord.] 

Mother Devaki was very anxious that, nothing unto¬ 
ward should happen to this human child, from the cruel 
Kamsa. Thus, mother Devaki exhibited a natural human 
motherly love to our Lord, and this was possible only, as 
the Lord took a human form. The main purport of this 
is, that, if the Lord had retained the Divine Four-armed 
Form, with which He had manifested, then mother Devaki 
and others would have not dared to express their sweet 
love for Him, at the human level. Hence the Lord took the 
form of an ordinary human child to please Himself and 
others. 

f\ Afs ft znqpmFit trq TJerfoirt 

^rffar HMfl dFWrto TtIRL 
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Fl<yn*llfink*7% f7%, ^7R%I 1 

W7TO*7J$ FTTc^ cfldTPTl Wlcfdl ^ ^ F7T7f, 3Tc^^‘ 

efan^ ^4«r*ifn WTfatj 5&ujc?lfa>«7> 

WTT^V^tfcHlfa'lfelMIS, *7% il T7J731 7TdI 37*7 

'iiiqi'iifq^T ^Pd^n^:, 7% *Rhjoft%: «MWl *117!:, qiq-nl 

^piT: **7Tf*77TR^ *7^ *PT3F»571W«ff*77*7*f:, 3771 

'51171:, Tjrqwrfq *7*137!: yil*7MH+:, 

+HNi|c^ircj| inft 3$73lfrT %rf<7 ^eW*pil*irc*J7lT 

WTcn % wprai3izs7*7i*f% %^ti%:, *7 <j Pn+ki^ ^0$r*i 
'juil-iq 71387^ 3771 t^MHfH *R7%71F7 ^IPm 

*R77f?7l %f7I 

^ wqt'i Oph 

*7*37 71*3 •T^iqfHrHTT* “% ^ 
3 *73^ <>PH%w$iir?u^ %nf^» Mrgd;, %fanrr3TO$f 
3I7T, 7% fl4^U||i)d: ^7# ^TTT 5Pd«M-«7:( 3% 337f[U*fr 

*1%7T *7f%. 71*3 35P7*3 *7%f ^TFFT^f^TWmWTTF 

tirdLoitu SJ3*3, SlftMl^lfH 

371%71%t TI?T:, 37%^ ■g ^^ipJ| 7TTTT:, <76lP7 %1 

53tf71:7TT^ W %F 7T«7l^«ftfd ¥ll*Hc3^rt>, 3% *3T*7lf3SFT 

37R%F3>TSI ^pn f%7T: +M»!7H M37IT: II * H 

SRI SUBODHINI: The sage Suka, in the first 
instance, describes the manifestation of our Lord, with all 
His eight Divine Opulence. Our Lord manifested Himself, 
only after the departure of the celestial gods, after 
completing their song of praise of our Lord. At this time, 
the atmosphere became charged with all the Divine and 
Auspicious attributes and qualities with which the Time 
(KALA) has been invested with by our Lord. These 
auspicious attributes were exhibited by Time, with a view 
to serve our Lord. Hence the Time, which prevailed at* 
that situation, became brilliant and it looked as though, 
that, this brilliant Time will enhance the glory and 
brilliance of our Lord, who is the repository of all 
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brilliance and Divine qualities and is also the Supreme 
Truth. The stars, which represent the various limbs of 
time, also exhibited their auspicious attributes and the 
particular star, which was ascendant at the time of the 
Divine manifestation of our Lord was Rohini Star, which 
represented the auspicious qualities of Time. Our Lord 
had created Lord Brahma, only, for the purpose of 
manifesting His Divine attributes and qualities. 

Lord Brahma, now, with a view to remove all defi¬ 

ciencies and drawbacks and to project all the Auspicious 

Divine qualities and conveniences in Vraja, took the help 

of the Rohini star. Hence the Rohini star has been hailed 

as the star of Lord Brahma, who is known as "the one 

who is Divinely born" [i.e. whose birth was not caused by 
anyone else than Lord Narayana Himself]. This star 

Rohini's presiding diety is Lord Brahma, whose blemish- 

free nature is emphasized here. How? Our Lord, because 

He is free from the blemish of births and deaths, is always 

called as 'He who is not born' (AJANA). Lord Brahma is 

our Lord's son and hence Lord Brahma also can be 

termed as 'birthless'. That is why. Lord Brahma is termed 

as 'unborn' (AJAHA), in view of the fact, that Lord 
Brahma was born to (or created by) our Lord Sri Narayana, 

who is birthless and unborn, He is called as 'unborn' and 

'self-originated' (SWAYAMBHU); in view of this Divine 

Origin, Lord Brahma's star viz. Rohini, being endowed 

with all the possible auspicious Divine qualities, is but, 

very appropriate and natural. In the Upanishads, the glory 

of this star Rohini has been sung, that, this star Rohini 

caused the upward movement and progress of devout 

persons and enabled them to attain exalted status and 

positions. The name of the star itself, denotes this at¬ 

tribute and quality of enabling persons to attain higher 
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status. Now, in Vraja, when the Star Rohini became, the 
ascendant star, then the 'time' became surcharged with all 
the Divine and suspicious qualities and we can safely 
assume, that, our Lord's manifestation took place at the 
time of the beginning of the ascendancy of Rohini star. In 
fact, all the other stars were also, now, supporting and 
following the Rohini star. The word 'peaceful nature' used 
in this verse, denotes, that all the other associated celestial 
stars, planets and other celestial bodies also became 
auspicious and peaceful - especially stars like Ashwini, 
planets like the sun and all the other sub-planets and stars 
became peaceful and became auspicious. Although, this 
particular type of planetary conjunction is not described in 
the science of Astrology, the fact, was, that all the planets 
and stars, now exhibited all the Divine qualities, which 
they are capable of exhibiting, with an aura of Peace and 
Auspiciousness. That is why, their 'peaceful' nature is 
described. In this verse, a full description of all the 
qualities of Time has been described - the qualities with 
which the 'Time' has been endowed by our Lord, and the 
qualities, with which the 'Time' got associated with others 
now, were also exhibited in full measure. 

A 'place' can be described as consisting of three parts 
viz. lower, higher and the four quarters. Usually these 
three divisions are described as to consist of the four 
quarters, space which is the higher one and earth, which 
is the lower one. When we describe the blemish-free 
qualities of all these three parts of 'place', then this 
'place' is considered as a form of a celestial being, and 
also described as 'physical', (i.e. both the Divine and the 
physical aspects of 'place' (DESA) are emphasized). The 
'physical' aspect of 'place' is the salutary blemish-free and 
auspicious nature of the quarters such as East, West etc.. 
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through which, we are able to have the vision of even 
objects which are situated far away. In the space (AKASA), 
the absence of clouds etc. ensures the purity of the space. 
The Blessing of the presiding celestial deity of our Gar 
(sense of hearing) ensures all success and results. Hence, 
our Acharya Shri Mahaprabhuji has emphasized, that the 
words used in this verse 'the quarters (place) became 
auspicious' (DISAHA PRASEDHU) would mean both - 
viz - let there be spiritual wisdom and let there be all¬ 
round physical prosperity and welfare - Both these are 
denoted by th** auspicious nature of the Divine and the 
physical nature of the 'place' (quarters). Shri Mahaprabhuji 
has thus emphasized the main ingredients for success of 
one's life here on this earth, viz.through the development 
of a far-vision and proper and righteous functioning of the 
senses 

f^TT: Hailin' II 

Tfft II 9 II 

VERSE - 2 Meaning: "When the entire situation 
became calm and the four quarters became pure, the sky 
now shone with countless brilliant stars. On earth also, 
in every city and village and in all the cow-stables and in 
the mines containing fabulous gems and precious stones, 
and in all places - nay - everywhere, there was the 
presence of a Divine Auspiciousness." 

tfhgartftrft : ^ifafsrc:, arc era Ttfrct 

ijfp:, wm ipn era 
'idlfacfcia irafrT, era Wsn ^wrtien$|UiikK) f^TT 

TOR I 

■f^9T: 3^ruil ^ra, 
^e^l^yiHI* 3RttfeT, 
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TORT |f?T, W, UTOT: MIVK^Il:, 

3Tjfr TRT TO, 3TT55TT IrTT^f^siP#!, UdMd Ry^flWlPl 

^IPIT^ II 3 II 

SRI SUBODHIN1: The clear sky, became brilliant 
with the luster of the rise of the stars. Clouds are always 
present during the rainy season, and very tew stars are 
seen during this time. But, now, all the stars were seen, 
in their full luster and brilliance, as there were no clouds, 
although it was the rainy season. The correct meaning for 
the word 'Rising' (UDAYAM) is 'Vision' or (Darshan). 
Hence, everyone had a 'vision' of all the brilliant stars in 
the sky and on this earth, auspicious events like marriage, 
birth of a son and other joyful events were celebrated. 
Everywhere and everything, such as the big cities, small 
villages, the stables of the cows and the mines, containing 
fabulous gems, there was an aura of Divine Auspicious- 
ness-nay-all of them exhibited, variously, their most aus¬ 
picious quality, which they had or were capable of, at this 
time of the birth of our Lord. All of them, looked as 
though, that they were 'dressing up' in their best 
attirements, to receive our Lord and to pay honour and 
obeisance to Him. 

■TO: vma^fc'idi 'JK'iofcffcPI: II 

fgvi||(H<*i«R^ldWofcHI qHfNW: II 3 II 

VERSE-3 Meaning: "At this Divine and Auspicious 
Time, the waters in the rivers became pure; all the lakes 
shone with fully-blossomed Lotus flowers; The forests, 
also, converted themselves into a huge and beautiful 
bower of fragrant flowers, (as though to welcome our 
Lord's birth), along with the sweet music of countless 
birds and joyful bees." 
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: TTcf 'ftfcMMI d'K'jdlWMMI 

^piHIF, cT3T yt|HHMIHI6l 

■TO: UWsIRR'IHI ^ffT, mej'-mihI aRTfaW l^HpSklfditaj-- 

TTof, WT=R1 TOr*ft 51, m TO5HT *pTT TSCF^, 

T^hj 'hleH^ii^ hP^-ci 551 55f5, 3TlfV^fq«n«wci<=nfii^ 

^TOft^VWgtHI^W 5 ftg#, 3TcT: TO5lftTOtft Wlfa W!^ 

TO: «hW UfcHH 5JW rfT^Tl 5151:, 5Wfq^f5*[=f5?: TEW'tifacb 

■5°!: 55>:, '551: W555:, ebHC'IMl 55TFT 5fa 

WTO: 5 «fc*Hlf<:, SR^WWTO ^pil 3T^qfcpl:, 553 

5*,3TC51 gstft 35^55 3®nf55 sfas til ’PRWPl45»«IH,Jsi3F 

^iP^uiPd^l 5TO5 *jfaWF ^I'HlfHd, fs^R: 5%°1:, 3*55t 

m, 55^51 'qjrltfa, fof TOT15*JtPT: WW5»T: gappSI TO 

5Tf?5t 5TO55t qiH|;rql "51151: II 3 II 

SRI SUBODHINI: After describing about the auspi¬ 
cious qualities of the place and Time, Sri Suka is now 
describing the nature of physical objects and others in 
Mathura. Firstly the waters of the rivers became calm and 
pure. Although, water is of several kinds, essentially water 
consists of two types viz. water, which is stationary and 
stable and the water, which flows. Hence, a description of 
both of these is given here. Due to efflux of time, the 
waters in the river, sometimes gets polluted. But, due to 
the rise of Divine lime or due to the Grace of our Lord, 
this blemish can get mitigated and hence, as it was the 
time of the manifestation of our Lord, who is the 
controller and Master of Time (KALA), the waters in the 
rivers, became pure, benedictory and wholesome. The 
words 'cheerful and benedictory waters' (PRASANNA 
SALILA) denote that the waters became pure, as their 
blemish having been removed, and also became beautiful 
and comfortable to the onlookers, because of it's calmness 
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and purity. The waters in the lakes are stable, and they 
were full with fully-blossomed Lotus flowers, as though, 
they were showing up the priceless gem in their hearts 
viz. the Lotus flowers, which are considered as the 'best 
essence' in them and they now exhibited them, with a 
view to welcome the birth of our Lord. Thus a clear 
description of the supra-natural quality of water is given 
here in this manner. Now, the nature of mother earth also 
is being given. 'Fragrance' is the primary quality of earth. 
Now, from this angle, the fragrance of the flowers is 
referred to here. Thus a description is made of the forests, 
which now resembled a huge bower of fragrant and relish- 
full flowers (GANDHA AND RASA). All the more, the 
situation became more beautiful, due to the sweet music 
made by the sounds of joyful birds and bees. Thus, the 
nights became enthused with great joy and Bliss, awaiting 
the manifestation of our Lord. 

cleft cfl^: ^sTWVf: ^vqiRJcffc: II 

STRUTS fgSIRftHI VH-dlWl TfftRTrT II V II 

VERSE-4 Meaning: "At this Auspicious time, a 
salubrious wind which was pure, full of sweet fragrance 
and indicating Auspiciousness blew gently; The sacrificial 
(Agnihotra) auspicious fires of the twice - born also rose 
in all it's majesty and benediction". 

: qcft ctl^Rfd, IJEnpisif tr* ^ 

Tppppf, to’ *«<ftRi ^rtos?:, 

<#JPFT fgMiia)ii(*ifa Pif«i«£kui:, 

■^TRTT:, 3RW: fafedl Shield! RTclT 
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SRI SUBODHINI : The quality of wind is it's 
comfortable and pleasant touch and this wind, usually, 
carries with it, the fragrance of earth. But, during the holy 
time of manifestation of our Lord, the wind indicating 
Auspiciousness, blew with sweet and pure fragrance and 
made every place and situation, filled up with it's sweet 
fragrance. This wind had, with it, drops of the holy river 
such as the Ganga, and that is why this wind is referred 
to here as "pure" (SUCHI). Thus, the wind became very 
useful now, as it was blemish - free and full of all the 
three qualities. 

Here, reference is made to the joyful rise of both the 
types of Fires viz. Fire which is used for material and 
physical purposes and the Fire which, as per the scrip¬ 
tures, is invoked for the various sacrifices such as Agnihotra 
etc. Thus both these auspicious fires began to shine 
brilliantly. The words "All the twice - born" 
(DWIJATINAM) are referred to here, to indicate the 
association with Fire, with the Brahmins and others who 
worship Fire, with their daily oblations and sacrifices. 
Reference also is made to the people of Demonic qualities, 
who indulge in prohibited action and who do not worship 
the Fire at all. In other words, we can say, that the Fires 
of the demonic persons were extinguished - nay - those 
fires of demonic persons, indulging in Fire sacrifices to 
get prohibited results and efforts, with a view to give 
trouble to others, now became fully extinguished and 
"peaceful" (Shantah). The main purport of all this is - that 
during the holy time of our lord's manifestation, holy fire, 
of Brahmins and others, although it was suppressed by 
Kamsa and others demonic persons, now, automatically 
rose brilliantly by itself and the unholy fires of demonic 
persons, who were sacrificing flesh and other impure 
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materials into their sacrificial fires, for harming others 
got, automatically extinguished, although they tried their 

m 

best to revive such fires. 

dlfM^ f^T II V II 

VERSE 5 Meaning: "At that holy time, the enlight¬ 
ened and righteous mind of noble souls and sages, who 
are against the demonic and evil forces, now became very 
cheerful and enthusiastic. As the holy time of the incar¬ 
nation of our Lord, who is birth-less, came nearer, divine 
musical instruments began to be played in the sky." 

cT^T Wfa Wrflft XTWf 

mIkuii^h 3T3f% f^r dftnfafd 
flfaebd, ^uqpn, 3ll=blV!^ "^pFl 

«<=iqAq cj <^if<cii: II s II 

SRI SUBODHINI: Mind is the handiwork of an 
harmonious ego. Due to this, when a description is made 
of the qualities of earth and other physical objects, 
description of the qualities of the mind is also given. 
When the mind is filled up with the quality of harmony 
(SATWA), then the mind becomes very cheerful. Some¬ 
times the mind gets affected by the demonic propensities 
also. These minds, who were affected by the demonic 
propensities did not become cheerful now. This is denoted 
by the word "for noble sages and saints" (SADHUNAM), 
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which explains that the people of demonic minds are 
excluded from this description and this is applicable to all 
others. This is signified by the word "enemy of demonic 
people", (ASURADRUHAM). He, who, treads the right¬ 
eous path, in his life, is called as a "virtuous" person 
(SADHU). Just, a little time before the incarnation of our 
Lord, such a situation prevailed, as explained and this 
"harmonious time” of the place, time continued till the 
holy birth of Yogamaya, at Yashoda's house. But, divine 
instruments began to be played in the sky, just before the 
incarnation of our Lord, which were heard by Vasudeva 
and others, as the sound was very audible and near. The 
primary qualities of the sky is 'dance and musical sound' 
- and the playing of the percussion instrument, Dundhubhi, 
which is auspicious by nature, signified the coming 
auspicious birth of our Lord. In fact the percussion 
instrument 'Dundhubhi' automatacally played by itself, as 
there were none involved in playing this instrument in the 
sky. 

f^g^TRTJTT: II 

fauTErrrsj ii ^ 11 

VERSE-6: Meaning: "As this Holy time, Kinnar and 
Gandharva devotees began to sing devotional songs about 
our Lord; The siddhas and the Charana devotees sang the 
praise of our Lord; The Vidhyadhara people began to 
dance, in great joy, along with the celestial damsels." 

3rfq JZR *PJ:, 

Wai, 3RT8JT WTrR 1 FITrf, fingTSTTOTg 

qrnf^TStnT:, 

fsrentm -ictai:, 

^ 1#', ^ tftcTT:, 
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3ToFFTT^ rTfW^ ^ ftR: TJFW TJr£:, 

3T^f ^ <4»^i <4^Hl f^rapn Tj^T cTrTrf ^>Ff <f>d«lti 

II 5, II 

SRI SUBODHINI: Kinnar and Gandharva people 
began to sing. Their hearts became, very joyful and 
enthusiastic, automatically. Even without the knowledge 
that our Lord was about to take His incarnation, they got 
inebriated with so much joy. If they were to become so 
much joyful after coming to know about the impending 
incarnation of our Lord, then, the glory of our Lord’s 
incarnation would be affected, especially of it's miracu¬ 
lous nature. Hence, the holy event of our Lord's impend¬ 
ing incarnation, was so powerful, that, these Kinnars and 
Gandharvas became, automatically enthusiastic and, with¬ 
out the knowledge of the impending incarnation, began to 
sing, as though propelled and enthused by a Divine force. 

The Siddhas and the Charanas began to sing the 
praise of our Lord and also read and chanted, automati¬ 
cally, the auspicious praises or our Lord. This holy time 
made everyone to take to perform most suspicious tasks. 
The Vidhyadhar devotees are used to dance. Their wom¬ 
enfolk also began to dance. The divine damsels also 
participated in this dance and, this enhanced the joy and 
enthusiasm of the holy occasion. The word 'joyful' 
(MUDAH) denotes the enthusiastic joy exhibited by all of 
them. Now, even the Kinnaras and others sang joyfully, 
not being asked or inspired to do so, by others, but they 
sang automatically. As though inspired and prompted by 
an all-enveloping joy and Bliss, they began to dance and 
sing. It appeared that, whosoever knew, whatsoever art, 
now began to exhibit their finest performance and exhibi¬ 
tion of their art, automatically inspired and prompted by 
divine forces, themselves! 
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U*W4^ ^ W*®* ^Tf^T: II 

^TeTOTT H ^ II 

VERSE-7 Meaning: "At that Holy time, the sages 
and the celestial gods having become pleasantly cheerful, 
showered their blissful rain of noble and benedictory 
blessings and the clouds, began to roar, in a calm slow 
manner coming nearer to the sea". 

affojsttffenft : (3W Tt TJ5RI: TgZ mi'ftj 

JJt'AdHFH'WIMI'l toFR cRjtoefFl^ 

fJMdF $Mfdity*it<IITO&> 3RFFT 

fw?!Hi '5#n ftsr^: w eF«jgqqt^ ? 

TRTO: Tpqcrai <*TOT*p55FcqFfr^^ ij^RcMI 

^f?i, <MH*q4¥iew“i*rat,^Rwrf?i: <rci 

'^•jfetrqi ffit <rar ^ toj TrfSm Hi^<flfd 

aiqq^ ^ipf ^tcfcRT 50415 M-d HFWTT '*l*i'^Rfci, A'4Ml^T^t‘I'4'1 

'icrtTt>o||€jjfldir^c|U|yrd«l'4|ohdl VddUd tR«iraFT ^ 

3Rt«n (it^cqfq^:, ct*ji ^ ^w^FRRFqfq dhu'ftd- 

dfStdr^^Y^RildirH to vH^ci -q 3 

Fdt MlHCHI 1 g ^d^:, 3TWTT7ra:, t^TT^ M*r<=lriir«t>*IRl>^ 

'0oH''4H*dl**4 F^ll ^FT ai'jVlo^-l *TTdT:, 

FvHf F4URKU|tnftf^l TOI^ TI^FZ aftoll WWlMMI <IFtRd 

fa FW’FFm»c'4 MfdwtdTd vtaN13R1Titi 

^ '4d^Kui, srfu qjvdi ftt^, amt nn«m ^rai:, 

^rafq H<4>c)-<lcKKldimrM •hh^hRci cr«rrfq ^fj fq^cweFrai^ 

‘♦>lf*tHld^d>'i«t>ddld^O'l^il4i fF^fq FI*pPJFfF3>fFf?T F 

ddU<<^H ^^dAwiqiAd dfeoHS'HW^Idl^, 3lfq T5 F*JS: 

W'lMMjwf 3i^tfi?fsiitoT^q aft fi *i4wtii 
T^FTltoMl FNtoRJFFrfFcW,) cjFT HR#5| 
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VI«\«kii T^ET:, ^IT:, T*l4 UIHlfu|4>l:( 

^ ?rcfag yuHifti ^rT«i *4unf^Mi 
*J*J^:, A^mih'TT^ fcl^Ofl: ^>Telsptf?J*ra>T ?f?f <taiHfw 

+l4m* ITcTOTT ^ RPirficfit ^TF^: II ts || 

SRI SUBODHINI: After having understood that the 
Lord was, indeed, manifesting Himself, both the celestial 
gods and sages, showered the rain of flowers. The sages 
have the strength and capacity of the sounds of chanting 
of the scriptures and the celestial gods have the strength 
of service of our Lord and, also to indicate their knowl¬ 
edge about the ensuing incarnation of our Lord, now, 
began to shower flowers, with joy and enthusiasm. If the 
clouds were absent during the rainy season, it would be 
considered as inappropriate and inauspicious. Hence, dur¬ 
ing the manifestation of our Lord, the action of the clouds 
are also described, that, they came nearer to the sea and 
thundered in a soft, low and pleasant way. 

The sages, having a blemish-free pure mind, got out 
of their transcendental meditation (SAMADHI), and with 
a view to merge their mind with our Lord, who is the 
Supreme Purushottama, they now left their mind in the 
place where our Lord was to manifest, through constant 
pouring, as the drops of rain, of their mental thoughts, 
completely concentrating, in a loving way, on our Lord. 
The celestial gods, showered the rain of abundant flowers. 
The word used here, in this verse is 'noble mind’ 
(SUMANAM), and this denotes both a 'beautiful mind' 
and 'fragrant flowers'. This word is of feminine gender 
and it denotes both the meanings as given earlier, includ¬ 
ing the meaning of a 'beautiful mind'. 

How can the sages, who were stationed on earth, 
participate, in the showering of flowers, in the same 
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manner, as the celestial gods did from the sky? The sages 
showered the flowers of their thoughts emanating from a 
beautiful mind. The word 'filled with joy* 
(MUDANVITAHA) denotes the state of joy and bliss, 
which were expressed by both the sages and the celestial 
gods. The beautiful thoughts emerging from their noble 
and pure minds (of the sages) are compared to flowers, 
fully laden with sweet honey. 

The clouds, now, thought that they may not be able to 
match the wonder and quality of the shower of flowers as 
done by the sages and the celestial gods. As these two 
groups of persons didn't make a sound (GARJANA), the 
clouds now decided to give the sound of thunder, as an act 
of humble offering of welcome to our Lord, considering 
it as necessary for the Holy occasion of the manifestation 
of our Lord. Hence, they did not pour drops of water. 
They now thundered, in a mild, show and low-key 
manner, so that, this thunder will not come in the way of 
our Lord, listening to the songs and dance, being rendered 
by the Kinnars and Gandharvas. A roaring thunder would 
have completely blocked the songs and sounds of this 
divine music and, this music and dance, would have 
become futile. From this, we have to understand, that, at 
the same time, playing of percussion instruments, singing 
of songs and mild and tolerable thunder, took place and ail 
these three, combined themselves very harmoniously, in a 
cohesive way that everyone who heard, all this, felt a 
sense of joy and bliss. 

The clouds, as it was the rainy season, carried a lot 
of water, but did not rain at all. Why? Shri Sukadeva has 
used the word 'carrying water' (Jaladhar) to describe these 
clouds. The clouds were never described as of 'blue 
colour' before the manifestation of our Lord in a 'blue 
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colour'. Before this manifestation of our Lord, the clouds 
always, discharged their water, with a view to shed away 
their 'blue colour', so that, they can be called as 'pure' 
by becoming 'white'. Now, our Beautiful Lord, with an 
enchanting Blue Colour, will manifest on this earth and 
poets and Devotees, will now, onwards, compare the 
Lord's colour, to the "blue colour of the clouds"- hence 
the clouds wanted to preserve and protect their 'blue 
colour' by retaining the water in the clouds! That is why 
Shri Sukadeva has used the word 'carrying water' (Jaladhar). 
If the clouds had released their rain water, they would 
have become 'white', having lost their 'blue colour'. The 
clouds are always associated with lightning. This combi¬ 
nation of 'blue' (because of retention of water) and 'white' 
(because of lightning) in the clouds is now, thought of as 
a proud possession by the clouds, as they will resemble, 
however remotely, to the beautiful blue colour of our 
Lord, when He will move in Vraja, with the pure white 
Gopikas. Thus the colours of blue and white, of this 
Divine Couple, will, the clouds thought, match with 
themselves only. They felt very happy now and retained 
the rain water, with a view to retain their 'blue colour'. 
They felt "proud" and "fulfilled" that they have now, with 
them, the ' Blue colour' of our Lord and the 'white' hue 
of the Gopikas of Vraja. Moreover, lightning occurs only 
when the clouds are fully laden with rainwater. 

The sea, it seems, always roars, with it's waves, to 
denote that our Lord, had approved and appreciated it's 
vast expansive nature. Now, with a view to remove this 
pride of the oceans, the clouds began, also, to roar with 
their thunder saying 'Oh sea, you can be compared to our 
Lord, only because of your quality of being very expan¬ 
sive and powerful, but, we clouds, are comparable to our 
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Lord, from the point of view of our Lord’s own beautiful 
Form - and hence our comparability is more significant 
and valuable. Hence, please do not be proud'. This is 
denoted by the word used in this verse 'coming nearer to 
the sea' (ANUSAGARAM). 

viHI^ II 

fgwj: wtyftIVKi: II C II 

warf tjbefcT: ii c ± n 

VERSES 8 and 8 Vi: Meaning: "At that auspicious 
holy time, when our Lord Janardana, who is the destroyer 
of all ignorance, was manifesting Himself, all darkness 
had sped away into the sky. During this holy midnight, our 
Lord, who is the in-dweller of everyone and who is the 
Supreme Purushottama, took birth from mother Devaki, 
who had absorbed the Divine Form of Lord Vishnu in 
herself, like a full moon rising from the East”. 

^ *pim« fayita fftrii 

Ff?T, <T*T *J?T ffftl ^ fF fd'l^fd 

TT vriWMI^ Mfdl^ dflHd TtFT:, 4iqcil 

^»lcr^3KHfq ’Jel'JcFpiHI vlIa«Mdi ^ 

fdpHTlr^ ‘ ^ fttfMd, 3T3PR3TN 

fang +idw ^FpjFTr^R ttot ^ ftM, 3F^ ^ ^r*rNwr% 

dHI^H WdlfaeiHI¥HI«f Wlm 7m: 

JRRfari tjFrF:, «PT^fcrdRWT=5Tfr, 

^RT«3[: ^r^^ldWHrH^rdSm M^Hl 

. FfW MMdirddJtP, fdfadrd ^ WRI 
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wnsisyfa tn* qoraw^O ftflpf 3«rai4><w 

■^f?T f’l^'ftd, T£5f Mqfcil V'lqi^ TJJJ'jcl ?rqip ^WRTT 

fawj: wyrcfri ^nf 

*rafd, ifccf ^Tttsf insRlfayfa 37I^Kt^i PiPhu 'Wfil 'flUHHWiPM:, 

H ^wrsqiwf^l PrfiTrRfoRpT TOWlM 

fnMW, <raiF ftrwprf^rnnMr, fawft ^^hwihwIPci 

V'lqj^tAq ^ fafclHH *PTSRT jlqxiltpciq^ H 3 

yiiH: jKjlnqkiifcqi era RlOlTjfMpI flfad<*><ull4^Tt>fH^Aq ^hP-iPi 

Iq^iHM ^iifqsPi6^ 5Pi q>fqcj^ eT^T 

*raPr, HiaitAfn Iq<"jta, pcH>u|o^ii|et»: ^ 

‘«*j >i«AhMA, rfPi *trf 

^cfoMm+c^Pq V: *rafarc: ^rafaraW *Ttei:fc*rat ^nra ifo 

*HF ttW ^?t ww?i FfFraRFrarradAPTOcftfF jjjftiyKi 5^, 

3#r T^rf VSRTSf ^PT fWe^T fPqTT: fFTT«rf vrf^KTeftfa 

d<f«|<l>H J{ ffrT 1 tffhlflWM; 

u^li^A *%: ^sr Pr^Pra, 

■STTcT:, 3r<fifHI^ 3rarH:, 37^R3^hm1 «lfF^8l:, H 3 ^SH °^ihiA 

^q«KII*a:t ^TTcft RPHn^eilfM ;flH uiqqiini ^1, ^T ^Fpt l^qil-^Hq 

5fa fi*yfagqi-Nim<9\d4l4iHMi8 w ypaif r<vn^Rard, 

^raPflFTI yi«ft Pra^ ^cRqdlMq), mi^imhA *n*I*nW ^ 3 *rA, 

^JPJcPFI:, ‘|f^ MiAsmA’ ?fF SIR^PT:, ^T Ul^l 

f^T y«rc ^ tt^ ^»5Rg *t«A 3it^, t4sj ^raFtfq 

Ul«m* <jj?qd Ffa n^oqie|rq*fyTF ?Pl 3^:, 

»jjJ|U^TT>:, ^ Pi«hcigl pTFPra:, q><n;g*Aq *Sira$cJ^I/ F*Atf>0cqi 

yTW f^T ^FT yfficAdA ^BRT:, -WR+^A: 

wPj <c|+m^ifct^A ^t tgfrPraTffpTrrara *ror yrarf f^frr 

•jeqin tgHNt sra Tra 
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jiMq <fl*H 'jutvirl*: yi<F<£W*lR 

^4W<1 ?TS^T«}:, 3ffi: wfaRI’fll 'tTf^R^fa 

<SHfqs<i^«l4l^c(«^)q^q^: ^;, 3ffi TJ8f <T*ftTT$Pf 

<I4M H?tT^T«f ftftrcflfrcq W^iqi 

UT^|tTl "RtT 4*tl»f) ^rf«T TJJsNlr^ 11^11411 

SRI SUBODHINI: Having described, in detail, the 
nature of the place, time and about the wind which was 
blowing during the manifestation of our Lord, and also 
after describing the qualities of the rainy season, through 
the verse beginning from 'in midnight' (NISlTHE), a 
description of this most Holy night and it's Divine 
qualities is being made. The middle of the night, being the 
junction between the 45th and 46th measurement of time 
- a description is made about these moment's blemish-free 
nature, through the words 'ignorance had gone upwards' 
(TAMA UDBHOTE) meaning- that all darkness or igno¬ 
rance had been sped away upwards i.e. all darkness, and 
ignorance were eradicated completely. The blemish of the 
night is darkness and darkness, now, was completely 
removed and hence, this special midnight became holy and 
blemish-free. Going upwards is understood, usually, as 
being released from an object, and going downwards, is 
understood as being stuck up with the object, in bondage. 

As this night was the holy time, when our Lord 
Janardana, was taking His incarnation, the blemish and 
defects involved, at that time, were automatically re¬ 
moved. This night also exhibited all the Divine qualities, 
with which, our Lord Janirdana, who is the dispeller of 
ignorance of everyone, was taking His birth, with all of 
His Divine qualities. This is it's correct meaning. 
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This magnificent exhibition of Divine qualities by the 
Time which prevailed there, and by physical objects like 
the river and others, was entirely due to the manifestation 
of our Lord only. This factor has been clearly brought out 
by the words used in the 5th verse viz. 'The birth of the 
birth-less' (JAYAMANE AJANE). The main purport of 
the word 'Birth-less' (AJANA) is to signify, that our Lord 
is without the blemish attached to a human birth etc. and 
this also denotes, that the factor of Time was not respon¬ 
sible for the manifestation of our Lord, who took the 
manifestation, on the basis of His free will only. But the 
actual time, when our Lord manifested Himself, exhibited 
and contained all the divine qualities and our Lord's 
incarnation, although He is birth less, was the main reason 
for this expression of Divine qualities by the Holy time. 

The words 'our Lord Janardana who was taking His 
birth’ (JAYAMANE JANARDANE) denote that, it was 
inevitable, that all the Divine qualities would manifest 
themselves, automatically, because our Lord was manifest¬ 
ing Himself, with a view to destroy and dispel, the 
ignorance of everyone. Thus, our Lord's manifestation 
was the main reason, which made, everyone and every¬ 
thing exhibit, with great flourish, their best Divine quali¬ 
ties - all this was done to welcome our Lord's birth, to 
please Him - but caused by Him! 

The secret meaning of this reference is, that our 
Lord's incarnation is described as 'three-fold' (TRAYA). 
How? The Lord who protects the righteousness of all is 
Lord Anirudha; the Lord who dispels the spiritual igno¬ 
rance of devotees and gives them liberation is Lord 
Sankarshana; and the Divine Form of Lord Vishnu, who 
was present in mother Devaki is Lord Pradhuymna. In the 
house of Nandagopa, Lord Visudeva had already taken 
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His manifestation. In this manner our Lord took now. His 
Full-divine Incarnation with all His Four Main Divine 
Status and Being. This manifestation, hence, is of the 
Supreme Purushottama, Lord Krishna. 

Our Lord is the main cause for the mitigation of 
blemish, and for the exhibition of Divine attributes in 
everyone. If it is thought, that ordinary time and situation 
are responsible for the mitigation of blemish, and or for 
the exhibition of divine qualities, then, we have also to 
conclude, that, there was the birth of another Divine 
person at that time, apart from our Lord and equal to Him 
- especially in view of the wonderful changes and exhibi¬ 
tion of Divine qualities by time, at the time of our Lord's 
manifestation. As this was not the case i.e. as there was 
no other manifestation, at that time, like our Lord's, we 
have to conclude that all the Divine qualities, now being 
exhibited by time and others, were due to the manifesta¬ 
tion of our Lord only, and they were present only because 
of the manifestation of our Lord, and with a view to 
please Him. Hence, there are references to the words 
'Being bom' twice in the original text. In this manner, our 
Lord, who is the in-dweller of everyone, now manifested 
Himself as Lord Vishnu from mother Devaki. Mother 
Devaki, now symbolized all the Divine Gods, who are full 
of harmonious quality of Satwa. This harmonious quality 
of Satwa becomes the basis for the manifestation of our 
Lord - like the Arani wood is considered as the basis for 
generating a fire. This Arani wood, can create a fire only, 
after it is subjected to a paced friction with another Arani 
twig. Here, in mother Devaki also, there was the necessity 
for the presence of a 'propelling factor' and hence the 
words 'having the Form of Lord Vishnu' 
(VISHNURUPINYAM) are used for mother Devaki. Lord 
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Vishnu's Form was present in mother Devaki and this 
presence of Lord Vishnu, only, manifested Himself, as our 
Lord, outside-and mother Devaki didn't put any effort for 
this outside manifestation of our Lord, such as labour pain 
etc. That no, other reason or cause is responsible for the 
manifestation of our Lord is confirmed by the fact, that 
Lord Vishnu, who was present in the heart of mother 
Devaki, manifested Himself outside, due to His own will 
and grace. 

Some authors say, that the Spiritual Divine Form who 
was present in mother Devaki, is called as Lord Vishnu - 
and if this is accepted, then mother Devaki has to be 
called as 'Lord Vishnu in Devaki's form' (VISHNUROOR\ 
DEVAKI). But here the real meaning is that Devaki, was 
only a basis, for our Lord Vishnu's Form and both of 
them were different from each other. In fact, the words 'of 
the Form of celestial gods' (DEVAROOPINYAM) denote 
only to Lord Vishnu i.e. Lord Vishnu is referred to here 
as the celestial god (DEVA). Lord Vishnu represents the 
'expansive and omnipresent' Purushottama or the supreme 
Lord. In Vedanta Scriptures, this Supreme Lord is called 
as 'Brahman'. Now a doubt may arise, that, as this 
Brahman is present everywhere as the ultimate truth, it's 
manifestation now, at a particular place in a particular 
form, is referred to only as a passing reference, and it is 
not real. With a view to remove this doubt, the words 
'indweller of the heart of everyone. (SARVAGUHA - 
S A YAH A) are used i.e. our Lord is present in the caves 
of the hearts of everyone, quietly sleeping in their hearts, 
and it is this Lord, who is present in this place now, 
although He is also present everywhere. He is the indweller 
of everyone and is present at all times in everyone. His 
manifestation, outside, is His coming out from inside the 
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heart of everyone. Hence, this doubt is baseless. His 
omnipresence and being the indweller in the heart of 
everyone, are the ultimate truths, described in the Vedas. 
Through His outside manifestation, although He is the 
indweller of everyone, our Lord is present for being 
worshipped by the devotees. He has also caused the 
creation of the Holy Vedas, by following which, devotees 
will attain their goals as prescribed in the Vbdas. Now, the 
Divine Form of the Lord, present in the heart of everyone, 
has, manifested outside, and from now onwards, devotees 
need to do only service to this Supreme Lord, who has 
manifested Himself outside and they need not undertake to 
perform all the tasks as enjoined by the Vedas or do 
meditation of the Divine Form, as their innermost 
indwelling Divine principle. The Lord decided to accept 
the Love and Devotion of His devotees, personally, by 
manifesting Himself, in a most beautiful and attractive 
form of our Lord Shri Krishna. 

Our Lord, manifested Himself, suddenly and mother 
Devaki saw the same Form of our Lord, as manifested 
outside, which she had seen and experienced in her heart. 
Mother Devaki did not have to put any effort for this 
Divine manifestation of our Lord as she did not cause this 
Manifestation. There was no notice or knowledge, that the 
delivery of a child is about to take place, and whether any 
arrangements for looking after this delivery of a child have 
to be made. The manifested Form of our Lord was full of 
Bliss and Joy, in it's fullest measure. To denote this, 
references have been made to the "Eastern quarter" of 
mother Devaki and our Lord being compared to the 
beautiful full moon. The eastern side is usually wor¬ 
shipped by the devotees as the sun rises in the east and 
this eastern side, represents the celestial gods. This 
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eastern side is the path on which the Moon traverses; but 
this eastern side cannot create or originate the moon. The 
moon is filled up with nectar and because the moon is full 
of opulence it is also called as 'Indu' (like Indra - the king 
of celestial gods). The moon is also permeated by Bliss 
and joy, and is sighted in it's full form on the eastern side. 
One part of the moon is seen in the middle of the sky and 
it's backside is seen on the western side. The full Moon, 
which is seen on the 1st, 2nd and third days of the 15-day 
period of the new Moon, on the eastern side of the sky, 
is called as 'Pushkala' and this full moon is compared to 
our Lord, with a view to signify that our Lord had 
manifested, now, 'fully' (PORNA) , with all His glory 
and Divinity. This word 'PUSHKAL' also means "Di¬ 
vinely protected and blessed" - denoting that there was no 
blemish attached to our Lord's manifestation. But the 
moon is subjected to the decline of being not seen fully, 
till it completely becomes unseeable on the New Moon 
day. Now our Lord, has been compared to the Full moon 
- but without this aspect and blemish of decline, which is 
associated with or affects the moon. Now a doubt arises. 
Why did our Lord manifest Himself, through mother 
Devaki only, when Shri Vasudeva had so many other 
wives? Once again the comparison to the full moon 
explains this factor beautifully. The full moon rises only 
on the eastern side, whereas it could rise in any of the 
other three sides! With a view to emphasize that, as the 
full moon rises only on the eastern side, and with a view 
to explain that our Lord had desired to manifest only 
through mother Devaki, we have to consider the meanings 
of the words used here viz. 'Eastern side' (PRACH1 
DISA) and 'PUSHKALA CHANDRA* (Full moon). Thus 
the conclusion is clear- that as the full moon rises only on 
the eastern side, our Lord, who is the Supreme 
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Purus hottama and Omnipotent, will take birth only dirough 
mother Devaki. 

Now, our Lord, whose Divine Form, consists of 
Truth, Consciousness and Bliss (SATCHITANANDA) and 
who had descended with all His 16 Divine Parts, suddenly 
appeared before Vasudeva and Devaki, who were just 
sitting, when this Divine manifestation happened. Both of 
mem were pleasantly surprised and they began to describe 
and praise our Lord. 

It is possible that, some of the scriptural statements, 
may denote that the Lord does not take births and can 
only be 'experienced' and not seen. But, with a view to 
mitigate these scriptural statements such as 'cannot be 
seen' (ADRESYUM) and 'cannot be grasped' 
(AGRAHYAM), our Shri Mah&prabjuji, in his Kirika, 
says that the Lord does indeed manifest Himself, with a 
view to protect His devotees. When the Upanishads speak 
of our Lord as "cannot be seen or grasped" it really refers 
to the inability of senses of an individual to see or grasp 
the Divine Truth of our Lord. But, these statements do not 
refer to our Lord taking the Forms, thus becoming 
seeable, by His own will, grace and desire, with a view 
to please and protect His devotees. Thus, there is no 
objection, from the scriptural statements, for our Lord's 
manifestation, before or after. 

KARIKA Tippani: From the meaning of this K&rika, 
we have to understand that Shri Mah&prabhu Shri 
Vallabhdch&ryaji has considered that his own Beloved Lord 
Shri Gopijanavallabha has now manifested Himself. He 
says 'My Lord' (Mama Swimi) and 'of the Devotees' 
(DASTnAM) - denoting that He considered His own 
Beloved Lord has now manifested Himself in full. In 
Mathura, our Lord who is Purushottama, has manifested 
with all His Divine parts. 
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VERSE-9 Meaning: "Shri Sulca said 'the manifested 
child was seen to be wonderful indeed; His eyes resem¬ 
bled the beautiful Lotus-flower; He had four arms; and in 
these arms He had His divine Conch, Mace and other 
weapons, all of them raised. In His chest was the symbol 
of Goddess Laxmi (SRIVATSA). On His neck, the Kaustuba 
(Red gem) shone brilliantly; Our Lord had dressed Him¬ 
self in a beautiful yellow dress and His entire body shone 
beautifully with a blue hue, resembling the blue colour of 
a rain-bearing cloud". 

cfl4Pu^»iigf 

3R Pie[fli: sildiO Mtmi "JT: 

dVKrflHlPl^uilu fil<Vllt*l4i: 

fa^un vwm ui^ti ii t 

toW viun^qg xtffraF: 
II 3 II 

H*JU|| H4&fWfrh fSpjuiT ^ 

<t»|U4sg;<4i^f w? gKVItll m: II ^ II 
I* 4 Vi\ , 

«4V4ilfl4i|4 ilHIffi^IHrini: I 

amm ^jnfH argmmyft m: ii v ii 

fiKVIRMI ift: mu ii * V* ii 

KARIKAS!:- 1 to 4Vi: Meaning: "The supreme 
Lord, who is the ultimate cause of this universe and 
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whose Spiritual Form is described in His acts of creation 
etc. consisting of His Ten Divine Leelas, the same Lord, 
has now manifested Himself here, as a wonderful child, 
with His Purushottama Form consisting of 12 Divine 
parts. The Lord, who has manifested here, has primarily 
two qualities, apart from His 6 Divine qualities like 
opulence etc. Apart from the usual Divine 6 qualities 
which He had, He, now, also exhibited the 6 Divine 
qualities of this spiritual path of Pushti (Grace). Thus with 
His usual 6 Divine qualities, He now also manifested the 
6 Divine qualities of the path of Grace. In this way, our 
Lord is called as having two primary qualities or divisions 
of qualities/attributes." 

This manifested Divine form represents the ten vital 
airs (PRANAM) of all. He is the sought-after goal and 
result of people living in this world and in all the other 
worlds. He is full with the power of wisdom (JNANA) 
and the power of action (KRIYA). He is the inspirer of all 
His Ten types of Divine Leelas of creation etc. 

The nine paths, described, in the path of Devotion 
like listening, chanting, of our Lord's holy Names and 
Divine Leelas (SAGUNA) and the path of love and 
devotion which is attributeless (NIRGUNA) - both these 
paths are controlled and progressed this Lord, who has 
now manifested. 

This Lord, who is now manifested, is again the 
Originator and Guide of the paths of action and wisdom, 
described and stipulated in the two parts of the Vedas. 
This divine form of our Lord, is considered to be of 12 
parts or divisions. 

The 12 Rftsis (the planetary conjunctions) shine like 
the 12 suns and the 'Time' consists of these 12 divisions. 
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There are 11 senses and it's leader is the Mind - Thus 
there are 12 divisions viz. our Lord Hari is everything and 
has become everything, and the Lord, who has manifested 
Himself, now, is Sri Hari who is the cause and basis of/ 
for everything. What are the 12 parts of Sri Hari? (1) 
Individual soul (2) Supreme soul (3) The primordial 
principle (4) Elements like earth etc. (S) Ego (6) The 
nature (7) Purusha (Divine cause) (8) Satwa (9) Rajas (10) 
Tamas (11) Imperishable Brahman (12) The Supreme 

Brahman. 

uftns' dWM:, "STcto ^ ^ 
Wetyd^ddlltL ?f?l 3T^rlfMfd, 

3Tcfrt5Fg^ ^ 3 f* riqarn 

UMHJIlRfdRTb, cffc % *rafrT ^ 

3ttst4 ^ ^g^rrqq^ q g ^ crnff^g cn 

SC^TT*, Tiq Mfoi Sfl'rHHSd'W ^fap aUPHuMn, 

3ITT?fr ^1 9f?n s^ius(qi45l ■q^T, &%JI3 mncttl q 

^iHmihPh TR TJTsI q«*ufqfa, W5T: ^ ^TT 

«td^«(P*Rl ^ f^RhjcT, qq*t^aHusr»Ht4i 

pH^fad, 3r4P4>4)?ilqf fro- rqcj^nufqfd, 

4>Md^ 3t^TT qj qpq, 3P^aft ctT 

^T, 3T*apI M«iP’iPq«t^i fllRjd^Hctnl Hpri 

?TH Tim, 3P^d|i|l f: eMTNd<d $PJT 3*^ 

qi?RT«Wasitrf anapni gtsr 

MPiiddqrdi^, Tjf«tozrm^Tjf qpj qpnr, Tjeprtoni 

*PT3RT: ttf)P^MRld®4l ^iiiftHehi, 

q^fq, fqaera Pi^Pqd:, ^qpjqrcqfa 

doHW-4 qqffa qgqt qqtffq fwrfqg 
*» «• 

q*n qi 'JhA^d^q qqfq «HHd*W *Fj?ffq M-gdtsq ^ *raq:. 
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svfcrcn fsh^iyifth PWflMtfijftwfll ?ni*tre 

gyfolfRfa, RTCITTt ^3IT: fo<mn^»~4> rr, ft 

RTORTRIR:, 41^4 cFTqffq ^J'J'aUe^uils^, '4'r^l(i «IT *JR!«ft 

^JdlfH ^T tRfcft fc«WI<rfl 31 ’pH *fft$ ofl 3R, 3T^R f^pi:, 

■JCT 3tF:, 

3T<f3?l T$Tfft ■sftaft 

ijBW ?h it \ n 

¥lfW<lf%g ^r TT^Tf^a, “ 3N! 

<Tt3 RRT,” jfrHWWi' RvR?T, !4|U|ldH+) 4l^kl, “#3TRr^‘ Tp#T, 

ShAul (H^tMcflfH, 

hhrs fir^r 

3R :4><<ft\«l 

^RUmrMrMHiPmrtyq' TITtf, 3TRlfR 3RPJ«nfR 
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SRI SUBODHINI: After describing our Lord's mani¬ 
festation, along with His opulence, in 8 % verses, with a 
view to describe our Lord's 'valour', these two verses 
begin with the words 'Wonderful Lord' (TAM 
ADBHUTAM) are used. Before this description, the 
words 'Shri Suka said' have been used. What was the 
necessity for using these words again, when they have 
been already used in the beginning of this chapter? In fact, 
it was Shri Sukadeva only who had described the Lord's 
appearance in 8 Vi verses, and there was no interruption 
of his description at all, through any one else, or through 
any other discussion. Thus, this repetition may be seen, as 
out of place. But it is not - why? These words, being used 
again, signify the special nature of the state of mind of the 
listeners of Sri BhSgavatam like king Parikshit and other 
devotees. It appears that all these devotees, who were 
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listening to Shri Sukha, had become, so much immersed 
in Divine joy and Bliss, generated by listening to the 
Divine Leelas of our Lord and the coming manifestation 
of our Lord, in His entire Purushottama Divine Form, that 
they forgot entirely everything outside of themselves, and 
became one with the description of the Divine Leelas of 
our Lord. Shri Sukha, with a view to, draw their attention 
now, for listening to the story of the actual manifestation 
of our Lord, started the conversation again, after a pause. 
That is why the words 'Shri Sukha said' are referred to 
again. 

SRI SUBODHINI: In those 12 qualities, the descrip¬ 
tion of the first 10 qualities is being done. The word 'His' 
(TAM) is used to denote the glorious Lord, who is well 
described in the Vedas and well known in the universe. In 
the 18th verse of chapter 15 of the Bhagavad Gita, the 
same Lord, who is the basis of everything, as the root 
cause of creation and the Divine goal of all, is described. 
Some commentators have described the meaning of this 
word 'His' (TAM) to denote the act of 'creation' (SRISHTI), 
which is The first Divine Leela of our Lord. The word 
"wonderful" (ADBHUTA) denotes the 'supernatural' state 
of our Lord. Any material object, which is within the gaze 
or hearing of all is considered as ordinary, by both the 
scriptures and by this world. "Wonder" is expressed only 
after seeing a super-natural object or vision. This vision 
was given by our Lord due to the love of our Lord to His 
devotees (PRAMEYA) and this Divine aspect of our Lord 
is beyond all evidence or proof. Our Lord's valour 
(VEERYA) is such that this cannot be affected or crossed 
by anything which is scripturally based or materialistic in 
character. Hence, this is considered as wonderful or 
'surprising'. The word 'wonderful' (ADBHUTAM) is also 
used to denote that, no one can describe or remember the 
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true nature of our Lord's Form on seeing this Form/ Thus 
the words 'His' (TAM) and 'wonderful' (ADBHUTAM) 
are used, respectively, to give the two different meanings 
of (1) The Divine Form of our Lord which can be 
described by even ordinary people and (2) The supernatu¬ 
ral Divine Form of our Lord, which can never be 
described by anyone. 

The word 'pertaining to the child' (BALAKAM) is 
used to describe the Divine quality of ’Fame' (YASH) of 
our Lord, by way of describing that, in each and every 
hair of our Lord, there is the presence of Lord Brahma, 
with his several universes. Hence, it is really impossible 
to describe the true nature of such a child! - the child, 
who is going to give to his companions (other children in 
Vraja) incomparable Bliss and joy, which is higher and 
greater than the Brahmic Bliss. Such is this wonderful 
child! Moreover, Lord Brahma also is His (our Lord's) 
son. Our Lord also will play with His other companions 
along with Balabhadra, His elder brother. Our Lord, will 
become the crowning jewel among all the boys in Vraja. 
In all the above ways, our Lord's wonderful 'Fame' (Yash) 
has been described. 

The word 'of Lotus-like eyes' (AMBHUJEKSHANAM) 
is used to signify the extraordinary and super-natural 
brilliance - that our Lord's eyes were very beautiful like 
the Lotus flower. Further, Goddess Laxmi, who is known 
as 'From the ocean' (AMBHUJA - Goddess Laxmi mani¬ 
fested Herself when the ocean of milk was churned to get 
nectar by both the celestial gods and the demons) is very 
near to Him, and in His vision always. It also means, that 
on whomsoever Goddess Laxmi's vision falls or whoso¬ 
ever is seen by Her, great prosperity is conferred on them. 
In the UpanishadSr both the sun and the moon, have been 
described, as the two eyes of our Lord. The Supreme 
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Lord, whom, the spiritual aspirants of great merit, wor¬ 
ship and seek, through the Vfedic technique of 'Method of 
5 fires' (PANCHAGNI VIDYA)), is called as AMBHUJA 
(of Lotus-like). Why? After giving the 5th offering to die 
Fire, there is the mention of our Lord being called as 
'AMBHUJA' and the devotees have their vision on our 
Lord and due to this, they get the grace of our Lord by 
way of spiritual wisdom. Our Lord, now is the same Lord 
'AMBHUJA' referred to in the Vedas and hence He is 
called as a 'wonderful' child! 

Goddess Laxmi's goal is the Joy of our Lord, who out 
of Grace, protects this entire universe, through His eyes by 
directing His vision. The same Lord, has now manifested, 
whose vision always is on Goddess Laxmi, who is the 
repository of Joy and Bliss, for our Lord. 

Our Lord is now visible to all on this mother earth 
as He has manifested Himself on this earth and nowhere 
else. In other places, as also on this earth. His vision is 
considered as very rare. As He had manifested Himself on 
this earth, now there is no necessity any more to search 
for him else where! In these ways the Divine glory of our 
Lord consisting of 'the wealth of spiritual wisdom' 
(JNANATMAK SRI) is explained. 

When the bee enters into the inside of a Lotus flower, 
then only it is compared to the eyes. When this bee 
becomes silent, then only the comparison to the eyeball 
becomes justified and completed. Now, the bee becomes 
silent inside the Lotus flower, through the consumption of 
honey in the flower. Thus, the Lotus becomes comparable 
to the eyes, when it denotes the presence of a honey-like 
substance in the eyes, as it is in the Lotus flower. Our 
Lord's eyes, always pours copiously compassion and life- 
giving nectar, which represents the honey, which is present 
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in the Lotus flower. This nectar of compassion, get 
expressed only on those, on whom the Lord's grace has 
been showered, through His eyes - i.e. the devotees 
become entitled to get the abrosia and honey of our Lord' s 
compassionate and nectarian eyes. Without our Lord's 
grace, none can taste the Bliss of our Lord's Form, which 
is full of aesthetic Relish (RASA). A bee is never called 
'Honey bee' (MADHUPA) unless it has tasted the honey 
from the flowers. Hence, comparison is made between the 
eyes of ordinary Lotus flowers, which look wonderful and 
prominent in the lotus pond, as the eyes are looked upon 
as valuable and important in a body. In this manner, the 
wonderful power of spiritual wisdom of our Lord is 
described (JNANA SAKHTI). 

The words 'Four-armed' (CHATURBHUJAM) used 
in this verse, denotes, the power of Action 
(KRIYASAKHTI) of our Lord and confirms the Four 
divisions of the Primordial spiritual wisdom. Through 
these hands, usually, the tasks of 'taking and giving' are 
performed. Hence, the hands represent the power of 
Action. Our Lord s incarnation has taken place, with a 
view to fulfill, four types of actions/tasks. Viz. righteous¬ 
ness, fulfillment of desires, wealth and liberation 
(DHARMA, ARTHA, KAMA AND MOKSHA) - i.e. for 
the establishment of the 4 main 'goals' of a human life 
(PURUSHARTHA). In another way, the Lord also wanted 
to emphasize that His Four arms, represented the 4 
primordial elements such as the earth, water, fire and 
wind. The Four arms also, the Lord showed , represented 
the celestial protectors of the Four quarters viz. Lord 
Yama, Varuna, Indra and Kubera. The Four arms, thus, 
showed all the above Divine representations and His entire 
beautiful form is now described as of 'dual' in nature - as 
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simultaneously this Divine Form appeared as a 'natural 
human' and also as a 'Divine Super-natural'! All the 
above qualities referred indicate this 'dual' nature of our 
Lord's Form. [Tippani: Indicating the Bower of spiritual 
wisdom, while describing our Lord's Bower of Action, 
reference is made that, our Lord's Four arms are not like 
those of human beings. Our Lord's Four arms contained 
the Power of wisdom also , which the hands of the human 
beings lack. 

Proof, the goal, effort and the result - these Four 
spiritual factors are represented by the Four arms of our 
Lord. Without 'proof' none can know or establish the 
'goal' or truth. Without the necessity of a 'goal' no one 
will put efforts either. Efforts, properly performed, will 
definitely confer the 'result'. Thus the Lord's Four arms 
represented the four-spiritual factors as mentioned earlier 
- PRAMANA, PRAMEYA, SADHANA AND PHALA. 

The Lord's Four arms, also represented His Four 
Divine Forms of Vasudeva, Sankarshana, Pradhuyumna 
and Aniruddha, respectively conferring the spiritual ben¬ 
efits of liberation, destruction of the Demons, prosperity 
for the clans and families, and protection of Righteous¬ 
ness. Our Lord's 'dual' form is also denoted here e.g. 
destroying the demons and enemies in a war represented 
His 'natural' Divine Leelas and enacting His Divine Leela 
of destroying the huge cart (SAKATABHANGA), when 
He was a little child, represent the 'Supra-divine' nature.] 

Meaning of Kftrika: Our Lord's Four arms - two of 
them are "Protective" and two of them are "Destructive" 
in character. We may think that, at the same time, to 
undertake and perform the tasks of destruction and protec¬ 
tion may look inappropriate. But the Lord always does 
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only what is required e.g. when Aswatt&ma's arrow had 
started burning the child Parikshit in the womb of Uttara, 
then our Lord, while protecting the spiritual womb of the 
child, as he belonged to Lord Vishnu, also, destroyed the 
material and non-spiritual side or part of the child. 
Mother Uttara was also saved by our Lord. Our Lord is 
so compassionate and gracious that, even when a devotee 
is in a great danger, our Lord's Four arms takes care to 
remove the blemish of the devotees and afford protection, 
in a permanent way by conferring spiritual benefits. 

The wisdom, as explained in the Vedas, consists of 
two parts viz. wisdom of Action and wisdom of Brahman 
or wisdom of the self and wisdom of superself. Devotion 
to our Lord is also of two kinds viz. devotion through 
effort and devotion as a result, or devotion to our Lord 
with Form, name and Divine qualities or devotion to our 
Lord, who is Formless, (Absolute). Thus all the spiritual 
benefits, pertaining to the above spiritual paths are con¬ 
ferred on the devotees only by our Lord, with His Four 
arms and the Lord has equipped Himself with Four arms, 
so that He can simultaneously confer benefits and Bless¬ 
ings to all, according to their desires and efforts. 

SRI SUBODHINI: The words 'Conch, Mace and 
uplifted weapons' referred to in this verse refer to the 
spirit of "Detachment" (VAIRAGYA) of our Lord. Why9 
Only at the dawn of the spirit of renunciation, sorrow and 
suffering end completely. Our Lord has taken these 
weapons, only with a view to destroy the pain and 
suffering of His devotees. The conch represents the 
'water' principle. The mother earth has originated from 
the principle of water, and hence, the cause for mother 
earth, is this principle of water. Hence, the Lotus flower, 
representing the entire universe, is invested with the 
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incursion of the principle of earth and sound. The 'mace' 
(GADA) represents the vital air (PRANA) i.e. the princi¬ 
ple of wind (VAYU). From the principle of wind, the 
principle of 'Fire' has originated. The principle of Fire is 
indicated by the weapons such as the Sudarshana discuss, 
mace and other weapons. Thus the conch, discuss, lotus 
and the mace, held by our Lord, in His Four arms have 
been described. Now our Lord, manifested Himself, 
holding all these weapons, in a raised manner. 

Meaning of K&rika: In the Vaishnava scriptures, the 
order of holding the various weapons by our Lord, in His 
Four arms, has been specified and due to this, the order 
of holding arms has been described differently as those of 
Mashusudana, Madhava, Narayana and others. In our 
Lord's Form, now manifested here, on the right side, the 
Lord had the Conch on the upper hand, and the Lotus 
flower on the lower hand. On the hands of the left side, 
the Lord had the 'mace' in His raised hand, and the 
discuss on His lower hand. Hence, this Divine form is 
considered, as that of 'Madhusudana' and, sometimes, due 
to some identical features, this Divine Form is also called 
as Madhava; and Narayana also. The other Divine parts of 
our Lord viz. of Sankarshana, Pradhyumna and Anirudha 
were also represented in this Divine Form, manifested 
now. 

SRI SUBODHINI: A doubt may arise, now, as to 
how we can regard both the conch and the lotus flower, 
which our Lord shows fondly holding high in His hands, 
as weapons? Through these, the destruction of the enemies 
is not possible. To clear this doubt, .our Shri Mahaprabhuji 
says> that we have to understand the real inner meaning for 
the use of the word 'weapons' (AYUDH). Respectively, 
our Lord's conch, lotus flower, the mace and the discuss 
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represent the senses, the body, the vital air and the inner 
mind. Through these only, our Lord causes the death of 
the demons. The Divine Conch of our Lord, gets filled up 
with the wind of Pranic (vital) air and on hearing the 
sound of this conch, the pride of the demons get humbled 
and results into their destruction quickly. The senses are 
also protected and progressed by the vital air (PRANA), 
like the Divine Conch. Hence this Divine Conch of our 
Lord is compared to the senses. As regards the lotus 
flower, as it represents this entire universe, the same is 
considered to represent the Holy physical body of our 
Lord and our Lord, by wearing the physical body, indi¬ 
cates that like a heavy object falling from the above 
crushes the objects which are under it's impact, the 
swirling Lotus flower of our Lord, which represents this 
entire universe, crushed the demons, wherever they were 
. Thus both the conch and the lotus flower are deemed to 
be weapons only. The mace of our Lord, is based on the 
principle of wind or VAYU - hence this represents the 
Divine vital air. The Lord's Sudarsana Discuss, being 
based on the Divine factor of Fire (TEJA), represents the 
inner mind of our Lord. This Divine discuss, confers 
liberation on those who are destroyed by it - by merging 
them into it's Divine Fire in this process. In other words, 
except the space (AKASA), all the other 4 elements viz. 
earth, water, fire and wind, represent the weapons of our 
Lord. Space, because it is unaffected, gets used by our 
Lord, in His Holy body. This Earth is the lotus flower, 
water is the conch, fire is the Sudarsana discuss and the 
wind is the mace, 'Oh Lord You remain, like the vast 
space, unaffected'. The created beings get destroyed by 
these four fundamental elements only. 

If the words- 'uplifted weapons' (UDAYUDH) are 
spilt into two words viz. 'UDA + AYUDH', then, the 
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meaning will become different. 'UDAKA' means water 
and we can interpret here, that, like the water, which 
drowns the objects, inside itself, which is heavier than 
itself, the weapons of our Lord, represented by these 4 
elements, make the proud and haughty demons, merge and 
absorb them in themselves, after destroying them. As 
such, as they are merged into these primordial elements, 
the demons do not get liberation at all. 

In this way, a description of our Lord with His 6 
Divine qualities, has been given in the first half of this 
verse. In the second part of this verse, our Lord's glory, 
is explained, on the basis of the scriptures such as the 
Vedas. The words 'Adorned by the insignia of srivatsa' 
(SRIVATSALAXMAM) denote, that the Lord is adorned 
by this 'Srivatsa' insignia. This also denotes the greater 
glory of our Lord, than the imperishable Brahman, thus, 
also revealing the scriptural glory and opulence of our 
Lord. This word consists of three parts viz. 'Sri - Vatsa 
- Laxma'. The word 'Sri' denotes Goddess Laxmi, who is 
hailed as the Bliss and Ananda of Brahman 
(BRAHMANANDA) and she is considered as the 'daugh¬ 
ter' of the imperishable Brahman viz. our Lord 
(SRIVATSA), who is described extensively in the Vedas. 
The imperishable Brahman, whose insignia is the 'Srivatsa', 
exhibiting supra-divine qualities now, in this wonderful 
boy, who is none other then the Supreme Brahman. Out 
of the various Divine qualities of our Lord, who is present 
everywhere as the soul of everyone (SARVATMA), such 
as this vast universe, imperishable Brahman, time etc., the 
quality of the imperishable Brahman (AKSHARA BRAH¬ 
MAN) is considered as, most significant and important. 
"Oh Lord, on Your Holy chest, there is the insignia of 
sage Bhrighu's feet." The sage Bhrighu was considered as 
having, realized the Supreme Brahman. He was also a 
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Brahmin by caste, having studied well all the \fedas. He 
was also die recipient of the Divine experience of the 
imperishable Brahman, through his status and study of 
scriptures. He also experienced the supreme Brahman 
through his spiritual wisdom based on 'non-division' 
(ABHEDA). In this way sage Bhrighu is considered, as 
one, who had the highest spiritual experience of the 
Supreme Brahman. Thus, the insignia created on the chest 
of our Lord, by the feet of sage Brighu, is indeed, 
representative, at all times, of the Surpeme Brahman. 
Hence this insignia becomes the 'refuge' (ASHRAYA) of 
the devotees, as one stops, with ease and comfort, only at 
a place of refuge and if this 'refuge' is not found, then one 
moves forward, seeking another suitable 'refuge' - so that 
the aspirant can rest in peace, having attained a stable 
refuge - like the traveller, who reaches a pre-determined 
destination. In the same way, at all times, the Brahman - 
realized Bhrighu sage, got the 'refuge' in our Lord, and 
the spiritual journey of sage Bhrighu ended with our Lord 
only and literally, the feet of sage Bhrighu stopped at the 
Holy body of our Lord. This sage Bhrighu got a daughter 
named 'Sri' through his wife named Khyati and hence he 
is called 'Srivatsa'. 

It is the infinite glory of our Lord, which absorbs the 
divine Vedic qualities and a description, upto now, has 
been made of the glory of our Lord, based on the Vedas. 
The words 'Kaustuba gem resplendent in the neck' (GALA 
KAUSTHUBHAM) denote the 'valour' quality, based on 
the Vedas. It is further explained that Brahman, becomes 
the Jiva, due to certain circumstances, and this again, is 
a Divine quality and expression of our Lord. 

Our Lord has worn, the dazzling Kaustubha gem on 
his neck and this gem represents ail the souls, as a 
combined symbol. In the verse 28 of the 3rd Canto of Sri 
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Bhfigavatam, it has been clearly stated, that this Kaustubha 
gem represents the principle of the Jlva or the Soul. Our 
Lord has given an exalted place for this gem, instead of 
wearing it in His hands - with a view to signify and denote 
, that the Power of wisdom is greater than the Power of 
action. Hence, the liberated souls should get the exalted 
place of Goddess Saraswati, who resides permanently in 
the neck of our Lord, in a surrendered way. This holy 
neck is the place where the liberated souls reside. Our 
Lord, who confers liberation on the souls, now wears 
them, as a neck ornament. Wearing this Kaustubha gem, 
in the middle, also, denotes that the souls or JIvas are of 
two kinds. Firstly, those souls, who are wedded to the path 
of action, with a view to realize God. Secondly, those 
souls, who are wedded to the path of knowledge, put effort 
to realize Brahman or God. 

All the divine limbs of our Lord have been described 
in the verse no. 28 of the 3rd Canto of Sri Bhdgavatam, 
wherein this Kaustubha gem has been described twice. 
From this description also, the two-fold nature of the souls 
is indicated. In the verses 26 and 28 of this Canto 3 of Sri 
Bhagavatam, references have been made to this Kaushubha 
gem. The brilliance exhibited by this gem is, once again, 
of two different varities viz. the brilliance caused by 
'wisdom' and the brilliance caused by 'action'. The 
brilliance arising and caused by the performance of 
virtuous action, is the 'brilliance of action'. Likewise, the 
brilliance caused by the meditation/contemplation on the 
principles of Brahman, is the brilliance caused by 'wis¬ 
dom'. Both this 'action' and 'wisdom' comprise the duty 
of the Jlva or the Soul. Hence this Kaustubha gem, which 
represents and is symbolic of all the JIvas or Souls, is also 
known as 'full of brilliance' (§6bhi). 
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In the above manner, respectively, both the imperish¬ 
able Brahman and the Jfva-Brahman have been described 
as being connected with the SrTvatsa insignia and the 
Kaustubha gem of our Lord. 

Now, our Lord's 'PitSmber' (Yellow dress) is being 
explained - as the cause, representing our Lord's power of 
illusion (MAYA) which makes the JIvas or Souls, forget 
their Divine nature and envelopes them in a maze of 
illusion - as it covers a good part of the holy body of our 
Lord. The Lord's dress is yellow in colour and this colour 
itself exudes 'brilliance'. Our Lord's holy body-hue is 
'Blue', which is also the hue and colour of the sky. Hence 
our Lord is called as the one 'who has the holy body of 
the space (AKASA)'. Hence the holy body of our Lord 
consists of the 'space' or Akasa. The combination of 
'yellow' colour, superimposed on the 'blue' colour, is seen 
as being more brilliant and dazzling. In the scriptures, 
reference has been made of the Holy body of our Lord, 
being the vast space or Akasa. 'Akasa or space is the body 
of Brahman’ (AkASA SARlRAM BRAHMA). 

Space or Akasa is blemish-free and it's brilliance will 
get enhanced only, when it is associated with a blemish- 
free object. The yellow 'PItamber' (Dress) of our Lord is 
entirely blemish-free. This word has two parts viz. 'yel¬ 
low' + 'space'. (PlTA + AMBHAR). 'Ambhar' denotes 
the 'space' and this signifies the 'blemish-free' nature of 
the space. The 'yellow' colour, although brilliant and 
dazzling, exhibits some blemish due to it being associated 
with both 'dynamism' (RAJAS) and 'ignorance' (TAMAS) 
- and being bereft of the quality of 'harmony' (SATWA). 
The harmonious 'ego' (SATWiK AHANKAR) has been 
termed as consisting of 'Blemish' (VIKAR) - as even 
harmonious experiences, such as horripilation and other 
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emotions have been described as consisting of 'Blemish'. 
Now this 'yellow' colour, as it is not associated, in any 
way, with the quality of 'harmony' (SATWA), we may call 
it 'Blemish-free'. How? This 'yellow' colour, always, 
stands apart as 'independent' and we should not associate 
this colour with both 'dynamism' and 'ignorance'. Why? 
The scriptures are the proof for this. Forms and their 
colours are of three kinds, viz. Red, White and Black,- 
Then wherefrom this 'yellow' colour has been identified? 
In the VedSs, it has been clearly stated that the red colour 
is of Fire only. White colour is for water and the Black 
colour is for earth (food) only. Now, as the yellow colour, 
devoid of the quality of harmony (SATWA) is considered 
'Blemish-free' ie. beyond and above all three qualities. 
Thus the combination of this 'blemish-free' PitSmber with 
the beautiful Blue holy body of our Lord, exudes extraor¬ 
dinary brilliance, and their association is indeed very 
appropriate - both being 'blemish-free'! 

The words 'Beautiful like the wet clouds' used in this 
verse denote the brilliance and light of our Lord's 'SRl' 
(auspicious light) 'Oh Lord You are so very beautiful like 
the blue thick clouds'. The glory of the 'blue colour' of 
our Blissful Lord has been explained in detail, especially 
the four different parts of this colour, in the 'NIBANDHA' 
of Shri MahSprabhuji. They are explained here. Firstly, 
for the human eyes, ultimately the sky and then space look 
'bluish' in colour, especially when the clouds are not 
present, in the same way. Brahman, because of it's exalted 
nature, also is seen as 'Bluish' only. Secondly, the 
presiding deities of the Four Yugas, exhibit the colours of 
white, red, yellow and blue - and all these colors are 
reflected in Brahman. Thirdly, our Lord has now mani¬ 
fested on mother earth, whose primary color is blue and 
our Lord has taken and accepted this 'blue colour' for 
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Himself. Lastly, the pure Truth of Brahman, has the 
colour of 'blue'. In Sri Vaikuntam, our Lord, who is the 
symbol of pure and harmonious Brahman, is of the blue 
colour. 

In this manner, through the space, time, earth and Sri 
Vaikuntam, the blue colour of our Lord, has been ex¬ 
plained. Now, comparing our Lord to the blue clouds, the 
divine qualities of our Lord are being explained. The 
clouds, which give joy, at the appropriate time, naturally, 
through the rains which are showered, to all, which cause 
the production of food grains and other types of food, 
which mitigates the heat of the people through it's cool 
waters - these clouds are exalted in nature and blue in 
colour. In the same manner, our Lord also fulfills the 
desires and prayers of all His devotees, like the earth, the 
heavens, and righteousness (Dharma), through eradicating 
their miseries, in this process. 

It is said of our glorious compassionate Lord, that, 
although He is the repository of every and each of the 
Divine quality, He accepts, out of His love for His 
devotees, comparisons with several material and physical 
objects and situations, created by Him. Hence, comparing 
Him to the natural clouds is not inappropriate at all. 
Otherwise how can we ever compare His indescribable 
and limitless Beauty to the natural clouds? Our Lord 
allows these comparisons - hence they are considered 
appropriate, as our Lord willingly and lovingly submits to 
these comparisons! Through this comparison, our Lord is 
described as most beautiful in 'blue' colour, like the 
water-laden clouds of the rainy season. In this manner our 
Lord's 'charming and brilliant' (KANTISWAROOP) body 

of 'Sr!' is deseribed. 
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VERSE-10 Meaning: "Vasudeva, now, saw the most 
beautiful Form of our Lord, whose locks of hair were 
embraced by die brilliance of the crown and ear-ornaments 
scudded with invaluable precious gems. The Lord's Form 
shone, with the dazzling aura of ornaments worn on the 
shoulders, upper arms and hands adorned with bangles". 

f^RlT WIJNK 

Tiypfjf ijc=q PfiOd ctjUTc^ ^ toi 

^FR*Tt uRvtTtil^llfdP^drfH W** %dHlPd TO, 

7ranfa?r WFgtsrmteqRTdT: ^ 

^ far M: nnasrahft ^ ?tNmh<*>i *raf=d, 

fefliWKfrlMi 3JlfRSJ wtfd H?T^fe^OT 

ftfcftdl:, ^ cHu^rgd^, M*? TOHM>c1*fljl ^TWTfo 

T33 ^ vn^rfui PH^Pqdift 'rerf^r, 

dq|U|IMfq ^1: WR 'H-dlfrt dNfatf ^jRIttnf WTT 

fTtF'f'Tdl, cfll+eMHfaWull8f mR«i^1 Pl^rwd:, ^ HR 

firo ftpqi iH^qq^iilld, d^N'-Mi-to d«nfq 

4il<a«M^<4)^UI^qirul vj,aiPi dlP1! 

IWMIKflOlPl q$^«i qilq^Pd, Rt^> <*>iWl wi*ii ^dld, 

<j5mr ^i*r<fpdi, feuiu^iPq 

HI-MMIVIHlMd ?fd Mldl^^R 9JT# fdgfd, dftP^+lfd 

dlfa o*tiqtffqrj eflfe^JjlTMTef 3rF:, dentil Pi dl erftcr»i«niPi d* 

Pd^PMdlPH, 3T^TpT Pd^f-d, 3^Slf<T <3<^q<flPd 

TRifl dd ^dfd, ^tpTqq><i'3i'H<H)fq'ii,i^Qrqiq^, 3dtd?Md TjfSdlT 
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u^HT^r^^woHHr^rMfSd^iii^ unsn^ «wfir, UM 
iwrool ^ *rr^ cT«n 3if^=i^ cr«rr ^ *ft: tt£i iftat” 
?fif, H^dl^Vli 'miftfd fawfipri? cTW ^fd. 

tfdjsfTWHi srafori 

,3^ 

m^5fi^4^Tf ^tiiqiPiln 3HF, TJjl^*1H W«i ^(q«tlalHo|| 

SRI SUBODHINI: In the earlier verse, through the 
description of our Lord's four Divine qualities, it has been 
clearly explained, that our Lord, establishing Himself in 
His original and basic imperishable Brahman Form, satis¬ 
fies the souls, who are His divine parts only. He also 
confers the four-fold goals of a human life, to the souls on 
this earth, by causing His illusory power to envelop them 
- thus making them ignorant of their true Divine nature. 
Through this verse, a description is made of the various 
ornaments, representing the various scriptures, worn by 
our Lord, who now symbolized the Divine qualities of 
'spiritual wisdom’ and "detachment" (JNANA AND 
VAIRAGYA). Through this, indication is given that the 
spiritual wisdom arising out of the Divine Form, nature of 
our Lord and His Divine actions or Leelas - both of these 
powers are of several kinds and varieties. 

Our Lord's beautiful locks of hair, were being em¬ 
braced by the crown and the ear ornaments studded with 
invaluable precious gems. This denotes the exalted nature 
of nobility and shining glory exhibited by the true devotees 
of our Lord, who have full knowledge of the inner and 
sacred meaning of the scriptures, and who attain sincere 
and true Devotion to our Lord, after drinking deep like 
honey-bees the sweet honey of our Lord's lotus-like holy 
face. [Tippani: We have to specify here, that only on the 
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dawn of true and sincere devotion to our Lord, one can 
make efforts to get the knowledge of the scriptures, and 
this devotion to our Lord, will only make this knowledge 
truly worthy and beneficial. We may remember here, our 
Lord's word, given in the PurSn&s, whose purport is 'As 
the animal which carries the sandalwood, is aware of it's 
weight only and not the value of the sandalwood, in the 
same manner, people with knowledge of the six scriptures, 
carry the weight of this knowledge, like the animal only, 
when they lack true devotion to our Lord'. 

In the attainment of this glory and brilliance for the 
souls or JIvas, both the Vedas and the path of Sankhya 
Yoga are useful and this wisdom can be achieved through 
the grace of an ideal teacher (GURU) only. Hence the 
precious 'VaidQrya' gem bas been termed as of 'incalcu¬ 
lable value' (BAHUMOOLYA) [Tippani: The word used 
'incalculable value' denoted the truth of the path required 
to be tread for attaining the object, which is again of an 
incalculable value. It shows, also, the glory and greatness 
of the goal. The crown and other ornaments are compared 
to the scriptures such as the Vedas, whose wisdom are of 
incalculable value and can be attained only through the 
grace of an ideal teacher or GURU]. In the Vedas, there 
are two parts described viz. the path of action (KARMA) 
and the path of knowledge (JNANA). The path of Yoga 
also has two main parts viz. the effort (sadhana) and the 
result (phala). The Sankhya path also has two parts viz. 
'placement or offering' (NYASA) and knowledge (JNANA). 
In this manner, the 6 systems of scriptural knowledge are 
denoted. These six systems of scriptural knowledge are 
compared to the 6 feet of the bee, which is again 
compared to the soul or the JIva. The locks of hair of our 
Locd, have been described as 'thousands' to denote that 
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the paths of the Vedas, S&nkhya and Yoga, also exhibit 
countless divisions and difference, lb denote, that, the 
true devotees of these scriptures, fbiget the knowledge of 
this material world, reference is made of the embracing 
and envelopment of the locks of hair by the aura and 
brilliance of die bejeweled crown and the ear ornaments. 
The purport of this is, the soul or Jlva, represented here 
by the locks of hair, through the dawn of true devotion to 
our Lord, and through the spiritual wisdom arising our of 
their study and knowledge of the 6 scriptural systems, gets 
spiritually fulfilled in every way. Hence, they never get, 
again, attracted to the material and worldly objects-nay- 
they tend to automatically forget this material world, in 
view of their exalted spiritual experience. 

After describing the nature of experience and knowl¬ 
edge, which are attainable in this world, through the use 
of the words such as 'Bondage Free' (UDDHAMA) and 
others, the nature of action is described. Karma or action, 
although innumerable in nature, is described as of three 
main kinds viz . harmonious (SATWIK), dynamic 
(RAJASIK) and ignorant (TAMASIK). Here, these three 
types of actions have been '.cferred to the ornaments of the 
shoulder (KANCHI), upper hands (ANGAD) and bangles 
(KANGAN). The 1 Ranchi’ (shoulder ornament) is repre¬ 
senting the 'ignorant' quality of action (TAMAS); the 
ornaments of the upper hands (ANGAD) represent the 
actions done in 'harmony' (SATWIK) and the bangles 
represent the 'dynamic' nature of action (RAJAS1C). 

Our Lord's ornaments' Form and their Divine nature 
representing the three types of actions, have been de¬ 
scribed in the Vedas. The nature of 'action' is such that, 
again and again^ the same types of actions, as result, get 
repeated like 'harmonious' action result into 'harmonious' 
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results etc. In other words, action breeds results which 
breeds into the same type of action later. Thus harmoni¬ 
ous, dynamic and ignorant actions breed the same type of 
actions successively. In the world the ornament 'KSnchi' 
(of the shoulder) is tied with a thread. But our Lord's 
'Kanchi' ornament, is not tied at all - i.e. not bound at all! 
How? During the Vedic sacrifices, there is animal sacri¬ 
fice, which although seen to be a violent action to the 
onlooker, is really not sinful or causing bondage, like any 
other ordinary killing of animal. Why? Referring to the 
sense of "detachment" (VAIRAGYA) of the 'Kanchi' 
ornament of our Lord, it is specified that killing with a 
motive or attachment leads to the commitment of a sin or 
causes bondage and this 'Vedic' sacrifice of animals, 
because there is absence of a motive or attachment, is an 
act of "detachment" (VAIRAGYA) only and should not be 
compared to any ordinary killing for the pleasure of palate 
or for any other purpose. 

The 'Kanchi' is worn in the upper portion of the 
shoulder, much above the 'Pitamber' dress of our Lord - 
this denotes that those persons, on this earth, enveloped 
by the power of illusion (MAYA) of our Lord, do indulge 
in these violent killing of animals as the 'Pitamber' dress 
of our Lord, which represents the illusory power of our 
Lord (MAYA) is situated higher than the feet of our Lord, 
which is representative of mother earth and this illusory 
power covers the mother earth. Our Lord is not touched 
by the blemish of 'material' actions or objects as He is 
above all of them, and the word 'bondage Free' 
(UDDHAMA) is used specially to denote this aspect of 
absence of 'worldly and material' nature of our Lord (as 
He is transcendental ly spiritual - PURNA 
PURUSHOTTAMA). The word raised’ (UD), by itself, 
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has an exalted significance - due to this, description is 
given on the super-natural and Divine spiritual efforts 
(SADHANA) represented by the Vedic instructions and 
actions, in the form of our Lord's 'K&nchi'. The orna¬ 
ments of the upper hand, are usually worn on the middle 
of the hands. This denotes actions of a harmonious nature 
(SATWIK KARMA). How? The literal meaning of the 
word 'Angad' (upper hand) is 'that which cuts or divides 
the body'. For attaining spiritual progress, it is necessary 
to be free from the attachment to ignorance of the 'body- 
idea' (i e. considering oneself as the 'body' only and not 
Divine). To attain the Absolute Brahman, it is also 
necessary to cross over the idea that one is a 'body' only. 
But, this "memory and thinking as the 'body'" is consid¬ 
ered as 'SATWIK' or harmonious in nature and the 
actions performed by a soul, established in this satwik 
nature are also deemed to be harmonious in nature, as this 
"Memory" leads one to go beyond the 'body' idea and 
attain the Divine . 

The 'bangles' usually are always 'wavering' 
(CHANCHAL) by nature hence considered as 'dynamic' 
(RAJASIC) in nature. But both these viz. the ornaments 
of the upper hand and the bangles, are representative of 
actions performed, in accordance with the injunction of 
the scriptures, and as they are established in our Lord's 
power of action (KRIYASAKTHI) Hence, there is no 
physical or gross reason for their actions being either 
'harmonious' or 'dynamic'. Moreover, we can see, from 
the description given in the Bhagavad Gita (chapter 18 - 
verses 23,24) that the same 'action' performed by two 
types of persons, one with a motive and the other without 
a motive, expresses, thus, the qualities of 'harmony' or 
'dynamism' This proves the fact, that the real reason for 
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the tasks being performed to be either 'harmonious' or 
dynamic', depends entirely on the person who undertakes 
to perform such actions and hence, we need not doubt 
about the statements made, already, as above. 

The word 'such as - and' (ADI) used in this verse 
denotes the other Divine otnaments worn by our Lord 
such as the ring, anklets and others. Our Lord's beauty 
got enhanced by wearing these ornaments, which repre¬ 
sented 'actions' performed with a view to please our 
Lord. In the 'Harivamsa' reference has been made to 'in 
the Vedas and Ramayana also' - the purport of this is that 
in all Holy and established scriptures, only our Lord's 
praise and glory, have been sung and explained - Hence, 
our Lord's Divine Form, being seen now shining, wearing 
the ornaments, representing spiritual actions performed in 
accordance with the Holy scriptures, is indeed very 
appropriate and glorious. 

In the verse the words "Vasudeva now saw the Divine 
Form of our Lord" are used. Sri Suka has said this with 
a view to clear a doubt. When our Lord manifested His 
beautiful Form, to say, that Vasudeva saw this Form seems 
to be superficial indeed - as Vasudeva was, bound to have 
our Lord's vision, as the Lord had physically appeared 
before him. Why then it is again said that 'Vasudeva now 
saw the Divine Form of our Lord'? Moreover what was 
the necessity to describe the most beautiful Form of our 
Lord and the ornaments worn by Him? - that Vasudeva 
saw this beautiful Form of our Lord and He willed to give 
charity to the poor and deserving persons, also praised our 
Lord through his verses of praise - these references only 
could have been enough for this occasion. But there was 
another important reason for making the above statement 
by Sri Sukha. Vasudeva, now had the full spiritual 
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knowledge about the Divine Form of our Lord and Sri 
Suka wanted to refer to this 'secret' of Vasudeva having 
become blessed with this 'sacred wisdom' about the true 
Divine nature of our Lord. 

Description about the Divine Form of the Lord which 
exhibited great opulence, can be considered both as 
'material' and 'supra-divine'. But, if Vasudeva did not 
have the spiritual knowledge about the true nature of our 
Lord, then there was the possibility of Vasudeva consider¬ 
ing the opulence, shown by our Lord, as purely 'material' 
only. Thus, if Vasudeva had the spiritual wisdom and 
appreciation to recognize the true nature of our Lord, then 
Vasudeva will not only understand the nature of true 
Divinity expressed by our Lord's opulence, but also will 
be able to understand and experience the future Divine 
Leelas of our Lord, in their true perspective. That is why, 
Sri Sukha has said that, now, Vasudeva saw our Lord with 
his new light of spiritual wisdom, and he also immediately 
recognized, both the 'material' and the Vedic Divine Form 
of our Lord, and this spiritual wisdom of Vasudeva, will 
be expressed in the 'praise' of our Lord, which he will 
sing later. 

In this manner, Shri Vasudeva, who symbolized the 
Divine quality of pure harmony (Satwa), after having the 
Divine vision of our Lord's manifestation, now, exhibited 
the twin Divine qualities of Action (KRIYA) and Wisdom 
(JNANA) in the form of the next two verses. The 'action' 
consisted of giving in charity of countless cows. The 
'spiritual wisdom' (JNANA) consisted of the 'praise' 
which Shri Vasudeva did about our Lord, which clearly 
brought out his spiritual wisdom about the Divine nature 
of our Lord's beautiful Form. 
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'Action' has four kinds of "authority" with which the 

same can be performed and discipline is also an important 

factor in the performance of an action. Thus, the one who 

performs the action, should have some goal or desire to 

be achieved, for which, he does a particular action. He 
should be also an expert on the ways of actions to be 

performed, viz. of both the actions to be performed 

everyday, and also those, which have to be performed on 

specific occasions. In the absence of all the above factors, 

no one can attend to a task or complete a work success¬ 

fully. This man of action should be also dexterons in the 
performance of his actions. Moreover, he should not be 

barred from performing any work, due to scriptural 

injunctions; neither he can do such actions, which are 

prohibited in the scriptures. In this manner there are four 

kinds of requirements for one's actions. The charity of 

cows, now being made, is a special task, arising out of 

special circumstances, due to the manifestation of our 

Lord. These types of charities are performed, usually, 
when the birth of a son takes place in one's family and 

Shri Vasudeva will be performing this charity very soon. 

Shri Vasudeva had eagerly waited for our Lord's incar¬ 

nation, and this coming holy event is indicated, by the joy 

being exhibited by Shri Vasudeva. This joy and Bliss, now 
exhibited a Divine and supernatural aura, as this was 

* 

caused by the incarnation of our Lord. This is described 

in the next two verses. 

«wiII 

frwnwft \\\ \ II 
VERSE-11 Meaning: "Shri Vasudeva's eyes, now got 

filled up with a wonderous ecstasy, on seeing the Divine 

manifestation of Lord Hari, in the form of his son. In 
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celebration of the Holy incarnation of our Lord Shri 
Krishna, Vasudeva, vowed in his mind, after taking his 
bath and with a cheerful mind, although benumbed with 
the great Joy and Bliss caused by the manifestation of our 
Lord, to give in charity, ten thousand cows to worthy 
Brahmins." 

*RoRT ^gT eRJ^nl: tsF^TF 

?R ^ WtfcrafeT? 5T«Tf, 

ch^lMchl^^KU, *31 4 3T«tf wf: 

*1=1%, cRIF TT 5%l 

IT 5% 3TcT«Trn«|T^ ftiPKI:, 

TT fawA*dfllfag 3?JT& ^ TJcft «lfeui<flld 

gfif ^cf fad^RT, 3%d fqgdUl, ^fqf^qfq 

?#? wi mm, we aiHg^ffoftfd, 3mm«4 

3TFTd7! ^*m %:? c^UllfMIcldr) TI 3dFTcfr TFTflt 

fadWWfaH TT^ Wt Tm cTT^IST ^fciVII^ 

qlcHqifqg:, cTT^?t q>4fti Tt=%T^«Ki“tni4q 

d*flf*drR cpouiHs, *4eK*iq> |% 

Wtnjrt fg^ufatJVT^ dlgJUIlif^U qtragtt ^ ^1:, ^ 

Hlc=tl 7TT*I ^*1: d^4q4q <}>dqif'icqwsrqqis ^juiKjn 

5%, HldqifdcM*f: II U II 

SRI SUBODHINI: The reference to ’He’ (SA) in this 
verse, refers to Shri Vasudeva and his charity, praise of the 
Lord and his own authority to fulfill the Divine work, 
which the Lord will ask him to perform now. Shri 
Vasudeva, who has now realized our Lord, through our 
Lord's manifestation, who is a symbol of the Divine 
quality of pure^harmony (Satwa) - and no doubt can 
remain in the mind of anyone about Shri Vasudevas' 
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attainment of every kind of spiritual wisdom - now got 
into a wonderful ecstasy, as He had attained the vision of 
our Lord, which is considered as usually impossible to 
behold and attain. This 'wonder' entered into his heart 
and made his eyes light up in great ecstasy. Shri Vasudeva 
had been told earlier that, our Lord, will manifest Himself 
as his own son. Now, Vasudeva was seeing our Lord Hari 
before him, fully manifested in a most beautiful Form. 
This realization also proves the efficacy of Shri Vasudeva's 
spiritual learning and wisdom, which makes an aspirant, 
fit to perform righteous actions. The act of giving charity 
of cows to Brahmins was entirely caused by the manifes¬ 
tation of our Lord, as his son. Shri Vasudeva's another 
name is 'ANAKA DUNDHUBHI’ - meaning, that, at the 
time of his birth, the celestial gods had played their divine 
musical instruments of Anaka and Dundhubhi. Vasudeva 
had the capacity to give, in charity, ten thousand cows, as 
he was divinely blessed to be the father of our Lord. 

When Shri Vasudeva's son, our Lord, fully mani¬ 
fested, before his eyes, his mind became very joyful and 
cheerful. He, now, got pleasantly flustered, as to how he 
should celebrate the holy manifestation of our Lord, and 
what he should offer at this holy and auspicious time to 
welcome our Lord's incarnation. Although a bit flustered, 
Shri Vasudeva remembered to vow to give in charity, ten 
thousand cows, as he was aware of the scriptural duties to 
be performed (i.e. to give charity) at the time of birth of 
a son. Moreover Shri Vasudeva's heart was full of joy and 
cheer, although a bit flustered. Our Lord Shri Krishna was 
so very beautiful, embellished with all the Divine qualities 
- and this factor of Divine beauty and auspiciousness are 
emphasized through the use of the Lord's name as 
'KRISHNA'. Shri Vasudeva gave the charity of the cows 
with great joy (MUDA) as this ’joy’ denotes his love for 
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the Lord, which Shri Vasudeva had in his heart. This love 
for the Lord is also indicative of his true and sincere 
Devotion to our Lord, and, hence, he vowed in his mind, 
with great devotion to our Lord, to perform this act of 
charity. As the act of charity, especially at this particular 
time of the birth of a son, can be performed only after 
having a bath, Shri Vasuideva is now being described as 
'having taken a bath'. Then the question arises, what type 
of a 'bath' did Shri Vasudeva take, in the prison? The 
words used in this verse 'took bath with the water of his 
joy' (MUDAPLUTAHA) i.e. Shri Vasudeva's bath was 
completed through the 'water' generated by his great joy 
caused by the manifestation of our Lord. 

TIT Hdl$*: II 

VERSE-12: Meaning: "Oh king Parikshit (scion of 
the Bharata family), after performing the act of charity of 
giving the cows, Shri Vasudeva, having fully realized, that 
this beautiful and wonderful child was none other than the 
Supreme Divine Purushdttama, prostrating himself en¬ 
tirely, began to sing the praise of our Lord, with a humble 
intellect and with folded hands. Our Lord, in the form of 
a beautiful child, had made this place of His Holy Birth, 
brilliant and resplendent with His own Divine brilliance. 
Shri Vasudeva's fear got mitigated now as he was blessed 
with the knowledge about our Lord’s Divine nature." 

^ f>d3lfilr3TVf»l UlfcT 33 TTR TO3JR <T^ 
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gsjfarepjforanfrr rt: g*nsr: ggtftrm 
stf’FF^TRR^TRfa ^RTfr d^°g<iW*f ini^-:, HrH^' 

•=f*Tf5BT< ^ *TW^Wt *n^VI«| cT^f STRAIT 

“3rw R^"4«n” % “yfimwT ^ratfiMr cK6^wi«faiF 

*rafq i i fwci <!«#? 

: ^T «fofa?, tfMHqfcPl «T«IRB| TtWTSRftfa 

ErircilHCKUC 

y+d^:g^ yobd^ wr«4 cR^if wrfsreT 

^fe#i^rai ^«tr gF y+ifvid ?r«n wm^Rf, i 

fa«ren«fg n u n 

SRI SUBODHINI: A doubt may arise now, as to why 
Shri Vasudeva did not do the purificatory ceremonies, 
associated with the birth of a child. This doubt is not 
appropriate, for this situation, as these ceremonies are 
essential only at the time of birth of ordinary human 
children. Here, the birth of our Divine Lord had taken 
place and there was no necessity to perform these purifi¬ 
catory ceremonies. More- over, Shri Vasudeva was also 
aware of the super-divine nature of this child. Hence, he 
began to sing the praise of our Lord, who had manifested 
as his son, after giving in charity, through his mind, the 
ten thousand cows. A doubt may arise .now. Usually 
'praise' is done for persons who are considered higher or 
exalted than oneself. Here, how can Shri Vasudeva do a 
'praise' for this own son? Clearing away this doubt, Shri 
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Sukadeva says that Shri Vasudeva had the realization, that 
this manifested child was none other than the Supreme 
Divine Purushdttama, who is the highest truth. Hence, it 
was appropriate to sing the praise of our Lord. Sometimes 
'praise' is accorded, only with a view to flatter the person 
on whom the 'praise' is sung. But, here, this was not the 
case, as the 'praise' was sung, with humility - as Shri 
Vasudeva had sung the praise, fully prostrating himself 
before the Lord and with folded hands. 

It is also necessary that our Lord is praised properly 
and in accordance with the nature of His Divine manifes¬ 
tation. It is considered as a sin, in our scriptures, if the 
spiritual truth about the soul and our Lord, in their true 
Divine nature, are not explained or expounded properly 
and clearly. To avoid this situation, Shri Vasudeva is 
described in this verse as 'knower of the reality of our 
Lord' (KRITADHI) - i.e. he was aware of the Divine 
Reality of our Lord. Shri Vasudeva, of course, on the basis 
of his own effort, did not have this Divine knowledge that 
the Supreme Purushdttama is going to manifest Himself, 
as his son. This Divine knowledge was given to Shri 
Vasudeva, by the Lord Himself, after His Divine manifes¬ 
tation and after Shri Vasudeva's vision of our Lord's 
various parts. This Divine vision gave Shri Vasudeva, the 
required humble intellect to realize that this child was 
none other than the Supreme Purushdttama Himself. 
Humility is expressed even when persons of the same 
status meet and, greet each other. But, here, Shri Vasudeva 
is referred to as 'with folded hands' - meaning that this 
act of 'folded hands' is adopted only when the singing of 
praise is done for great and exalted persons. Praise is 
done, usually,-with the body, word and the mind. Here, all 
these three, viz. body, word and mind, participated fully. 
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in the praise of our Lord. The body of Shri Vasudeva 
participated through his folded hands; the body and words 
were used when the 'praise' of our Lord was sung, and 
the mind was used, when our Lord's praise was sung, 
with the full realization that the Supreme Purushdttama, 
has now manifested Himself. 

Now, if the 'praise' of our Lord was sung in a clear 
and loud voice (which is the usual way), then there was 
the possibility of the waking up and alerting the guards of 
the prison. To clear this doubt, the word 'having con¬ 
quered his fear' (GATABHlHI) is used - to denote that, 
now, Vasudeva was not afraid of Kamsa. Why? Shri 
Vasudeva, now, knew about the Divine Reality of our Lord 
- that our Lord is the Controller of time and of everything 
else. Our Lord, although fully capable, very seldom 
expresses His Divine Powers outside - as in the case of 
our Lord in the holy Salagrama stone (which is wor¬ 
shipped by a Devotee, as symbolizing Lord Vishnu) - 
remaining silent and action-less, but performing countless 
miracles, in an unobtrusive and silent manner - like 
punishing those who transgress the scriptural injunctions 
in a silent way (i.e. by not exhibiting the Divine Power 
outside). This was not the case, here, in the prison, as the 
Lord, had caused His soothing brilliance to envelop this 
entire area of His Holy birth - like crores of shining jewels 
had lit the place! King Parikshit is referred to here, as a 
family member of king Bharata, who was a king and sage 
combined, and who was fully devoted to our Lord. Hence, 
Shri Vasudeva's faith in the glory and exalted Divine 
nature of our Lord is indeed very appropriate. 

SKVIROT TOOT TOT I 

TOOT RtrEffrOT frftfafr II * II 
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ytrFg^sif troMi i 

cfiRhchftM^Uh ytrF: % eftfaxfl I 

^ra«n firm n ? u 
KARIKAS-1 to 3 Meaning: Our Lord Sri Hari has 

twelve primary Divine spiritual divisions. Shri Vasudeva 
sung the praise of our Lord in 9 verses - describing the 
nine Divine parts or divisions of our Lord. Mother Devaki 
sang her praise of the Lord, in three verses - describing 
the three Divine parts or divisions of our Lord. Thus, 
both of them sang the praise of our Lord, describing our 
Lord's 12 different Divine Divisions. The 9 verses, sung 
by Shri Vasudeva, based on the Vedas, describes our Lord 
from the point of view of the Vedas and the praise sung 
by mother Devaki, in three verses, describes our Lord, in 
the worldly way. The Lord, as symbolized and described 
in the Vedas, has five primary forms represented by the 
Vedic sacrifices of (1) Agnihotra (2) Darsapurnamasa (3) 
sacrifice of animals (4) chaturmasya and (5) Soma. Our 
Lord's divine self consists of His Four Divine parts viz. 
(1) Vasudeva (2) Sankarshana (3) Pradhyumna and (4) 
Aniruddha. Thus, our Lord symbolizes the Five Vedic 
spiritual truths and the Four Divine parts (VYUHA). 
Although, these Four different Divine parts of our Lord, 
have been explained by the science of Tantra (specific 
ritualistic practices), this description in the Ihntra also, 
should be honoured and accepted, as the science of Tantra 
is respectable like the holy Vedas. The 'worldly' or natural 
self of everyone consists of the three primordial qualities 
of Satwa (harmony). Rajas (activity) and Tamas (ignorance 
or inertia). This is known as the 'triad'. Mother Deviki 
sang her praise of the Lord through the scriptures (SMRTI) 
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made by the sages, with a view to guide this world, in the 
day to day lives of it's people. 

The 9 verses of praise, sung by Shri Vasudeva 
represented the Holy Vedas and the 3 verses of praise, 
sung by mother Devaki, represented the scriptures of law 
for this world made by the sages, for the welfare of the 
material and worldly lives of the people. 

i 

?TR5tHt y airlift <£^<£><1: I 

tor* u n 

KARIKAS-4 and 5: Meaning: Both Shri Vasudeva 
and mother Devaki, sung their respective 'praise' of our 
Lord, in the beginning, through two verses of prayer and 
one verse of prayer respectively, and with these verses 
being added, they sang the praise’ of our Lord through 
10 and 5 verses respectively. (Although mother Devaki 
sang her 'praise' of the Lord, in 8 verses only, the first 
three verses are considered as important verses, wherein 
the actual 'praise' of our Lord, has been sung. In the 4th 
verse, the reason for the 'surrender' is specified i.e. which 
has been already referred to in the third verse. In the 5th 
and 6th verses, respectively, mother Devaki has prayed for 
her protection, and that Kamsa should not come to know 
about the birth of our Lord. In the 7th verse, there is a 
prayer to the Lord to withdraw His manifested Divine 
form. In the 8th verse, reference is made about our Lord's 
glory and greatness - and His acceptance of mother 
Devaki's stomach for His manifestation. In view of the 
above, we may safely assume that mother Devaki's 'praise' 
of the Lord is of three verses only, the rest being, already 
explained as above. 
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By using the words 'I have understood you Oh Lord' 
Shri Vasudeva has emphasized that the Form of our Lord, 
is based only on the Holy scriptures. As our Lord was 
seen by Shri Vasudeva, with his own eyes, manifested 
before him. He was able to identify and prove that the 
same Lord, which he had experienced in his Samadhi, was 
now manifested before him. As our Lord's Form was now 
visible to the human eyes, and could be experienced by the 
senses of Shri Vasudeva and mother Devaki, some may 
doubt that this Divine Form of our Lord may not be the 
Highest spiritual truth of Brahman or viceversa. With a 
view to emphatically prove, that our Lord's Form was 
indeed the Highest Spiritual Truth of Brahman, the words 
T have understood you' have been used by Shri Vasudeva 
- that none should have this doubt as our Lord, as the 
supreme Highest truth of Brahman, has manifested Him¬ 
self with this beautiful Form now i.e. our Lord has, on 
His own accord and wish, appeared with a Divine Form, 
although He is usually unseeable and ungraspable through 
the human senses In this manner, the cause for ignorance 
on this score or otherwise, is removed. 

it ii 

pelMr« HT: II 

VERSE-13: Meaning: "Shri Vasudeva said 'Oh Lord, 
with Your Grace, I have understood and realized Your 
Glory and Greatness; You are the Highest truth beyond 
and behind this created universe; You are the Controller 
and the Lord of this entire creation; You are the Supreme 
Purushottama; Your Divine Form is of the nature of 
Divine Bliss, Joy and can be realized only through 
spiritual experience. You are the Witness of the intellect of 
all sentient beings." 
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SRI SUBODHINI: In this verse, by using the words 
' I have understood' Shri Vasudeva has emphasized the fact 
of his spiritual realization, about the true Divine nature of 
our Lord, and has also shown that his ignorance on the 
Divine nature of our Lord has been eliminated. How? He 
could have concluded that the supreme Brahman, cannot 
be seen by physical eyes, as it is beyond all senses. Hence 
the Divine Form, which was now manifested before him, 
could not be/may not be, the supreme Brahman, as this 
Divine Form has become seeable and can be enjoyed with 
all the human senses. The only reason for the manifesta¬ 
tion of the supreme Brahman, thus becoming seeable to 
the human eyes, is His own desire to manifest and become 
visible. If Shri Vasudeva was not aware of this compassion¬ 
ate nature of our Lord, then he could still nurture the 
doubt about this manifested Divine Form of our Lord, 
being not the supreme Brahman. But Shri Vasudeva took 
great care to exhibit, even from the beginning, that he did 
not have this ignorance in him. Shri Vasudeva now 
emphatically declared that 'I have understood You Oh 
Lord; (VIDITOASI) to mean that he knew that the 
supreme Brahman, although Nameless and Formless, does 
indeed manifest, in innumerable Divine Forms, with a 
view to Bless and reward His devotees. In fact, we will see 
now, that the 'praise' of our Lord, sung by both Shri 
Vasudeva and mother Devaki, will indicate the fact of their 
having realized the true nature of the divinity of our Lord 
and, thus, our Lord's parents had, indeed, this Divine 
knowledge about our Lord, with them. 

The purport of Shri Vasudeva's statement is 'Oh Lord 
I have been able to understand you very well, through the 
Divine knowledge blessed by You'. Is the Divine knowl¬ 
edge of Shri Vasudeva akin to the spiritual realization 
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explained in the scriptures, such as 'that thou art' (TAT 
TWAM ASI) • meaning that the individual soul realizes 
itself to be the supreme Brahman i.e. akin and similar to 
our Lord? With a view to solve this possible query from 
our Lord, Shri Vasudeva has used the word 'you are' 
(ASI) and not 'you' (TWAM). The words used by shri 
Vasudeva referred to the Lord, who had manifested before 
him in His Divine Form with four arms. Shri Vasudeva 
now avers, that he has clearjy understood the Divinity of 
our Lord, which is well known in this universe and which 
is clearly explained in the scriptures. He knew, that it is 
the same Lord, who is seated in the heart of everyone and 
who has to be addressed as 'your goodself (Bhavan), has 
also become the body and senses of everyone and every¬ 
thing material in this entire universe and this physical 
manifestation can be called as 'you' - hence 'Oh Lord you 
are the same, in both of these manifestations - both inside 
and outside; there is no difference, in your manifestation, 
between the indweller in the bodies and the bodies 
themselves; You are present in everyone and in everything 
as the Blissful Lord, which the scriptures extol in the 
following words 'The entire body consisting of hands, 
feet, lace, stomach etc. fully permeated with Bliss only" 
Shri Vasudeva now said that he was fully aware of this 
Divine reality about our Lord. 

Shri Mahaprabhu gives another interpretation to the 
words used by Shri Vasudeva viz. "I have understood You 
Oh Lord." Shri Vasudeva will later conclude his 'praise' 
with his statement, that the Divine Lord, who has now 
manifested Himself, was none other than the supreme 
Truth of Parabhraman. Hence the words of 'Your goodself 
(Bhav&n) and 'Divine self (PURUSHA) have been used 
by Shri Vasudeva, in this verse, to denote, that it is our 
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Lord, who has become the outside universe, and is also 
the eternal Tlruth as the indweller of everyone and as such 
our Lord is One, as the supreme Brahman combines in 
itself the entire manifested universe. 

Shri Vasudeva, perhaps, was also bringing out the 
truth about our Lord being known as 'repository of 
opposite functions', through the use of the words 'Your 
Divine self (BHAVAN PURUSHAHA) - that our Lord is 
also not really manifested, although "seen" as having now 
manifested. He is present before Shri Vasudeva and not 
also being present. Then, why is the word 'You are' (ASI) 
also is used? What is then, the total meaning and purport 
of addressing our Lord with the words of 'Your goodself 
(BhavSn), 'Divine self (PURUSHAHA) and the word 
'You are' (ASI)? Our Lord is known to have three Divine 
forms viz. perishable, imperishable and the Supreme 
Purushottama forms. He is also the bodies of the three 
forms of the physical, celestial and the spiritual forms. 
Hence to emphasize the 'Triad' forms of our Lord, the 
three words have been used in this verse. The words 'The 
Reality of the Divine self (SAKSHAT PURUSHAHA) 
have been used with the special meaning - the word 
'Reality or the Real One' (SAKSHAT) refers to the 
Blissful Lord, who is the highest spiritual truth and this 
does not refer to the physical bodies, made and nurtured 
by food etc. Why? Only through the entry of our Supreme 
Blissful Lord, these physical bodies are made to function 
and 'live' and these bodies cannot be called as the real 
divine self. The knowers of the supreme Brahman only 
can attain the highest Divine reality. Here, Shri Vasudeva 
clearly refers to the greater glory of our Lord, which is 
higher than the spiritual realization of even the knowers of 
Brahman. 'Oh Lord! You are beyond the manifested 
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universe, nay, You are the controller of this entire uni¬ 
verse. The knowers of Brahman are souls (and not 
Purushdttama-our Lord) only and they cannot control or 
organize this vast universe.' In this connection, we should 
remember, that our Lord has proved his Controller-ship of 
this entire universe, in a secret manner, exhibiting the 
principles of the soul, his power of illusion etc., through 
his Kaustubha gem and wearing His Pi timber dress. 

Through the use of the words of 'You are' and 'Your 
Divine self, the 'appearance' in a physical form by the 
supreme spiritual principle of Parabhraman, which is 
described in the Vedas, does, out of it's own Gracious will 
and desire, manifest in a physical and Blissful form - now 
the same exalted Highest spiritual Truth has been mani¬ 
fested before Shri Vasudeva and Vasudeva, due to the will 
and desire of our Lord has said, after realizing the true 
Divine nature of our Lord, 'Oh Lord, I have realized that 
You are the Pure Supreme Purushdttama'. From these 
words, we have to appreciate that, the 'beyond-the-senses- 
nature' of the Parabhraman, which was considered as a 
'blemish' or 'stumbling-block' for the Devotees to actually 
see and feel our Lord, through their physical senses, now 
this very nature of our Lord becomes a help and quality 
(and not a blemish any more), due to the will and Desire 
of our Lord i.e. the Lord allows His devotees to see and 
feel Him, out of His boundless Grace to His devotees. 

To 'know and understand' Brahman is considered as, 
scriptually inappropriate - as Brahman is 'limitless' and 
'ungraspable' (ANANTA AND AGRAHYA). How can 
anyone measure, know and understand a principle, which 
is present everywhere, limitless and ordinarily impossible 
to be grasped by the human senses, intellect etc.? In feet 
'knowledge about Brahman' is, in itself, a blemish. With 
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a view to mitigate this, Shri Mahaprabhuji says that our 
Lord's full manifestation, with all His Divine attributes 
(BHAVA), solves this apparent contradiction of the 'mani¬ 
festation' and 'seeing' of Brahman. How? It is said in the 
Holy scriptures that 'The Lord becomes everything’ 
(SARVAM BHAVATI) 'whatever is there, here, consists of 
the supreme Atma only’ (IDAM SARVAM YADAYA- 
MATMA) - these scriptural statements proves the 'All 
pervasive existence' (SARVAROOPATA) of our Lord. 

Shri Vasudeva also, through addressing our Lord as 
'You are' and 'Your Divine self has described, both, the 
inner and the outer Divine nature of the Form of our Lord 
- and in this way he has described our Lord as present 
everywhere and His all pervasive Divine nature has been 
reemphasized. Hence, due to this 'all-pervasive and present 
everywhere' nature of our Lord, we have to conclude that 
it is our Lord only, who has become the eyes to see the 
Lord and also the capacity of the eyes to behold our Lord. 
In fact, our Lord is seeing Himself only through the eyes 
of Shri Vasudeva as He is in everything, everywhere and 
has become the all. How can you attribute a 'blemish' 
when He is understanding or seeing Himself only? Shri 
Vasudeva and his capacity to see our Lord - all this is a 
manifestation of our Lord's power and Grace only - nay 
- Shri Vasudeva, his eyes, his seeing our Lord and the 
power in Shri Vasudeva to see our Lord, all these are due 
to our Lord only - nay - these are different forms of our 
Lord only! Moreover, our Lord has now manifested, with 
all His Divine potency, through His grace and will, Shri 
Vasudeva was allowed to have our Lord's vision. 'Seeable' 
or 'unseeable' nature of our Lord depends upon His will, 
grace and desire. When our Lord, out of His own will and 
desire, gives His vision to His devotee, He gives to the 
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devotee 'super-natural and Divine' senses, so that the 
Devotee can have our Lord's vision. He also ensures that 
the devotees' own physical senses are kept out of bounds 
for this Holy vision -as only the 'super-natural' senses, 
gifted by our Lord to the devote, can have the capacity to 
have the vision of our Lord. In other words, our Lord, 
even during His manifestation before a Devotee, remains 
'unseeable' for the ordinary physical senses of the devotee, 
although our Lord, by giving Divine senses, enables the 
devotee to have His Holy Vision. Is there any doubt of a 
contradiction here? 

Through the use of the words 'Oh Lord, You are of 
the Form of spiritual Bliss', Shri Vasudeva appears to 
answer a question posed to him by our Lord. Shri 
Vasudeva was asked by our Lord 'Do you consider the 
Divine self who is present in Me in this Four-armed Form 
to become and manifest as the supreme Purushottama? 
Shri Vasudeva says in reply 'Oh Lord, You are the only 
ONE (KEVALA), who does not have the blemish of a 
body, senses and a Mind. i.e. You are beyond all these 
physical and material (hence destructible) features; In 
Your true Divine Form, there is no possibility at all for 
the physical nature of the body etc. to exist; You are 
neither, like an ordinary soul, of the form of knowledge 
only; You are, indeed, in Your real Divine nature, Oh 
Lord! of the form of pure Divine Blissful experience, pure 
consciousness and full of Bliss (ANANDA); like the metal 
when heated is fully enveloped by the brilliance of fire - 
although, at the initial stages, before heating, the metal 
looks completely different from the fire; but the Fire, 
enveloping the metal entirely, makes it part and parcel of 
itself! Is the Consciousness - Blissful Form of our Lord, 
of the same nature of fire, as described, earlier, present in 
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this Four-armed form? Not at all." The beautiful Form of 
You, oh Lord! with which You have blessed me and being 
seen by me, before me, is the same Consciousness-Blissful 
Form (CHIDANANDA), which is the highest spiritual 
Truth. Both the 'Consciousness' and 'Bliss' are harmoni¬ 
ously combined in You, Oh Lord! They are not different. 
You are of the form of Consciousness and Bliss. In fact 
You are of the exalted Divine nature of 'Truth-Conscious¬ 
ness-Bliss' (SATCHITANANDA). You are the symbol, 
with a manifested form, of this exalted spiritual Divine 
nature of SATCHITANANDA. In this manner whatever is 
seen by me and, not seen by me and also the indwelling 
person in everyone - all these, oh Lord! are Your Forms 
and manifestations only, and this highest Divine principle, 
is You only oh Lord, who is standing before me, out of 
Your boundless Grace for me." 

Shri Vasudeva also says that our Lord is the soul of 
everyone (SARVATMA) - through the use of the words, 
in this verse 'Witness of every intellect' (SARVA BUDDI 
DR1K). 'Oh Lord, You are the witness of every intellect. 
In other words, You are the power and capacity to know 
which is given to every intellect. You are the brilliance 
which enlightens our intellect." 

In this manner, our Lord's manifested Divine Forms 
are considered as enveloping and inclusive of all the 
factors, both spiritual and material viz. perishable, imper¬ 
ishable, supreme Purushottama, the indweller, body, soul 
and also the triad of physical, celestial and spiritual forces 
- all these six types of universal existence - is of the Form 
of our Lord only, who has become all these, and who is 
then the controller and the Lord. Thus the divine nature 
of the various actions performed by the souls is also 
emphasized. Moreover, as the Lord has become everything 
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and as He is present in everything and everywhere, the 
difference between what is 'seen' or 'unseen' is also 
removed. 

UfelS II W II 

VERSE-14 Meaning: "Oh Lord, You are the su¬ 
preme Lord, who having created this universe, consisting 
of the three qualities, through Your own power of mani¬ 
festation, You appear, as though. You have entered into 
Your creation as part of it, although, really You are above, 
apart and beyond this creation;" 
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*15^ ^ Rt^tlilr*<oh ■ggl TRfJ 

eftcilrH«t» ugr^t) 3I5TOT 

cT^^RT ^(n n^PqfriHS ®T*f 
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SRI SUBODHINI: In this verse, doubts which may 
arise, due to some other 'blemish' which may be attrib¬ 
uted. are being cleared. Our Lord can ask another 
question. 'Oh Vasudeva, if I was, and am the supreme 
Lord, who has become all the forms, which are seen, then 
how come you have seen me, as entering into the stomach 
of mother Devaki, and , if so, what is the manner and 
method, through which, I have made this entry? Shri 
Vasudeva replies 'Oh Lord! Really speaking. You have not 
made any entry at all! You are the 'non-entered' one. It is 
not that. You came from another place and entered into 
the stomach of mother Devaki. You have been already 
residing in mother Devaki. But You, oh Lord! appear, as 
though, You have entered into mother Devaki - but this is 
only an appearance, as 'seeing' or 'appearance' does not 
prove that 'entry' has been made from outside." Hence, 
we need the proof and evidence from the scriptures - i.e. 
when the scriptures also agree, then only, what is appar¬ 
ently seen, is considered as true and genuine. For this 
spiritual factor of 'entry ’ of our Lord, there are several 
scriptural statements, which say and prove, that the 
ultimate truth viz. the Supreme Brahman, for the purpose 
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of protecting the creation and to manage it, and with a 
view to manifest itself in endless forms and names, does 
indeed 'enter' into it's own creation. Tippani (1): In the 
1st chapter (4th Brahmana • 7th verse) of the 
'Brihaddranyaka Upanishad', it has been stated, that the 
soul, enters into the body, when the creation is on -like 
the knife is placed securely into it's sheath. The second 
example given is the entry of 'Vishwambhar' - meaning 
that Lord Vishnu, with a view to mitigate the sorrow of 
this earth, enters into various forms of men, animals, 
birds etc.- in the same manner, with a view to fulfill the 
allotted tasks, the soul enters into a body. The word 
'Vishwambhar' can also mean 'Fire' (Agni). In this 
connection, the verse in the 15th chapter of the Gita which 
says, 'I am, oh Arjuna, the Fire of Vaishwanara, who 
having resorted to the bodies of the living bodies, digest 
the 4 types of food consumed by them' - this would mean 
that our Lord has entered into the bodies of ail living 
beings, with a view to perform a specific task and here, 
we may conclude, that, the entry of the soul into a body 
also, like our Lord, is to attend to a particular task. (2) 
The second reference is from the 'Anandavalli' portion of 
the Thaitharlya Upanishad (6th portion) wherein, it has 
been clearly specified, that 'The Lord having created this 
universe, entered into it.' (3) The third reference is from 
1st chapter (3rd portion) of the KSshtakopanishad which 
says, through its first verse, that both the soul and the 
supreme soul (JlVA AND PRAMATMA) both enter into 
the 'heart' of the beings. 

SRI SUBODHINI: It may be said, that our Lord 
would have entered into the stomach of mother Devaki in 
a different way, or through some other way. If this 
statement is accepted, then our Lord's 'supreme Divine 
spiritual principle' nature gets affected negatively. How? 
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The one who has to enter from outside, through any 
method, is usually with the blemish (UPADHI) arising out 
of some desire, and due to this underlying desire, he also 
gets attached to the task on hand. Then, he will also 
gather all the materials necessary, for the successful 
performance of his desired action, in order to attain his 
'desire' to become the many 'He desired that He may 
become the Many' 'He became the Form which in turn 
resulted into endless forms of His reflection'. But, such a 
Lord, who is with this 'blemish' of desire, and who has 
some aim to fulfill certain tasks, cannot be our Shri Lord 
Krishna. Why? Our Lord Shri Krishna is bereft and 
beyond of any 'Blemish'. He is, both in this universe and 
in the Vedas, referred to as the one with the 'full Bliss' 
(POORNANDA). Hence His entry is impossible. To clear 
this doubt only, Shri Vasudeva has used the words 'having 
not entered although appearing having entered'. 'Oh Lord! 
You have never entered at all, although, You appear, to 
this universe, as having entered into the stomach of 
mother Devaki. Did our Lord enter into Mother Devaki 
with the Power of Yoga then? In fact Lord Indra has 
entered into our Lord, through his Yogic power. Indra had 
also taken birth from a woman called Dakshina. and had 
entered into the stomach of Diti, (the mother of the 
demons) with a view to destroy the Marut boys. Is our 
Lord's entry into mother Devaki, to be construed, in the 
same manner, as Indra made his entries? Not at all. Our 
Lord's entry is not to be compared to the aforementioned 
entries made by Indra, and, hence the word 'not entered 
at all' is used - to denote that our Lord never made an 
entry. But the Lord does enter, with a view to Bless and 
here reference is made "that the Lord now appeared to 
have entered" i.e. He appeared, 'as though He has 
entered'. Then what is this type of "entry" of our Lord? 
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SRI SUBODHINI: The Lord, who is the combined 
form of the Divine Truth, Consciousness and Bliss 
(SATCHITANANDA), using His own Divine primordial 
nature (PRAKRUTI), created this universe, with it's three 
distinct qualities (SATWA, RAJAS and TAM AS), with a 
view to enact His Divine Leelas, although the Lord did 
not enter into this universe, Himself. As this creation of 
the universe was done by our Lord, not for anyone else, 
nor there was the necessity for His own active entry, into 
this world (i.e. it wasn't created for the pleasure of anyone 
else) for protecting and managing this universe. Our Lord, 
created this universe, from Himself, for His own joy and 
pleasure (Leelas), and there was no necessity for His 
active 'entry' and participation, as He could control and 
manage this Universe, being the indweller in the heart of 
all souls. The Lord enjoys His own creation, through His 
endless manifestation of the different forms - and these 
forms of the souls are considered, as though the Lord 
'appears' to have entered into them. Thus the appearance 
of this 'entry' of our Lord Krishna, who is the highest 
spiritual principle - nay - there is only the 'appearance' 
of entry. 

Shri Vasudeva says 'Oh Lord! You are the Supreme 
Lord. You have, created this vast universe, for Your own 
Leela. You are stationed, as our indweller, inside us, with 
a view to enjoy all of us - Your created beings. Now You 
have manifested Yourself outside. Hence oh Lord, You 
appear, as though, You have entered into us, although You 
have not entered from outside, into us. On You oh Lord! 

* m 

our bodies have been made. You are always stationary. 

Shri Vasudeva has said that this creation made by the 
Lord, for enacting His Leelas, as consisting of three 
qualities (TRIGUNATMAK). We have to explain the 
nature of these three qualities properly. "Oh Lord, just 
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like Your entry is considered as an 'appearance' only in 

the creation made for the souls, here, also, Your entry is 

considered as an 'appearance' only." Likewise the three 

qualities, referred to, pertain to the ordinary world. This 

extraordinary creation of our Lord, for the performance of 

His Leelas is not of the ordinary three qualities of Satwa, 

Rajas and Tamas - although the three qualities "appear" 

so. 

SRI SUBODHINI: In reality, this creation of the 

Universe is beyond all the three qualities. This is denoted 

by the word "Not of the three qualities" 

(ATRIGUNATMAKAM) - meaning that this creation, for 

the sake of the Leelas of our Lord, is indeed beyond the 

three qualities. Shri Mahaprabhuji, by dexterous interpre¬ 

tation of the words, explains this as under. Firstly having 

treated this Universe, with the three qualities, the Lord, 

afterwards made this Universe fit for His Leelas with His 

own Divine primordial power - thus the Lord ensures that, 

although He has not really entered into the Universe, yet, 

He "appears" to have entered into it. There is also another 

reference which can be appropriatly refer to, in the Vedas 

which says that the entry of the Lord into the creation is 

not "after" but "together". 

'MIclIWSTT % TTF II 

HHIcfolf: TJSFTCjrTT f3TT*T % II II 

Verse 15 Meaning: "Just like the quality and 

characteristics of the Immutable Divine Principle, the 

quality of the mutable natural principle is seen as similar. 

The similarity of there two principles, is due to their 

inherent capacity and the differences of their constituent 

nature. This Divine Immutable quality together with the 

principle of mutable nature originates or creates this vast 

Universe. Such is the right view". 
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afcpftflrffr : '4tf>(lr(JI ^T: qRstfa sr«ri 

uiSlil f^pn *trar ^fai 

^ ^f^cpqi<{lM ynh-rl, cffi: 

^ cntTg ftreRRl aifirffil ^rraT 

31lMf5Wlft rfcjfSvirddrNlfH flfaw sfa tr" 

SrqiR^fdHlRdlfa ddr+»Nl«f ?R fWdTft, R(^W*k 

^P^iRkit^: 3H^cl: W t?RUllRuiimiRWH«rf 

3T^^HpHPddl Rh^i-^ci efi|4|ffu| eb^i}+R^d ^ W1 

Rkimi 9^iiusfqy6 miimPti , ^Jd>SFR«S snftRRl <*><*( (d- 

Wuilfavta+I* ctfefRi^ ^Ff 1 TFWcflfd, cT«TI y$dfa ^cjfaft 

■H'MlRlRl dWiRRfadildlS Deft ■4-d ?% ^ ^TTfa ^R: II ^ II 

SRI SUBODHINI: After resolving the issues arising 
out of "blemish" as explained in the previous verse, in the 
next two verses, further doubts are cleared. A doubt may 
rise now as to whether, in this divine form of our Lord, 
who has manifested, the physical and material principles 
of Earth and other matter are reflected, as they are 
reflected in the ordinary material objects. If this reflection 
is the same, how can we conclude that our Lord's form 
is full of Bliss and Joy? Infact, our Lords' form reflects 
the nature of mother Earth; his holy Lotus like face 
reflects the principle of water; the brilliance and luster 
seen in all his limbs such as hands, reflects the principle 
of fire; his nose reflects the principle of wind or air; and 
all the other limbs, where there is space and openings- 
they reflect the principle of space. Thus it can be said, 
that our Lords' form also reflect the primordial physical 
features as explained above. With a view to clear this 
doubt, Shri Mahaprabhuji gives the scriptural reference 
form Kenopanishad (2nd verse-1st part), which clearly 
says, that the physical principles of earth etc. seen in our 
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Lord, are not merely physical and material in nature, as 
is the case with all living beings, but "Divine" in 
character. They are of the nature of "eternal permanency" 
(NITYADA) and also "changeless" (AVIKARITA). In an 
ordinary human being all the physical forces change and 
perish ie. they are not permanent or indestructible. The 24 
principles of primordial nature, which are seen in the form 
of our Lord, are indeed "Divine" in character and not 
"physical or material". In the Kenopanishad, it has been 
clearly stated, that in our Lord, the power of hearing, the 
power of mental reasoning and the entire thought process, 
the power of speech and the existence of the principles of 
earth and water- all these are "Divine" in character and 
are based on the spiritual principle of Jnana or wisdom, 
and we should never compare our Lord's senses, to the 
senses of an ordinary human being. In our Lord, the 
Divine principles are established, on the physical forces 
with a view to perform the allotted tasks eg. Without this 
factor of the Divine "power of seeing" being established 
with the ordinary eye- the eye cannot see or grasp the 
forms which it sees i.e. without the Divine principle, the 
eye, by itself cannot see. 

In the same manner of the powers of 24 principles of 
the primordial nature, the "Divine" nature behind the eye, 
enables one to have the benefit of seeing forms; the tongue 
gets the capacity of taste; the hands and feet get the power 
to move and handle things- in this way each one of them, 
without mixing up with each other, do their functions and, 
as such, they remain different from each other. In the 
same manner, the physical principles, pertaining to the 
senses, are also of different nature and function, on 
separate and different entities. But, all these types of 
forces, both divine and physical, come together for the 
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creation and birth to this vast universe, which is known as 
the "Body" of the Divine Lord. Mere physical forces 
cannot create this vast universe, without the basis of our 
Divine power. In this manner, when the Divine and the 
super- natural forces, form the basis of the natural forces, 
acting in conjunction, for the creation of this vast uni¬ 
verse, it is but appropriate, to conclude that, as this 
conclusion has been accepted and endorsed by the Holy 
Scriptures, the various principles of the earth seen in the 
super-natural Divine form of our lord, would, indeed be, 
only "Divine" in their characters i.e. these, also, are 
super- natural, in the same way, as our Lord is. Due to 
this, there will be no doubt, on the "changeless" or the 
"permanent eternal" nature of our lord’s Divine form. No 
blemish can attach itself to our Lord- so much so- the 
Lord, who has manifested Himself now, is none other than 
the Supreme Purushottama, endowed with all his Divine 
Parts, Potency and Nature and there is nothing "physical 
and material" of whatsoever nature in Him. 

Wte rtalPMg WW: II ^ II 

Verse no 16 Meaning: "The Divine and the natural 
qualities, created this Universe, by joining themselves. 
Our Lord, appears to have followed, this creation and 
having entered into it. But in reality, there was no 'entry' 
made by our Lord, as He was already present in the 
universe, from the very beginning". 

cRT: ^ cTW TtfsTTcttfcTI 

ftfatlcq ftfctcell HUii^idfclrtiir^: «hK«Hw|- 

=TcfcT 3T^T?TT JZ ^ 

cTrT^Tt ^STrTWT^t^T, 
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f^elHiirqir^ THSRlfiT, «hl<uihi 

<^1l<1^^iMr=f*-Mird tj^^WZR Ucfrjft ^ ^ M^:ll^ll 

SRI SUBODHINI: In the previous verse, the pres¬ 
ence of the principles of earth etc. in the Divine form of 
our Lord, were explained as, super-natural and Divine in 
character and not, like in the ordinary human beings, 
merely physical and material in their quality. Moreover, 
the Divine Blissful Form of our Lord, although ingressed 
with the super-natural principles of earth etc. continue to 
exhibit it's ever-present Divine Bliss. A doubt may arise 
now. What about our Lord's Form, especially with refer¬ 
ence to the skin, flesh, hair, teeth, nails etc. seen in the 
Divine Form of our Lord, which can be construed, as they 
are present for the performance of specific actions, to be 
physical and material' and hence of the nature of the 

principle of earth? How can we regard these as super¬ 
natural or Divine? Here we should not entertain a doubt 
about the Divine Blissful Form of our Lord. In this case, 
reference is made of the mingling of the physical and 
material principles with the Divine, and super-natural 
principles, like water with milk, and the creation of this 
vast universe takes place due to this factor. Again this is 
also an 'appearance', as this mingling and union, is 
present from the original state of the universe itself and it 
is said that, really speaking, there is no 'origin' of this 
universe as such - as it is everlasting and ever present due 
to the Divine presence and will. In the previous verse, 
reference was made to the creation of this vast universe. 
In this verse also, there is reference to the creation of this 
universe. Why? Is there a repetition? Not at all. This 
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seeming repetition has been made to re-emphasize the fact 
of the super-natural and Divine nature of the creative 
forces of our Lord, that, they are always present, as the 
prime cause for the creation of this vast universe and they 
are always seen "as appearing to have followed this 
creation and having entered into it". 

rf fieta *ieiWl 3u<HC|*rji:ll^\9|| 

VERSE-17 Meaning: "Oh Lord! In this manner. 
Your Divine nature can, at best, be comprehended by the 
intellect, through the process of analysis; Although, Oh 
Lord, You are present, in the qualities, which can be 
grasped by the senses, really speaking. You cannot be 
grasped, with the capacity of the senses; As you have, 
with Your Divine Omnipresence, enveloped this entire 
universe, there is no difference, of whatsoever nature, 
between the outer and the inner realms in this creation. 
Hence, oh Lord! You are the reality in all these Forms as 
You are 'All Forms' (SARVAROOPA); You are the Divine 
soul (ATMA) of everyone and everything. You are the 
Divine cause and goal of everyone." 

^oriPilnl 

H 1? w ^ fast ^ 

TIf THT fTORFTt 

Tift 
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d# cT«nfq 

VMcHWJi^mwf, 1 ^^cFHFRn«f flfegRT, 

1 ilie'txrt, 1 11 flUMT ^ TUT UlbEilHCC* :, -3T5I: 

tlefa 1%'ERPTtf^ ^PJcTlfl ^ JJ?HI<j| 1 TJ?fe, 5p£4l«ll ItlSTdT 

cj lifer, 37R*nw9fK5n^, srtI ‘ +tumiwn ftFutir^ 

Rrq^HiAi IW: Ut^ fe£ A'3flld«bW*|oMld- 

tai^fqlHT^ liT'lflclElltftl^, T^gf TOtaeTfepfefa- 

df«MRc4lfc, 31^1 ‘ man yi<J>rtf^iyrMy^ill<j>rq ‘ferfe fH<4-d, 

f IT 1 fetlcltfd 

Ioffe, Sltft >TO: TI<l§Tt^fl 

gfffiTWftr«l'*>l, 15 bqmcho^f'HK) 
kV«3 

w tf^gqrnig w, 1 fe ngi: 

TIRJ ^TOTO, 3T1: tl^SH «dMmWtl6»l4Tlul 1 Tjg llfd, 

‘infe Mfi sq^i^ w, i?ifd irrr*i^ ufa^ 

«ftt: ScqiTRR^4lc|diytHd<irHT*J Idfa^: miclTNWm TOkSI' «ir: Tvrmwr: itratraan w«ra 

^ ^3TO9 TO:, 1 fe?5, dll 

oIlSJr^H TJdfeft 

Ifdl IK<w 
V 

SlrTOj gi in? di,f 49(Hl 

d ifo, 

^TcmPT^)’ ^ f?t^, H f& Tjyt? iSiuZau 

IT TIFT t^R TOM, oMN+l IMdlHfd, Id: ld»l 
K1 * i_? _'“l _a. _i e__v 

ifciEBEiisfiaiKaaaiiJ ElSiK 5 Lfiilli 

^T?ir«rrTT^raFfe nfer, tRjpf cTSFt 1553?^ arfa^ire^ 

* dd-tfdHI ITO^IkI 1 tTWTlfd d«Tl TFF#T oqm+f&l 

S+iW 1 41|IRU^: ^UMdPd, 

31lrHeifcH l[fd, 

f, 3ifeifl^ *ii<hW ^rwif «4«*i irafen 

1'ldl^ 'Jl'ISjM) fasjMI 
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'jflqirHi'i:, faf hick^h:, ST? oqiq<fa>cq ^FETl 

^faHT TPrTPI ^ H ^7^, wnrafa FT^T TOT^r, TO 

«JTrMHI ■R qftV'sk:, HMIrM-fl TTFcT:, 3ffit 

«H hR^<: ^T**raf?l ^ g ^TcT: ^nfq sjcbiH 

pqcj^^lq 

Pll«fMH: II ^V9 || 

SRI SUBODHINI: The physical and material princi¬ 
ples, which have mingled themselves with the Divine and 
supernatural forces, for the purpose of creation of this 
universe, and now seen in the Divine Form of our Lord, 
only 'appear' to be present in the Lord. Hence, the 
supernatural and Divine skin, flesh of our Lord, are 
indeed 'Divine' in character. In the same way, in the 
manifested vast universe, the same 'appearance' of the 
Divine principles of earth, fire, water etc. 'appear' to be 
present. In the body, the causative 'water' principle 
'appears' to have become blood etc. In the same manner 
the causative 'space' principle 'appears' to have become 
the various 'openings' in the body and it's functions. In 
this manner, there is an union of the 'causative principles' 
with the 'tasks to be performed' situation as an 'appear¬ 
ance'. In other words, can we safely assume that the 
causative principles, have become and transformed them¬ 
selves into the 'tasks to be performed'. (KARYA)? Not at 
all. Clarifying this doubt, Shri Mahaprabhuji says, that 
these Divine positive principles have existed before the 
creation of this vast universe and hence, they have not 
manifested themselves as the 'tasks or actions to be 
performed'. We have to understand, clearly, that, the 
manifestation and presence of the supernatural and Divine 
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principles, attain reality and substance, only due to the 
supernatural quality and the 'Truth-consciousness-bliss' 
(sXtCHITANANDA) Form of our Lord. Hence, our 
Lord's skin, flesh etc. have not been created, in the 
natural way, as in the case of human beings. These are 
Divine in character and the Lord, accepts and assumes the 
skin- flesh form, like in an incarnation, out of His will 
and desire. Hence, the flesh, skin seen in our Lord's 
Form, is not caused by the supernatural and Divine forces, 
but it is a transformation of these principles. There is no 
question of the 'birth or origin' of the supernatural Divine 
principles "as they are permanent and eternal" in our 
Lord. As these Divine principles are completely different 
than the physical and material factors, they perform 
themselves, in an incarnation of our Lord, into the form 
required to perform the allotted tasks. The physical and 
natural forces, only give rise to the physical and natural 
forms/objects for the purpose of material and physical 
goals- but the Divine principle do the bidding of our Lord. 

The seeds sown on the soil, germinate, but the 
distinct reality of the seed sown, cannot be seen, as the 
seed itself has transformed itself as the germinated sprout. 
Can we conclude then, taking this example, that the 
causative principle has become now manifested as the 
'action or task to be performed'? No. Is the skin etc. of 
the parents same as the son born to them? Here, the above 
referred to example cannot hold good, as the skin etc. of 
the son does indeed look different, and are indeed 
different. Hence this is only an appearance' and not 
'becoming' - of the Divine principles, in our Lord's Holy 
Form. Hence we should consider that the body, limbs and 
teeth of our Lord also are of the Divine character, and are 
not physical or material in character. 
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In this way, after considering two examples through 
the two verses and also after removing the doubt, that 
these Divine qualities were different from our Lord and 
after emphasizing that all these examples were given, with 
the sole aim of glorifying the exalted Divine nature of our 
Lord, our Lord is now addressed as 'oh Lord of this 
nature' ie. our Lord's nature is Divine and exalted and 
our Lord is the repository of all the Divine qualities, 
which have been described in the two verses. Why? Our 
Lord is the root cause of everything. If the root cause is 
not permanent and blemish- free then the resultant product 
and work will be also transitory and full of blemish. The 
Lord is the cause and the origin of the Divine qualities, 
which in turn exhibit our Lord's permanent and blemish- 
free nature. 

Shri Mahaprabhuji now answers few other misgivings 
and doubts that may arise in the mind of devotees. Our 
Lord is always considered as the 'witness' (DRASHTA). 
How can now He be the 'seen' (DRISYA)? If the Lord 
becomes 'visible' then there is the possibility for the 
liberation of this entire creation, as there is no necessity 
to avail of the spiritual practices and disciplines, when the 
Lord becomes visible without any effort! Hence this 
'manifested form' of our Lord, may after all, be not the 
real Divine Form of our Lord. Moreover, in the scrip¬ 
tures, Brahman, the ultimate spiritual Reality has been 
described as "non-seeable and non-graspable" and also 
"devoid of the differences of outside and inside". This 
being so, how can the Highest spiritual truth be now 
become "visible" and also take a "particular" and "sepa¬ 
rate" Form? The Lord is considered as not being 'without' 
or being 'inside' or in a 'particular' form. Now the 
manifested form of our Lord is seen in a particular form, 
by both Shri Vasudeva and mother Devaki. Due to the 
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above scriptural definitions, we may have to conclude, that 
this manifested form of our Lord is not belonging to and 
of the supreme Divine Blissful Lord. Clarifying this 
doubt, our Mah&prabhuji explains, that it is accepted, that 
the Lord is beyond the comprehension of the human 
senses. The scriptures also say that our Lord is not 
"visible" and "graspable" to the ordinary human senses. 
The intellect can understand and appreciate the qualities 
and forms, through logical analysis, and our Lord is 
present, in the understanding of the forms and qualities, 
made by the senses. Thus, our Lord can be understood by 
the senses also. Our Lord, indeed, is connected with the 
senses like the forms are connected. But the relationship 
is. Divine in character, as the capacity and qualities 
inherent in the senses, can never grasp or realize the true 
Divine nature of our Lord. The fact of this analysis is that 
our Lord is always present is the senses, nay. He is ever¬ 
present, in all the objects, which the senses grasp and 
appreciate, and He is always present also, in the 'Relish' 
aspect, which the human senses enjoy, by coming into 
contact with external objects. Even then, the human senses 
do not have the capacity to understand our Divine Lord. 
The "Divine' qualities of the senses, which enables the 
ordinary human senses to understand and appreciate ob¬ 
jects of this world, are also not capable of understanding 
or "grasping" our Lord. According to references in the 
first chapter of the 2nd Canto of SHRI BHAGVATAM 
these "Divine" senses, themselves, are objects of being 
understood or "being grasped" - and hence cannot grasp 
the objects and others, by themselves. Thus these "Di¬ 
vine" senses do not have any relationship with the objects, 
and in this way, they are different from the "ordinary" 
senses, who have relationships with the objects of this 
world. Thus "Oh Lord, You are present everywhere and 
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You are the form of everyone. You are indeed. Oh Lord, 
the various forms and the "relish" which everyone gets. 
Yet, You are not "graspable", although you have become 
all these forms. Of Lord! when one feels the reality of the 
senses and it's experiences, then, You are present in your 
Divine form, along with these senses and it's experiences, 
although, the senses cannot grasp or understand it's own 
real nature, and hence, the senses themselves are igno¬ 
rant." Their "reality" itself is due to logical analysis, and 
not due to their visibility. How? Understanding of the 
forms, relish, odour (fragrance) and others can take place 
only due to some other reason or work. Like cutting wood 
can take place through a woodcutter using his axe, 
understanding the forms etc. can take place only, as this 
is a specific work or task, due to some other reason e.g. 
the act of seeing, involves seeing the one and the many 
with the eye, and the grasping of the form by the eye. (f 
the eye is not present, no form can be seen. In this way, 
the sense of seeing inherent in the eye, with the help of 
the eyeball, is able to grasp the form. In the same way, the 
nose grasps the fragrances, the ears grasp the sounds, the 
tongue grasps the tastes etc. Thus, we have seen that the 
power of the senses, governing the physical senses are not 
visible. This also refutes the argument, that whatever is 
seen is natural and whatever is not seen is supernatural. 
Here the 'senses' behind the physical senses, cannot be 
construed to be 'supernatural' - although they are not 
visible e.g. the power of hearing behind the ear. Thus, 
there is no rule that whatever is visible is ordinary and 
natural and whatever is hidden or not visible is extraordi¬ 
nary or supernatural. Here, in the present analysis, we 
have clearly seen that the 'power of hearing' behind the 
ear, although not visible, is not supernatural. The purport 
is that, wherever there is visibility, we should be able to 
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see there the natural aspects; but where the natural aspects 
are present, to construe that they will be automatically 
visible will not be correct. Now how can we consider our 
manifested Lord, who is now visible, as Supernatural or 
Divine? There is no blemish attached to the presence, in 
several places, for the One who pervades (VYAPAK) 
everywhere. But this is considered as a 'blemish' for the 
One, who has been enveloped and pervaded throughout 
(VYAPYA). Hence, how can we consider and accept our 
Lord's manifested form as supernatural and Divine? It 
appears that the Lord's form is also, a natural and 
ordinary manifestation. Clarifying this doubt, our Shri 
Mahaprabhuji explains this, in the following manner - Our 
Lord is present everywhere, along with the qualities, 
which are graspable by the senses - even then His 
manifestation is not seen everywhere. The Divine princi¬ 
ple of our Lord, which is present as the animating force 
in the various forms, in the Relish (RASA) and others, 
cannot be grasped by the physical eyes and tongue etc. 
These physical senses can grasp only the form and the 
Relish and not the Divine animating force and power of 
our Lord. Hence if our Lord is not seen as 'manifested' 
(in the aforesaid examples) then, He is also not natural or 
ordinary. He is indeed Divine and Supernatural. If we 
were to say that, our Lord's manifestation in any place, 
indicates a blemish in His Divine supernatural status, then 
we should get convinced that the 'blemish' will attach 
only to that 'manifestation', which is caused by the 
physical senses. Why? Our Lord cannot be grasped 
through the power and capacity of the physical senses. In 
fact, the Holy manifestation of our Lord, now, being seen 
by Shri Vasude\>a and mother Devaki, is not due to the 
capacity of the eyes of both of them, but, they were able 
to have the vision of our Lord, due to His Gracious Will 
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and Desire only. Hence, the vision of our Lord caused by 
His own will and Desire will not have the 'blemish' of 
being grasped and seen, by the physical senses, to whom 
the vision is vouchsafed. In the Katopanishad, it has been 
said, that our Lord, has caused, through His will and 
Desire, that all the senses will always look outside and not 
see the indwelling Lord. Some courageous spiritual aspir¬ 
ant, desirous of seeing and attaining our Lord, who is 
immortal and Blissful, now looks back, with his eyes 
concentrated only on this Blissful principle of our Lord, 
turning away his gaze from the outside objects. He gets 
the vision of our Lord, who is the Divine Indweller in all. 
In this manner, the scriptures have also specified, that the 
eyes do grasp the Divine principle, in certain circum¬ 
stances. But, by their very nature, the eyes can at best 
grasp only the physical form, nature and use of external 
objects. "Oh Lord! you are not visible to the senses, 
which are not capable of grasping Your Divine nature. But 
oh Lord! You become visible to the senses out of Your 
will and desire". In this manner, the manifestation of our 
Lord now, and becoming visible to the physical eyes, do 
not cause any blemish to our Lord's Supreme Divine 
nature of Brahman or His Supreme Purushottama status. 
In other words doubts regarding His ordinary or non- 
Divine nature should not arise, as they have no basis. 

Now our Lord was also seen in 'outside' as a separate 
and particular form. Explaining this, Shri Mahaprabhuji 
says, that our Lord being free and independent (as nothing 
else can cover or envelop Him), there is nothing outside 
or inside for Him (ie. there is nothing else or less than our 
Lord in this creation as the Lord has manifested Himself 
as this universe). None can call our Lord as situated 
'outside' or 'inside' as Everything is He and He, only. 
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VERSE-18: Meaning: "He is an ignorant person who 
understands, that all the seen objects such as the body, 
senses and the various material objects along with their 
various qualities, are indeed, different and separate from 
the Divine soul. Why? An intelligent person will realize, 
on proper contemplation, that the body and senses etc. are 
only mere 'appearance' on the Divine self of our Lord." 
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SRI SUBODHINI: 'Outside' and 'inside' are usually 
referred to the nature of space in connection with the 
elements of earth etc. In case of our Lord, there is no 
object or force, which can put any limit to Him. Our Lord 
is present everywhere, He has enveloped this entire 
universe; there is nothing bigger or greater than Him, 
which can envelop or control Him. He cannot be envel¬ 
oped by anything or anybody. This will be proved in the 
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Divine Leela of our Lord, when mother Yashoda could not 
bind Him to the mortar. As our Lord cannot be covered 
by arty thing, no reference can be made of our Lord's 
'inside' or 'outside' activity. Like in a lotus pond, if only 
a small portion, is not covered by weeds then, if anyone 
concludes that the pond is of that small size only (as only 
this portion is clearly visible), then it will be considered 
as ignorance or foolish on the part of the seer. In the same 
manner our Lord, has enveloped the entire universe, and 
His manifestation at one place cannot limit His Leela, as 
He is present everywhere. There will not be any difference 
between His presence in 'outside' or 'inside'. His mani¬ 
festation and the vision given to His Devotees, which is 
caused tty His Will and Grace, may look like a 'particular' 
form, limited in Space and Time. But it is not so in 
reality. Hence, our Lord, though present everywhere, and 
has also enveloped everything, out of His will and desire, 
although unseeable, manifests Himself and becomes vis¬ 
ible in one place, in outside/inside and in a particular 
form. Our Lord, being seen as 'particular form' or at 'one 
place' is also due to His real nature of being present 
everywhere and having enveloped everything. The scrip¬ 
tures have given three reasons for this viz. everything is 
our Lord, our Lord is Divine soul of everyone and the 
Lord is the reality behind every soul and due to these three 
reasons our Lord is of the form of Truth - Consciousness 
and Bliss (SATCHITANANDA) 

The word 'Sat' (TRUTH) represents our Lord, who 
has become this vast created universe; The word 'CHIT' 
(Consciousness) represents the individual Divine soul; and 
our Lord represents the third aspect of the Eternal Truth 
viz. ANANDA- (Bliss) as He blesses the individual souls 
with His own Bliss. These three facets of the Eternal 
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Truth of our Lord, viz. the universe, the individual soul 
and Our Blissful Lord are inseparable and undivided, as 
the reality behind all the three facets of Truth, Conscious¬ 
ness and Bliss i.e. the universe, the individual soul and the 

4 

Divine Bliss, is our Supreme Lord Purushottama. Hence 
how can there be a division among these three? Our Lord 
has manifested Himself, as this universe and1 as every¬ 
thing. He is also the divine indwelling soul (ATMA) in 
everyone. He is also the ultimate goal, who confers Bliss 
of His Self on every individual soul, as a result of their 
spiritual endeavour and, out of His boundless Grace. 
Hence, our Lord's form is full of everlasting Divine Bliss. 
(ANANDAROOPA). Our Lord also, cannot divide His 
self from Himself as He has become everything. The 
reference made to the words 'He has enveloped every¬ 
thing' (ATAT1 VYAPNOTI) denote, that the Divine prin¬ 
ciple (our Lord who is the ATMA is everyone) is all- 
pervasive and exalted. Hence, He is the undivided princi¬ 
ple behind this entire creation. However, it is possible 
that, individual parts manifested by our Lord, may look 
different from other parts - but our Lord Himself, is an 
Undivided Divine principle, as there is no other principle 
to compete with Him, as He only exists. Now, all the 
"visible- divisions", we see in this universe, are caused by 
our Lord Himself, by whose will and desire, this universe 
'appears' as divided into endless permutations and combi¬ 
nations. This aspect of our Lord's own desire to become 
divided, will be emphasized, later, when we deal with the 
Divine Leela of our Lord, pertaining to His being bound 
by mother Yasodha to the mortar. 

. In this manner, through Five verses, our Lord has 
been described, from the Vedic Scriptural angle (the Lord, 
Who is blemish-free and full with all the Divine qualities 
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and now 'manifested' in a Divine Form with a body). The 
Supreme Lord, described up to now, is this wonderful 
manifestation as a boy, manifested before Shri Vasudeva 
and mother Devaki. He is the same Lord, who is of the 
Form of the Five Vedic sacrifices viz. (1) Agnihotra (2) 
Darsapurnamasa (3) Pasu (4) ChSturmasya and (S) Soma. 

The four verses beginning with the words 'This 
Divine Soul' (YA ATMANA) have described the Four 
Divine Forms of our Lord viz. Vasudeva and others, as 
described in the Tantra Scriptures. In this system 
'Vasudeva' is considered, as the Surpreme Parabhraman 
(Truth) and Goddess Laxmi is referred to as 'SHRl' - 
who is regarded as our Lord Vasudeva's consort, and is 
also known as the Power of our Lord, consisting of His 
Power of illusion (MAYA). A reference also is made, in 
the 'Pancharatra' system (a method of worship of our 
Lord) which says, that it is the illusory power of our Lord 
viz. the maya, with a view to prevent the living beings 
from attaining liberation (MOKSHA), creates this entire 
universe, and our Lord, Vasudeva, acts as the 'inspiring' 
force behind His own illusory power of Maya. This 
Goddess Laxmi, representing as Vasudeva's consort, actu¬ 
ally represents the illusory Power of Maya, and through 
the Inspiration and Powei, bestowed on Her by our Lord, 
She creates this universe. 

If the living beings regard this universe, as the only 
Truth and depends on this universe only, then they do not 
get liberation from the cycle of birth and death. Now Shri 
VSsudeva, following the tradition of the Tantra, says, that 
the Lord has now manifested Himself, with all His Four¬ 
fold Divine Form. Hence, our Lord's manifestation as 
'Shri Vasudeva'_should be seen, both outside and also in 
the heart of everyone, and also everywhere and anywhere. 
Moreover both these forms, seen outside and inside 
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oneself, exhibit only the Bliss and joy of the Divine self. 
As our Lord's Form is Divine in character, without the 
ingress of die elementary principles of earth etc, Shri 
Vasudeva now says, that if someone regards the Holy 
body of our Lord or His various senses, as the 'Truth' 
i.e. as physical and material only - then this person is an 
ignorant and foolish person - as our Lord's Holy body, 
senses etc. can be grasped or seen, only as a Divine 
spiritual experience, by the individual soul. They 'exist' as 
'real' only due to the inward spiritual experience, 
granted to a devotee, by the Grace of our Lord. 

The primordial principle of nature (PRAKURT1), 
consisting of the 24 principles, like a rope, binds the 
Individual soul to this universe, and anyone who regards 
any of this principle as 'real' is a foolish person, indeed 
- Why? The 'real' truth is that, it is our Lord only, who 
has entered into all these principles, and made them look 
as 'real'. Hence, our Lord is the only 'TRUTH' or 
'REALITY' and all others get their 'real' nature and 
status, due to the presence of our Lord, in them and 
ultimately, as them. All these principles of nature 'appear' 
real, due to the presence of our Lord, who is the 'real' 
Divine principle behind them. Hence, anyone who accepts 
anything else as real, without the Divine soul being behind 
them, as it's cause, or accepts any other object's reality 
without the reality, of the Divine principle behind it, is 
considered as an 'ignorant and foolish' person. His intel¬ 
lect will not function in a proper way as He has been 
enveloped by the Power of illusion (MAYA) of our Lord 

Some persons may, aver, that the body and senses can 
be, also, considered as truthful and real, due to it's 
association and relation to the Divine soul in them. Shri 
MahSprabhuji emphatically refutes this conclusion, by 
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quoting from this verse, that contemplative and realized 
souls do not regard the world as 'real'. They have 
accepted it's existence only and not it's reality. It is our 
Lord who is always 'real' and this universe is 'real' only, 
due to our Lord being the cause for this world, and also 
due to His entry into this created world - nay - He has 
become this universe, and "Reality" is due to our Lord. 

Without emphasizing the relative untruth about this 
created universe, a soul will never attempt to get detach¬ 
ment from it's obsession with the pleasure of the senses. 
This emphasis also will develop, in the embodied soul, a 
sense of renunciation. As there is a necessity to 'give up' 
everything else, other than the Divine soul, it becomes 
necessary to emphasize the transitory nature of this 
universe and the everlasting Blissful state of one's own 
Divine Soul - who is the Lord of the universe. Renuncia¬ 
tion can be done only of those objects, which have a 
semblance of existence or reality and, with a view to 
emphasize the necessity for renunciation of the objects of 
the world for attaining our Lord, along with the perma¬ 
nency and the everlasting nature of our Lord, the 'seem¬ 
ing' reality of this universe also has been added on or 
specified. But, really speaking, the body and the senses 
have no permanent connection with our Lord - they 
'appear' to be connected only. To a contemplative and 
enquiring person this truth about the universe, will be 
revealed as only an 'appearance' of the truth. The purport 
of all this is that, without the basis of the divine self 
(ATMA) the body and senses have no separate existence 
or reality by themselves. But here, reference is made to 
the body and senses, with a view to refute their perma¬ 
nency and reality, when compared to the Divine self of 
our Lord, who is permanent and the Eternal Truth. An 
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example can be seen. We experience the sense of fear, 
after seeing a rope in the night as a snake, but this fear 
is laughed away after seeing the rope as the rope. But for 
some time, due to darkness or ignorance, the idea of a 
snake prevailed with the fear of the same. In the same 
manner of the so called reality of the 'snake in the rope' 
is the reality of this universe - that the universe is 
considered as 'real' till the dawn of true spiritual wisdom 
shows that it is our Lord who is real and He is the one 
who gives this seeming sense of 'reality' to the universe. 
That is. why these persons are called as ignorant or 
foolish! 

One is considered as an ignorant or foolish person, 
who after havng given up an object, after much thought 
accepts the same on rebound. The body and senses were 
given up as unimportant as they cannot grasp the Divine 
principle through spiritual practice. To grasp or accept 
them again will be foolish indeed. Hence such an action 

■ 

is unthinkable for a true spiritual aspirant who is termed 
here as PUMAN (Purusha - a person who is really 
contemplative in nature and sincere to attain the spiritual 
goal). We may even construe, that his earlier renunciation 
of the importance and relevance of the body and senses, 
was not genuine, and in the same way, as the renunciation 
was not genuine or sincere, his acceptance of them, as 
real, also becomes easy for him. 

Shri MahSprabhuji, explains this further. Due to the 
Gracious Desire and Will of our Lord, various qualities of 
His Divine Self get manifested and become visible e.g. 
The Divine Self of our Lord, in it's manifested Form, 
reveals the Divine hair, nail and His Form of Relish, touch 
etc. If anyone was to conclude that, any of these revealed 
qualities of our Lord is separate from our Lord's Blissful 
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Form, and hence, he considers this quality, seen in the 
Lord, having a 'reality' of it's own nature or in other 
words, as this quality being seen looks different and 
separate from the Lord, and hence it has it's own reality 
- he is considered as ignorant and foolish. The purport is 
that all types of our Lord's manifested qualities such as 
His attributes. Forms etc. and everything else is our 
Lord's Form or manifestation only and nothing is separate 
from Him. 

Foolish and ignorant persons regard the various Forms 
and qualities expressed by the Supreme Truth, as separate 
from the Truth itself. They do not realize, that the 
Supreme Truth of Brahman manifests itself, according to 
the requirements, in those situations, with such appropri¬ 
ate qualities and forms, and all these are only the 
manifestations of the eternal Truth of Brahman. A serpent 
sometimes coils itself into a round shape or straightens 
itself while moving etc. In this way it's Form, either in a 
coiled or straight way, is not separate from the serpent 
itself or illusory by nature. According to the demands of 
the situation, the serpent exhibits it's particular form. In 
the same way, the Supreme Lord (Brahman) also manifests 
itself in endless forms (Reference: Brahmasutra: 2nd part 
- 3rd chapter - sutra No. 27) 

VERSE-19 Meaning: "Oh Lord of a Brilliant mani¬ 
festation! This universe is born from You, is protected by 
You and ultimately destroyed by You; This is said by 
those, who have realized Your true Divine Nature; In 
reality, You do not undertake to do anything and You are 
bereft of any quality or blemish. Yet, all the qualities are 
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dependent on You, as this universe is created by the 
qualities of dynamism etc. which are complementary to 
your Divine nature of being Omnipotent (Samarth) and 
these do not constitute a blemish on Your exalted Divine 
nature of being 'actionless', yet being the cause for all 
'actions'! 
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SRI SUBODHINI: The supreme Brahman, manifests 
itself in various forms. This is described by the devotees, 
after having the vision of our Lord, and they reiterate and 
repeat their Divine Blissful experience. The Devotees 
describe our Lord's Lotus-like eyes, Lotus-like hands, 
Lotus-like feet and without this description by Devotees, 
after having the vision of our Lord, none can contemplate, 
through their mind or understand the Divine nature of the 
various limbs of our Lord. 

A doubt may arise now at this juncture. Can we 
consider the various materials and objects connected with 
our Lord as only ordinary or material only? Or are they 
considered as 'real' because of their connection and 
relationship with our Lord? Because the Divine sense of 
harmony has come into them, due to their association with 
our Lord, and hence they appear to be 'real'. To accept 
this analysis is not wrong. Shri Mahaprabhuji explains 
this, in a beautiful manner in the following way. The 
principle of our Lord is sung by the Holy Vedas and the 
scriptures, and hence we should not go against the 
specifications and injunction, given in the scriptures on 
this aspect. It will be foolish to do so. The Holy Vedds 
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order in this way- like a lump of salt, without having any 
difference in taste, both Inside and outside, is salty 

throughout, our Lord, who is the Divine seif in everyone, 
is without any difference, either inside or outside, is of the 
Form of pure intelligence and spiritual wisdom and 

symbol of the Highest Knowledge. Moreover this spiritual 

Truth of our Lord is really "unattached"- as He is 

untouched by any material object nor related to them in 

any manner. He is unaffected and clean, like a lotus leaf 
in a lake. Due to this "It is an order that all of you should 

understand that this principle of supreme Brahman is 
absolutely separate and different from any material objects 
which can be seen or felt in nature" When the Highest 

Truth is explained in this manner in the Holy Scriptures, 

it is also emphasized, that there is no trace of natural 

object or materialism in the Supreme Brahman. But due 

to the ingress and relationship with the supreme Brahman, 

these natural qualities attain their nature of reality- to say 

this will be inappropriate as only, by getting into a 
relationship these natural qualities get their "seeming" 

"reality"- but when there is no relationship at all how can 

they ever hope to get this "seeming" reality? 

If we were to say that the Lord, who has now 

manifested Himself with His hands, feet etc. is seen by the 

person, who sees our Lord with the capacity of his own 

eyes and senses and our Lord also is present only, like any 

other ordinary soul who is egoistic. This statement, once 

again, will be foolish indeed. Why? Because the words 

used here denote that there is no difference in our Lord's 

Feet, Hands etc. In an ordinary soul, there is the differ¬ 

ence between the soul and the body. But in our Divine 

Lord, this difference does not exist, when He manifests 

Himself with a body. Hence there will not be a trace of 
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'ego' also. Our Lord's Hands and Feet are of His Divine 
self only and not separate or material. Like the Divine self 
is pure and without any blemish, our Lord's Divine 
Hands, Feet etc. also are pure, and of the form of Pure 
Consciousness, and Concentrated Divine Bliss. Thus when 
our Lord manifests Himself in an incarnation, all His 
Divine limbs and qualities will express only His unique 
Divine quality of one Relish (Rasa). Hence our manifested 
Divine Lord is considered as "Shri V3sudeva" and there 
is no blemish in Him of any material or objective nature. 

Our Lord, was described as Shri Vasudeva, through 
the system of Tantra worship, as He symbolized the 
highest spiritual Truth of Supreme Brahman. In this verse, 
our Lord is described as the manifestation of our Lord's 
Divine aspect of Pradhyumna, as He is referred to as the 
"Lord" (ISHWARA) and "Brahman" (BRAHMAN). In 
the P£nchar&tra tradition of worship Lord Pradhyumna is 
described as the creator of this universe. His consort is 
called as "SMRITI" who is considered as His Power. Lord 
Pradhyumna gave birth to Smriti, who is of the form of 
the three qualities of Harmony, Activity and Inertia 
(SATWA, RAJAS and TAMAS). From her, no male can 
be born, as in this 'nature' or Prakruti, the importance is 
given to the female species only, and the 'male' is 
considered as unimportant. Through this 'nature', the 
creation, protection and destruction take place. Through 
the principle of "SUTRA" created by Lord Sankarshana, 
in the aforesaid "nature" or Prakruti, the creation of this 
universe takes place. Hence Pradhyumna is related to the 
function, due to the family connection, of creation, pres¬ 
ervation and destruction of this universe. But Pradhyumna 
cannot be die creator of this universe like our Lord 
Vasudeva. This is described and explained in this verse. 
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"Oh Lord, people say that this universe has been created, 
protected and destroyed through Your Divine Form of 
Pradhyumna. The reason for their statement is Your 
Omnipresence. The words "Oh Lord" (VIBHO) used here, 
denote that our lord has created this entire universe. A 
doubt may arise now, as to why this creation etc. could not 
have happened through the Divine part of our Lord viz. 
Pradhyumna? Answering this, in the verse, it has been 
said "Oh Lord You are actionless. You are beyond all 
qualities and Blemish of transformation or change "He 
who acts only can create. He who is the repository of 
brilliant qualities only can protect." Protection can be 
given through giving orders also- there is no necessity to 
act oneself or transform or change oneself for this. Kings 
and rulers usually do this type of protection. But "destruc¬ 
tion' cannot be achieved without anger or transforming 
oneself. Our Lord Pradhyumna is considered, as beyond 
the three qualities of harmony, activity and inertia. He is 
beyond the control of these primordial qualities of nature. 
Hence he cannot be affected by any blemish or transfor¬ 
mation. He is the Indwelling Divine principle in everyone, 
always actionless, implacable and stable. Hence due to 
these reasons, he can be construed, as the creator of this 
universe. Due to the presence of Supernatural and Divine 
capacity in our Lord, our Lord can create this entire 
universe, by creating the various qualities required for the 
creation of this universe, and yet remain blemish-free at 
all times. Our Lord has this omnipresence- like the 
famous Chintamani gem, which can create, without any 
outside aid or help, several desired objects. Like this 
fabulous gem, our Lord Pradhyumna also can create by 
Himself, without being dependant on the various external 
qualities. Why can't we consider Him ' as actionless 
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(AKARTA) when he does not create, although he has all 
the power to create etc. But usually when two opposite 
features come into play, usually one of the feature is given 
up, to facilitate easy functioning with harmony and peace. 

If we regard our Lord, from the point of view of the 
world, as the one who has performed the action of 
creation etc. (KARTA) and from the point of His exalted 
spiritual nature regard Him as the "action-less" Supreme 
Principle, then we should deem the latter, as more weighty 
and significant. Because, it' is a sacred secret and is within 
the Supreme Principle of our Lord. Our Lord's "action of 
creation" etc. has been recognized from the point of view 
of the world only- hence week and ineffective- because the 
worldly view is seen from outside and whatever is inside 
- hence being the cause of everything- is considered as 
more strong and significant. Thus, the unmistakable con¬ 
clusion is that our Lord, really, is not the "Doer". But the 
supreme Brahman is omnipotent- that everything is possi¬ 
ble for our Lord and this "Omni potency" is His nature. 
(SWABHAVA). In this way "actionlessness" and "full of 
action" - both these contradictory natures, can co-exist 
harmoniously in the Supreme Brahman and this is due to 
His Omni potency (SARVASHAKTHIMATA). 

Moreover, we should remember that our Lord Krishna 
is not only the Supreme Brahman, but He also is the Lord 
of the universe (ISHWARA), because He is the creator of 
this universe, He is also the Supreme Brahman who is, 
always, without any "blemish" (VIKAR). Hence our Lord 
being the 'creator of the universe (JAGATKARTA) and 
simultaneously "blemish-free" also, is, indeed very appro¬ 
priate. Our Lord, like the ordinary human being, does not 
depend, for the fulfillment and enactment of His Divine 
Leelas, on any particular place or time. He also does not 
depend upon the various forms, in which His manifesta- 
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tions take place. The nature of the manifested form 
depends on His Will and Desire. Hence our Lord, is 
always, without any 'change' or 'blemish' (NIRVIKAR). 
He does the creation of this universe, nay, He has taken 
the Form of this vast universe. In fact He is the universe. 
Because He is Tshwara, the Supreme Divine PurushOttrama 
and the Highest Truth of Supreme Brahman. He can make 
anything happen at His mere will, as He has all the 
authority and power to achieve anything, that He desires 
or wills. But, in reality, He does not need to perform or 
1o anything by Himself, directly, as with His will and 
order, everything in nature becomes orderly and perform 
their duly allotted functions properly and complete their 
tasks. By His mere will, all entities function, in an orderly 
manner, in the entire creation . Our Lord also has the 
Omnipotence to become everything. Hence our Lord, 
combines in Himself, both the spiritual aspects of 
'Doership' and 'Non-doership' - and hence - there is no 
necessity to give up any one of these two functions. 

The discussion and determination of the exact Divine 
nature of the Supreme Brahman can be done only through 
the evidence and proof of the Holy scriptures - as to 
whether the Supreme Brahman is the 'Doer' or the 'Non¬ 
doer', 'with qualities', or 'without qualities', 'Blemish- 
free' or 'with Blemish' etc. The scriptures have stated that 
Brahman is both the 'Doer' and the 'Non-doer' (KARTA 
AND AKARTA). The scriptures declare the truth, through 
the words of sound and many a time, these words may not 
express fiilly the important meaning of the subject spoken 
or described, but may denote only the qualities of the 
object e.g. If we call a boy, a lion, the comparison is 
limited to the strength and courage of the boy, like that of 
a lion, and we should not mistake this comparison to 
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mean the actual lion! In the same manner, the description 
of 'Doership' of Brahman in the scriptures is supplemen¬ 
tary in character, and we should always bear in mind that 
'Non-doership' is the primary and fundamental quality of 
Brahman. Contradiction will arise only, when both 
'Doership' and 'Non-doership' are 'real'. By considering 
one of these two functions as 'real' no contradiction will 
arise. Our Lord is the basis of this entire creation and 
without Him, nothing else can exist in this creation. Once 
it is established that our Lord (Brahman) is the basis of 
this entire creation, we can call Him as the 'Doer' for the 
creation of this universe. But in reality, the actual 'Doer' 
is the bunch of Divine qualities, inspired and propelled by 
our Lord. In the Sankhya system, the primordial nature is 
considered as the 'Doer' and creator of this universe. But 
these Divine qualities of the primordial nature are also 
dependant on our Lord, for their power of creation and 
due to this dependency, we can describe the Brahman(our 
Lord) as the 'creator of this universe' (KARTA), although 
the 'ego' of 'doership' does not exist in our Lord. But, 
from the point of view of this world, it is but, appropriate 
to regard our Lord as the 'Doer or creator' of this 
universe. 

In this verse, the reference is made to the 'Non- 
illusory' nature of this universe. Shri Vasudeva has also 
described both the Divine natures of our Lord viz. 'His 
Doership' and 'His Non-doership' He has described the 
two Divine parts of our Lord viz. Lord Vishnu and Lord 
Pradhyumna as being different, in their functions. Lord 
VSsudeva is considered as the Lord, who is the eternal 
witness, as the indwelling Divine principle in everyone 
and who only-inspires and propels His Divine qualities to 
function Moreover the 'illusory' nature of this creation 
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will also get emphasized when Lord VSsudeva's Divine 
glory is described. But, by describing the Divine part of 
Lord Pradhyumna, Shri Vasudeva has emphasized the 
'triad' aspects of creation, preservation and destruction of 
this universe caused by the primordial nature as the Divine 
function of our Lord's Divine part as Pradhyumna. 

TtF 4 doffed mHi^ II II 

VERSE-20 Meaning: "Oh Lord! With a view to 
organize and govern this universe of three parts, through 
Your Power of illusion, You assume the Divine Form with 
a white hue of the Divine quality of pure Harmony 
(SATWA); for creating this universe. Oh Lord! You 
assume the Divine form, of red color, of the Divine 
quality of dynamic action (RAJAS); to cause the destruc¬ 
tion of this universe, Oh Lord! You assume the Divine 
form, of the black colour, of the divine quality of inertia 
or ignorance (TAMAS)." 

IILLI 

TTTjfa TtF*S1T 

il¥iwl II 

, 
SRI SUBODHINI: In this verse, description is made 

about the role of Lord Anirudha, as the creator of this 
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universe. Like a lather is responsible for the birth of a 
child, like the farmer being responsible for the production 
of grains, like Lord Indra and other celestial gods being 
responsible for the rains etc. and for the maintenance of 
this universe and like Lord Brahma, Lord Vishnu and 
Lord Rudra, who are the manifestations of our Lord, with 
His Divine qualities, cause, respectively, creation, preser¬ 
vation and destruction of this universe, Lord Anirudha has 
this type of Divine form and role. A doubt may arise, now 
as to how, we can compare Lord Anirudha to the various 
divine functionaries, such as Lord Brahma, Lord Vishnu, 
Lord Rudra and others, who express the divine qualities 
of Harmony, dynamic action, ignorance etc. - as Lord 
Anirudha has been described, as one who is beyond all 
these divine qualities. Clarifying this doubt, it is ex¬ 
plained, that Lord Anirudha's role as the creator, pre¬ 
server and destroyer is of the form of 'inspirer, controller 
and provider' (NIYAMAKATA). In other words, the 
Divine Forms of Lord Brahma, Vishnu and Rudra are only 
the 'transformed' forms of our Lord Anirudha with a view 
to undertake the three distinct functions. Thus, for the 
protection of the three-fold universe, our Lord, through 
His Divine power of illusion named as 'Santi', assumes 
the Divine form of pure Harmony (SATWA) and organizes 
and progresses this universe. This Divine 'Harmonious' 
Form is of the colour of white. In the Satya Yuga, our 
Lord's Form consists of Four Arms and is of white 
colour. The colours are described, on the basis of the 
expression of the Divine qualities, and the Forms of our 
Lord, consisting of such colours, also express the 'time' 
in which, such Divine expressions take place. Hence, for 
the purpose of creation, the Lord assumes the 'red' 
colour, although our Lord's 'natural' colour is not 'red' - 
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but is 'assumed', due to the necessity of having the 
Divine quality of 'dynamic action' (RAJAS) which is 'red' 
in colour, for the purpose of creation. In the same way 
for understanding the task of destruction of the universe, 
our Lord assumes the form of 'black' colour. 

TFSRHTSn 

II 

: II 3*11 

VERSE-21 Meaning: "Oh Lord! You have desired to 
protect this universe. Oh Lord of this universe! You have 
manifested Yourself in my home; You will destroy the 
countless demons, who have taken the role of kings and 
also the countless armies of these demons, who have been 
inspired and controlled by these war-lords." 

tRsrjPte§: tadfe&vtid, fanjfrfa, 

3Rlt T?iR» faejnef*:, cKTF TPT^nT^frT, 

TT3RJT TRH Tjcf, faf 4>|dq: 

UJjtyMHI: ^4hiuii 31 

Trffoi fsrfaj 

IRtll 

SRI SUBODHINI: In this verse, the description of 
our Lord, as Lord Sankarshana is done. "Oh Lord! With 
a view to protect this universe, you have manifested 
yourself in my home; Giving protection is considered by 
You, Oh Lord, as your abiding function, as You are the 
Lord and Master of this universe. You are Omnipresent." 

The Divine part of our Lord, viz Lord Sankarshana, 
gets fulfilled only, on the complete destruction of the 
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demons. Lord Sankarshana affords protection to all others, 
who are good and virtuous, except for the vile and cruel 
demons. Hence, He cannot be considered only as a 
"destroyer". He secures and protects this universe. From 
this angle, Shri Vasudeva now says "Oh Lord! You will 
destroy the self-styled Kings consisting of Kamsa and 
other war-lords of Mathura, including their well-protected 
and violent armies. Through this destruction of these 
demons, You will be protecting this universe" Sri Yasudeva's 
spiritual wisdom consisting of reading the future events, 
correctly, is denoted here, and this spiritual wisdom and 
knowledge were conferred on Him, by our Lord's pres¬ 
ence near him. In the Holy Vedas, it has been clearly 
mentioned that the one, who realizes the Supreme Brah¬ 
man, understands everything else, in this universe, clearly 
and completely. Here Shri Vasudeva got blessed with this 
spiritual wisdom, like the seers and sages were blessed, 
with the Grace of our Lord, conferring on him, the 
spiritual knowledge about Himself. 

3TO "IF*! $J?emF*Tr& K4qefl<l^4fal4ll 

TT ctainf II 3311 

VERSE 22 Meaning: "Oh Lord of the celestial gods! 
The ill-behaved Kamsa, having heard that You, our Lord, 
will be taking Your Holy birth in our home, has killed 
Your elder brothers; Kamsa, who is cruel and vile, will be 
definitely coming now, with various weapons after coming 
to know, from his guards, about Your incarnation." 

h 
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tp? ^ 33^ ^(imnA«)fd^MlvRa w?rit*?, 
Bft ^nfsqfafif^ TTillF 1? ^ 4j-0P?I 4TPt 

‘^RfTTFTOmH 4rfMIH«l^ $H! 4<fMHH4l,l: 

^44>4>I<J, 4|»<f«q ?J ^Pjfa HHRfrPW cj^fl*-^:, 3?faiiM^ 

n^l-ff HK<IR<H<KI Wm®?' ^ ^44 TRTsqfi#, ^FTf t?tM 

PPK TTfajfmifafa: W shlsUKlfe* H MftwRftfil TRp ^4T 

WRRvf, 3m: ftgtfVHPJKsni Jl^lfHPd cTS# II HU 

SRI SUBODHINI: Shri Vasudeva was not able to get 
out of the fear for our Lord, although our Lord had 
blessed him with spiritual knowledge. Hence, he exhibits 
his fear for our Lord. With this verse, the "praise" sung 
by Shri Vasudeva, is considered, as having been com¬ 
pleted. Through this verse, Shri Vasudeva is doing a 
prayer to our Lord saying, that Kamsa is ill-mannered and 
cruel. He will not be pleased with the incarnation of our 
Lord, as the incarnation of our Lord pleases only virtuous 
and noble souls, and Kamsa was not a good soul. Hence 
it is inappropriate and useless to tell Kamsa, about our 
Lord's incarnation. Because of his vile and cruel nature 
only, Kamsa, having come to hear, that the Lord will 
manifest in Vasudeva's home, had killed his 6 children, 
who were elder brothers of our Lord. The word of 
addressing our Lord as "oh Lord of the celestial gods" is 
significant- it denotes the immense Grace and help given 
by our Lord to the celestial gods, during the churning of 
the ocean of milk, for the purpose of getting the Divine 
nectar. This also denotes, as to how our Lord is very fond 
of His devotees and always protects/helps them in everyway. 
Shri Vasudeva, now indicates, as to what has to be done- 
especially when cruel Kamsa, having come to know, about 
our Lord's incarnation, from the guards, will be definitely 
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coming, with his weapons, as Kamsa does not defer from 
killing anyone, to attain his selfish goals. It is also 
explained, that a devotee should only do a prayer to our 
Lord, and the Lord alone knows as to what is and how the 
necessary task is to be done. Hence Shri Vasudeva, after 
completing this praise and prayer became silent. Shri 
Vasudeva thought that the Lord will decide, weather to kill 
Kamsa now, or later at a different place. Our Lord, now 
thought that killing Kamsa now, would not enable Him, to 
enact His secret Divine Leelas in Gokul and Brindivan. 
Moreover, He will not be able to redeem, countless other 
devotees, if He were to finish and end Kamsa's life now. 
Hence, our Lord decided to kill Kamsa only, after com¬ 
pleting several of His other tasks, including the glorious 
Divine Leelas at Brindavan. This decision of our Lord is 
also denoted by the desire in the heart of Shri Vasudeva, 
who desired that the Lord should more away to a safer and 
secure place for now. 

II 33RT II 

VERSE 23: Meaning: "Shri Sukha said "After this. 
Mother Devaki, afraid of Kamsa, beholding her child, 
resplendent with the noble and Divine attributes of a 
Supreme Divine Personage, now surrendered to our Lord, 
who has manifested himself as her son. She now ex¬ 
pressed her pleasant wonder and a sacred, sweet and soft 
smile adorned her happy face." 

$lci diuqul, dm ^ ^ 
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H^onPi 

cMmie, mny>»i*q 

if *rn«Ri*jnrara^ w, wf 'ifn^ici, 
«frcTT, crft *Prfct *F*f q 

3HIV^4w T3cf 7TFTT ^Tvft 1 g 

ftqffcf 3B ^Icf #T *TC r^^4:, * 

?TRT: qifdawif^tiqf 3T®rtcT fvenratf q g 

3f*tot mWtf4 tptm ii ^ ii 

SRI SUBODHINI: After Shri Vasudeva completed 
his "praise" of our Lord, he became silent. Mother 
Devaki, with a view to request our Lord to hide, His 
Divine self and also to cause ignorance, about our Lord's 
birth in the mind of Kamsa, now prays to our Lord- and 
Shri Sukha says this through the first verse of her "praise" 
of our Lord. Mother Devaki now thought happily that 
"This wonderful child is my son only" and this thought 
was caused by our Lord, in the mind of mother Devaki, 
But, this wonderful child, is manifested with Four arms, 
which is well known and famous, as the true form of our 
Lord, as He is manifested now with "The divine attributes 
of a Divine person" (MAHA PURUSHA LAKSHANAM)- 
this is how Shri Sukhadeva has referred to our Lord in this 
verse. Our Lord was seen with all the Divine attributes of 
the Supreme Purushottama and mother Devaki, surren¬ 
dered herself to our Lord, who has manifested Himself, 
as this wonderful child. But the fruit and result of her 
surrender will arise only after the completion of her 
"praise" (STUTI) of our Lord. She was anxious for our 
Lord's safety, as she was afraid of Kamsa. A doubt may 
arise now, as to why mother Devaki's fear of Kamsa, was 
not removed, even after getting the knowledge of our 
Lord's Divine attributes? Answering this, it is seen that 
mother Devaki was "pleasantly astonished" (SUVISMITA), 
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after seeing our Lord's form. She didn't get the firm 
spiritual wisdom about our Lord, attaining which only can 
remove fear from the mind, once and for all. In this verse, 
there is also another reading, by the use of the word for 
mother Devaki as "with a sacred smile (SUCHISMITA). 
This would mean that, mother Devaki, got authority and 
knowledge to render the 'praise' of our Lord, through her 
virtuous nature- such as her chastity and other attributes 
of righteousness (DHARMA). Shri Vasudeva had earlier, 
rendered the 'praise' of our Lord, on the basis of the 
Vedas and tantras and now mother Devaki renders her 
'praise' in a different way, based on the Puranas. This was 
done with a view to avoid repetition. 

ii sfti^^eFjerrar n 

wf ^ yi4<oiiTt>Mi£i frflrasKHii 

TTrTmnr PHfciyW frffc tt ref ir*ii 
VERSE-24: Meaning: "Mother Devaki said "Oh 

Lord, You are the Supreme Lord Vishnu only, who is 
worshipped and hailed in various ways as the Unseen, the 
First, the Supreme Brahman, the Effulgent, the Attribute 
less, the Blemish-free, the Changeless and of the form of 
Pure Truth although You are really formless. Oh Lord! 
You are the Lord, who enlightens the inner mind of 
everyone, and You are the Lord Vishnu, who is wor¬ 
shipped by the entire universe". 

: TO hcTT ^IcWgfa: 

^rdiHMirrHohHiMrd+rHfd 

7TOT 7 WRfaT, SkI'kIi 

im 7 cbioill, y+Ki^oj T8J1 7T«fa^( 

3PT«TT 7«T77$I ^ 1 F'faHSTT ^ 7T*fa^, 
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^4mkui ^rwi, z\4M ^ Tfcpjro 

3ffl: ^efcjTOBR:, *T*Jqi5*T $ JtycMPl, T* 

FIFT 7raf'=irai«f( 1 

fH^qqfdl 

* <wr grcNrfcra mm 

p^rro 

, Trgf' ui*faRRT 

mfr ™i 

• *■111 

.•Pill • P 11 ■ 
^T^qr^otlrh- 

: ^:, TOCT If WRl, crfgdSPq' ¥FI ^^1 fa^d, 

^TORfg S4dl^, TTFI4' 

*jci^M, ^TrF 'g ‘5fTR^I ^ <>HTt>l<Hlcicil<=»>Mcillci:, TJcd^Jd f^TU 

«rafif, ji ^rr^r <*>id<j>d ^d^rgrF 

H^s4-1, <^i<jxi etarcnnj =K-41 mRmiuIh dFIF "sIFW^ 

, ^ 
fjc(?)q a^ry«qd4 Ph^Pm, Ru^VhiPm witf ^lfnPi^«i 
PlRiehkRlfd, " y«hi^idi ’’ ‘anr^ Hchwmfa, 3FqfcJT 

^fMoqfrt>4 FII^, fa^llcM* ^ WT^, fd^lTdl^'cl fF ^FR*T 

*raHr, jpiiqiqfq =t>Kui<4 «ratF, jpiiqmiq tiKuird viqc^Kvifli ■q 

nej ^pn i f^fq wwidf'd, "*rra i^nifq 

Tppi, «hKui ^ irraf^r^nq, xH«i^jtqr4if<*ira- 

ftni^rai:. 3RiI W3i«»>K*i#l'ft4o4, cflP»»ebiPi ?iHifq ftranr^jrF:, aRfi 
4f*qjfcfaa jw>isw-3, faff'd 

iqs^s trrumjfafn, ITtTT (qewiini 

4>Knqi^ifiid^rn fli, If 
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*T3f?T, ftlMM q qf^dldllVillidd 

fWT JQ ot||fi<vi fdcftHfcqi UrllHMMpM PifSvjtjpHr^ip, 3PF7T 

4ln^tt»zi’ FTFJ, fafarr fe wiMcfal:, TJ^Triraf oill^rill^T^ f% 

f^f^i? ^31 TTsfaFpjcrfa <j>Ff 1 omfrfft, 3T*m <tf7 

chKii^d ^ , “^jf^: Tj#^TMrdiR?5^ 

u4A{iKPgdAd *Fffa, <EFf ‘#F7H, 37FFTCTKtfa 

vK'Sm^^nnT ^gr x^, 3Tid<uiN,iA ^f^wtori^t- 

TTTWTFTTfa ^cdT^l<*>Kd<{ISI TFJTfa, sT^T FTRFFFF^Fn- 

<odd^l4cdl^d fMilgcd Uf«5Md, P=I5MNU) 77^ ’FTi: 

V1«WF^ cFTlfa 1^71 cMtyudfM elThodrdldd f=Wiqu|l^d>lfd, 

dl<J¥TpH<4'd WT, Hdft*THT 37TfW7T 7d<{l^d ^dfadrdydjfd:, 

q*7T ^RfeFKgqi TJgkl 'jfatfq SlRfa cT^fq ‘^dHdlPl 

Wf^l' ^eSIl W1 dPS|di[Ul X33, 37^7*71 cF7f*Fq^«$ TO 1 

cfvj^KdirM q ■•WW$: 77Fp7 WZ 1 yi^d^Hd 

q 77% 1 q^^dPdaig frof^n q qA^d-tf^H ^ 

q 77% ^ q MS^d^H ^ 3Mt 1 PTd^dFJ)Mdl 

■q d^lPdyi q *T%:, 37dYdAdl<|5!l "Qcf, 77^ 

Wffl: 7T»Tdfd q r^IHlAdlPd^Fq <T*7Rq ^ 1FFFT $rdl5fl^=WI6 

7? ^pHpd, qAdi<j*i cfif («tAq, 7T5 ^cjf&«ujfcla, fqwyfi? ^rFJrailM 

■nqlniw:, "77 X33 77 ^qifq’fjT ?f?T qsiqiqqKdAlqcl, 

H-ddH^JVIIddK: 7*TTcf 7FTSJ ‘jcirqi^Hlqi^rh 774 ^TfadPHcdd 37TF 

THljTTP^fd, ^5 'I^ihTh *7^71 ^PcmMpM *73f7T d^Mlcf =Fq 

fFlfa ^ tTWSTITq^tf ^T, 378117*7 ^75^ 

■^TS *pf ^4^iwfq^)d d-cAAdHJ+IVI^JrF tqoHil?f«7T7f c^31F7 

qjK^iPirqq^iqci, 37lfa^fqehddi^irHy<*i*M^q>cqi^ 377Tt 

q^q^TTfq t^, ^f! ^gisrpqsnfr n w n 

SRI SUBODHINI: Mother Devaki, surrendering her¬ 
self to our Lord, does her 'praise' of our Lord in eight 
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verses. In the first three verses, she describes our Lord's 
Divine, spiritual and the physical forms, and through the 
fourth verse, she gives the reason for her surrender. In the 
fifth verse, she prays to our Lord for two boons viz. 
protection for our Lord, arising out of the situation of His 
manifestation (viz. the prison of Kamsa) and to exclude 
everyone else from getting the true knowledge about the 
birth of our Lord. In the 6th verse, she expresses fear 
about Kamsa, remembering as to how the cruel Kamsa 
had killed her 6 sons earlier. She feels, that she will not 
be alive once again, if she were to go through the 
experience of Kamsa, coming to kill our Lord - although 
it is certain that, in this encounter, it will be the cruel 
Kamsa, who will die and not our Lord. Mother Devaki 
says, that her heart has become very weak, due to the 
years of sorrow and painful experiences. Hence, 'Oh 
Lord, please do not protect us, through the killing of 
Kamsa now. Please protect us through some other way. At 
present, Oh Lord! Kamsa should never come to know of 
your Birth at all'. Through the 7th verse, mother Devaki 
prays to our Lord to hide His Divine Form with four 
arms, as there was the possibility of ordinary people 
getting hatred for our Lord, as they have never come 
across this wonderful child with four arms! (as envy and 
malice arise automatically, when one sees another with 
better qualities or personality). The Lord, also, at this 
given situation, cannot also destroy everyone, who will 
hate or become envious of Him. Hence, mother Devaki 
prayed to our Lord that it was necessary for our Lord to 
hide for now, His Divine Form of four arms. This also 
indicates, that our Lord will, very soon, cause disappear¬ 
ance of this Supra-Divine form, out of His own will and 
desire. 
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KARIKA AND SRI SUBODHINI: Our Lord's Supra- 
Divine manifested form cannot remain for a long time, as 
visible to each and everyone. Hence with a view to enjoy 
our Lord's Form, for a very long time, mother Devaki, 
with a view to fulfill her own desire, prays to our Lord, 
to hide this Supra Divine Four armed form, which, 
anyway, will not remain visible, permanently. In this way, 
mother Devaki did three 'prayers’. In the eighth verse, 
mother Devaki indicates, that she never had the usual 
human pregnancy of carrying a child. She says "Oh Lord, 
Your incarnation is like an actor (acting as though he is 
born etc.) as Your birth is not like the ordinary human 
birth, which involves the stay in the mother's womb and 
taking birth in the human way etc." 

Meaning of Karika: The manifestation of our Lord, 
in His three Forms (spiritual, celestial and physical forms), 
the reasons for mother Devaki's surrender to our Lord, 
request for protection, the Divine Nature of our Lord's 
Form, the ignorance thereof in the mind of mother 
Devaki, and the plea for withdrawal of the Supra-Divine 
Form of our-Lord - these three prayers of mother Devaki, 
and also the fact, that our Lord, like an efficient actor, has 
now enacted His Leela - all these have been mentioned by 
mother Devaki, as per her own experience. 

Commentary: Mother Devaki, at the beginning of 
her 'praise' of our Lord, describes our Lord, as the 
primordial Divine Lord, and also establishes her knowl¬ 
edge, about our Lord's Divinity and the proof for the 
Divinity of our Lord. She says, that the Divine Form of 
our Lord, who has manifested before her eyes, in front of 
her, is none other than the primordial Divine Lord. The 
physical and thfc spiritual Form of our Lord are well 
known in the world, and the primordial Divine Form of 
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our Lord is super-natural in character. This primordial 
Divine Form of our Lord, mother Devaki now says, is the 
same Supreme Purushdttama, who is hailed by all the 
scriptures, as the Ultimate Truth, and who is the basis and 
origin of everyone and everything in this universe. The 
Ultimate Truth, described in the Holy scriptures, has now 
manifested in a Divine Form. Mother Devaki also indi¬ 
cates, here in this verse, her own clear certainty of 
knowledge, about our Lord's Divinity, by using the word 
'that' (Tad) after the word 'which' (Yat). Thus, there was 
no doubt in the mind of mother Devaki about our Lord, 
and she was fully convinced, in every way, about the 
Divinity of our Lord. She was also fully convinced about 
the truth of her knowledge about the Divinity of our Lord. 
Now, with a view to further prove and emphasize that our 
Lord, who has manifested before her now, was, indeed the 
same Primordial Divine Lord, mother Devaki describes 
the Divine qualities of our Lord, which are unique to our 
Lord only. Thus, she describes the Nine Divine attributes 
of our Lord. The universe is also of Nine kinds and the 
Supreme Brahman also exhibits 9 different qualities, to 
differentiate itself from this universe. The qualities of this 
universe are also due to our Lord's Divine attributes only. 
In the second chapter of the Bhagavad Gita (verse 28), it 
has been said that this universe has it's origin in the 
'Unmanifested Being' (AVYAKTA). But as this universe 
is seen by everyone (VYAKTA), we may say, that our 
Divine Lord is 'seen' and felt by the entire universe, 
although, really speaking, our Lord, always remains as 
'unmanifested' or 'unseen'. The Divine Principle of our 
Lord is the primordial cause for this universe and how 
come He is visible how to the human eyes? Hence, this 
Divine Form now manifested before Shri Vasudeva and 
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mother Devaki, is considered as a special manifestation of 
our Lord. The two words used here viz. 'unseen' 
(AVYAKTAM)) and 'primordial' (ADHYAM) denote the 
Divine qualities of our Lord, caused by the manifestation 
of His spiritual Divine Form and by the spiritual factor of 
time. Mother Devaki also explains the Divine Form of the 
Lord, as caused by the demands of the situation (place) 
and she describes this Divine Form, through the language 
of measure, as the Supreme Brahman, which is all- 
pervasive and ever-growing and expanding. The universe 
is not all-pervasive and is limited in nature; it also never 
grows as it continues to remain as created. To the world, 
at large, this Divine Form of our Lord, manifested now, 
also looks limited, like the universe. But, in reality, this 
Divine Form is the same all-pervasive, ever expanding 
growing immeasurable, limitless, ever lasting Brahman, 
who is symbolized with the qualities of Truth, Conscious¬ 
ness and Bliss (SAT CHIT ANANDA). Mother Devaki 
now specifies, the three different Divine qualities of our 
Lord, to fully describe the Divine part of our Lord viz. 
'CHIT' (consciousness) - meaning this Divine Form of 
our Lord is refulgent, beyond all the qualities and is also 
changeless. 

The 'consciousness' or spirit (CHAITANYA) is of the 
form of 'brightness' and it is this Divine quality of our 
Lord, which 'brightens' or 'lights' this entire universe, as 
without this Divine 'light', this universe will not be seen 
by anyone residing here. Hence, this universe represents 
the three Divine qualities of our Lord- nay- it is the 
transformed Universe of the three Divine qualities of our 
Lord viz. Truth etc. The primordial Divine principle, 
which is the basis and cause for this universe, by itself, 
is beyond these three Divine attributes i.e. this supreme 
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Truth is "attributeless" or " beyond the three attributes". 
If we were to regard these three Divine qualities, as the 
true cause for this universe, then, we will not be able to 
regard our Lord, as the cause for the creation of this 
universe. Why? The creator has to be different and 
independent of his creation. Creator's independence will 
be affected by the emphasis of these three Divine qualities 
as the cause for this universe. These "attributes" do not 
originate in the "consciousness". Wherever there is refer¬ 
ence to the earth, and the other elements, the senses and 
the inner mind, there is the preponderance of the "at¬ 
tributes". This universe is subjected to it's 6 different 
stages viz. origin, existence, growth, change, decline and 
destruction. Thus, as the universe is subject to those 
"changes" as described, the original basis and cause for 
this universe, has to be considered as "changeless". The 
knowledge and the nature of every type and kind of 
materials, which we see in our life, is invested with the 
quality of "change" and is also seen with their attributes 
of Form, Name etc. All these material objects of this 
universe, are seen, through the eyes and are also become 
seeable through the light given by the Sun and other 
celestial beings. Thus our Lord's immanence as the 
"conscious part" (CHIDAMSA) is denoted due to the 
capacity conferred on the senses by our Lord, to perform 
their allotted functions. "Oh Lord! Your refulgent light is 
not dependant, like the consciousness of the ordinary 
human being, on the senses- You are self-refulgent and of 
the Eternal Divine Form of light and Brightness. Oh Lord! 
You are beyond the material qualities and changeless. You 
are attributeless and changeless." 

Through the words of "Being the Truth" "attributeless" 
and others used in this verse, our Lord's Divine Blissful 
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quality is emphasized. In the Blissful Divine nature of our 
Lord, there is no influence or ingress of any material 
nature or object- Hence our Lord is hailed and glorified 
as the "purest of the pure Truth" (SATTAmATRA) "Oh 
Lord! You are all pervasive, as it is Your endless forms, 
which we behold and see all over this universe. Your 
Divine nature as the 'TRUTH' is never affected by any 
factor, at any time- in the past, in the present and in the 
future." 

The word "Truth" is used to denote the quality of a 
truthful substance. In the world, we experience, material 
joy and pleasure, and the quality of the material objects 
are seen in them. Thus, the knowledge of the pot and the 
cloth is caused by the exhibition of the difference in the 
qualities expressed by them. 

In the Divine Bliss, which a soul is blessed with, by 
the Grace of our Lord, there is no ingress of any object 
or quality which is of the worldly or material in nature as 
this Divine Bliss is a self-evident Bliss of our Lord, not 
dependant on any external source, as the Lord is the 
Ultimate Blissful Truth, and this Bliss flows into the 
devotees, due to His Grace. This Bliss is not dependant on 
any place or time, as this Bliss of our Lord is all- 
Pervasive, as the Lord is present in everyone and in 
everything. Hence our Lord is only the "Real Bliss". The 
scriptures also declare that "That which is all-pervasive is 
the real Bliss. There is no Bliss elsewhere in any other 
small object" When our Lord's all- pervasive nature of 
Divine Bliss is explained already through the use of the 
word "of Truthful nature only" (SATTAMATRA), what 
was the necessity to use the word "Attributeless" 
(NIRVISESHA)? Any object, which expresses a distinct 
quality, looks different from other objects, due to this 
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particular quality. Persons who follow the "Vaiseshika" 
philosophy have regarded the cause for the universe as "a 
special substance" for the primordial immunitability of the 
basic atoms. But there cannot be "mutation" or "breaking- 
up" for die ultimate Truth of Brahman, which is full of 
Divine Bliss. This word "Attributeless" has been used, 
only to denote, that the factor of "attribute" or quality is 
not applicable to our Lord- who is the Supreme Brahman, 
and who is the basis of all qualities, which we see in this 
universe. By Himself, our Lord is beyond all the qualities- 
hence "Attribute or quality free" This whole universe is 
the manifestation of our Lord's Divine Form of Truth 
only. "There is the pot" and "there is the cloth"- But both 
of these forms are made of the clay, for the pot and the 
"thread" for the cloth. Thus forms are seen as a "super¬ 
imposition" on the materials used for their making, as 
these materials are all pervasive and cause the forms to 
exist. In the same way, our Divine Lord's nature of 
Brahman or Ultimate Truth is all pervasive with "Names 
and Forms" (NAMAROOPA). Whatever is there, which is 
caused by our Lord, is known by it's "Form" (like mud 
being seen as a "Pot") and is also seen with it's different 
colours such as red, black etc. and in different shapes 
such as, long, short or round etc. Hence, there is no 
object, created by our Lord, which is bereft of a name or 
a form. Hence, with a view to emphasize the fact of non¬ 
applicability of the "rule" of Name and Form, being 
automatically superimposed on Brahman, the word 
"attributeless" has been used in this verse, as the Supreme 
Brahman, is always free of "qualities and attributes” which 
are, usually, attributed to the material objects. Hence this 
word has been used to denote, that this "attribute" nature 
is not applicable to the Supra - Divine or the Super- 
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Natural subject- as no one can cause any division in our 
Divine Lord. Hence, as our Divine Lord is all-pervasive, 
none can cause a division in Him- then what is the 
necessity of proving that our Lord is present everywhere 
or He can be seen in a divided way? He is the only one 
who exists, and who has manifested Himself, for enacting 
His Divine Leelas, as this universe and all that is animate 
and inanimate. In essence, the Supreme Brahman, the 
Ultimate Truth, is present everywhere. Hence, how can 
anyone see any division between the cause for the truth 
and it's various tasks viz. the creation itself? Like the 
same way, as to how can anyone miss to see the root- 
cause for the existence of a pot viz. the clay? 

Like the .'thread' in the cloth, and the "clay in the 
pot", which are interwined with each other, although both 
the "thread" and the "clay" are seen, as fully permeated 
by each other, respectively, really speaking, they are not 
the cause for each other as our Lord, the Supreme 
Brahman is the cause for everything having become the 
root-cause, with His Divine Form of Truth, intricately 
interwined with everything. Hence He is known as 
"attributeless". 

By the word "Action-less" (NIREEHAM), the Divine 
aspect of our Brahman, bereft of "actions" is denoted. 
Why? Anyone who acts, always has an aim to fulfill, or 
a goal to attain, as he considers himself to be empty or 
unfulfilled, without the result or a goal, which he wants 
to attain. As there is no "emptiness" or "unfulfillment" in 
the Supreme Brahman (i.e. in our Lord), the Holy 
Scriptures declare, that Brahman is "Always PURNA 
(Full)" That the Supreme Brahman is "FULL" and "com¬ 
plete" at all times, both in the unseen and the seen stages. 
In the same scriptures, it has been specified, that the cause 
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of this universe (viz. the Supreme Brahman) is bereft and 
beyond of all actions. In other words, the supreme 
Brahman, who is the root- cause for this universe, does 
not do any "action" by Himself!- as one of the primary 
attributes of the Supreme Brahman, who is the cause for 
this universe, is "actionlessness". It is the 'action' (KARYA) 
itself is the "Doer". For example, "space" (AKASA), 
cannot be considered as being "action-free"- as space is 
responsible for the birth of "sound". Not only this. Like 
the object or 'action' disappears, no sooner it's enveloping 
factor or substance is removed. In the sky or space, due 
to envelopment of clouds and others, we see definite 
forms, both stationery and also as moving objects- but we 
are fully aware, that the sky or the space has no 'form' 
of it's own, and it does not 'cause' the formation of these 
various "forms" and their "movements"! Again, when a 
lamp is carried, it appears, that the darkness also is 
accompanying or moving. In the same way, on the 
withdrawal of the envelopment and conditioning factors, 
the sky or space seems to have "disappeared" or "with¬ 
drawn". In this manner, there is 'action' in the sky, which 
is superimposed on it- but not in reality. 

But, it is entirely different with the Supreme Brah¬ 
man, wherein there is no possibility of any "action"- why? 
As there is nothing or no one, which/who is capable of 
'enveloping or conditioning' the Supreme Brahman. Moreo¬ 
ver the Supreme Brahman is also not an object for any 
worldly activity. Hence it's "exalted actionless" nature is 
thus proved. 

Although, our Lord's Divine Glory and exalted spir¬ 
itual nature, could have been denoted through the mention 
of only one of His Nine different Divine attributes 
(described in this verse). Mother Devaki describes all the 
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Nine different Divine attributes, in her "praise" of our 
Lord, as very essential and necessary, to bring out the fact 
that, the manifested Divine Form of our Lord, fully 

exhibits all the Nine Divine Attributes usuallydescribed, 

as the Divine attributes of the Supreme Brahman. To 

emphasize, that our Lord is the Supreme Brahman, is the 
main purport and reason for mother Devaki's reiteration of 

the Nine Divine Attributes of the Supreme Brahman. 
Ordinary human beings, due to their own ignorance, 

caused by their vision of separation and division, arising 
out of their body-idea, see Nine different kinds of blem¬ 

ish, in creation, such as their own form (i.e. they 

themselves are separate and visible), being present now, 

being separate and divided, being seen by others, with 
attributes and qualities, with blemish, subject to the three¬ 

fold time-control of past, present and the future, imagining 
oneself as without a Divine basis (i.e. as a body only), 
full of material and worldly attributes and also full of 

actions (i.e. imagining oneself, to be the performer and 

"Doer” of all actions). Due to this wrong understanding of 

one's own self, ordinary humans also, see only, in our 

Lord's Divine Form, the Nine different constrictive and 

restrictive attributes or blemish- like earth being seen as 

going round when one is actually going round oneself! in 
the same way, our Lord’s Form also becomes "seeable", 

oq-T^oMTTk chiciel^h *tcu^eb: fri«*rl$«l*l*l:ll 3MI 

VERSE-25: Meaning: "Oh Lord! You only remain as 

the everlasting and permanent Truth, along with Your 

Divine Attributes, which are everlasting in nature, and 

being the teality and meaning behind everything - After 
the completion of the life of Lord Brahma (i.e. after His 
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demise), when the destruction of the entire universe takes 
place - leading to the withdrawal of all brightness (i.e. 
denoting the advent of darkness everywhere); absorption 
of the five elements such as earth etc. in their original 
cause of primordial ego; and the disappearance of all that 
is visible, into their own original cause of their primor¬ 
dial nature”. 

The main purport of the above verse is that everything 
created ends except our Lord. 

d^dlcHcdyfdMKdld., ^ dl^liy+IVl'-MI-cR: 7<FI?I:, 

d*WI HdofHIrHI, 3PTFI cTOTdP«R5r HlwIPd dF? cTdTdf«RdW 

dd&ldldW ^ ^l?n Pmd«hld ?fd dNPldmS 

tstnmUrcud ?fd, wi stra: , dFJi4 xrrr«f5^. 

d£WHlf*d: dfNi drfr W11! StrgdbjoqdSlA dip11! 
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<<t^HiPui dift fwdpnf^fddnfd ^«hhPm 

df4<![rP4*fl$l¥l*NI*l $fd, 3fl?tarr: Fdf: "dFI, 
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M.e4frt, fyiUM TJcRlfa^fcWiHI 

cFTCaiH'jjftwtTriTT TrF: II ^ II 

SRI SUBODHINI: Our Lord's Divine Form, be¬ 
comes visible to the eyes of the human, in the same 
manner, as the cloth or pot becomes visible - although the 
root-cause of both the cloth' and 'pot' is thread and clay 
respectively. Hence, the knowers of Brahman see our Lord 
always as 'Fully complete' (PAR1POORNA), unmanifested 
and primordial (AVYAKTA AND ADI). If our Lord was 
always visible (not remain as unmanifested as He is), 
then, the Devotees will not put effort and do sadhana to 
have His vision. Hence, our Lord's manifestation is due 
to the efforts of His devotees, and out of our Lord's 
Gracious compassion to them. Hence, in reality, our Lord 
is unmanifested. 'Oh Lord! if You were not the Original 
principle (ADYA) and only a principle which changes 
according to the efflux of time (ADHUNIK), Lord Brahma 
and others would not have rendered prostration to this 
indescribable Divine Form. If You were not the Supreme 
Brahman, the realized souls would not have secured their 
permanent and joyful final resting place in Your Divine 
Self. If You were not Omniscient and of the Divine form 
of Divine and Spiritual Wisdom, the spiritual aspirants 
would not be bestowed with spiritual realization, which is 
possible and attainable only, due to Your Grace and Divine 
nature of being the All-knowing Reality. If You were not 
beyond all the qualities, then, the spiritual aspirants, who 
are following this path of seeking the Supreme Brahman, 
which is beyond "all qualities" (NIRGUNA) would not be 
able to attain their desired goal. If You were not the 
blemish-free (NIRVIKAR), then Oh Lord! Your Devotees, 
who render toving service to You, will never become 
blemish-free themselves. If You were not the Lord, who 
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is the Reality behind every place and time, none will be 
able to have Your Divine Vision, in all these forms, places 
and names. If You were not, in Reality, without name and 
form, then, the spiritual aspirants will never be able to go 
beyond the experience of names, and forms of this world 
and attain the Supreme Brahman. Oh Lord! If You were 
not the 'complete' Truth, and hence 'action-free', Your 
Devotees will not be able to attain the permanent place in 
Your Divine Self, out of Your Grace and Compassion". 

A doubt may arise now. The Divine Form, which has 
become visible and manifested before Shri Vasudeva and 
mother Devaki, is now called as unseen or unmanifested' 
(AVYAKTA) in this verse. Earlier, we have described our 
Lord, as being worshipped (UPASYA) in many ways and 
the Lord is also seen, conferring different types of 
spiritual benefits to each of them, according to their desire 
and capacity. To clear this doubt, the word ”Oh Lord You 
are that' (SATWAM) is used - denoting that "Oh Lord! 
You are the same Lord, who has been described in such 
glorious terms. You, who is the unmanifested Divinity, is 
now manifested before us. You are the same Reality and 
Truth. You are the Lord Vishnu, who is the primordial 
cause of this universe, and You are the One Lord, who is 
worshipped by everyone, from time immemorial, of the 
Divine nature of being unmanifested, but invested with all 
the Divine attributes, as described above. The same 
Divine Lord, who is now manifested, is the primordial 
Divine Lord and Supreme Brahman. 'Oh Lord! You have 
now manifested Yourself - You, who is the Reality behind 
and before everything'. This is proved by the words of 
Lord Brahma "Oh Divine mother Devaki, understand that 
the Supreme Brahman is in your stomach". The words of 
Lord Brahma refers to our Lord's manifestation as a 'part' 
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(AMSA). Hence, a doubt may arise now, as to whether, 
this Divine manifestation is of a 'part' of our Lord only, 
and not His complete Divine self. To clear this doubt, the 
word 'Full reality' (SAKSHAT) is used, to denote, that 
the Lord who is now manifested, is the Full and complete 
Purushottama and not a 'part' only. This was earlier 
referred to, with the words 'You are the Divine Lord, the 
ultimate reality' and mother Devaki is now reiterating, for 
remembrance sake, the same truth, to denote that the 
manifested Lord's Divine Form, is the primordial Su¬ 
preme Purushottama. 

Our Lord's manifestation cannot be considered to 
have been caused, by any knowledge or action, and also 
that mother Devaki was able to understand and realize the 
lYuth about the Divinity of our Lord, only due to Lord 
Brahma's exhortation. This is not the case, as Lord 
Brahma following the rule of 'Lion-like student' - (which 
says that a student, who is brave and courageous is usually 
compared to a Lion!) could have described our Lord's 
manifestation with one of His Divine part, as the 'full 
manifestation' by way of rendering a 'praise' of our Lord, 
and usually such 'praise' is never considered, as repre¬ 
sentative of the real situation or the actual feet. In fact 
Mother Devaki got to know the true Divinity of our Lord, 
due to her own internal and heart felt resolve and 
certainty. She says 'oh Lord! You are the 'enlightening 
spiritual light’ (ADHYATMADEEP). My inner mind is 
full of materialism and infatuation. 1 am not aware of the 
inner truths of the scriptures either. I am also not 

.enlightened at all. Oh Lord! Your Holy nearness to me has 
enlightened my inner-self, with brilliant refulgence and 
this only indicates, that Oh Lord! You are the Supreme 
Truth. You arC the cause, for fully enlightening my 
materialistic inner mind and self. 1 am now very certain 
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about Your Divine Glory, as none else, than You, Oh 
Lord who is Supra-Divine, can enlighten my inner self. 
Hence, this experience, of mine, also makes me certain, 
that You are the same Supreme Brahman, the root-cause, 
for this entire universe, who has manifested before me. Oh 
Lord! You are the divine Lord, who is the root-cause of 
everything and invested with- the qualities such as 'non- 
seeable' (AVYAKTA) etc. There is always a cause for a 
result, such as a fire for smoke. Fire is responsible for 
causing smoke and, if there is smoke-it denotes the 
prevalence of Fire and vice versa. In the same way, the 
spiritual enlightenment of the inner self, being caused by 
our Divine Lord, denotes the Super-Divine nature of our 
Lord, who is seated as the "Indwelling Truth" in everyone. 

In the above manner, mother Devaki has described the 
divine and spiritual nature of our Lord. She has also 
described, that all the physical elements have their final 
resting place, in the Divine and spiritual nature of our 
Lord only. The word 'spiritual self (ADHYATMA) can 
be seen to consist of two words viz. 'more than' (ADHIK) 
and 'soul' (ATMA) - denoting, that all other physical and 
material objects, have their origin and final 'withdrawal 
into' (resting place) in the Divine Self. During the 
'Dream' state, everyone passes through vivid and varied 
experiences, which appear to be real at that time, although 
one is not aware of the external objects, due to sleeping 
- and this is due to the Divine inner light, which is always 
enlightened and aware. Due to this reason, we have to 
accept, that our Lord is the Divine self in everyone. This 
is applicable in the same manner, when the universe is 
withdrawn, by our Divine Lord, into Himself during the 
destructive phase of the entire universe (PRALAYA). 

When the entire universe is destroyed, only our Lord 
remains. The word "world' (LOlCA) denotes both "illumi- 
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nation" and also "the Fourteen worlds". To describe and 
to indicate, that all this created worlds will end and get 
destroyed one day- the words "After Lord Brahma's life is 
completed" are used. The word "half of His Age" 
(PARARDHA) denotes Lord Brahma's full age- Two- 
halves of Lord Brahma's Age- makes one full life of Lord 
Brahma" These two halves of Lord Brahma's life ie the 
First half and the second half are meant, to denote the 
state of bondage and liberation of the souls in this 
universe. This is to make the universe aware, that the 
souls will get liberation only during the second half of 
Lord Brahma's life. [Tippani: The liberation referred to 
here, is pertaining to those souls, who, by their spiritual 
effort attain liberation, and not the spiritually wise and 
Devotees of our Lord, who are not bound by this time- 
frame for their own liberation] When the ending of Lord 
Brahma's Life takes place, the ending of this vast universe 
also takes place. Now, after the ending of this universe, 
the root-causes and principles governing the universe, 
remain and they also get absorbed into their original 
spiritual principles. Thus, earth and other physical objects 
get absorbed, in the primordial principles of Ego 
(AHANKAR), which in turn gets absorbed in the primor¬ 
dial Nature (PRAKRUTI), through it's absorption, first in 
the Primordial principle (MAHATATWA) for creation. 
When the "manifested" primordial principle, gets, thus, 
fully absorbed in the "unmanifested" primordial Nature, 
then, only our Divine Lord remains, as the permanent and 
everlasting Supreme Brahman. Mother Devaki has indi¬ 
cated here, through the use of the words "manifested" and 
"unmanifested" that, when it is understood that both the 
Divine soul (PURUSHA) and the primordial nature 
(PRAKRUTI) have their origin in the Imperishable Brah- 
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man, then we should also, likewise, conclude that, both of 
these find their resting place (LAYA) in this imperishable 
Brahman only (AKSHARA BRAHMAN). 

The word "manifested" (VYAKTA) denotes both the 
Divine soul and the primordial nature (PURUSHA AND 
PRAKRUTI), and the word "unmanifested" (AVYAKTHA) 
denotes the Imperishable Brahman. The principle of time 
(KALA) is also a product from the "unmanifested" state, 
and all the 'manifested' objects and beings, get absorbed 
in their root-cause of the Imperishable Brahman, with 
their entry, forced by the power of Time. When our Divine 
Lord decides to end this entire universe then, the principle 
of Time, who is the authority, invested to complete this 
task, becomes very forceful, to hasten this destruction. 
Time, in turn, gets absorbed in the Imperishable Brahman, 
which in turn gets absorbed in the Purushottama, our 
Lord, who is the supreme Brahman. In other words, as the 
Imperishable Brahman, is symbolized, as the Holy Feet of 
our Divine Lord, Purushottama, it's absorption takes 
place at the same. Holy Feet of our Lord, without 
remaining separate, as another. In this manner, our Divine 
Lord, Purushottama, the Supreme Brahman only, remains 
forever, as the Divine origin and end of everything. If 
anyone douL’s, that there may be an end for our Divine 
Lord also, the words used here "Everlasting and perma¬ 
nent state" denotes that "Oh Lord, Every aspect of Your 
Divine self remains as earlier, everlasting and permanent. 
Oh Lord! You remain as the repository of all Sounds and 
Forms, having absorbed every Sound and Form, in Your¬ 
self and Oh Lord! You remain as the only Divine self, the 
Supreme Purushottama, the Para Brahman, the One who 
is the cause and basis for everything. In this manner, the 
absorption of all "physical" objects and causes, into their 
spiritual principles is indicated. 
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VERSE 26: Meaning: " Oh Lord, who is our loving 
Protector and Divine Lord, although unmanifested and 
being the helpful controller of the Primordial nature- this 
entire universe is functioning due to the power of Time 
and this is due to Your Divine Will only, and is considered 
as Your own action. This principle of time, expressing 
ceaselessly, as moments and years, without any end, is an 
exalted principle. Oh Lord! You are the Master of this 
principle of Time ; Your abode is the most Auspicious 
one, consisting of the divine quality of Pure Harmony; 
You are Omnipotent. I am surrendering myself to You'. 
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<*r yyil to 'yi^rar: ^r; y>«f toi^’ 
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sirarceroM* yrapreqmief fcHfoqtw: n ^ n 
SRI SUBODHINI: Mother Devaki is describing, in 

this verse, the physical and material Forms of our Lord. 
Our Divine Lord is the real 'eye' behind all the 'eyes'; the 
real 'ear' behind all the 'ears' - in the same way our Lord 
is the essential principle, behind all the material and 
physical principles. Thus, our Lord should not be con¬ 
strued of being "the material and physical principle" only 
- Why? He is also the Divine cause of everything. 

Mother Devaki says, that 'Time' is an action and 
undertaking of our Lord, through which everything mate¬ 
rial and physical, get their inspiration. The purport of 
mother Devaki's statement is that time, which is the cause 
for everything, is "oh Lord, Yourself only, nay, You only' 
why? 'oh Lord! You are the root -cause for everything. 
'Time' is. Oh Lord! Your another form, as You are the 
inspirer and propeller of Time, having created and entered 
into this. This is referred to in the words of Lord Kapila 
to his mother DevahQti. (Bhdgavatam, 3rd Canto, verse 
10, chapter 26) "Oh Mother, who is the daughter of 
Manu, You are able to understand clearly, being the 
daughter of Manu, the ways of the Divine Lord. So long 
as the principle of Time does not interfere, into the 
different qualities and factors of the primordial nature. 
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there will not be any modification in the qualities of 
primordial nature. Thus the entry of Time into the 
primordial nature, which is willed by our divine Lord, 
removes the 'action-less nature' of the primordial nature, 
and thus becoming 'full of action' (due to the entry of 
Time), meeting and mingling with the various principles, 
endless creation is done and our Divine Lord is consid¬ 
ered as the root-cause for all this 'action' through His 
principle of Time". "Oh Lord, this principle of Time itself 
is due to Your will only.' in this verse, the word 'spoken 
of (AHUHU) is used - to denote, that there is no 
necessity to seek and provide any other proof or evidence 
for this conclusion, that our Divine Lord's will and action 
is the basis of Time - as this has been described, as true 
by sages and Mahatmas, who have realized the Divine 
Truth of our Lord and also due to logical analysis. 

Mother Devaki now avers, through the words 'through 
which this universe functions' (CHESTATE YEN A 
VISWAM), -that it is time which makes this universe 
function, and this functioning of this universe itself 
indicates the nature of the Divine functioning of our Lord. 
Why? Because the universe is the result and our Divine 
Lord is the root-cause for this universe. The law of 
'causation' presupposes the entry of the cause in it's result 
as a constituent factor. As such, if we experience various 
actions and functions in this universe, then, they are 
entirely due to the root-cause of the nature of 'function' 
of our Divine Lord and hence, our Lord can be considered 
as 'Functioning and doing' (CHESTAWAN). Realized 
souls have described this functioning of the universe as the 
factor of 'TIME' (KALA), as all this functioning of this 
universe is under the control and directed by the factor of 
'Time'. This functioning in the universe takes the form of 
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'action' (KARMA) and hence, we can conclude that all 
'actions' are caused by Time' only. The scriptures have 
also specified proper 'Time' for the performance of 
actions i.e. at certain times, certain and particular types of 
actions are to be done. Thus, the cause of 'Time' 
transforms itself into 'actions' and due to this, we can 
regard 'Time' and 'action' as one and the same factor. 
Time also represents our Lord's desire and will to perform 
'actions'. 

Mother Devaki has addressed our Lord as 'Helpful 
Controller of the primordial nature' - to denote that our 
Lord helps His own Primordial nature, to fulfill it's 
functions in creation. This universe is created by this 
Divine Primordial nature, due to the Grace, Support and 
Will of our Lord. In this way also, our Lord 'functions' 
with a view to help and support, the Primordial nature, to 
complete it's functions, in the form of Time, which is 
Divine and spiritual in character, and which is considered 
as beyond all 'functioning' and 'actionless'. But this 
Divine Power of Time of our Lord affects the physical 
nature of Time, which in turn manifests as physical time 
of seconds and years - And all this is the 'functioning' of 
our Lord only. 

The basis of the concept of Time is 'atomic' (ANU) 
in character and is very subtle. It is very difficult to 
understand it's actual role in the day to day functioning of 
this universe. This concept of 'Time' is endless - not just 
seconds, years etc. It is very vast and limitless and the 
Divine factor of our Lord's 'functioning as Time' is 
immeasurable indeed. When Lord Brahma's longevity's 
second part ends, then only the ending of this factor of 
Time is determined. 

With a view to denote the exalted nature of our Divine 
Lord's functioning as 'Time' in between the origin and 
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ending of this universe, the word 'glorious and exalted' 
(MAHIYAN) has been used - to denote "(Mi Lord, Your 
functioning as Time is indeed very great and glorious. The 
reference to 'years' is made only to describe the parts of 
Your glorious nature of Time - as the changes in the 
functioning take place, due to the efflux of Time, as years 
etc. In this manner Oh Lord! Time is Your functioning 
only. You only remain as the permanent entity after 
everything else has been rested in Yourself. You are the 
Divine Supreme Truth. You are the ultimate and the most 
efficient cause of all causes. / am surrendering myself to 
You, oh Lord, who is so glorious, gracious and exalted. ” 

When we are our Divine Lord's children, then why it 
is necessary for a son or child to surrender to his father 
for protection? Or How it is to be done? This doubt 
should not arise in the mind as "oh Lord You are the 
Supreme Lord, who has been described by all realized 
Mahatmas as the Lord Vishnu and the glorious refulgent 
light of spiritual wisdom". Thus, even though our Divine 
Lord has become everything and is present everywhere, 
'surrendering' becomes futile, if our Lord does not exhibit 
His Divine Mercy and Grace of protecting His Devotees. 
Mother Devaki, addresses our Lord as "TSHAN" or "our 
Lord" - denoting that our Divine Lord is 'Omnipotent'. 
Our Lord's power of Opulence does not delay, even for a 
second, to protect His devotee, who has surrendered 
himself to our Lord. Our Lord never discards His devotee. 
He always protects the surrendered devotees. Even if our 
Divine Lord takes the side of the demons, their protection 
is remote as our Lord is considered as 'the abode of 
Protection’ (KSHEMADHAM). "Oh Lord You always 
abide in Your Holy abode of pure Harmony and as such. 
You always take the side of Holy devotees and pure souls. 
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who are established in pure Harmony and You will never 
support the demons". Hence there is no anxiety on this 
point. This word also denotes, that our Divine Lord 
always protects Noble and sincere Devotees, who have 
surrendered to Him, and not the demons. 

tei'MKIM UIU4 44*41: Prill *V9II 

VERSE-27 Meaning: "Oh Lord! The mortal human 
being is always afraid of the serpent in the form of Death. 
He runs hither and thither through intense fear of Death. 
He gets tossed between the fear of the mighty and the 
disregard to the lowly. Thus, he does not get peace of 
mind or fearlessness, from any quarter. Accidentally, out 
of Your Grace, having surrendered to Your Lotus Feet, he 
sleeps in peace, getting rid of his fear and having become 
secure. This surrender to Your Lotus Feet, oh Lord! makes 
'Death' run away in fear." 

: T^el" Viqnl Mqq ^ cTPTT: 

««UUMii«f *qn(a<|>fa <H4^CHiRaqi% cilfq>«hi«qcilPbq> 

TJ9 iqsicriqKqSI oHiw<iqqi4l'if 

xfn«j)(n^Mi:, 9n?T: ^fd, 3TcT: q>icnjt!i 

^ 919f <jiusfciil Afitrh: t-q'^iiPwi latjpi, 

9bil % cT^JT^T ^ <KT ?RT TUf^FT: 

#9 9 9$T9fh, <FF9 9TWJF9T d£Tt»+4u|lPj fadHl *T9f?T, 

3P^ ^ ^ ^9T: ?rfq fcTH^doil 

*TcrfFT, f5rf^TT 3Tfq 94*?T»fafM 3 

44l«4l<uil: #B* WlfadT STf^njjTT^ ^ 

4»Wi(d«»»il*4 (RT 4»i<i«m4 *q(Vn*^ 

q>KnIWfar4i ?JcTF^ 9^9 99^ 9Ff 99^ 9^. 
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MdiMl nfad^l, «wci*m #ft «4ld:, 

«uc'i*i«4l T^, B>lf? S^lcsdl^ 

3Td: ew<n«M4s4ii<v ^ Pi6*#, 

4°k4 Hi^«ir4 efT 4§4>idR*Tcra*f3 ^ Pi«t4n §r«tnfle^W 

cdlchl*^ W^fPiryd), fnftl *rai*ira, 3Td: eh-il^wi^i *jr^4 Piq# 

?fd f^nW Hiwirt}^ *rafWii+WH «n, wsrrjsra#: dra# fe 

dFf Idd#, '^f'T «hicil^TT $cMd^*T$dIc^ d 

TR«rt irafra, 3n*far t? ^4cni, tra ^K«n-<4®t^ii«f mRvmu) Hf^rM 

dT#3ra#TT d^lf# qR^fd <KT WTraFTOlfa:, 

«mHRf ^fd sir *iRf>8Tu«ftM< wit#? 

cpt^4 anarcKUMwPi =RT#fd smifij 

rc|rMI<l'MfHr^Tti, Wto&f# ^M-^^IKRk' T^BERIT 

»FI«lft*sMlf +ld«H'«ircfara ^I^^FJrF, frad+MW 

^'j-^JIrcil^n^T^, 3IMh4*i ^llcllfdid)! TJ/d *tnra>: TTt'Hlfd^nl 

Pi ^ fad:, fdrrJ^^Mfd^N:, * 3T#3 3riN ^ 
d<uiyifawi^q, WWI: T?ft, ^rgfraRU||«f Tjcd ^ ^ 4><|fd, TJ^J: 

ji: fra#, wrraroiRfF^ra #d 

^t>*H ?ira g wi', ^rai^ra#fW^raRrfis::( ^icdfrarar ^ 

^FraT^, 3#5^oiymui^Tt>^V^d draftfi d Tjcfrafwp w\ TTfi, 

R:WM TTJrft tj 'RlaT ot|fc«ll<: II ^9 II 

SRI SUBODHINI: Mother Devaki, up to now, in 
three verses, has described the three Divine Manifesta¬ 
tions, such as the Primordial Divine Form (ADHIIDAIVIK) 
and others of our Lord. In the third verse, she described 
her surrender to our Lord. Now, with a view to empha¬ 
size, that the cause for surrendering to our Lord is due to 
her fear, which is also present in all human beings. 

The factor of 'time' is not possible to be fully 
understood, through the human senses. Time takes the 
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form of a ’serpent' so that a worldly human being can 
understand the ways of time, which, in reality is super¬ 
natural and beyond the realization of the ordinary human 
senses (ALOUKIK AND ATINDRIYAM). Time has cre¬ 
ated Che factor of 'Death'. Time has also provided the 
power of Kundaiini, who is considered as time's Consort, 
which is situated in ‘the body of everyone, and, which 
introduces everyone to the factor of Time. This Power is 
realized by the Yogis, who surrender themselves to this 
Power. Due to the prayer made to this Power of Kundaiini, 
Time, her husband, does not destroy the Yogi quickly. In 
a similar way, the spiritual form of this 'time', is the Holy 
Vedas and those, who observe all actions and perform all 
duties, according to the Holy Vedas, also are not destroyed 
by 'time' quickly. Likewise, 'time' also does not destroy 
quickly those, who observe all their actions according to 
the scriptural rules and regulations. The various celestial 

r 

gods and Divine entities described in the Puranas repre¬ 
senting the 'physical' nature of the factor of 'time', also 
do not destroy quickly those, who worship and adore 
them. In this way, these three types of human beings viz. 
Yogi, the persons wedded to actions (KARMI) and the 
worshippers of celestial gods, as they follow their respec¬ 
tive spiritual disciplines with one pointed attention and 
devotion, are not destroyed quickly by the factor of 
"Time". 

But the ordinary human being, who constitute the 
"food" for "time", put effort to avoid the danger of and 
anxiety caused by time, such as disease etc. They try to 
follow several ways to ward off this danger. But like a rat, 
running away in fear, after being chased by a snake, these 
effort^ of these human beings ultimately become futile. 
"Death" is the face of the factor of "time". The human 
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being, afraid of death and constantly running away from 
this fear of death, like a rat running away from the 
pursuing snake, experiences the trials and tribulations 
caused by Time viz. hunger, thirst, old age, bodily 
suffering, greying hair and also goes through the experi¬ 
ences of the "High and Low" of one's life. There is always 
fear in one's mind, on seeing and experiencing the various 
situations created by 'time', in one's life. There is never 
an end to this fear. Some may say that this 'fear will 
automatically end, after the soul passes through of several 
lives (births and deaths), such as a celestial being, human 
being, trees etc. To prove, that the ending of fear does not 
take place by the mere passing through several births, the 
words "All the worlds" (SARVANLOKAN) have been 
used in this verse- to denote that if the soul runs from one 
world to another, migrate from one form to another, it 
doesn't mean that it can conquer fear. Thus the 'fear' ol 
death cannot be conquered through any of these methods 
and the soul never finds a "resting place" where there is 
no fear and where it can get absolute peace and security. 
Why? Removal of fear can take place only, through the 
complete understanding and mingling of the knowledge of 
the scriptures and one's own spiritual experience. The 
scriptures describe that the Truth of our Divine Lord is the 
place for "fearlessness" and this description in the scrip¬ 
tures, will become a deep and abiding spiritual experi¬ 
ence, which will give a certainty in one's mind- Yes- our 
Divine Lord, indeed, is the only Holy Abode for fearless¬ 
ness and Peace, attaining whom, there is no cause for fear 
or anxiety. 

The three types of spiritual aspirants viz, the Ydgi, 
the man of action and the worshipper - all of these are 
under the control of Time, although Time does not destroy 
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them quickly. But all of them, do not escape the control 
of Time, ultimately and hence, they are not capable of 
conquering this fear, as they are destroyed by Time 
eventually. The power of Kundalini also is not always 
capable of being not destroyed by Time Hence she is also, 
in search for a Protector for herself and, sometimes, she 
is able to make our Divine Lord happy and is able to get 
protection of our Lord, by surrendering to His Lotus Feet. 
"Coming into contact with the Holy Person" 
(SATSANGHA) and the Holy Scripture of Sri Bhagvatam, 
are considered, in the primordial physical way, as the two 
Feet of our Lord. Spiritual Wisdom and Pure Devotion to 
our Lord, are considered as the primordial spiritual Feet 
of our Lord. Indeed, our Lord's feet is considered as the 
primordial Divine Feet, when He is Gracious and happy 
with the devotion expressed by the Devotees. If anyone of 
the above is attained by a Devotee, then, the purpose of 
his life get fulfilled spiritually. To denote this, the word 
"Your Lotus like Feet" is used in this verse. These words 
convey the meaning that, one should attain not only our 
Lord but also, that, keeping our Divine Lord as the 
ultimate spiritual goal, it is necessary to seek the 
companiship of the Holy persons and also devote time to 
study and understand the Holy Scriptures such as Sri 
Bhdgavatam. It is necessary to surrender to Hs Holy Feet 
and attain the Feet of our Lord, along with the attainment 
of our Lord Himself. Both of these are considered as 
important. The spiritual benefit of attaining the Holy Feet 
of our Lord is not related to any "time" factor - i.e. The 
Lord's Holy Feet can be attained only, after, or at a 
'particular' time only. At all times, this surrender and the 
resultant attainment of our Lord's Feet, are independent of 
the control of the factor of "Time" - as this attainment of 
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our Lord's Feet is entirely dependant on the Gracious Will 
of our Lord only. Hence, to denote, about the role and 
importance of our Lord's Will and Desire, the word 
"accidentally" (YDRECHAYA) is used in this verse. The 
word "accident" cannot be used to mean, a prefixed time 
or a particular place. It has got to be really like a "bolt 
from the blew" viz. really an unexpected of unsuspected 
event or occurrence. Hence, attaining the Holy Lotus Feet 
of our Lord, is entirely dependant on the Grace and Will 
of our Lord, and not dependant on the factor of "Time". 
The word used here is "Lotus like Feet" (PADABJAM) - 
denoting that our Lord's Feet is indeed like the Lotus 
flower. In the same manner, our Lord's Holy Feet, 
although seen manifested in this Divine Form, in this 
world, is indeed, supernatural and exhibits a spectacular 
brilliance, indicating it's true Divine and miraculous 
nature. In this manner, the brilliance of our Lord's Holy 
Feet is greater, many fold, than the power of Kundalini, 
the Holy Vedas and all the celestial gods, as all the three 
latter entities, are under the control of time and our Lord's 
Holy Feet, are beyond the control of "Time"-, as it is our 
Lord, who has become the Divine factor ofTime and it's 
controller. 

The Holy Feet of our Lord is beyond the control and 
hegemony of the factor of 'TIME' (KALATTTA). It is the 
controller of Time and hence 'Time' is under it's full 
control. He, who takes refuge in the Lotus Feet of our 
Lord, is never tormented by the 'Time' and through this 
unswearing faith in the efficacy of the Lotus Feet of our 
Lord, the soul remains, without anxiety and fear. With 
this purport, in view the word 'today (now)' (ADHYA) - 
denoting that the soul, accidentally surrendering to the 
Lotus feet of our Lord, 'today and now', immediately 
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attains peace and welfare and is able to sleep properly. He 
does not put, anymore, efforts to avoid death, as death, 
will, by itself, flee away from such a surrendered soul. 
Why? Death, clearly realizing that the two beautiful 
Lotus-like feet of our Lord, are firmly established in the 
heart of such a devotee, now gets convinced, that it 
cannot subjugate or control this soul, nay, it has lost all 
it's power over this devotee. Thinking in this manner, 
death removes itself from controlling this soul, as it finds 
this task of harming the devotee daunting and difficult. 
This is also stated, as per the proof, and evidence of our 
Holy Scriptures. The actual fact of our Lord's Lotus-like 
feet, being the remover of the fear caused by 'Time', will 
get firmly established also, through one's own super¬ 
natural and Divine spiritual experience i.e. in other words, 
the references in the Holy scriptures will be proved, as an 
'actual fact' through one's own Divine experience, when 
the soul gets unalloyed and super-natural love, in his 
heart, for the Lotus feet of our Lord, then this loving soul, 
by itself, begins to enjoy the 'fearlessness' from the factor 
of Time. Our Lord is the controller and Director of the 
factor of 'Time' and it is He, who, gives inspiration to 
'Time' as per His Will and desire, and controls it's 
movements. In this manner, surrendering to the Lotus feet 
of our Lord, the soul, becomes 'anxiety-free' and this is 
evidenced and proved, through ones own Divine experi¬ 
ence, the Holy scriptures and through devoted analysis. 
Hence, there is no doubt at all, in this path of surrender¬ 
ing to the Lotus feet of our Lord, for attaining 'fearless¬ 
ness', which, we encounter, in the other paths such as 
Yoga etc. When a soul, practices spiritual discipline, in a 
guileless manner, without hypocrisy, through this path of 
surrendering to the Lotus feet of our Lord, then through 
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the.Grace of our Lord, the soul gets rid of all fear, for all 
time to come, - this is the implacable spiritual law and 
order, which can never be changed or destroyed. This 
Divine assurance and conviction, about the spiritual ben¬ 
efit accruing to the devotee, is exemplified by Devotees 
like Prahlada and others. 

WT *TT TTTH^Tf II II 

VERSE-28: Meaning: "Oh Lord! Please protect us 
from the dangerous Kamsa, the son of Ugrasena, as we 
are afraid of him. You always remove the fear and anxiety 
from the mind of Your devotees. Kindly do not exhibit, to 
the human eyes, this Divine Four-armed Form, represent¬ 
ing Your Exalted Divine Purushottama status as this 
Divine Form is only meant exclusively for being meditated 
upon by Your Sincere Devotees." 

: ^R 4fKull4lcfl RR RTRRfa ft 

3TRTRR* RR RTRRfd, M'MlPKHlAclwfidl R<^ 

RSI!^ fPTcT: R7R RR^, RfRRI RTRT R7R: SJcRI 

HR3<WI^ ijlH4imRlR4)4llcl, 3Tcft T8JT tn«MfRT( SRPff RT RTR 

RR^cf R^ cTrT: RRTWHfRR: RSKfHig RR^J:, RR«ffRR 

^r r feMimlRfnfd rrJrIr, RRi^Wn^R R fwfiRfa 

R»TRlR d4l^fct>+ ^fT RTfTRf £r 

RfoTRigRRa r tri^ RRfa r r^&rrI rrir^rri*^ 

XRRR^rTRRftFRT^ RTRFR RRRRIRTR RRfiRfRRT*fRT, 5RlRt" 

RRRt RT -g^RRR FnftRRT«lR5RR?lt gdlrt) M % R tR d I £4 R SKI fa 

RT«4:, RfRRhfR^fR RTRlfRR HK^fcrRI¥l|;l^m!«fRT? U>nf<fR, 

Rl«f#RRfRlRRlR«Rt«t Rf rRfRfa, R gRfrfRif TJR <R, Rftt fR^ 

RRIRflF:, RjT RRRlR fRRlf^SRRRTS^R^RRRRTTfRrgrF, 

RTR^RR *R|*R: RTR R«r1 R^I? RkfRRf R RR^R, slWlfaffl, 
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gjf*proirH 111% «n^‘ ^ 
q*fam3 *reroi4ifWT imi fafafa t^tt sr«fa ^f?r ^ ttwif 
VjctlRHItigNflfri, TJWTHIHWKHi ”felRT *PT fcMHrl cT*IT, 3ltfK?l 

tR "^slT 7P*I: gfaeSIT i^of Viqdl *ffi?g:<slf'ieKtacc||}e|, 

^T«iR*R[skpft- wMhrr wft ^ ^B?Nr toi ^rrwnu 

«h^o<4 $cqie WT «J<f^fci, ^cfci'H WI ^ gw In fa, Tad 

WWJVII VcGqi TIT $»tft*5l:f <# ^FTifq 

FIlf^IT?T^qTF HJHfauJTjfHfa, «Z|H^o| fferoCRT w -qpr, 

HTR TTcf 3?^M ^ 1 ?fF:, 3TcT: ^ UT 

f>vtgl ^^*1 ilfiri, 373 ^-cy^q ^ <*<£)<*><) fa, 

37RJ<Tfe3f^3T£tento, HI^TtJVIlfMcilHH %3T m’U*fcl 

Wlfa TT^hr 1 <J f^rfFrf ftfh£ 31 fgWRTtrgtF, 

«ie»>K«<jTn^g^tii^: || II 

SRI SUBODHINI: Mother Devaki, having explained 
the reason for surrendering to the Lotus feet of our Lord, 
does the three 'prayers' to our Lord. In this analysis, there 
are three possibilities. Firstly our Lord can, for the 
present, hide Himself and manifest Himself at another 
place, through His Divine Will, and kill Kamsa. If the 
Lord was to adopt this way, then, there was a possibility 
of Kamsa killing Shri Vasudeva and mother Devaki, after 
coming to know about the manifestation of our Lord. He 
will suspect that Shri Vasudeva and Devaki had the 
knowledge about the birth of the eighth son, and that they 
have sent away this child, for safety, to another place. 
"Hence oh Lord! suspecting that we have the knowledge 
of Your birth, Kamsa will not leave us at peace and will 
definitely kill us. Hence, we have to pray and request You, 
only, as our savior, to protect us." The second possibility 
is this. "If You Oh Lord! undertake to kill Kamsa, now 
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itself, and then leave this place, the friends of Kamsa, 
like JarSsandha and others will hunt and kill us both later. 
Hence Oh Lord! Please do not become visible in the 
supernatural form, to the ordinary human eyes." The 
third possibility is this. 'Oh Lord! After killing Kamsa, 
now, if You continue to remain and retain this Four-armed 
Divine Form, being visible to all and sundry, then these 
same people, due to the ignorance in them, about Your 
Divinity, will begin to hate You due to jealousy and envy 
- as ordinary people cannot and do not accept anyone else 
having a supernatural form or any other way of getting 
importance and prosperity. Moreover Oh Lord! If You 
were to remain, in this Four-armed Divine Form, here, 
then You will cause (as it is your Divine nature) the 
liberation of our souls and though this, we will be 
deprived of the sweet experience and Relish (RASA) of 
unalloyed beauty and comfort of treating You, Oh Lord! as 
our son". Hence, mother Devaki's prayer to our Lord, to 
withdraw this Four-armed Divine Form, is indeed appro¬ 
priate, and, with a view to avoid and avert all the above 
three possibilities, it was better that Kamsa, remains, 
ignorant about the Lord's birth. 

It is also possible, that mother Devaki has now prayed 
to our Lord for a different reason. "Oh Lord! If You were 
to kill Kamsa, now, there will have to be a fight between 
both of you, and I will not be able to retain my life on 
seeing the vile Kamsa, who had caused the death of Your 
elder brothers, fighting with You. Hence oh Lord! We 
need to be protected'. 

Moreover, the prayer to our Lord for His withdrawal 
of this Supernatural Divine Form and for transforming 
Himself into an ordinary human child, is necessary, 
because there are the three possibilities, which have been 
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already detailed and, which are dangerous even to contem¬ 
plate. Hence "Oh Lord kindly withdraw this Divine 
Form". 

Is it possible that Kamsa may not kill them, as Devaki 
is his sister and Vasudeva, being his sister's husband? Not 
at all. The word used here to describe the vile nature of 
Kamsa is 'cruel' (GHORAT) - that Kamsa is a cruel man, 
and being a sinner, will never give any value to relation¬ 
ships and will do anything to save himself. 

The word "Oh Lord of such glorious nature" (SAHA 
TWAM) - denotes the Omnipotence of our Divine Lord, 
who confers all types of benefits, asked and prayed for, by 
His Devotees. Our Lord is the repository of all the Divine 
qualities, such as His love, as a loving parent, for His 
devotees, who have surrendered themselves to Him. 
Through the use of the word 'cruel' (Ghora) Kamsa is 
described as a killer, devoid of compassion and being 
dangerous. By calling Kamsa, as the son of Ugrasena, 
Kamsa's potency and power are indicated - that he cannot 
be killed by anyone else or through any other power - like 
through poisoning etc. The word used here 'powerful' 
(UGRA) is compared to a 'poison', and the body, from 
which Kamsa is born viz. Ugrasena, is compared to the 
'army which is fully poisonous' and hence Kamsa cannot 
be destroyed by his own poison - as he himself represents 
the most dangerous poison of 'Halahal'. 

Through the use of the word 'we are afraid' 
(TRASTAN) - mother Devaki is describing their state of 
fear and anxiety. "Oh Lord! We are extremely anxious, 
and this fear has been caused by the dangerous Kamsa, 
who has killed our 6 sons earlier. Please protect us from 
this cruel Kamsa". 
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A doubt may arise, that, nothing untoward or danger¬ 
ous will happen, if Kamsa was killed by our Lord now 
itself, then, what was the necessity for mother Devaki to 
pray for our Lord's protection? In answering this doubt, 
mother Devaki says "Oh Lord! You would, indeed, remove 
all our various kinds of difficulties and protect us fully, as 
we are your devotees in eternal service". The word 'there 
is' (ASI) is used, to denote the Gracious will and Desire 
of our Lord. "Oh Lord, You have declared in the Gita 'For 
the protection of the good and for the destruction of the 
bad' - in this manner, You have decided, always, to 
protect Your Devotees and remove their sorrow and 
suffering - as this is Your Divine Nature'. Like the 
'fragrance' is the essential quality of mother earth, our 
Lord has always exhibited the Divine quality of removing 
the suffering of His Devotees. "Oh Lord! Our protection 
now is in Your hands, and this can be achieved by Your 
deciding not to kill Kamsa, now, and also travel to a 
different place. It is also necessary to change your Divine 
Form into an ordinary human form". This is denoted by 
the word used here viz. 'This Form' (ROOPANCHEDAM). 
Mother Devaki says "oh Lord! it is not appropriate now, 
to remain in this Four-armed Divine Form. Please do not 
become visible to the ordinary eyes of flesh, of worldly 
human beings". Clearing away the doubt that none will be 
able to get liberation from the cycle of births and deaths, 
without having the vision of this Divine Form, mother 
Devaki says, that this Divine form is most the appropriate 
for the purpose of meditation by spiritual aspirants and 
Devotees - hence the rightful place for this Divine Form 
is in the meditation (DHYANA) of the aspirants. Only in 
meditation, this"T)ivine Form is revealed and not outside. 
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Through this meditation of our Divine Lord, the spiritual 

Devotee will also attain liberation from the cycle of births 

and deaths. "Oh Lord! please be not visible to the 

ordinary eyes of these worldly human beings". By telling 

this, it is also proved, that this Divine Form is not visible 

to the ordinary senses of human beings. But due to the 

Grace and Will of our Lord, this Divine Form becomes 

visible to the Devotees. The demons, who are eaters of all 
types of flesh, can and will always see only flesh' in the 

Divine Form or, for that matter, in any other form, as thy 

do not differentiate between, what is the right action and 
what is not the right action. 

VERSE-29 Meaning: 'Oh Lord! You are the de¬ 

stroyer of the demon Madhu. Let not the sinner Kamsa 
come to know about Your Holy birth through me. I am 

afraid of Kamsa, for Your sake. My intellect has become 

fearful and anxious. I am unable to shed my fear and 

become courageous'. 

?f(T dFT 'Jl'HWM *RT 7T "RT 

dMPHWWfl 1 ^ *Mlld£ 

, ■=? f? WTFF^ ^ 

WTO fdtBdlPa cRI RHH<H yFrl^ldr^ftl 

Sfifcpi tfHIMTd TJjftfan: II ^ II 
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SRI SUBODHINI: The words 'the form and' denotes 
that mother Devaki has requested for both - viz. for our 
Lord's protection from the cruel Kamsa and also our 
Lord's transforming Himself into an ordinary human 
form. Mother Devaki desires and prays to our Lord, that 
Kamsa should not become aware of His Holy birth. She 
also desires, that the Lord should not kill Kamsa now and, 
after transforming Himself into another form, our Lord 
also may travel to another place, i.e. from the sight of the 
cruel Kamsa. She was also afraid for hers' and Vasudeva's 
lives,if the Lord was to remain there, in that Divine Form. 
Moreover, ordinary people will become jealous and hate¬ 
ful, after seeing this Divine Form of our Lord, as a son 
bom to Devaki and Vasudeva. Moreover if the Lord kills 
Kamsa, now, after going to Kamsa's place, then both 
mother Devaki and Vasudeva may be tormented by the 
friends and associates of Kamsa. If Kamsa comes to know 
about the birth of the eighth child, even then, he will 
come to give a battle to our Lord and we may perish, 
seeing Kamsa, fighting the Lord, as our memory of 
Kamsa killing our 6 children earlier, is fresh. In this way 
also, it is better that Kamsa does not come to know of our 
Lord's birth. "Kamsa is a vile sinner; a violeni killer; 
please do not ever think or surmise that we do not really 
know Your Divine Omnipotence. We are aware, that You 
are the destroyer of the demon Madhu and it is very easy 
for You to destroy Kamsa. Even then, we pray that, for 
now, let not Kamsa come to know of Your Holy birth'. 

VERSE-30 Meaning: " Oh Lord! you are the soul of 
this entire universe. Please withdraw this supernatural 
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Form of exquisite brilliance, carrying and holding the 

conch, the Mace, the Discus and the Lotus flower." 

cite *i qdd1«^w?r, tesrTwMr ?w ^wrt ^ 
WI«f ttffRf, 7T fF Trafaqcf ^T, 

3T^ $(d4^d ‘^cT^ tfmfd, 3iq<ilO teWFrteteflteqicq- 

hi .^H^ectafnla, ^cfAqicflteqifHfa 3lte ^ 

elite q^HM cTcf q^Tq^flteqteSTOTF 

*i^th ft>hdl4w^l^i^jH*iW®qiPi, SIciltetel 

afttiTTOFctsqi *J3TFTT *tcJFT sil'Kfetfsi pf WI#?', ^Tem^cRf, 

3n^KT^HI«J<rdRTti ct^q^ifsq, aifqOTFttfq TUfte qjcf: WFpfol:, 

^Jfq «T^3f ^7 UfW jn$d'A«l cT«#T TFUtTR^IPf tfd 

nii^inPH ^ ii =bei-fl^1 Phfci«i«^TII l^o 11 

SRI SUBODHINI: "Oh Lord! I am very worried for 

Your sake, because of the vile nature of the cruel Kamsa. 

I am trembling with fear. I know, I should have full trust 

and faith in You - but faith is always associated with 

courage - and I lack courage now. My intellect has lost all 

courage." Although there should not be any difficulty or 

problem caused, especially when our Divine Lord, who is 

full of the Divine Bliss and Joy has now manifested 

Himself, through the use of the words 'knowledge of your 

birth' mother Devaki expresses her fear for the Lord. She 

says, that if Kamsa comes to know about the Divine birth 

of our Lord, and also, becomes aware that He has been 

taken somewhere else, then, he will force us to reveal 

Your place, so that he can get hold of You, and in this 

process, he will imprison us, and as we had, earlier, 

promised him, that, we will hand over the children, no 

sooner, they are born". Hence Oh Lord, it is very 
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important that Kamsa does not come to know about Your 
Holy birth at all; as he will punish for this failure to keep 
our promise". 

"Oh Lord! If You would transform Yourself into 
another form, then we can lead You to another place. To 
take You, in this Most Supernatural Form will be, verily, 
impossible". Here, mother Devaki prays to our Lord, to 
withdraw this Divine form with Four arms - as this Divine 
form is knowable only through the understanding of the 
inner meaning of the Holy Vedas and is, now, inappropri¬ 
ate to be retained, as it is supernatural and none will 
understand or appreciate this Divine Form in this world. 
Hence, 'Oh Lord, please hide this Divine Form'. The 
word 'soul of this universe' (VISWATMAN) used, in this 
verse, denotes the Omnipotence of our Lord, i.e. His 
Power to manifest or withdraw in any Form Divine form, 
which He wills to take or transform Himself into. This 
explains the eternal spiritual truth of our Divine Lord, 
who is the soul of this entire universe, manifesting 
Himself and withdrawing as/from various forms, nay, as 
all forms and names. Mother Devaki says to our Lord, 
that He may only change His manifested Form - but not 
withdraw His supernatural status and power from the 
changed Form i.e. let His incarnation continue for the 
benefit and welfare of this world. But everything in our 
Lord's Divine Form is Supernatural. Will it mean, then, 
that the Lord has to withdraw, almost, all of His manifes¬ 
tation? Mother Devaki says, that the Lord may withdraw 
whatever is seen as apparently Supernatural from this 
Form, and only show and exhibit those of His Divine 
features, which are acceptable as "ordinary" by this world. 
She refers, specially, to the Supernatural Divine parts of 
this manifested Form viz. the Conch, the Discus, the 
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Mace and the Lotus flower, which being Supernatural, 
need to be withdrawn. 

"Oh Lord! Please hide these weapons. Please also 
hide the Supernatural Brilliance, which is so attractive, 
from Your body. Please also withdraw the four arms. 
Kindly Oh Lord! Please keep only two arms." The purport 
of all this is that mother Devaki requests and prays to our 
Lord to hide, whatever were the Supernatural parts or 
features in His Divine body. Although our Lord's Divine 
body is entirely Supernatural, for the purpose of the 
people of this world to see. He should keep, in His 
transformed and changed body, only the ordinary human 
features. The celestial gods are able to understand and 
worship our Lord, with four-arms, as they themselves 
have four laces, three eyes and several hands. But for an 
ordinary human being, on this earth, this Divine Form of 
four arms is inappropriate - so prays mother Devaki. 

tor Phvm^ werenvi tjs*: xrft n 
fsrafft ^cilch'w fasmn 113311 

VERSE-31 Meaning: 'Oh Lord! After the comple¬ 
tion of the period of Dissolution (PRALAYA), during the 
period of Creation, You wear this entire universe in Your 
universal body. You are the Supreme Person, the Supreme 
Purushottama. It is so wonderful to know that You, who 
is the universal Truth and universal body, has, indeed, 
manifested Himself from my stomach. This is Your 
Divine 'Acting' in this world and is entirely due to Your 
Divine Grace and Will'. 

^TT 3JT*ffacSIT ^ fagfafr, 

wvbti flrofaRi, fsrcifa 
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fHVH^ ilWIcjchIVI ^<pvFldl'FTcH+ *JcR fsnrffr, Tic# 

Pbmw fa-qfcd*ii fafdflr«tfi, 
T«ra f% y^l'JirMrmi!l^<WI6 TJSTO: XR ff^T, TJSqt oqf|: HT: 

TRfg: ^rarfsffcT TP=Rr=r«f, ^ 

TJ^f f^xnfift^JrT, xrafa fsft'g'UcfcPlfrRPl 

’mcft cT*TTfq WadlrMISPf ’jMlehfq 

fcts^i *iefc;Ri, 3T^t ??*nsj4, ■jn'lchHi 

M^<d<3'tKul(Hfd^Hl»4H, M^HW|r9H^+<l(d XT*1T tj^I fagM <T«tTfa 

«5Ji«sfqye^ H<M^CTcITSl4<?'^ii?is;=wi5 MgRRi, OTpRuf 

Mgfcfa, 3T^FRTJT HcmAci, 3#t ^MMIc^db: 

II W M 

SRI SUBODHINI: Mother Devaki explains, in this 
verse, the true Divine nature of our Lord. Through the use 
of the words, which mean 'keeping this entire universe in 
His stomach and then coming to be born from my 
stomach' - mother Devaki denotes the unique Divine 
nature of our Lord - that, He was so generous to stay in 
the stomach of mother Devaki, although, it is He, who 
keeps the entire universe in His stomach! Of course, 
mother Devaki emphasizes, that there is no contradiction 
at all in this analysis. It only shows our Divine Lord's love 
for His devotees. In fact mother Devaki says, that the 
Lord's stay in her stomach was not a 'show' only to this 
ordinary world, as our Lord, during the period of crea¬ 
tion, manifests, in Himself and from Himself, the fourteen 
worlds, without reducing His universal body in any way. 
Thus the spiritual Truth of our Divine Lord's true Divine 
nature is explained - that there is no 'reduction' or 
'expansion' of His Divine Universal Form. Everything 
happens within! His universal form. 
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The word used, in this verse, 'Ending of the Night' 
(NISANTHA) denotes the ending of the night caused by 
the dissolution of this universe (PRALAYA). 

After the ending of the long nights caused by the 
dissolution of this universe, the coming time for creation 
gets indicated. During the period of dissolution, this entire 
universe abides, in a subtle manner, in the Supreme 
Brahman. Thus, there is no gross form at all, when 
dissolution has taken place. When the Lord decides to do 
the creation again, our Lord, without having any difficulty 
to expand Himself, as the created universe, manifests 
Himself as the universe. But the emphasis is made here of 
the important point that, during the dissolution period, our 
Lord had never reduced Himself from being the universal 
form. What is the proof for this? The words, used here, 
'the Supreme Purusha, the Supreme Purushottama’ denote 
this understanding. Mother Devaki says "Oh Lord! You 
are the Divine Person, and the Truth beyond and behind 
everything (PARA). You are the individual tree in a forest, 
as a single entity and You are also the entire forest at the 
same place, in Your "united" spiritual manifestation. 
Hence, You are the One in the Many and the Matty in One. 
The example of this tree and the forest, Oh Lord! denote 
the way of Your Divine creation." In fact, there is no need 
for any other explanation or proof than this example of 
'tree' and 'forest' to appreciate the Divine nature of 
creation of the universe done by our Lord, from Himself 
and as Himself. 

Mother Devaki also indicates here, the 'affirmation' 
made by our Lord, through the word used 'Yourself 
(Bhavdn). She says "Oh Lord, Your Divine Form is not 
hidden from Your Divine Self. You are well aware, always, 
of Your exalted and glorious Divine nature." By indicating 
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the 'affirmation' of our Lord, mother Devaki wanted to 
show, in a humble manner, that she was very well aware 
about the glory of the Divine Truth of our Lord, and she 
wanted to make our Lord also know about her spiritual 
knowledge. I.e. She knew as to Who really has come to 
manifest as her son! She knew it was our Divine Lord 
Himself, who has come to be her son! "Oh Lord, 
although You are the basis for this entire universe, it is 
indeed, wonderful, that You have come to manifest Your¬ 
self, from my stomach". Mother Devaki calls this 'won¬ 
derful' and expressing surprise' at this manifestation of 
our Lord from her stomach -although it is not all 
'wonderful' or 'surprising' for our Lord to do so, as He 
is present in everyone and is everything - nay - as He 
Himself has become all the forms and names in this 
universe. But with a view to mitigate her 'surprise' and 
'wonder' she says "Oh Lord! this manifestation is one of 
Your great and glorious way of following the human way." 
The 'surprise and wonder' is denoted by the use of the 
word 'AHO' (OH!). The Lord has now decided to follow 
the 'human' way and nature. Like a great person follows 
the humble and simple ways of an ordinary person - for 
purposes of 'acting' and to look 'genuine' for the proper 
occasion. But with a view to re-emphasize that the 
universal Divine Body of our Lord, is indeed very subtle, 
the word 'Great and Glorious' (MAHAD) is used. Hence, 
this 'following the human nature' also is a glorious act of 
our Lord, and is not an ordinary action. This is 'following 
the human way', not in an ordinary human way, and this 
'following the human way' is indeed Supernatural. By 
stating like this, mother Devaki has, indeed, exhibited her 
utter lack of pride, in having the Lord Himself being born 
as her child. She says "Oh Lord! What is there in my 
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capacity to have You, the Divine Lord, being born as my 
son, from my stomach. How can I ever hope to hold You 
in my Stomach? It is all due to Your Divine Grace and 
enactment of Your Divine Leela and play that You have 
willed to manifest as my son. Everything is Your play and 
Leela only". 

In this manner, after the completion of the 'praise' of 
our Lord, by both Mother Devaki and Shri Vasudeva, our 
Lord, with a view to explain as to why He had chosen to 
be born as their son, and also as to why He had 
manifested Himself, in this Four-armed Divine Form, now 
explains to them, about their previous births, and other 
relevant details in the next 14 verses. The 'secret' of these 
14 verses, through which our Lord speaks to His parents 
is the fact that our Lord, who is manifested, as the son 
of Devaki, is indeed the eternal Truth of Para Brahman. 
The 14 types of spiritual knowledge bear testimony to this 
feet of our Lord’s Divinity viz. (1) Rig Veda (2) Yagur 
Veda (3) Santa Veda (4) Atharvana Veda (5) Siksha (6) 
Kalpa (7) Vyakaran (8) Niruktha (9) Chandas (10) Jyotisham 
(11) Smriti (12) Puranas (13) MimSmsa and (14) Tarka - 
Thus the 4 Vedas, 6 Vedangas and the 4 Scriptures- from 
the 14 types of spiritual knowledge. 

dl^^l ^ tej : TJcffrTRPW 

TrfcT II 

TO II ^ II 

VERSE-32 Meaning: "Our Lord said Oh Holy 
Mother, during the time of Swayambhu Manu, You were 
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born as Prasni and Shri Vasudeva was known as the 
Prajapati with the same of Sutapa. You were both, without 
the blemish of desire and anger". 

Uchld ^:l 

cblH^n)qg' micricn ckuiJumi TTfT || \ || 

"finjtif iiMctrnrti c^fc*>chl<^ TTfTrf II ^ II 

*KM'<¥h*l4 «T aWlil TT?7f II 3 | II 

KARIKA AND COMMENTARY: Through the First 
Verse, the previous life of both Shri Vasudeva and mother 
Devaki has been referred to. In the second verse, their life 
of penance has been described. In the third verse, the 
nature and the method of their penance have been speci¬ 
fied. In the fourth verse, their worship to our Lord, as 
being lovingly devoted to Lord Shri Hari has been 
described. The fifth verse specifies the length of time of 
their arduous penance. In the sixth verse, our Lord's 
satisfaction with their penance is indicated. In the seventh 
verse, our Lord's manifestation is described, with a view 
to bless them with His Gracious boons, along with their 
prayer done to the Lord, for conferring the requested 
boon. The eighth verse describes the spiritual defects in 
them (i.e. they never sought the Lord for the liberation of 
their souls). The ninth verse describes their attachment 
and experience of worldly pleasures. The tenth, eleventh 
and the twelfth verses describe our Lord manifesting 
Himself, as their child, on three occasions. Our Lord's 
truthful words are more valuable and significant than the 
words spoken by people, whose aims and goals are either 
materialistic and or based on the scriptures. Our Lord 
fulfills His words, by taking birth on three occasions. 
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[Tippani: The promise made within this world, is ob¬ 
served and fulfilled in this life itself. The Vedic truths get 
fulfilled during several future lives also. But the truthful 
words of our Lord are fulfilled during all our lives, which 
the soul takes, till the soul attains liberation.] The 'worldly' 
truth expresses one quality; the Vedic truth expresses two 
qualities. The Divine Truth of our Lord expresses three 
qualities and is more powerful than the worldly and Vedic 
truths. In the thirteenth verse, our Lord gives the reason 
for manifesting His Divine form to them - to enable them 
to remember their previous lives. In the final fourteenth 
verse, our Lord has explained the glorious path of Divine 

Love for our Lord - as the sure path to attain Him. 

91: ■2TT, cTFTT 

item ^fWT tfo TO life, m ^ 

II 39 II 

SRI SUBODHINI: When, our Lord had created this 
universe, at the first instance, mother Devaki was born as 
Prasni. Our Divine Lord addresses first to mother Devaki 
and speaks to her, as mother Devaki, had abundant love 
and devotion to our Lord, due to her humble nature. That 
was the time of Swayambhu Manu. Our Lord, using the 
word of 'Holy and Chaste’ (SATI) has indicated mother 
Devaki's holy and sacred nature and character - being the 
cause of our Lord's Grace and Compassion. The Lord 
also showed more Love to her, due to her sacred chaste 
and Divine nature. Shri Vasudeva, was, then known as 
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Sutapa, being one of the PrajSpati, being the son of Lord 
Brahma. He was, like the Kardama PrajSpati (father of 
Kapila, one of the incarnations of our Lord), bereft of the 
blemish of desire, anger, attachment to wealth etc. 

HtT: II 

?ta'l$ WT fW: 11 33 II 

VERSE-33 Meaning: 'When Lord < Brahma, gave 
you, both, instructions to further the cause of creation viz. 
to expand by producing children, immediately you both, 
controlling all your senses, began to undertake a glorious 
penance.' 

: Hdl^fl fWtfl cTT^fl W11! 3U*IIHIS 

, VI^TlfPT UlUllRijl 1WTWH«<kA«1 

^qSpKHRq4A’i qi<qiftPi<l^ fqfeci ?Rft ^RlTWHIcI 

II ^^11 

SRI SUBODHINI: Mother Devaki, during her ear¬ 
lier birth as Prasni, was very noble and chaste and Shri 
Vasudeva, known earlier as Sutapa, was bereft of both 
desire and anger. Thus both of them, were ideal parents 
to give birth to noble children, so that the furthering and 
expansion of this created universe can be achieved. When 
Lord Brahma instructed them tQ assist Him, by getting 
children for progressing the Muse'of creation, Prasni and 
Sutapa, immediately, went to 2k sacred place and control¬ 
ling their senses, began to do an arduous penance, without 
having any physical relations. They Controlled all their 
senses, gave up all types of food, and their bodies were 
subjected to such a glorious penance with a view to please 
our Lord, as their minds were centered on our Lord. This 
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penance, as it was done with a motive to please our Lord 
is termed as 'Glorious' (R\RAM). 

VERSE-34 Meaning: "You both, patiently bore the 
brunt of the seasons viz. the rains, wind, the heat of five 
fires, cold and other rigours of time. Through the control 
of your vital breath, you, had also removed the defects and 
blemish in your minds." 

: ?iro error wnrogT vtfan&fd, 

ron fw^r, aiRPrart MsiPny+iH 
ffrrotiR 4cMWlPw, *nf: 

TPiromr, ^mudtoifri fwfafci wr, wnrfr ^ <%*rort: 
11 ii 

SRI SUBODHINI: Through the use of the words 
'Rain and Wind' (VARSHAVATA) the penance done by 
this couple, during heavy rains and winds, putting up with 
die rigours caused by inclement weather, perching them¬ 
selves on the branches of a tree etc. have been reffered to. 
The penance done through 'Five fires’ is also referred to. 
This penance consists of being surrounded, on all the four 
sides, with lit fires, and doing penance by looking at the 
sun or putting up with the heat from these five sources 
(i.e. 4 sides + the sun). By staying in water, they were 
able to put up with cold and wetness. All other types of 
difficulties caused by the inclement weather, were also 
patiently borne by this couple. In this manner, every type 
of inconvenience caused by the change of seasons, was put 
up with an equal vision, by this couple. They never took 
any initiative to escape from the rigours of time and 
seasonal changes. They stayed put, doing their penance, 
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under all circumstances. In fact both of them, underwent 
the same penance and it was not that, one did the penance 
and the other attended to her/his service. 

VERSE-35 Meaning: "You were surviving on eating, 
sometimes, the leaves of the tree and, at other times, 
consuming air only. With a peaceful mind, you were doing 
the penance of My Adoration and Worship. You desired to 
attain from Me, the boon of having a son and other 
objects." 

: ni<j*NWqoAqiHi$ jrfluiffrl, R*>qcq>i<rKiH*n 

^ cH; ^crfon$d 

oh^ii ^Rqqf fq<ta 4-o^ci, rliuiIR 

^FJtnfTTt 'ttMlUVIlRd: 

T33 farf «iarfh, W 

RiqmgjtrFT:, TTrTt , chilli*^ ««w4 

«plcRft || ^ || 

SRI SUBODHINI: This verse describes the nature of 
their penance with a view to adore and worship our Lord. 
One should do adoring and worshipful service (SEWA) to 
our Lord, only after attaining the purity of mind, which 
is obtained through sincere penance done for some time. 
In fact worship and Sewa of our Lord should be done only, 
after attaining the purity of our mind. The Lord says here, 
that this couple Sutapa and Prasni, understanding the 
necessity for attaining the purity of Mind, did penance for 
some time, in the first instance and then began to do 
service and worship of our Lord. As worship along with 
penance were not possible, by remaining without food at 
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all times, and by remaining contemplative at all times, the 
Lord says that this couple ate the leaves of trees and also 
filled up their stomach with air. In this way, their minds 
attained a state of ineffable peace - i.e. their mind now 
exhibited the peace conferred by the Divine quality of 
harmony, as the other divine qualities of dynamic action 
(RAJAS) and inertia/ignorance (TAMAS) were completely 
eradicated from their minds. Thus, the harmony in mind 
is the harbinger of true peace. In this way, the Lord 
indicated the nature of their penance and told them 'You 
worshipped and adorned Me, who is Sri Hari and dispeller 
of the sorrow of My Devotees, with a desirous mind for 
getting a son and other desired objects.' 

TTg grf II 

VERSE-36 Meaning: "Oh Auspicious Mother, You 
both d\d this very difficult penance for a very long time 
consisting of 12000 years of the celestial gods. I am aware 
of this fact, as 1 am seated in your souls." 

i Titrat awspra ait>tai<HfH 

II h ii 

SRI SUBODHINI: The word 'auspicious' is used for 
both of them - as our Lord considered both of them to be 
auspicious and He referred to their Divine luck of having 
His vision. When their penance began to increase, in it's 
intensity, the difficulties also got increased but with this, 
their capacity to bear the brunt of these difficulties also 
got increased. 12000 years of the celestial gods, are 
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considered as the total time taken for the completion of 
the four M&ha YugSs (Aeons) of Satyayug, TretSyug, 
Dwapara yug and Kaliyug. Even when they passed through 
the Kali yuga, they did not encounter any difficulty, due 
to the Grace of our Lord. How did they live for such a 
long time? It was due to the Grace of our Lord who says 
to them 'It was Me who was residing in Your souls for 
such a long time'. [Tippani: Shri MahSprabhu 
Vallabhacharyaji emphasizes here, that when both the 
husband and wife, engaged themselves, in the due per¬ 
formance of their respective duties, then only each one of 
them gets entitled to their Divine Blessings. Here the Lord 
used 'Auspicious One' (BHADRE) does not refer to only 
piother Devaki's Divine luck or blessings but it refers to 
the Divine blessings of both of them.] 

-m II 

wm fro Xf snfatT: II 3VS II 

VERSE-37 Meaning: "Oh Sinless Mother! At that 
time, I became so happy, with this same Supernatural and 
Divine Form of Mine, with you both - due to Your 
Contemplating and loving Me in Your mind and hearts, 
through intense penance, sincerity and daily Devotional 
service rendered to Me.' 

RftaFJjg: 1 TTRF FPIRI:, 

3IM»I<W Wmfe, 3RTO! cR): 1 

■pit®r ^ T^rrfq ^ nR^dlRi tnftw 
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SRI SUBODHINI: The Lord said 'I became so very 
happy with you, both'. The word 'Myself or Me' (AHAM) 
used by our Lord, denotes, that '] am the same now as 1 
was before when I gave You both My Vision. This Form 
of Mine is not part nor it was a part when I gave You My 
Vision earlier. Even this Divine body, now being seen by 
You is the same body which You both saw earlier'. The 
word 'Body' (VAPU) signifies that everything is the same 
as before - including the body. By using this word, our 
Lord is also indicating the fact that He had manifested 
Himself as their son - as this filial affection as a 'son to 
the parent' increases the joy and happiness in this 
relationship. Moreover if the Lord had not established the 
factor of 'regarding Him as their son' in their hearts, both 
mother Devaki and Shri Vasudeva would not have got this 
highest love for our Lord. Our Lord addresses mother 
Devaki as 'Oh Sinless Mother' (ANAGHE) - to indicate 
that none will ever get, even a trace of lust, to our Lord's 
most beautiful Divine Form, which is more beautiful, than 
crores of cupids put together and exhibited, such exquisite 
ethereal Brilliance of remarkable attraction!; Mother Devaki 
was Divinely chaste and hence there was no trace of any 
sin or blemish in her. The Lord indicated, that He had the 
same Form of a 'boy' at the earlier time, when He had 
manifested to them, as He is now. Although there is no 
possibility of any trace of lust arising, after seeing this 
Divine 'boy' - as our Lord was so very beautiful and 
attractive, that there was a distinct possibility of lust 
arising in minds of other ladies (i.e. other then mother 
Devaki), as the external Form is usually very powerful to 
infatuate the people. 

Our Lord's happiness was caused by three factors viz. 
penance, sincerity and daily devotional acts of service. 
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II 

fipmf TfT Tilsit *f ^tf: il 34 n 
VERSE-38 Meaning: "With a view to Bless You 

both, with the desired boons, I, the king among the Givers 
of desired boons, manifested Myself. On My prompting 
you to 'ask the boons you desire', you, both, wanted a 
son like Me." 

3F$ TOW:, ft ^ TPTOftl, fal TTUT yyiq, Tt 

3 ^ ¥^prR^ftr=F "¥ 3Tcf 

¥g+Md4Wvli ftfffctft, (tpan wWW aro 
___ \ r> - \ 
ang, ^Tcn HmSProiU: <wdHM«HTOfHKl cT^RM 

farurtf arr fctjvft, arafa *ri bimkui 
^ THwptft (?n^T: ^ ^nftft tjdoi-rllf^lreng 

?ft, ?rf ^T«n. ^T:, ’jniftcajqf^ II $6 II 

SRI SUBODHINI: As our Lord will not be happy, 
with those souls, whose mind is always centered on 
several outside worldly affairs (i.e. at no time they turn 
their mind back to our Lord), the Lord has used the words 
'contemplating in the heart' (HRIDI BHAVITAHA) to 
emphasize that both, Shri Vasudeva and mother Devaki, 
were following the path of internal meditation and contem¬ 
plation on our Lord, who is seated in the heart of 
everyone. 'You both did mental worship of Me, who is 
seated in your hearts, and in Your hearts You both 
contemplated always, on My Divine Form and hence I am 
very happy. ’ 
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Our Lord now says, that He manifested Himself at 
that time, with a view to Bless them and confer their 
desired boons. The Lord now tells them to ask whatever 
they have in their mind, as the results and benefits of His 
manifestation are conferred immediately. Lord Brahma 
and other celestial gods also confer boons. Hence they are 
called as 'Giver of boons' (Varada). These Gods confer 
boons only as per the spiritual practice done by the 
aspirants. "I am the king among these celestial gods like 
Lord Brahma, who give boons to the devotees, as I always 
give much more than, what is asked for or desired. 1 also 
give Supernatural and heavenly benefits. Hence, when You 
both asked Me for a son like Me, then I, Myself, came 
to be born, for both of you, as your son on three different 
occasions. Hence I am, 'the king among the Giver of 
boons" (VARADARAJA). The Lord now gives the reason 
for His manifestation. "I have manifested Myself, with a 
view to confer, on You both, the boons as per Your 
desire". The Lord was very happy at their penance, done 
over a period of four Yugas. He refers to them with great 
love, as they were purified and made sacred, due to the 
penance done for a long period. The Lord considered, that 
their penance was so glorious that, nothing He can now 
give, will equal and match their efforts in value and 
importance. He considered their penance as of a higher 
realm and order, than the ordinary penance done by 
people, as they had contemplated and worshipped fully, 
with their entire capacity and concentration, on the Divine 
Form of our Lord, for such a long time. Hence, they both, 
deserved much more. Hence our Lord, who decided that 
they deserved to be blessed with much more, now is called 
as 'the king among the Giver of boons' (VARADARAT) 
"I had told them to ask for their boon. They also thinking 
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Me, as one who has come to confer a boon, asked for the 
birth of a son like Me (after seeing My Divine Form as 
a beautiful 'boy')." The Lord will later tell them (verse 
no. 41) that He decided that He Himself, will be born, as 
a son to them, not only for one birth but for three births! 
The Lord thus gives much more than what is asked. If we 
Love and Adore Him, without any desire for anything, 
then. He is known to give Himself to such a devotee. 

■5T II 

h ira nrcrai u 11 
VERSE-39 Meaning: "Up to now. You both, never 

enjoyed the happiness and pleasure of this worldly married 
life. Hence no child was born to you. Enveloped and 
infatuated by My power of illusion, both of you, were also 
not able to desire the boon of liberation from Me". 

fTOT 3tF:, 

nra4fd, fiiflwnn H»rai#?irRiftra>i riuhqA ^ 
ftarfa TJ5T, arqapf H H UHlfWMefd:, qft 

«i«4^ qqpqwff Hifr q 

3irtt $ fagfrTTwff q -snfSRT:, h h# hi, 

SRI SUBQDH1NI: The Lord is giving the reason for 
their not asking for the spiritual goal of liberation, even 
after seeing our Lord's Divine Form. They had not 
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enjoyed the pleasures of the family life and other worldly 
joys and comforts, although they liked fee pleasures of fee 
world. Hence, they didn't ask the boon of liberation' 
from our Lord. They had no children. They also did not 
relish up to now, any of the worldly joys/pleasures or 
comforts. They were an ideal couple, living together, and 
did this sacred penance. They had not given up all their 
attachments for worldly happiness, and hence did not ask 
for the boon of 'liberation', from our Lord. They had 
desired to have a son and this desire was due to their 
unredeemed debt to their forefathers. They were also 
deeply attached to the duties, as ideal householders. 
Hence they never thought of asking our Lord, for the boon 
of 'liberation'. Why did they not get the noble idea of 
asking for 'liberation' from our Lord, especially when, 
they had the full knowledge of the inner meaning of the 
scriptures and why, did this deep wisdom and knowledge, 
not prevent them from asking our Lord, for a boon which 
is considered 'worldly' and ’material’ - that of a son? 
Explaining the reason for this, the words 'infatuated by 
My Bower of illusion' are relevant - that, this couple, had 
been fully controlled and infatuated by the power of 
illusion (MAYA) of our Lord. This 'special' Power of 
illusion aids our Lord in the performance of His Divine 
Leelas. Ordinary 'Maya' can be crossed over, through the 
proper study and practice of Holy scriptures. They did not 
request our Lord for the ending of their cycle of 'births 
and deaths' (i.e. liberation). In fact, even if they had asked 
our Lord, unalloyed Devotion to His Holy Feet, they 
would have, not only, been blessed, by the Lord, with 
Devotion, but also, would have got the spiritual gift of 
'liberation', from bur Lord. They did not ask for pure 
Devotion either. They, thus, did not request for 'liberation' 
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straight away, and also didn't request for liberation, 
through the path of pure Devotion to our Lord. 

’SJST fit II 

ww\ uiwwUnfl ii yo 11 

VERSE-40: Meaning: "After I withdrew My mani¬ 
festation, you both, on getting an assurance from Me, for 
getting a son like Me, got deeply interested in enjoying the 
worldly pleasures and comforts, as You were, both, 
convinced without, any anxiety that your desires will be 
fully realized, due to My assurance to you". 

TJF*tvttrn ^ 

SRofr 3JTO ^ fosfl 
___ . V.- . .. f 

WinCim, 

’^anMlOT 4H4>k1cI$ II *0 II 

SRI SUBODHINI: The couple did not request our 
Lord, for the boon of 'liberation', as they had not yet 
crossed over their attachments to the worldly pleasures. 
This was due to the Desire and Will of our Lord, who had 
cast a spell on them with His Power of illusion, so that 
He can be born, as their child. 

On our Lord, withdrawing His Holy manifestation 
and after giving them the boon, this couple, bereft of any 
anxiety or worry, (as they were fully assured by our 
Lord's promise) began to enjoy the ordinary and worldly 
pleasures. They did not ever doubt, that the Lord will not 
be bom to them, as their son, and if they began to enjoy, 
like all other ordinary persons, worldly pleasures -it was 
that, they wete fully convinced about the truthful nature 
of our Lord's' assurances. They knew, that the Lord will 
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fulfill their desires and the boon given by Him, without 
fail. Hence there was no anxiety or worry on their part. 
The word used here 'For both of You' (YUVAM) denoted 
that mother Devaki and Shri Vasudeva could remember 
their past lives and the Lord's assurance to them, when 
they were both bom as Sutapa and Prasni, in their earlier 
life. [Tippani: In the path of Devotion (BHAKTHI) Mo¬ 
tiveless and choice-less loving service is rendered to our 
Lord and this 'SCwa' or service to our Lord, is considered 
as an end by itself. 'Liberation' is not considered as very 
necessary or important by the Devotees. In the BhSgvatam, 
our Lord says 'Even if I give the various types of 
liberation. My devotees will not accept them, as they are 
interested only in My loving service and nothing less or 
else*. Hence it was proper for them, to have asked for the 
blessing of this path of Devotion, from our Lord. But the 
fact is, that they did not ask for this boon. Why? This was 
due to our Lord's Will and desire - as His Divine Leela 
of being born as Shri Krishna would not have taken place, 
if they were to request for the boon of pure Devotion to 
our Lord and gets "liberated" in this process! [The 
purport of this is - our Lord decides what to do and what 
He wills only happens]. 

arg ^ ^ ii ii 

VERSE-41 Meaning: "As I could not find anyone 
else, in this universe, similar to Me of the same Divine 
qualities of character, conduct, nobility, generosity and 
other virtues, I, decided to take birth, Myself, as your son 
and became famous with the name of Prisnigarbha". 

VMI^I tnfacft croaqTOfWIH 
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^ti ^HfywpiPi ?rahwR 

dlcM^fHfcl dl^P^qmMIrf dw4aHM»* ^HfHPd 3ftqqi<WflH\ 

■^raisjcl q-q-1 "jpft ■3TO 5C«HISI<J^fnI 

iraft HtT^ c^T fluq-dfptl mqqi ^B:, ctolMp) McHri^q 

4t^(d ii(«i, 3TOct: , 

■^ropT «pls|^P< ^Mfii*-H *i<*Hci ^ <T*nfa vfl^fttti^uii 

3ticHi-a :ch<^i(-iBi 34cil(q><*)i HlrnKilqi ?f?T (qfiriew fnfcirt^q 

cikvIh^ci, 3i^hr Biwi, ^rotrfa 3nfrr inj^i 
Wir ^?ro «rafaViiR$rtii cr«n ttft i Prita:, 

g^rnfcl TjfFPT^f sfclcl-sU^oi dVhllftlfefcThl, fPfOTPl^ 

II vx II 

SRI SUBODHINI: The Lord said 'Although you 
both, asked Me for a son, like Me only, perhaps you both 
were aware that there is no one like Me anywhere and 
hence, it was not possible to make or create anyone else 
like Me (i.e. of My Divine form, qualities etc), if I were 
to have two different permanent forms, then, I would have 
contravened the scriptural declarations and order about 
Me- such as 'one only - there is no second'. Thus, the 
Unity and Oneness of My 'Lordship and Godhood' would 
have been affected. If I did not also fulfill my boon 
already given to you both, then, it will be grossly 
inappropriate, as there will be no anxiety or sorrow/worry 
for anyone, who has surrendered to Me and I am known 
to keep all my promises. Moreover, attracted by My 
ethereal beauty and brilliance, you had desired in your 
mind to have a son like Me. Keeping all these factors in 
My mind, I Myself decided to be born, as your son. I did 
not regard your request as, for a son like Me, as an 
ordinary request. I wanted to fulfill your request and My 
promise, made to you both, both in word and spirit. But, 
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as I could not see anyone else like Me in this vast 
universe, 1 decided to be bom, Myself, as your son. I 
could have created, through the power of my illusion, any 
number of forms like Me - but ultimately, as 1 am the 
'reality' behind the power of my illusion, anything or 
anyone created by Me, will not be independent of My 
'reality'. Hence, I decided to take this birth Myself.' 

ftngraft eiw-wiiwi n *3 n 

VERSE-42 Meaning: "In the second birth, You both 
were known as mother Aditi and Shri Kashyapa and I was 
bom as your son, with the name of Upendra and I was 
also called as Vaman, as my body was short-statured." 

jrfciRR dtafa 

cdV<4«4<ci, cRIFlf^JIRTR ?fh dtboq 

tfa II *1 II 

SRI SUBODHINI: 'As I am really not divided into 
parts, as I am always the only One, and as 'untruth' 
cannot be regarded or accepted as 'truth', I decided to 
take the birth, as Your son, Myself, as I could not see 
anyone else like Me.Although, similar forms, can be done 
through material objects, Divine qualities such as impec¬ 
cable conduct/character, nobility/generosity and other quali¬ 
ties cannot be artificially created in any of these objects. 
These divine qualities, usually, originate in the inner mind 
of our Lord and hence, these supernatural and Divine 
qualities cannot be produced without the Divine Will and 
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Grace. "As I could not see anyone else, with the distinct 

nature of being endowed with these Divine qualities 

(VISISTHA) or anyone in whom all these Divine qualities 
were seen as 'meiged' (M1LITA), I decided to be bom, as 
your son, Myself." Firstly the Lord, came into the mind 

of Sutapa and then entered into the head of Prasni. In the 
Holy scriptures there are references to the Paramatman, 

manifesting with the filial quality of being a son etc. - like 
the Lord manifests Himself in one way or in ten different 
ways, or, nay, in countless ways. Thus, becoming a 'son' 

also is one of the types of this manifestation. Hence, there 
is not any 'blemish' attached to our Lord, being born as 

a 'son'. Through this holy birth, our Lord's fame and 

glory spread, throughout the universe. 

As they didn't ask for liberation, they had to take 
another birth. In this birth also, this couple had the same 
virtuous and noble spiritual qualities. Hence, "I Myself, 

once again, became, their son." This verse emphasizes the 
fact that the Lord took birth, again, as their son, as He 

could not still see someone else like Him. In the second 
incarnation, as their son, both Prasni and Sutapa, came to 
be known as Aditi and Kashyapa. The Lord says, "I came 
to be bom, as Aditi's son through Kashyapa. Although, 1 

should have been called as 'Aditigarbha' during this 
incarnation (like in the earlier birth our Lord was called 

as 'Prisnigarbha' - being the son of mother Prasni), but I 
came to be known as 'Upfinra' in this world. I was also 

called as 'Vaman' because of my short-statured body. 

II 

Verse 43 Meaning: "Oh Mother! After this, in this 

your third birth, I have manifested, before you, now. 
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through the same divine form, like before my words are 

always true" 

qdlftftqfaPd, 3i?f 'rafa, snifa 

HIHg4 ^ Tgpg*?, 

wim:, ^ Ms a<bfl«i ^ijwr 

ijtftTsrm.*, Tjef cfim^ tgm TTcsr tr ^hi^IhRi, ^ 

TOI^ ^ 1 VF^ cRI qranTOi 

FIR^ r4Tt>rqi<( df^dl 1 ^ *Rf?T, «*PISKI'n«fftl. 

a*n«iWMM, sTff: frWMiwft *nat, sri g *nqrorar^ 

<i<ftRw*W>«Ff WHHitf, *rafa ^i 3>w<3 

7f Tfil TfFttfd +<rMWH4'd' ^ WHlPd, cT^TTST 

^Ttfaf srf^IR ^ 7# rd^PMd, “TJT 1 ^ ftrfo 

AFfTlt rerfirfTT ?tmfd tit^Tsf, wifiwiftwil; foPHfl ’T *jfrF:, 

3RT: ■Hrftfrl'HII *3 II 

SRI SUBODHINI: Then, this holy couple, got their 
third birth and the Lord says that He Himself, and, none 
other, has now, come to be born as their son. This 
manifestation of our Lord, is His third birth. In this 
manifestation, our Lord will be known with two important 
names viz. Krishna and VSsudeva. As this is His third 
birth, our Lord will not only have His third name viz. 
' Devaklnandan' (son of Devaki) but He will be known by 
several other names. In this third binh, the Lord has 
manifested, with His "same beautiful and noble Form" to 
the same parents, as done in His two earlier manifesta¬ 
tions. Our Lord says that, His words always come true. He 
gives the reasons for His three Holy incarnations. If, after 
giving them the boon, if He were, not to be born as their 
son, then, the Lord's words will be construed as false. 
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Hence, as the Lord had blessed then with His manifested 
body, in His earlier births, it was necessary to be born 
again, with a view to fulfill His promise. After this third 
birth, this couple, mother Devaki and Shri Vasudeva will 
not be having another birth, and the Lord, also, in turn, 
would not take another incarnation, as their son. Our Lord 
calls mother Devaki as 'Oh chaste mother' (SATI) - the 
purport of this is that, the highest class of a chaste lady 
is one who, from the beginning of creation, is, able to 
attain the same husband, life after life, due to her chastity 
and devotion - this is declared so, in our scriptures of law. 
Here, the indication is also given that mother Devaki, is 
so chaste, that she will cease to live after the death of her 
husband and she will also attain the final liberation from 
the cycle of births and deaths. An unchaste woman will 
never get liberation. Hence, here, mother Devaki's blem¬ 
ish-free, chaste and sacred nature is indicated through the 
word of 'SATI', used by our Lord. 

’5TR || yy || 

VERSE-44 Meaning: 'I have shown this Divine 
Form to you, to enable you both to remember your earlier 
births. If I had not shown this Divine Form and had only 
manifested in an ordinary human form, then, both of you 
would not have been able to recall your earlier births.' 

ddWdRlJUH^d “TO®! 41441'^ yfaftld H 
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'♦cta'hiM ■JTt "3TRT ■?%, $J Viqal 

7PjfT*faR F1RI, ?R1F, 3PT8IT 

*H3«WRtt T^R* ?pf H Ifra^ ^WMHqrHfo, <J 

^f vi^MH II || 

SRI SUBODHINI: The Lord now says that, with a 
view to enable them to remember their earlier births. He, 
has, now come to manifest in His Divine four-armed 
Form - as this couple had the Divine experience of having 
the same Divine Form, being manifested before them and 
they had the full knowledge of that Holy vision. "Due to 
your past Divine experience," the Lord says, "you will be 
able to immediately connect this present Divine Vision, 
with the earlier ones". "Moreover, due to your, nearness 
to Me, you, both, would have remembered and known 
your past births, due to the rise of Divine knowledge 
(which automatically rises, no sooner and whenever/ 
wherever I am present) in you. But in this all-encompass¬ 
ing Divine knowledge, due to the presence of renuncia¬ 
tion, you both, were unable to experience the relish of the 
Grace of Devotion to Me. But, on seeing this Divine Form 
of mine, both of you, got to remember quickly, your 
earlier births and the Divine experience you had, as your 
memory got refreshed and revived due to my Divine 
manifestation. Hence, your sense of renunciation now, did 
not act as a block, to prevent the flow of the relish of your 
Devotion to Me. As I Myself came to be manifested 
before you, there was also no necessity for your knowl¬ 
edge or previous memory, to enable you to have the same 
experience of pure Devotion to Me, as you, both, had 
before." 

Now, we have to consider, as to whether, the Lord 
had manifested Himself in this Divine Form, to enable 
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them, to remember only His first incarnation or both of 
His 'incarnations', so that both mother Devaki and Shri 
Vasudeva could understand and appreciate that, the Lord, 
Himself, had taken so much trouble and care to be born, 
as their son, as their third child. Both of them had also 
praised our Lord through their words of 'praise' (STUTI) 
but, with the actual spiritual experience, the words of 
'praise' based on the Holy scriptures, always, remain, 
incomplete. Hence with a view to harmonize the scrip¬ 
tures and the spiritual experience expounded by the 
scriptures, the Lord showed His Divine Form and gave 
them the spiritual experience. In fact, during the latter 
part of this verse, the Lord, explains that "otherwise, if I 
had just told you that 'I am the Lord' and manifest 
Myself, only in a human form, then, you would not have 
got the memory of your earlier lives". Hence, this Divine 
vision was considered by our Lord, as essential, so that, 
they will be blessed with the spiritual and Divine experi¬ 
ence, with which their spiritual knowledge about our Lord 
can attain complete fruition. 

itt 11 

4|R$d *T5frT II II 

VERSE-45 Meaning: "You both will attain my sa¬ 
cred abode of Sri Vaikuntam, through your love and 
remembrance of Me, both as your son and as the ultimate 
truth of Supreme Brahman." 
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wf4hl4Hmftl ®PW1 qW*ilfo=f>: 

*TtFRT 37cT '{efwt^ dcHpriri^M^t 

w&xi wi frofro:, ten Rrtaa ^ *f?R creta 
*$*4, anftenj ‘T=n m <ra wmfa«fl <nrc*ri 

«l*-<ll'H3ll'l^i *f?T ^ttldl dlrti, ^IfiRf <J^il 'did did°4, 

^J^RRTt: RTOTRf ^ dRH^< ^ ^rtsNIkft 

$$[fa froPm ?R (T«n ft 'm: ^TRR4HI-dl 'fardclleWI^ 

d^sJAd TOWR <J WR*!, cTPI 

4*Ff ^gT <n^fl: TJcft ^4 ^ I T^TTrqf fcf, 3Td T?ct 

‘*R '(AcMlftdl Wyi'dH'diWfM 'Tn^4n4^A4rF, TJ<T 

4d RHU^M-y^gl W^d (Tejifgitfcrt *jTPHmfq 

^TTTOl WSfaiTTOrcftd ^RT:, ‘aT^RRB’- 

filfdc|wAdwAdl«fi Hlfal: 3FJ°IT, 3Td^TI 3PJ9R>*lf¥Md*: 

-5^ ftsfancf dOraH^ir^diviirq, tti4 

ll^doH^I^ fat tT«H, RRlkR«4 rT^5 ^FT 

tfUflRd: *Fra?T l^rat: IT «k^*i: 

, ^#r 3jt44 irwwwwnn, 

SRI SUBODHINI: "This time, if you have not asked 
for the boon of liberation, liberation is certain for both of 
you and due to your love for Me, both of you will attain 
the exalted spiritual status". The Lord says that, this time, 
the evidence, goal and proof of all spiritual effort and 
aspiration viz. the Lord Himself has manifested and hence 
importance is given to this Holy manifestation and the 
importance to the scriptures is now indicated, only as 
supplementary and complimentary. Hence, the Lord says 
to them to love Him as their son, which is not a 
prescribed duty in the scriptures. He also says to them to 
love Him, as the Supreme Brahman, which has been 
prescribed in the scriptures, as a proper and sure path to 
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attain our Lord. The Lord says that, in both of these ways, 
or by following any one of these two ways, both mother 
Devaki and Shri Vasudeva, will attain to our Lord's sacred 
abode of Sri Vaiikuntam, through their one-pointed love 
and devotion to Him. The important factor to be remem¬ 
bered here, is that, our Lord will be the goal to the 
Devotees who follow, both of these two types of love and 
devotion, as a son and as the ultimate Brahman. There 
will, of course, be difference in these two types of love 
expressed. But the most important factor, which enables 
the soul, to attain the sacred abode of our Lord, is his love 
and devotion to our Lord only. Here,, without even 
asking, both of them will attain liberation - meaning that 
both will enter into the holy realm of our Lord's eternal 
Divine Leelas (NITYA LEELA). This love for our Lord, 
should be based on spiritual knowledge about the glorious 
Divine nature of our Lord, be unshakable and only, the 
Lord should be loved above everything else. Thus, it is 
not important, that the love for our Lord should be either 
as a 'son' or as 'pure Brahman'. The 'love' is important. 
"You both have already attained the spiritual wisdom of 
my Divine glory. Now you will both attain Me, through 
your love for Me. This love and devotion can be expressed 
by you to Me, as your son or as the Supreme Brahman. 
In both these ways, firm and unshakable love to Me above 
everything else, can be expressed, with the full knowledge 
about my Divine glory. In the expression and practice of 
love to Me, knowledge about my Divine glory is essential." 
In fact, later, the devoted GopTs of Brindavan, also, will 
get the spiritual wisdom about our Lord's Divine glory. 
Moreover, if the knowledge about our Lord's Divine 
glorious nature js not required in the practice and expres¬ 
sion of pure love and devotion to our Lord, then, this 
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necessity for this spiritual knowledge would not have been 
discussed at all in the 10th Canto, as in this Canto, the 
main theme propounded is 'Pure and Ibtai Devotion' 
(NIRODH) to our Lord. This Pure and Total Devotion, 
denotes the absence of this world or it's disappearance in 
the minds of the Devotees - who are so full of Devotion 
to our Lord that they have no memory or thought about 
this world. This Pure and Total Devotion is attained 
through the Gracious compassion of our Lord bestowed on 
tne soul, who is immersed in the Sweet Divine Leelas of 

I 

our Lord. Even, so, we come across the meeting of 
Uddhava with the Gopis of Brindavan, in which, Uddhava, 
describes the path of knowledge to them. The presence of 
this particular incident, in the tenth Canto, is to reemphasize 
the fact that, in this path of pure and total devotion, there 
is also a necessity for the right understanding of the 
Divine Glory of our Lord (MAHATMYAM). In fact, in the 
9th Canto, the Divine nature of the devotees has been 
described and in the 10th Canto, a detailed description of 
the ways and means of attaining, by the devotees, the. 
Divine knowledge and Pure and Total Devotion to our 
Lord have been described. 

For whatever could be understood without being 
explained, no speech or words are required for this 
understanding. It appears our Lord was, without words, 
commanding Shri Vasudeva to take Him, to Gokulam and 
bring back to Mathura, the girl-child who has already 
manifested there. We should understand that our Lord, 
indicated this, through His inspiration and not through 
actual spoken words. 

Our Lord, has, also, explained the reasons for the 
pain and sorrow of mother Devaki and Shri Vasudeva, 
during the period before His advent and after his 
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anifestation. Both Prasni and Sutapa had worshipped our 
Lord, so that, their desires could be fulfilled. In fact they 
never asked for the boon of liberation nor did they do the 
penance to attain our Lord. But, as worshipping our Lord 
will never go in vain or fruitless, our Lord manifested 
before them. On seeing our Lord's beautiful Form, both 
Prasni and Sutapa, asked the Lord, to bless them with a 
son, similar to our Lord. They never asked for the 
manifestation of our Lord, through heart-felt love and 
Devotion to Him. Even after attaining the boon and 
assurance from our Lord, that He will fulfill their desires, 
they both, got immersed and interested in worldly pleas¬ 
ures. Our Lord, in turn, decided to be born as their son, 
as He could not see anyone else like Him. Hence, our 
Lord, with a view to fulfill His promise, manifested 
Himself, in His Divine Form - the Divine form which is 
very difficult to be seen or which is seen very rarely by 
the Noble and Divine Souls. Due to the manifestation of 
our Lord, as their son, both mother Devaki and Shri 
Vasudeva got the experience of pain and sorrow of the 
prison life, due to the cruel nature of Kamsa. They had to 
undergo the pain and sorrow of loosing their 6 children 
also earlier. Both Prasni and Sutapa had asked for "a child 
like You, Oh Lord!". Hence the Lord was born with all 
His Divine six qualities, in the form of His six elder 
brothers and these were the six children who were killed 
by the cruel Kamsa, earlier. Our Lord enacts wonderful 
Divine Leelas and He, with a view to protect order and 
righteousness in this world, enacted this Leela, in the 
form of punishment, to both mother Devaki and Shri 
Vasudeva. Our Lord's wonderful Leelas also carry several 
significant meanings and reasons and, as such, this sorrow 
and pain of mother Devaki and Shri Vasudeva, became the 
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cause for the growth and progress of their Love and 
Devotion for our Lord in the minds of both mother Devaki 
and Shri Vasuideva, as intense love is often generated for 
the object, which has been secured after much pain and 
difficulty. 

atata ^rfrai *ta TPThTBRf i 
3# ijnjifa ii ^ ii 

tRT tj FliT XT^m^ XTrra^TRRTrtfiT: II ? II 

^fTRRnftrarsnft^^ enHwifa u 3 u 

T^aragrfNrsRft^ cN yprr: i 

eta: stonjsnr tatar ii y n 

wta ^ cR^r hi^vih. i 

T^tapRWTtallTqf erat: II II 

it'll ha gj ta*tfSg*I^TTXI: I 

■Rraf fftMtl 3ira^^ irg '^TtTtf ll ^ ll 

Ricil^miMO^1*^ tln4II* 'iften tf#: I 

<Hchl^?l <Wfal tTOTT II \9 II 

■mfWtrataH tata 
srtatnf# tat ^ «rata cyfatt 111 n 

arat w*tafcgrta#ta#tT xnjr^ i 

uiwrrfb flta t 7rf|# 11 \ u 

KARIKAS- Meaning: Shri Mahaprabhuji has de¬ 
scribed, in these Karika verses, the main purpose of our 
Lord staying and enacting His Leelas in Gokulam. The 
reason for His Divine manifestation, as their son, was to 
fulfill His promise and boon given to them, earlier, as a 
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reward for their penance. But, the manifestation of the 
Divine Relish arising out of His Divine Leelas, later in 
Gokulam, will form the basis of the path of Pure Devotion 
to our Lord. Due to this, the Lord caused the sense of 
'separation' (VIYOGA) from both mother Devaki and 
Shri Vasudeva, so that they could both progress in their 
Divine spiritual path and attain Pure Devotion to our 
Lord. Both mother Devaki and Shri Vasudeva will think of 
our Lord, always, and constantly visualize our Lord's life 
and activity in Gokulam in the following way. "Oh! our 
child is now so many days', months' and years' of age. 
He will be doing his auspicious Divine Leelas in this way. 
He will be living and be active with His elder brother 
Shri Balarama, who is Rohini's son. Oh Lord, you will be 
happy with Shri Balarama, when will we be able to see 
all these Divine Leelas?" In this manner, both mother 
Devaki and Shri Vasudeva, had the vision of our Lord, 
although physically the Lord was separated from them, as 
a result of intense pangs of love, generated by constant 
remembrance of our Lord and the pain caused by the 
separation from Him. In this state of intense love for our 
Lord, both mother Devaki and Shri Vasudeva, conversed 
with each other only, about the Divine Leelas of our Lord 
and due to this, their senses and the mind got centered and 
concentrated on our Lord, His beautiful Form, His Divine 
Leelas etc. - this enabled both of them to have our Lord, 
installed firmly in their heart. They lived now, in spite of 
the pain and suffering, which, they underwent, only 
because, our Lord was constantly present in their heart, 
due to their intense love and devotion for Him, caused by 
the pangs of separation, felt by them, from our Lord. 

There are il senses in one's body and hence, our 
Lord, lived for 11 years in Gokulam, away from them - but 
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He filled their 11 senses with His Divine Self and 
Experience. Our Lord, by using the words "Both of you 
-Love Me" (YUVAM MAM) told them 'Both of you will 
attain my sacred Abode, through your constant remem¬ 
brance of Me, as your son and as the Supreme Brahman, 
with pure affection and love". If the Lord had not given 
them this boon, both mother Devaki and Shri Vasudeva, 
could never attain such an attitude of pure Devotion to our 
Lord. Due to the Grace of our Lord, both mother Devaki 
and Shri Vasudeva got Pure Devotion to our Lord, based 
on the knowledge of His Divine Glory. This is the reason, 
that mother Devaki and Shri Vasudeva didn't embrace our 
Lord, out of parental affection, when He came to visit 
them, after killing Kamsa and after staying in Brindavan 
for 11 years. They, now, knew our Lord's Divine glory 
fully (MAHATMYA JNANAM). 

II II 

yicjxi: II II 

VERSE 46 Meaning: Shri Sukhadeva said "Our 
Lord, became silent after speaking in the aforesaid man¬ 
ner. He then, took the form of an ordinary human child, 
by using His Power of illusion, even when both mother 
Devaki and Shri Vasudeva were seeing Him in the Supra- 
Divine Form." TIPPANI: Shri MahSprabhucharan Shri 
Gosainji VittalnSthji has given a very profound insight into 
the words used here viz. 'through the Lord's own Maya 
or illusion' (ATMAMAYAYA). Instead of using the word 
'our Lord's' (BHAGAVAN), the word used is 'self' 
(ATMA), .although the power of illusion created here is 
our Lord's only. This 'illusion power' is very special, and 
is of die spiritual Divine nature, akin to the spiritual Truth 
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of Atman or self. This power of our Lord is also, like the 
self or Atman, blemish-free, pure and of the nature of 
eternal Truth. This power is used by our Lord to make the 
Devotee enjoy the pure and truthful Leelas of our Lord. 
This 'power' is completely different from the other power 
of illusion (MAYA) which is used by our Lord, to make 
the souls get attached to this material world of births and 
deaths. . This extraordinary Divine Power is also termed 
as 'MAYA' (illusion) as it fulfills the desire of our Lord, 
to make His Devotee attain deep attachment and love to 
our Lord, by making the devotee forget his spiritual 
Divine nature of Atma or Brahman. 

Thus the Lord used this special spiritual power of 
illusion for enacting His Divine Leelas with His chosen 
Devotees. This power is another Form of our Lord - like 
the brightness of the sun cannot be separated from the sun 
- this power of illusion is also part and parcel of Atma or 
our Lord. It was due to the power of this Atmamaya or 
illusion that, both, mother Devaki and Shri Vasudeva 
became our Lord's parents. How else can they be called 
as our Lord's parents, without our Lord passing through 
conception, delivery etc.? It was, again, due to this power, 
that both of them got the vision of our Lord's manifested 
Divine Form, as it is impossible to have this spiritual 
knowledge about our Lord and the vision of His Holy 
Form, for ordinary human beings. Their 'eyes' were, 
really, not capable of having this Holy vision. The word 
'natural or human' (PRAKRUT) used here is also invested 
with much deeper inner meaning, that the Lord appeared 
as a mere 'human' being for the worldly, but was seen as 
'Divine' by those who were spiritually inclined, and also 
had pure Devotion to Him e.g. die wrestlers in Mathura 
considered our Lord as 'human' whereas the Gopis of 
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Brindivan considered Him, as their own 'Beloved'. Simul¬ 
taneously, when our Lord changed His Form here in 
Mathura, Our Lord, the Supreme Purushdttama had also 
manifested Himself at Nandagopa's home, at GOkulam. 

A \ fs ft 

qWKftfefd, 

yi<jJd Vq1<?>aqi4q yi<j>d4d nIf-i, rT*TI ^TfrT 

fcRRfd, *Td: *1 

*PR!lRrf?f, ^H5lliq>i4%fy CRT Uld»<ftJ ^ 

*q*4q U'faddUlH^d rWI <Rf: *4-<siqi ^ acq»i4Miqkqifa 

^ cT^cf yqiil^fq^Ri, 3PRI <j 

Ul^>d: f^j4^lf^HT^fW<T:, lein’ ^wi-mWlqiA f^SJ^TT 

y4ydl^^ g WtW ^TTF f*rat: fUUV^dlRfrl, 

ifig: fog:, 1 »HldoHIH*4w 

UfoTOTO. II ^ II 

SRI SUBODHINI: In this manner, our Lord took 
another Form as an ordinary human child. Why is it 
mentioned that our Lord became 'Silent'? - This is to 
show the Divine secret - that our Lord now withdrew, as 
He became silent by withdrawing His Divine words, into 
Himself, withdrew His Super-divine Wisdom also, along 
with changing His Divine Form into a human form. He 
now took a human form and along with this, he also took 
the aid of ordinary human knowledge only. He thought, 
that this action will only complete fully, His transforma¬ 
tion into a human form. Why did our Lord accept a 
different form ami way of life, as against His own real 
Fprm of being the Supreme Brahman? This doubt is 
cleared by looking into the meaning of the word used here. 
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in this verse, viz. HARI - our Lord is Sri HARI, who 
dispels all the pain and sorrow of everyone. Without 
transforming Himself into another form, it was not possi¬ 
ble to mitigate the pain and sorrow of everyone. 

The word 'our Lord' (BhagavSn) is used here -to 
denote, that the Lord had changed only His knowledge 
and Form - but He didn't change His reality and divine 
nature of the Supreme Brahman - denoting that in this 
'human' Form, our Lord as the Ultimate Reality, was 
present fully. If He were to remain as our Lord only, even 
in this human form, then He will not be able to achieve 
human tasks or exhibit the human emotions/knowledge. 
He cannot accept from mother Yashoda her parental love; 
neither can He enjoy the sweetness of the love of GopTs 
of Brindavan; nor He can cause illusion and fear in the 
minds of the demons, who will be destroyed by Him later. 
All these tasks and Leelas of our Lord, being apparently 
human in nature, needed the aid of a human form and 
human emotion/knowledge. Our Lord, through His own 
special Divine power of illusion (ATMAMAYAYA), con¬ 
ditioned Himself into a human form, with it's knowledge 
at the human level - although our Lord had the capacity 
to become everything - as, in reality, it is He, our Lord, 
who has become everything. But the Lord, whenever it 
became necessary, will use His eternal Divine Form of 
Supreme Brahman - e.g. when He instructed Arjuna, 
about the spiritual truths in His Gita or when, our Lord, 
exhibited and showed His Divine Form and wisdom at the 
time of the liberation of BhTshma. In all other times, by 
answering the prayers of mother Devaki, our Lord will 
continue to remain in the human form. Our Lord, when 
He became gjjent, at the same time, became also a 
'human' child. Our Lord being the 'most brilliant of all 
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actors' (NATAVARA), easily changed Himself into another 
■ 

form - unlike ordinary actors, who can transform them¬ 
selves into another form only, when there is no one to see 
them (i.e. behind a curtain) • but our Lord changed 
Himself, when both mother Devaki and Shri Vasudeva 
were actually seeing Him! 

Mother Devaki was proficient in all the varieties of 
worldly knowledge. Father Shir Vasudeva was proficient in 
the Supra-natural Divine knowledge. With all this profi¬ 
ciency and wisdom, they could not hinder die supreme 
capacity of our Lord - as our Lord, who had manifested 
Himself as a wonderful Divine boy, transformed Himself 
into a human form of a child. 

rfrTgf VHlWWAWlfcl: ^ HMIdN 41 II 

TIT liiiiHWMft •K«IKWIII*\SII 

VERSE-47 Meaning: " Thereafter, inspired by our 
Lord, when Shri Vfasudeva, carrying his son (our Lord), 
began to go outside this place, where our Lord was born, 
at the same time, in Gokulam, mother Yashoda, wife of 
Nandagopa, gave birth to YogamSya, who is also called as 
'AJA' (the Unborn).* 

yftftggRTOBTffRR ^ ^ WR -RRT. ’JtMtlH'lH 

^ mi 1154ft 41 

nlf nft*i^#rai, ^flRRRi 
WIR:, 41 ffir ^iftlftl, : 

•# 

ftrafar ipitrt 
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WTWSSraf ehMIiUlcH 3TR*FT T=f ^SWlft fa*RT«T TOT 

TOf?T ^TTTTT, 'TJiqcH*ui«r>ic} ^5TRTT 

*T^<f cRI ^t+le(^c|4|UPl it^qis: 31%^ TJ^jirfa^TT HT 

*TPT?1, *iq*<n’ RT 41 mi, tjftvf) »J qt^4ir 3I?it (Ifjiwqi: 

f^TlcM^qt H „ TJjftrTOTf^F 

ii^ll^ol TTOT, ^FRff: +|4faNI8f>to 

3RT:ft*ld *FRpT 

?njN ^n^r^rp, ht f? 
Mi«4i«ai: 

^•q^ii-nST oqiq^^ Terror 'JiPicicjiTr), H <J 'iMqiPiq w 

FTcT OTfd^rd II ^ II 

SRI SUBODHNI: After transforming into a human 
form, as there was no purpose in remaining there, inside 
the prison in Mathura, and as it was not necessary to 
change His Form, if the Lord Himself was to make the 
journey to Gokulam, and as Shri Vasudeva was not aware 
of our Lord's intention as to where He wanted to be taken 
to, the Lord now, inspires Shri Vasudeva to take Him to 
Gokulam. The words 'Afterwards or thereafter' used here, 
clearly denote that, Vasudeva, son of SOrasena, placed our 
Lord, who had become his son, in a proper vessel after 
covering the same with a piece of cloth. When Shri 
Vasudeva decided, in his mind, to go out of this place, 
where the Lord had taken birth, at the same time, 
Yasodha, the wife of Nandagopa gave birth to Yogamaya. 
The word "SAURI" (son of SurasSna) is used to denote the 
courage and fearlessness of Shri Vasudeva, who was not 
afraid to go out, in utter darkness, into the forest carrying 
our Lord. Shri Vasudeva had sincere and complete faith in 
our Lord and His words. The word 'SUTAM' (son) 
denotes that Shri Vasudeva, although he had conversed 
with the Divine Form of our Lord earlier, now got 
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affection to our Lord, as a father will get for his son. The 
words 'SUTIKAGRUHAT' (from the place, where the 
delivery of a child took place) denote, that in that 
particular place, all the indications of a child's birth were 
present. [TIPPANI: Our Lord has now inspired Shri 
Vasudeva to carry Him to Gokulam and bring back the 
daughter born at Gokulam, in Nandagopa's home. In 
other words, the effect of YOgamiiya was not felt by Shri 
Vasudeva as He knew, what to do, as inspired by our 
Lord. Now, after having our Lord's inspiration, Vasudeva 
became his own usual self, and as directed by our Lord, 
began to take the steps, on the basis of his human 
knowledge, to go out of this place, carrying our Lord, as 
our Lord's inspiration was withdrawn now.] Now Vasudeva 
began to go out of the place of the Holy birth of our Lord, 
on his own, although the Lord had inspired him to do so. 
The gates of the prison also opened, automatically. 

The Gopas and Gopls in Gokulam were asleep, and 
they didn't even know, as to whether mother Yashoda had 
given birth to a son or a daughter, and this was due to the 
manifestation of Yogamaya, as Yashoda's daughter. If she 
had taken birth at the same time, when our Lord had 
manifested in the prison at Mathura, then both mother 
Devaki and Shri Vasudeva also would have gone to sleep, 
influenced by Her. Hence, it is to be understood, that 
Yogam&ya manifested Herself, only sometime after the 
manifestation of our Lord i.e. she manifested Herself, 
only on the advent of Navami (9th day) day, although both 
of their 'birth-star' was Rohini only. The actual celebra¬ 
tion, in connection, with the birth of the son, took place, 
in Gdkulam, only on the Navami day. Hence, in the 
absence of a clear-cut Ashtami day (8th day) for the 
purpose of undertaking a fast, it is necessary to do the 
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fasting on the next day viz. the Navami day. When our 
Lord's manifestation was continuing, it was not possible 
for YOgamSya to take her birth. Hence, it is described, 
that, after the withdrawal of the Divine Form of our Lord, 
and after His transformation into a human form, when 
Shri Vasudeva decided to go out of this place, then only 
YOgamSya took her birth in Gokulam. [Tippani: Shri 
Mahaprabhuji clearly states, that when the Lord is present 
in a Devotee's heart, then the power of illusion cannot 
achieve anything, and in the reverse way, when a soul, 
gives in, to the influence of this power of illusion 
(MAYA), by way of becoming dishonest and deceitful, 
then the Lord will not remain in such a heart, as He will 
go away.] 

This Yogamaya is resorted to by the followers of Yoga 
(i.e. to have the realization and union with our Lord). 
Yogamaya, infatuates persons, in such a way, that the 
Divine will of our Lord gets fulfilled through various ways 
and tasks in this world. Now, in the present situation, our 
Lord's Desire and Will was to complete the task of going 
to Gokulam and, with a view to remove any difficulty that 
may arise, in the fulfillment of this task, it was necessary 
that all the citizens in Mathura and other places, experi¬ 
ence the sense of deep sleep, and this was achieved by 
Yogamaya. With a view to explain that Yogamaya is not 
an independent power, it is clearly stated, in this verse, 
that Yogamaya was 'born' to mother Yasodha and she 
didn't manifest Herself, as our Lord had manifested 
Himself earlier. 

VERSE-48 Meaning: "Y Ogam ay a, now, cast a spell 
on the intelligence and the mind of all the guards and 
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other citizens, and made them go into a state of deep 
sleep. As the gates of the prison were already locked and 
secured, by the guards of the prison, through heavy locks 
and metal chains, it was difficult to get out of this prison”. 

: cPPTT: oH'|4mI6 7TOT FTT: UrdilMI 

TJcWTT ?RRT ^PT: MW '3cMa^, 

*piT TTST MlcjyrNlPUH«r, cffi: sfnfrr ngrraf SrwrRRT: 

tftrr:, 1 cfaxi Tjzfag 8^3 TflftaT 

w *33^ oft# citaMT ndRifiw *piFn 
hiPh^jj FT fir *ti3cii°lw>i44q <j>no|n), 

3F*I?f rcRTStl 'HiciPhRi nshHitKMi$i£l(a, 1jjl gunirw: 

TWf ^ f£Tt ^ref.UldlUTtt^^frl: ftftW: WMIddlPM £<HWII 

TTHT oMIUI: Rwm94 1{TO:I 

fulfil fpfi ftp* *ef«JT 

SRI SUBODHINI: The various tasks completed by 
Yogamaya are detailed now. Firstly Yogamaya cast a spell 
on the intelligence and the mental thought-process of the 
guards. They now lost all external consciousness. Usually 
in the 'waking' and the 'dream' states, waves of thoughts 
due to past knowledge, present activities and those caused 
by doubts, arise - but infatuated by the power of Yogamaya, 
the guards became unconscious. The whole world was 
affected, in this manner, on the birth of Yogamaya. 
However the people in Gokulam and mother Yasodha in 
turn became very happy. They were also slowly loosing 
themselves into a state of deep sleep. Afterwards, the 
guards and watchmen at the prison and the citizens of 
Mathura, now gave themselves up to a state of deep sleep. 
AU their intelligence and mental thought-process were 
affected, fully, by the power of Ydgamiya - and they slept, 
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in such a manner, that, for a long time, they could not 
know or feel, about the happenings outside. They all went 
into a state of very deep sleep. 

The gates of the prison opened by themselves, and 
this was not caused by the power of YbgamSya - as it was 
the power of our Lord, which made the gates of the prison 
open themselves. The doors were fully secured with big 
locks and metal chains - and it was very difficult to open 
them but they got opened automatucally. 

KARIKA AND SRI SUBODHINI: Shri Mahaprabhuji 
is describing the nature of the peace and It's features in 
this portion. He says that, the place outside, to which Shri 
Vasudeva had to venture out, was infested with wild 
animals such as elephants, lions, tigers etc. There were 
also places, where steep climbing or descent was required. 
Even, during the day, people were afraid to venture out 
and if they, ever, ventured out, they were arrested by the 
guards of Kamsa. The gates were fully closed with heavy 
locks and metal chains and could be opened only through 
the keys, which were also very difficult to operate. Hence, 
it was not easy to open the gates either. 

<TT: 3TFT^ ^ IT tWt 7%: II 

itelij if&il 11*7II 

VERSE-49 Meaning: "The big gates and doors, 
opened and gave way, no sooner Shri Vasudeva, carrying 
our Lord Shri Krishna, approached near them, like dark¬ 
ness vanishing quietly, on the rise and dawn of the brilliant 
sun. The clouds began to thunder softly along with a 
shower of rain. The serpent Adisfesha, came up to our 
Lord, with His. outspread hoods, protecting our Lord and 
Shri Vasudeva from the rains (so that they do not get wet 
at all)." 
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sfhjsrfWf : ^3 0fcj. ,i*MHi^f'i tthtruthi’ 
cnlPl ftrf^rfT:, ^gPri etiMieiPl 3TRTW: 

fot^HI, HdT^VII 3#f ^OTFnfc ^^44 RMPI^ Wtlllq ^<*4^1 

^IRII:, W^44i4i(irt4»Mlil ^Tcfl:, Viqfl: 7l4Ml$Kl^kf 

4iMI«£HI- qQ|4<MMiqftdm$4«MI *jfrP: 3#n^if 

gffp^lfsqidl, ^ ?^7Tf4 irngglF^' ^ rrafd, ird^sfaisftcl 

f»"WT«nfc d|^4| jin^' ^SRTW TOT 

rTRfr <4RRi, <JMitKH6<^unrH 7T4 cHTt d g 7j4 fdd 

TJ^ n^sfd, d*H ?pffflr^ M’Rrttfsfl 7Tc4^ 4Hff4€JMI¥l:, *Wfa|WJH| 

Fid ftlfedf^^fd fTPpRI, STdSftg ^ddldl: 3l4?T 

■3«Tdt: UI^Jte4 d^IF dd4fd, <=[fETfa ^cj: 

■3df?jnf3m ^3c*II^ VKItKUfcM^ 3lfacbi|«jN Md -ST^d:, 

U.dN'HRl«+>l4 FdRO^d dfd d^dF#? ^d^dfd, 3IcRdfddRdT«} 

Ttdfcddn^, Mldldld, FdFlrd dnft: M^-ddlR RfdRdTFddR^, 

dddl% d'NrHH»dld, dcfld cj dd d ddfd, 37^7$ 

fddlTd^ ,|-'=»4lc44>1 ^JlRRlH^I^^'llf^frl d dSd^d TJddTTtd 

ddSdtfd Wfi II *L II II 

SRI SUBODHINI: Even though the gates and doors, 
were so very difficult to open, on the advent and coming 
near of our Lord, they opened automatically. The door's 
strength was shattered, and it divided itself into two 
portions, automatically. This description of the doors is 
made with a view to convey, that our Lord is the 
compassionate bestower of the benefit of liberation to the 
souls, which are bound to this world. Now, our Lord 
'liberated' the thick iron gates and doors, which were 
bound with thick metal chains and heavy locks. In this 
way, the Lord shows that He can 'liberate' even those, 
who are ignorantly foolish and steeped in worldly materi- 
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alism of action, reaction and bondage. This Grace of our 
Lord, also shows that even those, who are bereft of 
spiritual knowledge will also get 'liberated' by our Lord. 
But, if our Lord is loved, with the quality of pure 
Harmony (SUDDHASATWA BHAVA) and adorned, then 
'liberation' is inevitable and sure - to denote this spiritual 
truth the words 'carrying vehicle of Shri Krishna' (SRI 
KRISHNA VAHE) and 'By Vasudeva’ (VASUDEVE) are 
used. The meaning of this is That, if our Lord Shri 
Krishna is 'carried' or meditated upon (nay established 
firmly) in the inner mind of the Devote, whose heart and 
mind are purified by the elimination of both Rajas and 
Tamas (self-centered activity and ignorance), then Pure 
Harmony (SATWA) will prevail, and with the Grace of our 
Lord 'liberation' automatically follows, in an easy way. In 
fact, with a view to emphasize, that this is the sure path 
for liberation, the example of the quiet vanishing of 
darkness, on the dawn of the sun is described in this 
verse. In fact, a thousand other ways and means, which 
are employed to ward off this darkness, cannot remove the 
same as, effectively, fully and quickly as the dawn of the 
sun can do. Likewise in the pure mind, which has become 
filled with the quality of Harmony (SATWA), when the 
Devotion to our Lord becomes the most important factor, 
and the mind and heart gets filled up with the Devotion 
to our Lord, then the complete destruction of ignorance, 
(which is also known as power of illusion which binds the 
soul to the world) takes place. 

In this verse, indication is also given, that seemingly 
impossible tasks, easily get completed and done due to the 
Grace of our Lord. In fact, the various tasks which were 
completed now,, could not have been achieved, through any 
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other way or method. After Shri Vasudeva got out of the 
inner doors and after his crossing the outer gates of the 
city, the entry of YogamSya takes place. When our Lord 
and YogamSya came to meet each other, face to face, 
extraordinary events began to occur. The rains came, and 
this was an added reason, for the people to be in the state 
of deep sleep as none could venture out. The soft roar 
made by the clouds also made the people of the city to 
sleep, and also not being able to listen to any other sound, 
which might be caused - such as anyone walking or going 
out etc. If the clouds were to exhibit their usual loud noise 
of thunder then, all the citizens would have got up from 
their sleep, disturbed by the heavy thundering sound. 
Hence, the soft thunder and roar, made all of them go to 
a state of deeper sleep. Ydgamaya made all this possible, 
and this rain could have created a problem for Shri 
Vasudeva and to avert this, the serpent Adisesha, began to 
walk behind Shri Vasudeva. The serpent Adisesha came 
from the world of Patala and with his raised and spread 
hoods, protected our Lord and Shri Vasudeva from the 
rains. As Shri Vasudeva was carrying our Lord, on his 
head, he never got fear from the huge serpent Adisesha. 
Some erudite scholars say that the serpent Adisesha was, 
in fact, traveling in the sky and he was providing an 
umbrella in the sky, through his body, to prevent the rain 
water from falling on our Lord and Shri Vasudeva. But 
here, there is a specific mention that the serpent Adisesha 
was protecting our Lord, through his hoods and also he is 
mentioned as following Shri Vasudeva and not acting as an 
umbrella from the sky. Hence it is confirmed that the 
serpent Adisesha was walking behind Shri Vasudeva, with 
his raised and spread hoods, as an umbrella-footman will 
do for his master. 
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MHf f&TO: tRklfc*oM 

VERSE-50 Meaning: "Due to the heavy rains which 
resembled the heavy rains which only Lord India can 
cause to be showered, the river Yamuna was fully flooded. 
There were huge waves in the river, along with foam and 
uprooted flowing objects. The river Yamuna, in spite of 
this flooding and violent swirling of waters, gave way to 
Shri Vasudeva, for our Lord to be safely carried to 
Gokulam, in the same way as the ocean had given the way 
of passage to Shri Ramachandra, earlier, when He wanted 
to cross over to Sri Lanka." 

to} ck^nfacw *iTOcpft«wr cirora ?ft tfroftcj 

y+KHIS Slfcftfd, ^feft f=T^rTT Sift ^TT 

■RFlTSPlft ^ TOI'Idl: F?ftft }m£U+I ^Td:, ^^1^ 

TOcffa •i-'wld Pt<jTill Sift *1^3:, SlFTFfT MlffcdHmcr*t$4etT«lH 

^T?ft 31c! 3UF M*il4U«f^^fcT ^ift, ^TOIddlft 

U^HI si^cdiS tlUl^fd, 31c! I|wfl<dl4ft'dci)f£t4>f'icdl, 

WT^ftT^Tl ^=1 ofi^cRTrEg H <J»'4t|WcH(Sdl 

iMdcdl <I<1 WWI Pi^fna:, Slfd^i) TFTO:, 4>iifcWI4«: 

TTsi ^t^k! uiwife'* wit? ^rapraracfticn^fcT, 

traHSFI TO*!TO>T 4 3Hddf Vh<i«W yi^lldyrll, ^diwifctftidl 

^rai 'Sfl, STOcftcTTTOl:, <^mh4 TFTO, W^Tft^T sift TOt 

^ftl:, ^grft TOf TO: fenc'd:, unidnA 
ftj <lfti? Sid: 

TT^cTI ^ft^Pftfd tint cTTOtfa: 

W ?Ftef +fMd, SlcI: WftFTft TOT rJWft^lftT^: 

W&.: ^FJ# TO^ “RFf TTTOjfo, 3TTOT 9ft cTFIT 
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T**R*H: ^crai^ litfiWiHf "SPT^: ^ H 

II \o || 

SRI SUBODHINI: To show, that stress and difficul¬ 

ties will get increased as and when we go nearer to the 

ambit of power of YdgamAya, and also to show that with 

the Grace of our Lord, all these difficulties, caused by 

Yogam&ya, will also definitely get solved, a description is 

given, here, on the difficulties, encountered by Shri 
Vasudeva and the solving of the same, when Shri Vasudeva 

oegan to proceed to Gokulam, carrying our Lord, on his 

nead. 

As the rains were very heavy, the flooding of the 

Yamuna river got very fearsome - but due to the presence 

and Grace of our Lord, Shri Vasudeva did not encounter 

any difficulty. Although, all the rain-bearing clouds had 

gone away, at the time of the Holy birth of our Lord, all 

these clouds came back when Yogamaya was born in full 

form and strength and Lord Indra, inspired by Yogamaya, 

now made the clouds pour and shower rain for a long 

time. If Indra had not intervened to inspire the clouds to 

shower heavy rains (as he himself was prompted to do this 

by Yogamaya), the clouds themselves would have not 

dared to cause any delay in our Lord's journey to 

Gokulam. But these clouds were prompted by Lord Indra 

to shower heavily as he was inspired by YOgamaya. Now 

river Yamuna, was seen as fearsome, due to huge waves 

and immense flooding and, very rightly, she is referred 

to here as 'sister of lord Yama (God of Death)' 

(YAMANUJA) - indicating that, being 'Lord Yama's 

sister' Yamuna river also exhibited a streak of cruelty and 

fearsome nature - and this streak enabled and suited the 

description of the 'fearsome' nature of Yamuna river, now 
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being described in this verse. The river was very deep, 
full of foam and waves, and presented an awful spectacle 
of an obstacle to Shri Vasudeva. 

The river presented herself with huge rising waves, 
foaming on all the sides. In this description of river 
Yamuna three 'blemishes' are outlined. As she was flow¬ 
ing very fast - this speed indicated the Rajasic nature of 
active dynamism. The foam and dark colour indicated the 
Tamasic nature of ignorance. Her stupendous huge flow of 
water indicated her harmonious nature of magnificence 
(GAMBHlRYAM). She was also having the blemish of 
countless, fearsome and dangerous whirlpools -Hence her 
flow was not even, and the waters flowed with huge waves 
and deep lows. The river Yamuna was very unhappy and 
upset, due to all these dangerous waves and whirlpools 
and she was expressing her fear. The whirlpools repre¬ 
sented TAMASIC blemish (ignorance); her unhappiness 
and fear represented RAJASIC blemish (dynamic action); 
and not flowing evenly represented the blemish of Satwa 
(Harmony). In spite of her own inherent blemish and those 
caused by outside forces, river Yamuna gave the way of 
passage to our Lord. She never caused any difficulty for 
this safe passage. All rivers are considered as the wives of 
the ocean. During the Lord's incarnation as Sri Rama, the 
ocean, didn't give way of passage to our Lord, in the first 
instance, and hence the Lord had made the ocean dry up 
by aiming an arrow at the ocean. River Yamuna now 
thought, that she is only a wife of the ocean, and when 
the Lord could cause an ocean to dry up on being denied 
the way of passage, she thought it prudent and wise, to 
give way to our Lord, immediately and not behave like the 
ocean. River Yamuna also thought, that our Lord will 
enjoy water Leelas with the Gopls of BrindSvan (consid- 
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ered by the river as representing Goddess Sri Laxmi) and 
she will also participate in that - as the water Leelas of 
our Lord will be done on the river Yamuna - and she 
considered this as a great luck for her! Hence, the river 
Ysununa gave way immediately with great joy - like the 
father-in-law ocean gives way to his son-in-law, Lord 
Vishnu, the husband of Goddess Laxmi, when the son-in- 
law visits his home! The word 'Sri' used here will denote 
to mother SIta also - that if Sri RSma, desirous of rescuing 
STta from Sri Lanka, can cause the drying up of the ocean, 
Shri Krishna, whose beloved Gopis were in Gokulam, 
would have definitely dried up the river Yamuna, if she 
had not given the way of passage. Hence she gave the way 
out of fear of the Lord. 

VERSE-51 Meaning: "After reaching the residence 
of Nandagopa, on seeing all the Gop5s and Gopis, in deep 
sleep, Shri Vasudeva placed our Lord on the bed of 
Yasodha and then, brought, to his own home, the daughter 
who was born to Yasodha." 

1 d^cMHI gift* 

^1, rHT ^ olPTPTJtfn^I 

jrarcratf ^ri, Piiiir 

WIMPl^l rT^JrTT HN^UKIU RPfa 

H m M 
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SRI SUBODHINI: In this manner, Shri Yasudeva 
reached Gokulam. He saw all the people in deep sleep. He 
placed our Lord on the bed of Yasodha. Shri Yasudeva is 
called in this verse as 'son of S0ras£na' (SAURI) - 
denoting here his 'fearless' nature. Shri Vasudeva was also 
very happy to visit Nandagopa's home, as he was his good 
friend. So he went there without any fear, nay, but with 
joy. The word 'VRAJA' - denoted the place, where cows 
are kept or reared and protected. As the hoofc of the cows 
will make noise, there was no possibility of anyone 
hearing, when they are asleep, the sound of any human 
being's foot-noise. Shri Vasudeva, silently and slowly 
walked, so that none could hear the noise made by his 
walking. Everyone was in a state of deep sleep. Our Lord 
is termed as 'child' (Sishu) and this is very appropriate as 
Shri Vasudeva, who knew that, it was our Divine Lord, 
who is now termed as a 'child' - hence he dared not call 
him as his 'son'. Our Lord, also will be named with 
several names at a later time only. The word 'Bhagavin' 
(the Lord) also is not used in this verse as it was not 
appropriate to leave 'the Lord' alone, in that place. Hence 
here, in this verse, the term used for our Lord viz. 'child' 
(Sishu) is appropriate, indeed. 

yfrPJSR II ^ II 

VERSE-52 Meaning: "After this, Shri Yasudeva 
placed the daughter of Yasodha, on the bed of mother 
Devaki. He now bound himself with the metal chains of 
bondage and remained bound as before.” 

fil’d : TTsft <TFII 3lfq 7PZIIWR 
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<J <;lRehi arret, 3FTP$ <aR'«fil, 

^bN^QI W a ‘^TTcT ?RT ^T«TT li II 
SRI SUBODHINI: Afterwards, Shri Vasudeva placed 

Yasodha's daughter on the bed of mother Devaki and he 
got himself bound like before, Shri Vasudeva had placed 
the second child, very silently, in the bed of Yasodha (as 
already another child (YogamSya) was there) and this type 
of placing the child, in a silent manner was not required 
now. Shri Vhsudeva, now remembered our Lord's beauty 
and glory, and he was very unhappy, as he could never 
hope to get the same Joy and Bliss from this daughter of 
Yasodha - so he thought. He now put the chains binding 
himself and remained bound as before. 

eft «r w wT^*zjrr u 

SftcpWiyf^MiiHqnlMlSStira: II $ II 

VERSE 53 Meaning: "Mother Yasodha, wife of 
Nandagopa, had only an inkling, that something had 
happened. She did not know, whether she had a son or a 
daughter, as she was very tired, due to labour pains 
caused by the delivery of the child. She had also forgotten 
everything due to deep sleep." 

: are *i: area a Ttrofa, to 

^qoIRi, Mcflfri, cTT^Vt '»JIJKui 

a 3 ^Ta^t ftrifyi: 3fa, aa: aftarar tot«J ^at aaat 
anai, aaragpii aai a^a aaat ana ^fa w^a Pi sift anat, 
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cT*IT ^ ^ ^tffl^IH' ^T:, 

3RT: Tjef d^c|«j,d II <a3 II 

II ffrl ^Mgff^<ftfydfotfeldiqi 

<*¥IHWi-»i|fae|<uI frftqiuiHlRwmn II 3 II 

SRI SUBODHINI: The doubt, as to mother 
Yasodha's ignorance about the events, which have hap¬ 
pened, during her delivery of the child, is cleared now, 
with this verse. Sri Sukadeva says that, Yasodha first 
understood that something has happened, but she could 
not understand, clearly, whether the child born to her, was 
a daughter or a son. In this verse, both mother Yasodha's 
and Shri Nandagopa's names have been glorified by 
specific mention. Yasoda, no sooner, comes to know of 
the delivery of the child, bestows fame and honour to her 
husband Shri Nandagopa - by proclaiming the great luck 
of Shri Nandagopa, that, Nandagopa's spiritual efforts, 
have now fructified or attained the desired fruition. Yashoda 
also, felt fulfilled that her marriage to Shri Nandagopa 
had attained their divine goal, and their names, now, will 
shine forever, in this world. Nandagopa also, on hearing 
about the delivery of the child becomes very joyful - 
feeling that his role as an ideal husband, has, now been 
fulfilled with the birth of this child. In this manner he 
becomes very joyful, and his name 'Nanda' (Happy one), 
is indeed appropriate. 

Usually, after the birth of a child, certain rituals and 
ceremonies, in connection with the birth of the child, are 
to be performed, immediately and it was necessary for 
both Yasodha and Nandagopa to be fiilly awake and 
perform the ceremonies. In fact the word 'wife' (PATNI) 
is used for mother Yasodha - to denote that she had the 
duty and authority to perform the various religious rituals 
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and ceremonies along with her husband after the birth of 
this child. In fact, it was incumbent on the part of mother 
Yasodha to have been alert, immediately, after the deliv¬ 
ery, so that she could assist in the performance of the 
ceremonies by Shri Nandagopa. as an ideal wife is 
expected to do. Yet, she could not remember much as to 
whether, the child born to her was a boy or a girl. Why? 
She was very tired, and due to heavy and painful labour 
and delivery, she went to a state of deep sheep. This deep 
sleep made her forget the earlier events. Hence she could 
not also cognize the events to come viz. Shri Vasudeva's 
visit, placing of our Lord Krishna on her bed and carrying 
away her new-born daughter. [Tippani: Our Lord Krishna's 
birthday is known as 'Janmashtami' and this name 
denotes the Divine Supreme Brahman status of our Lord 
Krishna. The birth of Rama is called 'Ramanavami' and 
the incarnation of Sri Narasimha (Man-lion Divine Form 
of our Lord), is known as 'NRISIMHACHATURDASI' - 
and both of them are not termed, as in the case of our 
Lord Krishna - as 'JANMANAVAMI' or "JANMA 
CHATURDASI'. This clearly denotes that the birthless 
supreme principle of Parabhraman viz. our Shri Krishna, 
has now taken birth, as the Full Purushottama, in His full 
Divine measure and glory, and, hence only the 'Ashami' 
day has the holy appellation of 'Janma' (birth). The fact 
that mother Yasodha did not know, as to whether a son or 
a daughter had been born -This shows that the Supreme 
Brahman cannot be fully understood, but she knew about 
our Lord’s birth and His birthday was given the 'Naming 
ceremony' (NAMAKARAN)! Let us Hail the glory of 
mother Yasodha!] 

Thus ends the Sri Subodhini commentary of Shri 
Mahaprabhu Vallabhacharyaji, on the third chapter of the 
10th Quito of Shri Maha Bhagavata Purana. 



II Sift 3»W|I4 II 

II aft uW)<*H«MHW|t| -5HT: II 

ii aft nnra?f-<viii44Mi: n 

II 3TO ^gffsqiq: II 

SRI BHAGAVATAM 

TENTH CANTO - CHAPTER IV 

n aftaja? -i^nsr n 

TRlf: II 

cIRfr <hlcdkb<f*i SJRTT 'j^Micii: ’R^f^raT: II ^ II 

VERSE - 1: Meaning: "Shri Sukadeva said, ’when 
Shri Vasudeva returned, the outer and inner gates of the 
city of Mathura got themselves locked and closed as 
before. On listening the crying of the child, the guards of 
the prison woke up and became alert'." 

Hiqi«hl4 

"€t ngf: tj4«^l^dl:, faiaiFft T$l<Wuli tfM*|WMF^?IR *t4fcfd 

tHddl, fa fanfa ^faf wrfa didfacqis <ra sfir, 

gtft apgfijgqraf: RnnjffoRfT: 11*11 

SRI SUBODHINI: On the coming of Ydgamaya, the 
outer and inner gates of the city of Mathura closed and 
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locked themselves. If the gates were left open and on 
waking up, the guards also see Shri Vasudeva free, then, 
they will get doubts, as to whether Shri Vasudeva had 
done some mischief. Hence Yogamaya recreated the same 
situation, there, as before. Yogamaya, now wept, to create 
a sense of fear in the minds of mother Devaki and Shri 
Vasudeva, which was earlier, removed by our Lord's 
manifestation. On hearing her crying, all the guards woke 
up and became alert. 

In the first three chapters of the 10th Canto of Sri 
Bhagavatam, the reason for our Lord's manifestation in 
this world, the efforts put by, all the concerned people, 
who were suffering, which enabled and made our Lord 
manifest Himself, and the transformation of our Lord's 
Divine Form, into an ordinary human form - these three 
subjects have been dealt with successively. In this Fourth 
chapter, as the tasks and actions of MAYA (illusion) are 
being described, there is the reference to the acts of 
deceit and violence which were experienced by the people. 
There is also the reference to the holy manifestation of our 
Lord’s Divine Part of Sri Anirudha, with a view to protect 
the cause of righteousness (DHARMA). Lord Anirudha 
cannot be stopped by anyone, and He only can protect the 
cause of righteousness, as no one else can stop or conquer 
Him. When the power of Maya, began to take it's toll, a 
great necessity arose, for the re-establishment and protec¬ 
tion of righteousness. This aspect of Divine work is 
explained in the following K3rik3s. 

uraraT: «w4^hi faf-rereid i 
3F3T«JT «|J|4M«i|4f ^ II * II 

^nti% Tran 
eh'nfu tnfrraft h qrewi u t 11 
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TT3^ ^>?tV <!$ <T: I 

3RT: T{tfe| 'STT^fr ^ <h<W rfTTOTSJ % II $ II 

OT$JUn 3*fa WHttH<TTRHT W:l 

fchiHwyrfity'l qifani: n * n 
Meaning of KSrik&s 1 to 4: In this 4th chapter, a 

detailed description is given of the various actions of 
Maya viz. causing suffering to everyone, destroying the 
practices of righteousness etc. If this Maya Power had not 
undertaken to do these acts, then there was no necessity 
for our Lord to manifest Himself, with a view to release 
mother Devaki from bondage, bestow happiness and joy to 
all, and also reestablish Righteousness, by protecting it 
from destruction. Hence, in the enactment of our Lord's 
Divine Leelas, one of the reasons for the same, is the pain 
and suffering of the devotees, caused by Maya. In other 
words, if Maya had not inspired the cruel Kamsa to 
torment the devotees, then our Lord also, would not have 
manifested and enacted His several beautiful Divine Leelas. 

Now, Yogamaya, (the daughter who was brought to 
the prison by Shri Vasudeva) awakened the guards of the 
prison through her crying, and announced to them, about 
her birth. Then, the guards informed Kamsa, about the 
birth of the child. These 'acts' of Yogamiya gave suffer¬ 
ing and pain to Shri Vasudeva, but, gave a sense of joy to 
Kamsa. Later, Yogamdya will tell Kamsa "the one who 
will kill you has already taken birth somewhere" and these 
words were told by Kamsa to his ministers. These words 
of M^ya, also gave suffering to the devotees, but gave joy 
to the cruel Kamsa and his advisors. If YdgamSya had not 
undertaken the performance of the above two tasks, Kamsa 
and his coterie would not have acted to destroy the cause 
of righteousness (DHARMANASA)and, in turn, would 
not have been destroyed. 
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A doubt may now arise. Our Lord's manifestation is 
always aimed at the protection of righteousness (DHARMA) 
and how come this manifestation of our Lord, caused and 
paved the way, for the destruction of righteousness? In 
fact, Kanisa was so much afraid of our Lord and no 
sooner the Lord was born, Kamsa began to indulge in 
several cruel acts, aimed at the destruction of righteous¬ 
ness. How come this sort of an event happened? Clearing 
this doubt, it is mentioned, that Kamsa was Tamasic i.e. 
he was spiritually ignorant and in his kingdom, sacrifices 
were conducted, through killing of animals, and all the so 
called religious ceremonies, were indeed, Tamasic or 
spiritually ignorant. Hence, these acts of so called 'right¬ 
eousness' (Dharma) which prevailed in his land, at that 
time, had to be destroyed and our Lord's Maya, indeed 
acted appropriately, as per our Lord's will and desire, so 
that, (he practice of Tamasic sacrifices, parading as 
DHARMA could be stopped. 

The Brahmins, who were performing all these 
sacrifices were also Tamasic i.e. spiritually ignorant. The 
time was also bad, and indeed tamasic or spiritually 
ignorant. Hence, whatever religious acts and systems of 
righteousness remained, after Kamsa's actions, were con¬ 
sidered as righteous systems and practices based on Satwa 
or the Divine quality of harmony and order, i.e. Kamsa, 
was used by our Lord, through Ydgam&ya to destroy the 
non-harmonious (i.e. RAJASIC AND TAMASIC) sys¬ 
tems. 

SRI SUBODHINI: It is our Lord's primary Divine 
function to remove the spiritually ignorant facets of a soul 
and, also release the soul from the bondage of births and 
deaths. Hence, the doors got opened, and Shri Vasudeva 
was freed from his bondage no sooner our Lord was born. 
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The role of Maya is different from that of our Lord viz. 
Maya destroys righteousness and puts people in bondage. 
It also produces spiritual ignorance among people. Hence, 
no sooner Yogamaya came into the prison, the outer and 
inner doors got themselves locked and Shri Vasudeva got 
himself bound, as before. This is referred to in the 
following verse. 

% ^c|cKII II 

II 9 II 

VERSE-2 Meaning: "The guards immediately went 
and informed Kamsa about the birth of the eighth child. 
Kamsa was eagerly awaiting this birth, as he was very 
much worried and afraid of this birth." 

sfajgtfSRt : ?TC1 cfrW % f^frT, A«l«KllRf%l: HlfarlT 

fraPRlfaP '^eKJI 

Tr4PT 1 «b-M+| fa-SHKH, 

awRdl^lW, Tritom ^ M II 

SRI SUBODHINI: The words They the guards’ 
(THE TU) denote the action taken by the guards, on 
hearing, the crying of the child. Although, mother Devaki 
prayed to them, not to tell, about the advent of this eighth 
child, they refused to listen to her and, immediately, went 
and informed Kamsa. The word 'immediately' 
(TOORNAM) denotes, that the guards did not attend to 
any other task, than, rushing to Kamsa to inform him, 
about this birth. The guards went very near to Kamsa, to 
tell about this birth (and not from a distance), because 
they thought, that, if mother Devaki and Shri Vasudeva 
were to hear their saying to Kamsa, about the birth of the 
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eighth child, then, they may try to hide this child 
somewhere. The guards also didn't specify to Kamsa, 
whether the child born, was a son or daughter - they only 
informed, that the eighth child was born to mother 
Devaki. The word 'that' (TAT) used in this verse, refers 
to the importance and value given to this birth that 'the 
birth of the important and valuable eighth child has taken 
place'. The words 'to the king of Bhojas' (BHOJARAJAYA) 
used in this verse, refers to Kamsa, who was the king of 
the Bhoja cLn. The guards, thought, that they will be 
punished, if they do not rush to give the information, 
about the birth of the child to Kamsa, who was the king. 
In fact Kamsa, as he was very worried and fearful of the 
birth of the eighth child, was eagerly waiting for this 
news. 

qrfljjftU’lIvlrftr Ufldd-p II 3 II 

VERSE- Meaning: "On hearing the news from the 
guards, Kamsa, immediately, got up from his bed, and 
thinking that "my destined killer has taken birth" and 
becoming afraid and confused, came to the prison, walk¬ 
ing wayward and with disheveled hair." 

SfafStflrfi : cTrt: 

TT HSHPm dc-MK Wffi '3fc«RT: ^91^ 

<4»IHli|PuPd f^c=T:, m: m dlWl(dPdSPHc(, 3TO 

VflllfMfd fRj: y^tgcifafa MHlitfH, 

SRI SUBODHINI: Kamsa was not sleeping at all, 
when the guards came to inform him. He was just lying 
on the bed, anxious and afraid, as usual, and thinking of 
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the eighth child. He, got up abruptly, without thinking, 
although he was a great warrior. He got perturbed and 
afraid, and thought that the birth of his 'killer' had taken 
place. He got convinced that he may not live now. The 
Lord, who is now born will be his 'killer' and thinking 
like this, afraid and anxious, he came running to the 
prison. The word 'fast' (SlGRAM) used in this verse 
denotes that Kamsa, gave up all his other pre-occupations 
and he, just could not think of any plan to control and 
contain this fear. In fact, he was so confused, that he, 
indeed, lost his way during his journey to the prison. He 
lost his moorings, physically of his body, and this is 
indicated by the words 'disheveled hair' used in this verse. 

Kamsa went to the prison, and without even ascer¬ 
taining, whether a son or a daughter was born, began to 
undertake to kill the child. Now mother Devaki got more 
pain and sorrow, on seeing Kamsa trying to kill Yashodha's 
daughter - much more than the sorrow and pain, which 
she had experienced, when Kamsa had killed her earlier 
sons. To describe this, the following 3 verses have been 
given. 

rlHlS *TTcTT fHM cbbuf II 

*3*1 «h*«4iui 'feni HI II Y II 

VERSE-4 Meaning: 'Mother Devaki now begged of 
Kamsa, her brother, compassion and sympathy, in the 
following words 'Oh my brother! This female child will 
become your daughter-in-law. Moreover, it is not right to 
kill this child, as she is a female'. 

dtftfrfd faff*?:. 
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yfowinj 
vrfMt ^Fwnr % 11 % u 

<f emdiu , qrfrq<fqfr ?ft, ?tct en fejaqri-tigf 

d«ti f«4)Ri, flwqnft wm$l wf ^r, 

^yuiHKHlfad^lfa+l, *^1: *T {jldleitfaWM* ’ 

5foqi<rmt^ ?B^uf d*TT *Idfd rT«TI dHl^fattM’*!:, Rtflld «hld?HHl^ 

dtdd, «c||cq+cfe||^ ■M'MdWqi »fwfd, «lffifaPqW> dl 

3FW wg* Wlf^I *U«i«||*iRu| dfo: ^=TR^ T^frT, 

■RigeT^Tnftwrr^ qf^jt uftufui d«n OrafcKi, 
ddT dT*TF? gdt ^chleh^l^d, TJdT «Tdfd, 3T^T cTPIT: 

WdT^ldSf ^ ^ TTcf dT?tfad T=J$fd 3^ddTF 

^notfd, r? Rd1c<Uiyu1d ddlfT ^ Mfaujdlfd, 

3t*tdT "RRg ‘FJdT fopf ^ 3Pd«n?^d d>*T d ddl ? 

‘fWd: W^McMI deftd'ftfd dcR^d II ^ II 

SRI SUBODHINI AND MEANING OF KARIKA: 

Mother Devaki, in the first verse, tells, Kamsa, that, this 

female child is as good as his own daughter, as she, being 

her daughter, is entitled to marry Kamsa's son and thus, 

become, his daughter-in-law. Hence she said, "Oh my 

dear brother, please spare this female child to me, as I, 

being your sister, am entitled to have your sympathy and 

compassion". Mother Devaki says all this, in three verses. 

Firstly, she says, that Kamsa will attain this girl as his 

daughter-in-law. Secondly she asks for sparing this female 

child. A doubt may arise now, that mother Devaki, in the 

first instance, expresses her desire, which is the 'result* of 

Kamsa, sparing the child from killing, which act has been, 

referred to, by mother Devaki only as a second wish. 

Thirdly, mother Devaki has given the reason for her plea 

for sparing the 'female' child. In the KSrika also, it was 
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necessary to refer to these three pleas in the same way and 
manner. But why this is not followed in the Karika? 
Answering this question, it is explained , that in this 
world, firstly there is a 'reason' (KARAN) for any 
happening; then it is followed by the 'happening or action' 
(KARYAM) itself and subsequently the 'result' (PHALAM) 
for such action follows. Following this natural sequence of 
events, reference is made in the Karika also to 'reason- 
action-result' (HETU-KARYA-PHALAM) sequence. 

Mother Devaki addressed herself to the cruel Kamsa. 
As mother Devaki was Divine in her status, and is also 
considered as a Goddess, she was full of the Divine 
quality of harmony (SATWA) and as 'Harmony leads to 
spiritual knowledge' (GlTA), mother Devaki also was 
spiritually wise. But, as she was also a mother, she now, 
begged, Kamsa to spare this female child. We may now 
consider that, wherever there is spiritual wisdom, there, 
the Divine quality of 'renunciation' (VAIRAGYA) is also 
present automatically. Then, why mother Devaki, got so 
much attached 'to this female child' in spite of her 
spiritual wisdom? What happened to her spiritual wis¬ 
dom? This is explained by the fact, that mother Devaki 
was a 'mother' and this attitude of being a mother was 
predominant in her. Moreover, she was also a woman, and 
generally, women get more attached easily, due to their 
emotional nature. But, as mother Devaki was indeed a 
Divine person, a Goddess, she knew the ways and means 
of tackling the cruel Kamsa, and she decided to please 
him with praising and extolling Kamsa's great qualities of 
head and heart. (It is said, as a rule, that the 'cruel people 
should be pleased with paeans of praise). She now shows 
great humility, and having decided to please Kamsa 
through words of praise, she puts on the role of a humble 
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person, to get the female child, spared by Kamsa. Now 
another doubt may arise here. How come, mother Devaki, 
being a Divine Goddess, now speaks words of 'untruth' 
(MITYA) [usually all Divine Beings are established in the 
path of Truth (SATYAM DEVESHU)]. Mother Devaki 
now says an 'untruth' viz. "this is my last child". Clearing 
this doubt, it is said, that, one can tell a 'lie' to save 
someone else from death. Hence this act of 'lying' is not 
usually condemned. Hence telling this 'untruth' was ap¬ 
propriate for mother Devaki, as the peculiar situation 
demanded, this particular behavior from her. The word 
'KRIPANA' used here in this verse, means, 'the one who 
begs without thinking' i.e. that person is a 'KRIPANA' 
who does not know what to beg from whom? And whom 
not to beg? Mother Devaki, without appreciating and 
comprehending the ruthless cruel nature of Kamsa, now 
begged of him, to spare the child. Mother Devaki, was 
chaste and was also a brave lady in the warrior lineage 
(Kshatriya) and, being such, she was not expected to 
'beg' for anything from anyone. However, she decided to 
'beg' as she understood, that the time for her 'begging' 
has come. She thought that, perhaps, our Lord, may 
inspire the cruel Kamsa, to spare this female child, by way 
of answering her 'begging' - as our Lord is present in 
Kamsa also, as He is also everywhere. In fact, Kamsa, 
will not come to grief, if he spares this child now. Mother 
Devaki has been referred to as a 'chaste lady' (SAT1) from 
the point of view of her good virtuous nature and being 
truthful. Like noble souls, do good, even to those who 
may do harm to them, mother Devaki, being a noble lady, 
now thought, that if Kamsa spares this female child to her, 
being inspired by our Lord, then Kamsa will not meet his 
doom. This word 'sati' also denotes that, a chaste lady. 
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always prays for the good and welfare of her husband and 
defends his name. Mother Devaki now thought, that, if 
she does not put effort to get this female child spared by 
Kamsa, then the entire humanity will revile Shri Vasudeva, 
as having saved his son but did not hesitate to sacrifice 
someone else's child! But, as mother Devaki, now put 
efforts to get the female child spared, from being killed by 
the cruel Kamsa, the above blemish on Shri Vasudeva, will 
not be applicable - as Shri Vasudeva and the world will 
understand and appreciate the 'helplessness' of mother 
Devaki, in this particular situation. Here the word 'daugh¬ 
ter-in-law' (SNUSHA) is used to denote that, as one can 
marry one's maternal uncle's daughter, one can also 
marry the daughter of ones' father's sister's daughter - 
like our Lord married Mitravinda later. All this can 
happen only, when Kamsa's son will marry the daughter 
of mother Devaki. If Kamsa, did not have a son, then, 
how come this future marriage will take place? Mother 
Devaki says "oh brother Kamsa! You are an auspicious 
person and you are bound to have sons. Moreover, if you 
now, spare my child, then definitely, you will get sons. 
Perhaps, if you think, that this child, may, after all, not, 
become your daughter-in-law, then also, this female child 
should never be killed by you, as she is a female child. 
In fact, my dear brother! You had spared my life earlier, 
only by thinking that I am a woman and women should 
not be killed. You, yourself, had declared that 'it is not 
proper, firstly, to kill women". Mother Devaki now says 
to Kamsa, the following verse, if he was to declare, that 
he must Destroy and kill the eighth child. 

PSffHI WH: UHehtoUT: II 
r - 

fficfesT UtflildlH, II V II 
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VERSE-5 Meaning: "Oh my dear brother! You have 
already killed, many of my sons, who were shining like 
Fire, as inspired by our Lord. Please do not kill this 
female child, who is the only child left with me, without 
any brother. Please give her to me." 

afajanfWI : ^ <raiF fgftMi 

vraftfir, fsrcr HK<*cq ^ ftns, ^1*3 fft 

HKuD^WrWI^ FHT:, STTf^t! ^RT5P#T 

<rcefaiF tmrorlw sft, t=*f 

r^OT $arf*n$%f?T, 13t^<rh) ^jt' 5ftie)i«WI<x 

ViqfsT*9<4l sIRci-l *T^TT FcTf:, T^T rSfcf^Rt ^ 

Ffirora:, TT^f iJ^eW'Ml^HdldlMIH^'dd) ^Tr^T W 

^RTttHT <RT MKu0^fd 

qnf^Tci, U4»^U| dtildlRffd cKR1H\«IHKun*l| II H II 

SRI SUBODHINI: Mother Devaki now told Kamsa 
"Oh Brother! You have already killed so many of my 
sons. This child is a female one, and this female child 
cannot kill a male one. The scriptures also say, that it is 
not proper to kill a woman. You have killed all my sons. 
In fact, you had vowed to kill, only the eighth son - but 
you have killed all my sons, who were born earlier. I am 
your sister and due to this, I deserve your sympathy and 
compassion. The children, who were killed by you, were 
not ordinary children." That, these children were indeed 
brave and strong - hence the words 'brilliant like fire' 
(PAVAK0R\MAHA). Mother Devaki now thought, that, 
Kamsa, may spare this child, if she showed her natural 
sisterly love and affection to him. Hence she says, that 
Kamsa is without any blemish and now addressed him 
"you have done, as inspired by our Lord"; - she does not 
blame Kamsa for the death of her earlier children. She 
says Kamsa acted, as inspired by our Lord only. In the 
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scriptures, it is specified that "one who is full of love will 
only describe the good qualities of the person whom he 
meets". Following this, with a view to show her love, 
mother Devaki says that "you have killed them, according 
to the will of our Lord and as inspired by Him. This 
female child does not deserve to be killed by you. Even 
our Lord, will not inspire you to kill this female child. I 
am left with this only female child. She does not have 
anyone else - not even a brother. I promise now, that after 
her marriage, the son, born to her, will be my own son 
and thus, I will also become a lady with a son. If I were 
to get another child, then, my brother, you may kill this 
child". 'The word used here viz. 'please give me' - 
denotes that mother Devaki is requesting Kamsa, to spare 
this female child, for ever, as a female child cannot be 
killed at all by anyone. Mother Devaki now says to Kamsa, 
that, he should definitely give her this female child. She 
is giving the reason for the same, in the following verse. 

4*<|i|| 3T^*TT UmiIH, II ^ II 

VERSE-6 Meaning: "My beloved and exalted brother! 
1 am your younger sister and I am saying this very 
sincerely that 1 have already lost all my sons, and hence 
I am in great sorrow. Please give me this last child of 
mine." 

xF^T, ^ftrypuijsf 3TF % jpSRltffT, 

, TTflt $fdUHi«R 37cl , 

WRl: M ^Nl:, 3fiiaTilT IMlfiWlfHfil, «R?T 

<+)^ic4-i ^ iisji 
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SRI SUBODHINI: Mother Devaki says "oh Kamsa, 
on giving this child back to me, you will earn great merit 
due to this noble act of charity'. The word 'NANU' is 
used to signify the use of an idea (YUKTI), although it is 
also used to 'address' someone. Mother Devaki says ”1 
am, certainly, your younger sister, and you know very well 
that you are my elder brother. The younger sister always 
is regarded and treated with compassion and sympathy. I 
am very unhappy due to great sorrow arising out of your 
killing of my earlier sons. You are a Lord and Master 
(PRABHU) and are competent and capable of giving me 
the charity of this female child". The word 'unlucky' 
(MANDAYAHA) is used by mother Devaki to denote her 
'unlucky' situation - that she is so unlucky that she. as her 
child-bearing capacity has ended, will not get another 
child at all. Hence she calls this 'child' as her 'last child' 
and pleads to Kamsa to spare this child and give her, this 
child and not anyone else. Even after telling, so much, 
Kamsa did not spare this female child and this is referred 
to in the following verse. 

urfWHVTT PdPl4fr4 TSTFT: II II 

VERSE-7 Meaning: "In this manner, mother Devaki, 
hiding the female child, began to weep bitterly, in a 
forlorn manner. Kamsa, forcibly snatched this child, from 
the hands of mother Devaki, disregarding her plea. Kamsa 
got very upset and angry in view of the pleadings of 
mother Devaki." 

«ufcin: 34ldi'*wf*iln, 3llwil V'lqd: 
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WWVIK^MI, * TT^I: wn*lf ^Kl- 

tfifW, Tt^f 
<t*lki«ti-il+fdI ^TT W ^pWJlfRtferil «TlfVJIWlfM 

'‘Teffa TIT W^HIVl’ <jgetn) UTNcAHIVIMfM M^cflld, 

Ittdlfsfn, ^eh-i FT^T cTFIT T^> FT?f fgol^'i tTFH 

, I'.q^ul ?7J: 73RF II ^ II 

SRI SUBODHINI: in this manner, getting very upset 
and angry, Kamsa, snatched the female child, from mother 
Devaki, who was weeping bitterly. Kamsa got very upset 
and angry, as she was begging for this child. The word 
used, in this verse for the female child is 'Born from 
oneself (ATMAJAM) - meaning that this female child 
was born to mother Devaki. Mother Devaki, knew very 
well that this female child was not her's and Sri Sukadeva 
also knew this truth, as he was omniscient. Then, how 
come this word is used in this verse, which means that this 
female child, indeed, was the 'own' daughter of mother 
Devaki? Our Sri Mahaprabhu Vallabhacharyaji explains 
this by giving the true meaning of the words 'Born from 
oneself (ATMAJAM). Here, we have to understand, that 
this girl was created by our Lord and the word 'ATMA' 
(self) should be interpreted to mean 'our Lord', or 'Sri 
Bhagavan'. The real meaning of the word 'ATMA' is our 
Lord, and the word 'ATMAJAM' will mean "the female 
child born to our Lord". Some may say, that Shri 
Sukadeva did not contemplate to give this meaning to the 
word used here. Even in another way, we can safely 
assume that the word used here viz. 'Born from oneself 
(ATMAJAM) is indeed very appropriate. Usually the 
word 'Arma' (selD is also used to denote the body and the 
senses. When a son is adopted or some other child is 
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regarded as one's own son - in these situations also the 
word 'Bom from oneself' is usually used, although, 
strictly speaking, these types of children (i.e. adopted or 
accepted) cannot be regarded as 'Bom from oneself. 
Hence we may conclude, this word 'ATMAJAM' has 
been used here, with this meaning in mind. 

The word 'in this manner' (EVA) is used in this verse, 
to denote, that mother Devaki pleaded with Kamsa, 
several times, begging of him, to spare the female child. 
She wept bitterly, as she now thought, that Yashodha's 
child is now getting killed, due to her i.e. she is the cause 
for her death. Mother Devaki was now in a very pitiable 
and forlorn state. This terrible sorrowful state was caused 
not only by the death of her children but also due to the 
imminent death of someone else's child in her presence - 
and she being the cause for this avoidable death. Kamsa, 
got hold of one hand of mother Devaki and snatched the 
female child, through his other hand. Kamsa did this 
violent cruel act, as he was a sinner and a vile person. A 
sinner is not aware of the actions which are heinous by 
nature. What Kamsa did after snatching away the female 
child is described in the following verse. 

WT rUOjil'l'dfdHlsIl II 

I* ^ II 

VERSE-8 Meaning: "Kamsa, now, caught the legs of 
this new born child, who was his sister's daughter, and 
smashed her on a rock nearby - as Kamsa, fully under the 
control of purely selfish motives, had now given up, all 
the goodness of his heart and was bereft of any feeling of 
compassion." 

toi.* , 
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^IHI^uiWT W PTPneif ^ffl^tnftTOb 

SR! SUBODH1NI: Kamsa now lifted the child by 
catching hold of her legs, with a view to kill her, and the 

way of his snatching the child, only proved his cruel 

intention of killing the child. In fact the umbilical cord 

was in tact, on this child. Hence, this child was very 

gentle. We can, now, imagine as to how much cruelty was 

there in Kamsa from this heinous act of Kamsa, who lifted 

this gentle child to kill her - although it was most 

inappropriate to kill his own sister's child! But Kamsa 

always indulged in such type of heinous actions, as he was 

a vile sinner Like washing a cloth, by beating it on a 

stone, Kamsa, now smashed this child on a rock nearby, 
which was meant to be used for taking bath etc. This act 

of Kamsa shows that, he was bereft of any sympathy or 

goodwill in his heart for his sister and her child. He 

exhibited this extreme cruelty due to his selfishness - to 

protect himself at all costs! What happened later is 

explained now. 

W ^oqv®i< TTrTT II 

II II 

VERSE-9 Meaning: "This female child, releasing 

and jumping herself out from Kamsa's hands, manifested 

Her Divine Form of Goddess YOgamaya and stood in the 

sky, in all her majesty. She was the younger sister of Shri 

Krishna and, hence, she was able to act like this. Goddess 

YogamSya, now brilliantly shone, standing majestically in 

the sky, with eight hands, carrying different weapons, and 

saw Kamsa and others, from there." 
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: rTrfl 4-^1 Id’ cl^F W TngWlfefd, TW»I 

■afir to tjh tht 
^nRKtjr urai, ddlm< mm, strand v4dei^ feim eMtifafa: 

*l4ta TOT^^HcT, d*qi«i*HcSl ^TP?s4 f^mjftT^rfcT, q*i)<i ^q«tO 

wqtfarmH&L Him, ^ m *rrap qviKiydl ^ m 

TO#1 WfSIT f^ftTfjTT^T cT«n WT«f 

jnfqW, fsppf ^rjEngniT^lf^, Tmspf h 

mfiwatfqg^iirH, *piqc*>i4 ^'F-fi'ft'fi fq=tii4 

5:Wi' spfamsi, xngerafem apt xtft^jht 
hfh:, w wnrnfa*# f^nrfrcr wi ^rnm^lwifq n % n 

SRI SUBODHINI: No sooner, Kamsa, smashed, this 
child on the rock, this child, immediately, jumped out of 
his hands, and took the Form of Goddess Yogamaya and 
then, left to position herself in the sky. She was seen,, 
now, in all her glory and majesty, like a huge eagle in the 
sky, by Kamsa and others. She had the capacity to take 
this Divine Form, and also stay in the sky, because she 
was Shri Krishna's sister, and as Shri Krishna is the all- 
pervasive Parabhrahman. A doubt may arise now as to 
how, Yogamaya, can become Shri Krishna's sister, as she 
was not the child of mother Devaki? If we were to regard 
her, as our Lord's sister, as she took birth after the birth 
of our Lord, then, we have to treat every child born after 
the birth of our Lord, as His brother or sister. Hence, the 
doubt is not fully cleared with this explanation. Shri 
Purushdttamji says, in this connection,, that in the 
Krishnopanishad, it has been explained, that Shri 
Nandagopa was -the Divine Form of the Bliss of the 
Supreme Lord (PARAMANANDA) and mother Yashodha 
represented die aspect of liberation or MUKTI. Mother 
Devaki represented the spiritual science of Brahmavidya 
(wisdom of Brahman) and Shri Vasudeva represented the 
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Holy Vedas. It is well known, that in this world, what is 
appropriate to be learnt becomes the reason and cause, for 
the attainment of that learning or knowledge. In other 
words, you can know only that, which is knowable, as is 
in the case of words which are used, because they convey 
some meaning. Thus, one's liberation is achieved (Yasodha 
representing liberation) through the spiritual science of 
Brahmavidya (mother Devaki representing Brahmavidya). 
In this way, mother Yasodha is the primordial Divine 
principle and mother Devaki is the primordial spiritual 
principle. On a closer examination, we will see that, both 
these spiritual principles are one and the same only. 
Hence, both, mother Yasodha and mother Devaki should 
be considered as one. Yogamaya takes birth, after the 
birrh of our Lord i.e. she should have taken birth, either 
in mother Devaki's or mother Yashoda's place, as Shri 
Krishna's sister. Then only, she can be called as our 
Lord's sister. A question will arise now that whether both 
Shri Krishna and Yogamaya were born only in mother 
Yashodha's house? Then, we can safely, assume, that 
Yogamaya is the sister of Shri Krishna. When two 
children are bom at the same time, then, the child born, 
after the first one, is considered as the elder one. Then 
how come YogamSya is now called as Shri Krishna's 
sister? The answer is given by the use of the word 'having 
born later' - meaning that YOgamSya was born later than 
Shri Krishna and is, thus, considered as His sister. In this 
world, it has been clearly established and well-known that 
Yogamaya is our Lord's sister, whether He was born of 
mother Devaki or mother Yasodha. We should give cre¬ 
dence to the belief of the world, and regard it as true and 
real, as, whatever is considered true usually by the whole 
world, is always taken as real and true. Thus, because it 
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is well known and established in this world, Ydgamdya 
should be considered as Shri Krishna's younger sister. 

As she was the younger sister of our all-pervasive 
Lord, she had the capacity to take the Divine Fbrm and 
also position herself, in the sky. YOgamSya had eight 
hands, twice the number of hands which our Lord had, 
and in these, eight hands, she was carrying various 
weapons. She had manifested, not only to do the bidding 
of our Lord but also had her own allotted tasks to be 
performed - hence she did this work on behalf of our 
Lord, she informed Kamsa about our Lord's manifesta¬ 
tion, which in turn, led for much sorrow and pain for 
many others, and the destruction of righteousness - this 
was her own allotted task, so that our Lord, seeing the 
plight and sorrow of devotees, can quickly destroy Kamsa 
and all other evil forces or persons. Hence, Yogamaya, 
had manifested to do her own and our Lord's works. She 
was carrying weapons, with a view to complete our Lord's 
tasks, in her eight hands. Like our Lord showed Four 
Divine Hands carrying Divine weapons, Ydgamaya, also, 
now brilliantly shone with eight arms, carrying a variety 
of weapons. Yogamaya, after Her manifestation, took 
another Divine Form. Now a description is given about 
the materials and other ornaments used by her. 

It 

II II 

VERSE-10 Meaning: "The Divine mother was adorned 
with a Divine garland. Divine vestments, Divine fragrant 
sandal paste and resplendent with ornaments studded with 
precious stones. She carried in her hands, the weapons 
such as the bow, the trident, the arrow, the shield, the 
sword, the mace, the discus and also the conch." 
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fcHMt ^plnqcilfn cTFtl: 

TSMlftW Mfd, fcJo44l: ipnit ‘RTcTf:, 3T*aRTf®T q^liN (s^l-^q, 

an^ntKHtR, tH^rhwmtuirPH 

<vfH^»ciW sFR:, USRcTl TRIK^IKRI 3lfa ^3T: noUn:, cfift q<aiun, 

craSJ^TmtUIMirHfd, Wrffl U, 

on^, ^ar" ^feM, 

1T2T =TR Ijffl ‘i^ltllfH faSoTfci uqiM: ^oll 

SRI SUBODH1NI: The Divine mother now shone 
with these four types of materials viz. Divine garland, 
vestments, sandal paste and ornaments studded with pre¬ 
cious stones. Here the order, with which, the description 
of Divine garland etc. has been done, is only to denote the 
order of one's seeing the items successively. Hence what 
was seen first or known, is described in the first instance 
and the rest of the description follow the same order. The 
fragrant sandal paste cannot be seen first, and hence the 
Divine garland was seen firstly. The verse also specifies 
the names of the various weapons being carried by 
Yogamaya. On her left side, we see the bow in one hand. 
On the right side, in two hands, we see the trident and the 
arrow. In one hand, on the left side is the shield and on 
the right side in one hand, is the sword; in another hand, 
on the left side, in one hand, is the conch and on the right 
side, in one hand is the discus. The Divine mother, 
carried, on the remaining hand on the left side, the mace. 
In this manner, the Divine mother carried eight types of 
weapons in her eight hands. The Divine Form of Yogamaya, 
was now being seen and known by everyone, as was the 
case of our Lord, after His manifestation earlier. 

II U II 
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VERSE-11 Meaning: "Our Divine mother was 
worshiped with various sacred offerings by the Divine 
SiddhSs, the Charanas, the Gandharvas, the celestial 
Apsara women, the Kinnaras and the N5ga clans. They 
now sang her praise, in unison. The divine mother, now, 
spoke to Kamsa the following words." 

: cTFTT: WRI FI 

*$•<«) QchHSJ 3TFH: b|-&u|'|q4lc(ohl ^ 

T^Sf, JUI&rll *lfH¥l«{l 

3ffi5-|: fcJilUMI ^ TTrPTSMl 

wiqiuimRft^ ii u n 

SRI SUBODHINI: The various celestial beings re¬ 
ferred to in this verse, like the Siddhas, Charanas and 
others, were in various levels of spiritual status viz. some 
of them in Divine Harmony (SATWA), some in Dynamic 
action (RAJAS) and some in ignorance (TAMAS). Shri 
Mahaprabhuji also explains, that the reference made to the 
celestial women (Apsaras) is, indeed appropriate, from the 
angle of grammar. Our Divine mother Yogamaya's 6 
Divine qualities, are represented by the six types of 
celestial beings now being described, from the Siddhas to 
the Naga clans, as each of them represented, our Divine 
mother's 6 qualities. When Kamsa was seeing such a 
spectacle, the celestial beings offered various materials to 
the Divine mother in worship. The word 'offering' (BALI), 
which has been used in this verse, will denote also, 
singing of praises such as 'victory to Divine mother'. In 
this manner, the Divine mother was praised, and she 
spoke to Kamsa, the following words, after making every¬ 
one understand that '1 myself am capable of killing 
Kamsa'. Here we should ponder as to why the Divine 
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Yogamaya did not kill Kamsa and also remain to protect 
mother Devaki and others? The Divine mother, answering 
the above, says: 

|| ^«£C||«| || 

*T*7T enqi ^SfTeT: II 

*nr ^SJT II II 

VERSE-12 Meaning: "The Divine mother, now, 
spoke, 'Oh! Foolish Kamsa, what will you profit, if I were 
to kill you now? The one who is going to kill you, who 
is also your enemy in your previous birth, has already 
taken birth somewhere. Hence, do not kill the suffering 
mother Devaki in vain." 

cpq ^ gw ^ T$n*f q 

T-sfcm ckts fas w 3i& 3 
wwn' g ^Ttfa, f% tJ-USdl? 3TcT TTcTpRn^HIcf W 

3m Tg^ delRtfifaPd, traRT 3>R^fd S 3 

•3Tm ghfriir^ th ^pju', ^13 sijdflfavjitfq 

TRR«zf f^RT^fq WTcfa g ^ ^ 
tTW 'Jefyr^Rft, FroKIHT (K^PT^Rn, *TW*3 

<cRd: STiqiT^RrRlfq <T«Ntw, 3ffi: «pMuu 

rt f?Rt:, cpptt q ^fifq ^^ rt 
II ^ II 

SRI SUBODHINI: "If 1 kill you now, how does it 
will help or profit you? Even if you were to kill me, I will 
not do any harm at all. Now that you have not been able 
to kill me, why should I kill you? I will not. You are a 
foolish person, as you cannot understand the secrets of the 
Divine. I am not Killing you, now, as your Killer, has 
already taken birth somewhere else." The Ydgamdya 
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spoke, in a general way, that Kamsa's destoyer had taken 
birth in some place or another. She did not specify a 
particular place for our Lord's birth. The Divine gods 
become always happy when, important information or 
matter is spoken in a secret way "Oh Kamsa! If you were 
to tell me, that you are my enemy also, as you are the 
enemy of our Lord and, although I have the power to kill 
you as you are my enemy - even then I will not kill you 
as, you were the enemy of our Lord, in your previous life 
and you have become my enemy just now only - that too, 
because the celestial words had forewarned you, that the 
eighth child of mother Devaki will kill you and I happen 
to be the eighth child. But you will be killed by our Lord 
only. Hence do not kill now the suffering Devaki. By 
killing her, you are not going to gain any reprieve from 
your destruction, and nothing good will also come of this 
killing.' Having said this, the Divine mother went away. It 
is said as follows: 

ffrT rT TTRTT II 

it ii n 
VERSE-13 Meaning: "Sri Sukadeva said 'after hav¬ 

ing spoken so much in a clear way, Yogamaya, the Divine 
Goddess, got herself established in many holy places, on 
this earth and also attained and came to be glorified 
through many names." 

: iv=t*jTt7q| MdcMie $dlRl, FPScRJ 

^4)Pl, **re*Rf*IT cTClfq 
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*j*fl qiqfol WRlfsf tR W&3 ft*R!I 

^f=l ffcST W^IMI JjMflVjfi&JJ F'T^FT 
s?«f: || ^ || 

SRI SUB0DH1NI: The Divine mother now spoke 
thus to Kamsa. "The word 'spoke effectively and at 
length' (PRABHASHYA) used here, denotes that the 
Goddess spoke about many other things also, apart from 
the message given to Kamsa, through the last verse (verse 
12). The Divine mother spoke, about the Brahmins and 
other holy people to Kamsa and hence, Kamsa now began 
to hate the Brahmins and gave them pain and sorrow. In 
this way, the Divine mother attained, her desired goal, by 
talking to Kamsa, and due to her, being a Divine Goddess, 
she was able to understand all this clearly, and, that is 
why, the YogamSya is referred to, in this verse, as 
'Goddess' (DEVI) as she was invested with the powers, 
such as opulence etc. of our Lord. Hence, she was able 
to cause illusion in the mind of Kamsa, as he will not 
understand or respond to anyone else or to any other 
power. Once again, the reference is made to YogamSya as 
'of Divine nature' (Bhagavati). YdgamSya is 'Divine' and 
is invested with the Divine qualities of our Lord, and she 
will express all these Divine qualities and also, will be 
worshipped by everyone. In this way, as directed by our 
Lord, the Divine mother, YdgamSya, manifested herself, 
in many forms and names and became famous at various 
holy places. The Divine mother is being worshipped as 
Mother Durga and other Divine forms and names. In view 
of this, the desire of mother Devaki and Shri Vausdeva, to 
keep this child with themselves, became unsuccessful, as 
our Lord had willed otherwise. What Kamsa did, when he 
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heard that 'your enemy has already taken birth some¬ 
where' is being described in the next verse. 

VERSE-14 Meaning: "Kamsa, got very much aston¬ 
ished on hearing the words of YOgamiya, and believing 
Her words to be true, Kamsa, spoke with humility, to 
mother Devaki and Shri Vasudeva, after releasing diem 
from their bondage." 

fWlFfdll4»HI4IHH 4ItR g iPfl ^ ^ 

ci<r<shu4 xrm fiigra w<raiT, urtot 

tjwt dgl'Wfy^WI’v ^44& 4^4 "Of *J^cTF 

^<4 ^cfl4l44ISdWKl«6,m: Pl4MNRft?^ Hilftwf ^TTO 

^ WF?4 dlR+' lKf$M4lPlc4if: II v* II 

SRI SUBODHINI: The words, spoken by Yogamaya, 
were indeed the words, which contained the message, 
which our Lord, wanted to convey to Kamsa. This was so, 
as Yogamaya was only doing the tasks and works as 
desired and inspired by our Lord. In fact, she was only 
conveying to Kamsa, the inner will and desire of our 
Lord. Kamsa, now, got very much astonished on hearing 
the words of YdgamSya. Kamsa, if he had understood her 
to be divine and celestial in her nature, he would have 
tried to capture and keep her, with him. But Kamsa lacked 
this understanding. He, now, believed in the words of 
YogamSya, and released both mother Devaki and Shri 
Vbsudeva, from their captivity. He now became pure in 
heart and humble, inspired by the words of YdgamSya. In 
other words, he showed purity in his mind and words. By 
releasing them, from their bondage, he exhibited the 
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purity of his body and through his humility, he exhibited 
his harmonious nature in his mind and words. Kamsa, 
now, spoke to them, in the following eight verses. The 
following Karik&s, give the meaning of the verses, contain¬ 
ing the words 'oh my sister and brother-in-law.' 

wrwuw tor TOt^nftr ^ 

TT5 PWe\Pld:l 

«igf5r: yrtgRivHif H * II 

3TORt ^ fF yftcflRd ?R|fej ^ifctl 

3R: TTtTOt ’T chr(oq: TOlfjTHTOTt TO: II ^ II 

KARIKAS AND MEANING (1 to 3): Kamsa, now, 
admitted his crimes and mistakes, through the first verse. 
In the second verse, he specifies the result of his crimes 
and mistakes. In the third verse, through disillusionment, 
he says that he, himself, has committed these mistakes. In 
the next verse, he says that both, mother Devaki and Shri 
Vasudeva, should not grieve for what has happened. In 
this way, through the four verses, in the usual worldly 
manner, he pleaded with them, not to give in to sorrow. 
In the next 4th verses, he attempts to remove the sorrow 
and pain of both mother Devaki and Shri Vasudeva, by 
giving spiritual reasoning. Through the 5th verse, he says 
that the 'Atma' (the soul) does not take birth, and it has 
no death at all - hence they should not grieve at all. In the 
next verse, he says, that, through spiritual wisdom, one's 
sorrow and pain get resolved and mitigated. In the next 
two verses, he says that, an embodied soul (JlVA), through 
ignorance, anctit's own actions, has to undeigo, without 
having any control over them, the bad results and effects 
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of its earlier actions (KARMA). Hence, he advises, them 
not to grieve for such pain and sorrow. 

Firstly, Kamsa admits his crimes and mistakes, and 
requests them to forgive him. 

II 3*fl'€T II 

*rf*rarft mmni u 
f|ff%T?TT: ^!T: II ^ II 

VERSE-15 Meaning: "Repenting profusely, Kamsa 
astonished, now, spoke to them. 'Oh! My sister and 
brother-in-law! I am a sinner and like a man-eating 
Demon, I have forcibly killed all your children. I, too, 
have great pain and sorrow, caused by my cruel actions." 

afapitftFft : WTcT: Wfl'Wfd, 3Tft 

anaqirdBWWTrq ^TSt' ^ Siefad, 31ft 
‘8TTT^5 trfTRtafa:, ’ W^R *%«f, ■qf 

wm FfFT ^ ^5TFF qwtfa, 73^, 

eKlfald R f^' 33RW«f, I$1 TT^RT:, IT ff 

ttot w<s<$msmFv gsnitfpr: Tjar 
PlRRMI:, WIRI VIKHI^W ^ faRJ TPRSPfol 

sW rt^n trai -qift?n 

ffiftfq WfacT: II *<\ II 

SRI SUBODHINI: The word 'AHO' denotes ’sur¬ 
prise' or 'astonishment'. Kamsa, now, was very surprised 
and he came near to them and prayed and pleaded with 
them, individually. Kamsa said 'oh! My sister and brother- 
in-law! You are my own sister and my own brother-in-law 
(BHAMA). We are all related to each other, and with 
one's relation, attachment and friendliness are natural. 
Hence, I have feelings of friendliness and goodwill for 
both of you. I am a sinner and due to this, I had killed 
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all your sons. I have, indeed personified my sins 
(PAPMANA) as there is no difference between me and 
my sins. I am very regretful, for what has happened, and 
I am expressing my sorrow (BATA). I am indeed, feeling 
very remorseful in my heart for having done such cruel 
sins, and this, regret, I am not exhibiting, just to please 
you both. 1 am really regretful for what has happened. 
Like a man-eating demon takes away, young boys as his 
food, I, imagining that I will save myself, by killing your 
children, have indulged in this cruel act of destroying your 
children. The demons, do not cultivate any relationship 
with anyone, nor do they follow the scriptures and it's 
rules and regulations. They are self-centred, and for 
protecting their own lives, through which, they hope to 
fulfill all their desires, destroy and eat the children of 
everyone and like such demons, I have destroyed all your 
children (BAHAVAHA)." Kamsa, also, now, describes the 
punishment and results which he has to undergo, for 
having committed such heinous crimes. 

TT rE[$ rilThchl^yilfrtlTh^llfd^^ T3R* II 

^>TgN>T\ UflfiimifH TJrT: II II 

VERSE-16 Meaning: "Kamsa said ' I am as good as 
dead now, as I am bereft of any compassion, and I have 
blundered in my life, by giving up my relatives and 
friends. I am such a cruel person, that 1 am bound to 
suffer, in the same manner, by having to take births, in the 
worlds of suffering (i.e. in hell), which a person who has 
committed the sin of killing a Brahmin would undergo." 
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'*RT: f^ffaRFTRf ^ 

*flr ^ <tw w^»»i»mi 3 ^ firararit 
W &' rm $ Hl^Wlftl ^T«lf ^ TOT 1 $ 

IRIfl ^Nl:, 3T?ft 4>KfU7I "«&{fwi «tici»3 foj ^ 

$dfMfd WfTOITOI:, TJ TTW^ Hl<W Vl^lttldl 

*itaq: ^JRl fa* ^ -i-qiwNm**!: ^ ^ ^®II ' ^tidifM 

WtR d*^l*Pdo <!W T3TFT $f?T, tr ^ mRdl ^ ij nT?, 

-aKitaA*! M<^ld«t>:, 37cft ^e«*>4ul: «fxirq|q>'9»r!^ 

^ fa5T ^ cii^Km! MldehlHI ^ cTW 0&J{tAfr1, 

^5 '*&6i M«M(i ^’Uicjftje<rs»d' ^fciqi'Wiq^^T: tt-At* 

TiraflRIFI *R«IH|UMI^TOlftfll ^ H ^fct^Pd TR HISdlHM'dKI^ 

Ui^Han '5^1 *1 WTf§rA Hi«fAq ^TT^>: 

R% ifa ^ <TW TJ?T: ^TOMT, 3TO ^T: %R7^ TJrT:, 

3*M«tOA'j|ta^K^1 3Td) *ii*iA *lfa 1TN 'i^q^ <T^I tT^'ira: «4'*i'ili: 

FIRf ’HMeta:, 3Tcft TJrT: Wrfatrciuaw 

^ inHiw«<lq^ II H 

SRI SUBODHINI: if it was to be told to Kamsa, 
that, all these sins and crimes have been committed by 
him, only due to the influence of demon KalanSmi, who 
had now manifested as Kamsa and that Kamsa, by him¬ 
self, is a good person, and hence he will not go to hell, 
to suffer for his sins, then, Kamsa, says by using the word 
TIT (But) - that he has done all the sins and crimes 
himself. In the scriptures, it is said that "he who thinks 
that he is the doer, gets bound by the results of such 
action" - in the same way Kamsa felt that "I have done this 
sin and I will definitely undergo the result (punishment) 
for die same". For the argument that Kamsa, had only 
killed those, who could have killed him, if they were 
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spared and hence - For this Kamsa says, that the 6 
children never entertained a desire to kill him. Moreover, 
they could have been killed only, if they had come to 
attack and kill Kamsa. Hence, Kamsa felt that, killing the 
6 children, was indeed, an act of sin, on his part. Kamsa 
considered himself, as bereft of any compassion, because 
he killed the 6 children of his sister Devaki - whom he is 
supposed to protect and care for! Some may say, that 
Kamsa may not be blame-worthy, as he had to kill the 6 
children, as in the future, being the children of his enemy, 
these 6 children may destroy Kamsa. This argument also 
will not be appropriate, as Kamsa, now says, that he has 
already broken all his relations with relatives and friends.” 
Although these 6 children, are my friend's children, I 
never thought that 1 should not kill them, because they are 
the children of my friend"'. If someone was to say, that 
one can kill anyone, who plots and plans to kill oneself 
i.e. one can strike before the other strikes • like it is said, 
that 'killing the brother who plots to kill you' - all these, 
Kamsa, says are futile justifications, for his action of 
killing the 6 children as he now admits "I am a cruel 
person and I myself killed all the 6 children. They never 
tried to kill me. Hence, I have killed all of them wantonly, 
and without any trace of compassion. 1 do not know, as 
to which world of suffering I have to go, for undergoing 
the punishment for committing such a sin". In fact, 
Kamsa, should never get a doubt on this, as, persons, who 
kill others are sent to the hells called 'TAMISRA' and 
others, to expiate their sins. Kamsa tells also, that he will 
have to go to that hell, to which persons who commit the 
sin of 'killing a Brahmin' (BRAHMAHATYA) usually go. 
The scriptures say, that the person, who has committed the 
sin of killing a Brahmin will go to that hell, from where, 
there is no return at all i.e. he will eternally suffer in this 
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hell. Thus Kamsa need not have nay doubt regarding the 
hell for the expiation of his sins, to which he will be sent 
after his death. To this, Kamsa says, that he will do 
repentance and reparation, so that his sins will be expi¬ 
ated, and he will not be punished for the commitment of 
sins. But, it is also true, that Kamsa feels that expiation 
of his sins may not be granted, as he had committed the 
sins on noble and great souls, by killing them. Even if it 
is granted, that, Kamsa may escape the sojourn and stay 
at one of the hells, after his expiation of sins, Kamsa, 
himself, feels now, that, once he has been indicted with 
ill-fame (i.e. for killing the children of his own sister) - 
then, even if he is alive, he is as good as 'dead'. Kamsa 
says "even if my sins are mitigated, I will still retain the 
ill-fame and the sense of dishonour, due to the sins 
committed by me in my life." As ill-fame and dishonour 
will remain with me, "I am as good as dead, even though 
I am living". Kamsa now doubted, as to which hell, he 
will have to go, as the scriptures, which specify specific 
atonements for specific sins also emphasize, that the sins 
of the person, who does atonement for his sins, becomes 
free of such sins. In this manner, Kamsa contemplated on 
the consequences for his sins. Then he says that he should 
not be blamed for his actions and he gives the reason for 
such a conclusion - that he was indeed blemish-free and 
defends himself, as though, he was sinless. 

*frF i TOf cfceiflH. » 
TO: II II 

VERSE-17 Meaning: "Kamsa said, not only human 
being tell lies; now even the celestial gods also tell lies. 
Havittg faith in the words of the celestial gods only, I, a 
sinner, have killed the many children of my own sister." 
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tp^f fa^uiiq qq q 

Vqnllci wshskeK cRfqsnF «rnOfa, 3ti«w*ie»iui) 

ht HWPR31H«H\ q*f’ ^nffa ^TI, T^>‘ g TRqwraif^, 

3H«blVrc(|uqi^ qiqq fqtfiqft, $^J5H5{HT^faqq, * %4^-jd 

SlfiHw THPt1c||^l-H^|U|IH-Jd ^J W*i, fSRTtr!, q £*rf 

qqjf i^cn^aqifsi:, foqj «tfn>, 3Tfft 

AlglcWfd^WIrf T2RJ: ^?TT^ ftg'HII't, ^ *7F^ 

^Ht'JtH-ci :<=h<'Jiy«^rl<4 ’ d<vS<^ ^>*1 ^iciMa ^ tHIIgMt qm 

?fq, q^cn % mmm q 3 muPuiMi, fyr?jfqfq qq:Trcsq 

fqtFftq, 3TOT qqr ttci ^fq qTq«4yfinR*ciiewi^ n ^ n 

SRI SUBODHINI: The celestial words spoken by the 
celestial gods had informed, that Kamsa will be killed by 
the 8th child of mother Devaki. The celestial gods, who 
uttered the above words, cautioning Kamsa, are also 
considered, as Divine as mother Durga, who now spoke 
to Kamsa about his killer being born somewhere. It 
looked, as though, that the celestial words heard by Kamsa 
and others, earlier (i.e. during the marriage procession of 
Devaki and Vasudeva) have been proved as untrue. Kamsa, 
not being able to understand the secret ways of the 
celestial gods, is now making a statement that "even the 
gods lie". Kamsa says, that usually the human beings lie, 
and the celestial gods are established firmly in speaking, 
always, the truth. But, here, he has witnessed the contrary 
situation. "1 thought that only the human beings lie but 
now, I have to conclude that even the celestial gods lie". 
In fact, Kamsa felt utterly let down - as he had killed the 
children of his sister Devaki, only on the basis of his deep 
faith on the true nature and promise of the celestial words, 
as uttered by the celestial gods. If Kamsa, was asked, as 
to whether he had entertained any doubt, regarding the 
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truth about the celestial words spoken earlier, Kamsa, 
could not have doubted the veracity of the celestial words 
as he was a vile sinner. He could not get the guidance of 
the noble part of his own mind, which good and noble 
souls get, for determining the right course of action. It has 
been said that "the inner mind guides one, as proof and 
evidence, whether one is right or wrong". But, Kamsa's 
inner mind, could not come to his help, as he was a cruel 
sinner and the inner-mind guides and helps only noble and 
virtuous persons, and the hearts of vile sinners cannot give 
proper guidance and help to them. The words used in this 
verse "the children of my sister" denote that, Kamsa felt 
that, although he had so much love and attachment to his 
sister, he didn't care to protect this love, nor, he cared for 
her children, although they were so tender. In this manner, 
Kamsa, felt that he had grossly violated all the rules of 
his filial affection, to his sister. Kamsa told "the celestial 
words had spoken clearly, that only the eighth child will 
kill me and I was certain that this eighth child, will be 
capable of killing me - but, a female child has been born 
- thus disproving the words of the celestial gods - and I 
have wantonly killed this female child, without any 
purpose". Kamsa, now, says as to what is to be done, in 
the future. 

Wr&t 1 'Mlifrfl: «<IUrt It \6 II 

VERSE-18: Meaning: "Oh! my sister Devaki and 
Shri Vasudeva, I respect you both, as great and exalted 
souls. Please, do not grieve for the loss of your children, 
as this loss is due to the result of past action (KARMA). 
Births and deaths take place due to the will of God and 
none can be together for ever.” 
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wf ?n^ Wtfa Mrf^l ^ 

wfa:, T^rapnftf^i ^ uimHnftfotiHtor, 

Mgfll ^TTfef, ^5 MgrfcfT^ct VH+l'MI^ epq 

4fii«W«irai ^®TtT $f?T ffflF H ft *qi<j>ril*fr^fa 
Tlfai: Ph-cJ afMI 31<})ai«rf 7TtTI ?ft, far *il«Mlq®i4ir«l ^*11$ 

w«f»riwi^ sft, *rafa mOP^^i t^’ ’^ttctt i?ft ^ ^iiifci (t«nfa 

'hi^k^lM'ilrd, cHawUPh di<jVI «F^ «IT?n ^ F?TI:, 

^ ^ oR dl^Wl^lMl 'lirHM pcfi^+dl'T^T fpjfftlfrjPcft VlWlH 

?ft M. ^ft, 3 ft f^TRTT ^tTGF^ ‘ 3n*P3 

fdm'kfB'H'^ Tj^tgnr m *rraft^r ^ ^|, ckif 
^ft, -?T^ifq ftgfar croft vi^PHsikm'lHrNW 

f-fcWlSI TJnPTTO^, flgltiri ^1 TTF3: II \C II 

SRI SUBODHINI: He, who becomes the cause for 
the pain and sorrow of noble and virtuous souls, there is 
no remedy or rights for him, for the expiation or mitiga¬ 
tion of his sins. In this situation, as his sins are not 
mitigated or expiated, he has to undergo the punishments, 
which are meted out for sinners in designated hells. Hence 
Kamsa says, "please have compassion for me and do not 
grieve at all". Kamsa says, that although he is a sinner, he 
expects them to show compassion to him and forgive him 
because "you both are exalted noble souls as you are 
invested with the Divine blessing of great luck" 
(MAHABHAGYAM)." Noble souls like you regard, friends 
and foes alike, and they never disregard or have contempt 
for anyone". Kamsa feels that, as noble and great souls, 
they should not, now, grieve for the loss of their children. 
He also feels that, both mother Devaki and Shri Vasudeva, 
could feel pain and sorrow, for the very short lives of their 
children, as they could not remain and achieve their lives' 
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purpose, in this world - although they, being very noble 
and virtuous, may not feel the sorrow and pain arising out 
of their own personal loss. To this, Kamsa, says that, the 
children died, as per their own past actions, as it was 
destined to be so. Of course, Kamsa, did not have the 
knowledge that these children, who were killed by him, 
were the divine children of Marlchi and they had just 
served the Divine purpose of being born here, for mother 
Devaki and Shri Vasudeva. But, Kamsa, being not aware 
of this divine secret, concluded, through circumstantial 
evidence, that, these children were, after all, reaping the 
results of their past actions, and they died, according to 
their past actions, in a premature way, during their 
boyhood only. Kamsa, now, adds further, that both 
mother Devaki and Shri Vasudeva may grieve, not for 
themselves, but for their inability to live together, with 
their children, even for a little time. To this, Kamsa says, 
that, those souls, who are in the worldly process of 'births 
and deaths' cannot remain, forever, in one place or in a 
desired place - as this is controlled, by the will and desire 
of our Lord. This Divine will has been described in the 
verse, through the use of the words, "under the control of 
the Divine Will". In fact, even if these persons were to 
continue to remain, forever, then also, their lives will not 
be happy or joyful, as they will continue to remember the 
impressions created by their long life - such as friend, foe 
etc and these impressions and attitudes will make them 
very unhappy. Thus long worldly life is not a guarantee 
for happiness, neither living together. Happiness is guar¬ 
anteed only, when a soul becomes a devotee of our Lord 
and enjoys only our Lord's Sewa, through the spiritual 
process of pure Devotion (NIRODHA).Kamsa, through 
worldly reasoning and arguments justifies his view, that he 
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was not at all guilty, for the earlier gruesome actions 
Now, he tries to ward off and mitigate the sorrow of both, 
mother Devaki and Shri Vasudeva, through scriptural 
references and principles, in the following 4 verses. 

HKWrMI letM4Id II ^ II 

VERSE-19: Meaning: "Bodies are made and de¬ 
stroyed, like the pots, which are made through the use of 
clay, but there is no change, in the nature of clay, when 
the pots are made and destroyed. In the same manner, the 
Divine soul, who is the in-dweller in the various bodies, 
created and destroyed, do not experience any change at 
all. For example, there is no change at all, for the in¬ 
dwelling Divine principle of Paramatma (supreme soul) in 
mother Earth, although, we see, endless origin and death 
of grass, roots, trees etc. on the face of the earth. Thus, 
the births and deaths of these bodies, do not, in any way, 
affect the immutability and the ever-lasting nature of the 
Divine souls (ATMA)." 

vitam-ik-mis ^ a 
fSPFri vitara-ik ^ ^ ftPFrt 

amqi ‘tactt: oiiiM+1 JimiMUHltaV^: 

RI«^MHlAe|i)e| TTcl TPTPTTcftta 

cr«n ^iuiiHW4i?*irfciicf faf ^ ’ta 1 

cfWTOT VImiIh 

^ xjutasf eta 
^1 'tjJAw tatanta ct*tR*prta ^?r mxmurfta 
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^ W1UJWI 1 qlcHEJ^ 1 ^T 

SfaRI *c*T*f:, W tJBTiWI ^glHTHfM 7m yiSftfrMUl, 

Ufa sftmft nfli-Oft dwwftRi ^t, ?{mfa 

gr, «J^5 fiWWIH 3TTWT1 cT^fil VI& ^ERT ^ 

3rf»:, ^*TT ^f?:fw?n ^ ftrfSTOI Tjat*R!:1W<T StlcRlfa, 

d#dfNRl fa* *RFT, H^gwiUJWI H fatw 

<jfa^ >j^fq«r>K: TK*wfa5:, ei'ifaieil*^ qunl<^ 

*4lc*WfacfiK8 ^^5:, ST^eflfqrf-^l^cT'n TO^cl, W 

#t#r * <wr *jqrsp^*> tt^tc*ti 

fdtfM 3Tf«I8l5qt fa*T: ll^ll 

SRI SUBODHINI: The various beings take birth and 
they also die. Due to the will and desire of our Lord, 
these beings cannot hope to remain in a particular place. 
Saying in this manner, Kamsa tried to alleviate and remove 
the sorrow and pain of mother Devaki and Shri Vasudeva. 
Now Kamsa, brings in spiritual arguments and reasoning 
into this. He says that the souls, never die, as they are 
"permanent, capable of going everywhere and stable" 
(GlTA) - hence, as per this spiritual principle, the soul 
(JTVA) is all-pervasive, in it’s Divine nature. The soul 
never leaves a body and gets into another body. The soul 
is of the same Divine nature always and at all times. 
Kamsa said, all these spiritual reasoning, based on his 
faith in the Sankhya philosophical system - as the demons 
follow this system only. He emphasized his belief, that the 
soul is all-pervasive etc. Kamsa said that, just as we see, 
in the sky, the presence of clouds, darkness and light and 
these events are happenings occur successively - but the 
sky is not affected by these happenings at all - in the same 
manner, the soul gets different types of bodies, both of 
lower or higher status, and these bodies also get de- 
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strayed. But the soul is not in any way affected by these 
happenings at all. Kamsa said, "in your children also, the 
same Divine soul was present, and this Divine soul, is not 
affected by the disappearance of their bodies". Kamsa 
gave the example of the sky but, in real life, the example 
may not be appropriate, as the happenings in the sky, do 
not always happen in the way they have been described, or 
cannot be exactly compared to. So, Kamsa, now gives the 
example of a real-life situation. He says that, on this earth, 
we see the origin of worms, insects, trees etc. as being 
born out of this earth, and , hence are treated as different 
from this earth (as they also look different in their 
appearance) and also get destroyed and absorbed, finally, 
on this earth only - in this way, the earth is not affected, 
in any manner, either by the origin of these objects or 
their final destruction and absorption by this earth. Hence, 
Kamsa, says, in the Atma also, there is no effect or 
change, due to births and deaths. The bodies are taken by 
the soul, based of the results of the actions of the soul, in 
many lives and also get destroyed. In this manner the soul 
is never born nor it dies. Births and deaths pertain to the 
bodies only. Shri Gosainji says that, "just like the species 
originating on this earth, also get absorbed on this earth 
only - but the earth is not affected - in the same way the 
Atma also is not affected by either birth or death". 
Moreover, we should also note that, the species referred 
to above, as being originated from this earth, do indeed, 
undergo a change (VIKAR) before they emanate or evolve 
on this earth. Hence, it may not be right to say, that all 
the species originate from this earth - but the earth itself 
is not affected. But on this earth, we do see the rise and 
destruction of (BHITHI) but die earth itself, is not 
affected by it. Moreover, the 5 basic elements in the body, 
like water etc. are also not born nor do they get destroyed. 
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If it is presumed, that, there is only one Atma in this 
entire universe, then how can we say that the 'Atma of 
Devadatta is different from the Atma of Yagnadutta or how 
can we explain the differences, which we come across in 
the day to day life, of people telling 'I am a human being' 
or I am a celestial being' etc.? Answering this, in the next 
verse, it is said: 

ii ii 

VERSE-20 Meaning: "in view of the absence of 
clear wisdom that the Divine Atma is one and indivisible, 
- this ignorance causes the perception of endless divisions. 
This perception of divisions leads one to conclude that the 
Atma is impermanent and divided, and in turn, makes one 
aware of the twin-factors of attainment or destruction of 
the bodies. Thus due to this ignorance, this worldly cycle 
of births and deaths, is never ended." 

ft N rs 

WnjaiTTtHf TOT ^ 

trelfa, w h c^qfcK:, 3intR!cf 

arat f^f i q^F*ui 
, TJet ^ nqftt. 3lW- 
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^gwnfN* tfo ^Flt^RRora#^, cPGF farcfa 

5%, n^tiHi-l TRTTTt fatSRfatf 

3tiW'ilfq<j>nrst *tKi<*< 

fawtcftfa ctjdW) SJTTOlfa- ^rT 3TTr*TT Wl *RftT. 

?T^t 1 ««Wfd IRo || 

SRI SUBODHINI: If one does not know, clearly, that 
the soul is one and not many, he experiences the factor of 
endless divisions in life. In other words, he, only, does not 
see, any division at all, who has the wisdom of the Atma 
being one and undivided. Usually where there is the 
perception of 'duality', then we perceive the factor of 
division also. We should however, not conclude, that it is 
the perception of division, which leads to the experience 
of 'duality'. For example, when we see a person we can 
safely say 'there is one person'. But we cannot or do not, 
usually, feel or say 'this person is indivisible'. The sense 
of 'duality' is caused by the power of understanding of the 
intellect - e.g. that the person called as 'Devadutta' is 
different from the person, whose name is Yagnadatta'. 
Hence, the sense of 'duality' or 'division' is not in the 
'object or material itself but due to the discriminating 
faculty of the intellect. Now, on a closer analysis, we see 
that, the intellect cannot give rise or create the object 
outside. Hence, we have to conclude, that 'division' is 
caused by ignorance only. Hence, as the Atma is only one, 
it cannot be the subject matter of the 'demanding' intel¬ 
lect, as the very presence of 'demand' pre-supposes the 
existence of a disintegrated intellect (i.e. not one-pointed). 
Hence, we should say, that the soul is the subject matter 
of the knowledge in us, which says 'I am' (AHAM) and 
not the subject-matter of a 'demanding intellect', which. 
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in turn is caused by spiritual ignorance. Now, it is argued, 
by Shri MahSprabhuji, that the divisions, which we see, 

are indeed real - as the various activities in this world, as 

per the injunction of the holy scriptures and shastras, 

cannot take place properly, in the absence of divisions. 

For this, our Acharya Shri MahSprabhuji says, that the 
knowledge that the soul is itself, subject to be born and 

it also dies and that, there is a different soul in each of 

the body created in this world • is wrong and based on 

ignorance and not spiritual wisdom. If we were to accept 
this premise, then how can we explain, the act of the new¬ 

born baby, suckling mother's milk? Hence, we have to 

conclude, that the memory of the past lives only makes 

the new-born baby, naturally take to suckling mother's 

milk. This also proves that the soul is permanent, and as 

this soul causes the rise and spread of consciousness in the 

entire body, it is also all-pervasive. Hence, it is the 

perception of division, which causes ignorance, about the 

permanent and the Divine nature of the soul. If we were 

to regard that the soul is never created nor it can be 

destroyed, as it's existence is permanent, then we should 

also not feel happy, when a near and dear one is born or 

become sorrowful, when someone dear, dies. But due to 

ignorance, we do feel joy and sorrow, arising out of the 

above events. Hence, it can be safely concluded, that the 

sense of division, which causes ignorance is 'worldly or 

materialistic' and is not based on eternal divine truth 

(PARAMARTIK). It is also a rule that, the cause for this 

worldly cycle of births and deaths (SAMSARA) is igno¬ 

rance only, which is not of the nature of the eternal divine 

truth. The sense of 'division' is the cause for the 'Samsara' 

and due to this, the sense of 'division' is not of the nature 

of the eternal Divine truth. From this logical analysis, we 
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can safely conclude that (1) There is no 'division' in the 
Atma and (2) Atma is not created or destroyed. Shri 
MahSprabhuji deals, now, with another argument. It is due 
to sheer ignorance, that some may feel that Atma is made 
and it dies and that in each body there is a different Atma 
(Soul). This ignorance is not caused by the sense of 
'division' (BHEDA) - Shri Mah&prabhuji replies to this 
statement in the following manner. Spiritual ignorance 
causes the sense of division, and this in turn, causes the 
intellect to see the 'other' or it sees and experiences 
endless 'division'. If we were to conclude, that it is, 
ignorance which causes, directly the sense of the 'other' 
in the intellect, then, the 'ignorance' caused, during the 
state of deep-sleep (SUSHUPTI) should also cause, the 
sense of the 'other'. But the sense of 'other' does not 
occur during the state of deep sleep. Hence, finally, we 
have to conclude, that the sense of division, caused by 
spiritual ignorance, is the main root-cause for the sense of 
the 'other' in the intellect. In the state of deep sleep, 
although there is ignorance, there is no 'division' at all - 
and hence, there is no 'other' also, in tire intellect. The 
sense of 'division' not only produces the 'opposite knowl¬ 
edge' (i.e. prevents from right understanding) but also, 
creates the sense of being related to a body and the sense 
of being separated from a body. On the rise of the spiritual 
wisdom, one comes to realize that the Divine soul is the 
same, as it is permanent and everlasting, whether it had 
a previous body or it came to dwell in a new body. Hence, 
this spiritual wisdom, makes one get over the ideas of 
'division' and 'change' - as all 'division' and 'change', 
pertain to the body only. It is the 'worldly and material¬ 
istic' divisions, which makes people say 'I am fair' and 'I 
am black' etc. Thus, the sense of 'division' is not based 
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on the eternal Divine truth. In another way also, we can 
see this truth. If the sense of 'division' was 'real and 
permanent' then, due to the occurrence of both births and 
deaths, this 'universe' (SAMSARA) also should continue 
to remain forever. But this universe, also, does not remain 
forever. Hence we should conclude that the sense of 
'division' (BHEDA), is not real. We should also under¬ 
stand that the Divine soul is not made and un-made (i.e. 
created and destroyed) - but this Divine, immutable nature 
of the Atma, can be properly realized only when we 
correctly understand that the Atma is 'changeless' and of 
'always of one Divine relish (nature) only'. With all the 
above analysis we can safely conclude, that the Divine 
Atma is always of one Divine Relish (RASA), all-perva¬ 
sive and immutable - By knowing the Divine Atma, as 
such, a person gets released from pain and sorrow. Now 
Kamsa says that, "you both are the Divine soul - all- 
pervasive, of the same quality and nature of relish and 
changeless (i.e. permanent). You both, are aware of this 
spiritual wisdom. Hence you should not grieve at all at 
anytime." 

TOT otlivilRidHRi H 

VERSE-21 Meaning: "Oh! my beloved and auspi- 
* 

cious sister! Please do not grieve for the loss of your 
children, killed by me and for the resultant pain and 
sorrow - as you both are, only experiencing the effects of 
your own respective actions, without having any control 
over them - which everyone else also undergoes." 
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$fif, aw: Trt ?ra 

m^yfrsr, Tl«WtT 3llr*lH Vll^id <I«f: ^factFPnt", 

*rafa *q«t>*fo*ii<q 

uRdq^errfa «<r?<j\cWI 

yfljMlH w «JTO1 

^it ^ ^ *rci fa *n ^ 
cT«#r m 

^Wldini ^S^fa-Tlft f=RTT 1 <hcfo(i|||3? || 

SRI SUBODHINI: Kamsa, thought that, Shri 
Vasudeva, being a wise person of spiritual wisdom, will 
not give in to grief at all. Hence, only mother Devaki has 
to be pacified and comforted. Hence, Kamsa now says to 
mother Devaki "Oh auspicious and virtuous Devaki! You 
are one, who is going to enjoy the auspicious tidings and 
happiness, in the future. You will also give birth to 
children and hence you should not grieve or become 
unhappy at all. However, your children have died, entirely 
due to the actions in their past lives; I have not killed 
them, as their own actions only, have made me kill them. 
Even after realizing this, if you were to blame me, only, 
as the killer of your children, in this situation also, you 
should not grieve at all, as, the results and consequences 
of one's actions (KARMA) have to be enjoyed or suffered, 
as they are beyond one's control and as they are inexora¬ 
ble". Kamsa, as he was a demon, was not able to 
understand that there are 4 types of souls viz. the souls 
with the quality of Divine Grace, the worldly, the right¬ 
eous and the unstable ones. He was not aware of such 
distinctions, as in his faith as a demon, such distinctions 
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among the souls, are not recognized. The purport of this 
is that, if Kamsa, was aware of the existence of souls with 
the Divine grace (PUSHTI), who are not under the 
control of the results of their actions, then, he would not 
have told, that, each and everyone, have to undergo, 
without any exception, the rigours and consequences of 
their actions. The word used 'they enjoy or experience' 
(BHUNJATE) in the verse, denotes that the souls, undeigo 
and experience, the results of their actions by taking 
several bodies in different lives. Kamsa, now, tried his 
best to establish, that all the events had occurred, due to 
the will and desire of our Lord only and he was only an 
instrument in the hand of our Lord - nay - he was not 
responsible for the events. In fact, Kamsa, was only using 
this premise, as a convenient and comfortable ruse and 
reason to escape responsibility. Really, in his heart, he 
never believed, or had the conviction that the Lord had 
done all the actions. Because of this hypocrisy, Kamsa 
knew, that, even if mother Devaki and Shri Vasudeva did 
not want to punish Kamsa, he will be punished, certainly, 
because he had deliberately killed their children, out of 
selfish motives, and mother Devaki and Shri Vasudeva 
need not worry that Kamsa will not be punished for his 
heinous actions.Now Kamsa says, "if you were to say to 
me, that I have explained the teachings of spiritual wisdom 
to you and hence, I will not go through the consequences 
of my evil actions, as I can be considered by you as a 
spiritually wise person (JNANI)." To this Kamsa says, in 
the next verse 
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VERSE-22: Meaning: "Even if one is endowed with 
abundant scriptural knowledge, so long as the soul, due to 
the primordial ignorance, caused by it's identification 
with the body, regards itself as the 'doer' and due to this, 
thinks 'I have been killed by this person' or 'I am going 
to kill this person', he continues to be the 'one who dies' 
and 'the one who kills' - Because he has not made the 
scriptural knowledge dispel his ignorance of identification 
with the body i.e. his scriptural knowledge has not been 
put to the test of actual practice." 

flFRI %Tjf ^F?l 

1 , VIWdlH *IHal<4c^q 'JlHlld 

1 <J WfaiRrH rTrflfq faq? 311? *Rcftf?T, 

q qcrffi, 3T«tl3 ^1: cT^RIR? 

^ 'Rfh, 3ffi) 4||U|«|II W II 

SRI SUBODHINI: In spite of having scriptural 
knowledge about the spiritual principles, if the soul is to 
regard itself, as one who is being killed or is subject to 
death, or that, he is killing someone, then, this ignorant 
soul, in spite of having ’book-knowledge' will undergo 
pain and suffering, and also cause pain and suffering to 
others. The word 'I am dying or being killed' (HATOSMI) 
denotes the happening of death to oneself and the word 
'HANTASMI' (I am killing others) is used to denote, the 
killing of others by oneself. Whatever task or action is 
attributed to tfie 'actionless’(NISHKRIYA) Alma, the soul 
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experiences the same action and it's results. How does 
this illusion arise? It is due to the fact, that this soul does 
not have the spiritual wisdom of one's Divinity or 
ATMAJNANAM. This soul may have all the scriptural 
knowledge, but in the absence of the soul not converting 
this theoretical knowledge into spiritual realization and 
experience, he continues to suffer and experience pain and 
sorrow, thinking that he is the enjoyer of the fruits of his 
actions, and he is fully dependent on the results of his 
actions only. What is the result of this ignorance? The 
soul, having become proud of having a body, now thinks, 
that he is the one who kills and in turn, he is the one who 
gets killed. Ail this is due to the absence of spiritual 
wisdom of knowing one's own Divinity. This Divine 
knowledge, about one's own Divine Atma makes the soul 
clearly realize the foolishness of regarding oneself as the 
body and the attachment to the body ceases forthwith. So 
long as this ignorance caused by the false identification 
with the body, remains, the soul does not know it's own 
Divinity. On the demise of this ignorance, the soul attains 
the wisdom about the Divinity of itself. Hence, the pride 
and attachment to the body causes ignorance and this 
ignorance causes the subsequent thoughts of killing and 
being killed! Kamsa says, "In this manner, your children 
reaped the result of their past actions. I will also get the 
result of my present actions. Hence, please do not grieve 
for the loss of your children. Please do not also worry 
about the punishment, that I will be meted out at a later 
time, as I am bound to be punished, due to my bad 
actions. Hence please tolerate and put up with the acts of 
violence which I have perpetrated on you". After saying 
this, with a view to seek pardon from mother Devaki and 
Shri Vasudeva, Kamsa now prostrates himself before them. 
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II 44M II 

TJT^ II ^ II 

VERSE-23: Meaning: Kamsa said, 'Please forgive 
me for having done criminal acts on you both, without 
giving any thought to it's consequences - as you are noble 
souls and will definitely be kind and loving to me, who 
pleads for your pity and sympathy. Shri Sukadeva now 
said, 'Having said this, Kamsa, who was profusely shed¬ 
ding tears, now prostrated to the feet of both Devaki and 
Shri Vasudeva.' 

: TTct ^ <*>4dviicf ■strt 

attest ffo sra&trnfd, tm c?Ui<*4 

^nisef, ^n^T, 3Rt ^HKUIlftcb ^ 

*Rf fRT <Rf 

^rafrt, 8riHimi«f ^ <W®q, XRT: fUtleft ilrMHI:, "TO 
^ ^drqHH«t>l[d’l<<:h*ilTt-^'i, *T 'tlqci Pn^fad 

faRJ ^umPm <T^fq°i#7 *|RT ^fcf, 3T9jfor 

■5# ■ztr, fci+d^icf yWnnrM 1 *ra*P73RM*ifa 

«hPt8Mpi^ll: HiV/ieui 'm'IPcI d^i-M^ H 'itHd^uPwi 

qifdRnx^M ^f? ^ fq^dNd) ?f?I 

cj^yfu ^nssTcf ri hh^+RPm 

xn^ fg^ JJlOdillPHPd l^WII^ '^TFf 

for^'rtnf^^ ^m-u* c<raqH ^ f?iw' ^fH, 3P^«n 

‘ «1ji*>tii«n TnPdyifPfl 1 ‘ ^frrgnau 1*Tfb % ararfa 

w&mftiMrt, arcffir fM*iy*Hl ^iiRjnw ^ 

eRT»Tr«f: II ^ II 

SRI SUBODHINI: "Please forgive my cruel nature 
- as I have done violent and criminal acts without any 
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thought on it's would-be consequences. In this manner, I 
have violated and transgressed your order and honour, and 
also did the heinous act of killing your children. Please 
forgive me for all these deeds. When the noble souls, like 
you see sincere repentance on the part of criminals like 
me, you will definitely forgive me, on seeing my sorrow 
and pain, as both of you are indeed great souls, who love 
everyone without any motive, and are forgiving and patient 
by nature. Due to the ill fame, which I have now got, I 
deserve the punishment in the hell, and hence, I am in a 
pitiable condition and hence plead for your mercy." In this 
manner, Kamsa, showed his pitiable condition, both in the 
use of words and also through his bodily expressions. The 
word 'lace which is shedding tears' is used to denote this. 
Kamsa was crying, without control, and the tears were not 
being swiped with a cloth. Hence, his face was seen with 
copious flow of tears from the eyes. Kamsa now got hold 
of his younger sister's feet, which act is not usually done, 
by an elder brother. In view of this, it would not be a 
surprise at all, if Kamsa was to return hack the wealth of 
both mother Devaki and Shri Vasudeva or give to them 
much more wealth and prosperity. Kamsa now got hold of 
mother Devaki's two feet, although there was nothing 
wrong to prostrate to the feet of Shri Vasudeva also, and 
give him honour and respect, as Shri Vasudeva was his 
sister's husband. 

In the verse, the word 'now' (ATHA) is used to 
denote that Kamsa now, got completely changed and 
transformed and in him, the ingress and influence of the 
demon KilanSmi was no more there and Kamsa, now 
became, free of his 'rajas' or the ignorant dynamic nature. 

Kamsa, released, both mother Devaki and Shri 
Vasudeva from the prison and this is described in the 
following verse. 
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n^of «r 11 3* h 

VERSE-24: Meaning: "Showing his friendly nature, 
Kamsa, having got full faith in the words of YogamSya, 
released both mother Devaki and Shri Vasudeva, from 
their bondage of iron chains, having clearly understood, 
that both of them were indeed blameless." 

ehPlcqig (HM^I 

FT, awfjMrafa, <Tcf $ ^RFTR 

dh^ehl TJI tfFTI (IFH «wq|6l|<} 

rtqifq <T^cf ^RcfRT ^ddl^ ‘^T5J 

^c(«WI c(^<^cj ctsn 

•RRPTI: ftWtlci, 3I«?XT?ft xrsn^ «|^«f drHHf-SRg 

FTC MR-M-tlf djcSaitiH: ^ ^T: II ?# II 

SRI SUBODHINI: As this place was a regular 
prison, Kamsa, released both mother Devaki and Shri 
Vasudeva from the shackles of iron chains, which were 
tied to a pillar. A doubt may arise, as to why Kamsa, did 
not suspect any foul play on the part of his sister and her 
husband - especially in view of the certainty of his killer 
being born somewhere? (as per the words of YogamSya). 
Moreover both Devaki and Vasudeva were also calm and 
undisturbed, in spite of all the cruel treatment meted out 
to them. Their passive and peaceful nature, should have 
raised a doubt in Kamsa's mind. Answering this, it is 
specified in this verse, that Kamsa released them only, on 
the basis of the words of Ybgamaya^, although the girl- 
child was the symbol of illusion (YOgamSya) and her 
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words can also be untrue. But, Kamsa, now believed fully, 
in the words of Ydgamlya. In a previous verse, the 
YOgamSya, had clearly st. ed, that mother Devaki was not 
responsible for anything and by using the feminine 
gender only for the worn 'KRIPANAM' (pitiable and 
forlorn), Yogamaya hinted that, Shri Vasudeva indeed, 
was responsible for all the subsequent events. But, Kamsa, 
could not understand the teal import of YOgamSya's 
words, which were indeed true. We should understand that 
it is the duty and nature of Maya or the power of illusion 
of our Lord, to always lead the soul to the wrong 
conclusions and inspirations. Kamsa, now, released mother 
Devaki, firstly and then, he released Shri Vasudeva. At 
this juncture, Kamsa exhibited his best friendly nature and 
served them with due respect. When Kamsa, thus, through 
his actions, desired that both mother Devaki and Shri 
Vasudeva should get pleased with him, in turn both of 
them, appreciating the gesture of Kamsa, expressed their 
satisfaction. 

ffrf «T c^cichl II 

VERSE-25: Meaning: "Mother Devaki, on seeing 
the repenting brother Kamsa, pardoned his anger and 
actions of cruelty. She gave up her own feelings of anger 
and hurt. Shri Vasudeva and others also followed suit. 
Vasudeva spoke to Kamsa smilingly, and this indeed is 
very surprising!" 

WrTT^T WI cfanfq 

#Tf3fT, ciofxl ^ 

ffa: *k: r^rhctdl, fcf<Sl4re THH, 
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3t<j>ct«*>i4^H uRrtJHI:, TJcf ST, 

^ 5TR5TT, ^Tcft ifagft ^dl^MI rT8TT, 'dVll^ TT^T^ 

^psTTOT^fe *TRT:, ^rf^RTSTt M^fHcWIS.+M 

fTFT cfER ^ d^r^fd, tFTTSPf ^TTT^cW-'TM 

I! ^ II 

SRI SUBODHINI: Kamsa now, being related as a 
brother, was fully repentant. The anger of one’s close 
relatives is usually pardoned. This verse also means, that 
both mother Devaki and Shri Vasudeva did bear the anger 
and actions of Kamsa, patiently, in a dignified manner. In 
other words, both of them, having pardoned Kamsa, for all 
his past deeds, did not carry the burden of these past 
actions in their mind. Kamsa's anger led to the killing of 
their children and their own anger, which, did not ask for 
revenge, got fully controlled and subjugated. Hence the 
evil actions of anger of Kamsa were forgiven and their 
own anger was forgotten and given up. Everyone else, 
including Shri Vasudeva, gave up their anger and hatred 
for Kamsa. Mother Devaki, being Divine in Origin, and 
of the Divine nature of being a Goddess, forgave Kamsa's 
deeds. Shri Vasudeva did the same, as he was also of 
Divine origin. Mother Devaki, exhibited, a cheerful face 
as her sorrow had ended. With a view, that Kamsa should 
not misunderstand Shri Vasudeva's silence to mean, that 
Shri Vasudeva was still unhappy and angry over Kamsa's 
past behaviour, Shri Vasudeva now spoke to Kamsa, with 
a smiting face. Hie word of surprise viz. 'ha' used in this 
verse, shows that, although Kamsa didn't deserve even to 
be spoken to, in view of his killing of Shri Vasudeva's 
sons, Shri Vasudeva showing his magnanimous and noble 
character, nor only spoke to Kamsa, freely, but also spoke 
with a smiling face, having become free of anger and 
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malice. Shri Vasudeva said, to Kamsa that the spiritual 
wisdom spoken by Kamsa is indeed proper and it should 
become fully fixed in Kamsa's heart. 

II 3RJ^cT || 

aqrHlW«lll4ft: Tffi: II ^ II 

VERSE-26: Meaning: "Shri Vasudeva said 'oh great 
King Kamsa! It is but correct and proper, which you have 
now said, about the ignorant beings getting into the 
mistaken knowledge of considering their body etc. as their 
real self and due to this ignorance, they exhibit a divided 
vision, considering some, as their own, and others, as not 
belonging to them." 

: cKtti 

^iwnwwi, 3T?fR- 

^TKTRT: !Wl*|cfc Pi^Imci:, 3Rt«JT 

cRWTfcf 3T^5f WRf II ^|| 

SRI SUBODHINI: Shri Vasudeva has addressed 
Kamsa as the 'Great King' (MAHARAJA) because, being 
a king, Kamsa was entitled to award punishments (such as 
sentencing one to die) and hence, he will not get the sin 
of killing Shri Vasudeva's children. Shri Vasudeva, told 
Kamsa that, whatever was said by him, was indeed, right 
and true. Shri Vasudeva, reiterates what Kamsa spoke 
earlier. He says that, it is ignorance about one's true 
Divine self, which makes the human beings, regard their 
body etc. as the real self or die sense of 'I am' (AHAM). 
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The word 'those who have bodies' (DEHINAM) used, in 
the verse, denotes that, those who are attached to their 
bodies have also the sense of 'me' and 'meum' in their 
bodies, only - i.e. they have forgotten their Divine self, or 
origin. This sense of 'me' or 'ego' arises, due to igno¬ 
rance, about the Divine self and is caused by attachment 
to the body etc. Hence, it is said that, he only can have 
an 'ego' who has attachment to the body. Thus, only an 
'egotistic intellect' considers, it's body as the 'real being' 
and does not recognize any other Divine self. Thus, this 
ignorant 'other knowledge' arises out of ignorance about 
one's real Divine self. The fact, that one considers his 
own body as 'real' itself shows that, he does not have the 
knowledge and realization of his 'real' Divine self - as the 
dawn of the Divine wisdom about one's 'real' self, dispels 
the false notion of regarding one's body etc. as the 'real' 
self. Both cannot exist together. Hence, the root cause for 
considering one's body etc. as the real 'me' is ignorance 
about one's own divinity. Shri Vasudeva had said to 
Kamsa, that the spiritual wisdom, which makes one 
determine the nature of objects as permanent or imperma¬ 
nent, is indeed, very beneficial. After proving this, Shri 
Vasudeva, out of his loving grace to Kamsa, teaches the 
spiritual wisdom, which he himself had fully realized. 

^ MVHfcl iTTcrofe (JCPigVI: » » 

VERSE-27: Meaning: "Vasudeva said, 'those per¬ 
sons, having the propensities of sorrow, joy, fear, hatred, 
avariciousness, infatuation and pride, do not see or witness 
the Supreme Lord, as they indulge in fighting with each 
other, upholding their sense of righteousness and the path 
they follow, while destroying those of others. They firmly 
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believe that the Lord cannot act as He does not have the 
sense-organs, which these persons have" (hence they 
conclude that only, they can perform and do actions, as 
they have the sense organs). 

ftd^d WfaCRlfaS Wi fq^qf^lfd m d^: *dd 

d mWdirdWrM, ^d^T^ fdRJ ^fcdfd^ dRdfd, ^dtfd 

d*iqi^q HK<ln)fa*n<a, dFt ^ 

dtaidr d^ ddt diddn ddd?afdw:, ?ftg> d ft 

d^ dtd VTtdl:? arddT, artful 

fdflt’IHIH'41 d F^ST dldfl ddfd, d^ ddddl dHf 

5f1^ d dd d d d^ did ddddl wit wftdlr^ d 

d drfddfd, 3Fdd! wit d TWL d dd?( df^TS did 

ddddidi fad dldtdl^, tdU dfrfdl ddfd cdtdSJ ddfd:, djdd 

dddd d#fd d TWd ddl dnfgfdd, ddddft ^ dtfTdTd: 

dfd5:, dddj ^TPdl’MI«lfr(, wNterfdTrFt drit ddfd, atdNN 

dRddfdfd dRT d Wdfa, 3dd4d7 T(d dldd>: d^, d4d>lc*$ 

dtd d«ddIddTd!dt ddd^rel WTOd ?fd ^dd!F dT^dfdfMfcf, 

dddftfd W8TT ddf:, dTwH3df«dl ddf TTdl%F^ d § ddf, 3 % 

ddfa 3 dSddftfd, d$drfdF( ddl ^dddi ddf 

*3*q>Roq*t*q'diy'»w*^ fdrM d, dT qcil^Kq fddldd>, 

ddd!dI«Wd dfdd( dl3 dddl^ fdfwifd d d did ^ftdlMfd 

dddldidf dld»Rd$d d g dJ^td, d ft did'! ddfd^dldl^ dj*ft 

dl, 3ld?ft 4«PcJVI Sfd, dJdJf WdS *(d dTdf ddW^ ^ 

4*P^ Wd^ d*d»I dT dddl^d=ff5*fdfd d § d^dlfd? ddddT 

?lddd:, ddl ddjdl 3tfd ddd^d dlftdddddfd dlddtd ?fd cddlfd 

#d^ d duN ^fddld: II ^ II 

SRI SUBODHINI: It is true that the soul, which has 
a body, being not free at all, does not kill anyone else, out 
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of his own will and desire. It is our Lord, the scriptures 
say, who, having become the indwelling spiritual principle 
in everyone, causes and inspires everyone to do their 
actions, including the act of killing etc. Thus the 6 Divine 
qualities of our Lord, which we see as opulence etc. can 
be, now contrasted, with the 6 human defects, which act 
as 'stumbling blocks' or in 'opposition' to the realization 
of our Lord's immanence and transcendence, by an 
individual soul. Like the Divine positive quality of Opu¬ 
lence (AISHWARYA) in our Lord, in the individual soul, 
we come across the negative quality of sorrow and 
unhappiness. Our Lord is capable of doing, undoing and 
doing various actions differently. Because of the Divine 
quality of opulence in our Lord, all the actions performed 
by our Lord, are always full of understanding and wisdom. 
This wisdom is absent in the individual soul, hence the 
soul experience much sorrow and pain. At least the soul, 
should appreciate the fact that, as our Lord is capable of 
doing, undoing and doing things differently, despite the 
soul committing wrong and sinful actions, the Lord can 
ward off, in His Mercy, the evil and bad consequences of 
the actions of the soul. By having this faithful understand¬ 
ing, the soul is able to overcome it's sorrow. But, on the 
contrary, if the individual soul questions and doubts the 
fact, that the Lord can do anything, then none else can 
ward off the sins of this individual soul, as the Lord only 
can achieve this, as the soul is a Divine part of our Lord. 
Hence, if someone else were to attempt to achieve this, 
then, as he lacks the capacity to do this, he may fail - and 
he may be even punished, as he may go against the will 
and desire of our Lord, in his endeavours. The soul 
becomes, full of unhappiness, as it lacks the wisdom, that 
our Lord is the 'doer' and 'cause' for his loss or gain - 
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as the soul is not aware of our Lord's Divine quality of 
opulence. The pleasure and joy, which the soul, experi¬ 
ences, due to it's interaction with this material world, are 
in feet, against the Divine quality of our Lord viz. Valour 
(VEERYA). Pleasure or joy, the individual soul experi¬ 
ences, on attaining a much desired object or goal. But this 
sort of pleasure and joy, being temporary, will cease, when 
the individual soul realizes the glory and greatness of our 
Lord's Divine quality of 'valour' - as the guiding and 
controlling factor of Time. The soul does not understand 
that, the Lord's divine factor of Time, can easily destroy 
it's center and objects of pleasure and joy, which the soul 
regards as very important. With this deeper spiritual 
understanding, the soul gives up the factor of seeing or 
seeking pleasure and joy in material and worldly objects. 
The individual soul will overcome all 'fears' when it 
realizes the Divine quality of 'Fame and Honour' (YASH) 
of our Lord. Through this realization, the soul, never does 
an act, which is inappropriate or dishonorable, as it 
clearly understands that, by doing such an act, the honour 
and fame of our Lord will be affected - and hence the soul 
will never ever act in a dishonorable or disrespectable way. 
Hence, he will also not have any type of fear also. The 
individual soul conquers his evil propensities of greed and 
hatred, when he realizes the Divine quality of "wealth" 
(SRl) of our Lord. Hatred is caused usually, by one's 
attachment to women, and greed is caused by one's desire 
for wealth. When the soul realizes that in all women, there 
is the holy presence of Goddess Sri Laxmi, then it is 
possible to be blessed with an ideal wife, with the grace 
of our Lord. Hence, it is wrong to develop hatred to 
anyone for this reason. The soul also should realize that, 
even wealth and prosperity, can be easily attained, as Sri 
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Laxmi is always present, with our Lord and with His 
grace, everything is possible. Hence, the soul should not 
seek or get attachment to wealth. In fact, the soul develops 
the highest Divine and holy attitude that everything in this 
universe, belongs to our Lord and hence he should never 
hate anyone or get attached to wealth, by treating the 
wealth and prosperity as his own. Thus, the soul will 
never get infatuated, when he realizes the Divine wisdom 
about our Lord. In the soul, there is pride - which is 
against the Divine quality of "detachment" (VAIRAGYA) 
of our Lord. The negative quality of 'pride' (MADA) is 
expressed by the soul only, when he does not have even a 
trace of the sense of renunciation. In this manner, the 
individual soul has all the negative six qualities in contrast 
to the holy six Divine qualities of our Lord. Due to these, 
the soul, experiences both joy and sorrow, and does not 
attain the spiritual wisdom about our Lord. That, the Lord 
is the 'doer' in all inter-intra actions, among the human 
beings, • the soul never understands this underlying factor 
of our Lord's creation. If the soul understands the 
spiritual truth that the same person is the killer and the 
one who gets killed, then the soul, will never hate anyone 
- as both these actions are done to or by the same person. 
If someone was to ask, as to how, such an event can take 
place in the scheme of our Lord's Divine creation - that 
the one who kills and the one who is killed is the same 

■ 

- then, we should answer this, by seeing the fact clearly 
- that the one who is killed and the one who is the killer 
- both of their bodies, only get destroyed and the soul, 
who is the same, as indweller in both the bodies continue 
to remain as before. In other words, whatever is given 
birth to, is destroyed or dies. The word used in this verse 
viz. 'BHAVA' gives this meaning. Just like the colour is 
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given to a white cloth, through the chemical used in the 
colour and when the colour, gets removed the cloth 
remains as before. The stronger the person, he causes the 
loss or destruction of the weaker one. When our Lord 
decides to eradicate and destroy certain practices, through 
the ingress and interaction with ccitain other practices, 
He, enters into the former systems and practices and 
eradicates and makes them, disappear, through His pow¬ 
erful intervention. In view of this, Shri Vasudeva says, 
"Oh Kamsa! You have acted only, as a cause for the 
destruction of my children, like the wheel, which is used, 
for the making of a pot. Really, you are not the doer at 
all." None praises the cause and reason for an action or 
task, which takes place, nor this cause and reason gets any 
benefit thereof, from the action or the task, which are 
performed. But the individual soul thinks that, he is the 
doer, as all actions and tasks are done, through his senses, 
and the Lord is not the 'doer' at all - as the Lord has no 
connection with the senses of the soul at all! Thus the one, 
who has identified with the senses, regards the 'task' as 
different from the 'doer' and vice verse. But, the indi¬ 
vidual soul, who has realized that the Lord is present 
everywhere and in everything, realizes that there is no 
other person, who is killed or who is the killer - as he 
realizes, that the Lord is the One, who does everything 
and, in this way, he never blames or attributes blemish to 
anyone. Shri Vasudeva says, 'I am fully convinced, that 
only our Lord has caused the death of my children and it 
is certain that it is He, who will destroy you also and 
hence you, also, should not worry about your death at all.' 
In this manner, Yogamaya said that "the one who is going 
to kill you is already born somewhere. Hence please do 
not kill your pitiable sister Devaki, in vain." The purpose 
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of this statement, was, to get both of them released form 
their bondage. Now, substantiating the above, the conclu¬ 
sion of the present topic is made, in the next verse. 

II II 

TJjSf fct^ag II 

^c|chfa^imiH^lrftnilVI< h H 

VERSE-28 Meaning: "Shr Suka said, "Oh Parikshit! 
In this manner, Shri Vasudeva explained his spiritual 
wisdom, with a pure and beneficial attitude and heart - 
and with a cheerful and pleased countenance - to Kamsa 
and Kamsa, in turn, having got permission from both of 
them, returned to his palace." 

Sfa, TJcf TRSTTOT c3%ct:( 

uft'Mlfad TrafafdUHiqFR ^ l|cfc^ct 

wt ^«t«wi 3tx«i^igi , 

3TOT*HW^M: ya)=HRH!fr=ll II II 

SRI SUBODHIN1: Kamsa, now thought, that both 
mother Devaki and Shri Vasudeva are convinced, that 
Kamsa was only a cause and instrument, and not the 
actual killer, for the destruction of their children. Kamsa 
understood the situation in this way, because, he saw, 
now, both mother Devaki and Shri Vasudeva, were looking 
cheerful and pleased and also Shri Vasudeva himself had 
expounded his spiritual wisdom, earlier. Kamsa, thought, 
that, both of them, were pleased with him. A doubt may 
arise now, as to whether, the reference made in the earlier 
verse 26, which denotes the factor of both mother Devaki 
and Shri Vasudeva, being pleased, with Kamsa, will 
contradict, the reference being made in this verse to 
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die "pleasing" of Shri Vasudeva only ? To ward off this 
doubt and to emphasize that mother Devaki was also 
pleased with Kamsa, the words "Both Devaki and Vasudeva" 
have been used, in this verse. Kamsa, now, takes permis¬ 
sion, to go back to his palace, from both mother Devaki 
and Shri Vsasudeva. But he went away, absolutely uncon¬ 
cerned, about doing some sort of reparation to his sister, 
for the heinous act of killing her new born child, a little 
while ago.In this manner, as inspired by our Lord, the 
Ybgamaya enacted and completed her task of getting both, 
mother Devaki and Shri Vasudeva released from their 
bondage. In the next verse and till this chapter is com¬ 
pleted, the various tasks attended to by Yogamaya, on her 
own independent will, are explained. 

rTPlf TTOT oil did I ill' 3TT^I ufelVT: II 

airas qliifas^n u w n 

VERSE-29 Meaning: "After the night was over, and 
at the dawn, Kamsa, called his ministers for a meeting, 
and explained to them, the words spoken by Yogamaya 
and also the events, which happened thereafter." 

cTtJkT Pd^P^dl* dWlPHPd TOWWHRfl*lrfVl, ^ 

TJc? ?f5q <dHIHPdgPdPd Tdcimra fdddl, 

F«iT<^?flfd fir Tjjfrfirafar frcf 
'jfldMd: Pddl^i l|PdU| 3IT^T 

Pd^Kl4 '^^nM^Tti^lP-lr^ie rTWlPHPd, 'dld^kf 

FFTT TTSOR oUfllniMilHr^rri, Mpsiuftft dlMWt^ 

(IHRU d9U*-ii ^ 

tilxfPljiqi drfl^Rl^lg *?«?! Pdd<MPsdW*Tr TPtfqwrfa 

II ^ II 
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SRI SUBODHINI: If YogamSya had not got done all 
the subsequent tasks, through Kamsa (although without 
the inspiration from our Lord) in an independent manner, 
on her own, Kamsa would not be destroyed at all. The 
celestial gods never wanted Kamsa to live. They wanted 
Kamsa to get involved in such sinful actions, so that, he 
will quickly meet with his doom, through, any method. 
Hence, Yogamaya, now inspired by the celestial gods' 
desire, now undertook to make Kamsa commit very sinful 
actions. The Yogamaya, which is being worshipped, as 
their symbol of Divinity, by the demons, nay as their Lord 
and God, now, made them, commit, such heinous sins, as 
killing small children etc., so that, these demons can 
attain liberation - as due to these cruel acts, these demons, 
will be killed by our Lord, and all of these demons, will 
get liberated, due to our Lord killing them. Our scriptures 
say, that those who perform their allotted duties, properly, 
as per their birth and station in life, will get the reward 
of attaining liberation Hence, Yogamaya, now inspired all 
the demons to perform their allotted duties 
(SWADHARMA) so that, they can be liberated - as the 
duty of a demon is to do cruel acts. A doubt may, now, 
arise as to how, all of them, without exception, got to 
perform their allotted duties of heinous and cruel acts in 
unison? Answering this doubt, it is explained that they 
followed, what their own king (Kamsa) was doing. As 
Kamsa was very cruel, his followers, also, admiringly 
followed their king in toto! Kamsa's ministers were also 
very cruel. Kamsa, now, thought to himself, that, earlier, 
he had killed the children, .without much thinking. Now, 
he, decided to undertake all his future actions, only, after 
much deliberation and thinking. 
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Hence, he called his ministers, for a consultation and, 
with a view to elicit their advice, told and explained to 
them, what all, had happened up to now. Why did Kamsa, 
allow, one night to lapse, before he decided to take the 
revengeful actions? Because, he knew, from the words of 
YdgamSya, that, the one, who was to kill him, has, 
already taken birth, somewhere and it will be some time, 
before this child will become capable of killing Kamsa. 
Hence, he allowed one night to lapse. Kamsa's ministers 
also, were as ignorant as Kamsa was, as they were all of 
TamSsic nature (spiritually ignorant). Kamsa, never admit¬ 
ted to his ministers, that, he had prostrated to both Devaki 
and Vasudeva and had also treated them, with respect and 
humility. He, now, told the ministers, only, what Yogamaya, 
had told him. Thus Kamsa expressed his lack of discrimi¬ 
nation (VIVEKA) to his ministers who were also, devoid, 
of this attribute of discrimination. 

Now, in the next verse, the sinful and cruel nature of 
the ministers is explained. 

Ufa frdiqqf II 3© || 

VERSE-30 Meaning: "After hearing the words of 
their king and Master, these demons, who regarded the 
celestial gods as their enemies and always remonstrated, 
with anger, against the celestial gods, now spoke to 
Kamsa, although they were totally ignorant, about the 
rules of justice and good behaviour." 

: ffoi ^OcupvipiKritRl, 'oVtts 0fc|aHi<t>u4 

?^I fa*ti4 ^ <T Jc^:, WSirai 'Sf oRlft 

'm fflr let 
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SRI SUBODHINI: After listening to the words spo¬ 
ken by Ydgamaya, to their master and king Kamsa, these 
demons, who were Kamsa's ministers, now spoke, after 
some thinking. These demons lacked the intellect, which 
could devise ways and means of protecting Kamsa. But, 
on the other hand, they now gloated at the opportunity 
presented before them, for undertaking actions of anger 
and hatred towards, the celestial gods. They got, mightily 
pleased with an opportunity to do some cruel acts. These 
demons, gave the suggestions, as per their own levels of 
intellectual understanding, for taking the actions of re¬ 
venge. 

II ^IT II 

*j|*l*ri ^nimeFinf^ II 

VERSE-31 Meaning: "The demons said "Oh king of 
kings Kamsa! We shall kill, today only, ail the new born 
children, of the age of upto 10 days, by spreading out into 
all the cities, in small villages, also in Vraja and other 
places." 

sfajatftnft : ftfsra UdtakHlgUi^fd, 

^ «liei«M: TTRWT TOU ^1 

WIl' 3TFTR)' 1 facPl:, 

^ipdfrt, ^ Pnfarft ^iieifn 
Pl^?llke|Rl!hl'fl^ll5l^llft 71^ 

^ TT^t iiwlffl ^?K:, 

urei TRiT ^ 'hPhI^i HiPdi apftfa aifa 

xnreNi sfa to', 3pm ii ^ 11 
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SRI SUBODHINI: The ministers of Kamsa, now, 
told that, if Kamsa's killer has already taken birth, 
somewhere, then, this birth should have taken place, in the 
last one month only and even though there is no certainty 
on this score also, they now decide to kill all the recently 
born children everywhere - whether these children are in 
the city, in the villages or in Vraja. In the cities there will 
be more children, lesser in villages and much less in 
Vraja. "We will kill now all the children". The word 
"today" used in the verse, denotes the determination of 
these people to do the killing without any further delay. 
They, told that, they will concentrate, especially, on killing 
those children who are within 10 days' of age, or who 
were born in the last 10 days or more than 10 days old. 
They wanted Kamsa to be convinced, that they will not 
spare any child. "We will also kill those children, who 
have taken birth in the house of our own relations and 
other fellow-demons. This view was expressed by them, 
because they saw Kamsa, killing his own sister's children 
and they should emulate Kamsa's example and kill if 
necessary their own dear and near ones also. In fact 
Kamsa had decided to kill his sister's children with a view 
to set an example, for all his followers, that no one should 
spare anyone, who poses a danger or threat to Kamsa. 
Hence the ministers of Kamsa, followed Kamsa’s example 
and did not hesitate to kill their own kith and kin! There 
was also, no necessity, on the part of Kamsa, to give 
further orders as the suggestion to kill the children, came 
from his ministers only. 

fagot: chfimfa ifa: qiRifoo: II 

VERSE 32 Meaning: "What can the celestial gods 
achieve through their actions? Being afraid in a battle, 
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they can never fight out to win their desired goals. This 
inordinate fear in them is caused by the thundering sound 

emanating from your bow." 

KARIKA Meaning and SRI SUBODHINI: The de 

mon ministers, having told, as to what they will do (as 

explained in the next six Verses) encourages Kamsa, by 

praising him, with a view to ward off his fear. They now 

say that, like there are 6 Divine qualities in our Lord, 

Kamsa also has 6 qualities in him. In the 32nd verse, they 

have explained the capacity and prowess of Kamsa, and at 

the same time, they have berated and ridiculed, at the 

incapacity of celestial gods. In the 35th verse, the compas¬ 

sion of Kamsa is explained. In the next 36th verse, the 

celestial gods have been described as petty and feeble. In 
the 37th verse, the art of political governance of the 

princes is explained. In this manner, from the 32nd verse, 

onwards, in 6 verses, respectively, the factors of Kamsa's 

capacity, his victory, the pitiable condition of the celestial 

gods, Kamsa's compassionate nature, deprivation of the 

celestial gods by Kamsa and the art of political dealing 

have been explained. If the celestial gods were to employ 

some other strategem, if Kamsa were to kill all the 

children - To counter this, the demon ministers say: 

: TTct ^ «rarcrai«f cf 

«i*n wra: ^'juiiwyi era ^ 

cT«u *fiif m f? 
Rpc|^ Trafte* M'lRd^K, efaT:, 
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’Jrofl ^ •'■JldHI yiM^fd, 3Tfft *TJE|FR 

flstlfr Vq^llfd , fl^Pd 

Pi^Pmci^ M II 

SRI SUBODHINI: The celestial gods generally put 
efforts, but qan never complete a task, as they lack the 
capacity to do any work properly and fully. Why? They 
are usually afraid to give a battle. They are always agitated 
about participating in a battle, as they are full of fear. 
When Kamsa had led his expedition to conquer the world 
of the celestial gods, he had killed all the celestial gods 
and, their king, Indra had run away from his abode. Lord 
Brahma and other celestial gods, due to fear, had also hid 
themselves. Kamsa had captured the rest of the celestial 
gods and had given them severe punishment, by imprison¬ 
ing them. Due to this, no sooner, the thundering sound of 
Kamsa's bow is heard by the celestial gods, they, at once, 
get very agitated and afraid. The word "yours" (TAVA) 
used in this verse, is addressed to Kamsa, is to remind 
him, about this factor of the celestial gods being afraid of 
Kamsa, when he had gone to conquer them. "Oh king of 
kings, just on hearing the thundering sound of your bow, 
the celestial gods get into a state of great fear". Now the 
demons are explaining the events, which took place in the 
past. 

TPFrTrT: II 

II II 

VERSE 33 Meaning: "When you showered the 
arrows from your mighty bow, the celestial gods, being 
attacked, from all the four quarters, ran away from the 
battle ground, giving up their duty of fighting, with a 
view to protect their lives." 
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fmpuTtRT 

3IPRT: TTTT^ftTO^r TRT: TTwpSTWmi 3Tfa $: f$P&3 yTC3T& 

«4nl g^UMI: *Jj3fl tjrf N&U1M 

torhiui: ^Rft , ^TOTfagfactr^ m snfa, ^ g 
Tgfwh qenfaai: 115? ii 

SRI SUBODHINI: The celestial gods ran away from 
the battle field, fearful of loosing their lives, as they got 
maimed, by the showering of arrows from the mighty bow 
of Kamsa. The celestial gods ran away to various distant 
places due to fear. "Even the celestial gods, who were 
situated far away from you, also, ran away, out of fear 
generated by you." 

Those celestial gods, who were very near to Kamsa, 
as they could not run away with a view to save their lives, 
now hatched a plan to save themselves and this is 
described in the next verse. 

Ul$cd4l *ffcTT <4HdVlfell II 

VERSE 34 Meaning: "Some celestial gods, who had 
put down their weapons, due to fear, had their hair 
disheveled and their clothes had also become loose. They 
folded their hands, and stood in front of you. Some others 
began to plead for protection expressing their anxiety and 
fear." 

: P>i4)fa*Krt 

nsRmi, tfrcIT r^TFl ^ 

3KwiH8l*|qRmc'HW ^IWTWT:, crft far Wlf 

wf 3fait npp h 5 wf'tfn 
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^ ^T: ifiNRI 

ifii, ■JjrflT: *»>'o»i:, Hfioia 3m, witost 3m taiyn, 

mjfK WfZRl, 3m JT^IFTI TJfF^T^fTnaTr^' 1 
m 3m ^T TfMfcl^ tfW tfftlT: FI |f3 mifcT ?f3, 

TRft 'fld4>l3WK¥lHI^ ^3?I 3l?n II II 

SRI SUBODHINI: Some celestial gods, with great 
humility, stood wirh respect as though, they wanted to sing 
the praises of Kamsa. The nature of their bodies is 
described by the words "folded hands" and the fear in 
their mind is described by the word "afraid". Usually, the 
warrior, who has put his weapon, on the ground, is not 
harmed at all. Hence, some of them, having put their 
weapons down, thought that Kamsa, now, will not kill 
them. As the celestial gods, gave up performance of their 
duty of giving a righteous battle, by giving up their arms, 
a doubt will arise now, as to how, they can continue to 
remain in the heavens? - for this, the words used here 
"remaining in heavens" gives the answer - that, although, 
these celestial beings were seen living in the heaven, they 
were deprived of enjoying the happiness and joy, usually, 
associated with the stay in heavens. Why did the celestial 
gods, then, give up their duty and stood before Kamsa, in 
a pitiable condition? Answering this, in this verse they 
have been described as "disheveled in hair and having got 
their clothes also loose" - meaning that they were very 
anxious and perturbed for their safety. As there was a 
great danger to their lives, they gave up the performance 
of their duty, as no blemish attaches to one, who, with a 
view to save his life from a great danger and threat, gives 
up his duty - just to save his life. Some others, who were 
not subjected to the above, began to express their fear 
through words as their hair and clothes were in tact. 
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What will happen to them, when they express their 
fear, although, they also could be killed by Kamsa? The 
next verse explains this. 

VERSE 35 Meaning: "Oh king of kings Kamsa! You 
will not kill those celestial gods, who have forgotten to 
wield their weapons and arrows due to great fear, who are 
without the chariots, who have surrendered to you, out of 
fear, who are not prepared to give a battle, as they are 
interested in something else, who are against the idea of 
giving a battle at all, whose bows have been shattered and 
also those persons, without participating in the actual 
battle, stand and watch the battle as onlookers only." 

FIRf Wfilfrl, ^ rWldi ^ RNJjdVHHNNI 

Tnsrf&T ^1, 

VKull,rdll:, 

apmnFTs % f^ans^Tdfw gi 'mh^wwjhw:, 

SRI SUBODHINI: "Oh king Kamsa, you never 
forget the rules and regulations of a battle. You will never 
kill those, who out of fear, have given up their weapons 
and arrows". Weapons are those wielded by hands and 
arrows are aimed from a distance. Or the arrows are also 
sent through the chanting of sacred incantations (Manthra). 
Some had forgotten the use and techniques of these 
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weapons due to fear. Some were without a chariot, horses 
or the charioteer also - as all of them were already 
destroyed. It is usually the rule of war, that the surren¬ 
dered warriors, without chariots, and those who are full of 
fear, are not killed by the conquering side. Others, in the 
category of people who are spared from being killed, 
include, those, who are not keen on giving battle, or who 
are only onlookers, at the scene of a battle. Hence, seven 
categories of persons have been identified, in this verse, as 
those, who are not killed in a battle. Hence, the celestial 
gods were spared by Kamsa, due to the above reasons. In 
this manner, the demons say to Kamsa, that both the 
ordinary and the powerful celestial gods cannot do any 
harm to Kamsa. This is referred to, in the next verse. 

<sV<f*l TTWpTT WT yftgiW II ^ II 

VERSE 36 Meaning: "The celestial gods show their 
bravery only where, they are sure and certain, that they 
will never get into any trouble. They, also, always show 
their valour only outside the battle field and brag about 
the same! When this is the case, how can we come to grief 
from these celestial gods, as also from Sri Hari, who stays 
alone and Lord Siva, who lives in the forest?" 

fif'd, ^fq : TJCI: Tjq, 

Tift Tjt stmfaf sn jjtt wsbreijjtei qrfwi, q ft *nqf qft 

TTtTq«fqfi?HT^ ftRTOT:, *Mpf* 

firFWrq- win 

WfWl ift: ^ W ^ 
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F^tRt TIOJtat TOftfo 

■qsngfrtoi, wa* ^l^di tH^fMdi, 

^T%:(slPidK+cq' Pi^Phci', ^Tcfr ^:p3^d VNlRife^ rTCdlfcwf*) 

Pi<«\Rifl:, 37fel ^ : ?]T:, TETTf^ ITafa cHc(l*i) dMfcfl, ^ 

fe ^RTSIW'JWl fggt «Rfd, 3TflMrdl^ II H II 

SRI SUBODHINI: The celestial gods such as the 
Wind-god, Fire-god, Rain-god and others, who are known 
for their valour and bravery, will show their prowess only 
up to that time, that, they are guaranteed of their safety 
and security i.e. they never take any risk. Like the 
husband, who shows bravery to his wife and children, at 
his house, as there is no threat from them at all of being 
confronted e g. the wife will not kill or show violence 
against her husband!. Where, there is some possibility of 
an effective opposition, these people, showing non-existent 
bravery, always flee away from such situations. The 
celestial gods, are always, specially aware, as to where and 
when, they will confront a problem/danger and where they 
will be safe! Thus, after describing the valour of their 
physical bodies, reference is made, in this verse, to the 
valour, which their words can express or exhibit! To 
express in words, by oneself, about one’s own valourous 
deeds and one’s own capacity is an exhibition of undue 
and undeserving pride! The celestial gods are experts in 
this exhibition of their valour, through self-praise and 
adulation - especially when they are away from the scene 
of a war or battle! Or when there is no war at all! 

After berating the celestial gods, in this manner, the 
ministers of Kamsa, comment on the aspect of valour of 
four important celestial gods. They say that Lord Sri Hari, 
is indeed, a valourous Lord, but He never comes before 
anyone, to fight. He manifests himself only to those 
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devotees, who worship and serve Him, in secret, consid¬ 
ering Him, as the only goal worthy to be attained by any 
human being. If this is interpreted in a derisive manner, 
the example of a lady, agreeing to meet her Beloved in 
secret only when she is in deep love with him and not 
otherwise, can be cited. Hence Lord Hari will respond 
and come only when there is deep love for Him. The 
demons now, in this manner, compared our Lord Sri Hari 
to a lady. 

The name "HARI" denotes that our Lord always 
dispels and removes the sorrow and unhappiness of His 
devotees. The demons now explained, that Shri Hari will 
manifest Himself only to those, who have no capacity or 
valour (i.e. who do not depend upon their own strength) 
and who are full of sorrow. Lord Siva, although very 
brave and valourous, always lives in the forest, with a view 
to do penance. Due to this staying in the forest, and being 
devoted to penance. Lord Siva, will never be an enemy to 
anyone, as he can never be like anyone else - as hatred 
arises only when two persons or more, of the same status, 
meet and mingle. 

err u 

VERSE 37 Meaning: "Although, Lord Indra of 
limited capacity and Lord Brahma, who always does 
penance, also cannot do any harm to us, even then, we 
should not ignore these celestial gods, as they nurture 
feelings of hatred for us." 

TOfa TfIFI 3PTOT 

tot «i*jui tts 
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^HT ^wnf ^ WM'frMMfcd ^TWPIRI: 

fwn^u^ X33 wrt 37cf: ^ 

^ ■g^I 'ifVtaj'N MHfilwj*difd ^Tt^TT: sfal^TRPta ^R°fNl:, 

3FR«rf «raf3 H f^TRqRl SfHfat WQ rfc II ^V9 II 

SRI SUBODHINI: Although, the king of celestial 
gods, Lord Indra had killed the demon VritrSsura, his 
valour and capacity are limited. If he was a great warrior, 
he would not have begged for getting the weapon of Vajra, 
from the sage Dadhlchi, with which, he destroyed 
Vritrasura. Lord Brahma, although glorious, is a Brahmin 
who does penance always, and hence he does not have any 
enemy, nor does He, entertain any feelings of hatred to 
anvone. The demons have now concluded that, if all the 

w * 

celestial gods are considered and analyzed in this manner, 
no one can harm Kamsa or give trouble to them. But, 
from the point of view of political wisdom and conduct, 
these celestial gods should not be ignored, as there has 
been a long history of enmity and hatred between the 
demons and the celestial gods, although they were the 
children of the same father viz. sage Kashyapa. But, due 
to their mothers being different, they had developed a 
feeling of natural hatred towards each other. The demons 
knew, very well, that, when the celestial gods become 
prosperous, they always defeated the demons - hence "we 
should not ignore these celestial gods and take them easy. 
We should destroy them, when they are in a state of 
weakness and decline." The demons were convinced that 
these celestial gods were now in a state of decline. The 
demons, after having praised Kamsa's glory and political 
acumen, now explain, as to what should be done in the 

immediate future. 
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II ^6 It 

VERSE 38 Meaning: " Hence, please give us your 
order, as we follow your orders always, so that we can 
destroy the roots and the foundations of these celestial 
gods." 

: T*ef hipicW •ql'tal 1% fac'd- 

«M^WIHI£Wd ?f?T, TJH ^ faff'd T2R% 

34^rlI(HId, ^ ^«IT 

Vf, TjcTO) tarf ^ ^ II \C II 

SRI SUBODHINI: "Please give orders to us, so that, 
we can destroy the roots and the foundations, on which, 
the power and prestige of the celestial gods, are based. We 
are your devoted followers. We always walk behind you. 
Your vows are our vows. We are your servants. "What is 
the root or who is the root-cause of the celestial gods? 
Who are the persons, whom, the demons want to destroy? 
This will be answered later - but they have already 
decided on the aspect of killing and destroying the roots 
and foundations of the celestial gods. What will be the 
dangerous consequences of ignoring the celestial gods or 
his enemies? This is explained in the next verse. 

4t)[^M4rlV!|| ^ ^tiwnll II 

VERSE 39 Meaning: "Just like an ordinary disease, 
like mild fever in the body, when ignored and not treated 
immediately, results into a major problem for health and 
sometimes, even, incurable, and just like, the Yogi (a 
spiritual aspirant treading the Yogic path for self-realiza¬ 
tion) who has ignored the overpowering nature of the 
senses (and hence he has abandoned all efforts to over- 
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come and tame or control them), gets destroyed (i.e. the 
powerful uncontrolled senses lead him to his spiritual 
failure or doom), in the same manner, if an enemy is 
ignored, then the enemy, on attaining more strength, 
becomes in turn, unconquerable and the destruction of 
oneself, at the hands of the ignored enemy, will become 
a certainty." 

B n*iqfci, d^Pt^ 

«fdMI<l fafaoHTWIT, MRuO^I $Pd¥l$l 

iddlRcll ^ri ^<4HIJfl«hr«llRrd e-Ufa) PH^PMd, 

fERIRRHlF q$Pd<4ilW 

tttwi Hrtsrota:, torg^iMi4PHP^^fam^i- 

^’Rfd-m^H ^cfdivil rtr, tbb ^Pefoij ^sjtRbtrR^twt 

TBT«rf TT«TT Ucfaivil ^<^HI, 

*T°rfB vtHRtcjHL4^l«WI 3Bl II II 

SRI SUBODHINI: Curable diseases, like fever etc. 
if not controlled or treated, at the initial stage itself, can 
trigger a major illness which can lead to the destruction 
of this body. At an advanced stage of such an illness, even 
the best doctor becomes helpless to cure this illness, 
which could have been easily controlled, if it was treated 
at the initial stage itself. Now the doubt about the 
destruction of the self by it's own related and associated 
object is mitigated. In other words, one can destroy one's 
relatives and associates, for the sake of protecting oneself. 
Like an ignored and untreated illness becomes the cause 
for the death ppf the body, we can and should destroy any 
relative or associates, who are bent upon destroying our 
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worldly position and security. So far, the demons gave the 
example of a worldly situation. Now, the demons are 
giving a spiritual example of a Yogi, who is putting efforts 
towards God-realization, failing to achieve his goal, due to 
his act of ignoring the importance of his various senses. 
Due to this, the Yogi, not only is deprived of his goal of 
God-realization, but, in turn gets destroyed by the all- 
powerful senses, which makes the yogi get attached to 
material and worldly pleasures - thus ruining his quest for 
God-realization. In this way, through the destruction of the 
body, the worldly person, is denied the enjoyment of this 
life and the Yogi, due to the overpowering and uncon¬ 
trolled senses is denied the spiritual goals of the other 
worlds. Now, the demons are saying that by ignoring the 
celestial gods, there is a possibility of the celestial gods, 
becoming very strong, and destroying the demons. The 
celestial gods, who are already endowed with strength, 
should never be allowed to gain more strength. Hence, we 
should not ignore them and allow them time to gather 
strength. The demons are describing the basis and roots of 
the power of the celestial gods. 

Tjtf fawjff m ^RRR: II 

II Vo II 

VERSE 40 Meaning: "The basis of the power of the 
celestial gods is Lord Vishnu, in whom, is established the 
most ancient spiritual wisdom (San2tana Dharma) in the 
form of sacrifices etc. The basis of both Lord Vishnu and 
the celestial gods consists of the Vfedas, the Cows, the 
Brahmins, the penance of noble souls and the Nfedic 
sacrifices, where offerings and gifts are made to every¬ 
one. It 
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: TJcTOIF fawjftfh, ijtf “ftnnj:, 

^T:, ^Tr^pn ^T:, n^ifWami tj fiflBj:, 7RT 

sir?, TRFRwluiffa ^hi ijjpf fawjffcn? ^nr qif: 

4HWH *J*if ‘tniR:, ^ 

«&«i« %^trP: «nni:,4 cTTfH qtrffa TTjtNl^ 

Mil’ll *TWWWi\ '^T^Tt foil'll ^JtT, ^ -t<3^»MlfHqut:, <TFT ^ 

fawj:, * :2T5Tt ^ '^fo ^^ «t>eld cTPt Pi^iH'tjrq 

RfcTqmKcqHfa, cRl? U%feT, fawft fHId-tl STtf:, ‘ «pfFT 

J^ci’ dfHI{^fa><^ft+^<!|Hl’ TJH fawj:, flWlfa 

‘jdHig d^fn, vkhUi^eiHmfu, ^:, TTT^t f^TCCTSJ <TOt *JJIT: 

^^nnT:, W^I M:, Ffata T=F5Iltel, fsfasft t? 

U«jfdfH^T^IrH+:, TTfrWT^t U?it fa^W+WM: -N^f^lUIII: 

^TOTT W Wrf, 3t^ TH|1%spfr5f cU-hItF, q«lcH4>1 ^1 Jjjrtc&t 

f^^fTd:, 3T^T &j ^o^tF W?MT TOTS, <T3 ni^t 

444>tlU*<mR«M'i W’HT: II *o II 

SRI SUBODHINI: The fundamental basis and root 
of the celestial gods is Lord Vishnu as they have their 
origin in Lord Vishnu - as being born from Him. The 

celestial gods are Satwik by nature (of the quality of 
harmony) and Lord Vishnu is the original cause and 

enjoyer of all Vedic sacrifices (YAGNA). The various 
acts of our Vedic Dharma viz. the Vedic sacrifices, have 
prescribed, sacrificing offerings and oblations of various 
materials, with a view to offer them to the celestial gods, 

and whatever acts of righteousness and sacrifices pre¬ 
scribed by the Vedfis, are permanent and everlasting 

truths, as a guide, for one's living on this earth. The word 
"SANATAN" denotes that these principles and practices, 

expounded in the Vedas will remain forever, as they are 

Eternal truths and hence - everlasting. In the Vedas, it is 
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clearly mentioned, that the practice of sacrifice has re¬ 
mained and continued from the very beginning of this 
creation. We can also say, that these practices are the 
ones, which have to be practiced, in the first instance, and 
are considered as the highest form of righteousness. When 
sacrifices are not performed, then the celestial gods, do 
not get their food and hence, these sacrifices form the 
basis of the lives and well-being of the celestial gods, who 
in turn control the fruits, arising out of the performance 
of such sacrifices. The Lord of all sacrifices is Lord 
Vishnu. As told in the Vedas "Lord Vishnu is the 
sacrifice" - Lord Vishnu is the symbol of this sacrifice, as 
prescribed, in the Vedas. In this way. Lord Vishnu 
becomes the controller and the Master of all these Vedic 
sacrifices. Not only this, he is also the Original foundation 
and basis for all sacrifices and the word used here "Yatra" 
(which) denotes that "in whom the righteous sacrifices 
always remain forever viz. Lord Vishnu". Now, it is 
clearly explained that our Lord is the basis and foundation 
for all righteousness (DHARMA) and that is why, we 
come across the saying "the Lord of Dharma is Achyuta" 
("Achyuta" is synonymous with Lord Vishnu). From this, 
it is also proved that, Lord Vishnu is the basis and 
originator of all these celestial gods, both material and 
Vedic. Now, what is the basis and root of Lord Vishnu and 
the celestial gods? The basis is the Vedas, the Cow, the 
Briihmin, the penance, and the performance of Vedic 
sacrifice, wherein gifts and offerings are made. The Vedas 
are considered as the basis and authority for the perform¬ 
ance of sacrifices. In the cows, there is the existence of 
ghee (which is offered during the sacrifice) and in the 
Brahmin is the Manthra or holy Vedic chanting. The paths 
of spiritual Dharma is two fold viz. the path of action viz. 
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worldly prosperity and the path of withdrawal viz. spir¬ 
itual progress or wisdom. The path of worldly prosperity, 
through actions, consists of the performance of Vedic 
sacrifices and the path for attaining spiritual wisdom, 
consists of performance of penance. The giving of gifts 
and offering is considered as the wife of the sacrifice, and 
all sacrifices should be performed, only with due offerings 
of gifts of money, materials etc. Hence, a sacrifice is 
termed as following the path of action. The purport here, 
is that the one, who lives with his wife automatically 
follows the path of action. Thus the basis of the celestial 
gods, is Lord Vishnu, who symbolizes the Vedas, the cow, 
the sacrifice, the Brahmin and the penance. Put in other 
words, we may consider the Brahmins and the cow as the 
real basis, instead of the five factors mentioned above, as 
the cows give milk, which produces the ghee offered 
during the sacrifice and the Brahmin conducts the sacri¬ 
fice, as he knows the various Vedic mantras or chantings, 
usually recited during a sacrifice. With these two viz. the 
ghee and the Brahmins, a sacrifice gets completed. The 
Brahmin, who has opted to the path of penance will, of 
course, guide and lead the path towards spiritual 
wisdom.Now, the demons speak about the destruction of 
the Brahmins and the cows. 

HMfwl ins II II 

VERSE 41 Meaning: "Hence, we will destroy the 
Brahmins and the cows, so that these Brahmins are 
prevented from doing the Vedic sacrifices, either by 
themselves or through their successors and other family 
members. We will destroy Brahmins, who have the knowl¬ 
edge of the -Ved2s and also know the meaning of the 
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\fedfis, who are practicing penance and who are capable 
of performing the sacrifices and we will also destroy the 
cows which give milk, so that no ghee is available for the 
performance of the sacrifices." 

: far taHHHig awiftfa, qwfoiHi 

VTflurMI ^ 

^5T?fteir», gfafot: W:, gdMIdletfe 

ipr ii ** ii 

SRI SUBODHINI: We will prevent the Brahmins 
from performing the worldly and the Vedic sacrifices, 
either by themselves: or through others. We will destroy 
all the Brahmins, who have the knowledge of the Vedas, 
in the form of the actual performance of the various 
sacrifices, which are prescribed therein, and also have the 
knowledge of the spiritual wisdom contained in the Vedas. 
In other words, we will destroy those Brahmins, who are 
adept in the various actions and the spiritual wisdom of 
the VedSs. We will also destroy the Brahmins, who 
practice the various types of penances, also the cows, 
which give plenty of milk. The demons decided to 
undertake all these "destructive" actions, at their earliest, 
no sooner they get the order and approval from Kamsa. In 
this manner, the demons told Kamsa, that they should 
destroy the Brahmins and the cows, who form the basis 
for action by Lord Vishnu. Now they specify that all these 
Brahmins and cows etc. should be destroyed, as they form 
the various limbs of our Lord Vishnu (i.e. they constitute 
the body of Lord Vishnu). 

TO WR 7PT: II 

ST^T fMrT8IT ^ II V? II 
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VERSE 42 Meaning: "Lord Hari's Holy Body or 
His Divine self consists of the most sacred beings and 
qualities and objects viz. the Brahmins and cows, all types 
of food which can be offered as oblations into a sacrificial 
fire, the Holy Vedas and it's 6 Divine parts, sacred vows, 
Holy penance, control over one's senses, peace and order 
in one's inner mind, sincerity, compassion, forbearance 
and patience and the holy sacrifices such as Jyotishtoma 
and others.” 

U|iyif5KI<MU||q fttUI f^EIT 

^T:, 5fi#t ?[Tf rTd: 

^*1: VTO tfll: VIItU) ^T3:( 

?fW>ll, ?nJRT:cbC0|^ Wgr ^fct, -%SB ^ ^3, (rlfojyifr1*HWH, 

TO: yfdfMd: II II 

SRI SUBODHINI: In this verse, the word of "and" 
used twice denotes the various sacred offerings made into 
a sacrificial fire and also the 6 "Vedangis” (parts of the 
Vedas). This also denotes the observance of holy vows 
undertaken by devout people. The reference in this man¬ 
ner, the demons told Kamsa that they should destroy the 
penance, truth, control over senses and peace and order in 
one's inner-mind, pertains, respectively, to the four stages 
of one's life viz. the bachelorhood, the married stage, the 
anchorite stage and the sannyasi (complete renunciation) 
stage. Penance is to be done by the body; hence it is the 
Dharma or duty of one's body. Truth is the duty or 
Dharma of one's word or speech. The control over the 
senses is the duty of everyone to rule and order the senses, 
and direct them*into the path of Dharma or righteousness. 
The thought process becoming peaceful and orderly is the 
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duty of the inner-mind. Sincerity and true attention to all 
these sacred undertakings and tasks, compassion to all 
beings, forbearance and patience towards those who mis¬ 
behave - all these ten types of right conduct and spiritual 
behavior constitute our Lord's Ten Divine manifestations. 
The Vedic sacrifices such as Jyotishtoma and others are of 
several varieties and kinds. All these symbolize and 
represent our Lord Hari's Divine Body or Self - Lord 
Hari is the one who removes, entirely, the sorrow and 
unhappiness of everyone. Just like a body is able to do 
various actions because the Divine soul is established as 
the indwelling spiritual principle in one's body, in the 
same way, Lord Vishnu conducts and organizes the lives 
of Brahmins and others - as all these represent the body 
of Lord Vishnu. 

Now the demons conclude this topic by mentioning, 
that our Lord is the root cause and origin for everything 
referred to, up to now. 

Traf: TTSnj^aT.* II II 

VERSE 43 Meaning: "Lord Vishnu is the presiding 
deity of all the celestial gods; He is the enemy of the 
demons. He lives, in a secret and hidden way, in the inner- 
mind of every being; He is the origin and the root-cause 
of all the celestial gods such as Lord Brahma and Lord 
Siva and others. Hence, the only way to destroy Lord 
Vishnu, is only through the destruction of the sages and 
noble souls.” 

« 
* * 
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«bsifaq^ 1 7T=RT^ 

^ ^pn^W:, icFT^t 3T fturftfd, 37«f^' ^ H 

fafRJ ‘Jd’jdMctW ?%, ^ftf^TfiraW^wmf:, 

M$i^q*q W°ia Vetn*qniHt- TSra^QT ^fh, 

3t?ft tqwjt: TRfopR: yd)i*>K$rffaTT f^fy<T»ii^i$ iuPh^, 

Tpsf «TRf ItPl: 11*3 II 

SRI SUBODHINI: Whenever important and unim¬ 
portant factors are explained together, then, generally the 
'important' factors or points are given due and more 
value. Here, references have been made, both to the 
destruction of the celestial gods and of Lord Vishnu. Lord 
Vishnu is the presiding deity and the Lord of all the 
celestial gods. Hence, it may be a waste to eliminate the 
celestial gods as elimination Lord Vishnu, in the first 
instance, will suffice as with the destruction of Lord 
Vishnu, everyone else gets decimated. Hence, Lord Vishnu 
should be first eliminated. There is also another factor to 
be considered. Usually, the celestial gods, do not hate the 
demons, as Lord Vishnu does - in fact the celestial gods 
had helped the demons, to procure the Divine nectar, after 
churning the ocean of milk. Lord Vishnu is an inveterate 
enemy of the demons. It is also difficult to kill Lord 
Vishnu, as He stays, always, hidden in the inner-mind of 
everyone. Our Lord Vishnu is the origin and the root- 
cause of all these celestial gods - and not just a presiding 
deity or kind, in the worldly way. He is the fundamental 
Divine basis for everybody and everything. The word used 
here to describe the celestial gods by the demons is done 
in the feminine gender - that is, the celestial gods can be 
easily ignored as one tends to ignore the womenfolk as 
weak and feeble. Lord Siva and Lord Brahma also are not 
independent - as their origin, basis and the root-cause is 
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also, our Lord Sri Hari. Hence, it is wise and proper to 
eliminate and destroy Lord Vishnu only. To eliminate Lord 
Vishnu, it is necessary first, to destroy all the sages and 
noble souls and through their destruction, destroy also, all 
their religious practices and sacrifices. Here the word 
"sage" (RISH1) is used to denote their spiritual and 
religious sacrifices/actions also.On hearing the above words 
of the demons, what Kamsa, did, is explained in the 
following verse. 

3TO % rigylMI^ H 

^4f<*P»T: W ^4fn: II 

a$iPgHi ^ it ** II 

VERSE 44 Meaning: "In this manner, Kamsa, got 
his intellect polluted, with the wrong advice given by his 
evil and sinful minister. He decided, that giving trouble 
and harming the Brahmins will be beneficial for him - He 
being a demon himself, was cruel in his character and 
conduct, and now, was also enveloped and bound by his 
bad destiny." 

atojStfMf : TR fal <$>dqifacql*l4;«Wl£4|fH(d, 

T$ <£ET HPdU||:> W 

^fttalci:, fi? fl4Piuta:, i ftt 

Terrain «n^T«tT ^ ddipnjj: eMwvnytHivjag, 

enlcmndi^n 3tmfcf TT^fiS^TTTu 

Vdffri, ci^iFh ^ilrimVIMdl^tf *igc4H<u fH^Plal II V# II 
i 

SRI SUBODHINI: Thus, inspired by the wrong 
advice given by his evil ministers, Kamsa, thought that 
killing Brahmins will lead to his safety and prosperity. 
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Kamsa was of the Kshatriya clan (warrior) and it was his 
duty to protect the Brahmins and not kill them! Then how 
come, he decided to kill all the Brahmins? It is said, that 
this was due to the wrong advice given by his evil 
ministers - and the ministers also did not comprehend or 
know the bad consequences of their evil actions! Kamsa 
got his intellect polluted with their wrong advice. Intellect 
always guides the mind and body to act rightly or 
wrongly. The intellect gets destroyed and looses it's 
discriminating faculty by courting bad company - now 
Kamsa was advised by evil ministers and his intellect also 
became influenced by these evil-minded and cruel minis¬ 
ters. Instead of protecting them, Kamsa now thought, that 
by killing the Brahmins, he will certainly save himself and 
it will be beneficial to him! Moreover, if someone, was to 
say, that why did Kamsa become evil-minded, after getting 
the advice of his evil-minded ministers, although up to 
now, he had behaved properly, with affection and humility, 
with both mother Devaki and Shri Vasudeva, it is ex¬ 
plained that Kamsa, was a demon, and hence, was also 
very cruel, in his basic character. He was also, now, under 
the control of the binding force of Time - bad destiny - 
Hence he was also in the jaws of imminent danger. 

Usually, in a situation of extreme danger, a person can 
easily loose the balance in his intellect. Kamsa was 
exposed to his bad destiny and hence, there was extreme 
fear in his mind. Hence, there is no wonder that he lost 
his intellect completely! Now his bad destiny - here both 
"Time" and "Chains" (PASA) denote the factor of Kamsa, 
being bound by the chains of his bad destiny. After losing 
his intellect, completely, what Kamsa, did subsequently, is 
explained below. 
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CT^Uini^ ifWK\ <J6mfil¥l^ II *V II 

VERSE 45 Meaning: "Kamsa, ordered fearsome 
demons, who by their very nature, gave trouble and 
harmed others, who also can take and transform them¬ 
selves into any desired form, to go to all the places, with 
a view to give trouble and harm good, virtuous and noble 
persons. Kamsa then retired to his palace after giving such 
an order." 

sfajartftrft : ^ $ciciiMqt 

wnnkRinimf *nn«fo?wRTci, 3m i ft ft, 
^H4U4)<I:( WJFWfiiyRI, ^ 

H T^«J TJ# II II 

SRI SUBODHINI: Kamsa, sent, to the various 
places in his kingdom and also to other distant places, 
fearsome demons, who by their very nature harmed others 
and who were capable of taking any desired form. They 
were ordered to harm noble souls, everywhere. These 
demons could also travel anywhere, by their mere will. 
These demons were very cruel (DANAVA). Only the 
"Rdkshasa" category of demons are given this, name of 
being "very cruel". In other words, Kamsa ordered ’very 
cruel’ persons, to go forth to every place in his kingdom 
and outside, so that noble and virtuous persons can be 
harmed, without any sympathy or compassion. Kamsa, 
went back to his palace, after giving this order. Perhaps, 
he went away to his palace, so that, ho one could meet 
him complaining about the cruel actions of these demons 
and tell him about their sorrow and suffering. The 
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demons perpetrated such an amount of cruel atrocities that 
their actions and deeds, exceeded the original order of 
Kamsa! It is explained below. 

mi 
VERSE 46 Meaning: "The cruel demons, whose 

nature was under the influence of spiritually ignorant 
dynamism (RAJAS) and whose minds were enveloped by 
the darkness of the spiritual ignorance (TAMAS), under¬ 
took to perpetrate violent deeds of hatred, on the noble 
and virtuous souls, as their own destruction, through the 
death, of good and noble souls was imminent. Those, to 
whom, death is very near (i.e. about to die), lack true 
knowledge about the nature of right and wrong actions." 

sfajgtffepft : % ^ cratafaqF $dc|-d ^TTF, ft fallal, ft 

T3T:V<f»d<4:, TRRTT: ^TT »raf=5Tr ^ 

farf ft*T, ^^c|=bHmi*f <m:, TsTOPft«tf 

«1TOT: WT: W WTRf 

^dd-d $r^Tf> *rafcT, 

FiMwidMW ftnrft ^juuikm 

•^dd-d:, id died) entirely II ^ II 

SRI SUBODHIN1: It is certain that, by their very 
nature demons are prone to do ignorant dynamic actions 
(RAJASIC). Hence, these types of people, are usually 
very cruel. Over and above this violent nature, their minds 
were also enveloped by the darkness of their spiritual 
ignorant nature (TAMAS), and this "ignorance" had com¬ 
pletely removed whatever discriminating virtue, they had 
earlier. In th^manner, those, who get under the dominat¬ 
ing control of both Rajas and Tamas (ignorant dynamism 
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and darkness), naturally are prone to hate noble and good 
persons. So, these demons, began to harm and give 
trouble to those noble persons, whom they now hated. It 
is clearly mentioned, in this verse, that the inner-minds of 
these demons, were completely distorted and destroyed. 
The inner-mind is the product of the change which takes 
place in the "EGO" (AHANKAR) principle and usually it 
is in a state of harmony (SATWA) as it gives birth to 
knowledge about various things and objects. But this usual 
harmonious nature of this inner-mind is completely de¬ 
stroyed with the ingress of the ignorant dynamism (RA¬ 
JAS). But the knowledge of the inner-mind remains, 
although, without any use or benefit. Even this knowledge 
of the inner-mind is destroyed, with the ingress of the 
'ignorance' of Tamas or darkness and in this manner, we 
can safely assume, that the entire inner-mind of these 
demons was destroyed successively, through the removal 
of it's harmonious nature and it's own knowledge about 
it's existence, through the ingress of both Rajas and 
Tamas, respectively. Hence, without an effective harmoni¬ 
ous inner-mind, to direct them into the performance of 
righteous actions, the demons, now undertook to do sinful 
and cruel actions and gave trouble and pain to noble and 
good persons. How did they do more harm and indulge in 
more cruel actions - exceeding even the orders and 
expectation of Kamsa? The answer is given as follows. 
They had become extremely cruel, as their death had 
come very near to them - meaning that, very soon, they 
will meet with their death and doom - hence, they were 
forced, by their imminent bad destiny to act with so much 
cruelty - as they had no control over themselves to decide 
about the "right and wrong" of their actions. 

YOgamSya, had made these demons to perpetrate such 
cruel actions on the noble persons, so that they can be 
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easily and swiftly destroyed. With a view to explain this, 
in the next verse, the consequences of evil actions done to 
great and noble souls, are described. 

3IRJ: f*RI snf c'ftchi’iiRrm irg xf h 

n ?frT sft*nsnra^ xigsifsojra: u vii 
VERSE 47 Meaning: "Sri Sukadeva said, Those 

persons, who dishonour and disrespect Divine and noble 
souls, stand to lose, due to their bad deeds towards these 
great and noble souls, their longevity, wealth, fame, 
righteousness and the various benefits which automatically 
accrue due to these viz. residence in heaven, children and 
the prosperity and welfare, attained through the fulfillment 
of one’s desires. They also lose all the benefits of an 
auspicious nature, in their lives." 

w>cihi^I4J: ftrafqfd, ^piT:, 
yiu^c^diel: FTIT, rHf WWPJ:, ft 37^ cTcT: «ft:, 

W*iWWI TM:, ^T: «pf:, 3TI«tT 

dlchi: i^enlyta:, «<ct»Kisfed>l 

RlMeiwnB 3Trft ^ dmddV^rf 
'ddfd, 3RTOT rTFTI%I d ^fgdf^fd 

M6^lrl5t>H: fdi dTqfctf 3frTT n<q 

<i(wkii:, fldfuflfrl, ?fd, 4-da-dHUfM hc«1 

«IMel<j)«IfUlfd$hM VWMIH-lll^l, 3P7«IKI«MWW 

*7IT^ TdRf? Wr5dM^«T*f TRTT^Rf fd^fadH, IHMII 

f ^ilngWiJ^f^ldf^tnddldl 

^HvafwiiqRidtuiH, » v n 

SRI SUBODHINI: The 6 qualities mentioned in this 
verse are considered as worthy of being attained by a 
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human being. A life is considered as "unfulfilled” without 
attaining these. The first quality is "longevity" - as only 
if one lives, then one can achieve or do something. This 
"longevity" gets reduced or lost, through the sinful act of 
heaping dishonour and disrespect on noble and Divine 
souls. Disobedience coupled with intransigent behavior to 
Divine and noble souls, makes one lose his wealth and 
prosperity. Hence, this person gets deprived of the use of 
wealth and prosperity. In the verse, references are made to 
the loss of fame, residence in the heaven and of the non¬ 
fulfillment of various desires for objects and other happi¬ 
ness. We should not conclude, now, that if someone has 
no desire at all, he can get away, without any punishment 
(as he has nothing to lose) if he misbehaves with Divine 
and noble souls! Hence, it was necessary to say, that this 
sort of bad behavior towards Divine and noble souls, 
makes one lose everything and they will never attain, 
whatever they want to attain or achieve. There are various 
other types of benefits and happiness, which life offers - 
and all these are referred to, in a summarized and short 
way, by the word 'Everything else' (SARVANI) - that 
these also, will get destroyed for the soul, committing the 
sin of harming the Divine and noble souls. The words 
"Men" (PUMSAHA) used in the verse denotes, that 
despite being independent, everyone stands to lose every¬ 
thing, when the above mentioned sin is committed. The 
word "great and noble" (MAHAN), in the verse, is used 
to denote the 'Divinity' of the persons referred to i.e. it 
refers to the sincere Devotees and Bhaktas of our Lord - 
that a Devotee of our Lord, is indeed, a great and noble 
person and dishonouring or harming a devotee makes one 
lose all the above benefits of a good and prosperous life. 
A soul attains "greatness" only due to it's association with 
our Lord and due to His Grace and compassion, the soul 
attains it's 'exalted' status of being "great" (MAHAN). 
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Our Lord is the Most Supreme and the "greatest" and 
hence, the soul attains greatness, through it's devotion to 
our Lord. 

The Lord makes the soul 'great' through His love and 
grace. Like the water gets "heated" through coming into 
contact with fire, the devote also gets the ingress of 
greatness through his Devotion to our Lord. In this 
manner, Yogamaya, was able to complete her task of 
giving sorrow and pain to everyone, as planned and 
determined by our Lord, who through His Divine form of 
Aniruddha, now undertook the task of saving and securing 
righteousness (DHARMA). If Yogamaya, had not inspired 
Kamsa to perpetrate such an amount of evil actions - and 
the resultant sorrow and unhappiness to good and noble 
persons - the manifestation of the Divine Part of our Lord 
- as Sri Aniruddha - who represents and symbolizes the 
Divine quality of protecting "righteousness" (DHARMA) 
would not have taken place. 

Thus ends the Sri Subodhini commentary of Shri 
Mahaprabhu Vallabhacharyaji, on the fourth chapter of the 
10th Canto of Shri Maha Bhagavata Purana. 
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righteous nature (dharmaroopa) 
299 

righteousness (dhanna) 271,320, 
449, 622 

rising (udayam) 341 

nta satyan£tram 257 

ruthless (kadarya) 184 

S 

sacred smile (suchismita) 449 

sarvatantra swatantra 296 

sat (truth) 427 

satwa (harmony), rajas 261 

(satwa) 316 

satyasya satyam 256 

scriptures (smrti) 395 

seated in the heart of everyone 
(antarymm) 111 

s£dhana for nirddha 22 
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seed of brahman (brahmnda) 260 

seen (drisya) 420 

self(//;/fl) 522 

self-evolved and evident lord 
(swayambhu) 300 

self-originated (,swayambhu) 338 

serpent disesha 1 

service(jtfvw) 3, 57 

shoulder (knchi) 383 

sorrow (bata) 571 

sorrow (<dukha) 105 

soul (jiva) 569, 580, 44 

soul (tma) 428, 466 

soul of everyone (san'tma) 232, 
374 

soul of this universe (viswtman) 
489 

souls (/iv/i) 289 

space (ksa) 340, 373, 460 
* 

spiritual - (j?erna purushottama) 
384 

spiritual devotee (sdhak) 272 

spiritual dynamism (rajas) 6 

spiritual effort (sdhana) 40 

spiritual goal (sdhya) 272 

spiritual harmonious (satwa) 5 

spiritual harmony (satwa) 6, 269, 
286 

spiritual ignorance (tamos) 6, 5 

spiritual path of jnna 96 

spiritual path of pushti (grace) 
362 

spiritual self (adhytma) 466 

spiritual sorrow (vyasana) 105 

spiritual wisdom (jnna) 291 

spoken of (huhu) 471 

sri narasimha (man-lion) 324 

stable (gita) 580 
suffer (muhuhu) 269 
sun (uttaryan) 331 
supra- divine (dhidaivik) 332 
supreme truth (brahman) 232 
supreme divine self (paramtma) 

294 
supreme person who is beyond: 

paraha pumn 249 
supreme personage (puruslid- 

thama) 202 
supreme soul (jiva and pramtma) 

408 
surrender, (raya) 8 
swan (hamsa) 322 

t 
tasks to be performed, (krya) 418 

(tarn) 610 

teacher (guru) 232, 382 

ten vital airs (prnam) 362 

thou art (tat twain ast) 400 

three eyes (trinayan) 107 

three qualities (triguntmak) 410 

three stages (tridasa) 112 

three truths (tnsatyam) 256 

time (dhunik) 463 

time (kalafr 118, 311, 337, 471, 
66 

time (kltita) 479 

today (now) (adhya) 479 

total devotion (nirodha) 4, 97, 
123 

total divine manifestation or in¬ 
carnation (purna) 257 

truth (satyam) 254 
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truth beyond (satyaparam) 256 

truth viz: turiya 119 

truth which is exalted and beyond 
(satyam pa ram) 252 

truth-consciousness-bliss (satchu- 
nanda) 256, 405, 419 

truthful nature only (sattmtra) 
457 

two mothers (tan mtarau) 226 

u 
ultimate weapon (brahmstra) 57 

unborn (ajaha) 338 

ungraspable (anant and agrhya) 
402 

universal being (viswtma) 39 

universal divine soul (viswtma) 
207 

universe (ishwara) 439 

universe (jagatkarta) 439 

universe (pralaya) 466, 492 

universe functions (chestate) 471 

unlucky (mandyha) 556 

unmamfested (avyaktha) 468 

unmanifested being (avyakta) 
454 

unseen (avyaktam) 455, 464 

untruth (mitya) 552 

uplifted weapons (udyudh) 373 

upper hands (angad) 383 

v 

vedic sacrifices (yagna) 621 

valour (veeryam) 65 

vasus (divine beings) 34 

vedic chanting of purushasuktha 
110, 116 

vedic praise of purushasuktha 
109 

veerya 366 

verse as vrushkapi 110 

virtuous person (sdhu) 346 

virtuous righteousness (dhartni) 
204 

vision (darshan) 271 

vital air (pma) 372, 373 

voracious eaters (mahsana) 199 

(vypya) 423 

w 
wavering (chanchat) 385 

wealth of spiritual wisdom 
(jnntmak sri) 368 

weapons (yudh) 372 

wedded bride (suryaya) 136 

who have bodies (dehinm) 597 

who have bodies (saririnaha) 289 

who is not born (ajana) 338 

whole (bhiuna) 64 

wind (vayu) 372, 373 

wisdom (jnna) 325, 387 

wise person (jnm) 588 

witness (drashta) 420 

witness of every intellect (sana 
buddi dnk) 405 

wonderful (adbhutam) 366, 367 

wonderful lord (lam adbhutam) 
365 

word (chit) 427 

word (nad) 311 

world (loka) 466 

worldly existence (samsra) 274 

worldly life (samsra) 271 

worshipped (upsya) 464 

y 
yagna 273 














